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About this guide
This manual is intended for all users with access to the SEQUEL data retrieval
system. It is a reference manual that provides descriptions of SEQUEL’s
components (kernel, user interface, report writer, tabler) and how to use them.
This manual is divided into these sections:
Part 1 describes the basic SEQUEL functions. It contains information
about how to use the menus, and the views and reports that you create.
Part 2 describes the interactive view editor. All aspects of creating,
changing and running views through the user interface are covered.
Part 3 provides complete information on the report editor and the
capabilities of SEQUEL’s report writer.
Part 4 describes the process of creating and running a script. Many
examples are provided so that you can see how they are used.
Part 5 describes the SEQUEL tabling functions. It provides concepts and
background information to tabling and describes the process of creating a
tabling view.
Part 6 gives an explanation of the SQL language. Each clause is covered
and all functions and operators supported by SEQUEL are explained.
Many examples are provided so that you can see how they are used.
Appendix A at the back of this guide lists each SEQUEL function and
explains its use.
Appendix B at the back of this guide lists some Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ).
The Index at the back of this manual provides a cross reference of all of
the important topics. Use it to quickly locate the information that you need.

What you should know
Before using this manual you should read and use the SEQUEL Tutorial
workbook. It will give you a broad overview of SEQUEL's capabilities and a
general understanding of how most of its functions work.

Additional information
Technical aspects of SEQUEL are documented in the SEQUEL Programmer’s
Guide. You can refer to it for complete descriptions of each SEQUEL command,
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installation instructions, security considerations, and other details that are of
interest to programmers and data administrators.
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Part 1. Using SEQUEL
This chapter will help you learn how to make the most of the SEQUEL views and
reports on your system. Sections in this chapter include:
•

How to get Help

•

SEQUEL’s menu

•

Using the Work With displays

•

How to display, print and e-mail, the results of a view, or to send them
to a new file or PC Document

•

Using a view that includes run-time variables

•

Displaying and printing the descriptions of views, reports and scripts

•

Changing your default environment

These subjects were introduced in the SEQUEL Tutorial workbook and you should
be generally familiar with them already. The following pages will describe them in
detail and show you all of the function that is available to you.
Once you become familiar with SEQUEL, you should refer to these sections when
you want to refresh your memory or learn new functions about the features you
already know.

Part 1. Using SEQUEL
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How to get help
SEQUEL help text is context sensitive. The assistance you receive is related to the
location of the cursor at the time you pressed the Help (or F1) key. For best
results, you should move the cursor onto the item in question before you press the
help key. Move the cursor to the top of the display if you want complete details
about the display. Move to the last line on the display if you want information
about function keys.
Many definitions and in-depth topics can be accessed using hypertext. With this
feature, you can jump from a current help panel to a related one and then return to
the previous panel or jump to another related topic.
You can also search for topical information using the index search capabilities.
Once you press a function key to access the search index, you can browse
information in a topical sequence, or locate the specific help you need by typing
keywords that describe the topic.

On-line Help text
The help panel below is an example of the assistance that SEQUEL can provide.
The help key was pressed after the cursor was moved onto the “Amount to roll”
field at the bottom of the run-time prompt display. The text in the pop-up window
describes the scrolling capabilities of display.
15:59:28

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

4/08/98

SQL statement:
SELECT

cusno.ordhead, cname.custmast,
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
"Date") NAME(ordate),
ordno.ordhead, cuspo. ..........................................
ostat.ordhead, otype. :
Amount to roll
:
ortot.ordhead, orwgt. :
:
FROM
custmast, ordhead
: Use the roll keys and the "Amount to :
JOIN BY cusno.1=cusno.2
: roll" entry field at the lower right :
WHERE
(cusno.1=0 OR cname.1 C : of the display to position the
:
cooyr*10000+coomn*100 : statement on the display and to view :
ORDER BY ordno
: subsequent lines of the SQL
:
: statement.
:
:
Bottom :
: F2=Extended help
F11=Search index
:
: F12=Cancel
F24=More keys
:
:
:
:........................................:
Amount to roll . . _10_
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh F9=Run
F11=Alternate display
F12=Cancel
F16=Edit statement F18=Change defaults
F23=Display SQL

Once the help panel is displayed, you can navigate through the text using several
different facilities.
Depending on settings in your user profile, the help text may appear in a window
overlaying your display. Use F20 to expand the text to a full 24x80 window.
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Access additional pages of help text by pressing the roll keys. You can position the
help window to a specific line by moving the cursor to it and pressing F10. The
line of help text under the cursor will move to the top of the display.
You can print the help topic by pressing F14.
Additional information about using the help facility can be acquired by using F13.
A series of panels describing the procedures that will allow you to get the most out
of the help text will be presented to you.
Once you are finished with the help text, press F12 to return to the previous
display (which may be another help panel) or use F3 to exit the help facility
altogether and return to the underlying SEQUEL display.

Hypertext
Hypertext selections in the help text will be underlined and will have an entry field
preceding them. The “integrity rule(s)” entry on the display below is an example of
a hypertext entry. You can activate a hypertext selection by pressing the TAB key
to move the cursor to the entry field prior to the hypertext keyword and then
pressing Enter. The help topic associated with the hypertext entry will be
displayed on your workstation. When you are finished with the hypertext topic,
you can return to the initial topic by pressing F12.
12:23:44

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

View name: ORDERSUMP
Library: SEQUELEX
Matching customer number
OR customer name . . . .
tested with . . . .
Beginning date (YMD) . .
Ordering field . . . . .

F12=Cancel

4/21/98

Order summary - header info for each order by cust
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

F16=Edit statement

0
NUMBER(6,0)
"???"
QSTRING(25)
CONTAINS
EXPR(8)
87 ..........................................
OR :
Input Field
:
:
:
: Values are checked against the
:
: _ integrity rule(s) each time the
:
: Enter key or a function key (except
:
: F3,F12 and F5) is pressed. If the
:
: current value for any variable on
:
: the current page violates its
:
: integrity rule, a message will
:
: appear at the bottom of the display. :
:
More... :
: F2=Extended help
F12=Cancel
:
: F20=Enlarge
F24=More keys
:
F2 :
:
:........................................:

The next display demonstrates a hypertext jump. The user moved the cursor to the
“integrity rule(s)” field and pressed Enter. The help facility provides additional
information about integrity rules. Hypertext makes it easy to navigate through the
help text; selecting the topics that you need assistance with, while not wasting time
with information you already know.
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12:23:44

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

View name: ORDERSUMP
Library: SEQUELEX
Matching customer number
OR customer name . . . .
tested with . . . .
Beginning date (YMD) . .
Ordering field . . . . .

F12=Cancel

4/21/98

Order summary - header info for each order by cust
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

F16=Edit statement

0
NUMBER(6,0)
"???"
QSTRING(25)
CONTAINS
EXPR(8)
87 ..........................................
OR :
Integrity check
:
:
:
: If any integrity check is shown,
:
: your input will be validated by the
:
: prompter, in a case independent
:
: manner, to meet the integrity check
:
: rule. If your input does not
:
: conform to the integrity check rule, :
: error message(s) will appear at the
:
: bottom of the display.
:
:
Bottom :
: F6=Viewed topics
F11=Search index
:
: F12=Cancel
F24=More keys
:
F2 :
:
:........................................:

If you choose several hypertext topic(s) after one another, you can return to
previous ones by pressing F12 in succession and “backing up” to them.
Alternatively, you can press F6 to view your current hypertext path and return to
any point on the path. The next display illustrates the hypertext path thus far. It
shows two entries: the initial topic and the hypertext topic accessed with the
“reposition” entry.
12:23:44
SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY
4/21/98
................................................................
:
Viewed Topics
:
:
: order by cust
: To return to a topic, position the cursor to that topic
:
:
and press Enter.
: UMBER(6,0)
:
: STRING(25)
:
Input Field
: XPR(8)
:
Integrity check
: .............
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: shown,
:
:
: ed by the
:
:
: ndent
:
:
Bottom : ity check
:
: F12=Cancel
: not
:
:
: heck rule, :
:..............................................................: ar at the
:
: bottom of the display.
:
:
Bottom :
: F6=Viewed topics
F11=Search index
:
: F12=Cancel
F24=More keys
:
F12=Cancel
F16=Edit statement F2 :
:
:........................................:

If you select F6 to view your current hypertext path, you can return to any display
along the path by moving the cursor alongside the topic and pressing the Enter
key. Press F12 to return to the help panel you just left. (In this case, the integrity
rules panel.)

Index search
The index search facility of the Help system makes it easy to find and learn about a
SEQUEL topic. If you select option 4 from the pull-down Help menu or press F11
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from any SEQUEL help display, the search index display will appear and allow
you to search for topics based on keywords that you specify.
Search Help Index
Index Search allows you to tell the system to search for specific
information. To use Index Search, do the following:
1. Type the phrase or words to search for.
2. Press Enter.
When you press Enter, the system searches for topics related to the
words you supplied and displays a list of topics found.
If you press Enter without typing anything, the system displays a list
of all available topics.
Type words to search for, press Enter.
_____________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit help

F5=All topics

F12=Cancel

F13=User support

Follow the instructions on the display to work with the search facility. Specify one
or more keywords and a list of pertinent topics will be presented. If you press
Enter without specifying a topic or use F5, a complete list of all the topics
covered by SEQUEL help will be presented. It looks like the display below.
SEQUEL search index
Type options, press Enter.
5=Display topic
6=Print topic
Option
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
5
_
_

Topic
The Structure Of SEQUEL Statements
SEQUEL query format
SEQUEL Clauses
Field Qualification
External values
ROWID External Value
Null values
Calculations and Expressions
Derived Fields
Constants

More...
Or to search again, type new words and press Enter.
_____________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit help

F5=All topics

F12=Cancel

F13=User support

Display or print topics in the list by placing a 5 or 6 next to them and pressing the
Enter key. You can perform another search by entering new keywords into the
search line as you did before. Selected topics will appear on the display like this:

How to get help
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Help

Calculations and Expressions

Calculations and Expressions
SEQUEL allows you to create calculated results in your views and to
use expressions in selecting records from the database.
Calculations can be used in specifying both the data to be returned
_ (SELECT clause), and in choosing which records will be included
_ (WHERE and _ HAVING) as well.
SEQUEL calculations (expressions) are formulated using mathematical
notation and allow a wide range of operators and functions. A
calculation can be as simple as a single numeric or character
constant. They can also become quite complex; involving many
operands, operators, and functions.
The previous example demonstrates the use of multiplication within a
view.
Bottom
F3=Exit help
F10=Move to top
F14=Print help

F12=Cancel

F13=User support

Hypertext topics and additional function keys are available as before. Exit the Help
facility and return to the SEQUEL display by pressing F3 or by repeatedly pressing
F12 to back up through the help panels you have visited.
More information about the OS/400 UIM help facility can be obtained by pressing
F13 and accessing the extended help available for user support.

The SEQUEL help facility is an advanced method to assist you while using the
product. Nonetheless, it is not a replacement for the complete documentation that
you will find in this User’s Guide. The best way to learn the product is by
reference to this manual. The help features provide an exceptional way of
reviewing SEQUEL features or of obtaining assistance for a particular display or
function.
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The SEQUEL menu
One of the most powerful features of SEQUEL is its command driven nature. All
SEQUEL functions can be accessed through any OS/400 command line. You are
not forced to use a “pre-defined” set of displays to create, run, or change your
views or reports. Since it is a command driven system, you have the flexibility to
do things how and when you want.
At the same time, you may find it easier to access SEQUEL’s functions through its
menu. With it, you don’t have to remember the various command names or
formats. The menu will provide all you need to use any SEQUEL function through
a small number of choices.
Start the SEQUEL menu by typing
GO SEQUEL/SEQUEL

from the command line.* Depending on your system, you may be able to select the
SEQUEL menu directly from one of your own menus.
The menu display looks like this:
7/06/98

9:30:19

SEQUEL Main Menu (SEQUEL)

System: ASC400

Select one of the following:
1. Design a view

DSNVIEW

2. Work with views
3. Work with reports
4. Work with scripts

WRKVIEW
WRKREPORT
WRKSCRIPT

5. Work with all SEQUEL objects

WRKSEQUEL

6. Set SEQUEL defaults

SETDFT

90. Sign off

Selection or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F9=Retrieve F12=Cancel F14=Submit F24=More Keys
(C) Copyright Advanced Systems Concepts, Inc. 1982, 1994

Use F3 to exit the menu. F4 can be used to prompt an option or command after
you have entered it in the “Selection or command” field. Other function keys are
described below.

* An alternate menu that does not support a command line entry field is also available. Access this menu using the SEQUEL/SEQUEL command.

The SEQUEL menu
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Type the option number of the function that you want to perform. You can also
enter any authorized command on the line at the bottom of the display. Press
Enter to run your command or option.
Option 1 will start the process that lets you create a new view. It runs the command
DSNVIEW *CREATE. Refer to the next chapter for information about SEQUEL’s
user interface.
Option 2 presents a display like the one on page 1-10 that helps you work with
views. It runs the WRKVIEW command. The library you were previously working
with will be accessed.
Option 3 runs the WRKREPORT command and gives you a display that helps you
work with reports. As with option 2, the library you were previously working with
will be used by default. A complete description of the Work With Reports display
begins on page 1-14.
Option 4 runs the WRKSCRIPT command and gives you a display that helps you
work with scripts. As with option 2, the library you were previously working with
will be used by default. A complete description of the Work With Scripts display
is in the Working with Scripts section.
Option 5 lets you use a single display to work with both views and reports. The
WRKSEQUEL command is used to access a list of views and reports. A complete

description of the Work With SEQUEL objects display begins on page 1-22.
Option 6 runs the SETDFT command so that you can specify values for the
interface defaults that you are authorized to change. A complete description of the
Set Defaults display begins on page 1-101.
Option 90 will run the SIGNOFF command and end your interactive session.
The table below lists all the function keys that are available on the menu.
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Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional assistance information. Equivalent to pressing the Help key.

F3=Exit

End the menu and return to the display where you began without processing any options you
have entered.

F4=Prompt

Use the OS/400 command prompter to get assistance for an option you have selected or a
command you have typed on the command line.

F9=Retrieve

Access the commands you have previously used. They will be recalled in LIFO (last in first out)
order.

F12=Cancel

Ends the current option and returns to the previous display.

F14=Submit

Submits the current command or option to the batch subsystem using the values in the user
default (F18) window.

F15=Prompted submit

Prompts the submit job (SBMJOB) command prior to submitting the current command or option
to the batch subsystem using the values in the user default (F18) window.

F16=Options

Displays the Work With User Defined Options display. Refer to the next section, Working With
Options, for more information about this function.
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F18=Defaults

Specify the default (or standard) job description and job queue to be used when a request is
submitted (F14/F15) to the batch subsystem.

F19=Next

Opposite of F9=Retrieve, F19 accesses commands in FIFO (first in, first out) order. It can be
very handy if you press F9 too many times in your attempt to retrieve a specific command.

F24=More keys

Cycles the list of available function keys.

The SEQUEL menu
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Working with views
This display makes it easy to create, change, run and display the views on your
system. It is similar to the OS/400 Work With Queries (WRKQRY) command. It
gives you a menu driven approach to working with a view. You indicate the view
you want to use and then select an option that takes the action that you want done.
Beginning or inexperienced users will find this display quite useful because of its
simplicity. More experienced users will prefer to use the Work With SEQUEL
Objects display (p. 1-22) because it offers more flexibility and greater function.
The WRKVIEW display can be started by:
•

selecting option 2 from the SEQUEL menu

•

using option 12=Work with on a view in the list display of Work
With SEQUEL Objects

•

entering the WRKVIEW command at a command entry line

You can learn more about the WRKVIEW parameters by reading the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.
The WRKVIEW display is pictured below. It allows you to apply any of several
options to any view you choose to work with.
5/03/98 13:13:19

Work with Views

Type choices, press Enter.
Option

. . . . . .

View . . . . . . .
Library . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F18=Change Defaults

System: ASC400

Press F15 to submit to batch.

__

1=Create, 2=Design, 5=Display,
6=Print, 8=Description, 9=Outfile,
10=Design Report,
30=Design Table

__________ +
SEQUELEX
+

Name, F4 for list
Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F5=Refresh

F14=Work with Reports

F15=Prompted Submit

Select an option and type a view name and library. Press Enter to carry out your
request. The options will carry out the functions indicated by the table below. The
Work With Views display shown above will reappear when an option completes.
Option Function
1 Create a new view
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Command that is run
DSNVIEW *CREATE

2 Edit an existing view

DSNVIEW library/view

5 Run the view and display results

DISPLAY library/view

6 Run the view and print the results

PRINT library/view

8 Display the view’s description

DSPVIEWD library/view

9 Run the view and place results in a file

OUTFILE library/view

10 Design a new report over the view

DSNREPORT *CREATE VIEW(library/view)

30 Design a new table definition over the view

DSNTABLE *CREATE VIEW(library/view)

Each option except 1=Create requires you to enter the name and library of the
view that you want to use. If no view name has been entered, an error message will
appear at the bottom of the display.
You can enter specific values into the view and library name fields on the display
in order to work with a single view. If you’re not certain of the library (or view)
that you want to work with, you can use SEQUEL’s prompting capabilities to
locate it.
In addition to a specific library name, you can enter one of the special values listed
below into the Library... field. If you use a special value, the library(s) defined
by the value will be searched for the view. If it is not found, an error message will
appear at the bottom of the display.
*CURLIB: Your job’s current library will be searched for the view named

on the display.
*LIBL:

Your current job library list will be searched.

*USRLIBL:
*ALL:

Only the user portion of your library list will be searched.

All libraries on the system will be searched.*

*ALLUSR:

All user libraries (those not beginning with the letter “Q”)
will be searched.

A complete description of the library list and how it is used can be found in the
OS/400 Systems Concepts manual, GC41-9802.
The next table lists all the function keys that are available on the menu.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional assistance information. Pressing F1 is equivalent to pressing the Help key.

F3=Exit

Exit the display and return without processing any additional options.

* Note: Use of *ALL and *ALLUSR may require extended processing to search all the libraries having views in them, especially on large systems
with many user and system libraries.
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F4=Prompt

If an option has been entered and the cursor is positioned on the option line, F4 will display the
command prompt for the selected command (DISPLAY, PRINT, etc.).
If the cursor is positioned on the View... line when F4 is pressed, the Work With SEQUEL
objects list display (page 1-22) will appear. All views in the indicated library will be listed on the
display. The command WRKSEQUEL library/*ALL OBJTYPE(*VIEW) is run.
If the cursor is positioned on the Library... line, the library prompt window described below
will appear.

F5=Refresh

Ignores any characters that you have typed and redisplays the prompt.

F14=Work With Reports

Transfers to the Work With Reports display. The WRKREPORT command is run and the prompt
display (page 1-14) will appear.

F15=Prompted Submit

Prompts the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command if you have selected the 6=Print, 8=Description,
or 9=Outfile option.

F18=Defaults

Displays a window showing the current default job description and job queue names and
allowing you to change them.
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Library prompt window
You can acquire a list of available library names by moving the cursor to the
Library... entry field and pressing F4. A window similar to the one shown
below will appear.
5/03/98 14:18:16

Work with Views

System: ASC400

Type choices,

............................................................
:
Library Selection
:
Option . . :
Name
Description
:
: _ SEQUEL#
SEQUEL Source
:
: _ QGPL
GENERAL PURPOSE LIBRARY
:
: _ SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Examples and sample files
:
View . . . :
:
Library . :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: 1-Select F3=Exit
:
F3=Exit
F4=P :
Library: *USRLIBL
:
F18=Change Def :
:
:..........................................................:

The window lets you enter any of the special library values (*LIBL, *USRLIBL,
*SYSLIBL, *ALLUSR, *ALL) or a generic name. When a value is entered, all the
indicated library(s) will be searched. Libraries with views in them will be listed.
You can select one with option 1. After you select a library, it is returned to the
Work With Views menu and placed into the Library... entry field.
Press F3=Exit to close the library prompt window and return to the Work With
Views menu.

View prompting
Once you have chosen a library value, you can prompt for a list of available views
by moving the cursor to the View... entry field and pressing F4. You can enter a
specific value, a generic* name, or leave the entry field blank prior to pressing F4.
The Work With SEQUEL Objects display like the one shown on page 1-23 will
appear listing all the views that meet your naming criteria. Refer to the section
describing the Work With SEQUEL Objects function, beginning on page 1-22.

* A generic name is simply a sequence of characters followed by an asterisk (*). It selects all objects having leading characters in their name
matching those you have specified. (Ex. CUST* selects all objects beginning with the letters “CUST”)
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Working with reports
This display makes it easy to create, change, run and display the reports on your
system. It is similar to the OS/400 Work With Queries (WRKQRY) command.
Like the Work With Views display, it gives you a menu driven approach to
working with a report. You indicate the report you want to use and then select an
option that takes the action that you want done.
Beginning or inexperienced users will find this display quite useful because of its
simplicity. More experienced users will prefer to use the Work With SEQUEL
Objects display (p. 1-22) because it offers more flexibility and greater function.
The WRKREPORT display can be started by:
•

selecting option 3 from the SEQUEL menu

•

using option 12=Work with on a report in the list display of Work
With SEQUEL Objects

•

entering the WRKREPORT command at a command entry line

You can learn more about the WRKREPORT parameters by reading the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.
The WRKREPORT display is pictured below. It allows you to apply any of several
options to any report you choose to work with.
5/03/98 15:12:32

Work with Reports

Type choices, press Enter.
Option

. . . . . .

Report . . . . . .
Library . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F18=Change Defaults

System: ASC400

Press F15 to submit to batch.

__

1=Create, 2=Design,
6=Print Definition,
8=Description, 16=Run

__________ +
SEQUELEX
+

Name, F4 for list
Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F5=Refresh

F14=Work with Views

F15=Prompted Submit

Select an option and type a report name and library. Press Enter to carry out your
request. The options will carry out the functions indicated by the table below. The
Work With Reports display will reappear when an option completes.
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Option Function

Command that is run

1 Create a new report

DSNREPORT *CREATE

2 Edit an existing report

DSNREPORT library/report

6 Prints the report definition

PRTRPTD library/report

8 Display the report description

DSPRPTD library/report

16 Run the report

REPORT library/report

Each option except 1=Create requires you to enter the name and library of the
report that you want to use. If no report name has been entered, an error message
will appear at the bottom of the display.
You can enter specific values into the report and library name fields on the display
in order to work with a single report. If you’re not certain of the library (or report)
that you want to work with, you can use SEQUEL’s prompting capabilities to
locate it.
In addition to a specific library name, you can enter one of the special values listed
below into the Library... field. If you use a special value, the library(s) defined
by the value will be searched for the report. If it is not found, an error message will
appear at the bottom of the display.
*CURLIB: Your job’s current library will be searched for the report

named on the display.
*LIBL:

Your current job library list will be searched.

*USRLIBL:
*ALL:

Only the user portion of your library list will be searched.

All libraries on the system will be searched.*

*ALLUSR:

All user libraries (those not beginning with the letter “Q”)
will be searched.

A complete description of the library list and how it is used can be found in the
OS/400 Systems Concepts manual, GC41-9802.
The next table lists all the function keys that are available on the menu.

* Note: Use of *ALL and *ALLUSR may require extended processing to search all the libraries having views in them, especially on large systems
with many user and system libraries.
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Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional assistance information. Pressing F1 is equivalent to pressing the Help key.

F3=Exit

Exit the display and return without processing any additional options.

F4=Prompt

If an option has been entered and the cursor is positioned on the option line, F4 will display the
command prompt for the selected command (REPORT, DSPRPTD, etc.).
If the cursor is positioned on the Report... line when F4 is pressed, the Work With SEQUEL
objects list display (page 1-22) will appear. All reports in the indicated library will be listed on
the display. The command WRKSEQUEL library/*ALL OBJTYPE(*REPORT) is run.
If the cursor is positioned on the Library... line, the library prompt window described below
will appear.

F5=Refresh

Ignores any characters that you have typed and redisplays the menu.

F14=Work With Views

Transfers to the Work With Views (WRKVIEW) command and its prompt display will appear.

F15=Prompted Submit

Prompts the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command if you have selected the 6=Print definition,
8=Description, or 16=Run option.

F18=Defaults

Displays a window showing the current default job description and job queue names and
allowing you to change them.
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Library prompt window
You can acquire a list of available library names by moving the cursor to the
Library... entry field and pressing F4. A window similar to the one shown
below will appear.
5/03/98 15:18:11

Work with Reports

System: ASC400

Type choices,

............................................................
:
Library Selection
:
Option . . :
Name
Description
:
: _ SEQUEL#
SEQUEL Source
:
: _ SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Examples and sample files
:
:
:
Report . . :
:
Library . :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: 1-Select F3=Exit
:
F3=Exit
F4=P :
Library: *USRLIBL
:
F18=Change Def :
:
:..........................................................:

The window lets you enter any of the special library values (*LIBL, *USRLIBL,
*SYSLIBL, *ALLUSR, *ALL) or a generic name. When a value is entered, all the
indicated library(s) will be searched. Libraries with reports in them will be listed.
You can select one with option 1. After you select a library, it is returned to the
Work With Reports menu and placed into the Library... entry field.
Press F3=Exit to close the library prompt window and return to the Work With
Reports menu.

Report prompting
Once you have chosen a library value, you can get a list of available reports by
moving the cursor to the Report... entry field and pressing F4. You can enter a
specific value, a generic* name, or leave the entry field blank prior to pressing F4.
The Work With SEQUEL Objects display like the one shown on page 1-23 will
appear listing all the reports that meet your naming criteria. Refer to the section
describing the Work With SEQUEL Objects function, beginning on page 1-22.

* A generic name is simply a sequence of characters followed by an asterisk (*). It selects all objects having leading characters in their name
matching those you have specified. (Ex. CUST* selects all objects beginning with the letters “CUST”)
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Working with
Scripts
This display makes it easy to create, change, run and display the scripts on your
system. It is similar to the OS/400 Work With Queries (WRKQRY) command. It
gives you a menu driven approach to working with a script. You indicate the script
you want to use and then select an option that takes the action that you want done.
Beginning or inexperienced users will find this display quite useful because of its
simplicity. More experienced users will prefer to use the Work With SEQUEL
Objects display (p. 1-22) because it offers more flexibility and greater function.
The WRKSCRIPT display can be started by:
•

selecting option 4 from the SEQUEL menu

•

using option 12=Work with on a script in the list display of Work
With SEQUEL Objects

•

entering the WRKSCRIPT command at a command entry line

You can learn more about the WRKSCRIPT parameters by reading the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.
The WRKSCRIPT display is pictured below. It allows you to apply any of several
options to any view you choose to work with.
5/03/98 13:13:19

Work with Scripts

Type choices, press Enter.
Option

. . . . . .

Script . . . . . .
Library . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F18=Change Defaults

System: ASC400

Press F15 to submit to batch.

__

1=Create from source,
2=Design new, 3=Design edit,
6=Print definition,
8=Description, 16=Run

__________ +
SEQUELEX
+

Name, F4 for list
Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F5=Refresh

F14=Work with Views

F15=Prompted Submit

Select an option and type a view name and library. Press Enter to carry out your
request. The options will carry out the functions indicated by the table below. The
Work With Views display shown above will reappear when an option completes.
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Option Function

Command that is run

1 Create a new script from source

DSNSCRIPT *CREATE

2 Create a new script

DSNSCIRPT *CREATE

3 Edit an existing script

DSNSCRIPT library/script

6 Print the script’s definition

DSPSCRIPTD library/script OUTPUT(*PRINT)

8 Display the script’s description

DSPSCRIPTD library/script
RUNSCRIPT library/script

16 Run the script

Each option except 1=Create from source and 2=Design new requires you
to enter the name and library of the script that you want to use. If no script name
has been entered, an error message will appear at the bottom of the display. Option
1=Create from source requires the name of a CL source file and member.
You can enter specific values into the script and library name fields on the display
in order to work with a single script. If you’re not certain of the library (or script)
that you want to work with, you can use SEQUEL’s prompting capabilities to
locate it.
In addition to a specific library name, you can enter one of the special values listed
below into the Library... field. If you use a special value, the library(s) defined
by the value will be searched for the view. If it is not found, an error message will
appear at the bottom of the display.
*CURLIB: Your job’s current library will be searched for the view named

on the display.
*LIBL:

Your current job library list will be searched.

*USRLIBL:
*ALL:

Only the user portion of your library list will be searched.

All libraries on the system will be searched.*

*ALLUSR:

All user libraries (those not beginning with the letter “Q”)
will be searched.

A complete description of the library list and how it is used can be found in the
OS/400 Systems Concepts manual, GC41-9802.
The next table lists all the function keys that are available on the menu.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional assistance information. Pressing F1 is equivalent to pressing the Help key.

* Note: Use of *ALL and *ALLUSR may require extended processing to search all the libraries having views in them, especially on large systems
with many user and system libraries.
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F3=Exit

Exit the display and return without processing any additional options.

F4=Prompt

If an option has been entered and the cursor is positioned on the option line, F4 will display the
command prompt for the selected command (CRTSCRIPT, RUNSCRIPT, etc.).
If the cursor is positioned on the Script... line when F4 is pressed, the Work With SEQUEL
objects list display (page 1-22) will appear. All scripts in the indicated library will be listed on
the display. The command WRKSEQUEL library/*ALL OBJTYPE(*SCRPT) is run.
If the cursor is positioned on the Library... line, the library prompt window described below
will appear.

F5=Refresh

Ignores any characters that you have typed and redisplays the prompt.

F14=Work With Views

Transfers to the Work With Views display. The WRKVIEW command is run and the prompt
display (page 1-10) will appear.

F15=Prompted Submit

Prompts the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command if you have selected the 6=Print
or 16=Run option.

definition,

8=Description,

F18=Defaults

Displays a window showing the current default job description and job queue names and
allowing you to change them.

Library prompt window
You can acquire a list of available library names by moving the cursor to the
Library... entry field and pressing F4. A window similar to the one shown
below will appear.
5/03/98 14:18:16

Work with Script

System: ASC400

Type choices,

............................................................
:
Library Selection
:
Option . . :
Name
Description
:
: _ SEQUEL#
SEQUEL Source
:
: _ QGPL
GENERAL PURPOSE LIBRARY
:
: _ SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Examples and sample files
:
View . . . :
:
Library . :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: 1-Select F3=Exit
:
F3=Exit
F4=P :
Library: *USRLIBL
:
F18=Change Def :
:
:..........................................................:

The window lets you enter any of the special library values (*LIBL, *USRLIBL,
*SYSLIBL, *ALLUSR, *ALL) or a generic name. When a value is entered, all the
indicated library(s) will be searched. Libraries with views in them will be listed.
You can select one with option 1. After you select a library, it is returned to the
Work With Views menu and placed into the Library... entry field.
Press F3=Exit to close the library prompt window and return to the Work With
Views menu.
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Script prompting
Once you have chosen a library value, you can prompt for a list of available scripts
by moving the cursor to the Script... entry field and pressing F4. You can
enter a specific value, a generic* name, or leave the entry field blank prior to
pressing F4. The Work With SEQUEL Objects display like the one shown on page
1-23 will appear listing all the views that meet your naming criteria. Refer to the
section describing the Work With SEQUEL Objects function, beginning on page
1-22.

* A generic name is simply a sequence of characters followed by an asterisk (*). It selects all objects having leading characters in their name
matching those you have specified. (Ex. CUST* selects all objects beginning with the letters “CUST”)
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Working with SEQUEL objects
This display gives you a very flexible way to create, change, and run views, tables
and reports. It is similar to other OS/400 “Work With” displays but can be
customized to meet your specific needs.
Unlike the other “Work With” displays, it does not use a menu driven approach to
working with your SEQUEL objects. Instead, it presents you with a list of items
and lets you work with them. Once on the display, you can work with views,
reports, and tables through standard and user-defined option codes, or through the
command line at the bottom of the display.
Beginning or inexperienced users may find that they prefer to work from the
WRKVIEW, WRKREPORT, or WRKSCRIPT displays described earlier. More
experienced users will prefer to use the Work With SEQUEL Objects display
because it offers more flexibility and greater function.
The WRKSEQUEL display can be started by:
•

selecting option 5 from the SEQUEL menu

•

pressing F4=Prompt from the WRKVIEW, WRKREPORT,
WRKSCRIPT display to list the views or reports in a library

•

entering the WRKSEQUEL command at a command entry line

You can learn more about the WRKSEQUEL parameters by reading the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.
The list display shows the objects chosen by your selection criteria. Some related
information about each object is also displayed. Refer to the example on the next
page.
Each time you use the list display, SEQUEL saves several values that describe
your environment preferences. They will be used automatically the next time you
use the list display. If, for example, you exit the list display and have indicated
your preference for the 27x132 display format, it will be used the next time that
you use one of SEQUEL’s “work with” commands.
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7/06/98 15:51:28

Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
Position to name . . . AUDELAPSED
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
Type option, then press Enter.
1=Select 3=Copy 4=Delete 7=Rename 11=Move...
Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Name
AUDELAPSED
AUDITQRY
AUDREPORT
AUDUSER
AUDVIEW
ELPSED
ORDERSUMC
USAGE1
DAYSUMCHT
DAYSUMMARY
DELIVERY
DELIVERYA

Type
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW

Created
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/29
94/01/17
94/02/22
94/01/11

Library
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP

Text
All views by elapsed time
Usage summary by Report
Usage summary by user
Usage summary by View
elapsed vs cpu comparison per m
Test
SEQUEL Usage by month
Daily pickup cost
Daily pickup totals
Scheduled delivery
Scheduled delivery

Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

The body of the display presents objects in alphabetical order by library. The entry
fields at the upper right can be used to reposition the list. Each time these fields
are changed and the Enter key is pressed, the list will begin with the first library
equal to or after the Library: value and the first SEQUEL object equal to or after
the Name: value.
If you are using the 80 column display mode, you can press F11 to switch between
the panel shown above and a display showing all 50 characters of text for each
object. The example below shows that the object type, creation date, and library
name are replaced when the full text is displayed.
7/06/98 15:51:28

Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
Position to name . . . AUDELAPSED
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
Type option, then press Enter.
1=Select 3=Copy 4=Delete 7=Rename 11=Move...
Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Name
AUDELAPSED
AUDITQRY
AUDREPORT
AUDUSER
AUDVIEW
ELPSED
ORDERSUMC
USAGE1
DAYSUMCHT
DAYSUMMARY
DELIVERY
DELIVERYA

Text
All views by elapsed time
Usage summary by Report
Usage summary by user
Usage summary by View
elapsed vs cpu comparison per month
Test
SEQUEL Usage by month
Daily pickup cost
Daily pickup totals
Scheduled delivery
Scheduled delivery

Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

If you are using a 27x132 capable display, you can see more information than will
fit on a 24x80 display. All of the object level information can be shown on a
single panel. You can select the 132 column display mode by changing your
preferred display format (F18) .
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7/06/98 15:56:20

Work with SEQUEL Objects
Position to
Position to

Type option, then press Enter.
1=Select 3=Copy 4=Delete 7=Rename

11=Move...

Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Library
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP

Name
AUDELAPSED
AUDITQRY
AUDREPORT
AUDUSER
AUDVIEW
ELPSED
ORDERSUMC
USAGE1
DAYSUMCHT
DAYSUMMARY
DELIVERY
DELIVERYA
DELIVERYR
EXPORT
MAXIDTA

Type
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW
SQLRPT
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW

Created
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/29
94/01/17
94/02/22
94/01/11
94/01/11
94/01/19
94/04/18

System: ASC400
name . . . AUDELAPSED
library. . SEQUEL____

Text
All views by elapsed time
Usage summary by Report
Usage summary by user
Usage summary by View
elapsed vs cpu comparison per month
Test
SEQUEL Usage by month
Daily pickup cost
Daily pickup totals
Scheduled delivery
Scheduled delivery
Scheduled deliveries by salesrep
Translate exported ASCII to MAXISHIP/EXPORT
UPS shipment summary for the most recent month

Parameters or command
===> _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F9=Retrieve F10=Actions F23=More Options F24=More Keys

Option and command entry
Next to each item in the list is an entry field that can receive an option code and
run one or more commands. The option codes that are available for use will be
displayed above the item list unless the “full screen” mode (F18) has been
selected. You can cycle through the list by repetitively pressing F23.
You can choose several options for several different items on the list. Options will
be processed in turn against the objects indicated for them. Press F12 to cancel a
request and return to the list display without executing any additional options that
may be pending.
A command entry line at the bottom of the display allows you to run commands
and supply parameter values for the options you have selected. The command line
will not be available if you do not have command line privileges. Refer to the
SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for more information.
Multiple commands can be run with a single transaction if they are separated on
the command line by a semicolon and a space. Substitution variables (p. 1-48) can
be included in the commands in order to reference the objects you select
(1=Select) from the list.
Press F4 to prompt a command or an option after you have typed onto the display.
Commands you enter on the command line and options you select can be submitted
to the batch subsystem using the default job description by pressing F14 or F15
after typing the command or selecting an option.
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Refer to the section below for a complete description of the standard options and
how they work.

Function Keys
You can also use various function keys to perform particular actions from the
display. The function keys available for each display are listed at the bottom of the
display, provided that the “Full screen” mode has not been selected. You can cycle
through the list by repetitively pressing F24.

Option and function key definitions
The following tables give a brief description of the standard and reserved options
in the base member and the function keys available from the object list display.
They are explained in detail in the following sections of this chapter.
Reserved options will function as indicated below unless the option exists in the
option file. These options are “reserved” by SAA convention, but can be
overridden if you specify alternative functions in the option file. Standard options
are defined in the OPTFILE option file shipped with SEQUEL. You can
investigate (and change) the definition of these options using the option
management functions described in the next section of this chapter.
The function keys listed in the table will always work as indicated. The key
definitions cannot be changed. Function keys F2, F6, and F22 may be defined
through options F02, F06, and F22 respectively.
Reserved Option

Description

1=Select

Chooses items in the list. Once selected, these items can be acted upon by a command (using
substitution variables) entered on the command line, or by a function selected through the action
bar.

3=Copy

Copy the item(s) using the Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ) command.

4=Delete

Delete the object(s).

7=Rename

Rename the selected object(s) using the Rename Object (RNMOBJ) command.

11=Move

Move the object(s) to a new library using the Move Object (MOVOBJ) command.

Standard Option

Description

2=Design

The Design View (DSNVIEW), Design Table (DSNTABLE), Design Report (DSNREPORT), or
Design Script (DSNSCRIPT) command will be run using the view, report, or table you have
selected. If you have chosen a view or tabling view, the user interface or design table display
will appear and you can run or change the view. If you have chosen a report, the report layout
display will appear so that you can change the report. If you have chosen a script, a script
command processing screen will appear.

5=Display

The SEQUEL Data Display (DISPLAY) command will be run using the view you selected.
Output will appear on your workstation. If you selected a report, the REPORT command will be
run and placed into your job’s current output queue. The report will also be displayed at your
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terminal using the OS/400 Copy Spool File (CPYSPLF) command. If you select a script, the
RUNSCRIPT command will be run.
6=Print

Printed output from your view, report, or table will be created. The output will be directed to
your job’s current output queue. If you have selected a static (not promptable) view, the request
will be submitted to the batch subsystem if the ‘Run in batch’ value is set to Y. Otherwise, the
request will always be submitted to the batch subsystem. If you select a script, the BCHSCRIPT
command will submit the request to a the batch subsystem.

8=Display Description

The Display View Description (DSPVIEWD), Display Report Description (DSPRPTD), or
Display Table Description (DSPTBLD) command will be run using the object you selected.

9=Outfile

Run the view and send its output to an output file. If you have selected a static (not promptable)
view, the request will be submitted to the batch subsystem if the ‘Run in batch’ value is set to Y.
Otherwise, the request will always be submitted to the batch subsystem.

10=Design report

Use the Design Report (DSNREPORT) command to build a report using the view you selected.

12=Work with

The Work with View (WRKVIEW) or Work with Report (WRKREPORT) command will be
run, depending on whether you have selected a view or report.

13=Change

The Change View (CHGVIEW), Change Table Description (CHGTBLD), or Change Report
Description (CHGRPTD) command will be run, depending on whether you have selected a view
or report.

15=Authority

The Edit Object Authority (EDTOBJAUT) command will be run so you can view (and change)
the authorized users for the view or report. If you do not have authority to the EDTOBJAUT
command, the Display Object Authority (DSPOBJAUT) command will be used instead. It
shows current authority states but does not allow you to change them.

18=Print Report Desc.

The Print Report Description (PRTRPTD) command will be run using the report you have
selected. The report’s description will be placed on your standard output queue.

30=Design table

Use the Design Table (DSNTABLE) command to create a new table using the view you selected.

90=Signoff

Use the SIGNOFF command to end your interactive session.

Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about a display, command, or message. The Help key is available
on all displays, yet is usually not shown.

F3=Exit

End the current task and return to the display where you began without processing any options or
changes you have entered on the display.

F4=Prompt

Use the command prompter to get assistance for an option you have selected or a command you
have typed on the command line.

F5=Refresh

Changes input fields on the display back to their original values and rebuilds the object list.

F6=Create*

Create a new view, report, or table, depending on the location of the cursor. The object type on
the display adjacent to the cursor will determine whether the DSNVIEW, DSNREPORT, or DSNTABLE
command is run.

F7=Backward

Step one object backward in the list. The object list is repositioned so that the object preceding
the one listed at the upper right corner of the display (prior to F7) occupies that position.

F8=Forward

Step one object forward in the list. The object list is repositioned so that the object following the
one listed at the upper right corner of the display (prior to F8) occupies that position.

*Function keys F2, F6, and F22 can be user defined through the option file. Option number Fnn defines the command(s) that run when function
key Fnn is pressed.
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F9=Retrieve

Access the commands you have used in LIFO (last in first out) order.

F10=Actions

Places the action bar at the top of the display. Once it is available you can access pull-down
menus from it.

F11=Alt.Display

Toggles the display between forms showing partial and complete object text.

F12=Cancel

Ends the current option and returns to the previous display.

F13=Repeat

All option lines between a pair of selected options are filled with the value indicated by the pair.
If an ending point has not been selected, the option is repeated for all objects following the
selected one.

F14=Submit

Submit the selected option(s) to the batch subsystem using the default (F18) job description.

F15=Prompted Submit

Submit the selected option(s) to the batch subsystem. Prompt the Submit Job (SBMJOB)
command before submitting the requests. Jobs will be submitted using the default (F18) job
description.

F16=Options

Displays the Work With User Defined Options display. Refer to the next section, Working With
Options, for more information about this function.

F17=Subset

Change the criteria that select objects in the list.

F18=Defaults

Specify the default (or standard) settings used during your session.

F19=Next

Opposite of F9=Retrieve, F19 accesses commands in FIFO (first in, first out) order. It can be
very handy if you press F9 too many times in your attempt to retrieve a specific command.

F20=Top

Moves the object at the cursor position to the top of the display.

F21=Print List

Prints the list of objects at the printer.

F23=More options

Cycles the list of available options.

F24=More keys

Cycles the list of available function keys.

Repeating an option
If you want to run the same option for several items in the list, you can use the
option repeat feature. Simply type the option number next to the first object that
you want to run the option against and press F13 to repeat the option to the end of
the list.
If you want the option repeat to stop before the end of the list, place another
instance of the option next to the last object you want to include prior to pressing
F13. The option will be repeated from the first item you have selected up to and
including the last item you selected.
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Using the action bar
SEQUEL allows you to request an action bar at the top of the “work with” display.
The action bar will help you learn about the various “work with” functions. It will
assist you when you are not certain what option to use or function key to press
when you want to carry out a particular action.
The action bar allows you to access pull-down menus that perform the major
functions of the display. Once you see a pull down menu on the display, you can
select an option from it that will present another menu, or carry out an action.
Using the action bar is easy. Simply remember to press F10 to get assistance. A
window like the one below will appear. If you select one or more objects using
option 1=Select before requesting the action bar, you can apply functions from
the FILE or OPTIONS menus to the object(s) you select.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............................................................................:
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
Type option, then press Enter.
2=Design 5=Display results 6=Print results 8=Describe...
Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Name
AUDELAPSED
AUDITQRY
AUDREPORT
AUDUSER
AUDVIEW
ELPSED
ORDERSUMC
USAGE1
DAYSUMCHT
DAYSUMMARY
DELIVERY
DELIVERYA

Type
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEW
SQLVIEWP
SQLVIEW

Created
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/08
94/06/29
94/01/17
94/02/22
94/01/11

Library
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
SEQUEL
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP
MAXISHIP

Text
All views by elapsed time
Usage summary by Report
Usage summary by user
Usage summary by View
elapsed vs cpu comparison per m
Test
SEQUEL Usage by month
Daily pickup cost
Daily pickup totals
Scheduled delivery
Scheduled delivery

Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

Once the action bar has appeared, use the TAB key or the cursor control keys to
move the cursor to the desired category (File, View, Options, or Help) and press
the Enter key. Although you will be able to position the cursor to (and type into)
fields outside the scope of the action bar and pull-down menus, once the action bar
appears on the display, input to other fields will be ignored until the action bar is
removed. Press F12 or F10 to remove the action bar and return to the underlying
display.
Select the File action if you want to apply an action to the objects you have
selected. Choose the View option if you want to change the contents of the object
list on the display. The Options action will present the Work With Options display
described in the following section and allow you to select one or more options for
execution. Alternatively, you can use the Help action to access the SEQUEL help
facility.
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File actions
The display below shows the pull down menu that can be accessed by positioning
the cursor on the File action within the action bar. It allows you to work with the
objects you have selected and perform operations against them. Actions on the
File menu are limited to the reserved options: Copy, Delete, Move, and Rename.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............................................................................:
: __ 3. Copy...
:
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
:
4. Delete...
:
:
7. Rename...
: Print results 8=Describe...
:
11. Move...
:
:
90. Exit
F3 : d Library
Text
:..............................: 08 SEQUEL
All views by elapsed time
___ AUDITQRY
SQLVIEWP
94/06/08 SEQUEL
___ AUDREPORT SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by Report
___ AUDUSER
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by user
___ AUDVIEW
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by View
___ ELPSED
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
elapsed vs cpu comparison per m
___ ORDERSUMC SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Test
___ USAGE1
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
SEQUEL Usage by month
___ DAYSUMCHT SQLVIEW
94/06/29 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup cost
___ DAYSUMMARY SQLVIEW
94/01/17 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup totals
___ DELIVERY
SQLVIEWP
94/02/22 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
___ DELIVERYA SQLVIEW
94/01/11 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

Each option number on the pull-down File menu corresponds to an option
available from the main object list display and works in the same fashion. Choose
an option from the menu to apply the listed action against objects that were
selected by 1=Select before the action bar was displayed.
Selecting an object and then choosing an item from the File pull-down is
equivalent to selecting the corresponding option from the object list display.
Additional dialog and confirmation displays will be presented once you choose one
of the File options. Refer to the following sections describing each action for
details about these displays.
Use option 90 to exit the SEQUEL function and return to the display you were
using before starting SEQUEL. Selecting option 90 from the File menu is
equivalent to pressing F3 from the object list display.
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View actions
If the action bar (F10) is present on the display, press the TAB key once and then
press Enter to change the “look” or contents of the object list. The View menu
will be pulled down so that you can see and change the settings for the display. It
lets you work with elements that are available through the F17=Subset and
F18=Defaults displays in a simple, easy to understand format. The pull-down
View menu looks like the one below.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............................................................................:
: _ 1. Subset list...
F17 :
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
Type o :
:
2=De : 1 1. Show type and text
: results 8=Describe...
:
2. Show full text
:
Opt Na :
: brary
Text
___ AU : 2 1. Use 132 columns
: QUEL
All views by elapsed time
___ AU :
2. Use 80 column display : QUEL
___ AU :
: QUEL
Usage summary by Report
___ AU : 2 1. Full screen
: QUEL
Usage summary by user
___ AU :
2. Show options and keys : QUEL
Usage summary by View
___ EL :............................: QUEL
elapsed vs cpu comparison per m
___ ORDERSUMC SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Test
___ USAGE1
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
SEQUEL Usage by month
___ DAYSUMCHT SQLVIEW
94/06/29 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup cost
___ DAYSUMMARY SQLVIEW
94/01/17 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup totals
___ DELIVERY
SQLVIEWP
94/02/22 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
___ DELIVERYA SQLVIEW
94/01/11 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

The View menu shows current settings for several aspects of the display. Place a 1
next to the first item on the menu to request the list subset window and change the
objects that appear in the list. Change any or all of the remaining items on the
display to modify the way the object list display is presented. Press Enter to
complete your request or press F12 to return to the action bar without making
changes.
The display above shows that SEQUEL is currently set to show object type and
text information on an 80 column display. Option summary and function key text
will also be presented on the display.
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Options action
Choose the Options item on the action bar to view, run, and change the options
defined in the option file. The Options item will not be available to you if you do
not have command line privileges. Selecting the Options item is equivalent to
pressing F16 from the object list display. A pop-up window similar to the one on
the next page will appear.
If you have used 1=Select to choose one or more objects from the list display
prior to requesting the action bar, you can run user-defined options against them.
Once the option window is displayed, you can place a 1=Run selection next to
each option that you want to run for the objects you chose prior to accessing the
option list. Each option will be run in turn for the selected objects.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............ .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
Type option, :
:
2=Design 5 : Type option, then press Enter.
:
:
1=Run 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete 7=Rename
:
Opt Name
:
:
___ AUDELAPSE : Sel Opt Command
Type
Attribute :
___ AUDITQRY : _
2 DSNREPORT REPORT(&L/&N) /* Design *USRSPC SQLRPT
:
___ AUDREPORT : _
2 DSNSCRIPT SCRIPT(&L/&N)
*USRSPC SQLSCRIPT* :
___ AUDUSER
: _
2 DSNTABLE TABLE(&L/&N) /* Design */ *USRSPC SQLTBLV
:
___ AUDVIEW
: _
2 DSNVIEW VIEW(&L/&N)
*USRSPC SQL*
:
___ ORDERSUMC : _
5 DISPLAY VIEW(&L/&N) /* Display res *USRSPC SQLVIEW*
:
___ USAGE1
: _
5 REPORT REPORT(&L/&N); MONMSG; DSPS *USRSPC SQLRPT :
___ DAYSUMCHT : _
5 DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(&L/&N)
*USRSPC SQLSCRIPT* :
___ DAYSUMMAR :
:
___ DELIVERY : Option file . . . OPTFILE___ +
:
___ DELIVERYA :
Library . . . .
SEQUEL ___ +
:
: Option member . . SEQUEL____ +
:
Parameters or :
:
===> ________ : F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F6=Create F12=Cancel
:
F3=Exit F4=P :...............................................................:

For more information about working with the option definitions and the user
option file, refer to the next section, Using option codes, beginning on page 1-36.
Press F12 to return to the object list display, or use F3 to close the option window
and return to the action bar.
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Help actions
The Help action verb allows you to access the SEQUEL help facility. Choose the
Help action to display the pull-down menu shown below. You will be able to use
any of the five options on it.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............................................................................:
: _ 1. Help for help... : ion to library. . SEQUEL____
Type option, then press :
2. Extended help... :
2=Design 5=Display r :
3. Keys help...
: Describe...
:
4. Help index...
:
Opt Name
Type
:
5. About...
: t
___ AUDELAPSED SQLVIEWP :.......................: views by elapsed time
___ AUDITQRY
SQLVIEWP
94/06/08 SEQUEL
___ AUDREPORT SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by Report
___ AUDUSER
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by user
___ AUDVIEW
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Usage summary by View
___ ELPSED
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
elapsed vs cpu comparison per m
___ ORDERSUMC SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
Test
___ USAGE1
SQLVIEW
94/06/08 SEQUEL
SEQUEL Usage by month
___ DAYSUMCHT SQLVIEW
94/06/29 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup cost
___ DAYSUMMARY SQLVIEW
94/01/17 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup totals
___ DELIVERY
SQLVIEWP
94/02/22 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
___ DELIVERYA SQLVIEW
94/01/11 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

Select the first option to access information about the help facility. When you
choose it, the AS/400 user support display will appear so that you can learn about
the help facility, index search capabilities, etc.
Option 2 of the Help menu will access the extended help for the list panel.
Selecting the option is equivalent to moving the cursor to the top line of the display
and pressing the help key. Refer to the section beginning on page 1-2 for more
information about SEQUEL help text.
Help menu option 3 will present help text describing the function key available on
the list display. You can also acquire help text about the function keys by
positioning the cursor to the last line on the display and pressing the Help key.
Option 4 will begin the index search feature. You will be able to find topics
associated with keywords that you specify. The index search facility is described
in the “Help for help” menu of option 1 and also the beginning of this user’s guide.
Help option 5 will present a display that tells about the product.
Return to the help menu from any of these displays by pressing F12. Exit the help
menu and action bar by continuing to press F12 until you return to the list display.
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Changing the list contents
The contents of the object list can be changed through the subset window. Press
F17 or select the first item on the View menu of the action bar (F10) to view
and/or change the subset criteria. A display similar to the one below will appear.
: File
View
Options
Help
:
:............................................................................:
: 1 1. Subset list...
F17 :
Position to library. . SEQUEL____
Ty .......................................................................
:
:
:
Change SEQUEL Subset
:
Op :
:
__ : You are currently working with SEQUEL Objects
:
__ :
:
__ : Change to work with 4 1=SEQUEL Views
:
__ :
2=SEQUEL Reports
:
__ :
3=SEQUEL Scripts
:
__ :
4=SEQUEL Objects (Views, Reports, Scripts) :
__ :
:
__ :
Object library. . *LIBL_____
Object name . . . *ALL______
:
__ :
:
__ : F12=Cancel
:
:.....................................................................:
Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

The subset window shows the object name criteria used in selecting the objects on
the display. It also indicates which SEQUEL objects will be included in the list.
Specify the objects to be included in the list by setting the appropriate values for
library and name. You can enter a specific or generic name in the object name
field, and either a specific library or one of the special values listed below.
A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g., SEQ*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g., *EX) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to be
included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g., SEQ*EX) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
If your library name request specifies one of the following special values, all the
libraries that meet the criteria will be included in the search.
*CURLIB: Your job’s current library will be searched for the view(s)

named on the display. Your “current” library is initially assigned by the
(CURLIB) value in your user profile when you sign on. Though it is a
special value, it identifies a single library.
*LIBL:

Your current job library list will be searched.

*USRLIBL:

Only the user portion of your library list will be searched.
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*ALL:

All libraries on the system that you have *USE authority to will
be searched.*

*ALLUSR:

All user libraries (those not beginning with the letter “Q”)
that you have *USE authority to will be searched.

Because they use the special value *LIBL, the preceding examples list SEQUEL
objects from all the libraries on the library list. Objects in libraries that are not on
the library list are not shown.

* Note: Use of *ALL and *ALLUSR may require extended processing to search all the libraries having views in them, especially on large systems
with many user and system libraries.
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Changing the defaults
Press F18 to make the Change Defaults window appear on your display. You can
use it to specify the job description that should be used when SEQUEL submits
work to the batch subsystem, and configure display options to meet your
preferences.
7/06/98 16:12:38

Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
...........................................
:
Change Defaults
:
Type option, then press Enter.
:
:
2=Design 5=Display results 6=P : Run in batch . . . . Y (Y=Yes or N=No) :
:
Job description . . QBATCH____
:
Opt Name
Type
Created :
Library . . . . .
*LIBL_____
:
___ AUDELAPSED SQLVIEWP
94/06/0 :
Job queue . . . . . *JOBD_____
:
___ AUDITQRY
SQLVIEWP
94/06/0 :
Library . . . . .
__________
:
___ AUDREPORT SQLVIEW
94/06/0 :
:
___ AUDUSER
SQLVIEW
94/06/0 : Use 132 columns . . . N (Y=Yes or N=No) :
___ AUDVIEW
SQLVIEW
94/06/0 : Full screen . . . . . N (Y=Yes or N=No) :
___ ELPSED
SQLVIEW
94/06/0 :
:
___ ORDERSUMC SQLVIEW
94/06/0 : F12=Cancel
:
___ USAGE1
SQLVIEW
94/06/0 :.........................................:
___ DAYSUMCHT SQLVIEW
94/06/29 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup cost
___ DAYSUMMARY SQLVIEW
94/01/17 MAXISHIP
Daily pickup totals
___ DELIVERY
SQLVIEWP
94/02/22 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
___ DELIVERYA SQLVIEW
94/01/11 MAXISHIP
Scheduled delivery
Parameters or command
===> _________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F15=Prompted Submit F23=More Options F24=More Keys

Change elements of the display by typing over them and pressing the Enter key.
Use F12 to exit the window without changing the settings.
The “Run in batch” value determines if options with an S “Execution type” (p.
1-41) will be automatically submitted for batch execution. If the “Run in batch”
value is N, selections will be submitted only when F14 or F15 is pressed. If the
value is a Y, options with an S “Execution type” will be automatically submitted
when the Enter key is pressed.
The job description and job queue specified on the display will be used when
submitting batch jobs, whether they are submitted automatically (see above) or via
F14 or F15.
The 132 column option will be enabled if you are using a 132 column capable
display. Specify a Y value to indicate that the full 27x132 capability of your
workstation should be used. Use N to request 24x80 displays. This option can
also be controlled from the View menu of the action bar.
The Full screen option controls whether or not the option and function key
summaries will be displayed. Specify a Y to suppress them and use as much of the
display as possible for the object list. Use a N to indicate that you do not want to
use SEQUEL in full screen mode.
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Using option codes
The SEQUEL option file gives the object list display much of its extraordinary
power and flexibility. With it, you can define a wide range of function that you
use during your interactive session.
In most cases, you will not need to change the option definitions. This section is
included for completeness and will be useful only if you are an advanced user of
SEQUEL and the AS/400. You may want to skip this section and continue with the
next section beginning on page 1-53.
One way to use user defined options is in the construction of a system that allows
users to "drill down" from summary level information to detailed information from
within the SEQUEL view display. Drill down options run SEQUEL views that
select information related to the record on which the option code is entered. The
Build Option File (BLDOPTF) command automatically builds SEQUEL option
definitions that support the drill down mode in inquiry. For more information on
drill down and BLDOPTF, refer to the Chapter 2 of the Programmers Guide and
to the Data Display Options section in Chapter 1 of the User’s Guide..
The option file capabilities are similar to those provided by IBM’s Programming
Development Manager, but offers these additional capabilities:
Three letter option codes
Object type/subtype specific command sets
Multiple commands for each option definition
Options that attach to function keys
Extended substitution parameters
Accessibility of the option identifier and descriptive text via F23 from the
object list display
Option definitions up to 1000 characters long
SEQUEL’s standard options are contained in a file named OPTFILE in the
SEQUEL library. This is the default option file that is used when you begin
working with SEQUEL. You can work with the options in this file or create your
own option file.*

* The SEQUEL option file is compatible with the option file used by the ABSTRACT Documentation and Development environment, also offered
by Advanced Systems Concepts. Using the SEQUEL member of the ABSTRACT/OPTFILE option file will provide access to both the “standard”
ABSTRACT options and the SEQUEL options.
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If you are going to make changes to the option file, it is better to duplicate the
SEQUEL option file, place it into your own library, and make changes to the copy.
When you do, your changes will not be overwritten when a new version of
SEQUEL is installed.
Each time you use SEQUEL, the option file that you used during your most recent
SEQUEL session will be loaded and used for your current session. If you make a
change to the option file name via F18 or the Option menu from the action bar,
your choice will be saved and used the next time you access the product.
You can create a copy of the SEQUEL option file by using the command:
CRTDUPOBJ OPTFILE SEQUEL *FILE +
TOLIB(Library) NEWOBJ(Name) DATA(*YES)

where Library and Name indicate the name of the object you want to create.

Type specific options
SEQUEL options are both object type and attribute specific. Several definitions
for a given option code can exist, each acting on a different type (or attribute) of
object, and having a different set of commands. SEQUEL will search for the
option definition that most nearly matches the selected object and run the
associated command(s).
For instance, if you have selected a user space object with an attribute of
SQLVIEW and placed an option code next to it, SEQUEL will try to find an option
definition using a search order that goes from specific to general like this:
matching *USRSPC with attribute SQLVIEW, then
matching *USRSPC with attribute *ALL, then
matching *ALL and attribute *ALL
If no option definitions can be found, the selected object is skipped over ⎯ no
commands are executed.
This makes it very easy to have a single option code that performs the same
general type of function ⎯ executing a set of commands that is determined by the
type of object you are working with. For instance, option 2=Design will run either
the Design View, Design Report, or Design Table command, depending on the
attribute of the object you have selected.

Multiple commands and error processing
SEQUEL options can run several commands through a single option code. All you
need to do is use a command terminator (;) after each command that you specify.
By following each command with a semicolon and a space, you can string several
commands together, up to a total of 1000 characters per option definition.
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SEQUEL will automatically stop processing the list of commands as soon as the
first error (escape message) occurs. You can prevent this from happening, and
indicate that you want SEQUEL to continue processing the command list
regardless of the errors that may occur, by using the special MONMSG instruction
each time you want uninterrupted processing.
The MONMSG instruction must be typed in uppercase letters. You may optionally
follow the MONMSG instruction with another command. This command will be
executed only if the preceding command ended in error.
When the command string is processed, SEQUEL will write the entire set of
commands into your joblog so that they can be retrieved (and reprocessed) via a F9
request. Each command within the set is also issued individually to the joblog as it
is executed.

Function Key options
Function keys F2, F6 and F22 are not used by the SEQUEL object list displays.
You can create option definitions that will be available from these function keys by
using option codes F02, F06, and F22. The command(s) that you define in the
option definition will be run when the corresponding function key is pressed. If
the cursor is positioned on an item in the object list display when the key is
pressed, the object will be used for substitution information referenced by the
command(s) in the definition.

Viewing the options
You can view the available options (and their associated descriptions) on the
SEQUEL object list displays provided you are not using them in the “full screen”
mode. You can change the display mode to show options and command keys by
pressing F18 or by using the View menu from the action bar accessed via F10.
Cycle through the list of options by pressing F23. Each time you press it, a
different line of options will be presented near the top of the display. When you
reach the end, the list will wrap around to the beginning.
The option file cannot be used to regulate five “standard” options that are always
available on the object list displays. Entries that attempt to define these options
will be ignored:

1=Select
This option will choose the corresponding object for a function to be
performed through the action bar, the command line, or the Select feature
of the option display. Multiple objects can be selected with a single
request.
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3=Copy, 4=Delete, 7=Rename, 11=Move
These options will perform the indicated action on the selected object(s).
A confirmation panel (delete) or a dialog panel (copy, rename, move) will
appear so that you can complete the request.

Working with current options
You can display, add, change, or delete entries from the option file you are using
through a series of interactive displays.
If one or more objects have been selected (1=Select) before working with the
option file, they will be referenced if you choose to run any of the options while
working with them. This can be a very easy and effective method of executing
several options against a list of objects one after the other.
Begin working with the items in the option file by pressing F16 from the
SEQUEL menu or one of the object list displays. Alternatively, you can select the
Options part of the action bar. A window, similar to the one overlaying the display
below will appear.
7/10/97 08: .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
:
:
Type option, : Type option, then press Enter.
:
REG=Sales :
1=Run 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete 7=Rename
:
:
Position to
:
Opt Name
: Sel Opt Command
Type
Attribute :
___ COLROW
: _
2 DSNREPORT REPORT(&L/&N) /* Design *USRSPC SQLRPT
:
___ COLROWVI : _
2 DSNSCRIPT REPORT(&L/&N) /* Design *USRSPC SQLSCRIPT* :
___ COLROW10 : _
2 DSNTABLE TABLE(&L/&N)
*USRSPC SQLTBLV
:
___ COLROW15 : _
2 DSNVIEW VIEW(&L/&N) /* Design */
*USRSPC SQLVIEW*
:
___ CRLIMCOM : _
5 DISPLAY VIEW(&L/&N) ALWOPT(*YES)
*USRSPC SQL*
:
___ CUSTLIST : _
5 REPORT REPORT(&L/&N); MONMSG; DSPS *USRSPC SQLRPT
:
___ CUSTLIST : _
5 DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(&L/&N)
*USRSPC SQLSCRIPT* :
___ CUSTORD : _:
___ CUSTORDR :
:
___ CUSTYPE : Option file . . . OPTFILE
+
:
___ CUSTYPET :
Library . . . .
SEQUEL
+
:
___ DDCUSNO : Option member . . SEQUEL
+
:
:
:
Parameters o : F3=Exit F5=Refresh F6=Create F12=Cancel F21=Print list
:
===>
:
:

The window lists the currently defined options and shows the name of the option
file you are using. The option definition includes the option code and up to 45
characters of the option’s command and description. Use the roll keys to see the
complete list of option definitions.
You can position the list to a specific option by typing into the “Position to” entry
field at the upper right of the display. Press the Enter key to carry out your request.
Select a different option file by typing over the file, library, and/or member name
shown on the display and pressing the Enter key. A new list will appear showing
you the option definitions for the file you have selected.
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Press one of the function keys listed at the bottom of the display to carry out the
associated action.
You may perform additional functions on the option(s) by typing a selection value
in the ‘Sel’ column of the display and pressing the Enter key. Choose one of the
following values to request the corresponding function.

1=Run
Run option(s) against object(s) you have selected from the object list
display. If no objects have been selected, run the option(s) with blank
substitution data. Press F4 (instead of Enter) to prompt the command(s)
prior to running them.

2=Change
Change the option description, command list, and/or object type and
subtype criteria. A window similar to the one on page 1-44 will appear.

3=Copy
Copy this option and create a new option. Refer to page 1-44.

4=Delete
Delete this option item. Refer to page 1-46.

7=Rename
Rename the option code for this item. Refer to page 1-47.
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Creating a new option
Press F6 from the option display to create a new option. A window like the one
below will appear. It allows you to enter a new option definition.
7/10/97 08: .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
..............................................................................
:
Edit User-Defined Option
:
:
:
: Option . . ___ Flag S Object type *ALL
Object attribute *ALL
:
: Description
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:
:

Type the option code and descriptive text that will identify its function. The code
and description will appear on the option line of the object list display along with
the other available options. You may change the description by typing into the
entry field on the display.

Flag
Use the “Flag” entry to specify the execution environment for the option. Use one
of the following codes:
I

the option will be restricted to the interactive environment. It
cannot be submitted using F14/F15.

S

if the user’s “Run in batch” value (F18) is set to Y, this
option’s command(s) will be submitted to the batch
subsystem automatically when Enter is pressed.

C

the command will be run at the PC through ViewPoint. The
command must be a DOS formatted command and the object
type must be *SQLDSP.

(blank)

this option’s command(s) will be submitted to batch only
when requested via F14 or F15. (The “Run in batch” value is
disregarded.)
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Command definition
Type one or more commands into the command portion of the display. If the
“Flag” value is not “C”, you can specify several commands to be run through this
option. If you are specifying more than one command, the commands in the list
must be separated by a semicolon followed by a space (; ). Use substitution
variables from the list on page 1-48. You can prompt an individual command, but
not a command list, by pressing function key F4.
Selective prompting requests that include question marks (?) are also allowed.
Refer to the CL Programmer’s Guide for complete information about the selective
prompting characters.

Object type/attribute
Finally, identify the type and attribute of the objects that can use this option
definition. Any OS/400 object type (*PGM, *FILE, etc.) is allowed. You can also
use *DBF (database file) and *MBR (member). Use an object type value of
*SQLDSP to create an option definition useable by the extended data display (see
below).
The attribute entry field lets you restrict the option to a subset of the objects
selected by the “object type” value. Use a specific attribute or a generic value ⎯ a
series of characters followed by an asterisk (*). For example use RPG to indicate
that only RPG programs will qualify; PF* to select any physical file (PF or PF38).
Specify *ALL to indicate that the option should be available regardless of the
object’s attribute value.
If the option should apply to all objects, specify *ALL for the object type and
*ALL for the object attribute.
Press Enter to add the definition to the list of available options. Press F12 to
return to the previous display without creating a new definition, or use F3 to exit
the function completely.
Data Display options
When the DISPLAY command is run with ALWOPT(*YES), the view data display
will have an option code entry field adjacent to each record. The user will be able
to run options from the option file by choosing a record on the display and typing
an appropriate option code or making a menu selection. Refer to the section
beginning on page 1-60 for additional information.
Option definitions that are invoked from the extended data display can reference
field values from the selected record in addition to the standard option variables (p.
1-48). Include a reference to a view field by specifying an ampersand (&) and the
name of the field you want to use. Specify a double ampersand (&&) if the
reference is inside a quoted string.
Several criteria control which options are available on the extended data display:
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Only options with an object type value of *SQLDSP can be used
The current view must supply all fields referenced by the selected option
The name of the current view must be included by the option’s attribute
specification. An attribute value of *ALL includes all views. A generic
name includes all views beginning with the specified characters.
The example below shows the definition for option code ‘LIN’. Because the object
type is listed as *SQLDSP, it will only be available from an extended data display.
The attribute value *ALL makes the option available to any view that supplies all
the variables needed by this option. When the option is run, the order number value
(from the ORDNO field) in the selected record will be substituted into the
command statement. The view named DDORDLINE will be run and the line items
for the selected invoice will be displayed.
7/10/97 11: .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
..............................................................................
:
Edit User-Defined Option
:
:
:
: Option . . LIN Flag I Object type *SQLDSP
Object attribute *ALL
:
: Description Line items for an Order
:
: DISPLAY VIEW(DDORDLINE) TEXT('Line items on order &&ORDNO') ALWOPT(*YES) S :
: ETVAR((&&ORDNO '&&ORDNO'))
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:
:

If a record with an order number of 110011 is chosen, the following substituted
command string will be created:
DISPLAY VIEW(DDORDLINE) TEXT(‘Invoice lines for 110011’)
SETVAR((&ORDNO 110011))

The example demonstrates how the substitution rules affect the process of creating
the final command string.
Substitution takes place in unquoted strings whenever a reference with a single
ampersand appears. A double ampersand is interpreted as an ‘escape’ character and
prevents substitution.
Within a quoted string, a double ampersand must be used to cause substitution. A
single ampersand is presumed to be “normal” and will not cause substitution to
occur.
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Changing an option
If you select the 2=Change function from the option list display (p.1-39), a
window similar to the one below will appear. Use it to change an existing option;
modifying the option description, command definitions, or its object specificity.
7/10/97 11: .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
..............................................................................
:
Edit User-Defined Option
:
:
:
: Option . .
8 Flag _ Object type *USRSPC
Object attribute SQLRPT
:
: Description Describe
:
: DSPRPTD REPORT(&L/&N) TYPE(*ALL)
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:
:

Change any portion of the definition simply by typing over it. Identify the type
and attribute of the objects that will qualify for the option definition by using any
OS/400 object type (*PGM, *FILE, etc.) or a “special” type (*DBF, *MBR). If
the option should apply to all objects, specify *ALL for the object type and *ALL
for the object attribute.
The example above shows a definition for option code 8. It applies to SEQUEL
reports — objects with an attribute of SQLRPT. Any other object or user space
types will not be processed by this definition. The Display Report Description
(DSPRPTD) command will be run by the option. The selected object will be used
as the report name parameter for the command. (See p.1-48)
Use F4 to prompt the first command in the list. You can use the command
prompting display to fill in both values and substitution variables. Press Enter
from the command prompting display to return the information you have typed to
the option definition, or use F12 to return to the option definition without returning
any new information.
Press Enter to carry out the modifications you have made. Press F12 to return to
the previous display without changing the definition, or use F3 to exit the function
completely.

Copying an option
Select the 3=Copy function from the option list display (p.1-39), to indicate that
you want to copy an existing option definition and create a new one. Once you
press Enter, a window like the one below will appear. It allows you to copy an
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option definition to a different option file, to a new option code, or both. Although
you can copy several option definitions with a single request, all of them will be
copied to the same target file.
The copy window looks like this:
4/21/98

7:56:55
Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
.................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
Type option, :
:
1=Select 3 : Type option, then ............................................:
:
1=Run 2=Change :
::
Opt Name
:
:
Copy User-Defined Options
::
___ TRANCHECK : Sel Opt Command
:
::
___ TRIALMTH : _
13 CHGRPTD R : From file . . . . : OPTFILE
::
___ TRIALSMTH : _
13 CHGVIEW V :
From library . . : SEQUEL
::
___ TRIALS1
: _
15 EDTOBJAUT : From member . . . : SEQUEL
::
___ TRIALS1R : 3
16 EXECUTE V :
::
___ DSPOBJD
: _
22 DSNREPORT : To file . . . . . . OPTFILE
::
___ DSPOBJDR : _
90 SIGNOFF * :
To library . . . . APLUS
::
___ OBJCMP
: _ F06 DSNVIEW * : To member . . . . . OPTFILE
::
___ STATETRC : _ F22 WRKSPLF / :
::
___ SWRTEST
:
: Option New Option
::
___ QTRSALES : Option file . . . :
16
16
::
___ CHGEXER1A :
Library . . . . :
::
: Option member . . :
::
Parameters or :
:
::
===> ________ : F4=Prompt F5=Ref :
::
F3=Exit F4=P :.................. :..........................................::

The copy prompt shows the name of the current option file and the name of the
target option file, in addition to the current and target option number. To create a
copy of the selected option definition, change the name of the target file and/or
specify the option code you want to create and press the Enter key. Press Enter
without making any changes to the display to create a copy of the option in the
current file.
Once you have pressed the Enter key, the option definition will be added to the
indicated file. If you do not change the target file and an option definition already
exists with this option code and object type/attribute combination, an edit window
will appear for the new option and the object type for the new definition will be set
to *COPY. You can then change the command sequence, or the object
applicability of the new option definition. If you press F12 from the edit window,
the copy will be removed.
If you are copying the option to another file and a definition with the same code
and object specificity already exists, a confirmation window, similar to the one
below will appear. It informs you of the conflict and lets you choose whether to
replace the existing option, or cancel the copy operation.
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4/21/98

7:56:55
Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
.................................................................
:
................................................... :
Type option, :
:
: :
1=Select 3 : Type opti :
Confirm Replace of User-Defined Option
:.:
:
1=Run
:
:::
Opt Name
:
: From file . . . . . . . . : OPTFILE
:::
___ TRANCHECK : Sel Opt C :
From library . . . . . : SEQUEL
:::
___ TRIALMTH : _
13 C : From member . . . . . . . : SEQUEL
:::
___ TRIALSMTH : _
13 C :
:::
___ TRIALS1
: _
15 E : To file . . . . . . . . . : OPTFILE
:::
___ TRIALS1R : 3
16 E :
To library . . . . . . : APLUS
:::
___ DSPOBJD
: _
22 D : To member . . . . . . . . : OPTFILE
:::
___ DSPOBJDR : _
90 S :
:::
___ OBJCMP
: _ F06 D : Existing option . . . . . : 16
:::
___ STATETRC : _ F22 W :
OVRDBF OPTCPYTB APLUS/OPTFILE OPTFILE
:::
___ SWRTEST
:
: Will be replaced by . . . : 16
:::
___ QTRSALES : Option fi :
EXECUTE VIEW(&L/&N) OUTFILE(&L/&N)
:::
___ CHGEXER1A :
Library :
:::
: Option me : Replace existing option . . N
:::
Parameters or :
:
:::
===> ________ : F4=Prompt :.................................................:::
F3=Exit F4=P :.................. :..........................................::

Type a Y in the entry field at the bottom of the display to replace the existing
option with the option you selected from the current file. The target file will be
updated when you press the Enter key.
If you leave an N in the entry field when Enter is pressed, or if you press F12
from this display, the copy operation will be terminated and the option will not be
placed into the target file.

Deleting an option
4/21/98

7:56:55
Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
........... .....................................................
:
:
:
Type option, :
:
Confirm Delete of User-Defined Options
:
1=Select 3 : Type opti :
:
:
1=Run
: File . . . . . . . : OPTFILE
:
Opt Name
:
:
Library . . . . : SEQUEL
:
___ TRANCHECK : Sel Opt C : Member . . . . . . : SEQUEL
:
___ TRIALMTH : _
13 C :
:
___ TRIALSMTH : _
13 C : All of the options listed will be deleted.
:
___ TRIALS1
: 4
15 E : Press Enter to confirm, or press F12 to cancel.
:
___ TRIALS1R : 4
16 E :
:
___ DSPOBJD
: 4
22 D : Opt
Command
:
___ DSPOBJDR : _
90 S : 15 EDTOBJAUT OBJ(&L/&N) OBJTYPE(&T)
:
___ OBJCMP
: _ F06 D : 16 EXECUTE VIEW(&L/&N) OUTFILE(&L/&N) /* Outfile :
___ STATETRC : _ F22 W : 22 DSNREPORT REPORT(*CREATE) VIEW(&L/&N) /* Desi :
___ SWRTEST
:
:
:
___ QTRSALES : Option fi :
:
___ CHGEXER1A :
Library :
:
: Option me :
:
Parameters or :
:
:
===> ________ : F4=Prompt :
:
F3=Exit F4=P :.......... :...................................................:

If you choose the 4=Delete function for any options on the list display of page
1-39, a confirmation window like the one above will appear. It shows the options
about to be deleted, and prompts you to confirm your request.
The example shows that three options have been chosen for deletion. Press the
Enter key from this display to carry out the request and remove them from the
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option file. Press F12 to cancel the delete request and return to the option list
display.

Renaming an option
The 7=Rename function allows you to change the option code for one of the
options in the option file. From the option list display (p.1-39), place a 7 in front
of all the options you want to rename and press the Enter key. The rename prompt
shown below will overlay the option list.
Type the new option code for each option shown on the prompt and press the Enter
key. The old option definition will be renamed and the new code assigned. If an
option definition having the same code and object type/attribute combination
already exists, an error will be signaled and the rename function will not be
performed for the option.
4/21/98

7:56:55
Work with SEQUEL Objects
System: ASC400
.................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
Type option, :
:
1=Select 3 : Type option, then ............................................:
:
1=Run 2=Change :
::
Opt Name
:
:
Rename User-Defined Options
::
___ TRANCHECK : Sel Opt Command
:
::
___ TRIALMTH : _
13 CHGRPTD R : File . . . . : OPTFILE
::
___ TRIALSMTH : _
13 CHGVIEW V :
Library . . : SEQUEL
::
___ TRIALS1
: 7
15 EDTOBJAUT : Member . . . : SEQUEL
::
___ TRIALS1R : _
16 EXECUTE V :
::
___ DSPOBJD
: _
22 DSNREPORT : Option New Option
::
___ DSPOBJDR : _
90 SIGNOFF * :
15
15
::
___ OBJCMP
: _ F06 DSNVIEW * :
::
___ STATETRC : _ F22 WRKSPLF / :
::
___ SWRTEST
:
:
::
___ QTRSALES : Option file . . . :
::
___ CHGEXER1A :
Library . . . . :..........................................::
: Option member . . SEQUEL
+
:
Parameters or :
:
===> ________ : F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F6=Create F12=Cancel
:
F3=Exit F4=P :...............................................................:

After the rename function completes the option list display will reappear. (See
p.1-39)
You can cancel the rename request by pressing F12. The option list display will
reappear and the rename code will be retained next to the options you selected.
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Substitution variables
Option definitions and commands entered on the command line at the bottom of
the WRKSEQUEL display can include references to substitution variables.
Similar to CL variables, they are substituted by a value when the command is run.
By using a variable reference you can request that SEQUEL acquire information
about the object you have selected to be acted upon by the particular option. For
example, the statement:
DSP&S &L/&N

could become any of the following commands depending on the object selected
when the option is run:
DSPPGM PRODLIB/ORDENTRY
DSPCMD QSYS/WRKJOB
DSPJOBD SEQUEL/SEQUEL

Substitution will occur as follows:
In an unquoted
command string

Specify a single ampersand (&) and the name of the
variable field you want to use. Prevent substitution
from occurring by using a double ampersand (&&)

In a quoted string

Specify a double ampersand (&&) and the name of
the variable field you want to use. Substitution will
not occur when a single ampersand (&) is used.

Use the list of variables below in creating (and understanding) the options in the
option file you are using. If a *SQLDSP option is chosen from the SEQUEL data
display, the view’s record definition will be searched prior to the table below for a
field name matching the specified variable name. If a matching field is found, the
field’s value from the chosen record will be substituted for the variable reference.
Otherwise, the table below will be searched for a matching variable name.
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&A

Object attribute (RPG for RPG programs, CLP for CL programs,
PF for physical file (source or data), etc.).

&C

The option code used to invoke this definition.

&E

Run in batch flag. *YES if the ‘Run/Compile in batch’
parameter of the user’s defaults is Y. Otherwise *NO.

&F

The name of the object’s source file. Equivalent to &SRCFIL.

&G

The current default job description library.

&H

The current default job description name.

&L

The name shown under this object’s ‘Library’ column.

&N

Object name for the select object.
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&S

Object type without a preceding ‘*’. &S could be replaced by
PGM, FILE, CMD, etc.

&T

Object type with a preceding ‘*’. &T could be replaced by
*PGM, *FILE, *CMD, etc.

&U

Name of the current option file in use

&V

Library containing the current option file in use

&W

Member of the current option file in use

&X

Object text of the selected object, in quotes

&SRC

Qualified source file used to create the object (from service data)

&SRCFIL

Source file used to create the object (from service data)

&SRCLIB

Source library used to create the object (from service data)

&SRCMBR

Source member used to create the object (from service data)

Obviously, you can create very powerful options using these substitution variables.
With them it is very easy to simplify a task that involves complex command strings
that must be done over and over again like program editing, compiling, and testing.
Learn how you might be able to use substitution variables in your own option
definitions by reviewing the SEQUEL option file that was delivered with the
product. The standard option file is named OPTFILE in the SEQUEL library.

Examples
The SEQUEL option definition file, OPTFILE, has three definitions for option 5:
Object
Type

Attribute

Command

USRSPC
USRSPC
USRSPC

SQL*V*
SQLRPT
SQLSCRIPT*

DISPLAY VIEW(&L/&N)
REPORT REPORT(&L/&N)
RUNSCRIPT VIEW(&L/&N)

If the selected object is a user space with the SQLVIEW or SQLVIEWP attribute,
the DISPLAY command will be run. If the selected object is a user space with the
SQLRPT attribute, the REPORT command will be run. If it is a SEQUEL table
definition (SQLTBLV), the DISPLAY command will also be used. If the select
object is a user space with the SQLSCRIPT or SQLSCRIPTP attribute, the
RUNSCRIPT command will be run. If the object is of any other type or attribute,
nothing will happen.
Option definitions are not required to include substitution variables. Obviously, an
option definition that makes no substitutions will work the same regardless of the
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object name that is “selected”. The 90=Signoff option works the same way for
any object. Its command definition simply indicates the SIGNOFF command.
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Example of creating an option for Drill Down
SEQUEL Drill Down is a process that allows you to run a series of requests that,
step-by-step, key on deeper levels of detail information. The process enables you
to identify a value from the display of a view, such as a customer number, order
number, state, etc. and pass the value to another view to key on more information
for that chosen item. Every level in the process displays the choices you have for
the next “drill down” level. At any point you can back up one level at a time, or
exit the entire process. The views used are runtime-prompted views and each step
in the drill down process has a user defined option code set up to run each view
and pass the value(s) to the variable(s).
To demonstrate the drill down function, begin by creating two views. The first
view lists customers from the customer master file. The second view prompts for a
particular customer and queries for the order information for the desired customer.
Drill down will allow you to identify a customer from the first display, and through
an option run the second view to obtain order information for the desired customer.
View one: DRILLCUST
SELECT
cusno, cname, cstte, amtdu, crlim
FROM
sequelex/custmast
ORDER BY crlim

View two: DRILLORDER
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

ordno, orval, cuspo, shipv
sequelex/ordhead
cusno=&cusno

Define the variable as a NUMBER with a length of 6,0.
Because the variable in the second view was named the same as the field name, use
the BLDOPTF command to build the option:
BLDOPTF OBJ(DRILLORDER) OUTFILE(SEQUEL/OPTFILE)

An option like the following will be created. It can be viewed from Work with
SEQUEL Objects screen using F16=User Options.
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7/10/97 11: .................................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
..............................................................................
:
Edit User-Defined Option
:
:
:
: Option . . DR1 Flag I Object type *SQLDSP
Object attribute *ALL__
:
: Description: DRILLORDER___________________________________________________ :
: DISPLAY VIEW(DRILLORDER) TEXT('DRILLORDER:&&CUSNO') SETVAR((&&CUSNO ‘&&CUS :
: NO')) ALWOPT(*YES)
_______
____________________________________ :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:
:

To use the drill down option, display the first view with the Allow Extended
Options parameter set to yes:
DISPLAY VIEW(DRILLCUST) ALWOPT(*YES)

From the display of the DRILLCUST view, place the DR1 option to the left of a
customer name. This will run the DRILLORDER view replacing the &CUSNO
variable with the customer number from the display.
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Displaying information with a view
The SEQUEL data display program runs whenever the DISPLAY command is
used. It shows you the information that is returned from the SQL request in a
view. Depending on the value used for the Allow Option Entry (ALWOPT)
parameter, you may be able to run additional requests from the data display.
You can run the DISPLAY command in several different ways:
•

using option 5=Display and typing a valid view name on the work
with views menu

•

typing option 5=Display next to a view name on the work with
SEQUEL objects list display

•

from the view definition display of the user interface via F7, F19, or
the action bar

•

entering the DISPLAY command at a command entry line

Once the data display appears, you can scroll through the data and position to
specific records as well as window left and right in order to get a complete picture
of the information.
The display program supports both 24 line, 80 column displays and 27 line 132
column displays. SEQUEL will sense which type of display you are using and use
the size that is appropriate for your terminal. The example below demonstrates a
sample display. It does not include option entry fields.
13:54:55

Product Status

Product
Description
BMX Model 1833-F/O
BMX Carton
BMX Formula 3 Power Cycle
BMX Formula 3 Deluxe Cycle
BMX Tandem Cycle
BMX Silver Plated Edition
Cover Features
Cycle Features
Decal Features
Flag Features
BMX 3 Cycle Body
BMX 3 Rear Wheel (Std.)
BMX 3 Seat Back
BMX 3 Handle Bar
BMX 3 Front Fork
BMX 3 Fr. Wheel W/Pedal Crank
BMX 3 Pedal
Window:
F3=Exit

1
F8=Window Right

Opening
Balance
2246
794
1896
1896
755
536
1868
267
666
651
639
696
626
682
670
670
676

F20=Field Right

9/22/98
Adjust
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
0
0
0

Curre
Balan
119
15
264
264
178
28
293
5
23
327
60
55
12
13
206
206
13

Starting at record:
F21/F22=Open/Close

1

Issues
1055
635
2255
2255
1969
247
436
214
1927
376
1560
1646
501
546
1607
1607
541

Receipts
0
0
3000
3000
3000
0
1500
0
1500
3000
1500
1500
0
0
3000
3000
0
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The extended display provides an option entry field adjacent to each record. It lets
you run additional requests using values from the records shown on the display.
Whether you see the basic or the extended display depends on the setting of the
Allow Option Entry (ALWOPT) parameter when the DISPLAY command is run.
11:52:15
Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Product Status

6/28/98

Product
Opening
C
Description______________________Balance____Issues__Receipts____Adjust___B
BMX Model 1833-F/O
2246
1055
0
0
BMX Carton
794
635
0
0
BMX Formula 3 Power Cycle
1896
2255
3000
0
BMX Formula 3 Deluxe Cycle
1896
2255
3000
0
BMX Tandem Cycle
755
1969
3000
0
BMX Silver Plated Edition
536
247
0
0
Cover Features
1868
436
1500
0
Cycle Features
267
214
0
0
Decal Features
666
1927
1500
0
Flag Features
651
376
3000
0
BMX 3 Cycle Body
639
1560
1500
28
BMX 3 Rear Wheel (Std.)
696
1646
1500
0
BMX 3 Seat Back
626
501
0
0
BMX 3 Handle Bar
682
546
0
0
BMX 3 Front Fork
670
1607
3000
0
BMX 3 Fr. Wheel W/Pedal Crank
670
1607
3000
0
BMX 3 Pedal
676
541
0
0

Window: ____1
F3=Exit F8=Window Right

F20=Field Right

Starting at record: ______1
F21/F22=Open/Close
+

Function Keys
Your function key options will be listed at the bottom of the display. They change
depending upon the state of the window and the amount of information to be
displayed. F3 is always available and will exit the display. You can view the
complete list of available keys by positioning the cursor on the command key
summary at the bottom of the display and using the scroll keys.
Function Key

Description

F3=Exit

Exit the display and return without processing any additional options. Any previous data displays
will also be terminated.

F7=Window Left

Shifts the window left a full width. If several windows are present on the display, the window
containing the cursor is moved left. This function key is unavailable when the window shows the
leftmost positions of the data.

F8=Window Right

Shifts the window right a full width. If several windows are present on the display, the window
containing the cursor is moved right. This function key is unavailable when the window shows
the rightmost positions of the data.

F10=Actions

(option capable data display only) Places the action bar at the top of the display. Once it is
available you can access pull–down menus from it.

F11=Alternate View

Toggle the display between 80 and 132 column modes.

F12=Cancel

Return to the previous display without processing any additional options.

F14=Submit

(option capable data display only) Submits the current option to the batch subsystem using the
values in the user default (F18) window.
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F15=Prompted submit

(option capable data display only) Prompts the submit job (SBMJOB) command prior to
submitting the current option to the batch subsystem using the values in the user default (F18)
window.

F16=Options

(option capable data display only) Displays the Work With User Defined Options window if the
user has command entry privileges. See page 1-36 for more information about user defined
options.

F18=Defaults

(option capable data display only) Specify the default (or standard) job description and job queue
to be used when a request is submitted (F14/F15) to the batch subsystem.

F19=Field Left

Shifts the window left by a single field. If several windows are present on the display, the
window containing the cursor is moved left. This function key is unavailable when the window
shows the leftmost positions of the data.

F20=Field Right

Shifts the window right by a single field. If several windows are present on the display, the
window containing the cursor is moved right. This function key is unavailable when the window
shows the rightmost positions of the data.

F21=Open

Split the current window at the cursor location. The character under the cursor will be the first
character in the “new” window.

F22=Close

Close the window under the cursor. The window to the left is extended to occupy the space of
the “closed” window. You cannot close the leftmost window.

F23=Option menu

(option capable data display only) Displays a menu of available options and allows you to
choose an option. The option will be run using previously selected records.

Display windowing
Up to 2000 characters from the records in your view are available through the
display program. Left and right windowing will be available if the data width
exceeds the width of your display station. If you are allowed to shift the display,
you can choose to shift it by a single field or an entire window width.
You can also specify a window starting position by changing the field(s) at the
lower left corner of the display. Simply type the number of the column to be
placed at the left margin of the window, press the Field Exit key, and then
press Enter.
You are not allowed to window left of position 1, nor right of the highest position
that provides the last full width display of your information.
F21 will split the display up to ten times into separate “windows”. Each new

window will begin at the current cursor position and continue to the right, ending
at the next window or the right margin of the data. Window positioning fields will
be added to the display for each open window. The windows will be separated by
your default separation character. (See p. 1-101)
Each window can be moved to any horizontal starting position in the data record.
All windows are vertically synchronized so that the same set of records is
displayed in each one.
The next example shows the same view as used in the example above, except that
the display has been split into two windows. The leftmost window shows most of
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the product description, the right window shows the five numeric columns returned
by the view.
Each window can be independently moved sideways across the data using F7/F8
or F19/F20. You can indicate specific starting locations for each window by
typing a value into the Window: field at the lower left.
11:25:35

Product Status

Product
Description
BMX Model 1833
BMX Carton
BMX Formula 3
BMX Formula 3
BMX Tandem Cyc
BMX Silver Pla
Cover Features
Cycle Features
Decal Features
Flag Features
BMX 3 Cycle Bo
BMX 3 Rear Whe
BMX 3 Seat Bac
BMX 3 Handle B
BMX 3 Front Fo
BMX 3 Fr. Whee
BMX 3 Pedal
Window:
F3=Exit

¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦

Opening
Balance
2246
794
1896
1896
755
536
1868
267
666
651
639
696
626
682
670
670
676

Issues
1055
635
2255
2255
1969
247
436
214
1927
376
1560
1646
501
546
1607
1607
541

1
31
F7/F8=Window Left/Right

Receipts
0
0
3000
3000
3000
0
1500
0
1500
3000
1500
1500
0
0
3000
3000
0

Adjust
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
0
0
0

Current
Balance
1191
159
2641
2641
1786
289
2932
53
239
3275
607
550
125
136
2063
2063
135

9/30/98
On order
From
Customers
488
30
583
583
240
124
623
143
424
352
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Starting at record:
1
F19/F20=Field Left/Right F21/F22=Open/Clo +

Close an open window by placing the cursor into it, and pressing F22. The window
will disappear, and the one to its left will be expanded to take its place on the
display. You cannot collapse the first (leftmost) window.
Press F11 to alternate between 80 column and 132 column display modes. This
command key will be available only when you are using a display capable of
displaying 132 columns of information.

Vertical Record Positioning
Record positioning functions will be available if your view selects more records
than can fit on a single display page. If the entire view fits on a single display page
the roll up, roll down, and record positioning field at the lower right corner of the
display will not be enabled.
Each time information is displayed, the contents of the record positioning field are
updated to reflect the key value or record number of the topmost record on the
display.

Scrolling Keys
You can scroll the records on the display by using the roll keys. Roll up allows
you to see information subsequent to the current display; Roll down shows the
information previous to it. When you reach the end or the beginning of the
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information, a message will appear at the bottom of the display. If you try to roll
past the limits of the information, a message will appear on your display and you
must press error reset to clear it.
In addition to using the roll keys to position the display, a record positioning field
may be available. This field, which appears at the lower right, allows you to
specify a record sequence number or, if your view contains an ORDER BY clause,
a key value.

Record Number
If your view does not contain an ORDER BY clause, the positioning value
corresponds to the record number of the primary file used in your view. The
record number field will always indicate the record at the top of the display.
You can request a new position by typing a new record number, pressing Field
Exit, and then pressing Enter. If the record number you requested is higher than
the highest record available, the last full page of information is displayed along
with an informational message.
If your SQL statement includes a WHERE clause, it may exclude some records
from the view. If you try to position to one of these records, an informational
message will appear at the bottom of your display, and the next available record
will be chosen as the starting point.
Record number positioning can cause confusion in some circumstances. The
system may choose to use an internal index to process your request. This will
cause the records to appear in a non-sequential order. The record number listed at
the lower right of the display will not change predictably as you roll from one
display page to the next, but will seem to jump and skip through the file.
If your query includes a join specification, the positioning number corresponds to
the record number in the primary physical file. If JORDER(*ANY) is in effect
when the view is run, you may not realize which file is being used as the primary
file. Since the file that is used as the primary might change from one run to the
next, the record number corresponding to a given joined record may also change.
Confusion can also arise if the join relationship is not one-to-one, but instead links
several secondary records to a single primary record. Each of these will be
assigned the same record number by the system since they all use the same record
in the primary file.
Generally, you will find direct record positioning easier if you include an ORDER
BY in your view.
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Key Value
Since most views contain an ORDER BY clause, your display will usually indicate
that positioning by key value is available. The display below is an example of the
data display when the CUSTLIST view is run.
13:55:48

Customer Inquiry

Cust
Number
109600
103800
126200
126300
218211
126100
126500
102311
104100
102100
111444
101200
104400
100112
217212
100200
215113

Name
K. Redford's Inc.
Kelly's Corp.
Kmart Eastern Region
Kmart Midwest Region
Kmart West
Kmart Western Region
L.M. Corp.
Lawrence Design
Lickton's City Corp.
Lim-Equipment Co.
LBC Supplies
Maple Leaf Cemetery
Mister C's
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
NBO

F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

State
AZ
IL
NJ
IL
CA
CA
CA
IL
IL
OH
KY
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
MN

Telephone
832/118-0900
312/523-8554
202/659-7896
312/982-2200
415/982-5465
415/982-5465
213/858-9632
312/654-3221
312/383-2130
513/299-2960
205/487-5325
312/248-0050
312/225-2556
312/640-1258
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
612/547-8563

9/22/98
Amount
Due
16135.65
3832.22
33850.00
38250.00
26250.00
26250.00
3000.00
8019.24
341.12
3587.62
4854.14
2016.96
7711.00
323.51
57529.40
1129.67
3543.51

Starting with CNAME: K. Redford

The entry field will always indicate the key value of the topmost record on the
display. The first (leftmost) field in the ordering specification is listed next to the
entry field. You can request a new starting position by changing the value of this
field and pressing Enter. When the Enter key is pressed, SEQUEL attempts to find
a record matching this value and displays a new set of records from that point on.
If you attempt to position past the end of the file, the last full page of information
is displayed along with an informational message.
The display above could be repositioned to customers beginning with an “S” by
advancing the cursor to the input field, typing an S, pressing Field Exit (to
clear the remaining characters), and pressing Enter.
The key positioning field allows you to enter up to 10 characters to be used in
repositioning the display. The value corresponds to the fields used in your
ORDER BY clause. Your repositioning value may span more than one field if the
ORDER BY contains several fields that occupy less than 10 characters.
If the ORDER BY contains numeric fields, the positioning key includes fields up
to and including the first numeric field in the ORDER BY. If a numeric field is
included, the value you enter can be positive or negative, with a leading or trailing
sign.
For example, the SEQUEL statement below retrieves customer information and
presents it on the display in order by state and current amount due.
display 'select cname,cstte,cphon,amtdu edtcde(j$)
from custmast order by cstte,amtdu'

The display looks like the one on the next page.
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14:22:22

Data Matching SQL View Request

Name
Reay Corp
K. Redford's Inc.
Xcme Corp.
L.M. Corp.
Kmart Western Region
Kmart West
PCE Corp.
Panasonic Corp.
Optimum Corp
MNB Corp.
Lickton's City Corp.
Rudy's Corp.
State Corp.
Town & Country Sports
NBCO Corporation Inc.
UCE Corp.
Que Company Inc.

State
AZ
CA
CA
CA
CA
IA
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

Telephone
101/743-4446
832/118-0900
213/583-1714
213/858-9632
415/982-5465
415/982-5465
319/753-0303
312/364-7900
312/525-9660
312/640-1258
312/383-2130
312/736-4395
815/514-6252
312/375-2818
312/457-1822
312/437-6112
312/264-2463

Starting with CSTTE:
F3=Exit

9/22/98

Current
Balance
Due
$1,801.90
$16,135.65
$1,397.83
$3,000.00
$26,250.00
$26,250.00
$95.60
$.00
$20.10
$323.51
$341.12
$366.09
$808.80
$1,089.83
$1,129.67
$1,815.00
$1,848.88
00000180

F21/F22=Open/Close

The first state is blank and the key value (at the bottom right) indicates the first
two characters of the key are blanks. Notice that the full amount value at the top of
the display (1,801.90) cannot fit into the key entry field due to its leading zeros.
You can reposition the display by specifying either a new state, or a new state and
amount value. To begin the listing with customers in Illinois having an amount
due greater or equal to $5000, move the cursor to the positioning field, type
IL5000, and press Enter. SEQUEL will reposition the display and you should see
a screen similar to the one on the next page.
14:22:22

Data Matching SQL View Request

Name
Xegewisch Corp.
Mister C's
Lawrence Design
Sauganash Inc.
Rider Corp.
Urus Corp.
Taehnrich Corp
T One Corp.
Village Sportshop
Kmart Midwest Region
NBCO Corp.
V&B Sporting Goods
LBC Supplies
NBO Inc.
NBO
Penn Sports
TBA Corp.

State
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
KS
KY
MN
MN
MN
MO

Telephone
312/646-2584
312/225-2556
312/654-3221
312/685-3236
312/549-1240
312/622-2914
312/366-3231
312/745-5836
312/456-6121
312/982-2200
312/457-1822
913/472-2138
205/487-5325
612/547-8563
612/547-8563
612/831-6900
306/456-8574

9/22/98

Current
Balance
Due
$5,892.87
$7,711.00
$8,019.24
$8,205.28
$9,185.82
$9,299.57
$9,748.62
$23,854.76
$28,512.34
$38,250.00
$57,529.40
$80.40
$4,854.14
$2,842.13
$3,543.51
$16,227.46
$1,784.08
Starting with CSTTE: IL00000589

F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

The first customer on the display has an amount due value of $5,892.87 because no
Illinois customers were found with an amount due of exactly 5000. The first
record equal to or greater than the key value you supply will be shown.
You could position to customers with a credit balance by using a trailing negative,
IL123.45-, for instance.
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Using the extended display
By letting you access additional functions through option codes, the extended
display significantly enhances the power of SEQUEL’s data display. With a well
constructed set of option definitions, you can create (and use) a comprehensive
information system that is built around SEQUEL views, reports, and tables.
The extended display appears whenever the DISPLAY command is run and the
Allow Option Entry (ALWOPT) parameter is set to *YES. If the parameter value
is *NO, the basic display will be shown and option codes cannot be entered.
Option codes can be run in two different ways: direct entry or menu selection.
Direct entry is easiest when you are familiar with the codes and what they mean. If
you do not know the code sequences, or would like to know the options that are
available, use the menu selection method.
Direct entry: Type a code into the entry field adjacent to the selected
record and press Enter. If the option is valid, it will be run. The current
record list will re–appear when the option completes.
Menu selection: Choose a record by placing a ‘1’ in its entry field, then
press F23 to request the option menu. Select an option from the menu and
press Enter.
When the option menu is selected by pressing F23, the records on the display will
be overlaid by another window. It shows all the options that are available for this
view. It looks like the example below.
20:12:04

Customer information

7/08/98
Current
Open
Cust
Credit
Balance
Order
Opt Number__Name________________________Limit_____________Due________Amount
___ 100112 MNB Corp.
30,000
323.51
28,885.13
___ 100200 NBCO Corporation Inc
60,000
1,129.67
56,483.65
___ 100 ................................................................ 39
___ 100 :
Run options
: 98
___ 100 : Sel Opt Description
:
___ 100 : _ CUS Customer information
:
___ 100 : _ F13 Command entry window
:
___ 100 : _ LEA Leads for this customer
:
___ 101 : _ ORD Order summary for a given customer
: 97
___ 101 : _ SFW Software shipments to this customer
: 97
___ 101 : _ TC# Transactions for this customer number
: 95
___ 102 : _ TCN Transactions for this customer name
: 50
___ 102 :
: 92
___ 102 :
: 31
___ 102 :
: 40
___ 102 :
: 49
___ 102 : F12=Cancel
: 94
:..............................................................:
Starting at record: ______1
F3=Exit F21/F22=Open/Close
+

An option definition must satisfy three criteria to be available for direct entry or
appear in the menu window. Options that do not satisfy all three criteria will not be
available for direct entry and will not appear in the menu window.
the object type value for the option must be *SQLDSP
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the current view must not be excluded from the option’s attribute value.
(i.e. the attribute must specify *ALL or a generic name that includes the
current view name)
all field substitutions required by the option must be able to be satisfied by
fields in the current view

Using the action bar
The extended display includes an action bar. It will help you learn about the
functions of the display. It will assist you when you are not certain what option to
use or function key to press when you want to carry out a particular action.
The action bar allows you to access pull-down menus that perform the major
functions of the display. Once you see a pull down menu on the display, you can
select an option from it that will present another menu, or carry out an action.
Using the action bar is easy. Simply remember to press F10 to get assistance. A
window like the one below will appear.
File
View
Options
Defaults
Help
..............................................................................
Cust
Credit
Balance
Order
Opt Number__Name________________________Limit_____________Due________Amount
___ 100112 MNB Corp.
30,000
323.51
28,885.13
___ 100200 NBCO Corporation Inc
60,000
1,129.67
56,483.65
___ 100300 Obell Group Sales
30,000
543.21
27,632.39
___ 100500 PCE Corp.
7,000
95.60
1,911.98
___ 100600 UCE Corp.
32,000
1,815.00
___ 100700 Xcme Corp.
20,000
1,397.83
___ 100800 State Corp.
10,250
808.80
___ 100900 T-1 Corp.
34,000
3,019.59
___ 101100 Que Company Inc.
34,000
1,848.88
16,807.97
___ 101200 Maple Leaf Cemetery
20,000
2,016.96
16,807.97
___ 101616 Sports Shop
20,000
3,025.14
18,719.95
___ 102000 Optimum Corp
7,000
20.10
100.50
___ 102100 Lim-Equipment Co.
20,000
3,587.62
17,083.92
___ 102311 Lawrence Design
35,000
8,019.24
34,700.31
___ 102600 Reay Corp
40,000
1,801.90
6,930.40
___ 102800 Rider Corp.
35,000
9,185.82
32,806.49
___ 102900 Taehnrich Corp
35,000
9,748.62
33,615.94
F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

Starting at record: ______1
+

Once the action bar has appeared, use the TAB key or the cursor control keys to
move the cursor to the desired category (File, View, Options, or Help) and press
the Enter key. If it is underlined, you can also select a particular category by
typing the first letter of its name. While the action bar and pull-down menus are on
the display, you will not be able to type into any other entry fields until the action
bar is removed. Press F12 or F10 to remove the action bar and return to the
underlying display.
Select the File action if you want to move the window left or right, or if you want
to exit the display. Choose the View option if you want to change the way the
display looks. The Options action will present the option menu or the Work With
Options display (p. 1-36). The Defaults choice lets you view and change the job
queue and job description for submitted options. Alternatively, you can use the
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Help action to access the SEQUEL help facility. Refer to page 1-32 for
information about the Help action.

File actions
The display below shows the pull down menu that can be accessed by selecting the
File action within the action bar. It lets you shift the display and lets you close this
view and return to the previous view, or exit the SEQUEL display system
altogether. The pull–down also shows the equivalent function keys to the right of
the action description. You can use these keys instead of the action bar and pull–
down.
File
View
Options
Defaults
Help
..............................................................................
:
:
Credit
Balance
Order
: 1 1. Window left
F7 : __________Limit_____________Due________Amount
:
2. Window right
F8 :
30,000
323.51
28,885.13
:
3. Cancel
F12 : nc
60,000
1,129.67
56,483.65
:
4. Exit
F3 :
30,000
543.21
27,632.39
:
:
7,000
95.60
1,911.98
: View . . : CUSTLIST
:
32,000
1,815.00
:
Library :
SEQUELEX
:
20,000
1,397.83
:...........................:
10,250
808.80
___ 100900 T-1 Corp.
34,000
3,019.59
___ 101100 Que Company Inc.
34,000
1,848.88
16,807.97
___ 101200 Maple Leaf Cemetery
20,000
2,016.96
16,807.97
___ 101616 Sports Shop
20,000
3,025.14
18,719.95
___ 102000 Optimum Corp
7,000
20.10
100.50
___ 102100 Lim-Equipment Co.
20,000
3,587.62
17,083.92
___ 102311 Lawrence Design
35,000
8,019.24
34,700.31
___ 102600 Reay Corp
40,000
1,801.90
6,930.40
___ 102800 Rider Corp.
35,000
9,185.82
32,806.49
___ 102900 Taehnrich Corp
35,000
9,748.62
33,615.94
F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

Starting at record: ______1
+

View actions
Select the View action to make changes to the way your display looks. The pull–
down menu below will appear. If your terminal is capable of 132 column display,
you can use the first selection to indicate which display size you want to use. The
second selection lets you choose whether the top of the display shows field
heading text or field names. Choosing the field name mode can be especially
helpful if you are developing option definitions for use with this view.
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File
View
Options
Defaults
Help
..............................................................................
:
: redit
Balance
Order
Opt Nu : 1 1. Use 80 column display : Limit_____________Due________Amount
___ 10 :
2. Use 132 column display : 0,000
323.51
28,885.13
___ 10 :
: 0,000
1,129.67
56,483.65
___ 10 : 1 1. Show field headings
: 0,000
543.21
27,632.39
___ 10 :
2. Show field names
: 7,000
95.60
1,911.98
___ 10 :..............................: 2,000
1,815.00
___ 100700 Xcme Corp.
20,000
1,397.83
___ 100800 State Corp.
10,250
808.80
___ 100900 T-1 Corp.
34,000
3,019.59
___ 101100 Que Company Inc.
34,000
1,848.88
16,807.97
___ 101200 Maple Leaf Cemetery
20,000
2,016.96
16,807.97
___ 101616 Sports Shop
20,000
3,025.14
18,719.95
___ 102000 Optimum Corp
7,000
20.10
100.50
___ 102100 Lim-Equipment Co.
20,000
3,587.62
17,083.92
___ 102311 Lawrence Design
35,000
8,019.24
34,700.31
___ 102600 Reay Corp
40,000
1,801.90
6,930.40
___ 102800 Rider Corp.
35,000
9,185.82
32,806.49
___ 102900 Taehnrich Corp
35,000
9,748.62
33,615.94
F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

Starting at record: ______1
+

Option actions
Select the Option action to run or edit the option definitions. The pull–down menu
below will appear. It shows that function keys F16 and F23 are equivalent to
making the indicated choice. When you make your choice, the indicated window
will appear on the display.
You must have command entry privileges (see p. 1-101) to be able to edit option
definitions. Refer to the section beginning on page 1-36 for a complete description
of the “Work with option codes” window.
File
View
Options
Defaults
Help
..............................................................................
Cust
:
:
Balance
Order
Opt Number__N : 1 1. Run options...
F23 : _____________Due________Amount
___ 100112 M :
2. Edit options... F16 :
323.51
28,885.13
___ 100200 N :............................:
1,129.67
56,483.65
___ 100300 Obell Group Sales
30,000
543.21
27,632.39
___ 100500 PCE Corp.
7,000
95.60
1,911.98
___ 100600 UCE Corp.
32,000
1,815.00
___ 100700 Xcme Corp.
20,000
1,397.83
___ 100800 State Corp.
10,250
808.80
___ 100900 T-1 Corp.
34,000
3,019.59
___ 101100 Que Company Inc.
34,000
1,848.88
16,807.97
___ 101200 Maple Leaf Cemetery
20,000
2,016.96
16,807.97
___ 101616 Sports Shop
20,000
3,025.14
18,719.95
___ 102000 Optimum Corp
7,000
20.10
100.50
___ 102100 Lim-Equipment Co.
20,000
3,587.62
17,083.92
___ 102311 Lawrence Design
35,000
8,019.24
34,700.31
___ 102600 Reay Corp
40,000
1,801.90
6,930.40
___ 102800 Rider Corp.
35,000
9,185.82
32,806.49
___ 102900 Taehnrich Corp
35,000
9,748.62
33,615.94
F3=Exit

F21/F22=Open/Close

Starting at record: ______1
+

Default actions
Select the Default action to view and change the job queue and description to be
used when options are submitted to the batch subsystem. When you press F14 or
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F15 to submit an option for batch execution, the values in the Default window will
be used. You can also access the window using F18.

You will not normally need to change these values, but if you do, you may enter
valid values in the window’s entry fields and press Enter. *USRPRF can be
entered for the job description value to indicate that the job description named by
your user profile should be used. If *JOBD is entered for the job queue name, the
job description will be referenced to determine the job queue to be used. You must
have *USE authority to the job description and job queue named in the window.

Error Reporting
It is possible that some errors may arise during the view display. Messages
describing them will replace the function key line. You may roll through them by
positioning the cursor on the message line and using the roll keys. The function
key line will appear after the last message is displayed. If you do not understand
the message from its short description on the display, move the cursor to it press
the Help key. A second display, showing more information should assist you.
The most common type of error is known as a mapping error. It usually occurs
when the view has created a result which is too large to fit the field definition. It
will also occur when character values have inadvertently been placed into numeric
fields. The mapping error message appears at the bottom of the display. It tells the
nature of the problem, the field in error, and the specific record in the file that
caused it. Fields with mapping errors will be filled with question marks (?) when
shown on the display. Do not confuse the display of fields with mapping errors
with the display of fields that do not have a value (n/a, or ¬). The display below
shows both.
22:20:56
Opt
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Data Matching SQL View Request
Open
Order
Address____________________STATUS_______Amount_____HIGHORD
6700 Penn Avenue S.E.
670
48863.17
??????????
191 Seegers
191
.00
n/a
310 Lake Street
310
.00
n/a
3 Legal Blvd.
303.00
n/a
5520 West N. AVE.
552
.00
n/a
Midtown Plaza - Room 604
????
27632.39
69,080.97
8335 Ogden
833
18719.95
46,799.87
6322 N. Broadway
632
6930.40
17,326.00
13403 S. Brandon
134
16807.97
42,019.92
5711 West Irving Park
571
677.95
1,694.87
318 Wall Road
318
16807.97
42,019.92
85 N. Palm Street
????
201.00
502.50
2618 Fruitland Avenue
261
.00
n/a
3109 South Wallace
310
.00
n/a
Western Billing Office
652
.00
n/a
7060 W. Cullom Avenue
706
.00
n/a
119 Broadway
119
1911.98
4,779.95

7/08/98

Starting at record: _____18
Mapping error on field HIGHORD of record 18 due to reason 2.
+
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Printing information with a view
The SEQUEL data print program runs whenever the PRINT command is used. It
creates a simple listing of the information that is returned through a view.
You can run the PRINT command in several different ways:
•

using option 6=Print and typing a valid view name on the work with
views menu

•

typing option 6=Print next to a view name on the work with
SEQUEL objects list display

•

from the view definition display of the user interface via F8, F20, or
the action bar

•

entering the PRINT command at a command entry line

Characteristics of the printout
When you make your request, you can control the page width, length and print
density of the report. If the edited data from your view exceeds the page width, the
surplus will be printed on up to seven additional pages.
The figure shows how each attribute affects the printout.

Last line printed
on the page is the
overflow line

Page size
specifies
length (in
lines) and
width (in
characters)

Print density (Characters Per Inch)
determines the number of
characters that fit on a line

Printing information with a view
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Usually, you will not need to be concerned with the printout characteristics,
because your standard values will work fine in most cases. If you want to print a
report that is a little different from those you normally create, the table below may
help you.
The table shows common combinations of printout attributes for a variety of paper
sizes. Use the table by first finding the size of the paper that you will be using and
then choosing the lines/characters per inch values that you want. Specify the
corresponding page size, overflow, LPI and CPI values when you create your
printout.
Paper size
(width x len)
14" x 11"

Lines
Per Inch
6

8

14" x 8½"

6

8

8½" x 11"

6

8

Characters
Per Inch
10
15
16.7
10
15
16.7

Page size
(len x width)
66 x 132
66 x 198
66 x 220
88 x 132
88 x 198
88 x 220

Overflow
60
60
60
80
80
80

10
15
16.7
10
15
16.7

51 x 132
51 x 198
51 x 220
68 x 132
68 x 198
68 x 220

48
48
48
64
64
64

10
15
16.7
10
15
16.7

66 x 80
66 x 120
66 x 132
88 x 80
88 x 120
88 x 132

60
60
60
80
80
80

Your printer may not support all the densities (characters per inch) listed in the
table. If you are having difficulty printing, contact your data processing department
for assistance.

Submitting your printout to batch
In most cases, you will want to submit your print request to a batch subsystem.
When you print in batch, your terminal won’t be tied up while the printout is being
created and other interactive users will not be adversely affected your request. If
you choose to run a long running print request interactively, your terminal will be
inhibited until all pages of the listing have been created, and other interactive users
may slow down while your “high-priority” request completes.
Submitting a print request to batch is easy.
•
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If you are using the work with views display, select the 6=Print option and
press F15. The Submit job (SBMJOB) command will be prompted and you can
specify the job description, queue, etc., that you want used.
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•

If you are using the work with SEQUEL objects display, the “Run in batch”
value may already be selected. If so, the option description will read 6=Print
in batch and you need only type the option code next to the views you want
to run. If the option description says only 6=Print then the printout will be
created interactively unless you specifically submit it using F14 or F15. If
you press F15 the Submit job (SBMJOB) command will be prompted and you
can specify the job description, queue, etc., that you want used.

•

If you are using the user interface, you can submit the request simply by
pressing F14 from the print display (F8).

•

If you are using the command entry line, simply prompt the Submit Job
(SBMJOB) command and enter your PRINT request into the CMD parameter.

Distribution of SEQUEL printouts
The printout will be placed on the output queue specified on the OUTQ parameter
of PRINT, BCHPRINT, REPORT, or BCHREPORT commands. The default is
‘*SETDFT’ which results in running the SEQUEL request using the corresponding
value from the SEQUEL user default data area. For example, specifying
OUTQ(*SETDFT) on a SEQUEL PRINT request causes the print output to be
routed to the output queue designated in the SEQUEL default data area for the user
running the request.
If you make a PRINT request from the user interface, you can enter the output
queue you want to use directly on the request entry screen.

Sample output
The example on the next page was created when the view named CUSTLIST in the
SEQUELEX library was printed. The summary page following the data listing
shows the SQL statement that retrieved the information from the CUSTMAST file.
You can suppress the summary page by specify *NO as the summary page value in
the command prompt or user interface display.

Printing information with a view
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10/01/98 11:50:33
View: CUSTLIST

Cust
Number
200600
205400
203800
201616
200800
109600
103800
126200
126500
102311
104100
102100
202800
111444
101200
201200
200200
202000
104400
100112
217212
100200
215113
151515
100300
102000
123321
205000
100500
101100
105300
202600
102600
102800
105400
105500
204400
204000
101616
100800
102900
105700
108300
111333
103100
100600
104000
218211
103506
123456

Page

1

Name
Baywater Drilling
Brower's Microbrew
Clean Liquors
Frog and Peach, Inc.
Horse Chesnuts, Inc.
K. Redford's Inc.
Kelly's Corp.
Kmart Eastern Region
L.M. Corp.
Lawrence Design
Lickton's City Corp.
Lim-Equipment Co.
Linnen By Clinton
LBC Supplies
Maple Leaf Cemetery
Maple Syrup, Inc.
Maxwell House Repairs
Minimium Corp
Mister C's
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
NBO
NBO Inc.
Obell Group Sales
Optimum Corp
Penn Sports
Pinnacle Investments
PCE Corp.
Que Company Inc.
Quick Corp.
Really Marvelous Stuff
Reay Corp
Rider Corp.
Rudy's Corp.
Sauganash Inc.
Silk and Gravy Gifts
Sports and More
Sports Shop
State Corp.
Taehnrich Corp
Town & Country Sports
Toys R'Us
TBA Corp.
Urus Corp.
UCE Corp.
V&B Sporting Goods
Walmart
Xegewisch Corp.
Xoba Inc.

10/01/98 11:50:33
View: CUSTLIST

Page

2

Advanced Systems Concepts, Inc.
Customer Inquiry

State
LA
IA
NJ
TX
LA
AZ
NY
NJ
CA
TX
IL
ID
LA
KY
OR
CT
CA
IL
NV
NV
IL
IL
MN
MN
NY
FL
MN
IN
IA
LA
CO
TX
MA
CA
IL
OR
MT
AZ
IL
IL
IL
TX
NM
WY
IL
MT
CA
GA
TX

Telephone
504/437-6112
712/100-4395
201/100-8554
713/345-6200
504/514-6252
832/118-0900
718/523-8554
202/659-7896
213/858-9632
817/654-3221
312/383-2130
208/299-2960
318/549-1240
205/487-5325
503/248-0050
312/248-0050
312/457-1822
312/556-9660
702/225-2556
823/640-1258
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
612/547-8563
612/547-8563
315/472-6442
407/525-9660
612/831-6900
219/220-4000
319/753-0303
807/264-2463
980/871-3110
214/110-0976
101/743-4446
617/549-1240
805/736-4395
312/685-3236
503/123-0001
406/100-2300
520/442-5200
815/514-6252
312/366-3231
312/375-2818
512/641-5900
505/456-8574
307/622-2914
312/437-6112
406/472-2138
415/932-5465
912/646-2584
800/555-1212

Amount
Due
4569.00
3120.09
6586.22
5779.14
3562.80
16135.65
3832.22
33850.00
3000.00
8019.24
341.12
3587.62
11939.82
4854.14
2016.96
4770.96
3883.67
2774.10
7711.00
323.51
57529.40
1129.67
3543.51
2842.13
543.21
20.10
16227.46
2754.00
95.60
1848.88
2026.70
4555.90
1801.90
9185.82
366.09
8205.28
10465.00
2834.40
3025.14
808.80
9748.62
1089.83
10916.80
1784.08
9299.57
1815.00
80.40
26250.00
5892.87
467.94

Advanced Systems Concepts, Inc.
Customer Inquiry

View: CUSTLIST
SEQUELEX
50 Records selected using the SQL statement:

SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY
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cusno, cname, cstte, cphon, amtdu COLHDG("Amount" "Due")
custmast
amtdu>0
cname
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Routing information to a file
You can run a view and place the results in a database file or a PC document. If the
file or document doesn’t already exist, SEQUEL will create it for you. Your
request (which uses the EXECUTE command) can be run in several different
ways:
•

using option 9=Outfile and typing a valid view name on the work
with views menu

•

typing option 9=Outfile next to a view name on the work with
SEQUEL objects list display

•

from the view definition display of the user interface via F9 or the
action bar

•

entering the EXECUTE command at a command entry line

If you enter the command directly or use option 9=Outfile you can prompt it by
using F4=Prompt. If you are using the user interface and press F9=Outfile, a
prompt display will appear so you can specify output characteristics. Either way,
you will likely want to enter the items listed below.

File name/Document name
You must specify where the information retrieved from the view should be stored.
Results can be placed into a database file, a PC document, or both. You define the
file name and/or PC document name (and folder) that should receive the results.
If you’re using a “Work With” display or the user interface, SEQUEL will default
the file name as follows:
•

Option 9=Outfile on the “Work With Views” menu defaults to a file in the
QTEMP library having the same name as the view

•

Option 9=Outfile on the “Work With SEQUEL Objects” display defaults to
a file in the view’s library having the same name as the view. If the “Run in
batch” setting is a Y the request will be automatically submitted to the batch
subsystem for execution.

•

Function key F9=Outfile in the user interface defaults to a file in the
QTEMP library.

If the file that you specify doesn’t exist when you run your request, SEQUEL will
create it for you.
If the file already exists, it must be compatible with the information retrieved from
your view (same number and type of fields) or an error message will result.

Routing information to a file
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Depending on your choice for the MBROPT value, records will either replace
those currently in the file (the default) or be added to them.
If you want to place the view’s results in a PC document, you must supply the
name of the folder to contain the document and the document’s name. You also
choose whether an existing document with the same name (if there is one) should
be replaced with the new information.

PC document formats
If you decide to send the results to a PC document you can choose which of seven
different formats to create. Depending on what you will do with the information,
you should choose one of the options listed below.
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*dBASE

Results are placed into a dBASE™ document. This
form is especially useful when you want to import
the data into a spreadsheet or a PC database
program.

*MERGE

Fields are placed into the document in text form
and separated by commas. Quotation marks will
surround alphanumeric fields, records will be
terminated with a carriage return and linefeed.
Numeric fields are edited according to the edit
code or edit word supplied by the view. If one is
not supplied, a minus sign and decimal point are
included where appropriate. A “header” record
listing the name of each field precedes the data.
This form is especially useful when you want to
use a word processor to merge the data with
another document.

*DELIMITED

Like the *MERGE form, fields are placed into the
document in text form and separated by commas.
Numeric fields are edited to include a minus sign
and decimal point where appropriate. No “header”
record is provided. This form is especially useful
for more general word processing, spreadsheet, or
database applications.

*TDELIM

Records will be placed into the PC document in a
tab delimited fashion. Fields will be separated
with tabs, quotation marks will surround
alphanumeric fields, records will be terminated
with a carriage return and linefeed.

*WKS

The results from the view will be placed into a
Lotus worksheet file. Use this form when you want
to import the data into a spreadsheet program that
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accepts Lotus worksheet files.
*XLS

The results from the view will be placed into a
document compatible with Microsoft Excel. Use
this form when you want to import the data into a
spreadsheet program that accepts BIFF4 files.

*SDF

Field values are placed in the output record
without separators. Each record is terminated by a
carriage return and linefeed. Numeric values are
unedited except that leading zeros are replaced
with blanks and a leading negative sign is added
where appropriate. Decimal values have a decimal
point inserted. Columns edited with EDTCDE(X)
are completely unedited – leading zeros are not
suppressed, and no sign or decimal separator is
inserted. You should not use this form unless you
have an application requiring unformatted data.

*XML

The results from the view will be placed into a
document in XML database format. Field values
will appear in content form for the XML element.

*HTML

Records are written to the indicated file in HTML
(hypertext markup language) format. You should
use this form if you want to make the view results
available through a web browser.

*WEBSPHERE

The selected DB2 data will be converted into
attribute-formatted XML that is compatible with
WebSphere Commerce Suite applications. When
the designated output file is created, it can be
imported into WebSphere with the mass Import
Utility.

*PCFILE

The filename extension on the STMF or TODOC
value will be used to infer the PC format. (i.e. .xls>*XLS, .htm->*HTML). An extension of .txt or
.csv will be translated to *DELIMITED format.

Additional formats can be defined using the WRKPCFMT command. The
"standard" formats are *DELIMITED, *TDELIM and *MERGE, although their
definitions may differ if they have been changed with WRKPCFMT. For more
information about WRKPCFMT, refer to the Programmer’s Guide

Routing information to a file
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Record sampling
You may want to limit the number of records that are placed into the output file.
There are two ways to do this:
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•

Specify a “Number of records to process” value (NBRRCDS parameter). The
output file (or document) will have no more than this number of records in it
when your request completes.

•

Specify a value for the SAMPLE parameter. This parameter is not available to
you through the user interface. The view will run as if only this number of
records existed in the queried file (or joined result). Records are copied out of
the file into a temporary workspace before your view is run. It is possible that
your WHERE clause may not choose any of these records. Nonetheless, this
value can speed your request when you want to test a view built on a very large
file.
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Sending information via Email
You can run a view, table or a report and route the results to e-mail addresses on
the Internet or your office LAN. For PRINT and REPORT, spooled output is sent
as Rich Text Format (RTF), Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML), Portable
Document Format (PDF) or plain text formatting. For EXECUTE, e-mail output is
available for PC formatted results such as *SDF, *dBASE, *XLS, etc.
E-mail output occurs simply by specifying a value on the RECIPIENT parameter
of the PRINT, REPORT or EXECUTE commands. The RECIPIENT parameter
allows entry of lists of SMTP mail addresses, as well as reference to a source
member containing a list of addresses. Recipients may be designated to appear as
“to:”, “cc” as copy or as “bcc” as blind copy recipients. BCHPRINT,
BCHREPORT and BCHEXECUTE also support the e-mail function.
SEQUEL uses IBM’s AnyMail mail server framework to support the e-mail
feature. This approach does not require SNADS to be running or force you to setup the SNADS (SNA Distribution Services) directory, distribution queues, or
system routing tables. If you have an AS/400 e-mail system that already sends
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) messages to the Internet, you will probably
not need to perform any additional setup.
E-mail features and requirements are discussed in depth in the ASC/Esend Manual.

E-mail view results as text
Your request can be run in several different ways. When sending the results of the
view as text, the PRINT command can be used. Results are sent in text format
(RTF, HTML, TEXT or PDF). The RECIPIENT and PCFMT parameters can be
specified several ways:
•

Using option 6=Print, typing a valid view name and pressing
F4=Prompt from the Work with Views menu. Once at the command
prompt, press F10=Additional parameters then page down to
E-Mail/FTP output to.

•

Using option 6=Print next to a view name on the Work with SEQUEL
Objects list display and pressing F4=Prompt. Once at the command
prompt, press F10=Additional parameters then page down to
E-Mail/FTP output to.

•

Entering the PRINT command at a command entry line.
PRINT VIEW(SEQUELEX/CUSTLIST)
RECIPIENT('anyone@yourcomany.com')

•

From the view definition display of the user interface via F8=Print or the
action bar File:Print option to go to the Print SQL View Data screen.
Sending information via E-mail
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11/22/00 15:04:48

Print SQL View Data

Print SQL summary page . . . *YES
Output queue . . . . . . . . *JOB______
__________

System: ASC406

Form length
66
Width . . 132
Overflow line 60
LPI 6
CPI 10
Copies 001 Hold N Save N

E-mail message (F4) . . . . Attached is the Customer List. __________________
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) . anyone@yourcompany.com___________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . . Customer Inquiry_________________________________
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL__
*YES
*YES__
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER__
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY__

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO_

F12=Previous

F14=Submit using *LIBL

/ QBATCH

Simply key in an e-mail address on the E-mail/FTP Recipients line. Multiple
addresses can be separated with semi-colons. For additional space, press F4 to
prompt. A message can be included with the e-mail by using the E-mail message
line. For additional message space, press F4 to prompt.

E-mail view results as a PC Document
To send the results of a view as a PC Document, use the EXECUTE command.
The EXECUTE command allows a PC format to be specified. The RECIPIENT
and PCFMT parameters can be designated in several ways:
•

Using option 9=Outfile, typing a valid view name and pressing
F4=Prompt from the work with views menu.

•

Using option 9=Outfile next to a view name on the work with SEQUEL
objects list display and pressing F4=Prompt.

•

Entering the EXECUTE command at a command entry line.
EXECUTE VIEW(SEQUELEX/CUSTLIST) PCFMT(*XLS)
RECIPIENT('anyone@yourcomany.com')

The attachment will be sent as an Excel spreadsheet.
•
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From the view definition display of the user interface via F9=Outfile or
the action bar using File:Outfile then page down one time.
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Execute to an output file

System: ASC406

PC Format . . . . . . . . . *XLS______
(*SDF, *DBASE, *MERGE, *WKS, *XLS,...)
Document . . . . . . . . . . _________
Folder . . . . . . . . . . . ________________________________________________
Number of records to process
E-mail message (F4) . . . .
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) .
Title . . . . . . . . . . .

*ALL______
Replace PC file . . . . *YES
Attached is the Customer List. __________________
anyone@yourcompany.com___________________________
Customer Inquiry_________________________________

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

*TOTAL__
*YES
*YES__
*NONE

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER__
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY__

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. . . *NO_

F12=Previous

F14=Submit using QPGL______/QBATCH____

E-mail report results as a text
Your request can be run in several different ways. When sending the results of a
report as text, the REPORT command can be used. Results are sent in text format
(RTF, HTML, TEXT or PDF). The RECIPIENT and PCFMT parameters can be
specified several ways:
•

Using option 16=Run and F4=Prompt from the work with reports menu.

•

Typing option 5=Display (to run interactively) or option 6=Print (to
run in batch) and pressing F4=Prompt on the work with SEQUEL objects
list display.

•

Entering the REPORT command at a command entry line.
REPORT REPORT(SEQUELEX/CUSTLISTR)
RECIPIENT(ANYONE@YOURCOMPANY.COM) EMLMSG('Customer
Report')

For a complete description of SEQUEL’s E-mail function, please refer to the
ASC/Esend Manual.
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Sending information via FTP
SEQUEL FTP may be used to extract data from AS/400 database files and send the
output file to any computer with an active Internet Protocol (IP) address and a
working FTP server. A number of different file formats are supported, making it
possible to send AS/400 file data directly to files on another AS/400 or as
converted ASCII data to a non-AS/400 system. Files sent to non-AS/400 systems
can be sent either as text or as any of the standard formats such as *XLS, *WKS
and *HTML.
SEQUEL FTP may also be used to send AS/400 spool files to an output queue on
another AS/400 or another computer. When sent to non-AS/400 systems, the spool
file is automatically converted and sent as an ASCII text file.
FTP processing is available with the SEQUEL functions that produce file output
and print output. This includes the EXECUTE, BCHEXECUTE,
PRINT,BCHPRINT, REPORT, BCHREPORT and TABLE commands. A new
command, ESNDFILE, is also available for sending existing spool files and
AS/400 files that may have been created outside of SEQUEL. FTP processing
occurs whenever the RECIPIENT parameter on these commands identifies an
FTP destination. The RECIPIENT parameter can be reached as described on the
previous page.
SEQUEL also supports an FTP Server Profile repository which stores information
for SEQUEL FTP recipients. Server Profiles can be referenced by name as FTP
recipients on SEQUEL commands and in FTP lists. An FTP List Directory
provides a mechanism for creating FTP distribution lists so that files and SEQUEL
output can be easily routed to multiple FTP sites automatically.
For a complete description on SEQUEL’s FTP capability, refer to the ASC/Esend
Manual.
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Displaying a view description
You can use SEQUEL’s Display View Description (DSPVIEWD) command to
find out about the views on your system. It shows you the SQL statement and
creation parameters for the view. You can run the command directly from a
command line, or by selecting option 8 from:
•

the Work With Views menu

•

the Work With SEQUEL Objects display

•

the view selection window of the File:Open pull-down on the user interface
action bar

The view description can be routed to your workstation, a printout, or a data file.
The sample below shows an example of displayed output. To send the results to a
printer or data file, use F4 to prompt the option or command and fill in the
appropriate parameter values.
9/21/98 16:38:58

Display View Definition

View name: PICKLIST
Library: SEQUELEX
Optimization . :
Allow copy . . :
Status messages:
Ignore dec errs:

*FIRSTIO
*YES
*YES
*NO

System: ASC400

Picking list for Customer Orders
Unique keys:
Join type. :
Join order :
Access Plan:

*NONE
*INNER
*ANY
*NO

Date
Date
Time
Time

format . :
separator:
format . :
separator:

*JOB
*JOB
*JOB
*JOB

SELECT

cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody NAME(DATE) LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y)
COLHDG("Order" "Date"),
prdno LEN(10), descp, ordno,
quano-quans COLHDG("Pick" "Quantity") NAME(pick)
FROM
ordline, partmast, ordhead
JOIN BY prdno.1=prdno.2 AND ordno.1=ordno.3
WHERE
pick>0 AND DATE<890105
ORDER BY DATE, prdno

F3=Exit

F11=Alternate view

Amount to roll:

10

The display shows all information about the view and allows you to roll the lines
of the SQL statement.
You can press F11 to view an alternate panel showing the SQL statement in its
unformatted form. The unformatted display looks like the one on the next page.
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9/21/98 16:43:13

Display View Definition

View name: PICKLIST
Library: SEQUELEX
Optimization . :
Allow copy . . :
Status messages:
Ignore dec errs:

50
100
150
200
250

F3=Exit

System: ASC400

Picking list for Customer Orders

*FIRSTIO
*YES
*YES
*NO

Unique keys:
Join type. :
Join order :
Access Plan:

*NONE
*INNER
*ANY
*NO

Date
Date
Time
Time

format . :
separator:
format . :
separator:

*JOB
*JOB
*JOB
*JOB

*... ... 1 ... ... 2 ... ... 3 ... ... 4 ... ... 5
Select cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody name(date) len(
6,0) edtcde(Y) colhdg("Order" "Date"),prdno len(10
),descp,ordno,quano-quans colhdg("Pick" "Quantity"
) name(pick) From ordline,partmast,ordhead JOIN BY
prdno.1=prdno.2 and ordno.1=ordno.3 Where pick>0
and date<890105 Order by date,prdno

F11=Alternate view

Amount to roll:

10

If you are using a 132 column capable workstation, you can switch between 80 and
132 column unformatted displays by pressing F11. The expanded display looks
like the one shown below.
Exit the display and return to your previous display by pressing F3.
10/07/98 12:47:50

Display View Definition

View name: PICKLIST
Library: SEQUELEX

100
200

F3=Exit
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System: ASC400

Picking list for Customer Orders

Optimization . . . . : *FIRSTIO
Unique keys. . . . : *NONE
Date format . . : *JOB
Allow copy . . . . . : *YES
Join type. . . . . : *INNER
Date separator. : *NULL
Status messages. . . : *YES
Join order . . . . : *ANY
Time format . . : *JOB
Ignore decimal errors: *NO
Include access plan: *NO
Time separator. : *NULL
*... ... 1 ... ... 2 ... ... 3 ... ... 4 ... ... 5 ... ... 6 ... ... 7 ... ... 8 ... ... 9 ... ... 0
Select cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody name(date) len(6,0) edtcde(Y) colhdg("Order" "Date"),prdno len(10
),descp,ordno,quano-quans colhdg("Pick" "Quantity") name(pick) From ordline,partmast,ordhead JOIN BY
prdno.1=prdno.2 and ordno.1=ordno.3 Where pick>0 and date<890105 Order by date,prdno

F11=Alternate view
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Amount to roll:

10

Variable views
Variable names will be shown in the formatted SQL statement display. An
example is shown below. Notice that the view includes variables &cusno, &test,
&name, &lowdate, and &order.
12/15/98 14:20:59

Display View Definition

View name: ORDERSUMP
Library: SEQUELEX

Order summary - header info for each order by cust

Optimization . :
Allow copy . . :
Status messages:
Ignore dec errs:

*FIRSTIO
*YES
*YES
*NO

Unique keys:
Join type. :
Join order :
Access Plan:

*NONE
*INNER
*ANY
*NO

System: ASC400

Date
Date
Time
Time

format . :
separator:
format . :
separator:

*JOB
*NULL
*JOB
*NULL

SELECT

cusno.ordhead, cname.custmast,
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
"Date") NAME(ordate),
ordno.ordhead, cuspo.ordhead, shipv.ordhead, trmds.ordhead,
ostat.ordhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead, orval.ordhead,
ortot.ordhead, orwgt.ordhead
FROM
custmast, ordhead
JOIN BY cusno.1=cusno.2
WHERE
(cusno.1=&cusno OR cname.1 &test &name) AND
cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody>&lowdate
ORDER BY &order
F3=Exit

F11=Alternate view

F23=Show varspecs

Amount to roll:

10

Complete variable definitions can be viewed by pressing F23. A panel like the one
below will appear.
12/15/98 14:37:47

Variable specifications

Type option, press Enter.
1=Show detail
Name
Type
_ &CUSNO
NUMBER
_ &NAME
QSTRING
_ &TEST
EXPR
_ &LOWDATE
NUMBER
_ &ORDER
NAME

Length
6,0
25
8
6,0
10

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F23=Show view

System: ASC400

Prompt text
Matching customer number
OR customer name
tested with
Beginning date (YMD)
Ordering field

Amount to roll:

10

Each variable within the view will be listed on the display, along with its type,
length and prompt text.
Press F12 or F23 to return to the formatted statement display, or exit by using F3.
Additional details can be selected for one or more of the variables by placing a 1
to the left of its name and pressing the Enter key. A window will appear
showing the complete prompt text, default value, integrity rule, and omission
characteristics for the variable.
An example of the complete variable information is shown below.
Displaying a view description
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12/15/98 14:37:47

Variable specifications

System: ASC400

Type option, press Enter.
1=Show detail
Name
Type
Len
Prompt text
_ &CUS ................................................................
_ &NAM :
Show detail
:
_ &TES : Name . . . . . . : &ORDER
:
_ &LOW : Type . . . . . . : NAME
:
1 &ORD : Default value . . : ORDNO
:
: Integrity check . : VALUES(cname ordno cuspo ordate shipv)
:
: Omit lead values : ORDER BY
:
: Omit trail values :
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:..............................................................:

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F23=Show view

Amount to roll:

10

The display above shows the complete definition for the &ORDER variable. Refer
to the description of run time prompted views beginning in the next section for
additional details about run time views and their variable definitions.
Press F12 to remove the window and return to the variable specifications display.
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Running a SEQUEL Report
The SEQUEL report writing program uses the view and report definitions that you
have created to print a finished report. When you run a report, SEQUEL uses your
report and view definition in a three step process:
1. Information retrieval. The view associated with the report definition is run and
records are retrieved from the database.
2. Computation. Calculations are executed at the direction of conditional
statements in order to create additional results (i.e., subtotals, averages) that
will appear on the report.
3. Formatting and printing. The output is created according to the layout
specifications in the report definition.
The report writer is invoked by using the REPORT command. You can run it in
several different ways:
•

use option 16=Run and typing a valid report name on the work with
reports menu

•

type option 5=Display or 6=Print next to a report name on the
work with SEQUEL objects list display

•

press F14 from the exit display of the report editor to submit the
report execution to a batch subsystem

•

enter the REPORT command at a command entry line

Like the PRINT command, the REPORT command can be run interactively or
submitted to a batch subsystem. Most reports should be submitted since a batch
subsystem is better suited for their relatively long running nature and hard copy
output.

Submitting your report to batch
When you submit a report for batch printing, your terminal won’t be tied up while
the printout is being created and other interactive users will not be adversely
affected by your request. If you choose to run a report request interactively, your
terminal will be inhibited until all pages have been created, and other interactive
users may slow down while your “high-priority” request completes.
Submitting a report request to batch is easy.
•

If you are using the work with reports display, select the 16=Run option and
press F15. The Submit job (SBMJOB) command will be prompted and you can
specify the job description, queue, etc., that you want used.

Running a SEQUEL Report
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•

•

If you are using the work with SEQUEL objects display, the 6=Print option
will automatically submit the report to batch. The ‘Print in batch’ indicator
does not affect whether the report will be submitted or run interactively (unlike
6=Print for views).
You can submit the request from the report editor’s exit display by pressing
F14.

•

If you are using the command entry line, prompt the Submit Job (SBMJOB)
command and enter your REPORT request into the CMD parameter.

Distribution of report output
The printout will be placed on the output queue specified in the user defaults. If
you submit your request from the report editor’s exit display, you can specify the
output queue directly.

Run time prompted views
If your report request references a run time prompted view, you must supply the
variable values before the report will run. If you run the report by selecting option
5=Display, 6=Print, or 16=Run or by using the REPORT command, the
prompt will automatically appear at your workstation. Once you have entered
values onto the prompt, you can choose to run the report interactively (F9=Run) or
submit it to batch (F14=Submit). Refer to page 1-91 for information about the run
time prompt display.
You should not submit a REPORT request directly to the batch subsystem unless
all variable values have been supplied. If you do, the report will not run since it
cannot prompt you for the missing values after it is submitted.

Sample output
The example on the next page was created when the report named ORDERPRINT
in the SEQUELEX library was printed.
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11/24/98 16:16:55

100112

Order Acknowledgement

MNB Corp.
155 N. Clark
Chicago

IL

Page

1

60655
312/640-1258

Order
110010

Line
1
2
3
4
5

Date
1/09/98

Cust.P.O.
S-T5-506

Ship Via
OVERTON

Product
BMX
BMX100
BMX101
BMX400
BMX800

BMX
BMX
BMX
BMX
BMX

Terms
N1 2% 10 NET 30

Quantity
Ordered

List
Price

Selling
Price

Extended
Amount

Unit
Weight

Extended
Weight

30
30
30
15
5

110.599
85.000
99.000
200.000
1000.000

110.599
84.000
99.000
200.000
1000.000

$3317.97
$2520.00
$2970.00
$3000.00
$5000.00

23.250
27.000
30.000
45.000
37.000

697.50
810.00
900.00
675.00
185.00

Model 1833-F/O
Formula 3 Power
Formula 3 Delux
Tandem Cycle
Silver Plated E

Acknowledgement Totals

5 Lines

110

$16807.97

3,267.50

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11/24/98 16:16:55

100200

Order Acknowledgement

Page

9

NBCO Corporation Inc
7060 West Cullom Ave.
Norridge
IL 60634-5147
312/457-1822

Order
110025

Line
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7

Date
1/24/98

Cust.P.O.
T6-60-24

Ship Via
CUSTOMER

Product
BMX
BMX100
BMX101
BMX400
BMX800
COVER
DECAL
FLAG

BMX Model 1833-F/O
BMX Formula 3 Power
BMX Formula 3 Delux
BMX Tandem Cycle
BMX Silver Plated E
Cover Features
Decal Features
Flag Features

Acknowledgement Totals

8 Lines

GRAND TOTAL 63 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Terms
N3 C.O.D.

Quantity
Ordered

List
Price

Selling
Price

Extended
Amount

Unit
Weight

Extended
Weight

10
10
10
10
10
50
50
50

110.599
85.000
99.000
200.000
1000.000
10.050
1.109
4.000

105.069
80.750
94.050
190.000
950.000
9.547
1.053
3.800

$1050.69
$807.50
$940.50
$1900.00
$9500.00
$477.35
$52.65
$190.00

23.250
27.000
30.000
45.000
37.000
7.000
1.750
3.000

232.50
270.00
300.00
450.00
370.00
350.00
87.50
150.00

200

$14918.69

2,210.00

1880

$153391.59

32,872.50
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Displaying a report description
You can use SEQUEL’s Display Report Description (DSPRPTD) command to find
out about the reports on your system. It shows you the attributes of the report and
the SQL statement used in building the report definition. You can run the
command directly from a command line, or by selecting option 8 from:
•

the Work With Reports menu

•

the Work With SEQUEL Objects display

The report description can be routed to your workstation, a printout, or a data file.
The sample below shows an example of displayed output. To send the results to a
printer or data file, use F4 to prompt the option or command and fill in the
appropriate parameter values.
10/12/98 17:11:07
Report: CUSTLISTR
Library: SEQUELEX
Form type: *STD
View: SQLEXEC
Library: QTEMP
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY

F3=Exit

Display Report Definition

System: ASC400

Title: Customer A/R Amounts
Length: 068
Copies: 001

Width: 132
Hold: *NO

Overflow: 064
Save: *NO

LPI: 8

CPI: 10

Encapsulated SQL

cusno, cadd1, cname, cstte, cphon, amtdu
custmast.sequelex
amtdu>0
cname

F11=Alternate view

Amount to roll:

10

The display shows all information about the report and allows you to roll the lines
of the SQL statement.
If the report was created using a run time prompted view, the view name will
indicate the run time view but the SQL statement will show the SQL statement
used when the report was last edited. No variables will be present on the display
above. The values used in the prompt when the report editor was used to create the
report will be substituted.
You can press F11 to view an alternate panel showing the SQL statement in its
unformatted form. If you are using a 132 column capable workstation, you can
switch between 80 and 132 column unformatted displays by pressing F11
repeatedly.
Exit the display and return to your previous display by pressing F3.
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Printing a report definition
The complete definition of a report includes its format, calculations, and view
definition. It can be printed using the Print Report Definition (PRTRPTD)
command.
Printing the complete definition of the report (using PRTRPTD) differs from the
simple description provided by the DSPRPTD command. The simple description
returned by the DSPRPTD command (or option 8=Description) shows only the
report’s attributes (page size and print density) and SQL statement.
You can obtain the complete report definition by running the PRTRPTD command
directly from a command line or by:
•

selecting option 6=Print definition from the Work With Reports menu

•

selecting option 18=Print report definition from the Work With
SEQUEL objects display

•

pressing F10=Print during a report design session

Two printouts are created each time the command is run. They are placed on your
job’s current output queue. The two printouts are:
The definition of the report (SQL statement, line definitions, and
calculations) is printed with a line width of 132 and the formsize of the
SEQUEL/SQLPRT1 printer file.
A facsimile of the report (its layout) will be printed on a separate printout
having a formsize and print density (LPI, CPI) matching the characteristics
stored with the report when it was created.
If your report is to be printed on a special form, you should be able to print the
report facsimile on the form you intend to use.
The sample output shown on the following pages is the report definition for the
CUSTORDR report in the SEQUELEX library.
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Sample Report Definition

10/15/98
9:20:42

SEQUEL
Report Description

Report Name: SEQUELEX/CUSTORDR

Customer Order Summary

View Name

Customer Order Summary

: SEQUELEX/CUSTORD

Page

1

SELECT

cname, COUNT(*) LEN(5,0) COLHDG("Number" "of orders") NAME(ordcnt),
SUM(orval) LEN(11,2) EDTCDE(J$) COLHDG("Amount" "on order") NAME(orval)
FROM
ordhead.sequelex, custmast.sequelex
JOIN BY cusno.1=cusno.2
GROUP BY cname
Report Attributes:

Format
@HEADING

Line
1
2
3
4

Forms width:
LPI:8 CPI :

Skip
Before
3
0
0
0

75
10

Skip
After
0
0
0
0

length: 68 overflow:
Forms type : *STD

Space
Before
0
1
1
1

Space
After
0
2
0
1

@DETAIL

5

0

0

1

0

@TOTAL

6

0

0

1

0

Format
@HEADING

@HEADING
@HEADING

@DETAIL

@TOTAL

Line Field/literal
1 @@DATE
@@TIME
@@TITLE
'Page'
@@PAGE
3 'Number'
'Amount'
4 'Customer Name'
'of orders'
'on order'
5 CNAME
ORDCNT
ORVAL
6 @ORDCNT
@ORVAL

Attr
Pos
6,00
1
6,00 10
22
26
65
4,00 70
28
47
1
28
47
25
1
5,00 28
11,02 39
5,00 28
11,02 39

Calculations
Seq Level Calculation
--- ----- ----------These calculations are done after record read
11,02
5,00
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60

Under

Bold

N

N

N
N

N
N

Oflw
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Blank
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Lvlbrk>=

Editing
Y
' : :

Z

J
J$
J
J

'

Sample Report Layout

01/11/11 22:22:22

Customer Name
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Customer Order Summary

Number
of orders
11,10111,101-

Page 3330

Amount
on order
$222,222,220.22$222,222,220.22-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

@@DATE11 @@TIME22

Customer Name
CNAMEaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

@@TITLEr Order Summary

Number
of orders
ORDCNT@ORDCNT

Page @@PA

Amount
on order
ORVAL222,220.22@ORVAL22,220.22-
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Running a SEQUEL Script
Script definitions can be run using the RUNSCRIPT command. You can run them
in several different ways:
•

Use option 16=Run and typing a valid script name on the Work with Scripts
menu.

•

Type option 5=Display (interactively) or 6=Print (submit) next to a script
name on the Work with SEQUEL Object list display.

•

Enter the RUNSCRIPT or BCHSCRIPT command at a command entry line.

Submitting your script to batch
When you submit a script for batch processing, your terminal won’t be tied up
while the request is processed and other interactive users will not be adversely
affected by your request. If you choose to run a script request interactively, your
terminal will be inhibited while the script executes, and other interactive users may
slow down while your “high-priority” request completes.
Submitting a script request to batch is easy.
•

If you are using the work with scripts display, select the 16=Run option and
press F15. The submit job (SBMJOB) command will be prompted and you
can specify the job description, queue, etc., that you want used.

•

If you are using the work with SEQUEL objects display, the 6=Print option
will automatically submit the script to batch.

•

If you are using the command entry line, prompt the BCHSCRIPT command
and enter your script name on the script parameter.

Run time prompted scripts
If your script request uses variables, you must supply the variable values before the
script will run. If you run the script by selecting option 5=Display, 6=Print, or
16=Run or by using the RUNSCRIPT or BCHSCRIPT command, the prompt will
automatically appear at your workstation. Once you have entered values onto the
prompt, you can choose to run the script interactively (F9=Run) or submit it to
batch (F14=Sumbit). For more information about the prompt screen, refer to the
section about Using the Run-Time Prompter.
You should not submit a RUNSCRIPT request directly to the batch subsystem
unless all variable values have been supplied. If you do, the script will not run
since it cannot prompt you for missing values after it is submitted.
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Printing a SEQUEL Script
Definition
You can use SEQUEL’s Display Script Description (DSPSCRIPTD) command to
find out about the scripts on your system. It shows the statements of the script and
any variable definitions. The command can be run several ways:
•

Option 8=Description from the Work With Script menu.

•

Option 8=Describe from the Work With SEQUEL Objects display.

•

From the script editor (DSNSCRIPT) using the File:Print pull-down on the user
interface action bar.

•

Entering the DSPSCRIPTD command at a command entry line.

The script description can be routed to your workstation, a printout, or a data file.
The sample below shows an example of the display at a workstation. To send the
results to a printer or data file, use F4 to prompt the option or command and fill in
the appropriate parameter values.
5/01/00 09:26:50

Script Definition Display

System: ASC406

Script . . . . . . SEQUELEX/CUSTORDS
Title . . . . . . Customer info, orders, and report
Line#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Statement
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* This script prompts for a customer number and uses that number */
/* to retrieve information from CUSTMAST and order information
*/
/* from ORDHEAD. Then a report about customers is run.
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
MONMSG
DISPLAY
SQL('select cusno,cname,cphon,amtdu from +
sequelex/custmast where cusno=&&cusno') +
TEXT('Customer details')

8
DISPLAY
9

REPORT

F3/F12=Exit

SQL('select ordno,cuspo,shipv,trmds from sequelex/ordhead+
where cusno=&&cusno') TEXT('Orders for &&cusno')
REPORT(SEQUELEX/CUSTLISTR) OUTQ(*NONE)
Bottom

F17=Top

F18=Bottom

F23=Show VarSpecs

The display shows all the statements from the script and allows you to roll the lines
of the SQL statement. You can position to the top of the script using F17=Top or
to the bottom using F18=Botton. You can exit the display and return to your
previous display by pressing F3/F12=Exit.

Variable scripts
Variable names will be shown in the script statements. The screen above shows
the &CUSNO variable used several times. Complete variable definitions can be
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viewed by pressing F23= Show VarpSpecs. A panel like the one below will
appear.
5/01/00 10:57:37

Variable Definition

Type option, press Enter.
1=Show detail
Name
Type
Length
&CUSNO
NUMBER
6,0

System: ASC406

Prompt text
Customer number

Bottom
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F23=Show Script

Each variable within the script will be listed on the display, along with its type,
length and prompt text.
Press F12=Cancel or F23=Show Script to return to the script definition, or exit
by using F3=Exit.
Additional details can be selected for one or more of the variables by placing a 1 to
the left of its name and pressing the Enter key. A window will appear showing the
complete prompt text, default value, integrity rule, and omission characteristics for
the variable.
The display above shows the complete definition for the &CUSNO variable.
5/01/00 11:07:02
Variable Definition
System: ASC406
-------------------------------------------------------------Typ:
Show detail
:
1:
:
: Name . . . . . . : &CUSNO
:
1 &: Type . . . . . . : NUMBER
:
: Len . . . . . . . :
6,0
:
: Prompt text . . . : Customer number
:
: Default value . . :
:
: Integrity check . :
:
:
:
:
:
: Extended help . . :
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
--------------------------------------------------------------Bottom
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F23=Show Script

Press F12=Cancel to remove the window and return to the variable specifications
display.
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Using the Run-Time
Prompter
SEQUEL lets you create both static and variable views. Static views repeat the
same query each time they are run. The results of a static view change only if the
data accessed by the view changes.
Variable views are created when a SQL statement contains one or more variables.
Later, when the view is run, the variables will be substituted with information that
completes the query. These values must be provided in order for the view to run.
Variable values can come from a combination of two sources:
•

a person filling in a prompt display

•

the SETVAR parameter of the SEQUEL command that runs the view.

SEQUEL’s run time prompting facility will automatically present a formatted
prompt display if any of the view’s variables are not supplied through the
SETVAR parameter when the view is run. The prompt display will request the
missing variable values before the query proceeds. Once values have been entered,
SEQUEL runs the view, substituting the entered values for the variables in the
SQL statement.
This section of the manual will tell you about the run time prompter and help you
use it to supply the required information. You may want to refer to the description
of the SEQUEL commands in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for more
information about the Create View (CRTVIEW) command, the SETVAR
parameter, and examples for creating run time prompted views.

Interactive requirement
Because the run time prompter must present a display to you in order to acquire the
substitution values, you must run variable views from an interactive session.
When you want to run a prompted view in the batch environment, the prompter lets
you submit it for batch execution after you enter the variable information.
A variable view (SQLVIEWP) will not execute successfully within the batch
environment unless all variables are set with the SETVAR parameter when the
request is submitted or the special value of *NOPROMPT is used on the text
parameter.
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Using the prompt display
The prompt display will automatically appear whenever a SEQUEL request is
made against a variable view (SQLVIEWP) and one or more of the variables
defined in the view are not supplied through the SETVAR parameter. The prompt
display is similar to the prompt for an OS/400 command but allows many more
function key choices. Using the prompt is easy, even though there are many
choices available and several functions that can be performed.
The sample shown below appears when the ORDERSUMP view in the
SEQUELEX library is run. You can run it by selecting option 5=Display from
one of the “Work With” displays, by using F7 or F19 in the user interface, or by
entering the command:
DISPLAY VIEW(SEQUELEX/ORDERSUMP)

Because it contains variables that must be supplied for the view to run, the prompt
will appear at your workstation. It lets you enter values for five substitution fields
that are defined in the view.
15:51:26

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

View name: ORDERSUMP
Library: SEQUELEX

Title Order_summary_-_header_info_for_each_order_by_cust

Matching customer number
OR customer name . . . .
tested with . . . .
Beginning date (YMD) . .
Ordering field . . . . .

F3=Exit
F12=Cancel

4/08/98

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

0______
"???"____________________
CONTAINS
870101_
ORDNO_____

F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh F9=Run
F16=Edit statement F18=Change defaults

NUMBER(6,0)
QSTRING(25)
EXPR(8)
NUMBER(6,0)
NAME(10)

Bottom
F11=Alternate display
F23=Display SQL

The title of the display shows the SEQUEL command that is about to be run.
The view name and its title are shown at the top of the display. The title is input
capable and can be updated to reflect the choices that you make for the variable
values.
Each variable that is defined in the view will be shown on the display. Its prompt
text appears to the left of its current value. The type of variable (Number, Name,
Expr, Date, Qstring) and maximum length are shown to the right.
If the display is unable to accommodate all of the variables that have been defined
in the view, "More ..." will appear at the lower right. Use the roll keys to access
additional pages of the prompt. The last page of the prompt can be recognized by
the "Bottom" label at the lower right of the display.
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All variables that have not been supplied by the SETVAR parameter will be
underlined and can be changed by keying into them. A value will appear
highlighted (rather than underlined) and cannot be changed if it was supplied
through the SETVAR parameter.
Entry fields on the display are sized in accordance with their maximum length.
Numeric fields include room for a decimal point and a leading sign. Negative
numeric values must be specified with a leading sign; a trailing sign is not
permitted. All entry fields are at least five positions to accommodate the *OMIT
value.
If the maximum length for the variable exceeds 90 characters, only the first 90 are
shown on this display. You can enter and change the value on this display as long
as its current length does not exceed 90 characters. If the value is longer than 90
characters, it will not be input capable on this display. You will be able to change
the value only by moving the cursor over the value and pressing F4 to access its
extended prompt.
Once the prompt is displayed, you may enter values into the prompt fields. You
can also use any of the function keys listed below. The list of function keys varies
depending upon the assistance level from the user’s defaults of the user running the
request.
The view definition can include rules that check the validity of your input. If it
does, your value(s) are checked against them each time the Enter key or a
function key (except F3, F12 and F5) is pressed. If the value for any variable
violates its integrity rule, a message will appear at the bottom of the display. The
view cannot be run until all errors have been corrected.
If an error message appears, it will identify the variable in error (by name) and
indicate the problem. You can move the cursor onto the message and press the
Help key for additional information about the error. The complete message text
will indicate both the problem and the integrity rule that has been violated.

Omitting a variable
The special value *OMIT or *ALL can be coded for a variable value if you would
like to omit it from the statement and select all values. Depending on the
variable’s definition, additional SQL text may be eliminated as well. Use F23 to
view the statement and determine the effect of *OMIT for a variable value.

Function keys
The function keys listed at the bottom of the prompt screen vary depending on the
user’s assistance level. The assistance level is determined from the user defaults.
At Basic and Intermediate assistance levels, the following keys are available:
F3=Exit, F4=Prompt, F9=Run, and F14=Submit. All of the function keys
are available at Advanced assistance level.
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F3=Exit, F12=Cancel
Use these function keys to exit the prompt and return to the preceding display
without running the request.

F4=Prompt
Position the cursor over any of the non-highlighted field values on the display. A
secondary prompt, showing the variable’s name, type, and integrity checking
definition (if any) will appear. The full length of the variable value will be input
capable. You will need to use the extended prompt to change any value exceeding
90 characters in length since these values are not input capable on the primary
prompt display.
The display below shows the extended prompt for a field that can have a value up
to 10 characters long.
Specify Value for Parameter &ORDER
Type choice, press Enter.
Integrity check . .. . . . . . :

VALUES(cname,ordno,cuspo,ordate,shipv,ostat)

Default value . . . . . . . . :
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Ordering field . . . . . . . . .

ORDNO
NAME(10)
ORDNO

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Press F12 to return to the primary prompt display. Use F3 to exit the prompter.

F5=Refresh
Press F5 to “undo” the changes you have made to the display since the last time
you pressed Enter or another function key. The display will reappear with the
values that existed before your changes.

F9=Run
Merge the variable values specified on the prompt display with the SQL statement
from the view and run the SEQUEL command that caused the prompt to appear.
The command will be run as if an SQL statement had been supplied. The
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temporary view QTEMP/SQLEXEC will be created during the process, and
deleted when the command completes.
If errors occur during command execution, the prompt will reappear with the error
message(s) listed at the bottom of the display. If the command completes
normally, you will return to the application that made the SEQUEL request.

F11=Alternate display
Press F11 to switch the right side of the display between one showing the type and
length of the variable and one showing the variable names that are defined in the
view. Press F11 to switch the display back to its previous form.

F14=Submit, F15=Prompted submit
F14 and F15 are available if a non-interactive SEQUEL request (PRINT,

EXECUTE, REPORT, etc.) was run. Once the variable values have been entered,
you can submit the request for batch execution by pressing F14. Press F15 to
prompt the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command prior to submitting the request. A
batch job will be submitted using your default job description. Use the Set
SEQUEL Defaults (SETDFT) command to change this value. Examine and/or
modify the job description by pressing F18. Once the job has been successfully
submitted, the prompt display will end and you will return to the application that
issued the SEQUEL request.

F16=Edit Statement
Edit the statement using the SEQUEL User Interface. The current variable values
will be merged with the non-variable part of the view and the substituted SQL
statement will be sent to the User Interface for editing. You will also be able to
run and save the statement from the user interface. Upon exit from the user
interface, you will be returned to the application that invoked the prompter. You
will not return to the view prompt.

F18=Change defaults
Press F18 to acquire the defaults window. It lets you specify the “Repeatable run”
setting. If you are using a function other than DISPLAY, the window also lets you
determine the job description and job queue used if you submit a request for batch
execution.
Specify “Y” or “N” for the repeatable run value. If set to “Y”, the prompt will re–
appear so that you can run the view or report again each time you complete an
interactive request or submit a job for batch execution.
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If they are available to you, you can also enter the job description and job queue
names that should be used when a request is submitted to the batch subsystem.
These values will be used whenever F14 or F15 is pressed.

F23=Display SQL
Press F23 to display the SQL statement that will be used when the view is run
(F9). A display similar to the one on the next page will appear. Like F11, F23
can be used to alternate between the prompt display and the formatted SQL
statement.
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Viewing the SQL statement
The SQL statement that is run by the view can be accessed by using F23 from the
primary prompt display. Both the variable and substituted forms of the statement
can be shown.
The statement is formatted in an easy to read manner, with SQL words capitalized
and other words in lowercase. The substituted SQL statement resulting from the
prompt on page 1-92 is shown below.
15:56:00

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

4/08/98

SQL statement:
SELECT

cusno.ordhead, cname.custmast,
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
"Date") NAME(ordate),
ordno.ordhead, cuspo.ordhead, shipv.ordhead, trmds.ordhead,
ostat.ordhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead, orval.ordhead,
ortot.ordhead, orwgt.ordhead
WDATA(coocc*1000000+cooyy*10000+comn*100+coody) NAME(ordate2)
LEN(8,0)
FROM
custmast, ordhead
JOIN BY cusno.1=cusno.2
WHERE
(cusno.1=0 OR UPPER(cname.1) CONTAINS "???") AND ordate2>19980101
ORDER BY ordno

F3=Exit
F12=Cancel

F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh F9=Run
F16=Edit statement F18=Change defaults

Amount to roll . . _10_
F11=Alternate display
F23=Display SQL

Use the roll keys and the “Amount to roll” entry field at the lower right of the
display to position the statement on the display and to view subsequent lines of the
SQL statement.
The statement cannot be changed from this display, although several function keys
are available. The function keys perform the same actions as those listed for the
prompt display, with the following exceptions:

F11=Alternate view
Use F11 to switch between a display showing the substituted SQL statement like
the one above, and one showing the statement with the variable names embedded
in it. Viewing the statement with the variable names can be an effective way of
understanding how you can affect the view’s function through variable values.

F12=Cancel, F23=Display prompt
Press either F12 or F23 to return to the prompt display so that you can enter and
change variable values.
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ORDERSUMP Example
The ORDERSUMP view in the SEQUELEX library can be used to demonstrate
SEQUEL’s run time prompting capabilities. This section uses the view as an
example to provide an overview of the prompting facility and give you practice
with its functions. You may want to refer to the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for
additional information about creating run time prompted views and the features
that they can provide.
The view contains references to five variables. These variables provide an
extraordinary amount of flexibility for the user, allowing comparisons to be made
against customer number, name, and order date. It also provides a wide range of
ordering options for the retrieved data. It can be run in a variety of ways, using any
of the valid SEQUEL data retrieval commands.

Using the view
If no values are supplied by the SETVAR parameter, all five variables can be set
through the prompt interface. For example, with the SEQUELEX library on your
library list, run the view from one of the “work with” displays or enter the
command:
DISPLAY VIEW(ORDERSUMP)

The prompt on page 1-92 will appear.
You can experiment with variable values and their effect on the SQL statement by
entering a value and pressing F23 to view the statement, then pressing F23 again
to return to the prompt display. For instance, after typing NBO into the customer
name prompt and *OMIT into the ordering prompt you should see the following
display when you press F23.
15:57:54

SEQUEL prompt for DISPLAY

4/08/98

SQL statement:
SELECT

FROM
JOIN BY
WHERE

F3=Exit
F12=Cancel
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cusno.ordhead, cname.custmast,
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
"Date") NAME(ordate),
ordno.ordhead, cuspo.ordhead, shipv.ordhead, trmds.ordhead,
ostat.ordhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead, orval.ordhead,
ortot.ordhead, orwgt.ordhead
WDATA(coocc*1000000+cooyy*10000+comn*100+coody) NAME(ordate2)
LEN(8,0)
custmast, ordhead
cusno.1=cusno.2
(cusno.1=0 OR UPPER(cname.1) CONTAINS "NBO") AND ordate2>19980101

F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh F9=Run
F16=Edit statement F18=Change defaults
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Amount to roll . . _10_
F11=Alternate display
F23=Display SQL

Notice that the variable names in the WHERE clause have been replaced with the
values you have entered. The ORDER BY clause is missing entirely. Press F11
to view the statement as it was entered, including the variable names. Press F11
again to display the substituted statement shown above. After you have examined
the statement, press F23 to return to the prompt.
The ORDERSUMP view can be used to perform several different types of
retrievals. Just a few of the many prompt values that can be entered and the effects
that they have on the view are listed below. Try entering them and using F23 to
view the substituted statement. Use F9 to run some of the statements to see the
complete result.
Value 100200 can be typed into the customer number prompt in order to
select only orders for the ‘NBCO Corporation Inc.’ customer. Any
specific customer’s orders can be chosen simply by typing their
customer number into the first prompt.
NBO can be typed (quoted or not) into the customer name prompt in order

to select only orders for customers having the letters NBO in their
name.
Both the customer number and the customer name prompts can be filled in
to select orders by customer number and name. Use customer
number 123321 and name "CORP" for an example.
The CONTAINS test can be switched to > and a blank can be typed for the
customer name in order to select all orders for all customers.
Alternatively, any character (or series of characters) can be used in
a greater than (">") test to begin the customer list at a certain point
alphabetically. This list will be most useful when CNAME is
chosen for the ordering field.
The LIKE operator can be used to select customer names matching a
particular pattern. Specify customer name "N*" and test LIKE to
choose only customers beginning with the letter ‘N’.
Orders placed after a specific date can be chosen by entering the date into
the order date prompt. (Try values between 1998/01/01 and
2000/03/06)
*OMIT or *ALL can be entered as a value for the order date. This

eliminates order date checking entirely.
The retrieved records can be sorted in order by customer name, order
number, order date, purchase order number, etc., by specifying the
appropriate field name in the ordering prompt at the bottom of the
display.
*OMIT or *ALL can be specified for an ordering field to eliminate data

ordering completely, improving the performance of the request.
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You can also use different SEQUEL commands to invoke the prompter. Try using
PRINT (option 6) instead of the DISPLAY (option 5) command and submitting the
request to the batch subsystem via F14 or F15. (Remember to verify that the job
description (F18) is appropriate.) You may also want to try using the EXECUTE
command (option 9) to place the retrieved records into an output file.
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Changing your environment
The SEQUEL kernel, user interface, report writer, tabler, script editor and “work
with” displays use a series of standard (or default) values for many SEQUEL
functions. Many of these values are user specific; each user has their own set of
values. Each time someone accesses SEQUEL, their preferred settings will be
used. When they exit, the current settings will be saved for the next time. This
section outlines the procedure for setting up the initial default values, and
controlling a user’s ability to modify certain sensitive parameters.
Because of security considerations you might not have access to the SEQUEL
defaults. If this is the case, you will need to have someone else modify the default
values for you.
There are two types of defaults used by SEQUEL: command defaults and interface
defaults.

Command defaults
Command defaults appear whenever you use the operating system’s command
prompting facility. The command keywords (OPTIMIZE, MSG, MBROPT, etc.)
are pre−filled with values supplied by the SEQUEL command definition. You can
change these values by using IBM’s Change Command Defaults (CHGCMDDFT)
command. This change would have to be made after each SEQUEL installation.
For instance, suppose that your printer usually prints on paper that measures 14" x
8.5" and usually prints at 8 lines per inch. SEQUEL’s PRINT command is shipped
so that a standard size of 14" x 11" is assumed. You can change the PRINT
command to use attributes for your paper size by using the command:
CHGCMDDFT SEQUEL/PRINT 'PAGESIZE(68 132) OVRFLW(64) LPI(8)'

After you do this, the new values will be used each time the PRINT command is
run and the page size, overflow and lines per inch values are not specifically
entered.
Each command has only one set of defaults. Individual users cannot have their
own set of values unless they have individual copies of the SEQUEL commands.
These can be created into separate libraries, and placed in front of the SEQUEL
library on the library list.
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Interface defaults
Interface defaults (used by the report writer, user interface, and “Work With”
displays) are changed through the Set Default (SETDFT) command. It lets you
view and change the current interface defaults. The SETDFT command can be run
from the SEQUEL menu or a command line.
A user specific data area containing preferred default values will be created for
each SEQUEL user. The first time a user accesses SEQUEL, the SQ#DFT “global
default” data area will be used as the source for their default values. User data
areas will be stored in the same library as the SQ#DFT data area. They will be
named with the name of the user’s profile.
There are two classes of SEQUEL users:
Administrator - Any user with *CHANGE authority to the SQ#DFT data
area has administrative capability. The administrator has the right to
change both the “global” defaults contained in the SQ#DFT data area and
the defaults for all SEQUEL users. The ability to change users’ default
values is independent of the administrator’s authority to the users’ data
areas; no object authority to user data areas is required in order to modify
them. Profiles with*ALLOBJ authority will be Administrators.
User - Any user with *USE authority to the SQ#DFT data area. Without
*CHANGE authority to SQ#DFT, users are allowed to change only their
own default values - they cannot set the “global” values in SQ#DFT or
other users’ values. Two types of users are allowed:
Restricted user - cannot change the default view and outfile
creation libraries presented on the user interface and “work with”
displays provided their defaults are set as ‘Allow Change to
Library Defaults’ to N.
Unrestricted user - can change the default view and outfile
creation libraries presented on the user interface and “work with”
displays.
Because it presents a display at your workstation, the SETDFT command can only
be executed within interactive jobs.
You can run the SETDFT command by selecting option 5 from the SEQUEL
menu. When you do, you will be able to change your default settings.
To change the settings for a different user, prompt the SETDFT command or menu
option 5 and type the user’s name into the command prompt. Alternatively, you
can use the special value *DFT to access the “global default” values.
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The SETDFT display
After the SETDFT command is invoked, the current defaults in the requested data
area will be shown. The two-page display looks like this:
4/19/04 15:14:51

SEQUEL Defaults for GREG

Public authority . . .
Date format/separator .
Time format/separator .
Output queue . *JOB
Job queue . . . QPGMR
Job description QBATCH
Option file . . OPTFILE
Query auditing . . . .

. . . *SAME
. . . *FIELD *JOB
. . . *FIELD *JOB
in
in QGPL
in QGPL
in *LIBL
. . . Y

PRINT/REPORT
Print SQL summary page? *YES
Page length
66 Width 132
Form type . . . . . . . *STD
DISPLAY
Window column separator

System: ASC400

(*LIBCRTAUT, *USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE)

Option member

. . SEQUEL

Overflow
Copies

60
1

LPI
6
Hold? N

Y
Y

(Y=Yes, N=No)
(Y=Yes, N=No)

CPI 10
Save? N

|

Authority
Allow change to library defaults . .
Allow command line functions . . . .

More...

F3=Exit

4/19/04 15:17:03
View execution
Status messages . . .
Number of unique keys
Join order . . . . .
Ignore decimal errors
Include access plan .

SEQUEL Defaults for GREG
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

*YES
*NONE
*ANY
*NO
*NO

EXECUTE
Replace or Add records . *REPLACE

System: ASC400

(*YES, *NO)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)
(*ANY, *FILE)
(*YES, *NO)
Number of records to process

Design View
Object authority checking . . . . . . *SYSTEM
Assistance level . . . . . . . . . . 1

*ALL

(*SYSTEM, *SEQUEL)
(0=*USRPRF, 1=Basic
2=Intermediate, 3=Advanced)

From-file prompt library . . . . . . *USRLIBL
Default view creation library . . . . QTEMP
Default outfile library . . . . . . . SEQUELEX

More
F3=Exit
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4/19/04 15:17:03

SEQUEL Defaults for GREG

System: ASC400

Viewpoint
Allow design mode . . . . . . . . . . Y

(Y=Yes, N=No)

E-Mail Distribution
Send if no data . . . . . . . . . . . Y

(Y=Yes, N=No)

Repeatable Run
Return to Run Time Prompt . . . . . . N

(Y=Yes, N=No)

Query Options Template
QAQQINI Library Name . . . . . . . .

(Name)

Bottom
F3=Exit

To change the defaults, simply make modifications to the display. The next time
the user interface or the report writer is accessed, the new set of defaults will be
used. Refer to the paragraphs below for information about each entry field.
If you do not wish to make any changes, press F3. Otherwise, press the Enter key
to update the default values.

General defaults
These values are referenced by more than one display or module within SEQUEL’s
user interface, design report tool, and the “work with” displays. Specify values as
indicated below.

Public authority
Specify the value you want SEQUEL to supply as the public authority (AUT)
parameter when views and reports are created. This authority will be given to the
users who have no specific authority to the view and without specific authority
granted to their user profile group. Use one of the following values:
*SAME:

Indicates that the current attributes should apply to the new object.
If the view or report does not exist, the command default for the
AUT parameter is used.

*LIBCRTAUT: public authority is taken from the value specified on the Create
Authority (CRTAUT) parameter of the library into which the view
or report is being created.
*USE:

allows other users to examine and run the view or report.

*ALL:

allows others to examine and run and change the view or report.

*EXCLUDE: prevents other users from accessing the view or report in any way.
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Date & Time values
Specify the format and separator that you want to use for date and time values in
the view or report. Refer to page 6-69 for more information regarding the different
types of date and time formatting available to you.

Output queue
Identify the preferred output queue for PRINT and REPORT output. The value
you specify here will be used as the initial value for the output queue on the user
interface PRINT display and the DSNREPORT exit display. Indicate the queue
name and library. Use the special value *JOB as the queue name and leave the
library name blank to indicate that the job’s standard output queue should be used.

Job queue
This value will be used when a request is submitted for batch execution. Whether
submitted through a “Work With” display, the user interface, a run–time prompt,
or the report writer’s exit display, this queue will be supplied as a parameter to all
Submit Job commands processed by SEQUEL. Use the special value *JOBD to
indicate that the job queue named in the job description listed next on the display
should be used.

Job description
This job description will be used when requests are submitted for batch execution
through the “Work With” displays, the user interface, run–time prompter, and
report design exit display. The job description will govern the submitted job’s
attributes (run and output priority, etc.) in all cases where the Submit Job
(SBMJOB) command’s parameter default values specify *JOBD. Specify the name
of a job description or use the special value *USRPRF to indicate that the job
description named in the submitted job’s user profile should be used.

Option file
This file will be used as the source for user options by the “Work With”
commands. Refer to the description of WRKSEQUEL for additional information.
Specify the file, library, and member name of the preferred option file.

Query auditing
This value controls whether the user’s requests will be audited. Specify a ‘Y’ to
cause all requests to be audited, an ‘N’ to omit auditing for this user’s requests.
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Refer to the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for additional information on the
auditing capabilities.

PRINT/REPORT defaults
Specify the standard page size and attributes by using appropriate length, width,
print density, and overflow information. These values will appear on the user
interface PRINT prompt and the Design Report (DSNREPORT) exit display.

DISPLAY default
Indicate the character that should be used as the window separator character by
typing it directly on the display. Each time the F21=Open key is pressed on the
SEQUEL data display, this character will be used to separate the windows. See
page 1-55.

Authority options
These options control user authority within the user interface and “work with”
displays of the WRKSEQUEL, WRKVIEW, and WRKREPORT commands. Only
a user with administrative privileges (*CHANGE authority to SQ#DFT) can
change these values.
The first value indicates whether a SEQUEL user is allowed to change the view
and outfile library name shown on the user interface EXECUTE and exit displays
and on the second page of the SETDFT prompt. If this value is set to N, the user
will be restricted to creating views and output files into only the libraries indicated
on the second page of the prompt. The library values on the user interface and
“work with” prompt displays will not be input capable.
The command line availability indicator (second value) shows whether the user
interface and “work with” prompts will provide access to the command line. If this
value is an N, the command line options will not be available and the System pulldown of the user interface action bar will access only functions that do not present
a command line.

View Execution defaults
Indicate the values that should appear on the user interface prompt displays when
the view is about to be run (DISPLAY, PRINT, EXECUTE) and on the Design
Report (DSNREPORT) exit display. Refer to the Create View (CRTVIEW)
command for a complete description of these values.
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EXECUTE defaults
Specify whether records produced by a view should normally replace
(*REPLACE) or add to (*ADD) records that already exist in the output file used
when a view is run from the user interface. Also indicate the limit of the number
of records that should be processed or specify *ALL to indicate that all records
selected by the view should be placed into the output file.

Design View defaults
The following default values are used exclusively within SEQUEL’s user
interface. The user interface is described in Chapter 2 and accessed through the
Design View (DSNVIEW) command.

Object authority checking
Only users with administrative privileges will be able to change this value. Choose
whether standard system object authority (*SYSTEM) should be used to validate
user requests, or whether SEQUEL’s authority dictionary described in the
SEQUEL Programmer’ Guide should be used to augment standard object level
authority. If you use object level authority, the user will require *USE authority to
the libraries, files, and views that are accessed through the user interface or “Work
With” display. Specify *SEQUEL to add an additional layer of authority protection.

Assistance level
Choose basic, intermediate, or advanced assistance. You can also specify that the
value in the user profile of the executing job should be used to determine the
assistance level setting.

FROM-file prompt library
Identify the default library to be used in displaying the initial list of files or
libraries when the FROM prompt is selected. Refer to page 2-19 for a description
of the special values you can enter.

Default view and outfile creation library
Identify the default target library to be used when views and output files are
created through the user interface. If the user does not have the authority indicated
on the first display to the SQ#DFT data area, they will be unable to change these
values (on either the SETDFT display or the user interface displays).
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ViewPoint defaults
This value controls whether the user will have access to design a view either from
the New tab or opening an existing view from ViewPoint, the Graphical User
Interface.

E-Mail Distribution
This default value is used exclusively by SEQUEL to control its interface with the
E-Mail/FTP module. ‘Send if no data’ specifies whether to continue e-mailing if
the view returns no records and an attachment file is not created.
N

The message is not sent.

Y

The message is sent without the file. The first level content of the
message QRY0027 in message file DBIOMSG precedes the
normal message.

Query Options Template
Specify the library name that contains the Query Options File (QAQQINI) that is
to be used for the SEQUEL job. The file must exist in the library specified. If left
blank, the system default library is assumed.

Changing Global defaults
If you have administrative rights for SEQUEL (*CHANGE authority to the
SQ#DFT data area) you can change defaults for many users at a time. If you
specify *DFT as the user profile name on the Set Default (SETDFT) command a
list of users will be presented when you finish specifying default values on the
displays above. The user list identifies each user profile for which SEQUEL has
created a user data area. It looks like this:
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4/19/98 15:48:30

SEQUEL Users

System: ASC400

The users listed below already have a default data area.
Select each user that you want to apply the changed defaults to.
1=Select
Sel
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

User
ANDREW
ASCUSER
CHERYL
CHINH
CHRIS
CHUCK
DONNA
IRA
KAREN
KEN
LARRY
LIMITED
MIKE
SHERYL

Text
Andrew Clark
Cheryl Alvis Close
Chinh Huynh
Chris Wilson
Chuck Bernstein
Donna DelMuro
Ira Cohen
Karen Gobis DiGrazia
Ken Kelley
Larry Tinker
Limited capability user
Mike Cassara
Sheryl Quinlan

F3=Exit

When the display appears, you will be able to update as many of the current user
data areas as you wish. The defaults in the product data area (SQ#DFT) will be set
for the user data areas you select. You must have *CHANGE authority to a data
area in order to update it.
Select as many data areas as you want to update and press Enter. The entire data
area will be updated to match the SQ#DFT data area. Press F12 when you are
finished updating the data areas.
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Limits within SEQUEL
SEQUEL has limits within clauses, functions as well as output amounts. For the
most part, these limits will not prohibit you from accomplishing most tasks.

View Limits
These limits may affect you during the design process of views.

View Size
The overall SQL statement can be a maximum of 5,000 positions. To determine
the view size, use the DSPVIEWD command which is option 8 from the Work
with SEQUEL Objects (WRKSEQUEL) list. F11=Alternate View will show
the exact view size.

Number of Files
Each view can have up to 32 files. In UNION views, if each FROM clause has
only one file, 32 UNION clauses are allowed.

Expression Limits
Each expression for a derived field on the SELECT clause can be up to 2,000
positions.
The IN comparison operator used on the WHERE clause can have up to 50 comma
separated values.

Variable Limits
A view can have 50 unique prompt variables. There can be up to 64 variable uses
in a view. So 14 of the unique variables can be used twice in the view. You might
need to place the variable on the SELECT and WHERE clause. This would count
as two uses.
The maximum length of a QSTRING and EXPR variable is 1085, NUMBER
variable is 29, NAME variable 10, and DATE variable 10.
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EXECUTE to PC file.
Allows a maximum character field of 2000 positions.

Table Limits
The limits of the table are very robust and should rarely be an issue.

Table size
The overall size of the table result must be less than 16 GB. The total size is
calculated by
((size in bytes of all dimension fields + maximum number of column groups * size
of all column fields) * total number of records generated including break level) +
32K for fudge factor of work fields

Categories
Maximum number of category fields is 32.

Dimensions
Maximum number of dimension fields is 32 or a total field length of 2000.

Script Limits
Script Size
Total number of lines allowed in a script is 2610. A single command may require
multiple script lines.
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Auditor Limits
QRYSUM File
The QRYSUM file which is populated during the Analyze Audit Data
(ANZAUDDTA) process has a field named SMSQL. This field holds the SQL
statement of the view. Its size is 2000 positions, so the SQL statement will
truncate at 2000 positions. The QRYSUM file is used audit usage views and
reports.
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Part 2. View Definition
The SEQUEL user interface helps you create, change, and run SEQUEL views. If
you are unfamiliar with your AS/400 database (file, library and field names) or
need help constructing SQL statements, you will find the user interface especially
useful. It is designed for all levels of SEQUEL users − providing step by step
assistance to newcomers and helping only on an “as needed” basis for more
experienced users.
The SEQUEL user interface can be customized to one of three assistance levels:
Basic assistance provides a menu based, prompted path that guides you as
you create, change, and run your views.
Intermediate assistance enhances the menu based approach of basic
assistance by allowing you to edit the SQL query statement directly. The
SQL display includes a prototype SQL statement and lets you use a “fill in
the blanks” approach if you choose.
Advanced assistance removes the basic assistance menu from the display
and eliminates the automatic prompting that occurs with basic and
intermediate assistance levels. You build your views through direct SQL
statement entry.
This section gives an explanation of the user interface and describes its functions.
The SEQUEL Tutorial provides an introduction to the user interface. You should
begin your introduction to SEQUEL’s user interface by working through the
tutorial lessons before you continue with this section.

Part 2. View Definition
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Starting Design View
SEQUEL’s Design View command will start the user interface and let you create
or change a view. There are several ways to run the command:
•

use option 1 of the SEQUEL menu

•

select option 1=Create or 2=Design from the Work With Views
(WRKVIEW) display

•

choose option 2=Design or the F6=Create key from the Work With
SEQUEL objects (WRKSEQUEL) display

•

type the command directly on a command line

•

select an appropriate option from one of your own menus

When the command runs, you will be presented with the primary view definition
display shown on the following page.
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View definition display
When you start the user interface, you will see the “Define View” display. This
will be your “home base” as you work with your queries.
The format of the display you see depends on your assistance level (basic,
intermediate, or advanced). If you start the interface and do not specify a view
name, you will see one of the two displays shown below.
4/12/98 21:07:50
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 10

SELECT
*
FROM
JOIN
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING
UNION
ORDER BY
Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete
Opt
_
_
_
_
_

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : (Untitled)

View definition options
Specify files that data is selected from
Select and sequence fields
Select and sequence summary fields
Choose which records are included
Specify the order of the records

F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F21=Assist level

The display above shows the menu oriented, basic and intermediate levels. The one
below shows the advanced display which has no menu.
4/12/98 21:07:50
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 19

SELECT
*
FROM
JOIN
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING
UNION
ORDER BY

F4=Prompt

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F24=Keys

View definition display
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Setting your assistance level
Your assistance level is automatically set the first time you use SEQUEL. It is
initially set based on the assistance level (ASTLVL) value stored the user profile
accessed when you sign on to the AS/400. SEQUEL saves your current setting
each time you exit the user interface. When you next access the user interface you
will continue with the setting you used last.
SEQUEL supports three assistance levels:
Basic assistance provides a simple menu that guides you in creating and
changing queries.
Intermediate assistance lets you use the basic assistance menu and also
lets you “fill in the blanks” of a standard SQL statement.
Advanced assistance eliminates the basic menu and automatic prompting
and lets you build your SQL statement on your own. Interactive
performance is improved by eliminating some error checking that occurs
with lower assistance levels.
Change your current assistance level by pressing F21 from the view definition
display. A window like the one below will overlay the center of your display.
4/12/98 21:07:50
Define View
System: ASC400
................................................................ sor.
:
Select Assistance Level
: nt to roll 10
:
:
: Current assistance level . :
Basic
:
:
:
:
:
: Type choice below, then press Enter.
:
:
:
:
Assistance level . . . . .
1
1=Basic
:
:
2=Intermediate
:
:
3=Advanced
:
:
:
:
:
: F1=Help
F12=Cancel
: (Untitled)
:
:
:..............................................................:
_
Specify files that data is selected from
_
Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_
Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F21=Assist level

The top of the window shows your current assistance setting. You can specify a
new value or return to the previous display without making a change.
To change your assistance level, simply type a 1 (Basic), 2 (Intermediate), or 3
(Advanced) and press Enter. Your setting will be changed, the assistance
window will close, and the view definition display will reappear. The new setting
will be saved when you exit the interface.
Close the window without making any changes by pressing F12. The view
definition display will return and you can continue editing your query.
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Basic assistance
Using the basic assistance display is the easiest way to create a SEQUEL query.
The entire process of creating a query has been broken into only four steps. They
are presented to you in a menu at the bottom of your display. Your options are:
Select files
Select fields (and create calculations)
Choose records
Order results
Only the first step (select files) is required. Once you have told SEQUEL where to
get the information, you will be able to run a query without using any of the other
steps on the menu. All the information in the file will be returned by the query
unless you make changes to it using the other items on the menu.
The display below is an example of the view definition display in the basic
assistance level. (Using the GHBEXER1A view in the SEQUELEX library)
4/12/98 21:07:50
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 10
SELECT
cname, cstte, crlim, amtdu,
crlim-amtdu LEN(11,2) COLHDG("Available Credit") NAME(avail)
FROM
sequelex/custmast
ORDER BY avail DESC

Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : GHBEXER1A
Library :
SEQUELEX

Opt
View definition options
_ > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F21=Assist level

The SQL statement at the top of the display will change as you build your query.
Since you are using the basic assistance level, you will not be able to type directly
into the SQL statement. Instead, you will use the menu selections to request
prompt displays that will be automatically translated into correct SQL form.
You can use the roll keys (or page up/down keys) to shift the SQL statement on the
display. The “Amount to roll” value at the upper right corner determines how
many lines will be shifted each time you scroll the display.
The menu at the bottom of the display not only allows you to build the query, but
lets you know which steps you have already completed. Menu items that are
marked with a ‘>’ symbol have already been selected and are reflected in the SQL
statement at the top of the display. In the example, the menu markers indicate that
file, field, and ordering specifications have been created.

View definition display
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Two types of entries are possible using the menu:
Select a menu item by entering a 1 in the selection field to the left of the
item’s description. You can choose all of the options quickly and easily by
pressing F13. Depending on your selection, one of the following prompt
displays will appear. Refer to the indicated pages for a description of the
prompt.
Select files
Select fields
Select summary fields
Choose records
Order records

FROM prompt (p. 2-49)
SELECT prompt (p. 2-67)
SELECT prompt (p. 2-74)
WHERE prompt (p. 2-89)
ORDER BY prompt (p. 2-101)

Delete a clause from the current query by entering a 4 in the selection
field to the left of the item’s description. The clause corresponding to the
item you selected will be cleared from your query.
You can select several items at once if you wish. If you do, each will be processed
in turn. When you complete one item, you will be handed off to the next, without
returning to the view definition display. When all of your selections have been
processed, the view definition display will reappear.
The list beginning on page 2-8 shows which function keys are available and what
effect they have. Since you are using the basic assistance level and the SQL
portion of the display is not input capable, keys that perform direct statement
editing and access advanced features of the interface are not available.
While you work from the primary definition display, SEQUEL will check your
query for errors each time you press the Enter key without selecting any menu
items. Any errors that are found will be listed on the last line of the display. If the
error line ends with a bright ‘+’ there are other messages you should review.
Position the cursor on the error line and use the roll keys to view all the errors
SEQUEL has found. You can access second level message text for any of these
messages by placing the cursor on the message and pressing the Help key.

Intermediate and advanced assistance
After you have used SEQUEL enough to become familiar with the basic SQL
format, you should be able to use the intermediate assistance level with no
problem. Switching between assistance levels is as easy as pressing F21 and
entering a new value into the assistance selection. (See p. 2-4.)
The intermediate and advanced assistance levels offer significant advantages over
the basic assistance level:
You get an input capable SQL entry display that allows you to enter and
edit your SQL statement directly. Creating and revising your queries will
be much easier than with the basic assistance level.
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You can use several powerful text editing features (such as cut and paste)
that are not available when using basic assistance.
When you use advanced assistance, you can access a menu similar to the basic
assistance menu through the View pull-down from the action bar. This menu gives
you an entry point to each of the prompt displays and lets you quickly get back “on
track” if you forget how to do something with SQL.
The example below demonstrates the intermediate assistance level for the
GHBEXER1A view in the SEQUELEX library.
4/26/98 14:49:16
Type SQL statement.
SELECT

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 9
cname, cstte, crlim, amtdu,
crlim-amtdu LEN(11,2) COLHDG("Available Credit") NAME(avail)
sequelex/custmast

FROM
JOIN
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING
UNION
ORDER BY avail DESC

Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : GHBEXER1A
Library :
SEQUELEX

Opt
View definition options
_ > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

Intermediate assistance
Intermediate assistance lets you enter and revise your SQL statement while
showing you all eight clauses of an SQL statement. You can still use the basic
assistance menu at the bottom of the display. Notice in the preceding example that
the JOIN, GROUP BY, HAVING, and UNION clauses are present, but unused.
SEQUEL will automatically disregard any unused clauses in your statement.
The “empty” clauses are only provided for the first, outermost select statement in
your query. If you want to have several nested queries or unions, you will need to
fill in the clauses you want to use. SEQUEL will not create them automatically for
you.

Advanced assistance
The advanced assistance level does not show the basic assistance menu or retain
the “empty” clauses that are provided by the intermediate assistance level. Once
you have begun building your query, SEQUEL will remove any empty clauses
from the statement.

View definition display
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In addition, some statement syntax and validity checking is avoided when you use
the advanced assistance level. When using basic or intermediate assistance,
SEQUEL checks all aspects of the statement each time you press Enter or a
function key. Under the advanced assistance level, the interactive performance of
the interface should be better than with other assistance levels because the
statement is checked only when a run or save option is requested.

View definition display
The SQL statement portion of the display is entry capable. The fastest way to
build your query is to type the parts you know and use the action bar (F10) or
prompt key (F4) on an “as needed” basis to display prompts that you can fill in.
The entry lines for the SQL statement text on the display are continuous. This
allows you to insert text at any point in your SQL statement. Characters shifted
past the end of a line automatically “wrap” to the next line on the display. If the
display fills up so that there is no more room to insert additional characters, you
can use F15 to split a line and insert an entire line of blanks into your statement.
You can use the roll keys (or page up/down keys) to shift the SQL statement on the
display. The Amount to roll value at the upper right corner determines how
many lines will be shifted each time you scroll the display.
Available function keys and their definitions are shown in the list below. All
function keys are available under both the intermediate and advanced assistance
levels.
The SQL statement is checked each time you press the Enter key. Any errors that
are found will be listed on the last line of the display. If the error line ends with a
bright ‘+’ there are other messages you should review. Position the cursor on the
error line and use the roll keys to view all the errors SEQUEL has found. You can
access second level message text for any of these messages by placing the cursor
on the message and pressing the Help key.

Function key definitions
Several function keys are available. The list below describes the effect of each
function key. Function key definitions marked with an asterisk are available only
if you are using the intermediate or advanced assistance level.
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Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F2=New

Clear the current query definition. All clauses of the query will be erased and the display will
reappear. See page 2-15.

F3=Exit

End the interface. The exit display will appear so that you can save your view and optionally
start the report design tool. See page 2-31.
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F4=Prompt

Prompt the SQL clause underneath the cursor. One of the prompts indicated in the View menu
(p. 2-40) will appear. Using F4 prompts only the “outermost” SQL statement. Clauses within a
nested query can be prompted using F14.

F5=Refresh

Restores the contents of display by removing any changes since your last Enter or function key
press.

F6=Paste*

Insert the text in the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 2-36.

F7=Display

Show the prompt for the DISPLAY command, then run the view and display the results at your
workstation. See page 2-22.

F8=Print

Show the prompt for the PRINT command, then run the view and print the results. See page
2-24.

F9=Outfile

Show the prompt (p. 2-26) for the EXECUTE command, then run the view and place the results
into a database file or shared folder document.

F10=Actions

Display the action bar. If the action bar (or any of its menus) is currently displayed, close the
action bar (and menu). See page 2-11.

F11=Copy*

If a block of text is marked (via F16), this key copies the marked text to the scrap buffer. If the
cursor is not positioned at either end of the block of marked text, the marked text is inserted at
the current cursor location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied to the scrap
buffer, then duplicated to the display. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-36.

F12=Previous

Returns from a subquery edit (F13) to the next higher (outer) subselect. Each use of F12 moves
one level outward.

F13=Select All

When using basic or intermediate assistance, automatically selects all options in the basic
assistance menu. Equivalent to placing a 1 next to each menu item.

F13=Subselect*

When using advanced assistance level, prompts the subselect under the cursor. The subselect is
elevated to a “virtual” view and you can work with it as if it were the outermost query. The
subselect can be edited, run, saved, and replaced using standard interface functions. Use F12 or
F3 to return to the higher nested level. See page 2-109.

F14=Prompt clause*

Prompts the clause under the cursor. F14 allows you to prompt a clause within a nested query
without forcing you to first press F4 and prompt the subquery itself.

F15=Split/Join*

If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor, the current line is split at the cursor location.
All text beginning with the cursor location is moved to a new line.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor, the next line is joined to the current line by
moving it up to the current cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved. See
page 2-37.

F16=Mark*

Marks and highlights text prior to a cut, copy or move operation. When F16 is pressed, a text
marker is placed at the cursor location. Text between two markers is highlighted on the display.
This block of text can be cut from the statement, or copied or moved to another location. See
page 2-35.

F17=Move*

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key cuts the marked text to the scrap buffer
and then pastes it at the current cursor location. If the cursor has not been moved since the block
was marked, the text is not cut from the statement and no move operation takes place.

F18=Cut*

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key removes the marked text from the
statement and places it into the scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted to the scrap
buffer. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-35.

*Intermediate or Advanced assistance level required.

View definition display
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F19=Display

Run the query immediately and display the results at your workstation.

F20=Print

Run the query immediately and send the results to your printer.

F21=Assistance Level

Open a window (p. 2-4) that lets you see and change your assistance level.

F23=Variables*

Display and edit the run time variable definitions within the statement. Refer to page 2-103.

F24=More keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.

*Intermediate or Advanced assistance level required.
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Using the action bar
The user interface includes an action bar. It can help you learn about and quickly
access the functions available to you. The action bar is a small menu that will
appear when you press F10 from the view definition display. The action bar is
available regardless of your assistance level (basic, intermediate, or advanced).
Use the action bar when you are not certain which option or function key to use.
You will be able to get the assistance you need by browsing through its pull-down
menus.
When you select the action bar, it will appear at the top of your display. You can
close the action bar window by pressing F10. The view definition display will
return and you can continue editing your query.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
Amount to roll 9
SELECT
*
FROM
JOIN
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING
UNION
ORDER BY
Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete
Opt
1
_
_
_
_

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : (Untitled)

View definition options
Specify files that data is selected from
Select and sequence fields
Select and sequence summary fields
Choose which records are included
Specify the order of the records

F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

The action bar has six items on it. Each of them describes a “pull-down” menu.
You access a menu by pressing the Enter key when the cursor is positioned on
one of the action bar’s keywords. You can quickly skip from one keyword to the
next by pressing the Tab key.
The “Edit” pull-down menu is only available if you are using the intermediate or
advanced assistance level. When you are using the basic assistance level, the
“Edit” selection will not be highlighted and the cursor will not position to it when
you press the Tab key.
The menus that pull down from the action bar offer these functions:
File
Edit
View
Defaults
System
Help

Retrieve, save, and run views; Exit the interface
Advanced full screen editing functions
Access the prompt displays for the SQL clauses
Specify From-file library, view/outfile libraries, etc.
Messages, submitted jobs, spooled output, etc.
Help text; search index
Using the action bar
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Once you see a pull-down menu on the display, you can select one of its options, or
access another menu. To choose another menu, position the cursor to another
entry on the action bar and press the Enter key. You can also press F12 to close
the menu and return to the action bar. Press F10 to close both the menu and the
action bar and return to the view definition display.
Some menu options are followed by an ellipsis (...). This indicates that another
menu (or display) will be presented to you if you choose it. If no ellipsis is shown,
the action will be carried out immediately.
In addition to selecting them from the action bar, some menu options can also be
run with a function key from the primary definition display. If so, the key that
performs the function is listed at the right side of the menu. You can use this
function key from the view definition display, without first accessing the action bar
(Ex. Exit with F3). You cannot use the indicated function key when the action
bar or one of its pull-down menus is shown.
Depending on your terminal, you may be able to type and/or press the field exit
key within the action bar, erasing the action label. Doing this has no effect on its
function. If you accidentally key over or erase an item, you can re-display it by
choosing another pull-down menu (press Enter) and then closing it with F12.
The following pages describe each pull-down menu and the options available on it.
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File menu
The File menu gives you control over the view you are working with. Using the
File menu you can:
Clear the display, erasing the current view
Edit a different view
Save your current view
Run the view, sending the results to the display, printer, or a file
Exit the interface
Access the File menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the “File” selection (if it isn’t there already)
press Enter to pull down the File menu
The menu looks like the one below.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
:
Amount to roll 9
: __ 1. New
F2
:
:
2. Open...
:
:
3. Save
:
:
4. Save as...
:
:
5. Display
F19
:
:
6. Display...
F7
:
:
7. Print
F20
:
:
8. Print...
F8
:
:
9. Outfile...
F9
:
:
10. Exit...
F3
:
:
:
Press F13 to select all.
: View . . : (Untitled)
:
View . . . : (Untitled)
:
:
:
:
:..........................: is selected from
_
Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_
Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

The menu has ten options. Options followed by an ellipsis (...) indicate that
another menu (or display) will be presented to you if you choose it. If no ellipsis is
shown, the action will be carried out immediately.
The name of the current view is displayed at the bottom of the window. If the view
has never been saved, it will have the name “(Untitled)” until you save it.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The view definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the File menu and return to the action bar, press
F12.

Using the action bar
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To choose another action bar option, position the cursor to an entry on the action
bar and press the Enter key. The File window will close and the menu you
selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
The File menu provides these options:
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New

Clears the current view definition. The definition display
reappears with an “empty” SQL statement on it. This option can
also be selected by pressing function key F2 from the definition
display.

Open...

Presents another display that allows you to choose a view for
editing.

Save

Saves the current view. If the view has never been saved, this
option works just like the Save As... option.

Save As...

Presents another display that lets you assign the view’s name and
library, specify execution attributes for it, and then save the view.

Display

Runs the view immediately and shows the results on your display
screen. This option can also be run with function key F19 from
the definition display.

Display...

Shows you a prompt that lets you choose execution attributes of
the view before it is run. See page 2-22. This option can be run
directly from the definition display by pressing function key F7.

Print

Runs the view immediately and sends the results to your printer.
Choosing this option is equivalent to pressing function key F20
from the definition display.

Print...

Shows you a prompt that lets you choose execution attributes of
the view before it is run. See page 2-24. This option can also be
run with function key F8 from the definition display.

Outfile...

Shows you a prompt that lets you provide the name of the file or
shared folder document to receive the results of the view. You can
also choose its execution attributes. See page 2-26. This option can
also be run with function key F9 from the definition display.

Exit...

Displays the exit prompt. It lets you save your current view before
you leave the user interface. You can also specify execution
attributes that are saved with the view and used when it is run.
The prompt display will look like the one shown on page 2-31.
This option can also be run with function key F3 from the
definition display.
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Using File:New to start a new query
The New option of the File menu lets you clear the current query and start over
from an “empty” SQL statement. When you select the option (or press F2 from the
view definition display) the display will be erased. The view name will be reset to
“(Untitled)”. The view definition display will appear as if you had just started the
user interface with a "Create" option or by using the command:
DSNVIEW *CREATE

Depending on the assistance level you have selected, your display will look like
one of those shown on page 2-3.

Using File:Open to edit a view
The Open option of the File menu lets you access a previously created view. Once
you have “opened” it, you can edit its SQL statement and run it. The view you are
currently editing will be replaced by the contents of the one you select.
When you select the Open option, another window will appear on your display.
You can use it to see the libraries on your system that have views in them, and to
see the views within any of the libraries that you are interested in. Once you find
the view you are looking for, you will select it and return to the view definition
display.
Select the File:Open option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 2 and press Enter to select the Open option
Once you select the option, SEQUEL will present a window showing either a list
of libraries or a list of views.
You can close the window and return to the view definition display by pressing
F12.

If you haven’t yet opened any views through the action bar, the “user” portion of
your library list will be searched and the libraries containing SEQUEL views will
be presented to you. Otherwise, a list of views in the last library you used will be
shown.

Using the action bar
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Library List
SEQUEL lets you search the libraries on your system. You can also display a list
of libraries with views meeting naming criteria that you specify.
The library list window looks like this:
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
............................................................ 9
: 2 1. New
:
Library Selection
:
:
2. Open.. :
Name
Description
:
:
3. Save
: _ SEQUEL#
SEQUEL Source
:
:
4. Save a : _ SUZETTE
Suzette Piantanida Weldon
:
:
5. Displa : _ QGPL
GENERAL PURPOSE LIBRARY
:
:
6. Displa : _ QTEMP
:
:
7. Print : _ SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Examples and sample files
:
:
8. Print. : _ DONNA
Donna DelMuro
:
:
9. Outfil : _ MIKE
Mike Cassara
:
:
10. Exit.. : _ ANDREW
Andrew Clark
:
:
:
:
: View . . : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:............. :
:
_
Select a :
:
_
Select :
:
_
Choose w :
:
_
Specify :
Library: *USRLIBL
View name: *ALL
:
:
:
F3=Exit F7/F19 :..........................................................:

A library listing will appear whenever the values in the Library: and View:
fields at the bottom of the window select more than one library. All the libraries
meeting your naming criteria will be listed and you can select between them. You
must have *USE authority (*OBJOPR rights) to a library for it to appear in the list.
The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of libraries, and
that you can select one to see the views it contains.
The window will show both the name and text description for the libraries that are
included. If the window is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see
more library names.
If your library selection criteria is a generic name, all libraries meeting the naming
request will be displayed. The libraries will not be searched to determine if they
contain one or more views matching the View name: criteria. If the Library:
value is one of the special values on page 2-18, only libraries having one or more
views meeting the View name: criteria will be listed.
You can select any one of the libraries by typing a 1 next to it and pressing Enter.
You can also type a specific library name into the Library: field at the bottom of
the window. Once you select a library, a view list will appear in the window. It
will show all the views that meet the naming criteria in the View name: field at
the bottom of the window.
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View List
The selection window will show a view list when your naming criteria identifies a
specific library, and it has one or more views like the current view selection value.
The view selection list looks like the following example.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
............................................................ 9
: 2 1. New
:
View Selection
:
:
2. Open.. :
Name
Description
Created
:
:
3. Save
: _ CRLIMCOMP Credit Limit versus Total Amount 92/06/24
:
:
4. Save a : _ CUSTLIST
Customer Inquiry
92/06/24
:
:
5. Displa : _ CUSTORD
Customer Order Summary
92/06/24
:
:
6. Displa : _ FIELDICT
External Field Dictionary
92/06/24
:
:
7. Print : _ GHBEXER1
Customers in order by name
92/06/24
:
:
8. Print. : _ GHBEXER1A Customer credit available
92/06/24
:
:
9. Outfil : _ GHBEXER3
ORDERS - Selling price vs. List 92/06/24
:
:
10. Exit.. : _ OBJSIZ
Object list in descending size o 92/06/24
:
:
: _ ORDERACK
Order Acknowledgements
92/06/24
:
: View . . : : _ ORDERAMT
Sum of customer orders by custom 92/06/24
:
:
: _ ORDERINQ
Order inquiry (using 4 file join 92/06/24
:
:
: _ ORDERSUM
Order summary - header info for 92/06/24
:
:............. : _ ORDERSUMP Order summary - header info for 93/04/08
:
_
Select a : _ PICKLIST
Picking list for Customer Orders 92/06/24
:
_
Select : _ PMBALANCE Product Status
92/06/24 + :
_
Choose w : 1-Select
8-Description
F3=Exit
:
_
Specify :
Library: SEQUELEX
View name: *ALL
:
:
:
F3=Exit F7/F19 :..........................................................: el

The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of views, and
that you can select one for editing.
One or more views will be listed in the window. They are found in the library
shown by the Library: field at the bottom of the window. If the window is full,
you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see more names.
You can select any one of the views by typing a 1 next to it and pressing Enter.
You can also type a specific view name into the View name: field at the bottom
of the window. Once you select a view, you will be returned to the view definition
display. The SQL statement in the view will be shown and you can edit and/or run
it.

Using the library and view list windows
Two entry fields appear in the selection window. They are used to define your
search criteria for views. You can enter both specific and generic names into the
library and view name entry fields.
A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g. SEQ*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g. *EX) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to be
included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g. SEQ*EX) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
Using the action bar
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The Library: field identifies the libraries to be searched. Use a generic or
specific name, or one of the values listed below.
If you use a generic name, all libraries on your system meeting the generic naming
pattern will be shown in the list. They will not be searched to determine which of
them (if any) contain views meeting your naming criteria.
If you use one of the special values below and a library list display (like the one on
page 2-16) results, only the libraries containing views that meet the criteria of the
View name: field will be shown.
*LIBL

All libraries on your current library list.

*USRLIBL

The libraries on the “user” part of your library list.

*ALLUSR1

All user libraries (those not starting with a “Q”) on the
system to which you have *USE authority.

*ALL1

All libraries on the system to which you have *USE
authority.

*CURLIB

Your “current” library. It is initially assigned by the
(CURLIB) value in your user profile when you sign on.
Though it is a special value, it identifies a single library.
When *CURLIB is used, the view list for the library will
appear.

The View: field indicates the view(s) you are looking for. You can type a generic
or specific name, or use the special value *ALL to indicate that all views should be
returned.
Close the window by pressing F12, choosing another menu on the action bar, or
selecting a view. Select a view by choosing it from the view list with a 1, or by
identifying it with the Library/View entry fields. Press Enter to carry out your
selection.
As soon as you select a view, your current query will be replaced by the view you
have chosen.

1 Note: Use of *ALLUSR and *ALL may require extended processing to locate all the libraries having SEQUEL views in them, especially on large
systems with many user and system libraries.
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Saving a view
You can save your current query as a permanent view. Once it has been saved, you
can recall it at a later time and then edit or run it.
Save the view by using either the Save or Save As... options of the action bar’s File
menu, or with the exit display. (See page 2-31 for details of the exit display.)
The Save option replaces the view named at the bottom of the file menu with your
current query definition. Use the Save As... option to save your current query
under a name that is different from the one at the bottom of the file menu.

File:Save
The File:Save option saves your current query definition into the view named at
the bottom of the file menu. The previous contents of the view are replaced with
your query definition.
If your query has never been saved before, its name will be listed as “(Untitled)”.
When you save an untitled view, the File:Save As... prompt display will appear so
that you can name the view and its library.
Select the File:Save option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 3 and press Enter to save your view
When the save is completed, the File menu and action bar will close. A
confirmation message indicating that your view has been created will appear at the
bottom of the view definition display.

File:Save As...
The File:Save As... option lets you save your current query definition into a view,
and prompts you for the name and library you want to give it. It is similar to the
File:Save option, except that it always prompts for the name and library of the
view you want to create.
If you choose the File:Save option and your query has never been saved before, the
File:Save As... prompt display will automatically appear so that you can name the
view and its library.
Select the File:Save As option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 4 and press Enter to save your view

Using the action bar
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A prompt display like the one below will be shown.
4/12/98 21:22:54

View Definition Exit Display

View name
Library

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

Authority

. . . . . . . . . *SAME

Title

System: ASC400

QTEMP
(*USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE,
*LIBCRTAUT, *SAME)

. . . . . . . . . . .

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors . . . *NO
Include access plan . . . . *NO

(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO)

ENTER=Save

F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14/F15=DsnRPT/TBL QTEMP

/ *CREATE

The display shows all the attributes of the view you are about to create. Its current
name (and library) appears at the top of the display. If your view has never been
saved before, its name will be blank and its library value will be the current default
view creation library (see page 2-41).
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used. Refer to the explanation of the Create View
(CRTVIEW) command in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for information
about each of the attributes on the display.
You can use any view name except QTEMP/SQLEXEC to save your view
definition. You must have *CHANGE authority (*OBJOPR and *ADD rights) to
the library you want to place the view in.
Press Enter to save your view. The previous contents of the view (if any) will be
replaced with your query definition. When the save is completed, the view
definition display will reappear. A confirmation message will appear at the bottom
of the display.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the view definition display without
saving your view definition.
If you change the view’s name and there is already a view with the same name, a
precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to overwrite a view.
You must press ERROR RESET then F11 to replace it. You must have existence
(*OBJEXIST) rights to a view in order to replace it.
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Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL views is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a view can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the exit display controls the public authority for the view.
Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has not
been granted a specific authority for the view. Use one of the following settings:
*ALL

Users can use*, change, move, copy, and delete
it

*USE

Users can only use the view

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the view for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the view will be used The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE

When overwriting an existing view, all authorities (public and private) in the
overlaid view will be preserved. The Authority value on the display above will not
change the public authority stored in the view. When a new view is created, its
public authority will be set using the value specified by the Authority entry. If
*SAME is used when a new view is created, the public authority will be set as if
*LIBCRTAUT were specified.

Displaying results
You can run your query and display the results at your terminal using either of two
options:
Immediate display - run the statement without any additional prompts
Prompted display - show a display that lets you enter execution parameters
and a title before running the query.
The DISPLAY command will process your query statement and show you the
results. Refer to the ‘Displaying information with a view’ description in Chapter 1
of the User’s Guide for a complete discussion of the display facility. Details of
each parameter for the DISPLAY command are described in the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.

*Use of a view includes its specification in these functions: Run, Display description, Retrieve description, Design view or report
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File:Display
Use this option to run your query request immediately. Results will be shown on
your display station.
Select the File:Display option by pressing F19 from the view definition display, or
by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 5 and press Enter to run your view
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values are initially acquired from the view (if
you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the DSNVIEW
command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user default
(SETDFT) values will be used.

File:Display...
With this option, you can review and change the execution attributes for your
query request before running it and seeing the results on your display.
Select the File:Display... option by pressing F7 from the view definition display, or
by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 6 and press Enter
The current attributes for your view (title, optimization, etc.) will be displayed and
you can change them. The prompt looks like the following example. Type the
values you want to use for the indicated attributes and press Enter to carry out
your DISPLAY request.
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4/12/98 21:25:48

Display SQL View Data

System: ASC400

Your SQL specification will be used to display information at this workstation.
Change the information below to suit your needs.

Title

. . . . . . . . . . .

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*FIRSTIO
*YES
*IFRQD
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

F12=Previous

Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used.
The DISPLAY command will process your query statement and show you the
results. When you end the data display by pressing F3, you will return to the view
definition display.
You can press F12 from the display above to return to the view definition display
without running your request.

Printing results
Like the display options, SEQUEL also gives you two kinds of printing options:
Immediate print - run the statement without any additional prompts
Prompted print - show a display that lets you enter execution parameters
and a title before running the query.
When your printout is created, it will be placed onto your standard output queue so
that it can be printed. You can view your results using the Work With Spool Files
option of the action bar’s System menu.
The SEQUEL PRINT command will process your query statement and your results
will be sent to the printer. Refer to the description beginning on page 1-70 for a
complete discussion of the print facility. Details of each parameter for the PRINT
command are described in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide.

Using the action bar
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File:Print
Use this option to run your query request immediately. The printout will be
created and placed into your output queue.
Select the File:Print option by pressing F20 from the view definition display, or by
using the following steps.
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 7 and press Enter to run your view
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used.

File:Print...
With this option, you can review and change the execution attributes for your
query request before running it and sending the results to your printer.
Select the File:Print... option by pressing F8 from the view definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 8 and press Enter
The current attributes for your view (title, optimization, etc.) will be displayed and
you can change them. The prompt looks like the one below. Type the values you
want to use for the indicated attributes and press Enter or F14 to carry out your
PRINT request.
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4/12/98 21:26:55

Print SQL View Data

Print SQL summary page . . . *YES

Form length
66
Overflow line 60
Output queue . . . . . . . . JOB
Copies 001
Hold N
____________

System: ASC400
Width
LPI 6
Save N

. . 132
CPI 10

E-Mail message (F4) . . . . . .NONE__________________________________________
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) . . ______________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . ..
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

F12=Previous

. . . *NO

F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

The prompt allows you to set form size attributes and other query execution
parameters available on the PRINT command. You can also use the prompt to
submit the request to a batch subsystem for execution. This is usually the best
method of running a PRINT request since it allows you to use your workstation for
other tasks while your printout is being created.
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used.
The output queue at the top of the display identifies where the results will be sent.
Interactive or batch results will be placed on this queue. In most cases, you will
not need to change the setting that appears on your display. If you want to re-route
your printout, specify the library name of the output queue, followed by its name.
You can use the special value *JOB as an output queue name (as shown above) to
indicate that your usual output queue should be used.
The results from the PRINT command can also be sent to email addresses on the
Internet or your office LAN. This procedure and the requirements to email are
discussed in the ASC/Esend Manual and in the Sending Information Via E-Mail
section of Chapter 1 of the User’s Guide.
The PRINT command will begin running immediately if you press the Enter key.
It will run interactively, and your workstation will be occupied during the time that
it takes to acquire the view data and print the result. When the printout has been
created (not necessarily printed) the view definition display will return.
You can submit the PRINT request to a batch subsystem by pressing F14. Your
default job description will be used to route the job for execution. Use the Default
menu from the action bar (F10) to view and change the name of your default job
description. Refer to page 2-41 for additional information about your default
values.
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If you choose to submit your request, the system will print the results of your view
independent of your activity at the workstation. The view definition display will
return as soon as your request is submitted. A message will arrive at your
workstation when it completes.
You can press F12 from the display above to return to the view definition display
without running your request.

File:Outfile...
The File:Outfile... option lets you run your view and place the results into a
database file, a shared folder document, stream file, and FTP or e-mail the results.
If the file or document does not already exist, SEQUEL will automatically create it
for you.
Select the File:Outfile... option by pressing F9 from the view definition display, or
by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 9 or highlight Outfile and press Enter
The EXECUTE command will process your query statement and send the results
to the file or document you name or can send the results to an E-mail or FTP
recipient. Refer to the description beginning on page 1-74 for a complete
discussion about routing information to a file or PC document. Refer to the
description in the Sending Information Via E-Mail section of Chapter 1 of the
User’s Guide and in the ASC/Esend Maual. Additional information about FTP can
also be found in the ASC/Esend Manual. Details of each parameter for the
EXECUTE command are described in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide.
When you select the option (or press F9) a prompt display like the one below will
appear. There are three version of this screen that can be scrolled through using
page up or page down.
The first screen allows you to name the file or FTP Recipient to receive the results.
It also lets you change the view execution parameters.
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4/12/98 21:29:51

Execute to an output file

System: ASC400

File name . . . . . . . . . _______
Library . . . . . . . . .
QTEMP
Member . . . . . . . . . . . *FIRST
Number of records to process *ALL
Replace or Add records *REPLACE
Commitment Control . . . . . *NO_
(*NO, *YES, *CHG, *CS, *ALL)
FTP Recipients only (F4) . . __________________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . .
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used.
Type the values you want to use for the indicated attributes and press Enter to
carry out your request.
If you are sending the results to a database file, indicate the file, library, and
member to receive the view output. The display may prohibit you from changing
the library for the output file if your SEQUEL authority does not give you that
right. Refer to the section beginning on page 1-109 for additional information
about the SETDFT command.
You can also specify whether records should be added at the end, or replace any
existing data in the output file. If the file (or member) does not exist when you run
the request, SEQUEL will create it for you.
The FTP Recipient parameter may be used to extract data from AS/400 database
files and send the output file to any computer with an active Internet Protocol (IP)
address and a working FTP server. A number of different file formats are
supported, making it possible to send AS/400 file data directly files on another
AS/400 or as converted ASCII data to a non-AS/400 system.
The second screen can be viewed by using page down. It is useful if you want to
place the results in a shared folder document or e-mail the results. The screen is
below.
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1/07/00 15:26:58

Execute to an output file

System: ASC406

PC Format . . . . . . . . . *SDF______
(*SDF,*DBASE,*MERGE,*WKS,*XLS,...)
Document . . . . . . . . . . __________
Folder . . . . . . . . . .
________________________________________________
Number of records to process
E-mail message (F4) . . . .
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) .
Title . . . . . . . . . . .

*ALL______
Replace PC file . . . *YES______
*NONE_____________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

If you want to place the results into a shared folder document, specify the
document name and folder. You can choose among many different output formats
for the data to be placed into the document.
The third screen can be viewed by using page down. It is useful if you want to
place the results in a stream file document, e-mail or FTP the results. The screen is
below.
1/07/00 15:26:58
PC Format

Execute to an output file

. . . . . . . . . *SDF______

System: ASC406

(*SDF,*DBASE,*MERGE,*WKS,*XLS,...)

Stream File (F4) . . . . . . __________________________________________________
Number of records to process
E-mail message (F4) . . . .
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) .
Title . . . . . . . . . . .

*ALL______
Replace PC file . . . *YES______
*NONE_____________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

If you want to place the results into a stream file document, specify the path and
the name of the PC stream file to receive the records. Path names are entered leftto-right, beginning with the highest level directory and ending with the name of the
object to be created. The name of each component in the path is separated by a
slash (/) or back slash (\); for example:
'Dir1/Dir2/Name.ext' or 'Dir1\Dir2\Name.ext'
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A valid PC path and file name may contain up to 2000 characters. If the path and
file name is not valid, an error message is issued, and the command does not
complete successfully.
A '/' or '\' at the beginning of a path name means that the path begins at the topmost
directory, the "root" (/) directory. For example, "/Dir1/Dir2/Name.ext" where /Dir1
is a subdirectory of the "root".
If the path name does not begin with '/' or '\', the path is assumed to begin at the
current directory of the user entering the command. For example, 'Dir1/Name.ext'
where Dir1 is a subdirectory of the users current directory.
If the path begins with a '~' followed by '/' or '\', the path is assumed to begin at the
home directory of the user entering the command. For example, '~/Dir1/Name.ext'
where Dir1 is a subdirectory of the users home directory.
If the path begins with a '~' followed by a user name and then followed by '/' or '\',
the path is assumed to begin at the home directory of the user identified by the user
name. For example, '~UserName/Dir1/Name.ext', where Dir1 is a subdirectory of
the home directory for UserName.
Directories in a path MUST exist prior to running the command. The current
directory is changeable by command. The home directory is defined in the user
profile.
The RECIPIENT parameter allows entry of lists of SMTP mail addresses, as well
as reference to a source member containing a list of addresses to facilitate routing
the result of a file to e-mail addresses on the Internet or your office LAN.
Recipients may be designated to appear as “to:”, or “cc:” or as blind copy “bcc:”
recipients. For a complete description on SEQUEL’s e-mail function, please see
the appendix.
Whether you create a file on the AS/400, shared folder document, stream file
document or e-mail or FTP the results, the EXECUTE command will begin
running immediately if you press the Enter key. It will run interactively, and your
workstation will be occupied during the time that it takes to acquire the view data
and store the result in the file. When the document has been created you will
return to the view definition display.
Submit the EXECUTE request to a batch subsystem by pressing F14. Your default
job description will be used to route the job for execution. The batch job will be
submitted so that its library list matches your current interactive library list. Use
the Default menu from the action bar (F10) to view and change the name of your
default job description. Refer to page 2-41 for additional information about your
default values.
If you choose to submit your request, the system will store the results of your view
in the output file independent of your activity at the workstation. The view
definition display will return as soon as your request is submitted. A message will
arrive at your workstation when it completes.
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You can press F12 from the display to return to the view definition display without
running your request.
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Exiting the user interface
File:Exit...
Use the File:Exit... option when you want to exit the user interface. The user
interface exit display will appear. You can save your view so that you can run or
change it at a later time.
Select the File:Exit... option by pressing F3 from the view definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 10 and press Enter
When you select the option (or press F3) a prompt display like the one below will
appear. It shows the name and attributes of the view you have been editing. If
your view has never been saved before, its name will be blank and its library value
will be the current default view creation library (see page 2-41).
4/12/98 21:31:36

View Definition Exit Display

View name
Library

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

Authority

. . . . . . . . . *SAME

Title

System: ASC400

QTEMP
(*USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE,
*LIBCRTAUT, *SAME)

. . . . . . . . . . .

Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors . . . *NO
Include access plan . . . . *NO

(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO)

ENTER=Save

F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14/F15=DsnRPT/TBL QTEMP

/ *CREATE

Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the view. The values on the display are initially acquired from
the view (if you are editing an existing one) or the parameter values used on the
DSNVIEW command. If *SAME values were supplied on the command, the user
default (SETDFT) values will be used. Refer to the explanation of the Create View
(CRTVIEW) command in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for information
about each of the attributes on the display.
Type the name and library for the view and press Enter to save it. The previous
contents of the view will be replaced with your query definition. When the save is
completed you will return to the menu, command entry line, or display you used to
start the user interface. A confirmation message will be sent indicating that you
saved the view.
Using the action bar
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You can use any view name except QTEMP/SQLEXEC for your view definition.
You must have *CHANGE authority (*OBJOPR and *ADD rights) to the library
you want to place the view in. The display may prohibit you from changing the
library that the view will be placed in if your SEQUEL authority does not give you
that right. Refer to the ‘Interface defaults’ section the User’s Guide Chapter 1 for
additional information about the SETDFT command.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the view definition display without
saving your view definition.
If you press F3 from this display, your statement will be discarded and no
view will be created or changed.
If you change the view’s name and there is already a view with the same name, a
precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to overwrite a view.
You must press ERROR RESET then F11 to replace it. You must have existence
(*OBJEXIST) rights to a view in order to replace it.

Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL views is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a view can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the exit display controls the public authority for the view.
Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has not
been granted a specific authority for the view. Use one of the following settings:
*ALL

Users can use, change, move, copy, and delete it

*USE

Users can only use the view

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the view for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the view will be used The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE

When overwriting an existing view, all authorities (public and private) in the
overlaid view will be preserved. The Authority value on the display above will not
change the public authority stored in the view. When a new view is created, its
public authority will be set using the value specified by the Authority entry. If
*SAME is used when a new view is created, the public authority will be set as if
*LIBCRTAUT were specified.
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Report Editor
If the SEQUEL report writer is installed, you can press function key F14 to save
the view and start the report editor. The view will be created (you may need to
press F11 to overwrite it) and the report design tool will be started.
If *CREATE is specified at the lower right of the display, a new report will be
designed using this view. If a specific report name is indicated, the view you
created will be used with it.
After your view is created, the user interface will end, and the report design tool
will begin working with your view (and report). Refer to Part 3 for a complete
description of the report design process.

Table Editor
If the SEQUEL tabling module is installed, you can press function key F15 to save
the view and start the table editor. The view will be created (you may need to
press F11 to overwrite it) and the table design tool will be started.
If *CREATE is specified at the lower right of the display, a new table will be
designed using this view. If a specific table name is indicated, the view you created
will be used with it.
After your view is created, the user interface will end, and the table editor will
begin working with your view. Refer to Part 5 for a complete description of the
define table process.
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Edit menu
The Edit menu helps you use SEQUEL’s advanced statement editing features. It is
only available when you are using the intermediate or advanced assistance level.
The Edit menu provides access to these functions:
Mark the statement
Cut the marked portion of the statement to scrap
Paste the contents of the scrap buffer into the statement
Copy the marked portion of the statement
Move the marked portion of the statement
Split the statement at the cursor
Join the current line with the next line
Show scrap buffer at the bottom of the display
Find any sequence of characters in the current string
Undo the last editing operation
All of the advanced editing features can be accessed directly from the SQL
statement display with function keys. As you gain familiarity with the function
keys, you will prefer them over the Edit menu options. Since they provide a single
keystroke method of working with the SQL statement, you will be able to edit your
statement easily and quickly.
Access the Edit pull-down menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Edit selection
press Enter to pull down the Edit menu
A pull down menu like the one below will appear on your display.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
:
Amount to roll 19
SEL : __ 1. Mark
F16 : tmast, cadd1.custmast, cadd2.custmast,
:
2. Cut
F18 : custmast, czipc.custmast, cphon.custmast,
:
3. Paste
F6 : cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
:
4. Copy
F11 : ,
:
5. Move
F17 : rdhead, shipv.ordhead, trmcd.ordhead,
:
6. Split/join
F15 : rdhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead,
:
7. Display buffer
: rdhead, orwgt.ordhead, coomn.ordhead,
:
8. Toggle buffer on
: rdhead
FRO :
9. Find/change...
:
JOI :
10. Undo PASTE
:
ORD :
11. Undo to last Enter : dy
:
:
:..........................:

F4=Prompt
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F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F24=Keys

Editing functions apply to the location of the cursor when the action bar was
requested. For example, if the Edit:Paste option is selected, the contents of the
scrap buffer will be inserted into the SQL statement where the cursor was located
when the action bar (F10) or paste (F6) function key was pressed.
The following sections describe all of the editing functions and show how they
affect the SQL statement.

Edit:Mark
Usually, you will mark a segment of the statement that you want to work with
before you cut, copy, or move it. As you mark it, the text will be highlighted on
your display so that you can clearly see which text will be affected by your next
editing operation.
When you select the Edit:Mark option or press F16 from the statement display, a
text marker is placed at the cursor’s location. Text at the cursor is included in the
marked text.
If no markers are present on the display when the Edit:Mark or F16 request occurs,
all the text following the cursor will be highlighted. This indicates that the
remainder of the statement has been “marked”. A cut, copy, or move request will
apply to all the characters in the statement from the cursor’s location to the end.
If another marker is added to the display (by using Edit:Mark or F16) the text
between the two markers will be highlighted on the display. Either end of the
block of text can be marked first. The highlighted block will include the characters
at the cursor location when the text was marked.
If two text markers are already present on the display, another mark operation will
remove the current text markers. If the cursor is not moved from its initial location
following a mark request, another mark request will “unmark” the currently
marked text.
Once text has been highlighted, it can be cut from the statement, copied to the
scrap buffer, or copied/moved to another location using a function key or Edit
menu option.

Edit:Cut
Text can be removed from the SQL statement by using F18 or the Edit:Cut option
of the action bar. Either the current line, or a marked block of the text will be
removed from the statement. The removed text is placed into the scrap buffer,
replacing its earlier contents.
If a block of text has been marked before the cut is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is removed from the statement and placed into the
scrap buffer.
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If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted
to the scrap buffer. The cursor will remain at its current position. Subsequent text
will be shifted up on the display.
Following the Edit:Cut operation, the text in the scrap buffer can be inserted into
the statement by using the Edit:Paste (F6) function.

Edit:Paste
Text in the scrap buffer can be inserted at any point in the SQL statement by using
F6 or the Edit:Paste option of the action bar. The text will be inserted at the cursor
location. The scrap buffer is not cleared by the operation. Each time you request
Edit:Paste or press F6, the scrap text will be placed into the statement.

Edit:Copy
SQL statement text can be copied by using F11 or the Edit:Copy option of the
action bar. Either the current line, or a marked block of the text can be copied into
the scrap buffer and optionally inserted to a new location in the statement. The
earlier contents of the scrap buffer, are replaced by the operation.
If a block of text has been marked before the copy is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is placed into the scrap buffer. If the cursor is outside
of the highlighted text block when the copy operation is performed, the text will
also be inserted at the cursor’s location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied
to the scrap buffer and duplicated. The cursor will remain at its current position.
Following the Edit:Copy operation, the text in the scrap buffer is available for
further insertion by using the Edit:Paste (F6) function.

Edit:Move
SQL statement text can be moved from its current location to a new one in a single
step by using F17 or the Edit:Move option of the action bar.
Before it can be moved, a block of text must be marked (highlighted on the
display) with the Edit:Mark option or F16 key.
Once the text is marked, move the cursor to the insertion point and use F17 or the
Edit:Move option. The marked text will be cut from its current location, placed
into the scrap buffer, then pasted at the cursor location.
After the text has been inserted, it remains in the scrap buffer and is available for
further insertion by using the Edit:Paste (F6) function.
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Edit:Split/Join
You may occasionally want to split a line on the display into two lines or insert a
blank line into the statement display. You can use F15 or the Edit:Split/Join
option of the action bar to do this. The same function can also be used to remove
blank lines from the display and to join two lines back together.
If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor when the option is selected, the
current line is split at the cursor location. All text (starting with the cursor
location) is moved to the beginning of a new line. If the split request is made
while the cursor is in the first position of a line, the entire line is moved down to
the next line of the display.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor when the option (function key)
is selected, the next line is joined to the current line by moving it up to the current
cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved.
The split/join function is especially useful if the SQL statement is long and you no
longer have room to insert text on the current display. By using the function, you
can split a line and insert blank space at the cursor location. After typing the text
to be inserted, you can use the function again to join the lines and move the
remainder of the statement back in place, following your insertion.

Edit:Display buffer
You may find it helpful to view the scrap buffer as you use the advanced editing
features. Use the Edit:Display buffer option of the action bar to cause the current
scrap buffer contents to be displayed, highlighted, at the bottom of the view
definition display. Unlike the buffer toggle described below, the contents of the
buffer are not continually displayed at your workstation.

Edit:Toggle buffer on/off
Instead of simply requesting a one time display of the scrap buffer’s contents, you
may prefer a continually updated “footer” on your display that reflects the editing
you are doing. Use the Edit:Toggle buffer on/off option of the action bar to turn
the scrap buffer display on and off. Each time you select the option, its current
setting will toggle between on and off.
When the buffer display is turned on, the buffer contents will be displayed at the
bottom of the SQL statement display each time the screen is refreshed.
Each time you make a cut, copy, or move, request the buffer will change. If the
scrap buffer display is enabled, the display will be updated with its new contents.
You will see the effect of your action on the scrap buffer. The text you see on the
display will be inserted on the next paste request.
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Edit:Find/change
If your SQL statement is especially long or complex, you may need help finding a
particular field name or sequence of characters in it. The Edit:Find/change option
can help. It lets you search and replace text in your statement, starting with the
current cursor position
Once you select the option, another window will appear. It lets you specify the
characters you want to search for and optionally indicate whether you want them
replaced with different characters.
The example below shows the search and replace window.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
:
Amount to roll 19
SEL : 9 1. Mark
F16 : tmast, cadd1.custmast, cadd2.custmast,
:
2. Cut
F18 : custmast, czipc.custmast, cphon.custmast,
:
3. Paste
F6 : cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) COLHDG("Order"
:
4. Copy
F11 : ,
:
5. Move
F17 : rdhead, shipv.ordhead, trmcd.ordhead,
:
6. Split/join
F15 : rdhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead,
:
7. Display buffer
: rdhead, orwgt.ordhead, coomn.ordhead,
.............................................................................
:
Find/Change Options
:
:
:
: Find . CUSTMAST
:
: Change 01
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel F16=Find F17=Change F22=Change All
:
:...........................................................................:

F4=Prompt

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F24=Keys

Type any sequence of characters into the Find entry. You can also type characters
into the Change entry if you want to use the replacement function. Use one of the
keys below to carry out your action.
The find or replace operation begins at the location of the cursor when the action
bar (F10) was requested. If the forward search does not find any matching
characters, a message is displayed. An additional search with the same characters
will “wrap around” and start from the beginning of the statement.
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Function Key

Description

Enter

Locate the string you entered into the Find entry and position the cursor on the first character in
the string. The Find/change window is removed from the display.

F12=Previous

Return to the view definition display without finding, changing, or repositioning the cursor.

F16=Find

Locate the string you entered into the Find entry and position the cursor on the first character in
the string. The Find/change window remains on the display.

F17=Change

Replace the next instance of the Find characters with the string given by the Change characters.
The cursor will be positioned at the beginning of the changed string. The Find/change window
remains on the display.

F22=Change all

Replace all remaining instances of the Find characters with the string given by the Change
characters. The Find/change window will be removed from the display. A message indicating
the number of changes will be shown at the bottom of the view definition display.

Edit:Undo
If you accidentally cut, copy, move, or paste text in your SQL statement, you can
recover from your mistake by using the Edit:Undo option of the action bar. Use
this option to restore the statement display and scrap buffer to its contents
immediately before the preceding operation.
When the Edit menu appears, the description for option 10 will indicate the
operation that will be undone by selecting it. Select the option and press Enter to
reverse the indicated operation. If no recoverable operation has been completed,
the “undo” will not be available and the menu option will be replaced with an
asterisk.

Edit:Undo to last Enter
An alternative “undo” function gives you the ability to reverse all the editing
changes that you have made since the last time SEQUEL processed the SQL
statement. Statement processing occurs when you press Enter, make a prompt
request, run, or save the view.
If SEQUEL is unable to recover back to the last statement processing boundary,
this function will not be available and the menu option will be replaced with an
asterisk.
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View menu
The View menu makes it easy to prompt any part of the query you are working on.
Each of the structured prompts can be accessed from the menu.
It is especially useful when you are using the advanced assistance level. You can
use it as you would use the standard menu that is presented with the basic
assistance level.
Access the View menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the View selection
press Enter to pull down the View menu
The menu will appear on your display. It looks like the one below.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
: roll 9
SELECT
: _ Specify files that data is selected FROM (FROM)
: st,
: _ Specify file JOINing
(JOIN)
: tmast,
: _ SELECT and sequence fields
(SELECT)
: der"
: _ SELECT and sequence summary fields
(SELECT)
:
: _ Choose which records are included
(WHERE)
: d,
: _ Specify record GROUPing
(GROUP BY) : d,
: _ Choose grouped records
(HAVING)
: d,
: _ Specify UNION type
(UNION)
:
FROM
: _ Specify the ORDER of the records
(ORDER BY) :
:
:
Type option : _ Define run-time variables
F23 :
1=Select :
: RSUM
:.......................................................: QUELEX
Opt
View definition options
1 > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

Options on the menu are described elsewhere in this chapter. See the following
sections:
Select files
File joining
Select fields
Select summary fields
Choose records
Record grouping
Choose grouped records
Specify UNION type
Order records
Define run-time variables
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FROM prompt (p. 2-49)
JOIN prompt (p. 2-57)
SELECT prompt (p. 2-67)
SELECT prompt (p. 2-74)
WHERE prompt (p. 2-89)
GROUP BY prompt (p. 2-98)
HAVING prompt (p. 2-89)
UNION prompt (p. 2-100)
ORDER BY prompt (p. 2-101)
Variable prompt (p. 2-103)

Defaults menu
The Defaults menu lets you see (and possibly change) values the interface uses
when presenting prompts to you. The Defaults menu shows these settings:
Default From-File library
Default view creation library
Default output file library
Job description for submitted requests
Current assistance level
Access the Defaults menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Defaults selection
press Enter to pull down the Defaults menu
When you access the menu, it will look like the one below.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
: o roll _9
SELECT
cusno. : Default from-file library . . *USRLIBL__
: st,
cadd : Default view creation library QTEMP_____
: stmast,
cusp : Default outfile library . . . QTEMP_____
:
coom : Output queue . . . . . . . . *JOB______
: te),
line :
Library . . . . . . . . . . __________
: dered"),
lstp : Job description . . . . . . . QBATCH____
:
quan :
Library . . . . . . . . . . *LIBL_____
: tend),
unwg : Job queue . . . . . . . . . . *JOBD_____
:
FROM
ordlin :
Library . . . . . . . . . . __________
:
:
:
Type options to s : Assistance level . . . . . . 1 1=Basic
:
1=Select 4=Del :
2=Intermediate : ERSUM
:
3=Advanced
: EQUELEX
Opt
View_defini :
:
_ > Specify fil :................................................:
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

The menu shows five field values. You can change the from-file and job
description value and the assistance level. You may or may not be able to change
the others, depending on how your administrator has configured SEQUEL for you.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The view definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the Default menu and return to the action bar,
press F12.

From-File library
The default From-File library is used whenever you request the FROM prompt and
no files have been entered into the FROM clause. It governs the list of files (or
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libraries) that you see when the prompt is initially displayed. Any of the following
types of values can be entered into the field:
specific library name: identify the library you want to use as your default.
When the FROM prompt appears, the list display will show all the files in
this library.
*CURLIB: names your “current” library as the default to be used on the
prompt. Your “current” library is assigned when you sign on. It can be
changed using the Change Current Library (CHGCURLIB) command.
Refer to the CL Reference manual for more information.
generic library name: names a set of libraries by using an asterisk (“*”)
and leading and/or trailing characters. When the FROM prompt appears,
the list display will show all the libraries that meet the generic request.
*LIBL, *USRLIBL, *ALLUSR, *ALL: names the set of libraries indicated
below. When the FROM prompt appears, the list display will show only
the libraries in the set that have database files in them.
*LIBL

All libraries on your current library list.

*USRLIBL

The libraries on the “user” part of your library list.

*ALLUSR1

All user libraries (those not starting with a “Q”)
on the system to which you have *USE authority.

*ALL1

All libraries on the system to which you have
*USE authority.

View Creation library
This value will appear as the view’s library on the save and exit prompts when you
save a new view. The value in this field must name a specific library. The
availability of this field is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed
with the Set Default (SETDFT) command. Refer to the section beginning on page
1-109 for additional information about the SETDFT command.

Outfile library
This value names the library that will appear as the output file library on the
EXECUTE (F9) prompt. The value in this field must name a specific library. The
availability of this field is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed
with the Set Default (SETDFT) command. Refer to the section beginning on page
1-109 for additional information about the SETDFT command.

1Note: Use of *ALLUSR and *ALL may require extended processing to locate all the libraries having files in them, especially on large systems
with many user and system libraries.
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Job description and job queue
These values will be used whenever a request is submitted to batch for execution.
Within the user interface, both PRINT (F8) and EXECUTE (F9) requests can be
submitted to run in batch. The job description value in this field must name a
specific job description and its library, or specify *USRPRF. If you specify
*USRPRF, the job description named in your user profile definition will be used.
Similarly, the job queue value must name a specific queue, or specify *JOBD. If
*JOBD is used, the job queue named in the indicated job description will be used.
You must have *USE authority to the job description and queue shown in the
window.

Assistance level
Choose your assistance level by entering a value between 1 and 3. Refer to page
2-4 for information about differences between the three assistance levels.
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System menu
The System menu gives you access to functions that help you learn about the status
of queries you have run, reports you have created, and requests you have submitted
for batch execution.
The functions these options run are described very well in the AS/400 New User’s
Guide, an IBM publication (SC41-8211) that provides essential information about
using the AS/400.
Access the System menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the System selection
press Enter to pull down the System menu
The menu looks like the one below.
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
:
: to roll 9
SELECT
cusno.ordhead, c : __ 1. Toggle query diagnostics on : tmast,
cadd3.custmast :
2. Work with job
: custmast,
coomn*10000+co :
3. Display job log
: "Order"
"Date") NAME :
4. Display messages
:
ordno.ordhead, :
5. Work with spool files
: head,
trmds.ordhead, :
6. Command line
: head,
orval.ordhead, :
7. Edit library list
: head,
coody.ordhead, :
8. Work with submitted jobs
:
FROM
custmast, ordhea :
:
:....................................:
Type options to specify view. Press F13 to select all.
1=Select 4=Delete
View . . . : ORDERSUM
Library :
SEQUELEX
Opt
View definition options
_ > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

The menu has several options. When you choose one of them, the indicated action
will be carried out immediately. Many of the options invoke OS/400 system
commands. You can prompt the command prior to running it by selecting the
option number and pressing F4 instead of Enter.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The view definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the System menu and return to the action bar,
press F12.
To choose another option on the action bar, position the cursor to an entry on the
action bar and press the Enter key. The System window will close and the menu
you selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
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Toggle query diagnostics on (or off)
The AS/400 can supply detailed information about the processes that take place
when you run a query request. You determine whether or not this information will
be recorded.
Use this option to switch the setting for the diagnostic activity. Its description in
the menu indicates whether the option will turn recording on or off. If messages
are not being recorded, choose this option to switch the diagnostic messages on. If
already on, the option will turn the diagnostic messages off.
While diagnostic messages are being recorded, they will be placed in your job log
each time you run a request interactively. If you run a query after turning
diagnostic recording on, you will be able to see the messages by selecting the
Display Job Log option above.

Work with job
Provides access to several displays that describe your working environment and the
activities you have completed during your session. If you are not authorized to the
Work With Job (WRKJOB) command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command.

Display job log
Displays a history of your workstation session (including any diagnostic messages
from your query).

Display messages
Shows any messages waiting for you. Each time one of your submitted requests
completes, it sends you a message indicating that it is finished. This option allows
you to view your messages and then remove them when you are done. Return to
the view definition display by pressing F12.

Work with spooled files
Shows the status of the printouts you have created. Using the display presented by
the Work With Spooled Files (WRKSPLF) command, you can view the reports,
route them to a printer, and remove them from the system. If you are not
authorized to the WRKSPLF command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command. Return to the view definition display
by pressing F12.
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Command line
Opens a command line window. It allows you to enter any AS/400 system
commands that you are properly authorized to run.* You can close the command
line window and resume work on your query by pressing F12. The availability of
this option is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed with the Set
Default (SETDFT) command. Refer to the section beginning on page 1-109 for
additional information about the SETDFT command.

Edit library list
Allows you to see and change your current library list. Return to the view
definition display by pressing F12. Users with restricted command line access or
limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES) specified for their user profile) will not
have access to this command.

Work with submitted jobs
Displays the status of any requests you have submitted. SEQUEL runs the Work
With Submitted Jobs (WRKSBMJOB) command so you can review your jobs’
progress and output. Return to the view definition display by pressing F12. Users
with restricted command line access or limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES)
specified for their user profile) will not have access to this command.

*Users with restricted command line use have authority to run only the Display Job (DSPJOB), Send Message (SNDMSG), Display Message
(DSPMSG), Display Job Log (DSPJOBLOG), Start PC Organizer (STRPCO), and Sign Off (SIGNOFF) commands from the command line.
Restricted command line use is assigned through the LMTCPB(*YES) parameter value of their user profile.
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Help menu
The Help option of the action bar allows you to access the help facility. It is
described both in the Introduction to this manual, and also in the AS/400 New
User’s Guide, IBM publication (SC41-8211).
Access the Help menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Help selection
press Enter to pull down the Help menu
The menu looks like this:
: File Edit View Defaults System Help
:
:............................................................................:
: __ 1. Help for help... : ount to roll 9
SELECT
cusno.ordhead, cname.cus :
2. Extended help... : .custmast,
cadd3.custmast, cstte. :
3. Keys help...
: hon.custmast,
coomn*10000+coody*100+ :
4. Help index...
: HDG("Order"
"Date") NAME(ordate) :
5. About...
:
ordno.ordhead, cuspo.o :........................: .ordhead,
trmds.ordhead, ostat.ordhead, otype.ordhead, curln.ordhead,
orval.ordhead, ortot.ordhead, orwgt.ordhead, coomn.ordhead,
coody.ordhead, cooyr.ordhead
FROM
custmast, ordhead
Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : ORDERSUM
Library :
SEQUELEX

Opt
View definition options
_ > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_ > Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

The menu has five options. When you choose one of them, another display will
appear. It will provide access to the type of help you have requested.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The view definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the Help menu and return to the action bar, press
F12.
To choose another action bar option, position the cursor to an entry on the action
bar and press the Enter key. The Help window will close and the menu you
selected will be pulled down from the action bar.

Help for Help
When you choose the first option, the AS/400 user support display will appear so
that you can learn about the help facility, index search capabilities, etc.
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Extended help
Option 2 of the Help menu will access the extended help for the definition display.
Selecting the option is equivalent to moving the cursor to the top line of the display
and pressing the help key. Refer to the Introduction for more information about
SEQUEL help text.

Keys help
Access help text describing the function keys by selecting option 3 of the Help
menu. You can also acquire help text about the function keys by positioning the
cursor to the last line on the display and pressing the Help key.

Index search
If you select this option, you will be able to find topics associated with keywords
that you specify. The index search facility is described in the “Help for help”
menu of option 1, in the Introduction section of this user’s guide, and in the IBM
AS/400 New User’s Guide.

About...
Help option 5 will present an informational display that tells about the version of
SEQUEL you are using.
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Prompting the FROM Clause
The FROM clause identifies the source of information that will be used by your
query. It names the library, file, member, and format to be accessed during the
retrieval. If your query will access information from more than one file, each of
them must be listed in the FROM clause. Refer to the section beginning on page
6-54 for the complete capabilities of the FROM clause.
SEQUEL provides you with a structured prompt for the FROM clause so you can
easily create valid specifications, even if you’re not certain how to do it. Using the
FROM prompt, you can search for the file(s) you need to use, even if you’re not
certain which library to look in, or the exact name(s) to use. SEQUEL can help
you find what you need by giving you lists of libraries and files, so that you can
select the one(s) you want to use.
There are several ways to access the FROM prompt from the view definition
display:
Choose the first option of the basic assistance menu or the action bar’s
View menu (F10). They are labeled “Specify files that data is selected
from”.
Press F4 while the cursor is in the first FROM clause of the outermost
query.
Press F14 while the cursor is in any FROM clause of the query.
Press Enter or any non-editing function key after using File:New (F2) to
clear the display, or after starting the interface with the *CREATE option.
If you are using basic or intermediate assistance, the FROM prompt will
appear automatically.
Once you have requested the FROM prompt, the view definition display will be
replaced by a library or file list and the structured FROM prompt shown on the
next page.
Use the prompt display to select one or more files from the library and file lists you
are interested in. You can also type directly into the prompt, entering the names of
the file(s) you want to use.
After you select the file(s) you want to use, you will return to the view definition
display. The file(s) you selected will be added to the FROM clause of your query.
If you are using the basic or intermediate assistance level and have selected more
than one file, the JOIN prompt (see p. 2-57) will automatically appear so that you
can indicate the linkage between the files.
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The FROM prompt looks like the following example:
2/17/98 15:12:18
Name
Attribute
__ SEQUEL#
PROD
__ SEQUEL
PROD
__ QGPL
PROD
__ QTEMP
TEST
__ APLUS
PROD
__ COZUTIL
TEST
__ UTILDISK3 PROD
__ QMI400
PROD
__ APLUS#
PROD
__ SEQUELEX
PROD

Library Selection(s)
Description
SEQUEL Source
SEQUEL/400 Data Management
GENERAL PURPOSE LIBRARY

System: ASC400

Cozzi Utilities: Current development release
Cozzi Research: Midrange Magazine Utility Disk #3
AS/400 version of QMI
SEQUEL Examples and sample files

Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic*
Library
File Name Member
Format
__________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________
F3=Exit

to prompt list.
Correlation
__________
__________
__________
+

F12=Accept

Library, file, member, format and correlation names can be typed for each file you
want to use in the query. Alternatively, you can add entries to the FROM clause
by selecting items from the list at the top of the display.
If you do not want to explicitly qualify files in the FROM clause, *LIBL can be
placed in the library field.
You may make several selections and type as many entries as you want before
pressing the Enter key. Use the roll keys to access subsequent pages of file
specifications if you need them. You can duplicate items on the display by
positioning the cursor under the file, library, etc. to be copied and pressing the DUP
key.
Extended library, file, or member names (containing lowercase or other special
characters) should be enclosed in quotation marks. If an extended file name is
specified, you must also specify a correlation name so that proper field
qualification can occur. Refer to the OS/400 Control Language Reference Volume I for additional information about extended names.
The list facility works in a similar fashion to the library and view prompting of the
File:Open option (p. 2-15). With it you can get lists of libraries and lists of files to
choose from.
If the FROM clause is empty when you make the prompt request, SEQUEL will
use the default From-File value (p. 2-41) of the Defaults menu. Depending on its
value, the result will be either a list of libraries or a list of files within a specific
library. If the FROM clause is not empty when you make your request, a list of
files in the last library referenced in the clause will appear.
Press F12 from the prompt display to accept the FROM clause as it is shown and
return to the view definition display. A valid FROM clause will be created using
the information in the prompt at the bottom of your display. If the FROM prompt
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is empty when you press F12, a warning message will appear, telling you that you
must select at least one file to run a query. You can override the message and
return to the view definition display with an empty FROM clause by pressing F12.
Press F3 from the display above to reject any changes you have made to the clause
and return to the view definition display.

Library list
SEQUEL lets you search the libraries on your system and display a list of those
matching the naming criteria you specify.
The library name display looks like this:
4/12/98 22:10:11
Sel Name
Attribute
___ CHINH
PROD
___ FLOYD
PROD
___ GETDR
PROD
___ LARRY
PROD
___ PROB7X261 PROD
___ ROB
PROD
___ SEQEX_V2
PROD
___ SEQUELEX
PROD
___ SEQUELEX@ PROD
___ SEQUELTEST PROD
___ SQLBASE
PROD
___ SUZETTE2
PROD
___ TESTLIB
PROD

Library Selection(s)
Description
Chinh Huynh
Floyd DelMuro
3x952 DBGETDR/GETM w/ordered UNION

System: ASC400

Correlated subquery positioning
Rob Peterson
SEQUEL examples
SEQUEL Examples and sample files
DATABASE - created by SQL
Suzette's APLUS Sample Lib
Library for new version testing

Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic*
Library
File Name Member
Format
*ALLUSR
CUST*
__________ __________
*LIBL
ORDHEAD
__________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________
F3=Exit

+

to prompt list.
Correlation
__________
__________
__________
+

F12=Accept

A list of library names will appear whenever the Library and File Name values
identify more than one library. All the libraries meeting the naming criteria will be
listed and you can select among them. The example above shows all the user
libraries containing a file starting with the characters “CUST”. You must have
*USE authority (*OBJOPR rights) to the library for it to appear in the list. If
*SEQUEL object authority has been set by the Set Defaults (SETDFT) command,
SEQUEL’s exclusion dictionary will also be checked for proper authority to the
library.
The title of the list display lets you know that you are looking at a list of libraries,
and that you can choose one in order to see the files it contains.
The display will show both the name and text description for the libraries that are
included. Each library’s type (PRODuction, TEST) is also displayed. If the screen
is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see more library names.
Create a library list request by entering a generic name or one of the special values
listed below into the Library column at the bottom of the display.
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A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g. SEQ*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g. *EX) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to be
included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g. SEQ*EX) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
If your library selection criteria is a generic name, all libraries meeting the naming
request will be displayed. If your request specifies one of the following special
values, only the libraries containing files that meet the criteria of the File Name
field will be shown.
*LIBL

All libraries on your current library list.

*USRLIBL

The libraries on the “user” part of your library list.

*ALLUSR1

All user libraries (those not starting with a “Q”) on the
system to which you have *USE authority.

*ALL1

All libraries on the system to which you have *USE
authority.

*CURLIB

Your “current” library. It is initially assigned by the
(CURLIB) value in your user profile when you sign on.
Though it is a special value, it identifies a single library.
When *CURLIB is used, the file list for the library will
appear.

Because it uses the special value (*ALLUSR), the preceding example lists all
libraries with one or more files starting with CUST. Libraries without files starting
with CUST are not shown on the display.
You can select any one of the libraries by typing a 1 next to it and pressing
Enter. You can also type a specific library name into the Library field on the
current line. When you select a library, two things will happen:
The library you selected will be entered automatically into the file
specification prompt. If a generic name or one of the special values caused
the list to appear, it will be replaced by the library you select.
A file list will be displayed. It will show all the files that meet the naming
criteria in the File name: field for the current line.

1Note: Use of *ALLUSR and *ALL may require extended processing to locate all the libraries having certain files in them, especially on large
systems with many user and system libraries.
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File list
The selection prompt will show a file list whenever your naming criteria does not
request a list of library names. If the current Library value identifies a specific
library and it has one or more files meeting your File Name criteria, the matching
files will be shown on your display.
The File Name value indicates the file(s) you are looking for. You can type a
generic or specific name, or use the special value *ALL to indicate that all files
should be returned. If you do not specify a file name, *ALL is assumed and all the
files in the library you select will be listed.
The file selection list looks like the following example.
4/12/98 22:10:11
File Selection(s) From SEQUELEX
System: ASC400
Name
Attribute Description
__ CUSTLIST
PF
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer Inquiry
__ CUSTMAST
PF
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer Master
__ CVTDATE
PF
Gregorian-Julian Conversion
__ CVTDATEL1 LF
Gregorian-Julian Conversion
__ CYRSLS
PF
SEQUEL Outfile
__ DSPFFD
PF
Outfile for DSPFFD
__ DSPOBJD
PF
Output file for DSPOBJD
__ DUMMY
PF
SEQUEL Outfile
__ FILEFLD
PF
Output file for DSPFFD
__ ORDHEAD
PF
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orders - Header file
__ ORDLINE
PF
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orders - Line item file
__ PARTMAST
PF
SEQUEL Outfile:Product Master
__ REXDISK
PF
SEQUEL Outfile
__ REXDSKCHG PF
SEQUEL Outfile
__ SOURCE
PF
Example source code
+
Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic* to prompt list.
Library
File Name Member
Format
Correlation
*LIBL
CUSTMAST
__________ __________ __________
*LIBL
ORDHEAD
__________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
+
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

Like the library list display, you must have *USE authority (*OBJOPR rights) to a
file for it to appear in the list. If *SEQUEL object authority has been set by the Set
Defaults (SETDFT) command, the exclusion dictionary will also be checked for
authority to the file.
The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of files, and
that you can select one to add it to the list at the bottom of the display.
The display will show both the name and text description for the files that are
included. Each file’s type (physical or logical) is also displayed. If the screen is
full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list.
Create a file listing request by entering a generic name or *ALL into the File
Name column at the bottom of the display. Press Enter to carry out your request
and view the list.
A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g. CUST*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g. *MAST) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to
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be included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g. PART*P) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
You can select any of the files in the list by typing a 1 next to it and pressing
Enter. Once you select a file, it will be added to the list. You can also type a
specific file name into the File Name field at the bottom of the window.

Database field list
You may not know which file(s) contain the specific fields you are interested in. If
the file name and description are insufficient, you can request a field list in any file
by placing a question mark (?) into the selection field next to the file name and
pressing Enter. A display showing all the fields defined in the file’s format will
appear and you can determine whether you want to use the file you selected.
If the file is a multi-format logical file (containing more than one format definition)
a format selection display like the one on page 2-55 will appear. Place a question
mark next to the format definitions(s) you would like to see.
4/12/98 22:10:11
Field Selection(s) From CUST
System: ASC400
Name
Attribute Description
File
__ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0 Customer number
1
__ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
1
__ CADD1
Char 25
Customer address line 1
1
__ CADD2
Char 25
Customer address line 2
1
__ CADD3
Char 16
Customer address line 3
1
__ CSTTE
Char 2
Customer state
1
__ CZIPC
Char 10
Customer zipcode
1
__ CPHON
Pkd 10,0 Phone number
1
__ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
1
__ CRLIM
Pkd
9,0 Credit limit in dollars
1
__ AMTDU
Pkd 11,2 Outstanding A/R balance
1
__ OROPN
Pkd
9,2 Total open orders in dollars
1
__ HIGHB
Pkd
9,0 Highest A/R balance
1
__ PAYAM
Pkd 11,2 Last payment amount
1
__ PAYMN
Znd
2,0 Last payment date - month
+
Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic* to prompt list.
Library
File Name Member
Format
Correlation
SEQUELEX
CUSTMAST
__________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
+
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

When you have selected a format, its definition will be displayed as shown in the
preceding example. After you review the format definition, press Enter or F12 to
return to the file list.

Member list
Each file specification in the FROM clause must indicate a single member and a
single format definition. If you choose a file that has more than one member and
don’t indicate which one you want to use, SEQUEL will automatically present a
prompt allowing you to choose among them.
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The prompt is similar to the file and library selection displays. It shows you the all
the members currently defined in the file. You may select one from the list, or
enter its name on the Member line at the bottom of the display.
The member selection prompt looks like the following example.
4/15/98 11:04:10
Member Selection(s) From QRPGSRC
System: ASC400
Sel Name
Attribute Description
___ ADDLFMR
Member
Add logical file members
___ ALTVW$
Member
Work with object relations in real time
___ ANLPILOT
Member
___ ANLRMSMM
Member
___ ANLROBOT
Member
___ ANLROBOT2 Member
___ APABOUT
Member
Show Abstract/Probe+ about... window
___ CHGTYPE
Member
___ CONFIRMO
Member
Confirm copy, delete, rename, move
___ CPYFLD
Member
Copy FLDUPD, INTDICT, and CBLDICT from DOC#DATA
___ CPYOBJREF Member
Copy old OBJREF into newformat OBJREF
___ CPYRCDS
Member
___ CVTDECBIN Member
Convert decimal to binary
___ CVTMENUCLP Member
Retrieve message file name from menu description
___ CVTPDMFR
Member
Work with command descriptions
+
Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic* to prompt list.
Library
File Name Member
Format
Correlation
APLUS#
QRPGSRC
__________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
+
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

The display shows the list of members in the file named at the top of the display.
Each member’s name and text description are shown. If the screen is full, you can
use the roll keys to scroll the list and see more member names.
Select one of the members by typing a 1 next to its name in the list and press
Enter, or type its name on the Member line at the bottom of the display.
You may specify *FIRST or *LAST on the prompt line to select the first or last
member in the file. This is not necessarily the first (last) alphabetical member
since *FIRST (*LAST) chooses the first (last) created member.

Record format list
Each file specification in the FROM clause must indicate a single format
definition. If you choose a logical file that has more than one format in it and
don’t indicate which one you want to use, SEQUEL will automatically present a
prompt allowing you to choose among them. (Physical files can never have more
than one format definition)
The prompt is similar to the file, library, and member selection displays. It shows
you all the formats defined in the file. You may select one from the list, or enter
its name on the Format line at the bottom of the display.
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4/15/98 11:11:16
Format Selection(s) From CMD
Sel Name
Attribute Description
___ PROGRAM
Format
MENU PROGRAM HIERARCHY
___ OVERRIDE
Format
OVER RIDE FILE
___ REFORMAT
Format
FORMAT DATA FILE
___ DATABASE
Format
DATABASE USAGE

System: ASC400

Specify up to 32 files to select data from. Use ? or *generic*
Library
File Name Member
Format
APLUS
CMD
*FIRST
__________
__________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________
F3=Exit

+
to prompt list.
Correlation
__________
__________
__________
+

F12=Accept

Select a format by typing a 1 next to its name in the list and pressing Enter, or
type its name on the Format line at the bottom of the display. If you will be using
more than one format and joining them together, indicate each one that you need.

Database field list
You may not know which format(s) contain the specific fields you are interested
in. If the format name and description are insufficient, you can request a list of
fields within the format by placing a question mark (?) into the selection field next
to the format name and pressing Enter.
The format definition will be displayed so that you can see the fields it contains.
See the example on page 2-54. After you review the format definition, press
Enter or F12 to return to the format list.
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Prompting the JOIN Clause
If the FROM clause in your SQL statement lists more than one file, you can
specify how they should be linked together by using the JOIN prompt displays.
The JOIN prompt helps you create the “rules” that will be used to link the files
together. Each rule defines a relationship (equal, greater than, etc.) that must be
met between a “primary” field and a “secondary” field before two records can be
linked together and returned to you as a single record.
The first file in your FROM clause is called the primary file. The others are
known as secondary files. You can tell SEQUEL how to link to the secondary
files by using the JOIN clause. You do this in two steps:
define the “path” that will be used
first→second→third, or
first→second and then first→third
indicate the specific fields that participate in creating links between files
Once the link to a given secondary file has been established, fields from that file
can be used to create links to other files. The linkage is complete when each
secondary file in the FROM list has been specified in the ‘TO’ portion of the join
specification at least once.
Although the JOIN clause is not strictly required when using SEQUEL on the
AS/400, its use is strongly recommended for join queries. Specifying the linking
criteria in the JOIN clause makes the query both easier to understand and modify.
After you are familiar with the concepts and displays described on the following
pages, you should review the complete description of the JOIN clause that begins
on page 6-57. It will help you understand the full set of capabilities that the JOIN
clause can provide.
There are several ways to access the JOIN prompt from the view definition
display:
Select the second option of the View pull down menu from the action bar
(F10). It is labelled “Specify file joining”.
Press F4 while the cursor is in the first JOIN clause of the outermost
query.
Press F14 while the cursor is in any JOIN clause of your query.
If you are using basic or intermediate assistance, the JOIN prompt will
appear automatically when you press F12 to accept the FROM prompt and
one or more of its files is not referenced in your current JOIN clause.
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If you are using intermediate assistance, the join prompt will appear
automatically whenever your current JOIN clause doesn’t refer to one or
more of the files in the FROM clause.
Once you have requested the join prompt, one of two displays will appear at your
workstation:
The join path selection display lets you tell SEQUEL about your plan in
joining files. You indicate the files that you intend to join together and the
order you will be accessing them.
The join field selection display lets you indicate the fields that are used to
join files. Using a side by side display of two files, you can pick the fields
(and specify the relationship between them) that will define the linkage.

Join path concepts
The join path is an organizational tool that can help you in linking your files
together. It is not required in order to complete your query. At the same time, it
can be very useful in helping you understand how the data in your query will be
accessed. The more files you have chosen, the more valuable the join path will
become.
SEQUEL represents the path in an indented fashion. The primary file is listed at
the left margin. Files that are linked from it are indented and listed below it.
Additional files are listed below and to the right of the file that is used to link to it.
The result shows the conceptual order that files are accessed and the linkage
between them. For example,
CUSTOMER File
├───ADDRESS (customer)
├───ORDER Header
│
├───ADDRESS (shipping)
│
└───ORDER Line Items
│
└───PART File
│
└───INVENTORY File
└───INVOICE Header
└───INVOICE Details

The path above clearly indicates both the conceptual order of file access and
connections between them.
The path shows that the ADDRESS (customer), ORDER, and INVOICE files are
accessed using information from the CUSTOMER file. Likewise, the ADDRESS
(shipping) and ORDER Line Item can be accessed once the ORDER Header data is
found. The INVENTORY file can be accessed after information is obtained from
the ORDER Line Item file.
There are often many ways to specify a valid (and correct) path for your join
operation. Generally speaking, the order of files within the path isn’t important.
For instance, the INVOICE Header (and the file below it) could have been listed
before the ORDER Header (and its files) without changing the basic meaning of
the path.
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Sometimes, a file might have several possible locations within the path. In the
example above, the INVENTORY could have placed under the ORDER Line Items
file so that it is accessed using Line Item data rather than PART data. Usually, it
makes no difference which location you select. Remember, the path is an aid for
you; it helps you plan the method of accessing all the files.

Join Path Selection display
The join path selection display helps you define the conceptual “path” that you
want to use in connecting the files in your FROM clause. Starting with the
primary (first) file in the FROM clause, you can add secondary files to the path,
indicating whether they are accessed from the primary file or one of the other
secondary files. Once the path is complete, SEQUEL uses it to help organize the
join field selection display shown on page 2-63.
Remember that you are not required to describe the join path. It is designed to
help you understand the relationships that your query must specify in order to work
correctly.
The join path selection display can appear automatically whenever you are using
the basic or intermediate assistance level. It will be displayed if there are any
matching field names for the unlinked files, or if the join path is undefined. The
path will be undefined whenever the FROM clause references 3 or more files and
the current JOIN clause doesn’t define a link to one (or more) of them.
You can request the join path selection display by pressing F16 from the join field
selection display. If you prompt the JOIN clause and either the join path is
undefined, or there are any matching field names for unlinked files, the path
selection display will appear.
The path selection display looks like the example on the next page.
The top two thirds of the display show how the path is defined and indicate which
files (if any) are unused. You can use the entry fields in the top two subfiles to
change the current path definition. The example above shows that the
CUSTMAST file is used to access the ORDHEAD data, and the ORDLINE and
PARTMAST files are not currently included in the path description.
The bottom part of the display shows suggested join fields. Each pair of matching
field names in the unlinked files is displayed. In most cases, these fields can be
used to join the files together. By selecting fields from the bottom subfile, you can
usually specify the entire join clause, bypassing the join field selection display
completely.
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4/27/98 11:48:29

Join Path Selection

System: ASC400

Continue selecting file pairs until the join path is complete...
1=Add 4=Delete
Sel File/Joined To
_ CUSTMAST
_
ORDHEAD

File text
Customer Master
Open Orders - Header file

Sel Unjoined file
_ ORDLINE
_ PARTMAST

File text
Open Orders - Line item file
Product Master

...or select the fields common to these file pairs that will join them together.
Sel Field
From file To file
Field text
_ CUSNO
CUSTMAST
ORDHEAD
Customer number
_ ORDNO
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
Order number
_ PRDNO
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
Product number
_ UNWGT
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

Review the sections below for details about selecting matching field names and
working with the join path.
Press Enter to update the display after making your selections. If you have not
made changes to the display, the join field selection display (p. 2-63) will appear.
You can access the join field selection display directly by pressing F16.
If you press F3, you will return to the view definition display without updating the
current JOIN clause. Press F12 to return to the view definition display and include
any modifications you have made to the JOIN clause. If files remain unlinked by
your JOIN clause, a message will appear at the bottom of the display. Press F12
again to ignore the message, update the JOIN clause and return to the view
definition display.

Selecting matching field names
The bottom part of the path selection display offers an alternate and potentially
very helpful way to specify the join path. It shows a list of suggested join fields.
As it analyzes your statement, SEQUEL searches the files in your FROM clause
and finds all the field names that are common between files. Any matching fields
for the unjoined files are displayed. In most cases, fields with matching names can
be used to join files together. Depending on the design of your database, you may
be able to completely define the JOIN clause just by selecting matched field
names!
The preceding example lists four field name matches. The field name is listed at
the left column of the subfile, the two files where it is found are listed in the
center. Field text appears at the right.
If the subfile has more than four entries, you can view additional information by
using the roll keys.
Select any of the suggested join fields and add them to the current JOIN clause by
placing a 1 next to them and pressing Enter. Your selected field(s) will be placed
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at the end of the current JOIN clause. When you select a field, it will be removed
from the list at the bottom of the display so that you don’t accidentally choose it
twice.
As you make your selections, the join path shown at the top of the display will be
updated. Each new file that you link will be placed into its appropriate place in the
path and removed from the list of unpaired files in the middle. When all files have
been added to the join path, the join field selection display (p. 2-63) will appear.

Working with the join path
If the suggested join fields at the bottom of the display are not sufficient to create
your JOIN clause, you should complete the join path description before you
proceed to the join field selection display. Use the selection fields in the top two
subfiles to manipulate the join path.
The current path is displayed in the top subfile on the display. Use the roll keys to
view the complete path if it lists more than four files. To scroll the subfile, you
must position the cursor on a line within the path prior to pressing the roll key.
Add to the current join path by pairing a file in the top subfile with a file from the
second subfile. Place a 1 next to each of the two files that you intend to link
together. Press Enter. The previously “unpaired” file will be added to the path
description and removed from the second subfile. Refer to the following example.
4/27/98 11:48:29

Join Path Selection

System: ASC400

Continue selecting file pairs until the join path is complete...
1=Add 4=Delete
Sel File/Joined To
_ CUSTMAST
1
ORDHEAD

File text
Customer Master
Open Orders - Header file

Sel Unjoined file
1 ORDLINE
_ PARTMAST

File text
Open Orders - Line item file
Product Master

...or select the fields common to these file pairs that will join them together.
Sel Field
From file To file
Field text
_ CUSNO
CUSTMAST
ORDHEAD
Customer number
_ ORDNO
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
Order number
_ PRDNO
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
Product number
_ UNWGT
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

The display shows that both the ORDLINE and PARTMAST files are currently
unpaired by listing them in the middle of the screen.
By placing a 1 next to both the ORDHEAD and ORDLINE files, the user has
indicated that the two will be linked together and that ORDHEAD information will
be used to access the ORDLINE file. Once the files have been selected, the result
looks like the next display.
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4/27/98 11:51:11

Join Path Selection

System: ASC400

Continue selecting file pairs until the join path is complete...
1=Add 4=Delete
Sel File/Joined To
_ CUSTMAST
_
ORDHEAD
_
ORDLINE

File text
Customer Master
Open Orders - Header file
Open Orders - Line item file

Sel Unjoined file
_ PARTMAST

File text
Product Master

...or select the fields common to these file pairs that will join them together.
Sel Field
From file To file
Field text
_ CUSNO
CUSTMAST
ORDHEAD
Customer number
_ ORDNO
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
Order number
_ PRDNO
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
Product number
_ UNWGT
ORDLINE
PARTMAST
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

The ORDLINE file has been removed from the “unpaired” subfile and listed in the
top file underneath and to the right of ORDHEAD. PARTMAST is the only
remaining file not listed in the current path definition.
Remove a file (and its dependents) from the path by typing a 4 next to it and
pressing Enter. The file you have selected and all files linked from it will be
moved back into the “unpaired” subfile. Suggested join fields for the files will be
added to the list at the bottom of the display.
When the join path is complete, you can advance to the join field selection display
by pressing Enter. The field selection display lets you indicate which fields will
be used to establish the links that you have defined in the path.
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Join Field Selection
Although the join path can be a helpful assistant in organizing your plan to link
files together, it does not actually create the JOIN specifications that specify the
links between your files. To create the JOIN specifications, you must select
matching fields (page 2-60) or use the join field selection display to choose the
fields that participate in the join operation.
The join field selection display lets you step through the join path, considering
each link as a ‘from’ and ‘to’ pair of files. As you do, you can select the fields that
link each pair of files together. When you have worked with each pair of files in
the path, your JOIN clause will be complete and you can return to the view
definition display.
An example of the join field selection display is shown below.
From File CUSTMAST
1
Seq Field
Text
CUSTMAST
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer
_ CUSNO
Customer number
_ CNAME
Customer name
_ CADD1
Customer address line 1
_ CADD2
Customer address line 2
_ CADD3
Customer address line 3
_ CSTTE
Customer state
_ CZIPC
Customer zipcode
_ CPHON
Phone number
_ CTYPE
Customer type
_ CRLIM
Credit limit in dollars
_ AMTDU
Outstanding A/R balance
_ OROPN
Total open orders in dol
_ HIGHB
Highest A/R balance

Seq
|
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _
| _

To File ORDHEAD
2
Field
Text
ORDHEAD
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orde
ORDNO
Order number
CUSNO
Customer number
COOMN
Order entry date - month
COODY
Order entry date - day
COOYR
Order entry date - year
CUSPO
Customer PO number
SHIPV
Ship via
TRMCD
Terms code
TRMDS
Special terms/comment
OSTAT
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,
OTYPE
Order type R-Reg. B-Blan
CURLN
Number of lines on order
ORVAL
Retail value of order +

Select fields(s) from the from and to files that join them together.
From field From file Join Op To field
To file
CUSNO
1
=
CUSNO
2
And __________ __________
__
__________ __________
And __________ __________
__
__________ __________
+
You are now working with join pair 1 of 1.
F7/F8=Last/next pair F12=Accept F16=Path F19/F20=Last/next file F24=More Keys

The top portion of the display shows a pair of files side by side. The file name and
its position within the FROM clause are shown above each field list.
The two field lists are independently scrollable. Position the cursor on one side or
the other and use the roll keys to scroll the field list for the indicated file. As one
side scrolls, the other will retain its current position.
The current join specifications (if any) are listed at the bottom of the display. The
subfile can be scrolled by moving the cursor within it and pressing the roll keys.
Each time Enter is pressed, the current join criteria will be examined. Messages
describing any errors will appear at the bottom of the display. A bright ‘+’
indicates that there is more than one message and you should position the cursor on
the message line and use the roll keys to view the others.
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Changing join specifications
Create join specifications and add them to your JOIN clause by selecting pairs of
fields from the file pair shown and pressing Enter. You can select more than one
set at a time by giving each pair a different identifying number. For example, the
first pair can be selected with 1, the second pair with 2, etc. When you press
Enter, your selections will be added to the subfile at the bottom of the display in
sequential order.
Each time a pair of fields is added to the JOIN prompt at the bottom of the display,
the equals (=) operator will automatically be placed between them. This
establishes a linkage between records that have identical values for these fields. If
you want to specify a different relationship, use another operator ( >, <, >=, <=, <>
) between the field pair.
Join specifications can also be created by typing directly into the entry fields at the
bottom of the display. Field qualification can be accomplished by adding either
the file name or number (left justified) into the file prompts. If left unqualified,
SEQUEL will use the first field matching the name you supplied. As a general
rule, you should always qualify fields in the prompt to avoid ambiguity among file
references.
If you type directly into the join specification subfile, you can enter a field from
one of the files or a calculated field which is defined in the SELECT clause.
Remove join specifications from the prompt subfile by blanking out the from-field,
join operator, and to-field values. Pressing the Field Exit key after positioning
the cursor on the appropriate line is the most efficient way to do this.

Function Keys
Each time you press Enter, your selections will be added to the prompt display. If
you press Enter without making a selection, the next file pair defined in the join
path will be presented.
Press F12 or F3 to return to the view definition display. If errors remain in the
joining criteria you may choose to disregard them by pressing F12 again.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Provides assistance. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is usually not shown.

F3=Exit

Return to the view definition display without changing the current JOIN clause. Any changes
that you have made to the subfile at the bottom of the display will be lost.

F7=Last pair

Changes the pair of files shown at the top of the display. The previous pair of files (defined
through the join path selection display) will be shown. When the first pair is displayed, F7 will
“wrap around” and show the last pair in the path.

F8=Next pair

Changes the pair of files shown at the top of the display. The next pair of files (defined through
the join path selection display) will be shown. When the last pair is displayed, F8 will “wrap
around” and show the first pair in the path.
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F11=View

Change the field lists so that the field attributes are shown. If attributes are presently displayed,
F11 switches the display so that field text is shown.

F12=Accept

The join specifications shown at the bottom of the display will be used to create a JOIN clause.
The join prompt will end and the view definition display will return.

F14=Files

Change the field list shown on the display. If the cursor is left of the dividing line, the FROMfile will be changed. If the cursor is right of the dividing line, the TO-file will be changed. A
pop-up window will appear when you press F14. It allows you to choose the file to be presented.
Select the file with a 1 to the left of its name.

F16=Path

Transfer to the join path selection display. (p. 2-59)

F19=Last File

Change the field list shown on the display. If the cursor is left of the dividing line, the FROMfile will be changed. If the cursor is right of the dividing line, the TO-file will be changed. The
file in the FROM clause previous to the one currently displayed will be shown.

F20=Next file

Change the field list shown on the display. If the cursor is left of the dividing line, the FROMfile will be changed. If the cursor is right of the dividing line, the TO-file will be changed. The
file in the FROM clause after the one currently displayed will be shown.

F23=Join type

Present a window allowing you to select the type of join performed by the query.

F24=More keys

Scroll the list of available function keys shown at the bottom of the display. When the end of the
list is reached, it starts over at the beginning.

Using F14 to select a specific file
If you press F14, a file selection window will appear on the display. It gives you a
quick and easy way to present a specific file under the FROM or TO column on the
display.
Indicate which file you want to specify (FROM or TO) by placing the cursor to the
left or right of the dividing line on the display before you press F14. A display
similar to the one below will appear following your request.
From File ORDHEAD
2
To File ORDLINE
3
Seq Field
Text
Seq Field
Text
ORDHEAD
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orde |
ORDLINE
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orde
_ ORDNO
Order number
| _ ORDNO
Order number
............................................. INE#
Order line number
:
File Select
: RDNO
Product Number (If CORC
:
: UANO
Quantity ordered
: _ CUSTMAST
Customer Master Informatio : UANS
Quantity shipped and in
: _ ORDHEAD
Open Orders: Header file
: UANA
Quantity allocated this
: _ ORDLINE
Open Orders: Line Items
: UANN
Quantity shipped this t
: _ PARTMAST
Product Master file
: ISTP
List price at time orde
:
: CTSP
Actual selling price
:
: NWGT
Unit weight of line ite
:
:
:
:
:
:
+
:...........................................:
Select fields(s) from the from and to files that join them together.
From field From file Join Op To field
To file
CUSNO
1
=
CUSNO
2
And ORDNO
02
=
ORDNO
03
And __________ __________
__
__________ __________
+
F7/F8=Last/next pair F12=Accept F16=Path F19/F20=Last/next file F24=More Keys

Each of the files in the current FROM clause is listed in the window. Choose one
of them by placing a 1 next to its name and pressing Enter. The field list for the
file you selected will replace the previous file.
Prompting the JOIN Clause
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Press F12 to close the window without making a selection and changing the
current field list shown on the display.

Choosing the join type
Press F23 to see and change the current join type used by this statement. A
window similar to the one shown below will appear on your display.
From File ORDHEAD
2
To File ORDLINE
3
Seq Field
Text
Seq Field
Text
ORDHEAD
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orde |
ORDLINE
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orde
_ ORDNO
Order number
| _ ORDNO
Order number
_ CUSNO
Customer number
| _ LINE#
Order line number
_ COOMN
Order entry date - month | _ PRDNO
Product Number (If CORCD
_ COODY
Order entry date - day
| _ QUANO
Quantity ordered
_ COOYR
Order entry date - year | _ QUANS
Quantity shipped and inv
_ CUSPO
Customer PO number
| _ QUANA
Quantity allocated this
_ SHIPV
Ship ...................... QUANN
Quantity shipped this ti
_ TRMCD
Terms :
: LISTP
List price at time order
_ TRMDS
Speci : Select JOIN type : ACTSP
Actual selling price
_ OSTAT
Order :
: UNWGT
Unit weight of line item
_ OTYPE
Order : 1 1. *VIEW
:
_ CURLN
Numbe :
2. Inner
:
_ ORVAL
Retai :
3. Partial outer :
+
:
4. Only default :
Select fields(s) fr :
: that join them together.
From field From :....................:
To file
And CUSNO
1
=
CUSNO
2
And ORDNO
02
=
ORDNO
03
And __________ __________
__
__________ __________
+
F7/F8=Last/next pair F12=Accept F16=Path F19/F20=Last/next file F24=More Keys

The window shows the current value and allows you to specify a value between 1
and 4 to indicate the type of join you want to perform. Use one of these values:
1=*VIEW

The default join type for the view will be used. This
value is obtained from the JTYPE keyword value
when the view is created.

2=Inner

An inner join will be used. Only records matching
the join specifications will appear in the result.

3=Partial Outer All records in the first (primary) FROM file will

appear in the result. If there are no records in one or
more secondary files that satisfy the join
specifications, default values will be supplied for the
fields in the missing records in order to create
complete result records.
4=Only Default
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Only records in the first (primary) FROM file that do
not have a matching secondary record will be
returned by the join. Default values will be supplied
for the fields in the missing records in order to create
complete result records.

Prompting the SELECT Clause
The SELECT clause lets you identify the columns that appear in the result of your
query. You can choose fields from your database file(s) and create expressions
that combine them with values you enter. You can also enter character or numeric
values that will be repeated in every record returned by the view. A valid SELECT
clause is required for every query. Each subquery, or UNION’ed subselect within
the query must also have a SELECT clause. A complete description of the
SELECT clause begins on page 6-48.
The SELECT prompt helps you to choose the database fields that you want in the
result. You can also use the SELECT prompt as an entry point to SEQUEL’s
expression editor. It assists you in creating the calculations that you want your
query to perform.
There are several ways to access the SELECT prompt from the view definition
display:
Choose the second or third option of the basic assistance menu or the View
pull down menu from the action bar (F10). They are labeled “Select and
sequence fields” and “Select and sequence summary fields” respectively.
Press F4 while the cursor is in the first SELECT clause of the outermost
query.
Press F14 while the cursor is in any SELECT clause of the query.
If you are using intermediate assistance, the SELECT prompt will appear
automatically whenever the SELECT clause of your outer SQL statement
is empty.
Once you have requested the SELECT prompt, the view definition display will be
replaced by a field selection display. One of four selection formats will appear at
your workstation. Your SELECT format preference is saved when you exit the
prompt. The next time you access the SELECT prompt, the format you used last
will be presented.
Each of the formats are similar in that they all allow you to choose fields and
create calculations. They differ in the number of database fields that are shown,
and the number of SELECT clause fields you can view at a time.
All of the displays work in the same manner; each provides the same set of
function keys and input fields. As your query develops you may find that one
works better than the others for your purpose.
One of the prompt formats is tailored for summary queries. It not only lets you
choose the database fields to be included in your summary, but also gives you an
easy way to indicate the fields to be summarized. You can indicate the fields to be
processed and the summary operation (SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, etc.) simply by
selecting them from the display.
Prompting the SELECT Clause
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Using the SELECT prompt displays
The example below shows a sample of one of the SELECT prompt displays. It
shows 15 database fields along with their attributes, text and file number, and three
of the fields in the current SELECT clause.
4/07/98 9:30:14
Field Selection(s) From All Files
System: ASC400
Sel Name
Attribute Description
File
___ CUSTMAST
SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer Master
1
___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0 Customer number
1
___ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
1
___ CADD1
Char 25
Customer address line 1
1
___ CADD2
Char 25
Customer address line 2
1
___ CADD3
Char 16
Customer address line 3
1
___ CSTTE
Char 2
Customer state
1
___ CZIPC
Char 10
Customer zipcode
1
___ CPHON
Pkd 10,0 Phone number
1
___ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
1
___ CRLIM
Pkd
9,0 Credit limit in dollars
1
___ AMTDU
Pkd 11,2 Outstanding A/R balance
1
___ OROPN
Pkd
9,2 Total open orders in dollars
1
___ HIGHB
Pkd
9,0 Highest A/R balance
1
___ PAYAM
Pkd 11,2 Last payment amount
+
Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
80 _
OTYPE
ORDHEAD
1
OTYPE
Order
85 _
CURLN
ORDHEAD
3,0
Z _ CURLN
Number
90 _
ORVAL
ORDHEAD
9,2
L _ ORVAL
Retail
+
F6=SELECT* F7/F8=Last/next file F12=Accept F18=COUNT(*) F22=Edit F24=More Keys

The two subfiles on the display are independently scrollable. Position the cursor
into the list that you want to scroll and use the roll keys.
The ‘Sel’ column in the top subfile allows you to select database fields. Make a
selection in the ‘Sel’ field next to a file entry to indicate that you want to choose
all the fields in the file. A *.filename item will be added to your SELECT
specifications.
Fields (or files) that are selected with a 1 will be added to the end of the current
SELECT clause. Indicate a sequence number other than 1 to place the field into a
different sequence location in the clause. When you press Enter, your selections
will be merged with the current specifications and presented at the bottom of the
display.
The bottom portion of the display shows the items in the current SELECT clause.
Each item is presented on a separate line in the subfile. Several input fields are
available. They are described beginning on page 2-71.
Change current items by typing over the existing information. Add new items to
the clause by scrolling to the end of the list and typing additional definitions.
Delete a specification by blanking out its field name or calculation.

Function Keys
Each time you press Enter, your selections will be added to the prompt display.
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Press F12 or F3 to return to the view definition display. If errors remain in the
SELECT specifications you may choose to disregard them by pressing F12 again.
Several other function keys are available. The list below describes the effect of
each function key.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F3=Exit

Return to the view definition display without changing the current SELECT clause. Any
changes that you have made to the subfile at the bottom of the display will be lost.

F4=Prompt

Press F4 to toggle between the short and long form of the lower subfile. In its short form, you
can see only the field name, file, attributes, edit code, and first column heading. The long form
shows the remaining column headings, edit word and the first 50 characters of the calculation (if
one exists) for the field.

F6=SELECT *

Replace the entire SELECT clause with the asterisk (*) symbol. It indicates that you want to
select all fields from all files specified in the FROM clause.

F7=Last File

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause previous to the one
currently displayed will be used. If fields in the first file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the last file.

F8=Next file

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause after the one currently
displayed will be used. If fields in the last file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the first file.

F11=View

Change the SELECT prompt and show the next format type. There are four prompt formats to
choose from.

F12=Accept

The SELECT specifications shown at the bottom of the display will be used to create a SELECT
clause. If no specifications exist, SELECT * will be used to choose all fields. The SELECT
prompt will end and the view definition display will return. If errors are reported at the bottom
you can bypass them by pressing F12 twice.

F14=Files

Change the field list shown on the display. A pop-up window will appear when you press F14.
It allows you to choose the file to be presented. Select a file by typing a 1 to the left of its name.
When you press Enter, the field list will be repositioned to the beginning of the file you selected.

F18=COUNT(*)

Adds a COUNT(*) entry to the SELECT clause, indicating that you want to count the number of
detail records that make up each group in the summary result. You should only use this function
key (or specify a COUNT(*) field) if you are creating a summary query.

F22=Edit

Access the expression editor. If you use the editor to create a calculation, it will be placed at the
end of the current SELECT clause. See page 2-78.

F23=SELECT Type

Present a window allowing you to choose whether the DISTINCT keyword should be included
in the SELECT clause. It forces each row returned by the query to be unique.

F24=More keys

Scroll the list of available function keys shown at the bottom of the display. When the end of the
list is reached, it starts over at the beginning.

Choosing the SELECT type
Press F23 to determine whether duplicate records will be suppressed from your
query result. A window like the one below will appear:
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4/07/98 9:30:14
Field Selection(s) From All Files
System: ASC400
Sel Name
Attribute Description
File
___ CUSTMAST
SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer Master
1
___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0 Customer number
1
___ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
1
___ CADD1
Char 25
Customer address line 1
1
___ CADD2
Char 25
Customer address line 2
1
___ CADD3
Char 16
Customer address line 3
1
___ CSTTE
Char 2
Customer state
1
___ CZIPC
Char ...................................
1
___ CPHON
Pkd :
:
1
___ CTYPE
Char :
Specify SELECT type
:
1
___ CRLIM
Pkd :
:
1
___ AMTDU
Pkd : Select DISTINCT records only? N :
1
___ OROPN
Pkd :
:
1
___ HIGHB
Pkd :.................................:
1
___ PAYAM
Pkd 11,2 Last payment amount
+
Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
80 _
OTYPE
ORDHEAD
1
OTYPE
Order
85 _
CURLN
ORDHEAD
3,0
Z _ CURLN
Number
90 _
ORVAL
ORDHEAD
9,2
L _ ORVAL
Retail
+
F6=SELECT* F7/F8=Last/next file F12=Accept F18=COUNT(*) F22=Edit F24=More Keys

Change the value to a Y (SELECT DISTINCT) or N (duplicates not eliminated)
and press Enter to update the SELECT type. Press F12 to close the window
without changing the setting. In most cases, you should leave the setting at N
since DISTINCT processing adds a performance burden to the query and it is
unlikely that your database contains duplicate records.

Using the SELECT prompt
4/07/98 11:26:20
Sel Name
Attribute
___ CUSTMAST
SEQUELEX
___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0
___ CNAME
Char 25
___ CADD1
Char 25
___ CADD2
Char 25
___ CADD3
Char 16
___ CSTTE
Char 2
___ CZIPC
Char 10

Field Selection(s) From All Files
Description
SEQUEL Outfile:Customer Master
Customer number
Customer name
Customer address line 1
Customer address line 2
Customer address line 3
Customer state
Customer zipcode

System: ASC400
File
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
+

Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
80 _
OTYPE
ORDHEAD
1
OTYPE
Order
Type
____________________
85 _
CURLN
ORDHEAD
3,0
Z _ CURLN
Number
of lines
Edit word: ________________________________
____________________
90 _
ORVAL
ORDHEAD
9,2
L _ ORVAL
Retail
Value
Edit word: ________________________________
__________________ +
F6=SELECT* F7/F8=Last/next file F12=Accept F18=COUNT(*) F22=Edit F24=More Keys

The example above presents the same prompt as the one shown previously, except
that F11=View has been used to change the format (8 database fields, 9 SELECT
items) and F4=Prompt has been used to show the full item definition for each
element of the SELECT clause.
The length, editing, and column heading information for each field in the view will
match its characteristics from the file unless you override them by typing new
values into the specification lines. Each time a database field is added to the
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clause, its current length, editing, and column heading will also be included. If you
have added the field by typing directly into the subfile at the bottom of the display,
all unspecified values will be supplied automatically.

Entry fields
Either a field name or a calculation are required for each specification. The field
and file name fields will not appear if the specification contains a calculation. In a
similar manner, the editing fields will be suppressed for alphanumeric fields or
calculations.

Sequence
Shows the current sequence number (1-999) of this item. Change an item’s
sequence number to change its position within the SELECT clause. The item with
the lowest sequence will appear at the first (leftmost) position in the result. Each
time you press Enter, the fields are redisplayed in ascending order and sequenced
in increments of 5.

Expression
Type a 1 into this field to access the expression editor with this specification. See
page 2-78. If F12=Accept is used to exit the editor, the first 50 characters of the
expression will be placed into the calculation field for this item. You can create
and change calculations less than 50 characters long without using the expression
editor through the expanded form (F4) of the display. Type a 4 into this field to
delete an expression.

Field and File
These values show the database field and file name for the field to be included in
the view. An asterisk (*) can be placed in the Field entry if all fields from a
particular file are to be selected.
Use the File entry to qualify the field name by entering a file name, file number,
or correlation name. You may elect to leave it blank, creating an unqualified field
reference in your SELECT clause. You must not specify a file value if no field
name value is indicated.

Length
Shows the total length and decimal precision (if the field is numeric) for the field
or calculation defined by this specification. If you want to indicate specific field
attributes for this field, enter them. The length must conform to these rules:
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Character fields must have a length between 1 and 32767
Numeric fields must have a length (1-31) followed by a comma and the
number of decimal places (1-field length)
Numeric values can be represented in floating point (scientific) notation by
indicating SINGLE or DOUBLE for their length.
The example above indicates that the OTYPE field is 1 character. The CURLN
field will be a numeric field three digits long with no decimal positions, allowing
values from -999 to 999. The ORVAL field is a nine digit numeric field two of
which are to the right of the decimal point. It can hold values between 9,999,999.99 and 9,999,999.99.

Editing
Editing is only valid for fixed point numeric fields and cannot be used for floating
point values. The edit code fields (under the Edit heading) will not appear unless
the field has a fixed point numeric (packed or zoned) data type. (Note that the
editing fields are present for CURLN and ORVAL above, but not for OTYPE)
Both system defined (1-4, A-D, J-Q, W, X, Y, and Z) and user defined (5-9) edit
codes can be used to edit numeric fields. Refer to the description of EDTCDE and
EDTWRD keywords in the User’s Guide Chapter 6 for information on the
function of the various edit codes.
The second position in the edit code can be used to indicate the floating currency
symbol to be used, if any. Place the currency symbol ($) into this field to request
that the field should be prefaced with this character. It can only be use with system
defined edit codes A-D and J-Q.
An edit word can be specified for numeric fields if you choose not to use an edit
code. Refer to the Control Language Programmer’s Guide for instructions on
creating edit words and the special characters they can contain. If you use an edit
word, it must be enclosed in either single or double quotation marks. Enter or
change a field’s edit word specification through the extended prompt accessible
through the F4=Prompt key. Sequence 45 in the example on the next page shows
an edit word that will properly present a telephone number.

Alias
You can change the name of a field by typing a new name in the Alias column of
the field specification. Since each field in the view must be uniquely named, you
must specify an alias name if you are selecting more than one database field with
the same name. You should also specify a name for each calculated field. When
you return to the view definition display, the value in this field will be supplied as
the NAME attribute for this specification.
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Column heading
Up to three column headings can be entered for each field. Supply the values you
want on the three lines of the field prompt. You can choose to place a heading on
any one, two, or all three lines. Do not surround the column headings with
quotation marks.
Use the special value *BLANK if you want a column heading line specifically left
blank, or if you want to prevent the field’s standard column heading from being
presented. A quoted blank will be inserted into the COLHDG attribute at the
position you have indicated.

Calculations
You can create and change calculated field definitions by extending the
specification prompt with F4 and entering the expression beside the ‘=’ prompt.
The calculation entry field will not appear if a database field name is present at the
beginning of the specification.
Up to 50 characters of the calculation can be entered using the extended prompt. If
your calculation is longer than 50 characters, you must use the expression editor to
work with it. See page 2-78.
The calculation must conform to the standard rules for SEQUEL expressions.
Refer to the section beginning on page 6-12 for details about creating calculated
results with SEQUEL.
You should specify the length, editing, alias, and column heading for each
calculation you create.
4/07/98 13:30:01
Sel Name
Sel
___ CUSTMAST
___
___ CUSNO
___
___ CNAME
___
___ CADD1
___
___ CADD2
___
___ CADD3
___
___ CSTTE
___
___ CZIPC
___

Name
CPHON
CTYPE
CRLIM
AMTDU
OROPN
HIGHB
PAYAM
PAYMN

Field Selection(s) From All Files
Sel Name
Sel Name
___ PAYDY
___ ORDNO
___ PAYYR
___ CUSNO
___ MTD$C
___ COOMN
___ YTD$C
___ COODY
___ REGON
___ COOYR
___ SALNO
___ CUSPO
___ DFTWH
___ SHIPV
___ ORDHEAD
___ TRMCD

System: ASC400
Sel Name
___ TRMDS
___ OSTAT
___ OTYPE
___ CURLN
___ ORVAL
___ ORTOT
___ ORWGT
___ HOUSE
+

Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
35 _
CZIPC
CUSTMAST
10
CZIPC
ZIP
Code
____________________
40 _
CPHON
CUSTMAST
10,0
_ _ CPHON
Telephone
____________________
Edit word: "
/
"
____________________
45 _
6,0
Y _ ORDATE
Order
=
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr
Date
Edit word: ________________________________
__________________ +
F6=SELECT*

F7/F8=Last/next file

F12=Accept

F18=COUNT(*)

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

The example above presents the selection prompt in its multi-column format. This
format shows up to 40 database fields at once by filling 5 columns with up to eight
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lines each. The text and attributes for the fields have been eliminated to create the
room for the additional fields.
The extended prompt is shown at the bottom of the display. A calculation has been
entered to create a numeric (6,0) column called ORDATE. The column will be
headed “Order Date” when the view is run.

The summary prompt display
The preceding prompt examples showed three of the four selection prompt
formats. The display below presents the summary prompt format. It helps you
create the SELECT specifications for summarized queries.
The display presents 15 database fields and 3 specifications in the current SELECT
clause. Unlike the other three field selection formats, the summary selection
format has up to five selection columns to the left of the database fields.
4/07/98 13:56:09
Summary Field Selection(s)
Systme: ASC400
Sel Max Min Avg Sum Name
Attribute Description
File
___
ORDHEAD
SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orders - Head 1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ORDNO
Pkd
6,0 Order number
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0 Customer number
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ COOMN
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - month
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ COODY
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - day
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ COOYR
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - year
1
___ ___ ___
CUSPO
Char 15
Customer PO number
1
___ ___ ___
SHIPV
Char 10
Ship via
1
___ ___ ___
TRMCD
Char 2
Terms code
1
___ ___ ___
TRMDS
Char 15
Special terms/comment
1
___ ___ ___
OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
1
___ ___ ___
OTYPE
Char 1
Order type R-Reg. B-Blanket O-Bac 1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ CURLN
Pkd
3,0 Number of lines on order
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ORVAL
Pkd
9,2 Retail value of order
1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ORTOT
Pkd
9,2 Retail value of remaining on orde +
Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
5 _
CNAME
__________ 25
CNAME
Name
10 _
5,0
_ _ ORDCNT
Number
15 _
11,2
J $ ORVAL
Amount
+
F6=SELECT*

F7/F8=Last/next file

F12=Accept

F18=COUNT(*)

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

You can access the summary field selection display in three different ways:
Choose the third option of the basic assistance menu. It is labeled, “Select
and sequence summary fields”.
Select the third option of the View pull down menu from the action bar
(F10). It is also labeled “Select and sequence summary fields”.
Repeatedly press F11 from the field selection display until the summary
format shown above appears.
The display works like the other three field selection formats. The two subfiles on
the display are independently scrollable with proper cursor positioning and the roll
keys. Entry fields at the bottom of the display and the available function keys are
the same as described above.
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The ‘Sel’ column in the top subfile also works as it does in the other three formats.
That is, an entry in the ‘Sel’ column for a given database field adds it to the
SELECT clause by placing a new field specification into the bottom subfile.
The ‘Min’, ‘Max’, ‘Avg’ and ‘Sum’ columns work in a similar way. Place a 1 in
the column to choose it and add the specification to the end of your current
SELECT clause. Indicate a sequence number other than 1 to place the new
specification into a different sequence location in the clause. When you press
Enter, your selections will be merged with the current specifications and
presented at the bottom of the display.
If you make a selection in the Min, Max, Avg, and/or Sum columns, a calculation
definition will be automatically created for you. The indicated function will be
applied against the field you have selected and the new specification will be
merged into the SELECT clause.
4/07/98 15:01:21
Summary Field Selection(s)
Systme: ASC400
Sel Max Min Avg Sum Name
Attribute Description
File
___
ORDHEAD
SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orders - Head
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ORDNO
Pkd
6,0 Order number
2
___ ___ ___ ___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0 Customer number
4
___ ___ ___ ___ COOMN
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - month
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ COODY
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - day
3
___ ___ ___ ___ COOYR
Znd
2,0 Order entry date - year
___ ___ ___
CUSPO
Char 15
Customer PO number
___ ___ ___
SHIPV
Char 10
Ship via
___ ___ ___
TRMCD
Char 2
Terms code
___ ___ ___
TRMDS
Char 15
Special terms/comment
___ ___ ___
OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
___ ___ ___
OTYPE
Char 1
Order type R-Reg. B-Blanket O-Bac
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ CURLN
Pkd
3,0 Number of lines on order
___ ___ ___ 5
6
ORVAL
Pkd
9,2 Retail value of order
___ ___ ___ 7
8
ORTOT
Pkd
9,2 Retail value of remaining on orde +
Sequence each field. Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
Seq Exp
Field
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
___ _
__________ __________ ______ _ _ __________ ____________________
___ _
__________ __________ ______ _ _ __________ ____________________
___ _
__________ __________ ______ _ _ __________ __________________ +
F6=SELECT*

F7/F8=Last/next file

F12=Accept

F18=COUNT(*)

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

The preceding example demonstrates how easily a summary query can be created.
Using sequence numbers in the columns at the top of the display, the user specified
seven items that will appear in the result.
The totals and averages for the ORVAL and ORTOT fields will be presented for
each customer, order year and month combination. Other summary function/field
combinations could have been chosen. The display prohibits selection of the SUM
and AVG function for character fields. These functions are allowed only with
numeric fields.
In most cases, you should not make choices in both the ‘Sel’ column and one or
more of the summary function columns for a given field. SEQUEL tries to warn
you of this mistake by displaying an error message if you make a detail and
summary selection for a given field.
Summarized results are produced using aggregate (summary) functions (SUM,
AVG, MIN, MAX, SDEV, VAR) and the GROUP BY clause. Grouping queries
never present both detail information and subtotal or total values in the same result
Prompting the SELECT Clause
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set. Refer to the description for grouping functions (p. 6-41) and the GROUP BY
clause (p. 6-69) for more information.
Once Enter is pressed, the field definitions will be added to the SELECT clause.
Using the example above and pressing F11=View to acquire another format, a
display like the one below could be presented:
4/07/98 15:10:19
Sel Name
Attribute
___ ORDHEAD
SEQUELEX
___ ORDNO
Pkd
6,0
___ CUSNO
Pkd
6,0
___ COOMN
Znd
2,0
___ COODY
Znd
2,0
___ COOYR
Znd
2,0
___ CUSPO
Char 15
___ SHIPV
Char 10
Sequence each field.
Seq Exp
Field
5 _
CUSNO
10 _
COOYR
15 _
COOMN
20 _
25 _
30 _
35 _
___ _
__________
___ _
__________
F6=SELECT*

Field Selection(s) From All Files
System: ASC400
Description
File
SEQUEL Outfile:Open Orders - Header file
1
Order number
1
Customer number
1
Order entry date - month
1
Order entry date - day
1
Order entry date - year
1
Customer PO number
1
Ship via
+

Press F4, F22 or select a field to enter an expression.
File
Length Edit Alias
Column heading
01
6,0
X _ CUSNO
Customer
01
2,0
X _ COOYR
Order
01
2,0
X _ COOMN
Order
______ _ _ AVGORVAL
____________________
______ _ _ SUMORVAL
____________________
______ _ _ AVGORTOT
____________________
______ _ _ SUMORTOT
____________________
__________ ______ _ _ __________ ____________________
__________ ______ _ _ __________ __________________ +

F7/F8=Last/next file

F12=Accept

F18=COUNT(*)

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

The items appear in the specified sequence. Calculated field definitions have been
created for item sequences 20-35. They define the summary functions requested
from the earlier prompt. A default name has been created for each calculated field.
The complete SEQUEL statement will be shown when you return to the view
definition display. When F12=Accept is pressed, the SELECT clause will be
built from the items in the lower subfile.
If you are using the basic assistance level and your SELECT clause includes field
definitions that are summary calculations, SEQUEL will automatically create an
appropriate GROUP BY clause based on the information in the field selection
subfile.
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Given the selections made in the displays above, SEQUEL would create the
following SELECT and GROUP BY clauses on return from the field selection
display:
4/07/98 16:14:37
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 9
SELECT
cusno, cooyr, coomn, AVG(orval) NAME(avgorval),
SUM(orval) NAME(sumorval), AVG(ortot) NAME(avgortot),
SUM(ortot) NAME(sumortot)
FROM
ordhead
GROUP BY cusno, cooyr, coomn

Type options to specify view.
1=Select 4=Delete

Press F13 to select all.
View . . . : (Untitled)

Opt
View definition options
_ > Specify files that data is selected from
_ > Select and sequence fields
_
Select and sequence summary fields
_
Choose which records are included
_
Specify the order of the records
F3=Exit F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions F21=Assist level

While in the basic assistance mode, any current GROUP BY clause for the query
will be replaced when the field selection display is accepted. If a grouping query is
modified so as to remove the summary calculations, the GROUP BY clause will be
eliminated when the F12=Accept key is used to exit the field selection prompt.
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Expression Editor
SEQUEL’s expression editor helps you create and change the calculations in your
view. You can use it to get assistance in creating any calculation that SEQUEL can
perform.
The expression editor can be accessed from the SELECT, WHERE, and HAVING
prompts by pressing F22. It can also be invoked by typing a 1 into the EXP
column for an item in the SELECT prompt.
When you end the expression editor, the calculation you have created will be
returned to the SELECT, WHERE, or HAVING at the point you requested it.
The example below shows the expression editing display.
4/10/98 12:17:09
Sel Function
_ ABS()
_ ACOS()
_ ASIN()
_ AVG()
_ CAT(,)
_ CHAR()
_ COS()
_ COUNT(*)
_ CURRENT DATE
_ CURRENT SERVER
_ CURRENT TIME

Seq
|
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __

Expression Editor
Field
Attribute
ORDLINE
SEQUELEX
ORDNO
Pkd
6,0
LINE#
Pkd
3,0
PRDNO
Char 15
QUANO
Pkd
7,0
QUANS
Pkd
7,0
QUANA
Pkd
7,0
QUANN
Pkd
7,0
LISTP
Pkd
9,3
ACTSP
Pkd
9,3
UNWGT
Pkd
7,3

System: ASC400
Text
Open Orders - Line item file
Order number
Order line number
Product Number (If CORCD = R,N
Quantity ordered
Quantity shipped and invoiced
Quantity allocated this time
Quantity shipped this time
List price at time order was e
Actual selling price
Unit weight of line item
+

Select a function and matching field(s) that will be copied into the expression.
Or, you can enter the expression directly by typing below.
Press F4 to specify column headings, a default value and an edit code/word.
Expression Name DATE
Length 6,0
Position to function _____________
cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F6=Paste F11=Copy F12=Accept 14=Files F15=Split/join F16=Mark F17=Move F18=Cut

The top portion of the display is divided into two parts: SEQUEL functions and
operations appear at the left-hand side of the display; database field definitions
appear at the right.
The bottom part of the display shows the current expression. If you have entered
the expression editor from the SELECT prompt, the display also shows the name
and length of the result field (as indicated above). Function key F4 can be used to
expand the bottom section and display editing and column heading information for
the field as well.
The two columns at the top of the display are independently scrollable. Position
the cursor on one side or the other and use the roll keys to scroll the function list or
the field list. As one side scrolls, the other will retain its current position.
You can position to a function in the list by using the Position to field at the
lower right. Type the leading characters of the function you want to position to
and press Enter. The function column will be redisplayed beginning with the
characters you typed.
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Each time you press Enter, your expression will be checked for correctness. If it
violates standard SEQUEL syntax an error message will be shown at the bottom of
your display. Refer to the section beginning on page 6-12 for complete
information about the structure of SEQUEL calculations and the functions that are
available to you.
Several function keys are available while using the expression editor. The list
below describes the effect of each function key.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F3=Exit

End the expression editor and return to the SELECT, WHERE, or HAVING prompt. Any
changes you have made to the expression will be lost.

F4=Prompt

If you have accessed the expression editor from the SELECT prompt, F4=Prompt can be used to
extend the bottom part of the display to show the column heading, editing, and default value for
the field.

F5=Refresh

Restores the contents of display by removing any changes since your last Enter or function key
press.

F6=Paste

Insert the text in the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 2-84

F7=Last File

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause previous to the one
currently displayed will be used. If fields in the first file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the last file.

F8=Next file

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause after the one currently
displayed will be used. If fields in the last file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the first file.

F11=Copy

If a block of text is marked (via F16), this key copies the marked text to the scrap buffer. If the
cursor is not positioned at either end of the block of marked text, the marked text is also inserted
at the current cursor location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied to the scrap
buffer, then duplicated to the display. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-84.

F12=Accept

Accept the current expression and return it to the prompt that started the expression editor
(SELECT, WHERE, or HAVING).

F14=Files

Change the field list shown on the display. A pop-up window will appear when you press F14.
It allows you to choose the file to be presented. Select a file by typing a 1 to the left of its name.
When you press Enter, the field list will be repositioned to the beginning of the file you selected.

F15=Split/Join

If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor, the current line is split at the cursor location.
All text beginning with the cursor location is moved to a new line.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor, the next line is joined to the current line by
moving it up to the current cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved. See
page 2-85.

F16=Mark

Marks and highlights text prior to a cut, copy or move operation. When F16 is pressed, a text
marker is placed at the cursor location. Text between two markers is highlighted on the display.
This block of text can be cut from the statement, or copied or moved to another location. See
page 2-83.

F17=Move

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key cuts the marked text to the scrap buffer
and then pastes it at the current cursor location. If the cursor has not been moved since the block
was marked, the text is not cut from the statement and no move operation takes place.
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F18=Cut

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key removes the marked text from the
statement and places it into the scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted to the scrap
buffer. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-84.

F23=Subset

Presents a pop-up window that lets you choose the set of functions available on the left side of
the display. You can choose among eight different classes of functions. See page 2-86.

F24=More keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.

Expression attributes
If you have accessed the expression editor from the SELECT prompt (using F22 or
the ‘Exp’ selection) you can specify the attributes (name, length, etc.) for the
expression. If you pressed F4 from the WHERE or HAVING clauses, you will not
be able to provide expression attributes as they have no meaning in these clauses.
When attributes can be specified, the expression editing display will have entry
fields for both the name and length of the expression result. You should enter
values into both fields. Doing so makes it possible to reference the result in other
calculations. Specifying a length prevents SEQUEL from assigning a length that is
inappropriate for your preference.
You can also specify column heading, editing, and a default value for expressions
that appear in the SELECT clause. While these attributes are available through the
SELECT prompt, you may find it more convenient to enter them here. If the
display has entry fields for the expression’s name and length, you can press F4 and
expand the bottom of the display to enable the column heading, editing and default
value fields. The example below shows this expanded form.
4/10/98 12:17:09
Sel Function
_ ABS()
_ ACOS()
_ ASIN()
_ AVG()
_ CAT(,)
_ CHAR()
_ COS()
_ COUNT(*)
_ CURRENT DATE
_ CURRENT SERVER
_ CURRENT TIME

Seq
|
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __

Expression Editor
Field
Attribute
ORDLINE
SEQUELEX
ORDNO
Pkd
6,0
LINE#
Pkd
3,0
PRDNO
Char 15
QUANO
Pkd
7,0
QUANS
Pkd
7,0
QUANA
Pkd
7,0
QUANN
Pkd
7,0
LISTP
Pkd
9,3
ACTSP
Pkd
9,3
UNWGT
Pkd
7,3

System: ASC400
Text
Open Orders - Line item file
Order number
Order line number
Product Number (If CORCD = R,N
Quantity ordered
Quantity shipped and invoiced
Quantity allocated this time
Quantity shipped this time
List price at time order was e
Actual selling price
Unit weight of line item
+

Edit Edit word
Column heading
Y _ ________________________________
Order
Default
Date
_____________________________________
____________________
Expression Name DATE
Length 6,0
Position to function _____________
cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F6=Paste F11=Copy F12=Accept 14=Files F15=Split/join F16=Mark F17=Move F18=Cut

You can enter and change the values shown on the display by typing into the entry
fields. Refer to page 2-71 for the allowable values and rules for constructing
proper length, column heading, and edit specifications.
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The Default value entry is only available from the expression editor display shown
above. Use this field to specify a specific “default” that should be set for this
column in any files created with your query. Usually, the standard defaults (zero
for numeric, blanks for alphanumeric) will be adequate, but your requirements may
demand a different value. Enter the required value in the field above. Refer to
page 6-53 for more information about default values and the DFT attribute of the
SELECT clause.

Using the expression editor
The expression editor is a very flexible tool. You can use virtually any
combination of typed characters, selected functions, and selected database fields
that you wish while creating your expressions.
The entry field at the bottom of the display that holds your expression is a
continuous field. The expression can be up to 2000 characters long. You can type,
insert and delete characters from it using standard keyboard features. Refer to the
following sections for details and examples of the advanced editing capabilities
such as cut and paste.
You can make several “staged” selections at one time. Each time you press
Enter, a selection will be brought down to the expression according to the rules
below. If you have made several selections they will be brought to the expression
one at a time in ascending order using your selection values. Each time a selection
occurs, the cursor will be positioned after the insertion so that you can type
additional text before pressing Enter again and receiving the next selection.
If you select a function and/or database field, your choice(s) will be placed into
your expression according to the following rules:
All additions will be placed at the end of your current expression, unless
an insertion point has been created using F16=Mark. If F16=Mark was
used to create an insertion point, the addition will occur at the marker.
If you select an operator ( +, -, *, etc.) it will be added to the expression. If
you select a database field at the same time with the same selection value,
the field name will be placed after the operator.
If you select a function that accepts one operand (LTRIM, LOG, DIGITS,
etc.) it will be added to the expression. If you select a database field at the
same time with the same selection value, the field name will be placed
inside the function definition’s parentheses.
If you select a function that accepts several operands (CAT, BCAT, etc.) it
will be added to the expression. If you select database fields at the same
time, the field name(s) will be placed inside the function definition’s
parentheses and separated by commas. All selected fields will be placed
(in sequential order) inside the parentheses.
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If you select an external field (CURRENT DATE, USER, etc.) or a
duration keyword (YEARS, MONTHS, HOURS, etc.) it will be added to
the expression. No database fields will be brought down at the same time.
The example below demonstrates the flexibility of the editor’s selection features as
the expression AMTDU/(OROPN+ABS(HIGHB)) is created.
4/08/98 15:49:16
Sel Function
3 (
4 +
_ ||
_ *
_ **
6 )
_ 2 /
5 ABS()
_ ACOS()
_ ASIN()

Seq
| 1
| 3
| 5
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __
| __

Expression Editor
Field
Attribute
AMTDU
Pkd 11,2
OROPN
Pkd
9,2
HIGHB
Pkd
9,0
PAYAM
Pkd 11,2
PAYMN
Znd
2,0
PAYDY
Znd
2,0
PAYYR
Znd
2,0
MTD$C
Pkd
9,2
YTD$C
Pkd 11,2
REGON
Pkd
3,0
SALNO
Pkd
3,0

System: ASC400
Text
Outstanding A/R balance
Total open orders in dollars
Highest A/R balance
Last payment amount
Last payment date - month
Last payment date - day
Last payment date - year
Month to date sales
Year to date sales
Sales region
Salesman number
+

Select a function and matching field(s) that will be copied into the expression.
Or, you can enter the expression directly by typing below.
Press F4 to specify column headings, a default value and an edit code/word.
Expression Name __________ Length ______
Position to function _____________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F6=Paste F11=Copy F12=Accept 14=Files F15=Split/join F16=Mark F17=Move F18=Cut

The user has staged several selection operations. Each will be processed in turn as
the Enter key is pressed. The following actions will occur.
When the user presses Enter, the AMTDU field will be selected and
placed into the expression entry field at the bottom of the display and the
cursor will be positioned after it. The 1 next to AMTDU at the top of the
display will be removed, leaving the remaining selections.
Another press of the Enter key causes the ‘/’ selection to be added to the
expression. Since there are no database fields with the same selection
value (2), none will be brought down into the expression. The display will
reappear with the 2 removed and the cursor positioned at the end of the
expression: AMTDU/
Since they both have the same selection value, the next press of Enter
will add both the left parenthesis and the OROPN field to the expression.
After processing, the 3 values will be removed and the cursor positioned at
the end of the expression: AMTDU/(OROPN
When Enter is pressed a fourth time, the + will be added to the
developing expression and the 4 that selected it will be removed from the
display.
Next, the ABS function and the HIGHB field will be combined. Following
the Enter that causes the selection to be processed, the expression will
appear like this: AMTDU/(OROPN+ABS(HIGHB)
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Finally, the rightmost parenthesis is selected and added to the expression.
Of course, part or all of the calculation could have been entered directly into the
expression entry field. As you work with the editor, you will find that sometimes it
is easiest to use the selection features, at other times typing into the expression is
more convenient.

Text editing features
The expression editor supports the text editing capabilities of the view definition
display. Unlike the view definition display, these functions are not restricted from
users at the basic assistance level. Using function keys listed above, you can:
Mark a portion of the expression
Cut the marked portion of the expression to scrap
Paste the contents of the scrap buffer into the expression
Copy the marked portion of the expression
Move the marked portion of the expression
Split the expression at the cursor
Join the current line with the next line
Editing functions apply to the location of the cursor when the function key was
pressed. For example, if the Paste function is selected, the contents of the scrap
buffer will be inserted into the calculation at the cursor’s location.
The following sections describe all of the editing functions and show how they
affect the calculation. Many of the features use a “scrap” area. This is kept
separate from the scrap area used by the view definition display. Changes to the
scrap area used by the expression editor will not affect the contents of the scrap
buffer accessed by the editing features of the view definition display.

Mark
Usually, you will mark a segment of the expression that you want to work with
before you cut, copy, or move it. As you mark it, the text will be highlighted on
your display so that you can clearly see which text will be affected by your next
editing operation.
When you press F16, a text marker is placed at the cursor’s location. Text at the
cursor is included in the marked text.
If no markers are present on the display when the F16 request occurs, all the text
following the cursor will be highlighted. This indicates that the remainder of the
expression has been “marked”. A cut, copy, or move request will apply to all the
characters in the expression from the cursor’s location to the end.
If another marker is added to the display by using F16 again, the text between the
two markers will be highlighted on the display. Either end of the block of text can
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be marked first. The highlighted block will include the characters at the cursor
location when the text was marked.
If two text markers are already present on the display, another mark operation will
remove the current text markers. If the cursor is not moved from its initial location
following a mark request, another mark request will “unmark” the currently
marked text.
Once text has been highlighted, it can be cut from the expression, copied to the
scrap buffer, or copied (F11) or moved (F17) to another location.

Cut
Text can be removed from the calculation by using F18. Either the current line, or
a marked block of the text will be removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If a block of text has been marked before the cut is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted
to the scrap buffer. The cursor will remain at its current position. Subsequent text
will be shifted up on the display.
Following the Cut operation, the text in the scrap buffer can be inserted into the
calculation by using the Paste (F6) function.
If you accidentally cut a section of the text or an entire line from the clause, you
can immediately paste it back in place by using F6=Paste.

Paste
Text in the scrap buffer can be inserted at any point in the calculation by using F6.
The text will be inserted at the cursor location. The scrap buffer is not cleared by
the operation. Each time you press F6, the scrap text will be placed into the
expression.

Copy
Characters in the expression can be copied by using F11. Either the current line,
or a marked block of the text can be copied into the scrap buffer and optionally
inserted to a new location in the expression.
If a block of text has been marked before the copy is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is placed into the scrap buffer. If the cursor is outside
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of the highlighted text block when the copy operation is performed, the text will
also be inserted at the cursor’s location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied
to the scrap buffer and duplicated. The cursor will remain at its current position.
Following the Copy operation, the text in the scrap buffer is available for further
insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.

Move
Expression text can be moved from its current location to a new one in a single
step by using F17.
Before it can be moved, a block of text must be marked (highlighted on the
display) with the F16 key.
Once the text is marked, move the cursor to the insertion point and use F17. The
marked text will be cut from its current location, placed into the scrap buffer, then
pasted at the cursor location.
After the text has been inserted, it remains in the scrap buffer and is available for
further insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.

Split/Join
You may occasionally want to split a line on the expression display into two lines,
or join two lines back together. You can use F15 to do this.
If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor when F15 is pressed, the current
line is split at the cursor location. All text (starting with the cursor location) is
moved to the beginning of the next line. If the split request is made while the
cursor is in the first position of a line, the entire line is moved down to the next
line of the display.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor when the option (function key)
is selected, the next line is joined to the current line by moving it up to the current
cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved.
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Changing the Function Subset
Function key F23 can be used to subset the list of SEQUEL functions, making the
list more manageable. If you press F23, a window will appear on the display. It
gives you a list of 8 different sets of functions to choose from. You can restrict the
list of functions on the left side of the display by selecting one of the sets shown in
the window. The next display shows an example of the subset window.
4/10/98 12:18:31
Expression Editor
System: ASC400
Sel Fun ................................. ibute Text
_ ABS :
: ELEX
Open Orders - Line item file
_ ACO : 1 1. All functions
:
6,0 Order number
_ ASI :
2. Character functions
:
3,0 Order line number
_ AVG :
3. Numeric functions
: 15
Product Number (If CORCD = R,N
_ CAT :
4. Summary functions
:
7,0 Quantity ordered
_ CHA :
5. Date/time functions
:
7,0 Quantity shipped and invoiced
_ COS :
6. External values
:
7,0 Quantity allocated this time
_ COU :
7. Bit manipulations
:
7,0 Quantity shipped this time
_ CUR :
8. Trigonometric functions :
9,3 List price at time order was e
_ CUR :
:
9,3 Actual selling price
_ CUR :...............................:
7,3 Unit weight of line item
+
Select a function and matching field(s) that will be copied into the expression.
Or, you can enter the expression directly by typing below.
Press F4 to specify column headings, a default value and an edit code/word.
Expression Name DATE
Length 6,0
Position to function _____________
cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F6=Paste F11=Copy F12=Accept 14=Files F15=Split/join F16=Mark F17=Move F18=Cut

Select the set of functions that you want to work with by indicating its menu option
number, then press Enter. The window will disappear and the function list you
have selected will be shown on the left side of the display. The functions in each
category are listed below. Refer to Appendix A in the SEQUEL Programmer’s
Guide, or the descriptions beginning on page 6-16 for complete information and
examples of each function.
Character functions
Concatenation (CAT, BCAT, TCAT)
Trim character (TRIM, LTRIM, RTRIM, STRIP)
Comparison (GREATEST, LEAST)
Conditional (CASE)
Conversion (ZONED, CVTDATE, CVTTIME)
Substring (SUBSTR)
Uppercase conversion (UPPER)
Hexadecimal conversion (HEX)
Variable length string (VARCHAR)
Translation (XLATE, TRANSLATE)
Index (POSSTR, INDEX, VERIFY)
Numeric functions
Absolute value (ABS)
Average (AVG)
Comparison (GREATEST, LEAST)
Conditional (CASE)
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Conversion (DECIMAL, ZONED, FLOAT, INTEGER, DIGITS,
CVTDATE, SIGN)
Modulus (MOD)
Rounding (CEIL, FLOOR, ROUND)
Summary functions
Average of group (AVG)
Summation of group (SUM)
Number of rows in the group (COUNT)
Largest value in group (MAX)
Smallest value in group (MIN)
Variance of values within group (VAR)
Standard deviation of values within group (SDEV)
Date/Time functions
Conversion (CHAR, DATE, TIME)
Difference (DAYS)
Duration keywords (YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS,
HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS, MICROSECONDS)

External values (CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME,
CURRENT TIMESTAMP, CURRENT TIMEZONE)

Extraction (YEAR, MONTH, DAY, DAYOFWEEK,
QUARTER, DAYOFYEAR,
HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND, MICROSECOND)

External values
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
USER

DATE
SERVER
TIME
TIMESTAMP
TIMEZONE

Bit manipulations
Logical AND (LAND)
Logical NOT (LNOT)
Logical OR (LOR)
Logical exclusive OR (LXOR)
Mathematical functions
Trigonometric functions (SIN, COS, TAN, COT,
ASIN, ACOS, ATAN,
SINH, COSH, TANH, ATANH)
Exponents (EXP, EXP10)
Logarithms (LN, LOG)
Square Root (SQRT)

All functions (include those in the categories above as well as:)
Operators ( + - * / ** || (
Null value translation (VALUE)

) )
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Row identifier (ROWID)
Work data (WDATA)
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Prompting the WHERE and HAVING Clause
The WHERE and HAVING clauses allow you to enter comparison tests so that
detail or grouped records can be selected or omitted from your view. Within the
clauses, you can create comparisons between database fields, numeric or character
values, or expressions that combine fields and values. Calculations and
comparisons can be entered in a free format style following the rules discussed in
Part 6, Understanding SQL beginning on page 6-12.
Neither the WHERE nor HAVING clause are required in a query statement. They
only serve to limit the rows that are returned by the FROM and JOIN clauses. The
HAVING clause can only be used in summary (grouping) queries that contain the
GROUP BY clause or summary functions (SUM, AVG, MIN, etc.).
Although they both serve to select records, the WHERE and HAVING clauses are
different. The WHERE clause chooses “detail” records from the files listed in the
FROM clause. The HAVING clause should be used when you want to perform
tests on the “grouped” result, for example choosing groups with total, average, or
minimum values that meet your criteria. Refer to the complete clause descriptions
beginning on page 6-63 and 6-69 for more information about WHERE and
HAVING.
SEQUEL provides structured prompt displays that help you create valid WHERE
and HAVING clauses. They also serve as an entry point to the expression editor,
which can help you create expressions within the WHERE or HAVING clause.
The two prompts are nearly identical and function similarly. Both prompts are
described in this section for the sake of brevity.
There are several ways to access the WHERE and HAVING prompts from the
view definition display:
The fourth option of the basic assistance menu can be used to prompt the
WHERE clause for the outermost query.
The View pull down menu from the action bar (F10) has options for both
the WHERE and HAVING prompts. They are labeled “Choose which
records are included” and “Choose grouped records” respectively.
Press F4 while the cursor is in the first WHERE or HAVING clause of the
outermost query.
Press F14 while the cursor is in any WHERE or HAVING clause of the
query.
Once you have requested the prompt, the view definition display will be replaced
by SEQUEL’s record selection display. The WHERE or HAVING prompt will
look like the one shown on the following page.
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Using the prompt display
The example below shows a sample of the HAVING prompt display. The
WHERE prompt is similar, except that selections 2=Avg through 6=Sum shown at
the top of the display do not appear.
4/12/98 11:03:59
Select Records
System: ASC400
1=Select 2=Avg 3=Count 4=Max 5=Min
6=Sum
Field
Test
Value
AND _____________ ___________ __________________________________________________
ORDLINE
__ =
ORDLINE
SEQUELEX
Open Orders - Line item f
_ ORDNO
__ <>
__ ORDNO
Pkd
6,0 Order number
_ LINE#
__ <=
__ LINE#
Pkd
3,0 Order line number
_ PRDNO
__ >=
__ PRDNO
Char 15
Product Number (If CORCD
_ QUANO
__ <
__ QUANO
Pkd
7,0 Quantity ordered
_ QUANS
__ >
__ QUANS
Pkd
7,0 Quantity shipped and invo
_ QUANA
__ BETWEEN __ QUANA
Pkd
7,0 Quantity allocated this t
_ QUANN
__ IN
__ QUANN
Pkd
7,0 Quantity shipped this tim
_ LISTP
__ CONTAINS __ LISTP
Pkd
9,3 List price at time order
_ ACTSP
__ LIKE
__ ACTSP
Pkd
9,3 Actual selling price
_ UNWGT
__ NULL
__ UNWGT
Pkd
7,3 Unit weight of line it +
Select or type a field, test and value to move into the WHERE clause.
Press F13 to add/change a subquery.
Amount to roll 4
MIN(pick)>0 AND SUM(unwgt)<10000
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

F13=Subquery

F14=Files

F24=Keys

The prompt is divided into three sections.
The lower part of the display is a subfile that shows the developing WHERE or
HAVING clause. When the prompt appears, this field will be filled with the
current clause, if one exists. The field is entry capable allowing you to type and
change your comparison test(s) directly. The subfile is scrollable with the roll
keys. The number of lines moved on each scrolling operation can be controlled by
typing an appropriate value into the Amount to roll: field at the lower right.
The top part of the display has entry fields for a field name, comparison operator,
and an expression. You can type directly into these fields or fill them by making
selections from the field/operator section below. The expression editor (accessed
using F22) can be used to build a calculation that is placed into the Value field.
Each time all three fields are filled or F12=Accept is pressed, these will be moved
into the subfile at the bottom of the display. The new comparison will be placed at
the insertion point (defined by F16=Mark) or at the end of the clause if no
insertion point has been marked.
The middle section is divided into three columns. The left and right columns list
the database fields from the files you have selected in the FROM clause. The
center column lists the comparative operators that you can use in the
WHERE/HAVING clauses. You can scroll the field list by positioning the cursor
in the middle of the display and pressing the roll keys.
The selection fields to the left of the list elements allow you to choose database
fields and comparison operations. Place a 1 next to the element(s) you want to
select. If you are prompting the HAVING clause, you can use additional values
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(see example above) to automatically create grouped expressions involving the
SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG, and COUNT(*) functions.
The selection field of the test column allows you to make other entries in addition
to a simple 1 selection. You can type one of the relational operators ( =, <>, etc. )
or the first two characters of the test you want to use (BEtween, COntains, IN,
LIke, NUll) into any selection field in the center column. To negate the test for
Between, Like, In, or Null, place a logical “not” symbol (¬, often a “shifted 6”)
into the field preceding the operator.
Press Enter to move your selection(s) from the center portion of the display to the
entry fields at the top. When all three items have been filled, the test will be added
to the bottom of the display.
Each time you press the Enter key, the selection specifications will be processed
and checked for correct syntax. The clause will be rearranged and displayed in an
indented, easy to read format. Any problems will be reported on the error line at
the bottom of the display. A bright ‘+’ indicates that more than one error is present
and you should place the cursor on the error line and press the roll up key to
review the remaining messages. You can view second level message text by
positioning the cursor on the message and pressing the Help key.

Function Keys
Press F12 or F3 to return to the view definition display. If errors remain in the
selection tests, message(s) will appear at the bottom of the display. You may
choose to disregard them by pressing F12 again to return to the view definition
display.
Several other function keys are available. The list below describes the effect of
each function key.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F3=Exit

Return to the view definition display without changing the current clause. Any changes that you
have made to the subfile at the bottom of the display will be lost.

F6=Paste

Insert the text in the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 2-94.

F7=Last File

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause previous to the one
currently displayed will be used. If fields in the first file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the last file.

F8=Next file

Change the field list shown on the display. The file in the FROM clause after the one currently
displayed will be used. If fields in the last file are currently displayed, the list will be
repositioned at the first file.

F11=Copy

If a block of text is marked (via F16), this key copies the marked text to the scrap buffer. If the
cursor is not positioned at either end of the block of marked text, the marked text is inserted at
the current cursor location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied to the scrap
buffer, then duplicated to the display. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-94.
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F12=Accept

The specifications shown at the bottom of the display will be used to create a WHERE or
HAVING clause. If no specifications exist the current clause, if one exists, will be erased. The
record selection prompt will end and the view definition display will return. If errors are
reported at the bottom of the display you can bypass them by pressing F12 twice.

F13=Subquery

A subquery prompt will appear and the resulting subquery will be returned at the insertion point
(F16=Mark) or the end of the statement. See page 2-96.

F14=Files

Change the field list shown on the display. A pop-up window will appear when you press F14.
It allows you to choose the file to be presented. Select a file by typing a 1 to the left of its name.
When you press Enter, the field list will be repositioned to the beginning of the file you selected.

F15=Split/Join

If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor, the current line is split at the cursor location.
All text beginning with the cursor location is moved to a new line.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor, the next line is joined to the current line by
moving it up to the current cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved. See
page 2-95.

F16=Mark

Marks and highlights text prior to a cut, copy or move operation. When F16 is pressed, a text
marker is placed at the cursor location. Text between two markers is highlighted on the display.
This block of text can be cut from the statement, or copied or moved to another location. See
page 2-93.

F17=Move

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key cuts the marked text to the scrap buffer
and then pastes it at the current cursor location. If the cursor has not been moved since the block
was marked, the text is not cut from the statement and no move operation takes place.

F18=Cut

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key removes the marked text from the
statement and places it into the scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted to the scrap
buffer. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 2-94.

F22=Edit

Access the expression editor. The current value in the “Value” entry field will be passed to the
expression editor. If you exit the expression editor with F12=Accept, the calculation you created
will be returned to the “Value” entry. If the expression exceeds the length of the “Value” field,
the calculation will be protected from changes until moved down to the expression line. See
page 2-78 for more information about the expression editor.

F24=More keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.
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Text editing features
The text shown at the bottom of the WHERE/HAVING prompt can be manipulated
with the text functions of the view definition display. Unlike the view definition
display, these functions are not restricted from users at the basic assistance level.
Using function keys listed above, you can:
Mark a portion of the expression
Cut the marked portion of the expression to scrap
Paste the contents of the scrap buffer into the expression
Copy the marked portion of the expression
Move the marked portion of the expression
Split the expression at the cursor
Join the current line with the next line
Editing functions apply to the location of the cursor when the function key was
pressed. For example, if the Paste function is selected, the contents of the scrap
buffer will be inserted into the calculation at the cursor’s location.
The following sections describe all of the editing functions and show how they
affect the calculation. Many of the features use a “scrap” area. This is kept
separate from the scrap area used by the view definition display . Changes to the
scrap area used by the expression editor will not affect the contents of the scrap
buffer accessed by the editing features of the view definition display.

Mark
Usually, you will mark a segment of the expression that you want to work with
before you cut, copy, or move it. As you mark it, the text will be highlighted on
your display so that you can clearly see which text will be affected by your next
editing operation.
When you press F16, a text marker is placed at the cursor’s location. Text at the
cursor is included in the marked text.
If no markers are present on the display when the F16 request occurs, all the text
following the cursor will be highlighted. This indicates that the remainder of the
expression has been “marked”. A cut, copy, or move request will apply to all the
characters in the expression from the cursor’s location to the end.
If another marker is added to the display by using F16 again, the text between the
two markers will be highlighted on the display. Either end of the block of text can
be marked first. The highlighted block will include the characters at the cursor
location when the text was marked.
If two text markers are already present on the display, another mark operation will
remove the current text markers. If the cursor is not moved from its initial location
following a mark request, another mark request will “unmark” the currently
marked text.
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Once text has been highlighted, it can be cut from the expression, copied to the
scrap buffer, or copied (F11) or moved (F17) to another location.

Cut
Text can be removed from the calculation by using F18. Either the current line, or
a marked block of the text will be removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If a block of text has been marked before the cut is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted
to the scrap buffer. The cursor will remain at its current position. Subsequent text
will be shifted up on the display.
Following the Cut operation, the text in the scrap buffer can be inserted into the
calculation by using the Paste (F6) function.
If you accidentally cut a section of the text or an entire line from the clause, you
can immediately paste it back in place by using F6=Paste.

Paste
Text in the scrap buffer can be inserted at any point in the calculation by using F6.
The text will be inserted at the cursor location. The scrap buffer is not cleared by
the operation. Each time you press F6, the scrap text will be placed into the
expression.

Copy
Characters in the expression can be copied by using F11. Either the current line,
or a marked block of the text can be copied into the scrap buffer and optionally
inserted to a new location in the expression.
If a block of text has been marked before the copy is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is placed into the scrap buffer. If the cursor is outside
of the highlighted text block when the copy operation is performed, the text will
also be inserted at the cursor’s location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied
to the scrap buffer and duplicated. The cursor will remain at its current position.
Following the Copy operation, the text in the scrap buffer is available for further
insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.
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Move
Expression text can be moved from its current location to a new one in a single
step by using F17.
Before it can be moved, a block of text must be marked (highlighted on the
display) with the F16 key.
Once the text is marked, move the cursor to the insertion point and use F17. The
marked text will be cut from its current location, placed into the scrap buffer, then
pasted at the cursor location.
After the text has been inserted, it remains in the scrap buffer and is available for
further insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.

Split/Join
You may occasionally want to split a line on the expression display into two lines,
or join two lines back together. You can use F15 to do this.
If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor when F15 is pressed, the current
line is split at the cursor location. All text (starting with the cursor location) is
moved to the beginning of the next line. If the split request is made while the
cursor is in the first position of a line, the entire line is moved down to the next
line of the display.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor when the option (function key)
is selected, the next line is joined to the current line by moving it up to the current
cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved.
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Prompting a subquery
If your WHERE or HAVING clause requires a subquery, you can get help in
building it by pressing F13. If the entry fields at the top of the display do not
indicate which type of subquery you want to create, a window like the one below
will appear, prompting you to indicate your choice.
4/19/98 13:25:43
1=Select
Field
Te
AND _____________ __
_ AMTDU
__
_ OROPN
__
_ HIGHB
__
_ PAYAM
__
_ PAYMN
__
_ PAYDY
__
_ PAYYR
__
_ MTD$C
__
_ YTD$C
__
_ REGON
__
_ SALNO
__

.................................
:
:
:
Subquery Comparisons
:
:
:
: Specify the type of subquery. :
:
:
: 1 1. Basic...
:
:
2. IN
:
:
3. NOT IN
:
:
4. EXISTS
:
:
5. NOT EXISTS
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:...............................:
NULL
__ SALNO
Pkd
3,0

System: ASC400

Outstanding A/R balance
Total open orders in doll
Highest A/R balance
Last payment amount
Last payment date - month
Last payment date - day
Last payment date - year
Month to date sales
Year to date sales
Sales region
Salesman number
+

Select or type a field, test and value to move into the WHERE clause.
Press F13 to add/change a subselect.
Amount to roll 4
oropn>0
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

F13=Subquery

F14=Files

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

Indicate the type of subquery you want to create by typing the appropriate value
into the prompt window. There are three different types of subqueries that you can
create:
Basic subqueries must define one column and return only one row (or
none) so that the value can be compared to the preceding expression.
Basic subqueries have the form:
SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE expression rel-op (subselect)
If an quantifier (SOME, ANY, ALL) precedes the subselect, the subquery
is allowed to return several rows, each of which is compared to the
expression result.
IN subqueries may return more than one row, but are still constrained to a
single column in the SELECT clause. The column’s values are compared
for a match against the expression result. IN subqueries have the form:
SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE expression IN (subselect)
EXISTS subqueries can return any number of rows and columns. Existence
subqueries have the form:
SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE EXISTS (subselect)
Refer to the section beginning on page 6-69 for additional information on creating
and using subqueries within a view.
If you choose the EXISTS or NOT EXISTS subquery option, or choose the
IN/NOT IN option and have already indicated the field you are testing against, the
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WHERE or HAVING prompt will be replaced by the view definition display for
your subquery. See page 2-109 for information about working with the subselect
definition.
If you choose option 1, indicating that you want to create a basic subquery, another
prompt will appear on your display. It looks like the one shown below. A similar
display will appear if you select an IN or NOT IN subquery and have not selected a
database field or typed a field name at the top of the display.
4/19/98 13:43:53
Select Records
System: ASC400
1=Select
Field
Test
Value
AND _____________ ___________ __________________________________________________
1 AMTDU
__ =
__ AMTDU
Pkd 11,2 Outstanding A/R balance
_ OROPN
1 <>
__ OROPN
Pkd
9,2 Total open orders in doll
_ HIGHB
__ <=
__ HIGHB
Pkd
9,0 Highest A/R balance
_ PAYAM
__ > ........................................................
_ PAYMN
__ < :
:
_ PAYDY
__ > :
Basic Subquery
:
_ PAYYR
__ B :
:
_ MTD$C
__ I : Choose which records are returned from the subquery. :
_ YTD$C
__ C :
:
_ REGON
__ L : Field
AMTDU
:
_ SALNO
__ N : Test
<>
=, <>, <, >, <=, >=
:
: Quantifier 1
1. A single value
:
Select or type a field :
2. ALL of the values
:
Press F13 to add/chang :
3. ANY of the values
:
oropn>0
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
:......................................................:
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

F13=Subquery

F14=Files

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

The prompt requires you to enter the field name participating in the comparison,
the type of test you want to make, and whether you want a quantifier (SOME,
ALL) to appear prior to the subselect statement.
If you have already indicated the field and/or test to be used by selecting them
from the display (as shown) or by typing into the fields at the top of the
WHERE/HAVING prompt, the window will be pre-filled with the items you
specified.
You can press F12 to close the pop-up window and cancel your subquery request,
or make your choices on the display and press the Enter key to advance to the
subselect entry display described on page 2-109.
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Prompting the GROUP BY Clause
The GROUP BY clause allows you to identify the fields that group records into
sets so that the aggregate functions (COUNT, SUM, etc.) specified in the SELECT
clause can present total results for the group.
SEQUEL provides a structured prompt display that helps you create a valid
GROUP BY clause. If you are using the basic assistance level, you will not
usually have to prompt the GROUP BY clause, as it is inferred from your SELECT
clause and automatically created for you each time you exit the SELECT prompt.
There are several ways to access the GROUP BY prompt from the view definition
display:
Choose the sixth option of the View pull down menu from the action bar
(F10). It is labeled “Specify record grouping”.
Press F4 while the cursor is in the first GROUP BY clause of the
outermost query.
Press F14 while the cursor is in any GROUP BY clause of the query.
Once you have made your request, the view definition display will be replaced by
SEQUEL’s GROUP BY prompt. It will look like the one shown below.
4/15/98 15:48:45
Sel Name
Attribute
___ CNAME
Char 25
___ CSTTE
Char 2
___ DFTWH
Char 2
___ MAJOR
___ MINOR

Group By Field List
Description
Customer name
Customer state
Default warehouse
SUBSTR(ctype,1,1)
SUBSTR(ctype,2,1)

System: ASC400
File
1
1
1
1
1

Group all records with the same values in the specified fields into one record.
Field
File
Field
File
CNAME
__________
__________ __________
__________ __________
__________ __________
__________ __________
__________ __________
+
F3=Exit

F12=Accept

The display presents a scrollable list of the named fields defined in your SELECT
clause and shows the contents of the current GROUP BY clause in a subfile at the
bottom. Fields that are derived from grouping functions (SUM, AVG, etc.) will
not be shown in the list at the top of the display.
Select one or more fields from the field list by placing a 1 next to their name(s).
Each new selection will be placed at the end of the current list.
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You may type field name(s) directly into the subfile at the bottom of the display.
As always, you can qualify fields by indicating either a file name or a file number.
In addition to selecting database fields, you can also specify derived or alias field
names defined in the SELECT clause.
Remove a field from the list by blanking over its name (and qualifier).
When you press the Enter key, selections will be added to the list, and the fields
you have typed (if any) will be checked for validity. Any problems will be
reported on the error line at the bottom of the display. A bright ‘+’ indicates that
more than one error is present and you should place the cursor on the error line and
press the roll up key to review the remaining messages.
When you are finished specifying the GROUP BY clause press F12 to update the
clause and return to the view definition display. You can bypass errors by pressing
F12 twice.
If you want to return to the view definition display without changing your current
GROUP BY clause, press F3. The prompt will end and any changes you have
made will be lost.
Remember that all fields in the SELECT clause must be listed in the GROUP BY
clause or formed from group level calculations. Summary and detail information
cannot be mixed within a query. See page 6-69 for more information about the
GROUP BY clause.
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Prompting the UNION Clause
Two types of UNION clauses can be specified by SEQUEL queries:
UNION ALL - selects all records from each subquery of the union
UNION - selects only unique records from the UNION’ed subqueries.
Duplicates are removed.
As a general rule, UNION ALL queries will have better performance
characteristics than UNION queries because the additional overhead involved in
removing duplicate records can be avoided. You can read more about UNION by
turning to page 6-69.
The UNION prompt lets you to specify which form of the clause you want to use.
Access the prompt by doing either of the following:
Select the seventh option of the View pull down menu from the action bar
(F10). It is labeled “Specify UNION type”.
Press F4 while the cursor is positioned on the UNION line of the
outermost query.
The UNION prompt window will appear on your display and you can specify
whether all records should be included. The prompt window looks like this:
4/12/98 17:47:01
Type SQL statement.
SELECT
FROM
UNION
SELECT
FROM
UNION
SELECT
FROM
UNION
SELECT
FROM

F4=Prompt

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 19
cusno, cname, amtdu, cstte
custmast(Illin ...........................
:
:
cusno, cname, :
Specify UNION type
:
custmast(Calif :
:
: Include ALL duplicate
:
cusno, cname, : records in UNION?
N :
custmast(New Y :
:
:.........................:
cusno, cname, amtdu, cstte
custmast(Michigan)

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print

F9=Outfile

F10=Actions

F24=Keys

Type either a Y or an N to indicate your preference and press Enter to update the
current clause and return to the view definition display. Press F12 to close the
window and return to the view definition display without making any changes.
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Prompting the ORDER BY Clause
The ORDER BY clause lets you select the fields to be used in sequencing the
records in your view. Although it is never required, there can be only one ORDER
BY clause in your query and it must follow all other clauses.
There are several ways to access the ORDER BY prompt from the view definition
display:
Choose the last option of the basic assistance menu or the eighth option of
the View pull down menu from the action bar (F10). They are labeled
“Specify the order of the records”.
Press F4 or F14 while the cursor is in the ORDER BY clause.
Once you have made your request, the view definition display will be replaced by
SEQUEL’s ORDER BY prompt. It will look like the one shown below.
4/12/98 18:24:33
Order By Field List
Name
Attribute Description
__ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
__ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
__ CADD1
Char 25
Customer address line 1
__ CADD2
Char 25
Customer address line 2
__ CADD3
Char 16
Customer address line 3
__ CSTTE
Char 2
Customer state
__ CZIPC
Char 10
Customer zipcode
__ CPHON
Pkd 10,0 Phone number
__ ORDATE
6,0
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr
__ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
__ CUSPO
Char 15
Customer PO number
__ SHIPV
Char 10
Ship via
__ TRMCD
Char 2
Terms code
__ TRMDS
Char 15
Special terms/comment
__ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Order the selected records by:
Seq Field
Order ABS
Seq Field
5 CUSNO
____ ___
20 COODY
10 COOYR
____ ___
___ __________
15 COOMN
____ ___
___ __________
F3=Exit

System: ASC400
File
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
+
Order
____
____
____

ABS
___
___
___

+

F12=Accept

The display presents a scrollable list of fields and shows the contents of the current
ORDER BY clause in a subfile at the bottom.
The fields that are shown in the top portion of the display are the named fields
included in your SELECT clause. You cannot order records by fields that are not
present in the SELECT clause, so these fields are not shown in the list on the
display. Fields created through the Workdata (WDATA) function will also be
eliminated from the list, since they are not eligible for ordering either.
Select one or more fields from the field list by placing a 1 next to their name(s).
Each new selection will be placed at the end of the current list. You may choose to
use a different sequence number in order to position the selected field within the
list at the bottom of the display.
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You may type field name(s) directly into the subfile at the bottom of the display.
As always, you can qualify fields by indicating either a file name or a file number.
In addition to selecting database fields, you can also specify derived or alias field
names defined in the SELECT clause.
Remove a field from the list by blanking over its name (and qualifier). You can
rearrange the list by changing the sequence number(s) of the fields. When you
press Enter, the list will be redisplayed in ascending sequence order.
You can apply ordering attributes to the ORDER BY specification by entering
ASC (ascending) or DESC (descending) into the ORDER prompt. Ascending
order is always assumed, so it is never necessary to specify ASC.
Type ABS in the ABS prompt if you want to indicate that the sign of a field should
not take part in the ordering. If you do this, numeric values will be ranked by their
magnitude only; negative numbers will be adjacent to positive ones of the same
size. For instance, the numbers (0,2,-3,4,5,-7,7) are ranked in ascending absolute
value order.
Press F12=Accept to return to the view definition display and update the ORDER
BY clause with the fields you have chosen. Alternatively, you can press F3=Exit
to return without making changes to the current ORDER BY clause. If you press
F3, any changes you made to the list will be lost.
The complete definition of the ORDER BY clause begins on page 6-69.
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Prompting Run-time Field Definitions
SEQUEL views can contain references to run-time variables. The user interface
will help you define these variable definitions and assist you in testing views that
contain run-time variables.
Like the various SQL clauses, SEQUEL’s user interface provides a structured
prompt that you can use in creating and changing the definitions of the run-time
variables used by your view.
The run-time variable prompt can be accessed by:
Choosing the last option of the View pull down menu from the action bar
(F10). It is labeled “Define run-time variables”.
Pressing F23 from the view definition display.
When you request the prompt, a display similar to the one below will appear.
3/09/98 10:39:14

Specify Run-time Variable Definition

System: ASC400

Specify the type, length, and prompt text for each run-time variable.
Press F4 to specify the default value, test value and integrity checks.
Valid types are: EXPR, NAME, NUMBER, QSTRING and DATE.
Seq
5
10
15
20
25

Variable
&CUSNO
&NAME
&TEST
&LOWDATE
&ORDER

F3=Exit

Type
NUMBER
QSTRING
EXPR
NUMBER
NAME

F4=Prompt

Prompt text
Matching customer number
OR customer name
tested with
Beginning date (YMD)
Ordering field

Length Dec
6
0
25
0
8
0
6
0
10 0

F12=Accept

Each variable defined within the SQL statement is presented on the display.
Variables within the SQL statement are identified by a leading ampersand (&) and
a user defined name. If a variable reference is included within a quoted string in
the SQL statement, the variable name must be prefixed with two ampersand (&&)
characters, rather than the usual one.
Variables are presented in the sequence defined in the view. Use the roll keys to
access additional pages of information if the display is full.
The variables’ name, type, prompt text and length are shown. Additional elements
of the variable (default, integrity checking, omit specifications) can be viewed by
pressing function key F4 to access the extended variable display shown on the next
page.
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If the variable name matches a database field name, the length, type and prompt
text for the variable will default to the field’s definition.
Variables that had been previously defined but are no longer in the current SQL
statement will have a type of *DELETED and you will not be able to change
information for them. If you add the variable back into the statement, its type will
revert to its previous definition and you will be able to work with it once again.
The sequence of the variables defines their order on the run time prompt display.
You can reorder elements on the display by changing the sequence number shown
to the left of the variable definition. When you press Enter, the list will be shown
in its resequenced order, lowest to highest.
Press function key F12 to accept the current variable definitions and return to the
SQL statement definition display. Press F3 to exit the prompt and return to the
view definition display without making any changes to the current variable
definitions. Any changes you made using the prompt will be lost.

Extended display
If you press F4 from the variable definition display, the extended variable
definition will appear. Use it to enter the remaining elements of each variable
definition. The extended prompt looks like this:
4/12/98 19:37:28

Specify Run-time Variable Definition

System: ASC400

Specify the type, length, and prompt text for each run-time variable.
Press F4 to specify the default value, test value and integrity checks.
Valid types are: EXPR, NAME, NUMBER and QSTRING.
Seq Variable
Type
5 &CUSNO
NUMBER
Default
0
Integrity check
check(len)
Leading values to omit
cusno.1=
UFI test value
100100

Prompt text
Matching customer number

Length Dec
6
0

Trailing values to omit
or

+
F3=Exit

F4=Prompt

F12=Accept

Change any of the items on the prompt by typing over the current values shown on
the display. Use the roll keys to access other definitions in the view.
As with the compressed display, variables that had been previously defined but are
no longer in the current SQL statement will have a type of *DELETED and you
will not be able to change information for them.
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You can return to the single line definition format by pressing function key F4
again.
The entry fields on the display correspond to elements in the VARSPEC parameter
that are used to define the run time variables for the view. The “UFI Test Value”
is a special entry that allows you to enter a value that will be used when running
this view in your current session. By supplying a value in this field, you can run
the view and bypass the run-time prompt display that would normally appear. The
value you enter will be supplied when the view is run, just as if you had entered it
on the run-time prompt display.

Variable Specifications
Once a variable is placed in the SQL statement, the variable must be defined. The
type and length are the most critical. The other elements are optional. The type of
variable used is determined by the attribute of the field the variable will be
compared to and the type of information that will be supplied at run-time.
Each variable specification contains several items:
Name: the variable reference used in the SQL statement. It must be preceded by
an ampersand (&).
Type: one of five separate types of entries that are allowed for the variable.
NAME: an item starting with an alphabetic character (or an asterisk) and
containing no blanks. It is most commonly used when prompting for a
field name, a library, or a file.
NUMBER: an item containing only digits 0−9 and, optionally, a decimal
point or leading sign. It is used when prompting for a numeric value to
compare against a numeric field.
DATE: a valid date value must be entered. The entered value must have
the format indicated by DTSTYLE or be USA, ISO, EUR or JIS format
Commonly it is used in conjunction with CVTDATE. Ex.
CVTDATE(invdte, ymd1) between “&&start” and “&&end”

QSTRING (quoted string): the variable is a quoted string. If the value
supplied at run time is not quoted, SEQUEL will supply quotes
automatically.
EXPR (expression): any valid SQL expression or fraction thereof,
including blanks, operators, functions, etc. Ex. Cstte IN(&cstte).
This way, one state or fifty state can be supplied at run-time. However,
correct punctuation must be entered such as “IL”,”TX”,”CA”.
Length: specify a value from 1 to 1085 to indicate the allowed length of the
substitution value. If the variable type is NAME, the maximum length is 10. If the
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variable type is NUMBER, the maximum length is 29. If the variable type is
QSTRING, the quotes are included in the length.
Decimal: If the variable type is NUMBER, specify a value between 0 and the
maximum length indicated by the length element (above). If the variable type is not
NUMBER, this value must be 0.
Prompt Text: up to 32 characters of text can be entered. The text will appear on
the prompt display next to the input field. If no value is specified, or the special
value *NONE is used, the variable name will be used as prompt text. The special
value *BLANK can be used to indicate that the prompt text should be blank.
Prompting of the variable can be bypassed and the default value can be used by
specifying the special value of *NOPROMPT, *NP or *NOPMT.
Default Value: specify a value that will appear on the prompt prior to the user’s
entry. The value must conform to the type indicated by the type element (above).
Specify up to 80 characters for the default value but do not exceed the maximum
length indicated by the length element. If a default value is not specified, a zero
value will be used for NUMBER variables, the current date will be used for DATE
values, and a blank will be used for other variable types.
Keywords can be used to retrieve system values for use as the default value. The
keywords include the following:
Keyword

Usage

Length

Comment

*JOBNBR

Retrieve current job number

6

*JOB

Retrieve current job name

10

*USER

Retrieve current user name

10

*JOBDATE

Retrieve current job date

6

In job date format

*SYSDATE

Retrieve current system date

6

In job date format

*SYSTIME

Retrieve current system time

6

In HHMMSS

*SYSTEM

Retrieve current system name

8

Integrity Check: specify one or more rules that must be satisfied by the value
entered when the view is run. The rule must conform to one of the following
DDS−equivalent formats. SEQUEL will validate the user’s entry according to the
specified rule and issue an error if the rule is violated. The special value *BLANK
can be used within a rule to indicate a blank value for NAME, EXPR, and
QSTRING variables.
COMP(rel−op value)
Choose one of six relational operators (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE) and
specify a value that conforms to the type and length elements. Ex.
COMP(GT 0) or COMP(EQ "ABC")
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[NOT] VALUES(value,value,value ...)
Specify a list of values separated by commas, that will constrain the user’s
entry. Only a value matching one of the items in the list will be accepted
when the view is run. If the keyword NOT precedes the VALUES
keyword, then only values not included in the list will be accepted.
Ex. VALUES("Y","N") or NOT VALUES(0,1,2,3,4,5)
[NOT] RANGE(low−value high−value)
The user’s entry must be between the low value and high value (inclusive)
indicated in the rule. If the keyword NOT precedes the RANGE
comparison, then only values outside the range will be accepted when the
view is run.
CHECK(len)
Forces the user’s value to match the full length of the variable.
CHECK(uc)
Automatically translates lowercase input to uppercase.
SPCVAL(value,value,value,...)
Specify a list of special values separated by commas. If a value that is
entered matches one of these special values, no additional checking is done
on the entry. It is especially useful in the case of passing *ALL to a
parameter on a command instead of using *ALL/*OMIT to remove text
from the SQL statement. This integrity check would most likely be used in
a script variable.
SST(*LDA, mmmm, nnnn)
Write the prompted value to the local data area (LDA) where mmmm is the
starting position and nnnn is the length of the substring. Values in the LDA
can be retrieved by high level programs or a calculation in SEQUEL
Report Writer.
PASSWORD
This integrity test hides the prompted value as it is entered. This is
especially useful when prompting for a user password from the browser
using the SEQUEL Web Interface product.
You can enter multiple rules for a variable. Separate rules with commas. VALUES,
RANGE, and COMP rules are mutually exclusive. That is, only one of these rules
can be specified. CHECK(len) and CHECK(uc) can be used in conjunction with
any other rule. Ex. VALUES(“IL”,”CA”,”TX”), CHECK(UC).
CHECK(len) and CHECK(uc) can be combined as CHECK(uc len) or
CHECK(len uc).
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Comparisons involving NAME and EXPR variables are not case sensitive. The
value(s) specified in the rule can be entered in upper, lower, or mixed case. When
the view is run, the user’s value is compared against the value(s) in the rule in a
case independent manner. Values for QSTRING variables are case sensitive and
must be entered by the user in the exact form indicated by the rule.
Omit leading/trailing text: specify text in the SQL statement that should be
removed if the special value *OMIT or *ALL is entered into the field when the
view is run. The comparison with unquoted text entered into these elements is not
case sensitive. Quoted strings within the text are case sensitive. Blanks between
the leading (trailing) text and the variable are ignored. That is, blanks within the
statement that follow the leading text and precede the trailing text string are
automatically stripped with the indicated text.
Extended help: specify up to 256 characters of “extended” help text. When the
prompt appears, a message indicating extended help text is available will be
displayed at the bottom of the screen. If the user positions the cursor to the field
and presses the F1 key, a window will appear showing the extended help text.
Press F12 to accept the current variable definitions and return to the SQL
statement definition display. Alternatively, you can press F3 to exit the prompt
and return to the view definition display without making any changes to the current
variable definitions. Any changes you made using the prompt will be lost.
UFI test value: specify a value to bypass the prompt screen during the edit
session.
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Working with Subselects
Your SEQUEL view may include one or more SELECT statements by using
subqueries in WHERE or HAVING clauses, or by using SQL’s UNION operation.
The example below shows a view that includes four subselects:
4/15/98 13:27:29
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 19
SELECT
cname, cstte, crlim, amtdu,
crlim-amtdu LEN(11,2) COLHDG("Available Credit") NAME(avail),
"Current orders" COLHDG("Status") NAME(tagline)
FROM
sequelex/custmast
WHERE
cusno IN
(SELECT
cusno
FROM
sequelex/ordhead)
UNION ALL
SELECT
cname, cstte, crlim, amtdu,
crlim-amtdu LEN(11,2) COLHDG("Available Credit") NAME(avail),
"No current orders" COLHDG("Status") NAME(tagline)
FROM
sequelex/custmast
WHERE
cusno NOT IN
(SELECT
cusno
FROM
sequelex/ordhead)
ORDER BY avail DESC

F13=Subselect

F14=Prompt clause

F24=Keys

You can prompt any of the clauses in any of the subselects by pressing
F14=Prompt clause key. The appropriate prompt (SELECT, WHERE, etc.)
will appear for the clause you have selected. When you exit the prompt, the
subselect that you prompted will be updated with the results of your prompt.
You can isolate and work with any one of the subselects by using the
F13=Subselect key. This makes it easy to edit and test the subselect apart from

the complete SQL statement that you are building.
Each time you press F13=Subselect, the SQL statement that you are viewing is
suspended (stacked on top of any previous statements) and the view definition
display is redisplayed with the SELECT statement you requested. While you work
with the subselect, a message indicating that you are working with a “nested” level
of the query will appear at the bottom of the display.
Working with an isolated part of the query is just like working with the complete
statement, except that the F3=Exit and F12=Accept functions return to the
previous nesting level. File:Open and File:Save functions work just as they do for
the “outermost” query, except that they act only on the portion of the statement
that is displayed.
Using the query above for example, if the cursor is positioned on line 12 (after the
UNION) and F13 is pressed, a display like the one below will appear.
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4/15/98 14:33:24
Type SQL statement.

Define View
System: ASC400
Press F4 to prompt the clause under your cursor.
Amount to roll 19
SELECT
cname, cstte, crlim, amtdu,
crlim-amtdu LEN(11,2) COLHDG("Available Credit") NAME(avail),
"No current orders" COLHDG("Status") NAME(tagline)
FROM
sequelex/custmast
WHERE
cusno NOT IN
(SELECT
cusno
FROM
sequelex/ordhead)

You are now 1 levels deep, working with UNION 1 from the previous level.
F13=Subselect F14=Prompt clause F24=Keys

The complete statement (shown on page 2-109) has been suspended and the
display is replaced with the fraction of the statement shown above. The message at
the bottom the display indicates how many subselects are on the “stack” and tells
where this subselect lies in the outer query statement.
This part of the statement can be edited, run and saved just as if it were the
complete statement. All prompting functions work in the same manner as before,
allowing you to change the clause that was prompted.
If you use the File:Open function you can open a new view and replace this
subselect with the contents of the view you are accessing.
You can return to the next outer subselect by pressing F12=Accept or F3=Exit.
Use F12 to return and update the subselect that you prompted using
F13=Subselect. Use F3 to ignore any changes you have made to the subselect.
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Part 3. Report Writer
The SEQUEL report writer lets you create custom reports to your exact
specifications. Using the report editor’s features, you can request:
•

subtotaling

•

complex conditional calculations

•

specific skipping and spacing controls

•

formatted output that fits a certain required form

Although you can create virtually any report imaginable, most reports involve only
simple subtotaling requests. SEQUEL provides a “fast path” for creating them.
Only a few displays are needed to create simple reports.
Complex SEQUEL reports are designed using an interactive full screen editor
similar to the one provided by the IBM Screen Design Aid (SDA). You specify the
exact placement of all fields and text by “painting” the report on the display. A
facsimile of the report is displayed during its creation so that you can see the final
format of the output.
This section will explain the report editor and the features of the report writing
module. It begins by presenting some background information that you need to
know before you begin creating your own reports.
Following the background information, the features of the report editor are
explained. The sample displays present an example that creates an order
acknowledgment report using the SEQUELEX/ORDERINQ view. You can follow
the text at your own workstation for a tutorial if you wish.
The SEQUEL Tutorial offers a more structured guide to the report editor and its
functions. You should begin your introduction to SEQUEL’s report writer by
working through the tutorial lessons before you continue with this section.
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Report Writing Concepts
There are two primary reasons to use the report writer instead of the PRINT
command:
•

to produce output that conforms to a specific format

•

to create totals, subtotals, or other calculated results

Formatting the report to exact specifications is an easy task using the full screen
report editor. Creating totals and subtotals is equally easy once you understand a
few simple concepts.

Report Totaling
Totals can be accumulated for up to 100 numeric fields in the view. Your report
can include grand totals as well as subtotals. You have complete control over
whether the subtotals print and where they should be placed.
Report subtotals can be printed each time the value of one of the view’s ordering
fields changes. This change in an ordering field’s value is called a report break.
You decide which breaks are important, and whether subtotals that have
accumulated up to the break should be printed.

Report breaks - subtotal levels
Suppose that a particular SEQUEL view requests customer information ordered by
national territory, state, and city. The report will be printed so that all customers in
a given city are grouped together. All the cities within a given state will also be
grouped together and printed before the next state in the territory is addressed.
Finally all states within a given territory will be processed before the report lists
the next territory.
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1/17/98 11:46:23

Customer details by location

Name
Xcme Corp.
L.M. Corp.
Kmart Western Region
Kmart West

MNB Corp.
T-1 Corp.
Que Company Inc.
Kmart Midwest Region
T One Corp.
UCE Corp.
Taehnrich Corp
PCE Corp.
V&B Sporting Goods
Toys R'Us

Address
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
State: CA
Territory CA
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Elk Grove Vill.
Elk Grove Vill.
Forest Park
Forest Park
State: IL
Burlington
Burlington
State: IA
Russell
Russell
State: KS
San Antonio
San Antonio
State: TX
Territory KS
Grand total

State
CA
CA

Std
Terr
CA
CA

CA
CA

CA
CA

IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

KS
KS
KS
KS
KS

IL

KS

IL

KS

IA

KS

KS

KS

TX

KS

Current
Balance
Due
1397.83
3000.00
4397.83
26250.00
26250.00
52500.00
56897.83
73033.48
323.51
3019.59
1848.88
38250.00
23854.76
127987.56
1815.00
1815.00
9748.62
9748.62
227872.51
95.60
95.60
95.60
80.40
80.40
80.40
10916.80
10916.80
11384.74
35957.92
344636.87

Open
Order
Amount
.00
201.00
201.00 * City (Lvl 1)
.00
.00
.00 * City (Lvl 1)
201.00 ** State (Lvl 2)
17008.97 *** Territory (Lvl3)
28885.13
.00
16807.97
.00
.00
227052.27 * City (Lvl 1)
.00
.00 * City (Lvl 1)
33615.94
33615.94 * City (Lvl 1)
317151.86 ** State (Lvl 2)
1911.98
1911.98 * City (Lvl 1)
1911.98 ** State (Lvl 2)
201.00
201.00 * City (Lvl 1)
201.00 ** State (Lvl 2)
13152.77
13152.77 * City (Lvl 1)
13152.77 ** State (Lvl 2)
103203.19 *** Territory
85262.65 **** Total (Lvl 4)

A report break occurs each time the city, state, or territory changes. Subtotal values
can be printed after the last line in each group. In our example, subtotal amounts
can be printed at the city level, the state level, and/or the territory level. Grand
totals can be printed at the end of the report.
All reports have least three levels of print: heading, detail, and grand total. Reports
based on views with ordering criteria will have an additional level for each field
listed in the ORDER BY.
A report level can be referenced by its level number. The lowest reporting level is
the detail level; it has level zero. Level numbers increase in reverse order of the
fields in the ORDER BY clause. The highest level of the report is always the grand
total level. It has a level number which is one greater than the number of fields in
the ORDER BY clause.
It is important to realize that although the view’s ORDER BY clause specifies the
most important field first and the least important field last, the report works “inside
out” − creating subtotals for the least important level first and the most important
(grand total) last. Level numbers are assigned in the opposite order of the fields in
the ORDER BY clause.
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You may choose to print information at each of these levels if you wish. As you
build the report by using the editor, you will add fields and literals to each report
level that you want printed. If you want to omit subtotals from a certain level, you
should not place any fields or literals on it.

Reporting levels
To make report editing easy, each report level is assigned a name. The name of
each level corresponds to its function (@HEADING, @DETAIL, @TOTAL) and
to the field names in the view’s ORDER BY clause. Your placement of fields and
literals at the various levels on the report will control when and where they are
printed.

Heading Level
The heading level of information usually contains all the items that should print at
the top portion of the page. Items such as date, time, page number, etc., are usually
placed here in addition to column headings which appear above the details in the
report. Each time the report writer senses a page boundary, sometimes called an
“overflow”, the heading line(s) will be printed.

Detail Level
The report detail level is usually used to print each record in the view. Each time a
record from the view is processed, its values can appear in the @DETAIL format.
The @DETAIL format has a level number of zero. Items in the format can be
printed only on certain level breaks by conditioning them with a level break
number.

Subtotal Levels
When a record is processed, its ordering fields are checked against the fields in the
next record to determine if the end of a subtotal level has been reached. If so, each
subtotal level that has been reached will be printed.
Subtotal levels are named according to the fields in the ORDER BY clause and are
assigned in reverse order - the minor most ordering field is assigned level 1. These
report levels will be printed whenever the value in the corresponding ordering field
changes. Subtotal formats usually contain subtotal fields and constants, but can
also include database fields incorporated in the view records.

Grand Total Level
The report grand total level is printed at the end of the report. As with the subtotal
levels, it usually contains only the total fields and constants such as field labels.
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The @TOTAL format has a level number which is one greater than the number of
fields in the ORDER BY clause.

Report and view independence
Reports and views are stored separately. Keeping the view and report definition
separate offers many important advantages.
•

Reports can be created and deleted without affecting the view. If a report is no
longer needed, but you still want to perform inquiry and/or simple printing, the
report can be deleted and the view can be retained.

•

Several different reports can be created over a single view. With just one view
you can create a “detail” report that shows each record in the view and several
“subtotal” reports that provide different levels of summary. The view that all
the reports use only needs to be created once. If your database or information
needs change, you may only need to change the view. Report changes may not
be necessary.

•

In many cases the view (and underlying file structures) can be modified
without redesigning the report. Fields can be added to the view without
affecting the report. Field lengths can be changed as well, although there is a
possibility that the report may appear differently as a result.
If fields used in the report are dropped from the view, a message will be
displayed telling you what has happened the next time you run the report. You
can choose to cancel the execution or continue. If you elect to continue
anyway, SEQUEL will substitute blanks or zeros for the missing fields.

•

If different criteria are to be used in choosing records to be presented on the
report from one run to the next, the WHERE or HAVING clauses of the view
can be changed and a new report title supplied without redesigning the report!
The run time prompting capabilities of SEQUEL views lets you create
extremely flexible reports. You can change the contents of the report
considerably from one execution to the next - without changing its format or
re-specifying its design.

•

In some cases, the order of information on the report can even be changed
without forcing a review of the report definition. New fields can be added to
the ORDER BY clause without requiring you to review the definition.
Rearranging the order or removing fields from the original sequence will result
in a message that informs you what has happened and reminds you that the
report definition should be reviewed.

Recovery after deleting a view
Although the report and view are independent objects, the view is necessary for the
report to run. In essence, the report is linked to the view through its reliance on the
Report Writing Concepts
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view for data. It is possible to delete the view without deleting the report. If you try
to run a report and its view can’t be found, an error will occur. You can recover
from the error in two separate ways:
Recreate the view. Each time you exit the report editor and save the report,
the SQL statement in the view that the report is built on is saved with the
report’s definition. You can use SEQUEL’s Retrieve Report SQL
(RTVRPTSQL) command to retrieve the SQL statement included in the
report definition and create a view from it.
Link the report description to a different view. By using the Change Report
Description (CHGRPTD) command, you can redirect the report and use an
existing view as its source for data.
Refer to the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for more information about these
commands.

Editor recovery after session failure
In the unlikely event that you experience a session failure (power loss, system halt,
etc.) while using the report editor, you will be able to restart your editing session
and continue designing your report when the system returns to normal.
The Resume Report Design (RSMRPTDSN) command makes it easy to recover
from an unexpected or abnormal termination of the report editor. If the report
design session was exited inadvertently, you can often resume the report design
session, picking up just prior to your previous exit, by using the RSMRPTDSN
command. It is important that you do not run another DSNREPORT command
prior to attempting the recovery using RSMRPTDSN.
When a report is designed using the Report Writer, information about the report is
stored in work files in the SEQUEL library. These files contain a member for each
SEQUEL user. As the report is designed and edited, the report specifications are
placed into these members. RSMRPTDSN will retrieve the report definition for
the report that was last edited. The definition will remain in the member until the
next report is edited or created using the DSNREPORT command. At that point,
the previous report specifications are cleared and replaced with the current
specifications.
The RSMRPTDSN command can be accessed from a command line by typing
RSMRPTDSN and pressing F4 for the following prompt:
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Format An SQL Report (RSMRPTDSN)
Type choices, press Enter.
Report name . . . . . . . . . . REPORT
__________
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
*LIBL_____
SQL Statement . . . . . . . . . SQL
_______________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_ . . .
View name . . . . . . . . . . . VIEW
*RPT______
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
*LIBL______

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F13=How to use this display

F10=Additional parameters
F24=More keys

Bottom
F12=Cancel

To use the command, either enter the name of the report and the library where it was
saved in the Report Name and Library parameters or enter ‘*create’ if the report was not
yet saved. In addition, enter the name of the view and library that the report was
designed over, and then press Enter. This will retrieve the report definition and will
display it at the report design screen of the Report Writer.
In the event Design Report (DSNREPORT) is done simultaneously from multiple
session, the specifications for the second report will be placed into members in
temporary files built in QTEMP. In this instance, the report layout from the second
session cannot be retrieved in the AS/400 session terminates.
Refer to the description of the Resume Report Design (RSMRPTDSN) command in the
SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for more information.
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Report Editing: Starting the Editor
The SEQUEL report editor is the tool that you use to create and change report
definitions. With its full-screen entry capabilities you can “paint” the report that
you want to create − quickly and easily.
SEQUEL’s Design Report command will start the report editor and let you create
or change a report.
If you are creating a new report, you will need to specify the view that will
supply data for the report. The special report name *CREATE lets
SEQUEL know that you will be creating a new report.
If you are changing an existing report, you need only indicate the report’s
name. You can change the view that the report uses by specifying a new
view name if you want.
In addition to specifying the command directly, you can run it in several ways:
•

choose option 10=Design Report key from the Work With Views
(WRKVIEW) or Work With SEQUEL objects (WRKSEQUEL) display after
identifying a view object

•

press F14=Design Report from the exit display of the user interface.

•

select option 1=Create or 2=Design from the Work With Reports
(WRKREPORT) display. If you use option 2, you will need to identify the
report that you want to change.

•

choose option 2=Design or the F6=Create key from the Work With
SEQUEL objects (WRKSEQUEL) display while the cursor is next to a report
object.

When you run the command you will see several messages at the bottom of your
display as some temporary work files are initialized.
If you are creating a new report, you may be able to make use of a “fast path” for
describing the report. Two special displays are presented only when you create a
new report. They allow you to indicate which fields should be subtotaled and
when the subtotals should print. If you choose, your report can be finished after
these two displays are completed. You can assign a report name and library to
your definition, and end the editor.
If your report requirements are more complex and necessitate special formatting or
calculations, you can use the report editor’s advanced functions to create exactly
the report you need.
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Report Editing: Total Selection
When you create a new report, the first display that you see lets you specify the
fields that you want to be totaled. Each numeric field in the SELECT clause of
your view is a candidate for totaling. They will be listed in the middle of the
display.
The example below shows the total selection display that appears when a new
report is designed over the ORDERINQ view in the SEQUELEX library.
10:47:33

Total?
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N

Field
CUSNO
CPHON
ORDNO
ORDATE
LINE#
QUANO
LSTPC
ACTSP
EXTEND
UNWGT

Total Selection

10/13/98

Tot
Len Len,Dec Description
6
6,00 Customer Number
10
10,00 Telephone
6
6,00 Order
6
6,00 ORDATE
3
3,00 Line
7
7,00 Quantity Ordered
9
9,03 List Price
9
9,03 Price Each
9
7,02 Amount
7
7,03 Unit Weight

Place a 'Y' next to each field that should be summed
F3=Exit

Entry Fields
Place a Y in the Total column for each field to be totaled. Leave an N next to
those you do not wish to be accumulated. When you press Enter, a totaling
calculation will be created for each field with a Y next to it. The calculation will
have the form:
@@field = SUM(field)

Don’t worry about accidentally including or excluding an extra field or two. It is
easy to add and remove subtotal fields during report editing by creating and
changing calculation definitions (p. 3-31) directly.
You can adjust the length of summary result fields by changing the length shown
in the middle of the display. Lengths are initially set to the length of the
corresponding view field. You can make the summary field longer, shorter, or
allow it to remain the same. If the field is not large enough to contain the full
amount when the report is run, the value will “roll over” similar to an odometer.
Significant digits will be lost but report processing will continue anyway. A
message will appear in your joblog informing you of what has happened.

Report Editing: Total Selection
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Function Keys
Use the roll keys to page through the field list if necessary. Press Enter when you
are finished with this display. Press F3 if you want to exit the report editor without
creating a report.
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Report Editing: Level Break Selection
Like the total selection display, the level break selection display is part of the “fast
path” that gets you started when you create a new report. This display lets you
specify several characteristics of the report:
initial report layout
page attributes (form type, length, width)
printing density (lines per inch,characters per inch)
report title and footing
level breaks and spacing of total lines
The printout characteristics (attributes, density, title and footing) are available on
the report editor’s exit display and can be changed on that display as well. Initial
values for these settings are drawn from the SEQUEL defaults which can be
changed using the SETDFT command. (See p. 1-109)
10:48:20

Level Break Selection

Default format
Title
Footing
Forms type

Level
1
2
3

Field
LINE#
ORDNO
@TOTAL

F3=Exit

10/13/98

*AUTO
(name,*NONE,*AUTO,F4 for list)
Page width 132
Order Acknowledgement
______________________________
*STD
Page length
66 Overflow line
60
Lines per inch
6 Chars per inch 10
Description
Line
Order
Grand Totals

Print
Subtotals?
N
Y
Y

Space
After
1
1

F12=Numeric definitions

Entry Fields
Default layout
The first field on the display indicates whether SEQUEL should use a default
layout for the report. In most cases, you can significantly reduce the time it takes
to design your report by letting SEQUEL create an initial layout as a starting point.

Report Editing: Level Break Selection
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Several default formatting options are available. Specify *AUTO to use the
“standard” default, *NONE to use no initial report layout, or type the name of an
existing layout. Alternatively, you may press F4 to request a list of current report
defaults. These defaults can be created and changed through the
REPORT(*DEFAULT) parameter of the Design Report command (refer to the
description for DSNREPORT in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide).
The *AUTO default report contains the date, time, company name, page number
and other details in the report heading. Unlike named report defaults, the *AUTO
definition does not include a report width. The width for the report is determined
by the value on the display above.
If a default is selected, the heading specifications and report width (except *AUTO)
are incorporated into the new report from the default definition. In addition, the
report editor places all the fields in the view into the @DETAIL format, separated
by two blanks. Using this format, each record in the view will appear as a separate
line on the report. If the records cannot fit on a single report line, they will wrap
around the end of the report to the next line as many times as necessary in order to
fit.
In most cases, the default report will be a good starting point for your finished
result. Sometimes however, especially when using pre-printed forms, it will take
more effort to re-arrange the default report during editing than it would to lay it out
yourself in the first place. In these cases it will be more appropriate to place
*NONE at the top of the display in order to prevent SEQUEL from creating the
default layout. If a default layout is not selected, your choices for the “Print
subtotals” and “Space after” values will be ignored.

Title and Footing
You may supply both a title and footing if you wish. The title usually appears at
the top of the report but its location can be changed. The title can be changed at
execution time but its length is limited by the length of the title used to design the
report. The footing will always be centered on the last line of the form. The
location of the footing cannot be changed. Footing text can be changed from the
exit display.

Forms attributes
Forms and printing attributes are determined by the paper your report will use.
Specify a length up to 255 lines, a width between 1 and 378, an overflow less than
or equal to the page length, and correct print density attributes.

Subtotal printing and spacing
The middle portion of the display allows you to control the printing and spacing of
report total lines. Remember that the report levels are presented in minor to major
order - exactly the opposite of the fields in the SQL ORDER BY clause. SEQUEL
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assumes you want to print subtotals at each level in the report. If you want to
suppress subtotal printing, place an N next to the level to suppress. The report
editor will let you add or remove subtotal printing at any given level if you later
change your mind.
The rightmost field on the display allows you to specify an extra one, two or three
lines after printing the subtotals for that level. The value is ignored if the subtotal
line is suppressed. Indicate the number of blank lines by typing 1, 2, or 3. You
can request a page break after printing the subtotals by placing a P in the field.

You can adjust line spacing and page breaking at any time during your report
design session. Although you will not be able to re-enter values on the displays
above, you can change them using the line skeleton display (p. 3-25) or the “folded
form” of the report layout display (p. 3-23).

Function Keys
Press Enter to advance to the report editing display. Use F12 to return to the
Total Selection display and review/revise your subtotal requests. F3 ends the
report editor without creating a report.

Report Editing: Level Break Selection
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Report Editing: Edit Display
The report editing display is an easy to use, full-screen editor that lets you control
the placement of fields and literals on your report. It appears after you complete
the initial displays when creating a new report, and as the first display during
subsequent revisions.
If you are using a 132 column display, the report editor will allow you to view
even more of the report. All functions are available on both displays and are
described in the following text.
Because so many functions are available from the edit display, it can seem
confusing and a little complicated at first. Once you learn the editing codes and
the formatting functions, it will seem considerably easier. You may press the Help
key for on-line assistance whenever you need a guide.
The sample below shows the layout of the ORDERPRINT report in the
SEQUELEX library.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

SEQUELEX/ORDERPRINT
Format @HEADING
Forms width: 132
........10........20........30........40........50........60........70
01/11/11 22:22:22
Order Acknowledgement
111110 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa bb cccccccccc
111/111-1111
Order
Date
Cust.P.O.
Ship Via
Terms
111110 02/22/22 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
bbbbbbbbbb
cc ddddddddddddddd
Quantity
List
Se
Line Product
Ordered
Price
110 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaabbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 2222202- 333330.333- 44444
Acknowledgement Totals 101 Lines
GRAND TOTAL101-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Window:

1

Roll factor:

22222022222202-

4

F1/2=Next/Previous format
F3=Exit
F4=Fold display
F5=Display SQL
F7/8=Window left/right F9=Calculations F10=Print F11/23=Toggle blanks/names +

Elements of the display
The top line of the display shows the name of the report (left), its width (right), and
the active report format name (center). Line numbers associated with the active
format are brighter than the others, and these lines also have an entry field next to
them. The ruler line at the top of the display allows you to position fields and
literals relative to specific report columns.
Each line on the report is given a number along the left portion of the display. This
number will be used in any error messages that are displayed in order to direct you
to the source of the problem.
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In the example, notice that the top of the display indicates that the current or
“active” format level is @HEADING and that lines 1 through 10 are all heading
lines.
Fields are displayed by the editor using a special notation that indicates both the
length of the field and its character or numeric format. Alphanumeric fields are
represented with lowercase letters beginning with ’aa...’, ’bb...’, etc. Numeric
fields are displayed using ’11...’, ’22...’, etc. Fields on a given line are given
separate representations so it is easy to tell where they begin and end. Notice on
line 11 of the example that two Alphanumeric fields are alongside each other
without intervening spaces. You know they are different because one (aaa...) is
represented differently from the other (bbb...).
Fields are shown in their fully expanded form, even though their data values may
not fill them completely during report execution. Notice that many of the numeric
fields have a zero, commas, and minus sign in their representation. These extra
characters are caused by the edit codes and words which will be applied to them.
A zero embedded in the field indicates the last digit that will be zero suppressed positions from here to the left will be blank if significant digits are not present.
A window positioning field and subfile roll factor are shown at the lower part of
the display. They reflect current position and rolling values.
If errors are reported, they will appear at the bottom of the display. The bright “+”
at the lower right corner indicates that you can see more information by placing the
cursor at the bottom of the display (line 23 or 24) and using the roll keys.

HELP and HOME Keys
Each report editor display allows you to press the Help key in order to call up
additional information about the screen, what your options are and some examples
of the particular clause you are prompting.
In addition, the Home key can be used to re-display the report editing screen as it
was before you began changing it. If you press the Home key once, the cursor will
return to its starting point on the display. Press it again to restore the information
that was displayed prior to your most recent changes. If you make a mistake, it is
sometimes easier to start over by pressing Home twice than trying to remember and
re-type the information again.

Function Keys
Valid function keys are listed at the bottom of the display following any error
messages. The names of the fields that are available for placement on the report
appear following the function key descriptions. You can access the complete list of
messages, function key descriptions, and field names by moving the cursor to the
bottom of the display and pressing the roll keys (PageUp/PageDn). Other function
keys are described below.
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Function Key

Description

F1=Next format

Advance to the next format level. Formats are arranged in reporting order: heading, detail,
subtotals, grand total. Each time F1 is pressed, the current format level indicated at the top of the
display will change. In addition, the line/entry attributes at the left will change to reflect which
lines correspond to this format.

F2=Previous format

Return to the previous format level. Formats are arranged in reporting order: heading, detail,
subtotals, grand total. Each time F2 is pressed, the current format level indicated at the top of the
display will change. In addition, the line/entry attributes at the left will change to reflect which
lines correspond to this format.

F3=Exit

End the session and present the report exit display. See page 3-44.

F4=Fold display

Each line on the report will wrap around on the display so that its entire length beginning at the
current window position will be displayed.

F5=Display SQL

Show the SQL statement this report is based on.

F7=Window left

Shifts the report to the left.

F8=Window right

Shifts the report to the right.

F9=Calculations

Present the calculation entry and review display. You will be able to define and revise the
calculations that are used to create the results that appear on the report.

F10=Print

Print the current report definition. A representation of the output, similar to the editing display,
will be printed in addition to a description of the fields and calculations involved. Refer to the
description of the Print Report Description (PRTRPTD) command for more information.

F11=Toggle blanks

Replace blanks (spaces) embedded within constant elements with a special “blank revealing”
character. All blanks on the display become visible making the limits of each literal quite
noticeable. Press F11 again to switch back to normal blank representation.

F15=Select format

Lets you position directly to one of the format levels within the report. A window will appear on
the display showing each format (level) on the report. You can pick the format you want to
access directly. Using this method of format selection is equivalent to (yet quicker than) pressing
F1/F2 repeatedly.

F23=Toggle names

Reveals the name of the fields on the display. The display will be reformatted so that the field
name occupies the leftmost positions of most fields. Fields with names longer than their edited
representation will not change. Press F23 again to switch back to the full representational form.

Entry Fields
The report editor is a full screen editor. This means that virtually the entire display
is entry capable and that changes can be made on several portions of the display at
one time. Many fields can be added, moved or deleted from the report all at once.
Changes do not take place until you press Enter or a function key. Generally, you
will discover that the more you can accomplish with each press of the Enter key
the faster you will finish the design process.
Aside from the various function key options, the functions which can be performed
from the edit display can be divided into two categories: format level and field
level manipulations. Format level controls affect entire lines on the report at a
time. New lines can be inserted and existing lines can be deleted or moved simply
by placing a format control code next to the line to be affected.
Field level functions affect the placement and output of individual fields on the
report. While format level functions can only be applied against the “active”
format, field level functions are always available on the entire report - any format,
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any location. These functions are used to add new fields and to manipulate (copy,
move, delete) existing fields that are located on the report.
Direct window positioning can be performed by typing a new value into the
window positioning field at the lower left corner of the display. When you press
Enter, the report will be positioned starting at the column you have specified. You
can specify any value from 1 to 378 for the window position.
The roll factor next to the window positioning field controls the number of lines
scrolled when a roll key is pressed. It applies regardless of the compressed/folded
status of the display. You can specify any positive value, but a small number
seems to provide best results.

Format (Line Oriented) Functions
Format level functions are accomplished by placing appropriate codes into the
entry fields at the left of the lines corresponding to the active format named at the
top of the edit display. When Enter or a function key is pressed, the function(s)
will be carried out. The codes and their functions are described below:
D

Delete the line with this code.

I

Insert a line after the line with this code.

P

Insert a line prior to this line.

1-9

Insert one or more lines after this line.

M

Move this line before or after another line within this report level. The
target must be entered at the same time. Only one move request can be
made at a time.

A

Make the move occur after this line.

B

Make the move occur before this line.

S

Display the line skeleton. This display shows all fields on the line, their
locations and their attributes. You can make changes from the skeleton
display.

H

Change all fields on this line to highlighted printing.

U

Change all fields on this line to underlined printing.

O

Change all fields on this line so that they will print if an overflow (page
boundary) occurs while processing the format. Overflow printing is
further described in the field processing section.
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Example
The display on the next page shows several format control requests. When Enter
is pressed, line 7 will be deleted, line 3 will be moved after line 4, and 2 new lines
will be inserted after line 1 on the report.
The display is presented in the “field name” form accessed using F23.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2
_
M
A
_
_
D
_
_
_

SEQUELEX/ORDERPRINT
Format @HEADING
Forms width: 132
........10........20........30........40........50........60........70
@@DATE11 @@TIME22
@@TITLEcknowledgement
CUSNO0 CNAMEaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CADD1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CADD2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CADD3aaaaaaaaaaa bb CZIPCccccc
CPHON11-1111
Order
Date
Cust.P.O.
Ship Via
Terms
ORDNO0 ORDATE22 CUSPOaaaaaaaaaa
SHIPVbbbbb
cc TRMDSdddddddddd
Quantity
List
Se
Line Product
Ordered
Price
110 PRDNOaaaaaaaaaaDESCPbbbbbbbbbbbbbb QUANO02- LSTPC0.333- ACTSP
Acknowledgement Totals 101 Lines
GRAND TOTAL101-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Window:

1

Roll factor:

@@QUANO@@QUANO-

4

F1/2=Next/Previous format
F3=Exit
F4=Fold display
F5=Display SQL
F7/8=Window left/right F9=Calculations F10=Print F11/23=Toggle blanks/names +

Field Oriented Functions
Field manipulations are also accomplished through the use of control codes, except
that the field controls are generally placed on top of the first character of the field
to be affected rather than in the line control field. You can use field control
functions, move, copy, add and delete fields from any format, even if it is not the
active format.
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Field Function Summary
Code
?
*
+
+name
!

Action
Display field name, attributes
Show extended field definition
Add field/literal via extended display
Add field with specified name
Delete

%
< >

Center field on the report line
Shift field left/right

( )
= ==

Indicate source of move or copy
Beginning and end of move/copy block
Target of move or copy

Determining Field Definition
An easy way to determine the name of any field on the display is to type a question
mark (?) on top of the first character in the field and press Enter. The report
editor will display its name, length and attributes at the lower left corner of the
display.
An extended field definition display can be accessed by placing an asterisk (*) on
top of the first character of a field or literal. The editing display will be replaced
by another which shows field characteristics and report writing options in effect
for the field.
Instead of requesting individual field names by using the question mark (?) or
extended display (*) functions, you may prefer to work in the editing mode that
shows the field names directly on the display. Press F23=Toggle names to
switch between this mode and the “normal” mode that does not show field names.
Field definitions are also shown on the line skeleton display which can be accessed
using the ‘S’ format control character.

Adding Elements To The Report
New fields are placed on the report using the plus (+) sign. Type the plus sign
where the leading character of the field should be placed. There are two ways to
indicate that you want to add a field to the report:
Type a plus sign followed by the name of the field to add the field
immediately. When you press Enter, the representation of the field will
be shown on the display. If you are not certain of the field name you want
to use, roll through the subfile at the bottom of the display. All field
names are presented following the function key descriptions.
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Type a plus sign without specifying the field name. When you press
Enter, the extended field definition display will appear. You can then
indicate the field you want by choosing it from the list of possibilities and
also specify other report writing controls for it.
Constants (titles, headings, etc.) can be placed on the report simply by typing
directly onto the edit display. You can also use the extended display to add a
constant by typing a plus sign and pressing Enter. The extended display will
allow you to type the constant and specify presentation attributes for the literal.
New items can be added to any line of the report, regardless of the active format.
When adding new elements to the report, be careful not to overlay existing fields
or literals on the report. If you do, your addition request will be rejected by the
report editor.
Fields that have the date data type will always appear with a length of 10
characters, regardless of the date style indicated by the view or the DSNREPORT
command. Fields with a time data type will always appear with a length of 8
characters.

Deleting Elements From The Report
Fields and constants can be removed from the report simply and easily. Simply
place the deletion code (!) on top of the first character of the item to be deleted.
After Enter is pressed and the edit display reappears, the item will no longer be on
the display. Report items can be deleted from any line, any location, regardless of
the active format name.

Moving And Copying Elements On The Report
Items on the report can be moved and copied within a given line, from one line to
another and even from one format to another.
A move/copy operation can be interrupted by a windowing operation. This allows
you to specify a field or a block of fields and change the windowing position
before indicating a target location. The report design display will indicate the
“pending” status of the move/copy request and allow you to nullify the request by
pressing F5.
There are three ways to move fields on the report.
Drag fields to the left or the right by using (<) and (>) respectively. These
are the only field level codes that are placed next to, rather than on top of,
the first (or last) character in the field. Move a field left by placing (<)
characters from the target location up to the left side of the field. There
must be a clear path from the field to the target. No intervening fields or
literals can occur. Move a field right by placing (>) characters from the
rightmost side of the field to the target location.
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Place the (-) character on top of the leftmost character in the field and put
the (=) at its target location. When you press Enter, the field will leave its
current position and move to its new location.
Type a percent sign (%) onto the first character of a field or literal item to
cause it to be moved to the center of the report line.
Items can be copied from one location to another by placing the (-) character on
top of the leftmost character of the field and placing the copy target characters (==)
mark at the target location. The field (or literal) will be copied to the new location
and still remain in its original place after the operation is completed.
Several move/copy operations can occur at once and these can be intermingled
with item deletion and addition requests, but only one move/copy operation is
allowed per line.

Block move/copy
A rectangular block of items can be moved/copied to a new location by performing
a block move/copy operation. This is carried out similar to the regular move or
copy except that opposite “corners” of the block operation are indicated by a left
‘(’ and right ‘)’ parenthesis. The upper left corner of the target location is marked
with (=) for a move request and (==) for a copy.
The rectangular box must not split or cut off any fields. If the box contains fields
from a single format, it can be moved horizontally and/or vertically. Its destination
must be any single format on the report. If the box contains fields from more than
one format, it can only be moved horizontally left or right.

Field Control Examples
The next display depicts several field level operations that will take place when the
Enter key is pressed. The @@TITLE field (line 1) will be centered. The
telephone number field (CPHON) will be added on line 2 and deleted from line 6.
The ‘Date’ literal (line 7) will be moved left two spaces. The extended field
display will be prompted for the product number field (line 11). All of the
elements on the last line (line 14) will be moved to the left as a group so that the
first one begins in position 1.
Notice that the bottom portion of the display has been scrolled so that the available
field names can be seen.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

SEQUELEX/ORDERPRINT
Format @HEADING
Forms width: 132
........10........20........30........40........50........60........70
@@DATE11 @@TIME22
%@TITLEcknowledgement
CUSNO0 CNAMEaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
+cphon
CADD1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CADD2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CADD3aaaaaaaaaaa bb CZIPCccccc
!PHON11-1111
Order <<Date
Cust.P.O.
Ship Via
Terms
ORDNO0 ORDATE22 CUSPOaaaaaaaaaa
SHIPVbbbbb
cc TRMDSdddddddddd
Quantity
List
Se
Line Product
Ordered
Price
110 *RDNOaaaaaaaaaaDESCPbbbbbbbbbbbbbb QUANO02- LSTPC0.333- ACTSP

Window:
@@CMPNAM
@@PAGE

3-22

Acknowledgement Totals 101 Lines
(RAND TOTAL101-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

=

1

Roll factor:

@@DATE
@@RPTNAM
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@@QUANO@@QUANO)

4

@@DATEC
@@TIME

@@DAY
@@TITLE

@@DAYC
@@YEAR

@@MONTH
CUSNO

@@MONTHC
CNAME

+

Folded Form
In addition to controlling the lines and fields on the report, you may also need to
indicate specific page and line spacing for the report. One way you can do this is
to press F4 to access the folded form of the report edit display.
SEQUELEX/ORDERPRINT
Format @HEADING
Forms width: 132
........10........20........30........40........50........60........70
9 _
Quantity
List
Se
lling
Extended
Unit
Extended
@HEADING
SKB ___ A ___ SPB 1 A __
10 _
Line Product
Ordered
Price
Price
Amount
Weight
Weight
@HEADING
SKB ___ A ___ SPB 1 A 1
11
110 PRDNOaaaaaaaaaaDESCPbbbbbbbbbbbbbb QUANO02- LSTPC0.333- ACTSP
0.444- EXTEND.55- UNWGT666- EXTWGT77@DETAIL
SKB ___ A ___ SPB 1 A __
12
SKB ___ A ___
Window:
@@CMPNAM
@@PAGE

1

Roll factor:

@@DATE
@@RPTNAM

LINE#
SPB __ A __ +

4

@@DATEC
@@TIME

@@DAY
@@TITLE

@@DAYC
@@YEAR

@@MONTH
CUSNO

@@MONTHC
CNAME

+

The folded display is somewhat more confusing than the compressed display and
shows the entire line beginning at your current window position. The line wraps
around enough times so that the rest of the line is displayed.
This display also allows you to work with an entire line at one time. You can use
all format and field control functions from the folded display. This display is
especially helpful if you wish to perform a move or copy request and both the
source and target cannot fit on the same display window. Since you can access the
entire line on this display, you can move and copy fields from one extreme position
to another.

Entry Fields
Entry fields and function key options remain the same on the folded display as
when the display is compressed with exception of the skipping/spacing control
fields.
Line spacing controls are placed next to the fields labeled ‘SPB’ (space before)
and ‘SPA’ (space after). You can specify values from 0 to 99 for line spacing
controls. These values will cause the corresponding number of lines to be skipped
prior or subsequent to printing. Overprinting can be specified by placing a zero or
blanking out the control fields. When SEQUEL creates a default layout, a space
before value of 1 is specified for each line.
Page skipping controls are similar to line controls and are specified using the
‘SKB’ (skip before) and ‘SKA’ (skip after) fields. Entering values in these fields
Report Editing: Edit Display
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will cause the paper to be positioned to a specific line number prior to or after
printing. You can make the report writer skip to a new page by using a skip after
(or before) value. When you specify a P on the level break selection display (p.
3-11), a skip after 1 specification is created for the format. It causes the paper to be
ejected following the current line. The next line will start at the top of the next
page.
Skipping and spacing controls are mutually exclusive: you can specify only one
type of before (skipping or spacing) control, and/or only one type of after (skipping
or spacing) control.
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Report Editing: Line Skeleton
The line skeleton display shows all elements on a given line along with their report
formatting characteristics. It allows you to change the skipping/spacing control for
the line. It also allows you to delete and change the items on a particular line. The
line skeleton display can be accessed by placing an ‘S’ in the format function field
on one of the active format lines. The example below shows the complete
information for the first line in our example.
11:01:10
Format: @HEADING
Sel
_
_
_
_
_

Field
@@DATE
@@TIME
@@TITLE
@@PAGE

Field Selection

Len Dc Pos
6 00
1
6 00 11
21
28
61
4 00 66

Lvl

B
L
K
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

O
F
L
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

U
N
D
N
N
N
N

H
G
H
N
N
N
N

10/13/98
Line:
1

Edt
Cde Edit word/literal
Y
' : : '
'Page'
Z

Underline? _
Bold? _
Print if blank? _
Line Spacing:
Skip: Before ___ After ___
Space: Before 1 After 1
'*' - field keywords
'D' -delete field
'3' - Change field attributes
F3=Exit
F9=Calculated field definition
F12=Edit display

Elements of the display
The upper left and right corners of the display identify the line with regard to its
format level and location within the report.
Each field and literal on the line is shown in the body of the display, along with its
line starting position. Status indicators for the print if blank (BLK), overflow print
(OFL), underlined print (UND), and high intensity print (HGH) attributes occupy
the center of the display. Edit codes and words for numeric fields are shown.
Literal values are also shown.

Entry Fields
Current line spacing is shown at the bottom of the display and can be adjusted
simply by replacing the values displayed with the new values you wish to use.
When a “Skip” control is used, the report writer will move to the specific line
mentioned in the control. When a “Space” control is used, the report writer moves
the specified number of lines before continuing with the output. Any number up to
the form length can be used for skipping control and a number up to 999 can be
Report Editing: Line Skeleton
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used for spacing control. Only one “Before” and one “After” type of control is
allowed for each line on the report. That is, you cannot specify both a “Skip
Before” and a “Space Before” control for a given line.
You may delete items from the line by placing a ‘D’ in the ‘Sel’ field for the item.
After the Enter key is pressed, the field or literal will be removed and will no
longer occupy space on the line.
Print attributes can be changed for one or more fields by placing a ‘3’ next to the
field(s) to be changed and indicating new attribute values for the options to be
changed at the bottom of the display. For instance, all fields on a line can be
changed at one time to high intensity print by placing a ‘3’ next to them and a ‘Y’
in the “Bold?” field at the bottom of the display. Each of these indicators is
described in further detail on the following pages.
Place an asterisk ‘*’ in the selection field to advance to the extended field
definition display.

Function Keys
Return to the editing display by pressing either Enter or F12. F3 will transfer to
the report design exit display so that you can end the editing session.
Use F9 to request the calculation display.
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Report Editing: Extended Field Definition
The extended field definition display shows all of the characteristics for a given
field or literal. It allows you to change the report printing characteristics of the
field, or change the field or literal that has been specified. The line skeleton
display can be accessed by placing an ‘S’ in the format function field on one of the
active format lines. The example below shows the complete information for the
first line in our example.
You can access this display from the full screen edit display by typing a plus sign
(without a field reference), or by placing an asterisk (*) on the first character of a
field or literal on the display. You can also acquire this display by placing an
asterisk (*) next to a field or literal on the line skeleton display.
11:09:39
Report: SEQUELEX/ORDERPRINT
Format: @DETAIL

Field Attributes

10/13/98
Line:
11
Pos :
44

Field: QUANO
Atr
7,00 or Literal ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Edit Code L _
Underline? N

or Edit Word ________________________________
Bold? N Print if: Blank or Zero? Y Overflow? N

Seq Bk Field
1
@@CMPNAM
2
@@DATE
3
@@DATE1
4
@@DATEC
5
@@DAY
6
@@DAYC
7
@@MONTH
8
@@MONTHC
9
@@Year
10
@@SYSDATE
F3=Exit

Description
Company Name
Job Date
Job Date
Long Date (
Job Day (Number)
Job Day (Alpha)
Job Month (Num)
Job Month (Char)
Job Year
System Date

Break>= ___

Seq Bk Field
Description
11
@@SYSDATE1 System Date
12
@@TIME
System Time
13
@@TITLE
Report Title
14
@@PAGE
System Page
15
@@RPTNAM
Report Name
16
@@VIEWNAM View Name
17
@@LDA
Local data area
18
@@USER
Current User Name
19
@@JOBUSR
Job User Name
20
@@JOB
Job Name

F9=Calculated field definition

+

F12=Edit display

Elements of the display
The upper left and right corners of the display identify the line with regard to its
format level and location within the report.
All fields which can be placed on the report are listed in the lower half of the
display. Level break numbers are noted alongside corresponding field names. A
bright “+” at the lower right corner indicates more fields can be accessed by
pressing the roll keys.
In addition to the fields specified in the view, and those created in report
calculations, several “special” fields are provided by the report writer. Refer to
fields numbered 1-12 on the display above. Each special field begins with ‘@@’.
Each of these fields can be placed on the report in any location desired. Meanings
of the fields are as follows:
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Field name

Description

@@CMPNAM

Company name

Text in the first 60 positions of
the ASC#SQ data area

@@DATE

Run-time job date (6,0)

Format (mdy, ymd, dmy)
defined by job

@@DATE1

Run-time job date (8,0)

Same as @@DATE, except using
a 4-digit year

@@SYSDATE

Run-time system date (6,0)

Format (mdy, ymd, dmy)
defined by job

@@SYSDATE1

Run-time system date (8,0)

Same as @@SYSDATE, except
using a 4-digit year

@@DAY

Run-time job day (2,0)

@@MONTH

Run-time job month (2,0)

@@YEAR

Run-time job year (2,0)

@@DATEC

Run-time job date (character)

Ex: October 4, 1994

@@MONTHC

Run-time job month

Ex: September

@@DAYC

Run-time day (character)

Ex: Monday

@@TIME

System time when the report
started running

Ex: 14:25:32

@@RPTNAM

Report name

Ex: ORDERPRINT

@@VIEWNAM

View name

@@USER

Current user profile name at
run-time

@@JOBUSR

Job user name

@@JOB

Job name at run-time

@@JOBNBR

Job number at run-time

@@TITLE

Report title specified on the
level break and report exit
displays, or passed as the
TITLE parameter(Char 50)

@@PAGE

Current page number (4,0)
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Ex: Order Confirmation

@@LDA

References the job’s local
data area as a 1024 character
string

Entry Fields
You may specify either a field or a literal, not both. Choose one of the fields on
the lower part of the display by entering its name or sequence number in the upper
left field on the display. Alternatively, you may enter or modify a literal by
enclosing it in single quotation marks.

Editing
Editing is valid only for numeric fields. The edit code fields will not appear if the
field is not numeric.
Both system defined (1-4, A-D, J-Q, W, X, Y, and Z) and user defined (5-9) edit
codes can be used to edit numeric fields. Refer to the description of EDTCDE and
EDTWRD keywords in the User’s Guide Chapter 6 for more information on the
function of the various edit codes.
An optional edit extender can be placed to the right of the edit code. The extender
can be used to create a floating currency symbol or to provide field protection.
Placing a currency symbol in the extender field will cause it to appear immediately
left of the first significant digit in the field. Placing an asterisk (*) in the extender
field causes the report writer to replace leading zeros with asterisks in order to
provide field protection.
An edit word can be specified if you choose not to use an edit code. Refer to the
Control Language Programmer’s Guide for instructions on creating edit words and
the special characters they can contain. If you use an edit word, it must be
enclosed in either single or double quotation marks.

Print Characteristics
Fields and literals can be printed with an underline or overprinted so that they
appear more bold than other fields on the report by placing a Y in the
corresponding position on the extended field display.
The “print if blank or zero” attribute will prevent printing of fields or literals with
blank or zero values. If each field or literal on the line has an N value for the print
if blank or zero attribute, and if all field values are blank or zero, the entire line
will be suppressed.
This can be especially useful in printing addresses when a second or third address
line may or may not be present. Our sample report uses this indicator on the
second and third @DETAIL lines (DSCPS, SDESC) which show extra product
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descriptions if available. If these values are blank, what would otherwise have
been blank lines will not be printed.
The level break and print on overflow indicators are only present when adding or
modifying fields in the @DETAIL format. The level break option can be used to
suppress printing of the field except when a record causes a change in one of the
ordering levels.
For instance, a report showing customers in state order need not print the state
code next to each customer since it will be the same for each customer in the state.
By placing the state level number in the break field of the state field, its value can
be suppressed so that it only appears when the state changes.
The print on overflow indicator will override print suppression caused by the level
break value. If the overflow print indicator is Y, the field will print each time a
new page occurs regardless of the level break setting. In the example above, if the
overflow print value for the state field is Y, the state code for the first customer on
each page will print, regardless of whether the state value actually changed.
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Report Editing: Defining Calculations
Use the calculation entry display to assign expression results to a field. Numeric
or alphabetic expressions can be used to create new result fields or to assign new
values to view fields. Calculations can be conditioned based on values in other
fields or results of other expressions used in the report. They can also be
conditioned on the level break number. If the example report conditions
calculations on level 2, they will only be performed when the order number
changes.
The order of the calculations and assignments can be specified so that you can
even create a “mini-program” that uses a combination of view fields and
calculation results. Using SEQUEL, you will be able to create some very complex
reports in just a few minutes. Equivalent reports could require hours of effort by
an experienced programmer.
The calculation entry appears after you press F9 from either the report edit
display, the line skeleton, or the extended field definition display.
14:27:54

Calculation Entry

10/28/98

Seq Brk Field

Value
----- Sequences 1-99 are done prior to record read ----1 2 SUMWGT
= 0
2
ORDMSG
= " "
----- Sequences 100-999 are done after record read ----100
@@EXTEND
= SUM(EXTEND)
101
EXTWGT
= UNWGT*QUANO
102
LINCNT
= SUM(1)
103 2 ORDCNT
= ORDCNT+1
104
SUMWGT
= SUMWGT+EXTWGT
105 2 TOTWGT
= TOTWGT+SUMWGT
+
Len,dec __ , _ Edtcde J _ Edit word ________________________________
107 __ __________ = __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Number of breaks =
3
1
@@CMPNAM
Company Name
2
@@DATE
System Date
F4=Expand F5=Field def. F6=Copy/Move

3
@@DATEC
4
@@DAY
5
@@DAYC
F11=Extend entry

Long Date
System Day (Number)
System Day (Alpha +
F12=Edit display

Elements of the display
The display shows the current calculations and allows you to change them and/or
enter new ones. If the sequence number for a calculation is highlighted, the
expression is conditioned. It has an IF... condition and possibly and ELSE...
expression.
Current field names and descriptions are listed at the bottom of the display for your
reference. Level break numbers are noted alongside corresponding field names. A
bright “+” at the lower right corner indicates more fields can be accessed by
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pressing the roll keys. Unlike the extended field display, fields cannot be accessed
by using their field number on this display.

Function Keys
You can leave this display by pressing F12 or F3. Use F12 to return to the
editing display and perform other functions. F3 will transfer to the exit display so
that you can end the report editing session.
F4 can be used to fold the subfile on the display so that the conditional

(IF...ELSE...) portion of the calculations can be viewed.
Use F11 to extend the calculation entry portion of the display so that you can
enter conditional calculations. Many people find it more convenient and less
confusing to work from the abbreviated display unless they are entering
conditioned calculations.
Press F5 to view a display showing the attributes and default edit codes for each
calculation result you have defined in the report.
Press F6 to display a window that allows you to copy or move a series of
calculations to a new place in the list. Refer to page 3-38 for details on copying
and moving calculations.

Entry Fields
Existing calculations can be modified by keying over them. All portions of the
current calculations can be changed even though they are not underlined. The
sequence, level number, result field, and calculation can be changed simply by
replacing them with different values. Remove a calculation from the report
definition by blanking out its sequence number.
Calculations are entered using the same form allowed by the SELECT, WHERE,
and HAVING clauses in SQL statements. Each calculation is given a sequence
number. When the report is run, calculations are performed in the order specified
by their sequence.
New calculations are added by entering the sequence, level break, result field
name, and the calculation expression in the lower portion of the display.
If the calculation creates a new field, you must specify its length and decimal
count. You may specify an edit code/word to be used as the default when this field
is placed on the report. If the expression involves alphabetic fields or literals, omit
the number of decimal places and the edit code/word.
Numeric and character constants can be used in expressions in the same manner as
with SEQUEL statements. Surround character constants with double quotation
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marks (") and ensure that at least one digit precedes any decimal point in numeric
values.
Date, time and timestamp operands are treated as character strings by the report
writer. All operations against date, time and timestamp values will occur as if they
were character data and not according to their defined data type.
Each calculation will be evaluated in turn for every record in the view unless the
level break selector indicates otherwise. A non-blank level field indicates that
execution of a calculation is limited to those records causing a change at the break
level indicated. In the previous example the SUMWGT, ORDCNT and TOTWGT
calculations (1,103,105) occur only when a change at level 2 (the order break) is
sensed. Results created in this way should be placed only at the corresponding
level on the report since they will usually be meaningless at any level other than
the one in which they are assigned.

Calculation Sequence
Sequence numbers specify the order in which calculations occur. Calculations with
a lower sequence will be performed before those with a higher one. The sequence
number also classifies each calculation as a before read or after read calculation.
Calculations with a sequence number of 1–99 occur before a record is read.
Calculation sequences 100-999 are performed after a record has been read.
In essence, the report writer repeats the following four steps until all records in the
view have been processed.
perform calculations with sequence 1-99
read a record from the view and determine its break levels
perform calculations with sequence 100-999
print headings (if necessary), record details, and subtotal lines (if appropriate)
In most cases, you will not need to use the additional capabilities afforded by the
“before read” calculation sequence numbers 1–99. Usually, any calculations that
initialize or reset variable values can be placed at the beginning of your “after
read” calculations. The real usefulness of “before read” calculations will be
explained in a moment.
As each record is read, SEQUEL determines if it is the last record in a group. If so,
it sets the appropriate break level values so that calculations and printed lines can
be conditioned on the end of a group. The Concepts section (p. 3-2) introduced the
idea that reporting levels are numbered in the opposite order of the view’s ordering
fields. For instance, if the view has an ordering specification like:
ORDER BY REGION, STATE, CITY, ZIPCODE
break level: 4

3

2

1
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and the current record is the last record in a given state, break values 1, 2, and 3
will be turned “on” when the record is read. Break values 4 (region) and 5 (the last
record on the report) will remain “off”.
As described earlier, calculations can be conditioned on a level number.
Conditioned calculations are performed with other, “unconditioned” calculations
according to their sequence number. If a conditioning number is used, the
calculation will only be performed if the current record is the last one in the
indicated group. Continuing with the example above, when the last record in a
given state is read, all calculations conditioned on level 3 will be performed, as
well as those at level 2 (state) and 1 (ZIP code). Calculations conditioned on level
4 (region) or 5 (grand total) will not be performed.
Because the break level value is set only when a record is read from the view, the
“before read” calculations are performed using the break level number and record
values from the previously read record. This reveals the primary value of the
“before read” calculations — use them when you need to do “post printing”
operations on the final values in a group.
There is one other notable “feature” about level breaks. Before the very first record
is read, all the level indicators are turned “on”. If you need to perform a calculation
only one time, at the beginning of the report, you can condition a “before read”
calculation on the highest break level. The calculation will only be performed
once, because the only other time that break indicator will be “on” is after the last
record is read.
Refer back to page 3-31. Sequence 105 will execute after a record has been read,
but only if it signals a break at level 2 or higher. Either the last record for an order
(level 2) or the final record on the report (grand total) must be read in order for
sequence 105 to be performed.
Calculation sequence number 1 will zero the SUMWGT field after a level 2 (order
number) break has occurred, before the first record for the next order is read. It
would be inappropriate to place the calculation at sequence 100 although it would
still zero the field on the level break. At sequence 100, SUMWGT would be set to
zero before it had been printed on the report! As a result, each time SUMWGT
printed, it would be zero. The “before read” capability lets you perform
calculations after a record has been printed, but before its values and group level
are lost due to reading the next record.
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Operators and Functions
The report writer is capable of evaluating expressions involving numeric,
alphabetic, and operators. The tables below show the operators and functions you
can use in report calculations. Several functions allowed in standard SEQUEL
statements are not supported by the report writer. The table below shows all
functions allowed. The syntax and usage rules are consistent with their SEQUEL
statement counterparts. Refer to the explanation and examples beginning on page
6-12 for more details.
Numeric Operators
+
Addition
—
Subtraction
*
Multiplication
/
Division
MOD
Remainder

Character Operator
CAT
Concatenation (also ||)

Numeric Functions
ABS
Absolute value
LEAST
Lowest list value
GREATEST
Highest list value
DIGITS
Convert to char.

Character Functions
SUBSTR
Substring (also SST)
LEAST
Lowest list value
GREATEST
Highest list value
UPPER
Convert to upper case
LAND
Bitwise AND
LOR
Bitwise OR
LNOT
Bitwise NOT
LXOR
Bitwise exclusive OR

Date Functions
DAYS
YEAR
MONTH
DAY
DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP
CHAR

Converts a date type expression to a number that represents the number
of days from the beginning of the system calendar.
Returns the year(4,0) part of a date
Returns the month (2,0) part of a date
Returns the day (2,0) part of a date
Converts expression to date data type
Converts expression to time data type
Converts expression to timestamp data type
Converts a date field to a character field

Subtotaling and Aggregate Functions
In addition to the standard “record oriented” operators, the SEQUEL report writer
provides three aggregate or subtotaling functions: SUM, MIN, and MAX.
The report writer’s aggregate functions have similar syntax as their SEQUEL
statement counterparts, but are different in that they create separate results for each
level of the report instead of a single result for the group. As a result, an aggregate
function will create a series of results (also called a vector) instead of just a single
value. For instance, placing the result of a SUM function on the print line at break
level 1 causes the subtotal for that level to be printed. Placing the same field name
at the final total level (@TOTAL) causes the grand total for the field to print.
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Aggregate functions can be mixed within expressions with constants, field names,
and other aggregate functions.
Aggregate functions can be placed in the assignment or the conditional “IF”
portion of a calculation. If aggregate functions are used in the assignment clause,
an “IF” conditional clause is not allowed.
An aggregate result field cannot be used in a subsequent calculation. This
restriction can be circumvented by specifying the aggregate expression where you
would otherwise have specified a result field.
The table below describes the aggregate functions of the report writer.
Aggregate Numeric Functions
SUM Subtotal each level
MIN Lowest value each level
MAX Highest each level

When the @@EXTEND field from the previous example is placed at level 2, the
extended amount for the entire order is printed. If placed at level 3, the total for all
orders for the customer will be printed. If placed on the @TOTAL line, the total
amount for the entire report will print.

Aggregate expressions and level numbers
If a level number is used in a statement that specifies an aggregate function, the
result will only be assigned at the level indicated, not at all levels of the report. In
this case, the statement will not generate a series of values, as it normally would,
but only a single result - based on the aggregate value at the evaluation level.
If level number 2 had been placed in sequence 100 on page 3-31 for instance, the
@@EXTEND field would only hold the extended amount at the order level.
@@EXTEND could then be used in other calculations because it represents a
single number, rather than a series of values. It is important to realize that result
fields used in this way will only contain valid values during the level break
associated with the calculation. As with the earlier example, you should ensure
that these fields are placed only at the same level on the report.

SUM function
The SUM function accepts a field name or a constant value (not expressions) as an
operator and returns the subtotal for each level of the report. Both view fields and
results of earlier report writer calculations can be used in Subtotaling. The SUM
function can be used in calculations with other SUM functions and constants (e.g.
(SUM(QTY1)+SUM(QTY2))/2) but the result of a SUM operation (a series of
numbers) cannot be further used in other calculations.
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Counting items using SUM
One interesting feature of the SUM function is that it can be used for counting
purposes. Notice that calculation 103 (p.3-31) indicates SUM(1). This is an
excellent way to count the number of detail lines and print the number of records
involved at each subtotal level. In our example, the number of lines on each order
will be counted so that it can be printed at each order break. (See report line 13).
By placing the LINCNT value at the @DETAIL level, we can create a running
sum, incrementing once for each line and thus giving each line its own sequence
number.

MIN/MAX functions
The MIN and MAX functions produce the same results in the report writer as when
the SQL GROUP BY clause is used. The smallest (MIN) or largest (MAX) value
within a break level will be printed. Unlike the view, MIN and MAX can only be
used on numeric fields in the report.
Using our example, assume that a statement specifying MIN(EXTEND) had been
assigned to a result which was placed on the report at @DETAIL and also at each
total level. Each detail line of the report would show the smallest extension
(quantity * price) calculated thus far for a given order. The order total line would
show the smallest line extension amount for the order. The customer total line will
show the smallest extension amount for any order for this customer. Finally, the
report total line will show the smallest line total for any line on the entire report.

Rules of evaluation
Character assignment always affects the entire field - a shorter field or constant
will be extended on the right with enough blanks to fill the result field completely.
When numeric calculations are involved, rounded operations are performed using
temporary results of (31,9) precision before placing the final result (again rounded)
into the field you name. Any overflow (result too large), underflow (result too
insignificant), or conversion errors will proceed by truncating the result. Division
by zero results in a zero result. Messages will be sent to the job log to indicate
which (if any) of these problems occur during execution.
Excepting aggregate results, fields which are the results of calculations can be used
in other expressions, just as view fields can. In the example on page 3-31, the field
EXTWGT, the result of the multiplication in sequence 101, is used in the
calculation in sequence 104.
A field can be the result of a calculation involving itself. Calculation 103 in the
example increments the ORDCNT field simply by adding 1 to it each time the
order number (level 2) changes. ORDCNT will continue to become larger
throughout the report because it is never reset to zero.
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EXTWGT (sequence 101) is the extended weight of the line item - quantity times
unit weight. We could just have easily specified the weight extension calculation
in the view, as we did with the value extension. It is likely that calculations will
complete more quickly if performed by the view rather than the report, but the
difference will often not be noticeable.

Copying and Moving Calculations
There are two different ways to copy and move calculations in the list.
Move a calculation to a new location by keying over its sequence number. When
you press Enter, the calculation will be moved to the new location. If a
calculation already exists with the number you type, your resequenced calculation
will be moved ahead of the existing one.
You can copy a calculation by entering its sequence number into the entry field at
the bottom of the display and pressing Enter. It will be duplicated in the input
area and assigned a new sequence number at the end of the list. Make any changes
and press Enter to add it to the list. If you change its sequence number and a
calculation already exists with the number you type, it will be added ahead of the
existing one.
If you want to copy or move several calculations at one time, press F6 from the
entry display. The copy/move window shown below will appear.
14:27:54

Calculation Entry

10/28/98

Seq Brk Field

Value
----- Sequences 1-99 are done prior to record read ----1 2 SUMWGT
= 0
2
ORDMSG
= " "
................................................ cord read ----100
@@EX :
:
101
EXTW :
Copy/Move Calculation Block
:
102
LINC :
:
103 2 ORDC :
Copy/Move
C
(C=Copy,M=Move)
:
104
SUMW :
Starting line ___
:
105 2 TOTW :
Ending line
___
:
+
Len,dec __ , :
Action
A
(B=Before,A=After)
:
:
Target line
___
:
107 __ _____ :
Repetitions
1 (for copy only)
:__________________
_____________ :
: ________
:
F12=Cancel
:
:..............................................:
Number of breaks =
3
1
@@CMPNAM
Company Name
2
@@DATE
System Date
F4=Expand F5=Field def. F6=Copy/Move

3
@@DATEC
4
@@DAY
5
@@DAYC
F11=Extend entry

Long Date
System Day (Number)
System Day (Alpha +
F12=Edit display

Indicate whether you want to copy or move calculation statements by typing a C
(copy) or an M (move) into the first field within the window.
Type the sequence numbers of the first and last calculations within the block of
statements that you want to act upon and indicate the target of the operation by
typing an A (after) or B (before) code prior to the destination sequence number.
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If you are making a copy request, indicate the number of times to copy the
statements(s) you have selected by filling in the field labeled “Repetitions”. This
field is ignored during a move operation.
Use F12 to cancel the operation, or press the Enter key to carry out the operation.
The calculation list will be redisplayed.

Conditional Calculations
Just as you can use the level number to condition the calculation on a change in a
field, you can use the report writer’s IF statement to condition calculations on the
values of fields.
The conditional calculation that you create with the report writer can be nearly as
complex as any search condition in the SQL WHERE clause. The list below shows
all the comparison operators that you can use. You can create complex conditions
by using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR to combine search conditions. Refer to the
information about the WHERE clause that begins on page 6-62 for details about
conditioning operators and search conditions.

Comparison Operators
You can use any SEQUEL comparison operator except LIKE in the conditional
statement of a report writer calculation. The table below lists the allowed operators
and their function:
Operator
=
<
<=
>
>=
<>
BETWEEN
CONTAINS
IN

Meaning
Equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Not equal to
Range checking
Character search
Set comparison

Use F11 to access the extended calculation entry display that allows you to
specify IF... conditions and ELSE... expressions. The top portion of the
conditional entry display remains the same and will only show IF... ELSE...
definitions if you press F4 to fold the display and show the expanded calculation
statements.
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11:05:03

Calculation Entry

10/13/98

Seq Brk Field

Value
----- Sequences 1-99 are done prior to record read ----1 2 SUMWGT
= 0
2
ORDMSG
= " "
----- Sequences 100-999 are done after record read ----100
@@QUANO
= SUM(QUANO)
101
EXTWGT
= UNWGT*QUANO
102
LINCNT
= SUM(1)
103 2 ORDCNT
= ORDCNT+1
104
SUMWGT
= SUMWGT+EXTWGT
105 2 TOTWGT
= TOTWGT+SUMWGT
Len,dec __ , _ Edtcde J _ Edit word ________________________________
106 2 ORDMSG
= "Order over credit limit"
________________________________________________________________________
If SUM(EXTEND)+OROPN>CRLIM
Else = "Order within credit maximum"
______________________________________________________________
Number of breaks =
3
3
@@DATEC
Long Date
1
@@CMPNAM
Company Name
4
@@DAY
Job Day (Number)
2
@@DATE
Job Date
5
@@DAYC
Job Day (Alpha)
F4=Expand F5=Field def. F6=Copy/Move F11=Extend entry F12=Edit display

+

Entry Fields
The extended calculation display is the same as the standard display except that
two new entry fields, IF... and ELSE... are allowed. You are not required to enter
values for these fields, and can use this display to create unconditioned
calculations as well as conditioned ones.
An IF condition may be specified without an ELSE assignment. You cannot enter
an ELSE assignment unless an IF condition is also specified. The conditioning
expression is evaluated according to its sequence. If the conditioning expression is
true then the primary assignment (next to the = sign) will take place. Otherwise,
the alternative assignment (represented by the ELSE portion) will take place. If
the ELSE statement is not present, no action will be taken.
The primary or ELSE assignment of a conditional “IF” calculation can indicate an
aggregate function (SUM, MIN, MAX) only if a level break number is also
present.
When aggregate functions are used in the conditional “IF” portion of the statement,
a series of results (also called a vector) can be created even though the assignment
portion does not reference an aggregate function. For instance, if a simple message
assignment similar to the one above (106) is conditioned on the expression
SUM(price)>SUM(cost) the message will be available at each level of the report
- different message values could appear at order line level, order total, customer
total, and final total level. Specifying a level break value, such as is done in
statement 106, limits the result to a single value, assigned at the level break
indicated.

Explanation of Example
Sequence 106 has both an IF portion and an ELSE portion. Remembering that the
break indicator causes sequence 106 to be performed only when the order number
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is about to change, you can see that if the order total (SUM(EXTEND)) plus the
customer’s current open order amount (OROPN) exceeds his credit limit (CRLIM),
then the message will be assigned to the ORDMSG field. Otherwise, if the credit
limit has not been exceeded, a different message will be placed into the ORDMSG
field.
Notice that the ELSE portion is required in order to get correct results. Without it,
the error message would remain in the ORDMSG field for all orders following one
which exceeds a customer’s limit. The message will “hang around” unless the
ORDMSG field is reset to another value (or blanks) for those orders where the
limit is not exceeded.
There are several ways to ensure that the field is initialized. The simplest and most
convenient method is the one which is shown in statement 106. Sometimes an
alternate method will be needed, especially if more than one condition will be
tested.
One way to guarantee that prior results are not retained is to place an
unconditioned calculation prior to the conditioned one(s). For instance, we could
have accomplished the same result by placing ORDMSG = " " ahead of sequence
106, again at level 2. This will have the effect of always changing the message
field to a blank value, then sometimes placing the warning into it, based on the
result of the comparison shown in 106.
An alternate method is to use the “prior to record read” sequences to reset a field
value following record processing - before the next record is read. Our example
uses this method to reset the total order weight after each order break (level 2), and
to fill the message field with blanks before each record is read.
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Result Field Definitions
Current field definitions for calculated results can be viewed by pressing F5 from
the calculation entry display. The calculated field definition display shows the
field names, length and decimal count, and default edit code/word to be used for
each result field defined in the report calculations.
11:08:05
Field
SUMWGT
@@QUANO
@@EXTEND
EXTWGT
LINCNT
ORDCNT
TOTWGT

F3=Exit

Calculated Fields
Len,Dec
7 , 2
7 , 0
7 , 2
7 , 2
3 , 0
3 , 0
7 , 2

Edit
J _
J _
J _
J _
J _
J _
J _

10/13/98

code/Edit word
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

F12=Return to conditional entry

Entry Fields
You can change field length, decimal count and/or editing characteristics for any
field listed on the display. Fields which are the result of alphabetic expressions
will show no decimal positions and will not allow entry of decimal length.
Changing the length and/or decimal count for defined fields will have an
immediate effect on fields already placed on the report. When the edit display is
presented, the new definitions will be reflected. It is possible that by extending a
result field you may cause a result field to overlap another item on the report. If
this happens, the result field will be dropped from the report. You can adjust
spacing and place the field on the report again.
Changing the edit code or word will not change the editing characteristics for
fields already placed on the report. Subsequent placement of the field will use the
new default.

Function Keys
Press Enter or F12 to return to the calculation entry display. If you press F3
from this display, the report exit display will appear so that you can end this design
session.
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Report Editing: SQL Display
You can access a display showing the SQL statement on which the report is based
by pressing F5 from the editing display.
15:58:02

View Display

9/24/98

SELECT

cusno.ordhead, cname LEN(20), cadd1.custmast, cadd2.custmast,
cadd3.custmast, cstte.custmast, czipc.custmast, cphon.custmast,
cuspo, shipv, trmcd, trmds, ordno,
coomn*10000+coody*100+cooyr LEN(6,0) EDTCDE(Y) NAME(ordate),
line#, prdno, descp LEN(19), quano COLHDG("Quantity" "Ordered"),
lstpc.partmast, actsp COLHDG("Price" "Each"),
quano*actsp LEN(7,2) EDTCDE(L$) COLHDG("Amount") NAME(extend),
unwgt.ordline
FROM
ordline, ordhead, custmast, partmast
JOIN BY ordno.1=ordno.2 AND prdno.1=prdno.4 AND cusno.2=cusno.3
WHERE
cusno<100600
ORDER BY cusno, ordno, line#

F3=Exit

F12=Edit Report

Amount to roll:

10

There are no entry fields on this display. Return from the SQL statement display
by pressing F12. If you press F3, the report editor’s exit display will appear.
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Report Editing: Exit display
When you have finished designing the report and have pressed F3 the report
editor’s exit display will appear. Unless your work is saved, all changes you have
made to the report definition will be lost. None of the changes you have made thus
far have been applied to the existing report.
The exit display allows you to save the report definition in a report data area and,
optionally, submit the report to the batch subsystem to be run.
11:10:13

Report Definition Exit Display

Report name:

ORDERPRINT in SEQUELEX

Form length :
Form type
:
Output queue:
Title :
Footing:

66
Width: 132
Overflow line:
*STD
Copies:
*JOB
in QGPL
Order Acknowledgement
______________________________

10/13/98

View name: ORDERACK
60
1

LPI: 6
Hold? N

Optimization criteria:

*TOTAL

(*FIRSTIO

Status messages:

*YES

(*YES

*NO)

Allow temporary result: *YES

(*YES

*NO

Number of unique keys:

*NONE

(*NONE

*ALL

Join type:
Join order:

*INNER
*ANY

(*INNER
(*ANY

*PARTOUT
*FILE)

Ignore decimal errors:

*NO

(*YES

Enter=Save report

F3=Exit

F12=Edit

in SEQUELEX

*TOTAL

CPI: 10
Save? N

*MINWAIT

*FINISH)

*IFRQD)
number)
*ONLYDFT)

*NO)

F14=Submit using QPGMR

in QGPL

Entry Fields
To save or create the report description, make certain that the name you wish to
use is correct at the top of the display. You may change it if you wish. A report
data area will be created with the name you supply. Do not specify the name of an
existing SEQUEL view. SEQUEL will not allow you to replace a view data area
with a report data area.
The view specified at the top of the display can be changed by keying over its
name and/or library value. You may want to specify *LIBL as the library value
rather than a specific name. If you do, the library list will be searched for the view
when the report is run.
You can change the view that a report is linked to after the report is created by
using the Change Report Description (CHGRPTD) command.
When changing a report (or overlaying an existing report with a new definition) all
explicit private authorities present in the overlaid report will be preserved. Public
authority will be set to the value specified by the AUT parameter used on the
DSNREPORT command. If *SAME is specified for the AUT parameter, the
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public authority present in the overlaid report will also be preserved. If a value of
*SAME is used when a new report is created, the public authority will be set as if
*LIBCRTAUT were specified.
Form attributes (size, print density, spool attributes), spool file controls (form
name, copies, hold, save), report title, and footing text are stored with the report
and will be used when the REPORT command is run. Specify a CPI value of 16 to
create spooled output with a 16.7 CPI pitch.
Report output queue, query execution parameters, and job description name are not
stored with the report. The values on this display are used only if you use F14 to
submit the report execution to batch.

Function Keys
Press Enter to save the definition and create the report data area. If you changed
the report name and one already exists with the name you specified, an error
message will be displayed. Overwrite it by pressing the Error Reset key and
then F11. The existing report will be deleted, and your criteria will be used to
create a new one. F11 can be pressed instead of the Enter key in order to bypass
the message and automatically replace the old version of the report with the current
definition.
Submit the report execution request by pressing F14. The report will be saved and
your request will be submitted using the job description named at the lower right.
When the report design function ends, you will be returned to the program which
executed the function. If you started with the work with views/reports commands
(WRKVIEW/WRKREPORT) the view or report list will reappear and you can
continue with the list of items presented.

Report Editing: Exit display
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Part 4. SEQUEL Scripting
Occasionally, the need arises to create a multiple step job stream in order to
complete a complex task. SEQUEL’s Scripting function allows you to include
multiple commands in a script definition, thus avoiding the technical requirements
of writing CL programs. In fact, script definitions could be used to replace most
CL programs used for running SEQUEL functions. Scripts provide a means for
running a multiple step process interactively or in batch from the AS/400, from the
SEQUEL Web Interface, or from ViewPoint, SEQUEL’s Graphical User Interface.
Script definitions are created using an interactive script editor or by importing
commands from a CL source member. The script editor allows you to create,
change and view your script definition. You define and change the script using a
combination of direct entry, action bar pull down menus and function keys. With
the script editor, you can even test the script by running it one step at a time while
you work on it.
When the definition step is completed, the script can be saved in a library with the
name you provide. Like other SEQUEL objects, script definitions can be run
interactively or submitted to batch using the RUNSCRIPT command.
This chapter describes the concepts that you need to know before you create your
scripts. Following this information, you will find a comprehensive description of
the Scripting functions.

Summary of Features
•

Script definitions allow multiple step processes to be linked together
without writing a program.

•

The Script definition process does not require a compile step.

•

Scripts may be run or modified from the SEQUEL menu or can be
accessed directly from a command line.

•

SEQUEL variables can be passed to multiple command steps within
the script without writing a CL program.

•

CL source members can be imported into script definitions.

•

Script definitions can be written to a source member.

•

Script definitions can be run in a “step mode” to analyze each
command while in the design process.
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Overview
If you know how to solve complicated problems by reducing them to a
series of relatively simple problems, you already know most of what you
need to take advantage of SEQUEL scripting. While the concepts behind
scripting may come more easily to programmers and ‘power’ users, anyone
willing to learn a few SEQUEL commands and some basic command
concepts will quickly learn how to create very useful SEQUEL scripts.
The simplest scripts will just automate a series of commands that someone
might enter on a command line. While simple, these basic scripts will help
many users connect 2 or 3 related SEQUEL functions used to produce a
report. But the real value of scripting is found in its ability to run a series
of commands that depend on user input to perform the desired function. A
typical example might be a month end process where several reports
require the same date range.
The most important concept in scripting involves the idea of passing
variable information from a SEQUEL-generated prompt screen to the
commands used throughout the script. SEQUEL takes care of the
programming details leaving you free to list the required commands and
supply the proper variable names as needed by the various commands.
Script variables are defined exactly like the familiar runtime prompting
variables used in SEQUEL views. Variable definitions require just a
variable name, length, type attribute and prompt text to be fully functional.
Script commands that must be supplied with user input are entered into the
script and reference the required variables by name in any parameter that
needs the user input.
Because script variables can be supplied to any command parameter,
SEQUEL scripting can perform tasks that previously required programmer
assistance. In addition, a script can be designed and tested as an
interactive process and then, without modification, placed into production
to run in a batch environment. SEQUEL handles the details of collecting
user input from an interactive prompt and making that input available to
the batch process.
SEQUEL script definitions can be created and run from the SEQUEL
menu just like other views and reports. Therefore, special menus do not
have to be created for users to access and run scripts.
Script building is less cumbersome than creating CL programs and
supports interactive debugging as you work. Scripts do not require a
source file or a compile step during the creation process.
Existing CL programs can be converted to SEQUEL script definitions.
When creating a script, a source member can be specified to import source.
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Definitions and concepts
SEQUEL Scripting gives users a tool for creating an organized process that can be
run at any time to perform any series of functions the user wishes to include in the
script. The functions to be performed by the script are specified by entering the
required commands into the script and using runtime variables to supply
command parameters with user input supplied each time the script is run.
Commands are the standard AS/400 object used to initiate almost every end user
process on the machine. Many commands are supplied by IBM with the operating
system, but most AS/400 products, like SEQUEL, also supply commands that
facilitate use of the product. Since most end user jobs require some degree of user
input to control and direct the process, commands support a consistent parameter
passing interface to meet that need. SEQUEL scripting is designed to work with
any command that can perform its function when supplied with appropriate input.
Scripting does not support commands that retrieve values and return them through
parameters. These commands can only be used within CL programs.
Parameters are the elements of a command definition that describe the types of
input that the process can accept. Each parameter specifies the type and size of the
data it can accept, and also serves as the entry mechanism for accepting the user
input. SEQUEL scripting can supply any value entered on a prompt screen to any
command parameter. In SEQUEL commands, the parameter of greatest interest is
the ‘SET VARIABLE’ parameter. By using the ‘SETVAR’ parameter, a user can
run a script and enter the required input on a single prompt screen. SEQUEL
scripting can pass the user input to each ‘SETVAR’ parameter throughout the
script. The ‘SETVAR’ parameter is the mechanism that allows the runtime
variables in each SEQUEL view or report to receive the user input it requires.
Runtime variables are the standard SEQUEL method for allowing users to control
SEQUEL requests at run time. In SEQUEL views, most variables are used to
control the action of the ‘WHERE’ clause in determining which records to process.
With Scripting, variables can not only be used to modify SEQUEL statements, but
also to provide values to any parameter on any command that can be used in
scripting.
Script objects are stored as AS/400 user space objects. An attribute value of
SQLSCRIPT or SQLSCRIPTP distinguishes them from views, reports, and non–
SEQUEL user spaces. The attribute of SQLSCRIPTP denotes a script with
SEQUEL run-time variables. SQLSCRIPT user spaces do not contain variables.
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Working with SEQUEL Scripts
Scripts are easily accessible from the SEQUEL menu just like SEQUEL views or
reports. They can be designed, edited, run and documented using appropriate
options in SEQUEL menus or with SEQUEL commands from a command line.
Script definitions can be accessed from the following menus:
The Work With Scripts (WRKSCRIPT) prompt gives you a simple, easy to
use display. It lets you create, change, and run any script that you name.
You can also start the script editor and build a script definition simply by
using the “Design Script” option.
The Work With SEQUEL Objects (WRKSEQUEL) display includes script
definitions in its lists. You can use all the options that you would normally
use on views with script definitions that you have previously created:
Option Function
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Command that is run

2 Edit an existing script

DSNSCRIPT library/script

5 Run the script interactively

RUNSCRIPT library/script

6 Run the script in batch

RUNSCRIPT library/script

8 Display the script’s
description

DSPSCRIPTD
library/script
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Script command summary
Scripting consists of five major commands. They are listed below:
CRTSCRIPT

Create a script from the command line by converting a CL
source member into a series of Script statements.

DSNSCRIPT

Create, edit, run and troubleshoot scripts through a full
function user interface.

RUNSCRIPT

Run a script interactively or in batch.

BCHSCRIPT

Run a script in batch.

DSPSCRIPTD

Display script definitions, print script analysis, output
scripts to source members or output variable definitions to
a preformatted file.

RTVSCRIPTD

Retrieves script information into variables for use by other
applications. Only allowed to run in Interactive CL-ILE or
CL-OPM programs, and Batch CL-ILE or CL-OPM
programs.
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Script Editor
The SEQUEL script editor is the tool that you use to create, change and
troubleshoot script definitions. Using a combination of direct entry, importing
existing source, function keys and the action bar you can quickly develop and test
the scripts you need.
SEQUEL’s Design Script command (DSNSCRIPT) starts the script editor so that
you can create or change a script definition.
•

If you are creating a new script definition, the special script name
*CREATE lets SEQUEL know that you will be creating a new script.
Either a blank script is initiated or a source member can be specified to
import source into the script definition.

•

If you are changing an existing script definition, you need only
indicate the script’s name.

In addition to specifying the command directly at command entry, you can use it in
several ways:
•

Select option 1=Create from source from the Work With Scripts
(WRKSCRIPT) display. You will have to specify a source file name.

•

Select option 2=Design new from the Work With Scripts
(WRKSCRIPT) display.

•

Select option 3=Design edit from the Work With Scripts
(WRKSCRIPT) display brings you into the script editor after
specifying the name of a script definition.

•

From the Work With SEQUEL Objects (WRKSEQUEL) display
choose option 2=Design for an existing script definition or use

When DSNSCRIPT runs, you will be presented with the primary definition display
shown on the following page.
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Script Definition
The script definition display is your primary work area as you create, revise and
troubleshoot your script definitions. When you start the script editor using
*CREATE, without specifying a source file, a blank script definition will be
presented.
3/28/00 08:01:50

Script Command Processor

System: ASC406
Script: *CREATE

Line# Statement
Script is currently empty

Bottom

10 _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

The Script Editor provides a full function user interface to create, edit, run, and
troubleshoot script statements.
The script design interface displays a list of script statements and comments on the
upper part of the screen with the input and modifications taking place on the lower
portion of the screen. The screen may be toggled between a short (3 line) mode or
long (13 line) mode using F11=Toggle Display. While the upper part of the
screen is not input capable, script command lines in that area can be modified by
positioning the cursor directly on a particular statement and using function keys.
The type of information shown on the screen will be identified by color if you
have a color monitor or by field attributes if you do not have a color monitor.
These are the colors used to identify certain actions:
•

Red shows invalid statements. This could be caused by an invalid
command or an imported source statement that is unusable in a script
and has not been converted to a comment. An "E" is shown to the left
of the statement on the script editor screen.

•

Blue indicates statements which have been run using the step or
interactive run functions.
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•

White shows which statement will be run next when using the step run
function.

The script editor can also be used to modify existing script definitions. When
designing an existing script definition, the Script Command Processor screen will
display the commands contained in the script. Below is an example script
definition as it appears in the DSNSCRIPT screen:
3/28/00 08:01:50

Script Command Processor

System: ASC406
Script: *CREATE

Line# Statement
10 MONMSG
20 DISPLAY
SQL('select cusno,cname,cphon,amtdu from +
sequelex/custmast where cusno=&&cusno') +
TEXT('Customer details')
30 DISPLAY
SQL('select ordno,cuspo,shipv,trmds from +
sequelex/ordhead where cusno=&&cusno') +
TEXT('Orders for &&cusno')
40 REPORT
REPORT(SEQUELEX/CUSTLISTR) OUTQ(*NONE)

Bottom

50 ______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys
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Function key definitions
Several function keys are available. The list below describes the effect of each
function key.
Function keys F1, F3, and F12 will work whenever the display is shown,
regardless of the presence or absence of action bar (F10) and its pull–down menus.
All other function keys can only be used when the action bar is not present on the
display.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F2=New

Clears the script definition and starts over.

F3=Exit

End the script editor. The exit window will appear so that you can save your script. See p. 4-24.

F4=Prompt

Allows script statements to be processed through the command prompter. A command can be
prompted from the entry line or directly from a line on the upper script display.

F5=Step

Runs one statement, comment or line at a time. See page 4-23.

F6=Paste

Insert the text from the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 4-27

F7=Run

Show the prompt for the RUNSCRIPT command which allows the script to be submitted.

F8=Print

Show the prompt for the PRTSCRIPTD command which prints the script definition.

F9=Retrieve

Recalls a particular sequence number into he command line.

F10=Actions

Displays the action bar. If the action bar (or any of its menus) is currently displayed, closes the
actions bar (and menu). See page 4-10

F11=Toggle Display

Toggles the display between a 225 character command line with 12 display lines on the upper
script display and a 1025 character command line with 3 display lines on the upper script display

F12=Exit

End the script editor. The exit window will appear so that you can save your script. See p. 4-24.

F13=Resequence

Resequences the statement lines. See page 4-27.

F14=Display Buffer

Display the contents of the copy buffer (clipboard).

F16=Copy

Copy data to the copy buffer. Copies the entire command the cursor is positioned on. See page
4-26.

F18=Cut

Cut a command from the display and copy to the copy buffer. See page 4-26

F19=Run

Run the script interactively.

F20=Print

Print a script definition and send output to a printer.

F21=Command Line

Display IBM user command line.

F22=Find/Replace

Locate the string you entered into the Find entry and position the cursor on the first character in
the string. The Find/Replace window remains on the display.

F23=Variable Specs

Display and edit the run-time variable definitions within the statement. See page 4-34.

F24=More Keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.
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Using the action bar
The script editor includes an action bar. It can help you learn about and quickly
access the functions available to you. The action bar is a small menu that will
appear when you press F10 from the script definition display.
Use the action bar to compliment the function keys. You will be able to get the
assistance you need by browsing through its selection of pull–down windows.
When you press F10 to select the action bar, it will appear at the top of your
display. You can close the action bar window by pressing F10 again. The script
definition display will return and you can continue working with your script.
: File
Edit
System
Help
:
:...............................................................:
Script is currently empty

Bottom
10 ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

The action bar has four items on it. Each of them describes actions that you can
“pull–down” from the menu. You can quickly skip from one keyword to the next
by pressing the Tab key. Access one of the choices by moving the cursor onto one
of the keywords and pressing the Enter key.
Once you select an action bar pull–down, its window will appear on your display.
You can work with it or choose a different pull–down by moving the cursor to
another keyword and pressing the Enter key. You can also press F12 to close the
pull–down and return to the action bar to make another choice. Press F10 to close
both the pull–down and the action bar and return to the script definition display.
The action bar offers these functions:
File
Edit
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Retrieve, save, display and print scripts; Exit the editor
Advanced full screen editing functions

System
Help

Messages, submitted jobs, spooled output, etc.
Help text; search index

The pull–down displays are menus.. Menu options either complete the action or
access another display to accept additional user input. Options that are followed by
an ellipsis (...) indicate that another window will be presented. If no ellipsis is
shown, the option will be carried out immediately.
The following pages describe each pull–down.
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File Menu
The File menu provides management control over the Script you are working with.
Using the File menu you can:
Clear the current workspace and start a new script definition
Open a different script definition
Save your current script
Run the script interactively, in batch or in step mode
Print the script definition
Exit the script editor
Access the File menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the “File” selection (if it isn’t there already)
press Enter to pull down the File menu
The menu looks like the one below.
: File
Edit
System
Help
:
:.................................................................:
:
:
:__ 1. New
F2 :
:
2. Import ...
:ty
:
3. Open
:
:
4. Save ...
:
:
5. Save As
:
:
6. Run script...
F19:
:
7. Submit Script
F7 :
:
8. Print
F20:
:
9. Print ...
F8 :
:
10. Run Step
F5 :
:
:
:
11. Exit
F3 :
: Script . . : (Untitled) :
:
Library :
:
:..........................:

__10 ______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

The menu has eleven options. An ellipsis (...) following an option indicates that
additional input will be required for this option.
The name of the current script is displayed at the bottom of the window. If the
script has never been saved, it will have the name “(Untitled)” until you save it.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The script definition display will return and you can continue
working with the script. If you want to close the File menu and return to the action
bar, press F12.
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To choose another action bar option, position the cursor to an entry on the action
bar and press the Enter key. The File window will close and the menu you
selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
The File menu provides these options:
New

Clears the current script definition. If changes have been made to
the current script, a prompt to save changes is shown. This option
can also be run with function key F2.

Import

Clears the current script definition. You are prompted to enter the
name, library and member of a source file that contains the code to
be imported into the script.

Open...

Presents the script selection windows so that you can begin
working with a different script definition.

Save

Saves the current script. If the script has never been saved, this
option works just like the Save As... option.

Save As...

Presents a window that lets you save the script definition. You can
assign the script’s name, library, and public authority.

Run Script Runs the script interactively starting with the line of the cursor
position. This option can also be run with function key F7.
Submit

Runs the script in batch. This option can also be run with function
key F19.

Print

Prints the script definition interactively and saves the script
definition. This option can also be run with function key F20.

Print…

Prints the script definition in batch and saves the script definition.
This option can also be run with function key F8.

Run Step

Runs one statement, comment or line at a time. This option can
also be run with function key F5.

Exit

Displays the exit prompt. It lets you save the current script
definition before you leave the script interface. The prompt
display will look like the one shown on page 4-19. This option
can also be run with function key F3.

Using File:New to start a new script definition
The New option of the File menu lets you clear the current script definition and
start over from an empty workspace. When you select the option (or press F2 from
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the script definition display) the workspace will be cleared. The script name will
be reset to “(Untitled)”.
If you have made changes to the current definition and have not saved them, the
File:Save As... window (p. 4-20) will appear on the display so that you can save
your work before the workspace is cleared and the current definition erased.

Using File:Import to start a new script definition
Clears the current script definition. You are prompted to enter the name, library
and member of a source file that contains the code to be imported into the script.
If a source member is to be imported, the source member must exist. The source
file, library and member are all selectable from a list. When a list is displayed use
option 1 to make a selection.
An imported source member should only contain CL command statements. Not all
CL command statements are valid as script statements. Most ineligible statements
are converted to comments on import, such as PGM, DCL, CHGVAR, IF, ELSE,
ENDDO, GOTO and ENDPGM. Some source statements may not be valid in a
script but not converted to comments.
When importing a source member from within the user interface, the option is
available to add to or replace the existing script statements. Add allows multiple
source members to be merged into a single script.

Using File:Open to edit an existing script
The Open option of the File menu lets you access previously created scripts. Once
you have “opened” it, you can change its definition and run it.
If you have made changes to the current definition and have not saved them, the
File:Save As... window (p. 4-19) will appear on the display so that you can save
your work before the workspace is cleared and the current definition erased.
When you select the Open option, one of the script selection windows shown
below will appear on your display. You can use it to see the libraries on your
system that have scripts in them, and to see the scripts within any of the libraries
that you are interested in. Once you find the script you are looking for, you can
select it and return to the script definition display.

Script selection
The script selection window helps you find scripts that you can use, even if you’re
not sure where to look for them. You can use the selection windows to view a list
of libraries containing scripts and then select among the libraries to see what
objects are available.
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There are two selection windows. One of them helps you find the library
containing the script you want to use. The other shows the scripts in the library you
have selected.
If you haven’t yet opened a script, the “user” portion of your library list will be
searched and the first window you see will show the libraries containing scripts.
You can browse among them to see the scripts in each.
If you have been working with a specific library, it will be used to acquire the
initial list of scripts. Rather than seeing a list of libraries, you will see a list of
scripts. You can choose one of them or change the library search value and search
items in a different library or a list of library names.
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Library List
Use the window below to search the libraries on your system. You can type a
series of characters and search your system for libraries that match them. You can
also display a list of libraries with script objects meeting the naming criteria that
you specify.
: File Edit System Help
:
:.................................................................:
:
..................................................
: 2 1. New
:
Library Selection
:
:
2. Import :
Name
Description
:
:
3. Open
: _ SEQUEL
SEQUEL Product Library
:
:
4. Save: _: _ RMSFILES
Resource Management System files :
:
5. Save As: _ QGPL
GENERAL PURPOSE LIBRARY
:
:
6. Run Scr: _ QTEMP
:
:
7. Run Scr: _ SEQUELEX
SEQUEL Examples and sample files :
:
8. Print. : _ APTEST
Acct. Payroll Test Library
:
:
9. Print..: _ DONALD
Donald Duck’s stuff
:
:
10. Run Ste: _ WALT
Walter’s Characters
:
:
:
:
:
11. Exit
:
:
: Script
:
:
:............. :
:
_10 ________ :
:
_____________ :
:
______________:
:
_
: Library: *USRLIBL
Script name: *ALL
:
:
:
F4=Prompt 5=St:................................................:

A library listing will appear whenever the values in the entry fields at the bottom
of the window select more than one library. All the libraries meeting your naming
criteria will be listed and you can select between them. You must have *USE
authority (*OBJOPR rights) to a library for it to appear in the list.
The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of libraries, and
that you can select one to see the scripts it contains.
The window will show both the name and text description for the libraries that are
included. If the window is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see
more library names.
If your library selection criteria is a generic name (e.g., SEQ*), all libraries meeting
the naming request will be displayed. The libraries will not be searched to
determine if they contain objects matching the object naming criteria. If the
Library: value is one of the special values on page 4-18, only libraries having
one or more scripts meeting the object naming criteria will be listed.
You can select any one of the libraries by typing a 1 next to it and pressing Enter.
You can also type a specific library name into the Library: field at the bottom of
the window. Once you select a library, an object list will appear in the window. It
will show all the scripts that meet the naming criteria in the naming field at the
bottom of the window.
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Script List
This selection window will appear when your naming criteria identifies a specific
library, and it has one or more objects like the current naming value.
The script selection window looks like the following example.
: File Edit
System Help
:
:.................................................................:
:
.......................................................
: 2 1. New
:
Script Selection
:
:
2. Import :
Name
Description
Created :
:
3. Open
: _ SCRIPTEX1
00/03/31:
:
4. Save
: _ SCRIPTEX2
00/03/01:
:
5. Save a :
:
:
6. Run sc :
:
:
7. Submit :
:
:
8. Print. :
:
:
9. Print. :
:
:
10. Run Ste:
:
:
:
:
:
11. Exit . :
:
:
:
:
: Script
:
:
:............. :
:
:
:
__10 ________ :
:
______________: 1-Select F3=Exit
:
______________: Library: SEQUELEX
Script name: *ALL
:
:
:
F4=Prompt F5=St:.....................................................:

If the window is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see more
names.
You can select any one of the listed objects by typing a 1 next to it and pressing
Enter. You can also type a specific script name into the naming field at the
bottom of the window. Once you choose an object, the selection windows will
close.

Using the library and script list windows
Two entry fields appear in the selection window. They are used to define your
search criteria. You can enter both specific and generic names into the library and
script name entry fields.
A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g. SEQ*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g. *EX) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to be
included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g. SEQ*EX) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
The Library: field identifies the libraries to be searched. Use a generic or
specific name, or one of the values listed below.
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If you use a generic name, all libraries on your system meeting the generic naming
pattern will be shown in the list. They will not be searched to determine which of
them (if any) contain script objects meeting your naming criteria.
If you use one of the special values below and a library list display (like the one on
page 4-16) results, only the libraries containing scripts that meet the criteria of the
naming field will be shown.
*LIBL

All libraries on your current library list.

*USRLIBL

The libraries on the “user” part of your library list.

*ALLUSR1

All user libraries (those not starting with a “Q”) on the
system to which you have *USE authority.

*ALL1

All libraries on the system to which you have *USE
authority.

*CURLIB

Your “current” library. It is initially assigned by the
(CURLIB) value in your user profile when you sign on.
Though it is a special value, it identifies a single library.
When *CURLIB is used, the script list for the library will
appear.

The Script: field indicates the script(s) you are looking for. You can type a
generic or specific name, or use the special value *ALL to indicate that all scripts
should be returned.
Close the window by pressing F12 or selecting a script. Select a script by
choosing it from the selection list with a 1, or by identifying it with the naming
fields at the bottom of the display. Press Enter to carry out your selection.
Once you choose an object, the selection windows will close and will return you to
the script interface.

1 Note: Use of *ALLUSR and *ALL may require extended processing to locate all the libraries having SEQUEL views in them, especially on large
systems with many user and system libraries.
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Saving a script
You can save your script as a permanent definition. Once it has been saved, you
can recall it later to edit, run, or print it.
Save the script by using either the Save or Save As... options of the action bar’s
File menu. The Save As... window will also appear if you attempt to exit (F3) the
editor. See page 4-24 for details of the exit display.
The Save option replaces the script named at the bottom of the file menu with your
current script definition. Use the Save As…option to save your current script under
a name that is different from the one at the bottom of the file menu.

File:Save
The Save option saves your current script into the object named at the bottom of
the file menu. The previous object’s contents are replaced.
If your script has never been saved before, its name will be listed as “(Untitled)”.
When you save an untitled script, the File:Save As... prompt display will appear so
that you must name the script and its library.
Select the File:Save option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 4 and press Enter or highlight Save to save your script
When the save is completed, the File menu and action bar will close.

File:Save As...
The File:Save As... option lets you save your current script definition and prompts
you for the name and library you want to give it. It is similar to the File:Save
option, except that it always shows a prompt that lets you enter the name and
library of the script and specify whether you want to save the workspace data.
Select the File:Save As... option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 5 and press Enter or highlight Save As.. to save your script
A prompt display like the one below will be shown.
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3/30/00 08:09:28

Script Definition Save Display

System: ASC406

Script Name . . . . . . . . __________
Library . . . . . . . . .
QTEMP______
Title

. . . . . . . . . . . SEQUEL Script_____________________________

Authority

. . . . . . . . . *LIBCRTAUT

Enter=Save

F3=Exit

F12=Previous

(*USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE,
*LIBCRTAUT, *SAME)

F11=Save/Replace

The display shows the attributes of the script definition you are about to create. Its
current name (and library) appears at the top of the display. If your script has
never been saved before, its name will be blank and the library and public authority
values will be drawn from your user default settings.
You can use any script name except QTEMP/SQLEXEC to save your script
definition. You must have *CHANGE authority (*OBJOPR and *ADD rights) to
the library you want to place the script in.
If you are creating a new script object, its description will match the title of the
script definition. You can change it by typing over the current value on the display.
Press Enter to save your script. The previous statements of the script will be
replaced with your current definition. When the save is completed, the script
definition display will reappear and a confirmation message will appear at the
bottom of the display.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the script definition display
without saving your script definition.
If you change the script’s name and there is already a script, view, or report with
the same name, a precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to
overwrite an existing object. You must press F11 to replace it. You must have
existence (*OBJEXIST) rights to an object in order to replace it.

Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL scripts is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a script can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the save window controls the public authority for the
script. Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has
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not been granted a specific authority for the script. Use one of the following
settings:
*ALL

Users can use, change, move, copy, and delete it

*USE

Users can only use the script

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the script for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the script will be used. The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE, depending on the
library’s setting.

Public authority will be set using the value specified by the Authority entry on the
display above. The default value is determined from the user defaults because the
authority parameter(AUT) of the DSNSCRIPT command defaults to *SETDFT. If
*SAME is specified, the public authority present in the overlaid script will also be
preserved. If *SAME is used when a new script is created, the public authority
will be set as if *LIBCRTAUT were specified.

Running a script
File:Run Script…
To run your script immediately, select the File:Run script option by pressing F19
from the script definition display, or by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 6 and press Enter to display your script
You will be asked to position the cursor at a statement and press enter to begin
running the script interactively. You will be prompted if the script contains
variables.
Command requests will be logged as informational messages in the joblog if your
job’s Log CL Program (LOGCLPGM) attribute is *YES. Logging the command
will make it easier to trace a script and correlate message to the request that
generated them. A completion message will appear when the script is finished
running.

File:Submit Script
Use this option to submit your script to batch to run.
Select the File:Submit script option by pressing F7 from the script definition
display, or by using the following steps.
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press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 7 or highlight Submit script and press Enter
When you select the option or press F7 a prompt will appear. It lets you specify the
job description where the job will be submitted. The prompt looks like the
window below.
:File
Edit
System
Help
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:
RUN Script
:
:
:
:Script Name . . . . . . . . . . . . .*CREATE
:
: Library . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . *LIBL
:
:
:
:F14/F15=Submit/Prompt Submit. QBATCH
(JobD)
:
:
Library . . . . . . . . .
QGPL
:
:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

:

Bottom
__10 _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

If you want to submit your request for batch execution, press F14 or F15. The
job will be submitted using the job description specified. If the script contains runtime variables, you will be prompted prior to the job submitting. F14=Submit
automatically submits while F15=Prompted Submit will show the Submit Job
(SBMJOB) command prompt.
Command requests will be logged as informational messages in the joblog if your
job’s Log CL Program (LOGCLPGM) attribute is *YES. When submitting a job,
this attribute is determined by the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command. Logging the
command will make it easier to trace a script and correlate message to the request
that generated them.
You can press F12 to close the window and return to the script definition display
without submitting any jobs. If you are working from the action bar, function key
F10 can be used to close both the window and the action bar in a single step.

Printing a script definition
File:Print
Use the File:Print option when you want to print a script definition for the current
script immediately. The print definition will include variable specifications if the
script contains variables.
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Select the File:Submit script option by pressing F7 from the script definition
display, or by using the following steps.
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 8 or highlight Print and press Enter

File:Print…
With this option, you can review and change the execution attributes for your print
script definition request. The print definition will include variable specifications if
the script contains variables.
Select the File:Submit script option by pressing F8 from the script definition
display, or by using the following steps.
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 9 or highlight Print… and press Enter
The current attributes for your print request will be displayed and you can change
them. The prompt looks like the one below. Type the values you want to use and
press Enter to print interactively or press F15 to prompt the Display Script
Definition (DSPSCRIPTD) command.
File
Edit
System
Help
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:
:
Print Script Definition
:
:
:
:Script Name . . . . . . . . *CREATE
:
: Library . . . . . . . . .
*LIBL
:
:
:
:Form length . . . . . . . . 066
:
:
Width . . . . . . . . 132
:
:Lines per Inch . . . . . . . 6
:
:Characters per Inch . . . . 10
:
:Overflow line . . . . . . . 060
:
:
:
:Output Queue . . . . . . . . QPRINT____
:
: Library . . . . . . . . . __________
:
Bottom
:
:
:F15=Prompt Definition
:
:
:_____________
:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :_____________
_______________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

Running a script in step mode with File:Run Step
With this option, you can run your script one statement at a time. After each
statement, the script debugger waits for you to press a continuation key (F5). You
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can start at the beginning or from any given point or choose to run only selected
statements. This is an ideal method to troubleshoot your script definition.
Select the Step option by pressing F5 from the script definition display, or by using
the following steps.
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 1 or highlight Run Step and press Enter
Running a script in step mode will display errors for each statement as it is
processed. Pressing F5 will run the next statement. If a step is bypassed or
omitted, any errors that would been generated by that statement will not be
available. When stepping one line at a time, positioning the cursor on a statement
line and pressing F5 will run that line next. Lines do not need to be stepped in
sequence or in a specific order.

Exiting the script editor with File:Exit...
Use the File:Exit... option when you want to exit the script editor. If you have
made changes to the script definition since the last time you saved it, the File:Save
As... window (see p. 4-19) will appear so that you can save them.
Select the File:Exit... option by pressing from the script definition display, or
from the action bar by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 11 or highlight Exit and press Enter
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the script definition display
without saving your script definition.
If you press F3 from the prompt, your current changes will be discarded and
no permanent script will be created or changed.
If you change the script’s name and there is already a script, view, or report with
the same name, a precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to
overwrite an existing object. You must press F11 to replace it. You must have
existence (*OBJEXIST) rights to an object in order to replace it.

Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL scripts is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a script can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the save window controls the public authority for the
script. Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has
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not been granted a specific authority for the script. Use one of the following
settings:
*ALL

Users can use, change, move, copy, and delete it

*USE

Users can only use the script

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the script for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the script will be used. The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE, depending on the
library’s setting.

Public authority will be set using the value specified by the Authority entry on the
display above. The default value is determined from the user defaults because the
authority parameter(AUT) of the DSNSCRIPT command defaults to *SETDFT. If
*SAME is specified, the public authority present in the overlaid script will also be
preserved. If *SAME is used when a new script is created, the public authority
will be set as if *LIBCRTAUT were specified.
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Edit Menu
The Edit menu helps you use editing features while in the script interface.
The Edit menu provides access to these functions:
Copy a statement
Cut a statement
Paste a statement
Re-sequence statement numbers
Find/Change a string
All of these editing features can be accessed directly from the design script screen
with function keys. As you gain familiarity with the function keys, you will prefer
them over the Edit menu options. Since they provide a single keystroke method of
working with the script statement, you will be able to edit your statement easily
and quickly.
Access the Edit pull-down menu by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
move the cursor to the Edit selection
press Enter to pull down the Edit menu
A pull down menu like the one below will appear on your display.
:File
Edit
. . . . . .
:
: __
:
:
:
:
: . .

System
Help
:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:
1. Copy
F16 :
2. Cut
F18 :
3. Paste
F6 :
4. Resequence
F13 :
5. Find/Change…
F22 :
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:

Bottom
__10 ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

Edit:Copy
A script statement can be copied to the copy buffer (clipboard) by using F16 or
the Edit:Copy option of the action bar. Either position your cursor next to a
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particular statement and press F16 or select the copy option from the action bar by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 1 or highlight Copy and press Enter
position your cursor on a statement
press Enter

Edit:Cut
A script statement can be removed and placed into the copy buffer (clipboard) by
using F18 or the Edit:Cut option of the action bar. Either position your cursor next
to a particular statement and press F18 or select the copy option from the action bar
by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 2 or highlight Cut and press Enter
position your cursor on a statement
press Enter

Edit:Paste
A statement from the scrap/copy buffer can be inserted at any point within the
script definition by using F6 or the Edit:Copy option of the action bar.
Statements from the buffer can be inserted at an any sequence number. If your
cursor is on a script line, paste will insert the statement above the line your cursor
is on. If the cursor is on the command line and the line number associated with the
command line is available, the statement will be inserted at the line number
specified. If the line number associated with the command line is not available, the
statement will be inserted prior to the statement if there is an available unique
sequence number. If not, an available unique sequence number will be looked for
after the statement number at the command line. Otherwise, the statement will be
inserted at the end of the script.

Edit:Resequence
Statements can be resequenced using F13 or the Edit:Resequence option of the
action bar. After copying/pasting statements, they can be resequenced so that the
statement numbers start at 10 and increment by 10 for each statement.
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Edit:Find/Change…
The find/replace function allows you to search the script for the contents of the
find string and optionally allows data to be replaced. The Edit:Find/Replace
option or F22 will present the following screen:

4/0/4/00
Line#
10
20
30
40
50

09:12:54

Script Command Processor
System: ASC406
Script: SEQUELEX/OBJCRTDATE

Statement
MONMSG
ADDLIBLE
LIB(&LIBRARY)
DSPOBJD
OBJ(*LIBRARY/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) DETAIL(*SERVICE) +
OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) OUTFILE(QTEMP/DSPOBJD)
GRTOBJAUT OBJ(QTEMP/DSPOBJD) OBJTYPE(*FILE) +
USER(*PUBLIC)AUT(*ALL)
DISPLAY
SQL(‘select cvtdate(odcdat,mdy) +
name(crtdate),odlbnm,odobnm,odobat,odobtx,odobsz,+
odobow,odsrcl,odsrcf,odsrcm,case when odsrcd>” “ then+
char(cvtdate(odsrcd,ymd)) else odsrcd end +
name(srcdate)
from qtemp/dspobjd order by crtdate desc’)

Bottom
Find . . . . .:_______________________________________________________
Replace with .:_______________________________________________________
Find/Replace History: F7=Scroll back F8=Scroll forward F11=Chg as input
F3=Exit
F12=Previous
F16/Enter=Find
F17=Replace
F22=Replace All.

The function allows up to 50 characters for the find string and also for the replace
string. It can be used as Search Only or Search and Replace .
To search for a string, enter the search criteria on the find line and select F16. The
search will start at the beginning of the script. If the search is successful, the line
containing the string is displayed To continue the search press ENTER or F16.
The search is complete when F12 is selected or no more data is found to match the
find string.
•

To search for a string and replace data, enter the search criteria on the find line
and enter the replace criteria on the replace line

•

To search first and then decide if replace is required, select F16 to find the
next matching string. If you then decide to replace that with the replacement
string, use F17. This will only replace the currently displayed match.

•

To replace all the find matches, you can use F22. This will find all the
matched strings and replace them all with the replacement string.

All replacements will be in upper case regardless of the original case.
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System menu
The System menu gives you access to functions that help you learn about the status
of queries you have run, reports you have created, and requests you have submitted
for batch execution.
The functions these options run are described very well in the AS/400 New User’s
Guide, an IBM publication (SC41-8211) that provides essential information about
using the AS/400.
Access the System menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the System selection
press Enter to pull down the System menu
The menu looks like the one below.
: File Edit System Help
:
:...............................................................:
: __ 1. Work with job
:
Scrip :
2. Display job log
:
:
3. Display messages
:
:
4. Work with spool files
:
:
5. Command line
:
:
6. Edit library list
:
:
7. Work with submitted jobs
:
:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

Bottom
__10 ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

The menu has several options. When you choose one of them, the indicated action
will be carried out immediately. Many of the options invoke OS/400 system
commands. You can prompt the command prior to running it by selecting the
option number and pressing F4 instead of Enter.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The script definition display will return and you can continue editing
your script. If you want to close the System menu and return to the action bar,
press F12.
To choose another option on the action bar, position the cursor to an entry on the
action bar and press the Enter key. The System window will close and the menu
you selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
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Work with job
Provides access to several displays that describe your working environment and the
activities you have completed during your session. If you are not authorized to the
Work With Job (WRKJOB) command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command.

Display job log
Displays a history of your workstation session (including any diagnostic messages
from your query).

Display messages
Shows any messages waiting for you. Each time one of your submitted requests
completes, it sends you a message indicating that it is finished. This option allows
you to view your messages and then remove them when you are done. Return to
the script definition display by pressing F12.

Work with spooled files
Shows the status of the printouts you have created. Using the display presented by
the Work With Spooled Files (WRKSPLF) command, you can view the reports,
route them to a printer, and remove them from the system. If you are not
authorized to the WRKSPLF command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command. Return to the script definition display
by pressing F12.

Command line
Opens a command line window. It allows you to enter any AS/400 system
commands that you are properly authorized to run.* You can close the command
line window and resume work on your query by pressing F12. The availability of
this option is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed with the Set
Default (SETDFT) command. Refer to the section beginning on page 1-109 for
additional information about the SETDFT command.

*Users with restricted command line use have authority to run only the Display Job (DSPJOB), Send Message (SNDMSG), Display Message
(DSPMSG), Display Job Log (DSPJOBLOG), Start PC Organizer (STRPCO), and Sign Off (SIGNOFF) commands from the command line.
Restricted command line use is assigned through the LMTCPB(*YES) parameter value of their user profile.
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Edit library list
Allows you to see and change your current library list. Return to the script
definition display by pressing F12. Users with restricted command line access or
limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES) specified for their user profile) will not
have access to this command.

Work with submitted jobs
Displays the status of any requests you have submitted. SEQUEL runs the Work
With Submitted Jobs (WRKSBMJOB) command so you can review your jobs’
progress and output. Return to the script definition display by pressing F12. Users
with restricted command line access or limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES)
specified for their user profile) will not have access to this command.
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Help menu
The Help option of the action bar allows you to access the help facility. It is
described both in the Introduction to this manual, and also in the AS/400 New
User’s Guide, IBM publication (SC41-8211).
Access the Help menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Help selection
press Enter to pull down the Help menu
The menu looks like this:
: File Edit System Help
:
:....................................................................:
: __ 1. Help for help…
:
Script is curr :
2. Extended help…
:
:
3. Keys help…
:
:
4. Help index…
:
:
5. About…
:
:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

Bottom
__10 ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
F4=Prompt F5=Step F7/F19=Run F8/F20=Print F10=Actions F24=More keys

The menu has five options. When you choose one of them, another display will
appear. It will provide access to the type of help you have requested.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The script definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the Help menu and return to the action bar, press
F12.
To choose another action bar option, position the cursor to an entry on the action
bar and press the Enter key. The Help window will close and the menu you
selected will be pulled down from the action bar.

Help for Help
When you choose the first option, the AS/400 user support display will appear so
that you can learn about the help facility, index search capabilities, etc.
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Extended help
Option 2 of the Help menu will access the extended help for the definition display.
Selecting the option is equivalent to moving the cursor to the top line of the display
and pressing the help key. Refer to the Introduction for more information about
SEQUEL help text.

Keys help
Access help text describing the function keys by selecting option 3 of the Help
menu. You can also acquire help text about the function keys by positioning the
cursor to the last line on the display and pressing the Help key.

Index search
If you select this option, you will be able to find topics associated with keywords
that you specify. The index search facility is described in the “Help for help”
menu of option 1, in the Introduction section of this user’s guide, and in the IBM
AS/400 System Operation For New Users, publication SC41-3200.

About...
Help option 5 will present an informational display that tells about the version of
SEQUEL you are using.
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Variable Specifications (F23)
Variables used within the script definition must be defined using the Variable
Specifications. You can define up to 50 different variable substitutions that can
occur when the script is run or a default value can be used instead of prompting at
runtime. If a run-time prompt occurs, items on the prompt display will appear in
the order of the variable definitions within this list. Variables in the list need not
appear in order within the script statements.
Once variables are used within a script, they must be defined using F23.
The screen looks like this:
4/13/00 11:37:17

Specify Run-time Variable Definition

System: ASC406

Specify the type, length, and prompt text for each run-time variable.
Press F4 to specify the default value, test value and integrity checks.
Valid types are: EXPR, NAME, NUMBER, QSTRING, and DATE.
Seq Variable
Type
Prompt text
Length Dec
__5 &CUSNO
NUMBER____ Customer number_________________
__6 __0
Default
________________________________________________________________________
Integrity check
________________________________________________________________________
Extended help text
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
UFI test value
________________________________________________________________________
Bottom
F3=Exit

F4=Prompt

F12=Accept

Each variable specification contains several items:
Name: the variable reference used in the SQL statement. It must be preceded by
an ampersand (&).
Type: one of five separate types of entries that are allowed for the variable.
EXPR: any valid SQL expression or fraction thereof, including blanks,
operators, functions, etc.
NAME: an item starting with an alphabetic character (or an asterisk) and
containing no blanks.
NUMBER: an item containing only digits 0−9 and, optionally, a decimal
point or leading sign.
QSTRING: the variable is a quoted string. If the value supplied at run
time is not quoted, SEQUEL will supply quotes automatically.
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DATE: a valid date value must be entered. The entered value must have
the format indicated by DTSTYLE or be USA, ISO, EUR or JIS format.
Length: specify a value from 1 to 1085 to indicate the allowed length of the
substitution value. If the variable type is NAME, the maximum length is 10. If the
variable type is NUMBER, the maximum length is 29. If the variable type is
QSTRING, the quotes are included in the length. If you are passing a QSTRING
variable up to 5 characters long, the length should be 7 to include the quotes.
Decimal: If the variable type is NUMBER, specify a value between 0 and the
maximum length indicated by the length element (above). If the variable type is not
NUMBER, this value must be 0.
Prompt Text: up to 32 characters of text can be entered. The text will appear on
the prompt display next to the input field. If no value is specified, or the special
value *NONE is used, the variable name will be used as prompt text. The special
value *BLANK can be used to indicate that the prompt text should be blank.
Prompting of the variable can be bypassed and the default value can be used by
specifying *NOPROMPT, *NP or *NOPMT for text.
Default Value: specify a value that will appear on the prompt prior to the user’s
entry. The value must conform to the type indicated by the type element (above).
Specify up to 80 characters for the default value but do not exceed the maximum
length indicated by the length element. If a default value is not specified, a zero
value will be used for NUMBER variables, the current date will be used for DATE
values, and a blank will be used for other variable types.
Keywords can be used to retrieve system values for use as the default value. The
keywords include the following:
Keyword

Usage

Length

Comment

*JOBNBR

Retrieve current job number

6

*JOB

Retrieve current job name

10

*USER

Retrieve current user name

10

*JOBDATE

Retrieve current job date

6

In job date format

*SYSDATE

Retrieve current system date

6

In job date format

*SYSTIME

Retrieve current system time

6

In HHMMSS

*SYSTEM

Retrieve current system name

8

Integrity Check: specify one or more rules that must be satisfied by the value
entered when the view is run. The rule must conform to one of the following
DDS−equivalent formats. SEQUEL will validate the user’s entry according to the
specified rule and issue an error if the rule is violated. The special value *BLANK
can be used within a rule to indicate a blank value for NAME, EXPR, and
QSTRING variables.
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COMP(rel−op value)
Choose one of six relational operators (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE)
and specify a value that conforms to the type and length elements.
Ex. COMP(GT 0) or COMP(EQ "ABC")
[NOT] VALUES(value,value,value ...)
Specify a list of values separated by commas, that will constrain the
user’s entry. Only a value matching one of the items in the list will
be accepted when the view is run. If the keyword NOT precedes the
VALUES keyword, then only values not included in the list will be
accepted.
Ex. VALUES("Y","N") or NOT VALUES(0,1,2,3,4,5)
[NOT] RANGE(low−value high−value)
The user’s entry must be between the low value and high value
(inclusive) indicated in the rule. If the keyword NOT precedes the
RANGE comparison, then only values outside the range will be
accepted when the view is run.
CHECK(len)
Forces the user’s value to match the full length of the variable.
CHECK(uc)
Automatically translates lowercase input to uppercase.
SPCVAL(value,value,value…)
Specify a list of values separated by commas that will bypass any
other checking. It is especially useful in the case of passing *ALL to
a parameter on a command instead of using *ALL/*OMIT to remove
text from the SQL statement as in a view.
Ex. DSPOBJD OBJ(&VAR1/&VAR2) OBJTYPE(&VAR3)
OUTFILE(QTEMP/DSPOBJD)
&VAR1 has an integrity check of SPCVAL(*LIBL,*USRLIBL)
&VAR2 has an integrity check of SPCVAL(*ALL).
&VAR3 has an integrity check of SPCVAL(*USRSPC,*DTAARA)

Using &VAR1 = *LIBL, &VAR2 = *ALL and &VAR3 = *USRSPC
would resultin the statement:
DSPOBJD OBJ(*LIBL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*USRSPC)
OUTFILE(QTEMP/DSPOBJD)

SST(*LDA, mmmm, nnnn)
Write the prompted value to the local data area (LDA) where mmmm is the
starting position and nnnn is the length of the substring. Values in the LDA
can be retrieved by high level programs or a calculation in SEQUEL
Report Writer.
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PASSWORD
This integrity test hides the prompted value as it is entered. This is
especially useful when prompting for a user password from the browser
using the SEQUEL Web Interface product.

You can enter multiple rules for a variable. Separate rules with commas. VALUES,
RANGE, and COMP rules are mutually exclusive. That is, only one of these rules
can be specified. CHECK(len) and CHECK(uc) can be used in conjunction with
any other rule.
CHECK(len) and CHECK(uc) can be combined as CHECK(uc len) or
CHECK(len uc).

A VALUES and CHECK can be combined by separating the two tests with a
comma such as VALUES(“IL”,”CA”,”TX”), CHECK(UC).
Comparisons involving NAME and EXPR variables are not case sensitive. The
value(s) specified in the rule can be entered in upper, lower, or mixed case. When
the view is run, the user’s value is compared against the value(s) in the rule in a
case independent manner. Values for QSTRING variables are case sensitive and
must be entered by the user in the exact form indicated by the rule.
Extended help: specify up to 256 characters of “extended” help text. When the
prompt appears, a message indicating extended help text is available will be
displayed at the bottom of the screen. If the user positions the cursor to the field
and presses the F1 key, a window will appear showing the extended help text.
Leading/Trailing values to omit are not supported in variables defined within a
script.
UFI Test value: specify a value for the variable to be used during the edit session.
Prompting will still occur and the UFI Test Value will be used instead of the
Default Value for that edit session.

Special Keywords
Special keywords can be used on a script command line as a shortcut to remove
lines, comment lines, or position to the first or last line of the script.

Keyword

Function

*BLK
*BLANK

Remove the contents of the
statement, but leave the line.
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*T
*TOP
<<

Position to the first line

*B
*BOT
*BOTTOM
>>

Position to the last line

*C
*CMT
*COMMENT

Convert statement into a
comment

*NC
*NCMT

Remove comment codes from
statement

*R
*RMV
*REMOVE

Remove a line from the script
without saving the data to the
clipboard.

Keywords can be placed on the next available statement number at the bottom of
the screen. To use a keyword on an existing line, at the bottom change the line
number to the desired line (do not press enter) then type the keyword and press
enter.
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Script Examples
This section will provide several examples of script definitions. They are in the
SEQUELEX library and utilize sample files from the SEQUELEX library. The
scripts discussed below can be run from your workstation and the definitions can
be viewed using DSNSCRIPT.

Example 1: CUSTORDS
The CUSTORDS script demonstrates the versatility of scripting. To truly appreciate its
benefits, it should be run interactively and submitted from the green screen, run from
ViewPoint and from the SEQUEL Web Interface. The script prompts the user for a
customer number and uses the customer number on two commands. First, the customer
information from the customer master file is displayed. Second, the open orders from the
order header file for the same customer are displayed. Then a report about all customers’
accounts receivable is run.
The script definition is below. It was printed using the following command:
DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/CUSTORDS) OUTPUT(*PRINT)
The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable
specifications.
4/06/2000
8:10:38
System: ASC404
Script:
Title:
Source: /
Stmnt
000001
000002
000003
000004

SEQUEL Script view

analysis

Page:

1

SEQUELEX/CUSTORDS
Customer info, orders, and report
Member:

Statement
MONMSG
DISPLAY
SQL('select cusno,cname,cphon,amtdu from +
sequelex/custmast where cusno=&&cusno') +
TEXT('Customer details')
DISPLAY
SQL('select ordno,cuspo,shipv,trmds from +
sequelex/ordhead where cusno=&&cusno') +
TEXT('Orders for &&cusno')
REPORT
REPORT(SEQUELEX/CUSTLISTR) OUTQ(*NONE)

Script Variables
Name
------&CUSNO

Type
Len
----- ---NUMBER
6,0 Prompt text. . . .: Customer Number
Times used . . . .
3

This script begins with a monitor message (MONMSG). When MONMSG is used
in the first non-commented statement, it serves as a global monitor message and
monitors for all messages. Message monitors allow the script to continue
processing even when errors occur. A global MONMSG, as in this example allows
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any error on any statement to be ignored and processing continues with the next
statement. This may or may not be desirable depending on the specific
requirements of the steps involved in a particular script.
The DISPLAY command at line 2, extracts the customer information from the
CUSTMAST file for the customer number provided at run-time. The DISPLAY
command at line 3, returns the order information from ORDHEAD for the same
customer. By referring to the same variable, the customer number value can be
passed to multiple commands even though the user was prompted only one time.
At statement 40, a report about all customers’ A/R amounts is run. The &cusno
variable is defined within the script using F23.
This script can be run interactively or in batch without any changes. When the
script is run interactively, the commands are issued as they appear. On the
REPORT command, the special value of *NONE on the output queue (OUTQ)
parameter creates the spool file on hold, displays the report using display spool file
(DSPSPLF), and then deletes the spool file.
When the script is submitted, the DISPLAY commands at lines 20 and 30 are
translated into a PRINT command so output can be generated and sent to an output
queue. When the REPORT command runs in batch, output will be generated
regardless of the OUTQ(*NONE).
When the script is run from ViewPoint, you will be prompted one time for a
customer number. Then three windows will open showing the customer
information, order information and the report on all customers.
When the script is run from the browser using SEQUEL Web Interface, you will be
prompted one time. The results from all three commands will display on one page.
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Example 2: OBJCRTDATE
The SEQUELEX/OBJCRTDATE scripts uses a combination of AS/400 commands
and SEQUEL commands. It provides a tool to sort the objects in a library in
descending date creation order. The library name is a variables that is provided at
run-time.
The script definition is below. It was printed using the following command:
DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/OBJCRTDATE) OUTPUT(*PRINT)
The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable
specifications.
4/07/2000
8:05:18
SEQUEL Script view analysis
System: ASC406
Script:
SEQUELEX/OBJCRTDATE
Title:
Library objects in creation date order
Stmnt
Statement
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005

Page: 1

MONMSG
ADDLIBLE
LIB(&LIBRARY)
DSPOBJD OBJ(&LIBRARY/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) DETAIL(*SERVICE)+
OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) OUTFILE(QTEMP/DSPOBJD)
GRTOBJAUT
OBJ(QTEMP/DSPOBJD) OBJTYPE(*FILE) +
USER(*PUBLIC)+ AUT(*ALL)
DISPLAY
SQL('select cvtdate(odcdat,mdy) name(crtdate),+
odlbnm,odobnm,odobat,odobtx,odobsz,odobow,o+
dsrcl,odsrcf,odsrcm,case when odsrcd>" " then +
char(cvtdate(odsrcd,ymd)) else odsrcd end +
name(SrcDate) +
from qtemp/dspobjd order by crtdate desc')

Script variables
Name
Type
----- ----&LIBRARY
NAME

Len
---10

Prompt text . . . : Library name
Times used . . .
2

This script begins with a monitor message (MONMSG). When MONMSG is used
in the first non-commented statement, it serves as a global monitor message and
monitors for all messages.
You will be prompted for a library name because there is a variable defined. This
library name is used on an Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) command and a
Display Object Description (DSPOBJD) command. After identifying a library and
placing it on the library list, a file with the object’s description is created. Then
the SEQUEL DISPLAY command is used to show the objects in a descending
order by creation date. SEQUEL’s convert date function is used to show the date
is a more usable format. If the script is submitted to batch to run, a PRINT
command would be used in place of the DISPLAY command to produce spooled
output.
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Example 3: REPORTOVR
Scripts can be used to facilitate overrides in submitted jobs without writing a
program. This way the report/view can be submitted from the WRKSEQUEL
menu with an override. If an override was applied at the WRKSEQUEL menu, it
would only affect jobs run interactively from WRKSEQUEL not jobs that were
submitted from the menu.
For instance, you may want to override the SEQUEL printer file to control whether
the report is generated to print on both sides or only one side of the paper. The
SEQUEL printer file, SQLPRT1, defaults to DUPLEX(*YES) which prints on
both sides. The SEQUELEX/REPORTOVR script is designed to run from
WRKSEQUEL as it uses substation variables. The script can be referred to within
a user defined option run any report with the override.
The script definition is below. It was printed using the following command:
DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/REPORTOVR) OUTPUT(*PRINT)
The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable
specifications.
4/10/2000
8:06:24
SEQUEL Script view analysis
System: ASC406
Script:
SEQUELEX/REPORTOVR
Title:
Print SEQUEL Reports in non Duplex
Stmnt
Statement
000001
000002
000003

OVRPRTF
REPORT
DLTOVR

Script variables
Name
Type
---------&N
NAME
&L

NAME

Page:

1

FILE(SQLPRT1) DUPLEX(*NO) OVRSCOPE(*JOB)
REPORT(&L/&N)
FILE(SQLPRT1) LVL(*JOB)
Len
---10
10

Prompt text . . . : Report Name
Times used . . .
1
Prompt text . . . : Library
Times used . . .
1

This script first overrides the SEQUEL printer file, SQLPRT1, then runs a report
and then deletes the override. An option should be created in the option file to run
the script. This can be done from WRKSEQUEL using F16=User options:
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4/10/00 11: .. ......................................................
:
Work with User-Defined Options
:
......................................................................
:
Edit User-Defined Option
:
:
:
: Option . 6D Flag I Object type *USRSPC
Object attribute SQLRPT_:
: Description Run Report & Print On One Side___________
:
: RUNSCRIPT SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/REPORTOVR) SETVAR((&&L &L) (&&N &N))
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: F12=Cancel
:
: ...................................................................:
:
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Example 4: EMAILFROM
This example demonstrates SEQUEL’s e-mail capability. It dynamically changes
the from address on an e-mail. That way, any user can run a report, provide a
recipient address and specify the from address at run-time so the e-mail will have a
more recognizable address such as Customer_Service.
The script definition is below. It was printed using the following command:
DSPSCRIPTD SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/REPORTOVR) OUTPUT(*PRINT)
The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable
specifications.
4/12/2000
9:29:53
SEQUEL Script view analysis
Page: 1
System: ASC406
Script:
SEQUELEX/EMAILFROM
Title:
Dynamically change the from address on an e-mail
Stmnt
Statement
000001
000002
000003
000004

CRTDTAARA
DTAARA(QTEMP/ESNDADTA) TYPE(*CHAR)+
LEN(256) TEXT('Dynamic From: for e-mail')
MONMSG
CHGDTAARA
DTAARA(QTEMP/ESNDADTA) VALUE('&&FRM')
REPORT
REPORT(CUSTORDR) RECIPIENT('&&RCP') +
EMLMSG('This demonstrates a report being sent as an +
RTF file where the name of the sender and the +
recipient is fed in as a variable to the script.') +
PCFMT(*RTF)

Script variables
Name
Type
------- ----&RCP
EXPR
&FRM

Len
---256

EXPR

256

Prompt text . . : Recipient e-mail address
Times used . . .
1
Prompt text . . : Sender e-mail address
Times used . . .
1

This script uses a combination of AS/400 and SEQUEL commands. It begins by
creating the QTEMP/ESNDADTA data area. When sending an e-mail if this data
area exists, the from address will be obtained from it. The data area is changed to
the value provided at run-time. The REPORT command uses a variable for the
RECEIPIENT parameter and send the report in rich text format using the sender
and recipient addresses provided.
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Example 5: Import CL Source
When importing CL source into a script definition, either the Design Script
(DSNSCRIPT) or Create Script (CRTSCRIPT) commands can be used. It is easier
to use DSNSCRIPT which brings you into the script editor. When using the
CRTSCRIPT command, all variables from the CL program must be defined on the
variable specification (VARSPECS) parameter. Defining the variables on the
CRTSCRIPT command would require you to know the all of the variable names
and how to define them. DSNSCRIPT will import the CL source into the script
editor. It will comment out any statements not supported by scripting. Variables
can be defined using F23=Variable Specs. Below is an example of issuing the
DSNSCRIPT command from the command line. The command can be prompted
or used from the work with scripts screen.
DSNSCRIPT SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/*CREATE)
SRCF(SEQUELEX/SOURCE) SRCMBR(RUNTIME5)

When CRTSCRIPT is used, a script will be created. Any unsupported statements
will be commented out. All variables must defined using the VARSPECS
parameter. Below is an example if using CRTSCRIPT from command entry. The
command can be prompted or used from the work with scripts screen.
CRTSCRIPT SCRIPT(SEQUELEX/RUNTIME5)
SRCF(SEQUELEX/SOURCE) SRCMBR(RUNTIME5)
VARSPECS((&SQLLEN EXPR 4) (&SQL EXPR 1000) (&CUSNO
NUMBER 6) (&CNAME QSTRING 27) (&CALC EXPR) (&DATE DATE
8) (&ORDFLD NAME 10))
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Command Parameters
Another powerful use of Script Variables is supplying user input to a command
parameter. In the example below, two parameters of the EXECUTE command
(PCFMT, and TOSTMF) and two parameters of the ESNDFILE command
(RECIPIENT, and STMF) are being supplied by prompts.
Values for command parameters are usually in two forms; a value without quotes,
or a value with quotes. Any parameter that allows values that might be mistaken
for a delimiter ( _ . , @) will require single quotes around the value. In the example
below, the RECIPIENT parameter requires a quoted value whereas the PCFMT
parameter does not.
EXECUTE SQL(‘select * from sequelex/custmast’)
PCFMT(&PCFMT) TOSTMF(‘/TMP/”&&PCFILE”)
ESNDFILE RECIPIENT(‘&&RECIP’) MSG(‘Here is the customer
list’) TYPE(*IFS) STMF(‘/TMP/”&&PCFILE”)

The syntax of the variable is dictated by the syntax of the value for a given
parameter. If the parameter value requires quotes then the variable name, preceded
by two ampersands(&&), must be wrapped in single quotes as in the RECIPIENT
parameter above. If the value for a parameter does not require quotes then the
variable name only requires a single ampersand(&) as in the PCFMT parameter
above.
The syntax for the &PCFILE prompt used in the TOSTMF and STMF commands
is slightly different. Because we are tying to insert a prompted value (the pc file
name) into a parameter that requires single quotes, the variable name requires two
ampersands(&&) and DOUBLE-quotes.
Also, notice the &PCFILE variable is used in more than one place. When this
script is run, the user is asked to supply a pc file name only once, but it is passed to
every occurrence of that variable in the script.
Occassionally, you may have the need to refer to a variable name in a script and
want to prevent substitution of the value. This is true when using SEQUEL’s
RUNCMD in a script. An underscore mark before a variable serves as an escape
character and prevents the script from substituting the variable value.
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Part 5. SEQUEL Tabling
SEQUEL’s tabling module helps you capture the “big picture” stored in your
database. It lets you summarize and tabulate large amounts of data into a few rows
and columns of useful information. When you are finished, you can use other
SEQUEL functions to display, print, download, or further transform the table you
create.
Although it is possible to create many kinds of tables using SEQUEL's report
writer, there are three primary reasons to use the tabling functions instead of the
report writing capabilities:
specifying a table definition is easier,
output can be routed to a display, or a database file or folder document
creation of the result is faster
Tabling views are created using an interactive table editor. Its displays let you
create, change, and view your table definition. You define and change the table
using a combination of direct entry and action bar, pull–down, and pop–up window
functions. Like the view editor, the table editor lets you run the table and route its
results to the display, a printout, an AS/400 file, or a folder document.
When the definition step is completed, you can give the tabling view a name and
save it in a library. Permanent table definitions can be run like any other view by
using the standard SEQUEL view processing commands: DISPLAY, PRINT, and
EXECUTE.
You can also create reports over tabling views. This means that you can format and
present summary or spreadsheet information exactly as you want it, in an easy to
interpret form.
This section describes the concepts that you need to know before you create your
data summaries. Following this information, you’ll find a comprehensive
description of the table editor and the other useful functions in the tabling module.
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Overview
SEQUEL’s tabling views give you the ability to summarize and rearrange the
information in your database. You can create totals, perform ranking, calculate
percents, and count underlying records. You can also reorganize your data,
transforming a simple row and column file into a multi–dimensional spreadsheet.
The summarizing capabilities of tabling views build on the basic concepts of SQL
grouping. SQL grouping functions let you collect database rows into separate sets
and then calculate results for each group. The fields listed in the GROUP BY
clause determine how groups will be created. Summary functions in the SELECT
clause:
•

count the number of records in each group

•

calculate sum, average, standard deviation, or variance of all values for
a column within the group

•

find minimum or maximum values for a column within the group

SEQUEL’s tabling functions extend these capabilities in three significant ways.
Summary expressions
In addition, to the standard counting, summarizing, and min/max functions,
SEQUEL tabling lets you determine ranking and percent of totals for numeric
columns within a table. You can also define calculations that operate on view
fields, summary columns, or a combination of both.
Grouping control
SQL’s grouping operation creates a separate group for each set of values returned
by the GROUP BY clause. If your GROUP BY clause lists a single field such as
STATE, a separate group will be created for each unique value of the STATE
field.
SEQUEL tables give you complete control over the creation of summary groups.
The tabling definition lets you define conditional assignments that test a field or
expression and create a summary group based on the results. Not only can you
create a separate group for each state, but you can easily create region groups by
listing the states to be included or omitted from each region. Subtotals and grand
total results can also be created easily.
Column grouping
SQL’s grouping operation creates a very simple table. Each selected database
record participates in only one summary row. At the same time, it is involved in
every summarized column in the table. SEQUEL lets you create multi-dimensional
tables that spread database information across the table into separate columns.
Each column is created by conditional assignments that test the values within a
record. New columns are automatically created based upon each new occurrence of
data. For instance, you can create multiple columns of amounts summarized for
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each month by using a record’s transaction date to determine which column it
belongs to.

Example
The Customer Master file included in the SEQUELEX example library can be used
to demonstrate some of the possibilities of tabling. It contains one record for each
customer in the sample database. Customer information includes customer type,
geographic sales region and current balance due, like this:
Cust
Type
CS
DS
MI
RT
MI
DS
CS
MI
DS
DS
RT
RT
DS
CS
DS
DS

Name
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
Obell Group Sales
PCE Corp.
UCE Corp.
Xcme Corp.
State Corp.
T-1 Corp.
Que Company Inc.
Maple Leaf Cemetery
Sports Shop
Optimum Corp
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
Reay Corp
Rider Corp.

Sales
Region
20
20
30
50
20
40
20
10
10
10
10
10
30
20
30
10

Current
Balance
323.51
1129.67
543.21
95.60
1815.00
1397.83
808.80
3019.59
1848.88
2016.96
3025.14
20.10
3587.62
8019.24
1801.90
9185.82

Table 1
CTYPE
CS
DS
MI
MM
NA
RT
Grand Total

Total
39190.57

Rank
4

171559.28
42542.15
467.94
124600.00
3140.84
381500.78

1
3
6
2
5

Table 2
REGON
10
20
30
40
50
Grand Total

Total
80646.10
147226.41
44636.87
73033.48
35957.92
381500.78

Rank
2
1
4
3
5

SEQUEL tabling functions let you
summarize and rearrange the
information in a variety of ways. For
instance, you can summarize it by
customer type or sales region and produce the tables shown below. They include
the total amount due for each group, as well the group’s rank within the table. A
total row has also been included.
SQL grouping functions cannot create these results because there are dependencies
between rows of the tables. Ranking can be done only after all the data has been
summarized and depends on the summary totals. Likewise, total values at the end
of the table are dependent on the results of earlier rows.
A more complex result can be created by grouping records into columns across the
table. The example below spreads summary data for each sales region across the
table. The ranking column was dropped, but could have been included to show
ranks down the columns or across the rows (or both).
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Table 3
CTYPE
CS
DS
MI
MM
NA
RT
Grand Total

Region 010
4,173.34
44,160.38
29,267.14
0.00
0.00
3,045.24
80,646.10

Region 020 Region 030 Region 040 Region 050
9,151.55
4,854.14
3,000.00 18,011.54
98,009.86
5,389.52 17,533.48
6,466.04
1,815.00
543.21
0.00 10,916.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
467.94
38,250.00 33,850.00 52,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
95.60
147,226.41 44,636.87 73,033.48 35,957.92

Grand Total
39,190.57
171,559.28
42,542.15
467.94
124,600.00
3,140.84
381,500.78

Using conditional assignments, additional rows and columns can be added to the
table. The example below shows an extension to the previous table; regions 10–30
have been grouped into a column called “East” and regions 40–50 have been
grouped into a column called “West”. A subtotal row called “Retail” has been
created by grouping the “CS” and “DS” customers together. An edit code has been
used to replace the table’s zero values with blanks for easy readability.
Table 4
CTYPE
CS
DS
MI
MM
NA
RT
Retail
Grand Total

Region 010
4,173.34
44,160.38
29,267.14

3,045.24
48,333.72
80,646.10

Region 020 Region 030 Region 040 Region 050
9,151.55
4,854.14
3,000.00 18,011.54
98,009.86
5,389.52 17,533.48
6,466.04
1,815.00
543.21
10,916.80
467.94
38,250.00 33,850.00 52,500.00
95.60
107,161.41 10,243.66 20,533.48 24,477.58
147,226.41 44,636.87 73,033.48 35,957.92

Grand Total
39,190.57
171,559.28
42,542.15
467.94
124,600.00
3,140.84
210,749.85
381,500.78

East
18,179.03
147,559.76
31,625.35
72,100.00
3,045.24
165,738.79
272,509.38

West
21,011.54
23,999.52
10,916.80
467.94
52,500.00
95.60
45,011.06
108,991.40

SEQUEL’s table definition components provide some very powerful table-building
functions:
Dimensions are the leftmost columns on a table that define the depth of the table.
More than one dimension can be defined in a table in order to create a multidimensioned spreadsheet. Table 4 above has one dimension, CTYPE, defined in its
specification. The next example, Table 5, has two dimensions, REGON and
CTYPE. A table's dimension specifications determine how records will be grouped
into rows and how they will be labeled.
Subtotal rows can be created for the dimensions within a table. Table 5 creates
subtotal rows for each separate sales region.
Column specifications identify column fields and calculations that occur during
tabulation. Column specifications may include basic calculations for totals,
ranking, percentages, and counts of the underlying data. Table 5 uses column
specifications to create the Sum of AMTDU and Percent columns.
Category definitions enhance the simple column specifications. They are not used
with every table. Category definitions allow you to:
Dynamically generate columns based upon each new occurrence of data.
Table 4 uses one category specification to automatically generate the 5
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columns for REGION 10 - 50. As data was found for each region, a new
column was created in the table. This function can also be used to group
data by date, product or other criteria.
Perform calculations involving a number of other columns. Table 4 uses a
category named Grand Total to sum the amounts for REGION 10 - 50, a
category named EAST to sum the amounts for REGION 10 - 30 and a
Table 5
Dimensions
REGON

CTYPE

10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
40
40
40
40
50
50
50
50
50
50
Grand
Total

CS
DS
MI
RT
CS
DS
MI
NA
CS
DS
MI
NA
CS
DS
NA
CS
DS
MI
MM
RT

Sum of
AMTDU
4,173.34
44,160.38
29,267.14
3,045.24
80,646.10
9,151.55
98,009.86
1,815.00
38,250.00
147,226.41
4,854.14
5,389.52
543.21
33,850.00
44,636.87
3,000.00
17,533.48
52,500.00
73,033.48
18,011.54
6,466.04
10,916.80
467.94
95.60
35,957.92
381,500.78

Table columns
Percent
1.09%
11.58%
7.67%
.80%
21.14%
2.40%
25.69%
.48%
10.03%
38.59%
1.27%
1.41%
.14%
8.87%
11.70%
.79%
4.60%
13.76%
19.14%
4.72%
1.69%
2.86%
.12%
.03%
9.43%
100.00%

Subtotal rows

category named WEST to sum the amounts for REGION 40 - 50.
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Definitions and Concepts
Like a report definition, a SEQUEL table definition uses an underlying view (or
SQL statement) to get information from the database. The table definition can use
either a static or a run–time view. If it uses a run–time view, the view’s prompt
will automatically appear when the table definition is run.
When a tabling view is run, records from the underlying view are rearranged to
create the summarized or tabulated result. A table definition may contain three
components:
Dimension specifications determine the “depth” of the table. They indicate
how database records will be grouped together into table rows. They are
similar to the GROUP BY clause of an SQL statement, but considerably
more powerful. They also define the field or literal values that will “label”
each table row. Depending on a dimension’s definition, an individual
record can appear in one or several rows of the result table. It can even be
completely excluded.
Column specifications identify the table’s column fields and define the
calculations that occur during tabulation. Column calculations usually
define totals, ranking, percentages, and counts of the underlying data.
Category definitions, not needed with every table, enhance the basic
column definitions. They let you create additional columns that spread
database records across the table as it is created. Category definitions are
similar to dimension definitions in that they group records together in the
table. Instead of creating rows, they create different categories of columns
in the table. Table 3 and Table 4 on the preceeding pages show how
category definitions can create a table that spreads “simple” database
records across its width.
Each of these components plays an important role during the process of tabulation
and creation of the result file. The following sections further describe the
dimension, column, and category definitions in a table and provide details about
how you can use them effectively.

Table dimensions
Dimension definitions let you specify fields, literals, and expressions that group
database records together into the rows of the table. Each dimension definition is
similar to a single field in an SQL GROUP BY clause in that it defines one
element of the complete grouped result. Every table must have at least one
dimension definition. Complex tables might have several.
Each dimension definition creates one column at the left side of the result table.
Your choices for the dimension’s name and attributes determine the column’s
name, length, editing, and column heading.
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To create the table rows, every dimension definition includes one or more pairs of
comparison and assignment statements.
The comparison expression determines whether a given database record
belongs in the table row created by the assignment statement. Similar to
the SQL “WHERE” clause, the comparison can be evaluated as either true
or false. Each record in the view is evaluated against the comparison
statement(s) and, if a “true” result occurs, the corresponding assignment
takes place. The comparison can be left empty to indicate that no
evaluation is to take place. If it is, the corresponding assignment statement
will always be triggered and each database record will appear in the
resulting row(s).
If the result of the comparison expression is “true”, or the comparison is
empty, the assignment expression is triggered. It identifies a field, literal
value, or a calculation that is applied to the qualifying database record.
The result of the expression creates a value for this dimension column in
the result table.
The assignment statement is often a simple field name. This causes the field’s
value in each database record to be copied directly into a table row. There will be a
separate table row for each unique field value retrieved from the view. Records
with identical field values will be grouped together into one table row. Simple field
assignment creates the “non-total” rows containing customer type (CTYPE) values
in Table 1 and Table 3 and the region (REGON) values in Table 2 on page 5-3.
If the assignment statement is a literal value then all records that test “true” in the
comparison will be placed into a single row in the result. The “Grand Total” and
“Retail” rows in Table 4 demonstrate how several database records can be grouped
into a single table row by using a literal value in a dimension’s assignment
statement.
Subtotals
Tables with two or more dimensions can include subtotals. If defined as a “Break”
dimension, a subtotal will be produced for each unique value of the dimension
column. Table 5 specifies the REGON dimension as a “break” dimension to
include subtotals for each region value. The dimension definition also lets you
define a break value that is placed into the table row when subtotals are generated.
Example
The next example shows two dimensions. The leftmost dimension is labeled
“Retail or Wholesale.” It is defined as a break dimension so a subtotal row will be
created for each value in the column. A grand total row is also created, and the
dimension’s break value of “All types” is used for its text.
The “Cust Type” dimension has an asterisk (*) as its break value. Each subtotal
row has an asterisk in this column.
Subtotalling can be controlled for each column within the table. Notice that the
only column that includes subtotal values is the “Total” column. It reflects the total
Part 5. SEQUEL Tabling
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of all regions for the table row. Subtotalling was not requested for the individual
region columns.
Table 6
Retail
or
Wholesale
Retail
Retail
Retail
Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale
All types

Cust
Type
CS
DS
*
MI
MM
NA
RT
*
*

Total
39,190.57
171,559.28
210,749.85
42,542.15
467.94
124,600.00
3,140.84
170,750.93
381,500.78

Total
Region 010
4,173.34
44,160.38

Total
Region 020
9,151.55
98,009.86

Total
Region 030
4,854.14
5,389.52

Total
Region 040
3,000.00
17,533.48

29,267.14
467.94
38,250.00
3,045.24

1,815.00

543.21

10,916.80

33,850.00
95.60

52,500.00

Total
Region 050
18,011.54
6,466.04

Table 4 on page 5-4 shows how an effective comparison:assignment can be used to
create different table rows. The table uses three compare:assign statements for the
CTYPE dimension:
The first several rows in the table were created with a statement that has
no comparison test. Its assignment statement places the CTYPE value
directly into the table row. Each unique CTYPE value retrieved through
the view will create a separate row in the table.
The “Retail” row was created by a statement that tests the CTYPE field for
values of “CS” or “DS”. The assignment statement uses a single value,
“Retail”. All database rows with a CS or DS value for the CTYPE field
will be summarized into the “Retail” row in the table.
The final row is created by again omitting the comparison and using a
literal value “Grand total” in the assignment statement. All records in the
view (regardless of their values) are compiled into the total row. This
method of creating a grand total row differs from the method in Table 6
above. The addition of the “Retail” row in Table 4 makes simple “level
break” totaling impractical. That method would count all rows, including
the results in the “Retail” row. CS and DS customers would be “double
counted” since they occur in two places – the row for their type, and the
“Retail” row.

Table columns
Elements inside the table are created by column specifications. Each one includes
the name, heading, editing, and field length for the result column and the
calculation that will be used to create its content.
Usually, the calculations will apply summary functions to the database records
retrieved by the view. Summary functions operate on the fields returned by the
view in the same way that column functions operate in the SELECT clause of a
grouping view. Although several “grouping” functions can be used, the most
common operations involve summation, counting, ranking, and percent.
5-8
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SUM
AVG
MIN
MAX
COUNT

Values from the view are accumulated (totalled)
The average amount in the group
The lowest value in the group of negative numbers
The highest value in the group of positive numbers
Number of data rows in the group

Each function except COUNT requires an expression to appear in parentheses
following the function name. The “Sum of AMTDU” column in Table 5 on page
5-5 is created using SUM(AMTDU) for instance. The COUNT function is
represented simply as COUNT(*) without adding any additional fields or
expressions.
Percent and ranking columns can be applied vertically and/or horizontally. A
vertical application determines rank or percent relative to the rows in the table,
horizontal application computes them relative to the columns of a category.

Total time results
The calculation specification can refer to other table columns or categories instead
of simple view fields or literal values. When this happens, “total time” calculations
will be performed on the table’s columns after all view records have been
processed. This is an effective way to create the total or difference between
columns or categories, or to divide one category by another to show relative
values.

Table categories
Most tables are simple summarizations that reduce a large number of database
rows to a few rows and columns. Occasionally, you may need to spread
information across a table so that you can compare columns that have common
dimension values. For example, you may want to categorize and compare amounts
by month or compare actual results to budget. SEQUEL lets you create tables with
categories of columns. Category definitions allow you to create:
•

repeating sets of columns (ex: actual and budget columns for each month)

•

groups of related columns (ex: month, quarter, and year summaries)

•

“total time” results of tabulated columns (ex: year to year difference)

Each category definition is composed of a comparison expression and one or more
column references.
The comparison expression determines whether a given database record
belongs in the category. The expression, like the SEQUEL WHERE
clause, uses literal values and fields from the view in conjunction with
functions and operators to make a decision. If all rows from the view are to
be included in the category, the comparison can be omitted.
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If the comparison expression is omitted, or the result of the test is “true”
for a given database record, the functions defined by the category’s column
references will be applied to the record and column results will be created.
In addition to indicating the columns to be included, the category
definition also specifies whether subtotals, rank, or percentages should be
calculated.

Dynamic category definitions
Each category definition can also include prefix and/or suffix expressions for the
column names within the category. This gives you a powerful ability to create table
categories that are based on the data returned by the view.
Prefix/suffix expressions make it easy to spread data across a table without forcing
you to create a separate definition for each column. Table 6 on page 5-8 used this
kind of definition. Columns 4–8 in the table were created with a single category
definition. It contains one column definition, SUM(AMTDU), that simply totals the
amount due returned by the view. The column is named REGTOT in the result table
(the column headings are more descriptive). The category includes a suffix
definition that references the customer record’s REGON field value. As a result,
each unique REGON value in the database will create a separate suffix for the
column. REGON values 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 retrieved by the view create
corresponding table columns named REGTOT010, REGTOT020, REGTOT030,
REGTOT040 and REGTOT050. Each column will reflect the sum of the AMTDU
values for its corresponding sales region. Page 5-58 shows the category’s
definition.
Dynamic category definition using prefix/suffix definitions lets you create multi–
category tables easily. It also reduces the amount of information you need about
the information retrieved by your view. Table 6 could have been created with
separate category definitions for each region value. Each category could have used
a simple test (e.g. REGON=1) to determine the qualifying records for the category.
This would have been more effort and would have limited the flexibility of the
table. Using a single suffix expression is considerably easier than creating five
separate categories, each with their own comparison expression. In addition, if the
view ever returns another region value, the table definition that employs suffix
expressions will include a column for it automatically – a table with “hard coded”
category definitions would require another one (with a specific comparison) before
the new category could be included.

Working with SEQUEL tables
As a general rule, tabling views are used in the same way as their non–tabling
counterparts. Since the primary view execution commands (DISPLAY, PRINT,
EXECUTE) operate on tabling views, each option and display that lets you run a
non–tabling view will also let you run a tabling view. For instance:
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The Work With Views (WRKVIEW) prompt gives you a simple, easy to
use display. It lets you create, change, and run any view that you name.
The view can be a tabling or non–tabling view. You can also start the table
editor and build a table definition simply by using the “Design Table”
option and typing a “regular” view name.
The Work With SEQUEL Objects (WRKSEQUEL) display includes table
definitions in its view lists. You can use all the options that you would
normally use on views on table definitions that you have created with the
table editor:
Option Function

Command that is run

2 Edit an existing tabling view

DSNTABLE library/view

5 Run the tabling view and
display results

DISPLAY library/view

6 Run the tabling view and
print the results

PRINT library/view

8 Display the tabling view’s
description

DSPVIEWD library/view

9 Run the tabling view and put
results in a file

EXECUTE library/view

10 Design a new report over the
tabling view

DSNREPORT *CREATE
VIEW(library/view)

Printouts, reports, and file output can be submitted for batch execution just as you
would for a non–tabling view. Refer to part 1 of this guide for more information.
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Table Command Summary
The table below summarizes how SEQUEL commands operate on tabling views.
Refer to the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide for complete information about them.
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Command

Description

DSNTABLE

Start the interactive table editor to create, change, or run a
tabling view.

DSPVIEWD

Send the table description to the workstation, printer, or an
output file.

RTVTBLD

Retrieve information about the table definition and store it
into CL program variables.

TABLE

Run the view underlying the table definition, and tabulate
the results according to the table definition. Place the results
into a file or shared folder document.

DISPLAY

Run the view underlying the table definition, tabulate the
results into a temporary workfile according to the table
definition, and then use the DISPLAY command to show the
results at your workstation.

PRINT

Run the view underlying the table definition, tabulate the
results into a temporary workfile according to the table
definition, and then use the PRINT command to send the
results to an output queue.

EXECUTE

Run the view underlying the table definition, tabulate the
results into a temporary workfile according to the table
definition, and then use the EXECUTE command to put the
records into a database file or folder document.

DSNREPORT

Run the view underlying the table definition, tabulate the
results into a temporary workfile according to the table
definition, then start the report editor using the format of the
workfile.

REPORT

Run the view underlying the table definition, tabulate the
results into a temporary workfile according to the table
definition, then format them using the report indicated on
the command.
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Table Editor
The SEQUEL table editor is the tool that you use to create and change tabling
views. Using a combination of direct entry and item selection, you can quickly
develop and test the tables you need.
SEQUEL’s Design Table command starts the table editor so that you can create or
change a table definition.
If you are creating a new table definition, you need to specify the view that
will supply the records for the table. The special table name *CREATE lets
SEQUEL know that you will be creating a new table.
If you are changing an existing table definition, you need only indicate the
table’s name. You can change the view that the table uses by specifying a
new view name if you want.
In addition to specifying the command directly, you can run it in several ways:
•

select option 30=Design Table from the Work With Views (WRKVIEW)
display after specifying the underlying view.

•

select option 2=Design from the Work With Views (WRKVIEW) display
after specifying an existing table name.

•

from the Work With SEQUEL objects (WRKSEQUEL) display, choose option
2=Design for an existing table definition, or use option 30=Design Table

to create a new table from an existing view.
•

select an appropriate option from one of your own menus

When the command runs, you will be presented with the primary definition display
shown on the following page.

Table Editor
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Table definition display
When you start the table editor, you will see the “Define Table” display. It will be
your “home base” as you work with table definitions. The display lets you create
and revise the dimension, category, and column specifications that make up your
table definitions. It looks like the example below.
11/10/98 11:04:38
Define Table
System: ASC401
Table . . : TABLEDEMO/ORDERVAL02
View
. . : TABLEDEMO/ORDERVALUE
Define dimensions to create rows, categories to create column field groupings.
2=Edit 3=Copy 4=Delete
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
__ CNT
__ ACTUAL
__ LIST
__ DIFF
__ UNWGT
Dimension
__ CUSTYPE
__ CTYPE
__
OSTAT
__ ____________________

If ctype="DS" or ctype="CS" Then CUSTYPE="Retail", If
CTYPE=ctype
OSTAT=ostat
+

Choose item type, press Enter.
C=Category D=Dimension F=Column field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

+
F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The top part of the display is a horizontal list of columns or category definitions
(not shown above) that will proceed across the table. Depending on the complexity
of your table, the headings and entry fields will depict either category names or
column names. If category names are shown, the columns within each category
definition will be listed underneath each category name. Press F14 to access the
positioning window and reposition the list to any specific category or column
name.
The middle of the display shows the dimension definitions that create the leftmost
columns of the table. They show how records from the view will be mapped into
each table row. Succeeding dimension names are indented so that you have a clear
picture of the order of these “key” columns. To the right of each dimension name
is its definitional statement. Dimension definitions can be scrolled by positioning
the cursor within the list and using the roll keys.
A list of all fields returned by the view are shown at the bottom of the display.
Field attributes and text description are also included. Scroll through them by
positioning the cursor within the list and pressing the roll keys.
If you are creating a new table, there will be no dimension, category, or column
definitions when the display first appears. If you are editing an existing table, the
current definitions will be shown. The display lets you create, change, copy, and
delete definitions through a combination of direct entry and option selection.
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You can create new definitions in two ways:
Type the names of the dimensions, categories, or columns that you want to
create into the entry fields on the display. If the names that you specify
correspond to fields in the view, the definitions will be created just as if
you selected them from the list at the bottom of the display. You can also
type a name that does not correspond to a view field and the appropriate
definitional prompt will appear so that you can complete its definition.
Select fields from the list at the bottom of the display by typing a ‘D’
(dimension), ‘C’ (category), or ‘F’ (column field) adjacent to your
choice(s). Press Enter to add your them to the end of the current
dimension, category, or field lists.
If you choose a field to be a dimension (‘D’), a definition will be
created with the name and attributes of the selected field and a
single compare:assign statement. (See p. 5-6) No comparison will
be performed and the field name will be listed in the assignment.
This will group database records together into table rows
according to the field’s value.
If you add a column field (‘F’) definition, a column will be added
to the end of the horizontal list at the top of the display and a new
column definition will be created. If you choose a numeric field,
the column definition will specify the sum of the field, and also
request a grand total for the column.
If you select a field to be a category (‘C’), a new category
definition will be added to the list at the top of the display. If no
categories have been defined, the new category will automatically
include all current columns. The category definition will use the
field’s value as a column suffix (see p. 5-10) and column heading
to group records across the table. Each unique value for the field
will create a separate set of columns in the result table. If you
make field selections (‘F’) at the same time, the selected fields will
be added as columns to the new category.
Edit the definition for a dimension, category, or column by typing a 2 next to the
item you want to change and pressing Enter. The definitional prompt will appear
showing the current definition and you can make changes to it. You can
resequence the list of columns, categories, or dimensions by moving the cursor into
the list and pressing F22. A window will appear so that you can update the
sequence.
Copy a dimension, category, or column definition by typing a 3 next to it and
pressing Enter. The item will be copied at the end of the current dimension,
category, or column list.
Delete the definition for a dimension, category, or column by typing a 4 next to it
and pressing Enter. The item will be dropped from your table and the display will
be updated.

Table definition display
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Replace a dimension, category, or column with another field from the view by
typing the field name in place of the current dimension, category, or column name
on the display. The result will be the same as if you had first deleted the current
item, and then selected its replacement.

Option and function key definitions
The options listed at the top of the display can be used in the column/category or
dimension selection fields.
The function keys listed below will always work as indicated. The key definitions
cannot be changed.
Reserved Option

Description

2=Edit

Change the definition of a dimension, category, or column field.

3=Copy

Copy the selected item(s) to the end of the current list.

4=Delete

Delete the selected items(s).

Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F2=New

Clear the current table definition and remain in the editor so that you can create a new table. The
view selection window will appear so that you can choose the view that the table will be built
from. See page 5-21.

F3=Exit

End the table editor. The exit display will appear so that you can save your table definition. See
page 5-37.

F6=Level

Toggles the top of the display to allow entry of column or category names.

F7=Display

Show the prompt for the DISPLAY command, then run the view and display the results at your
workstation. See page 5-28.

F8=Print

Show the prompt for the PRINT command, then run the view and print the results of the
tabulation. See page 5-30.

F9=Outfile

Show the prompt (p. 5-32) for the EXECUTE command, then run the view and place the table
results into a database file or shared folder document.

F10=Actions

Display the action bar. If the action bar (or any of its menus) is currently displayed, close the
action bar (and menu). See page 5-17.

F14=Reposition

Displays the repositioning window so that you can change the position of the category or column
list. After the window appears, select the item you want to position to and press Enter, or press
F12 to close the window and cancel the repositioning request.

F16=Edit SQL

Transfers to the view editor so you can edit and run the underlying view. When you end the view
editor, the table definition display will re–appear so that you can complete the table. Refer to
Part 2 of the SEQUEL User’s Guide for a complete description of the view editor.

F19=Display

Run the view immediately and display the tabled results at your workstation.

F20=Print

Run the view immediately and send the tabled results to your printer.

F22=Resequence

Displays the resequencing window so that you can change the order of items in the dimension,
category, or column lists. Position the cursor on the list that you want to resequence prior to
pressing F22. After the window appears, change the sequence numbers as desired and press
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Enter to carry out the resequencing operation, or press F12 to close the window and cancel the
repositioning request.
F23=Display SQL

Show the description of the view that will be used in creating the table. The Display View
Description command will be used to show the statement, variable definitions, and default
execution values for the view. Refer to page 1-82 for a description of the DSPVIEWD display.

F24=More keys

Cycle through the list of available function keys.

Using the action bar
The table editor includes an action bar. It can help you learn about and quickly
access the functions available to you. The action bar is a small menu that will
appear when you press F10 from the table definition display.
Use the action bar when you are not certain which option or function key to use.
You will be able to get the assistance you need by browsing through its pull-down
menus.
When you select the action bar, it will appear at the top of your display. You can
close the action bar window by pressing F10. The table definition display will
return and you can continue editing your table definition.
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
Define dimensions to create rows, categories to create column field groupings.
2=Edit 3=Copy 4=Delete
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
__ CNT
__ ACTUAL
__ LIST
__ DIFF
__ UNWGT
Dimension
__ CUSTYPE
__ CTYPE
__
OSTAT
__ ____________________

If ctype="DS" or ctype="CS" Then CUSTYPE="Retail", If
CTYPE=ctype
OSTAT=ostat
+

Choose item type, press Enter.
C=Category D=Dimension F=Column field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

+
F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The action bar has four items on it. Each of them describes a “pull-down” menu.
You access a menu by pressing the Enter key when the cursor is positioned on
one of the action bar’s keywords. You can quickly skip from one keyword to the
next by pressing the Tab key.
The menus that pull down from the action bar offer these functions:
File
Defaults
System
Help

Retrieve, save, and run tables; Exit the editor
Specify view/outfile libraries, job and output queues, etc.
Messages, submitted jobs, spooled output, etc.
Help text; search index

Using the action bar
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Once you see a pull-down menu on the display, you can select one of its options or
access another menu. To choose another menu, position the cursor to another
entry on the action bar and press the Enter key. You can also press F12 to close
the menu and return to the action bar. Press F10 to close both the menu and the
action bar and return to the table definition display.
Some menu options are followed by an ellipsis (...). This indicates that another
menu (or display) will be presented to you if you choose it. If no ellipsis is shown,
the action will be carried out immediately.
In addition to selecting them from the action bar, some menu options can also be
run with a function key from the primary definition display. If so, the key that
performs the function is listed at the right side of the menu. You can use this
function key from the main display, without first accessing the action bar (Ex.
Exit with F3). You cannot use the indicated function key when the action bar or
one of its pull-down menus is shown.
The following pages describe each pull-down menu and the options available on it.
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File menu
The File menu gives you control over the tabling view you are working with.
Using the File menu you can:
Clear the display, erasing the current definition
Edit a different tabling view
Save your current table definition
Run the table, sending the results to the display, printer, or a file
Change the link to the underlying view
Exit the interface
Access the File menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the “File” selection (if it isn’t there already)
press Enter to pull down the File menu
The menu looks like the one below.
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
:
: 1 1. New
:
:
2. Open
: n
Column
Column
Column
:
3. Save
: L
__ LIST
__ DIFF
__ UNWGT_____
:
4. Save as...
:
:
5. Display
F19
:
:
6. Display...
F70
:
:
7. Print
F20
: e="DS" or ctype="CS" Then CUSTYPE="Retail", If
:
8. Print...
F80
: type
:
9. Outfile...
F9
: stat
:
10. Link...
:
+
:
:
:
90. Exit
F3
:
:
View . . : ORDERVAL02
: umn field
:
Library :
TABLEDEMO : ion
:.............................: number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
+
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The menu has eleven options. Options followed by an ellipsis (...) indicate that
another menu (or display) will be presented to you if you choose it. If no ellipsis is
shown, the action will be carried out immediately.
The name of the tabling view that you are working with is displayed at the bottom
of the window. If it has never been saved, it will have the name “(Untitled)” until
you save it.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The definition display will return and you can continue editing your
table. If you want to close the File menu and return to the action bar, press F12.
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To choose another action bar option, press the TAB key to move the cursor to an
entry on the action bar and then press Enter. The File window will close and the
menu you selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
The File menu provides these options:
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New

Clears the current table definition. The view selection window
appears so that you can choose the view that the table will be
based on. When you make your selection, the table definition
display will be presented with no dimensions, categories, or
columns defined. This option can also be selected by pressing F2
from the definition display.

Open...

Presents a window that lets you choose a different tabling view for
editing. Once you have selected it, you will be prompted to save
your current one if you have not saved your changes. See page
5-21.

Save

Saves the current table definition. If it has never been saved, this
option works just like the Save As... option. See page 5-25.

Save As...

Presents another display that lets you assign the tabling view’s
name and save it. See page 5-25.

Display

Runs the table immediately and shows the results on your display
screen. This option can also be run with function key F19 from
the definition display. See page 5-28.

Display...

Shows you a prompt that lets you choose execution attributes of
the view before it is run. See page 5-28. This option can be run
directly from the definition display by pressing function key F7.

Print

Runs the table immediately and sends the results to your printer.
Choosing this option is equivalent to pressing function key F20
from the definition display. See page 5-30.

Print...

Shows you a prompt that lets you choose execution attributes of
the view before it is run. See page 5-30. This option can also be
run with function key F8 from the definition display.

Outfile...

Shows you a prompt that lets you provide the name of the file or
shared folder document to receive the table results. You can also
choose its execution attributes. See page 5-32. This option can also
be run with function key F9 from the definition display.

Link...

Opens the view selection window so that you can select a different
view to be used with the table definition. Once your selection is
made, the definition display will reappear, the new view name will
be listed at the upper right, and its field list will appear at the
bottom of the display. See page 5-37.
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Exit...

Displays the exit prompt. It lets you save your current view before
you leave the user interface. The prompt display will look like the
one shown on page 5-37. This option can also be run with
function key F3 from the definition display.

Using File:New to start a new table definition
The New option of the File menu lets you clear the current definition and start
over. When you select the option (or press F2 from the table definition display) the
view selection window (p. 5-23) will appear so that you can indicate the view you
want the table to use. The view selection window will initially display views with a
similar name to the one you used previously. If you make a selection, the current
table definition will be erased. The table name will be reset to “(Untitled)”. The
definition display will appear as if you had just started the table editor with a
"Create" option using the command:
DSNTABLE *CREATE VIEW(view-name)

Using File:Open to edit an existing table definition
The Open option of the File menu lets you access a previously created tabling
view. Once you have “opened” it, you can edit and run it. The table you are
currently editing will be replaced by the one you select.
When you select the Open option, a selection window will appear on your display.
You can use it to see the libraries on your system that have tabling views in them,
and to see the table definitions in any of the libraries that you are interested in.
Once you find the one you are looking for, you can select it and return to the table
definition display.
Select the File:Open option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 2 and press Enter or highlight Open to select the Open option
Once you select the option, SEQUEL will present a window showing either a list
of libraries or a list of views.
You can close the window and return to the table definition display by pressing
F12.

If you haven’t yet opened any views through the action bar, the “user” portion of
your library list will be searched and the libraries containing tabling views will be
presented to you. Otherwise, a list of tabling views in the last library you used will
be shown.
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Library list
SEQUEL lets you search the libraries on your system. You can also display a list
of libraries with views that meet the naming criteria that you specify.
The library list window looks like this:
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
............................................................
: _2 1. New :
Library Selection
:
:
2. Open :
Name______ Description_____________________
: _
:
3. Save : _ QRPGLIBP
: ___
:
4. Save : _ QRPGP
:
:
5. Disp : _ QRPG38
:
:
6. Disp : _ QRPLOBJ
Library for REPLACE(*YES) proces
:
:
7. Prin : _ QSDE
: If
:
8. Prin : _ QSPL
Spool Library
:
:
9. Outf : _ QSRV
Service Library
:
:
10. Link : _ QSSP
: +
:
: _ QSYS
System Library
:
:
90. Exit : _ QSYSV2R2M0
:
:
View . . : _ QSYS2
System Library for CPI's
:
:
Library : _ QSYS38
:
:............. : _ QS36F
QS36F
:
_ CNAME
C : _ QUSRSYS
SYSTEM LIBRARY FOR USERS
:
_ CTYPE
C : _ QUSRTEMP
+ :
_ OSTAT
C : 1-Select F3=Exit
:
_ ORDNO
P :
Library: *ALL______
Table name: *ALL______
: +
:
:
F2=New F3=Exit :..........................................................: eys

A library listing will appear whenever the values in the Library: and View:
fields at the bottom of the window select more than one library. All the libraries
meeting your naming criteria will be listed and you can select between them. You
must have *USE authority (*OBJOPR rights) to a library for it to appear in the list.
The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of libraries, and
that you can select one to see the tabling views it contains.
The window will show both the name and text description for the libraries that are
included. If the window is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see
more library names.
If your library selection criteria is a generic name, all libraries meeting the naming
request will be displayed. The libraries will not be searched to determine if they
contain one or more tabling views that match the Table name: criteria. If the
Library: value is one of the special values on page 5-24, only libraries having
one or more tabling views meeting the Table name: criteria will be listed.
You can select any one of the libraries by typing a 1 next to it and pressing Enter.
You can also type a specific library name into the Library: field at the bottom of
the window. Once you select a library, a view list will appear in the window. It
will show all the tabling views that meet the naming criteria in the Table name:
field at the bottom of the window.
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Tabling view list
The selection window will show a view list when your naming criteria identifies a
specific library, and it has one or more tabling views like the view selection value.
The view selection list looks like the following example.
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
............................................................
: _2 1. New :
Table Selection
:
:
2. Open :
Name______ Description_____________________ Created
: _
:
3. Save : _ BYTDTBL
94/09/23
: ___
:
4. Save : _ CUSTBL99
Customers by region
94/09/23
:
:
5. Disp : _ CUSTYPETBL
94/09/23
:
:
6. Disp : _ DDTABLE01 Year to year sales comparison by 94/09/23
:
:
7. Prin : _ DDTABLE02
94/09/23
: If
:
8. Prin : _ MCHHIST
94/09/23
:
:
9. Outf : _ ORDERVAL01
94/09/23
:
:
10. Link : _ ORDERVAL02
94/09/23
: +
:
: _ ORDERVAL99
94/09/23
:
:
90. Exit : _ TRENDTBL
Homedco patient trends
94/09/23
:
:
View . . : _ TRENDTBL1
94/09/23
:
:
Library : _ TRENDTBL2
94/09/23
:
:............. : _ TRENDTBL3
94/09/23
:
_ CNAME
C : _ TRENDTBL4
94/09/23
:
_ CTYPE
C : _ TRENDTBL5
94/09/23 + :
_ OSTAT
C : 1-Select
8-Description
F3=Exit
+ :
_ ORDNO
P :
Library: TABLEDEMO_
Table name: *ALL______
: +
:
:
F2=New F3=Exit :..........................................................: eys

The title of the window lets you know that you are looking at a list of views, and
that you can select one for editing.
One or more tabling views will be listed in the window. They are found in the
library shown by the Library: field at the bottom of the window. If the window
is full, you can use the roll keys to scroll the list and see more names.
You can select any one of the views by typing a 1 next to it and pressing Enter.
You can also type a specific view name into the View name: field at the bottom
of the window. If you select a view, you will be returned to the primary definition
display so that you can change or run it.

Using the library and view selection windows
Two entry fields appear in the selection window. They are used to define your
search criteria for views. You can enter both specific and generic names into the
library and view name entry fields.
A generic name consists of a sequence of characters and an asterisk (e.g. SEQ*).
SEQUEL searches for all the items that have the leading characters you specify
and presents them in the list. A generic name can also include characters after the
asterisk (e.g. *EX) causing only items ending with the characters you specify to be
included. Both leading and ending characters can be specified (e.g. SEQ*EX) if
you want to create a search that returns only items that start and end with the
characters you specify.
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The Library: field identifies the libraries to be searched. Use a generic or
specific name, or one of the values listed below.
If you use a generic name, all libraries on your system meeting the generic naming
pattern will be shown in the list. They will not be searched to determine which of
them (if any) contain views meeting your naming criteria.
If you use one of the special values below and a library list display (like the one on
page 5-22) results, only the libraries containing tabling views that meet the criteria
of the View name: field will be shown.
*LIBL

All libraries on your current library list.

*USRLIBL

The libraries on the “user” part of your library list.

*ALLUSR1

All user libraries (those not starting with a “Q”) on the
system to which you have *USE authority.

*ALL1

All libraries on the system to which you have *USE
authority.

*CURLIB

Your “current” library. It is initially assigned by the
(CURLIB) value in your user profile when you sign on.
Though it is a special value, it identifies a single library.
When *CURLIB is used, the view list for the library will
appear.

The View: field indicates the tabling view(s) you are looking for. You can type a
generic or specific name, or use the special value *ALL to indicate that all tabling
views should be returned.
Close the window by pressing F12, choosing another menu on the action bar, or
selecting a view. Select a view by choosing it from the view list with a 1, or by
identifying it with the Library/View entry fields. Press Enter to carry out your
selection.
As soon as you select a view, your current table definition will be replaced by the
one you have chosen.

1 Note: Use of *ALLUSR and *ALL may require extended processing to locate all the libraries having SEQUEL views in them, especially on large
systems with many user and system libraries.
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Saving a view
You can save your current table definition as a permanent tabling view. Once it
has been saved, you can recall it at a later time and then edit or run it.
Save the view by using either the Save or Save As... options of the action bar’s File
menu, or with the exit display. (See page 5-37 for details of the exit display.)
The Save option replaces the tabling view named at the bottom of the file menu
with the current table definition. Use the Save As... option to save your current
definition under a name that is different from the one at the bottom of the file
menu.

File:Save
The File:Save option saves your current definition into the view named at the
bottom of the file menu. The previous contents of the view are replaced with your
query definition.
If your table definition has never been saved before, its name will be listed as
“(Untitled)”. When you save an untitled view, the File:Save As... prompt display
will appear so that you can name the view and its library.
Select the File:Save option as follows:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 3 and press Enter or highlight Save to save your view
When the save is completed, the File menu and action bar will close. A
confirmation message indicating that the tabling view has been created will appear
at the bottom of the definition display.

File:Save As...
The File:Save As... option lets you save your current definition into a view, and
prompts you for the name and library you want to give it. It is similar to the
File:Save option, except that it always prompts for the name and library of the
view you want to create.
If you choose the File:Save option and your tabling definition has never been saved
before, the File:Save As... prompt display will automatically appear so that you can
name the view and its library.
Select the File:Save As option as follows:
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press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 4 and press Enter or highlight Save as…to save your tabling view
A prompt display like the one below will be shown.
9/23/98 13:35:19

View Definition Save Display

System: ASC403

Table name . . . . . . . . . ORDERVAL02
View name . . . . . . : ORDERVALUE
Library . . . . . . . . .
TABLEDEMO_
Library . . . . . . :
TABLEDEMO
Authority

Title

. . . . . . . . . *SAME_____

(*USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE,
*LIBCRTAUT, *SAME)

. . . . . . . . . . . Order_values_by_customer_type_and_order_status____

ENTER=Save

F12=Previous

The display shows the attributes of the view you are about to create. Its current
name (and library) appears at the top of the display. If your view has never been
saved before, its name will be blank and its library value will be the current default
view creation library (see page 5-40).
You can use any view name except QTEMP/SQLEXEC to save your view
definition. You must have *CHANGE authority (*OBJOPR and *ADD rights) to
the library you want to place the view in.
Press Enter to save your view. The previous contents of the view (if any) will be
replaced with your tabling definition. When the save is completed, the table
definition display will reappear. A confirmation message will appear at the bottom
of the display.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the definition display without
saving your table definition.
If you change the view’s name and there is already a view, report, or script with the
same name, a precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to
overwrite an existing object. You must press ERROR RESET then F11 to replace
it. You must have existence (*OBJEXIST) rights to an existing object in order to
replace it with another.
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Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL views is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a view can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the exit display controls the public authority for the view.
Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has not
been granted a specific authority for the view. Use one of the following settings:
*ALL

Users can use*, change, move, copy, and delete

*USE

Users can only use the view

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the view for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the view will be used The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE

When overwriting an existing view, all explicit (private) authorities present in the
overlaid view will be preserved. Public authority will be set using the value
specified by the Authority entry on the display above. If *SAME is specified, the
public authority present in the overlaid view will also be preserved. If *SAME is
used when a new view is created, the public authority will be set as if
*LIBCRTAUT were specified.

Displaying results
You can run your table definition and display the results at your terminal using
either of two options:
Immediate display - run the table definition without any additional prompts
Prompted display - show a display that lets you enter execution parameters
and a title before processing the table.
The table will be created using the current definition and the results presented
using the DISPLAY command. Results will appear at your terminal. Refer to the
‘Displaying information with a view’ section in Chapter 1 of the User’s Guide for
a complete discussion of the display facility. Details of each parameter for the
DISPLAY command are described in the SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide.

*Use of a view includes its specification in these functions: Run, Display description, Retrieve description, Design table or report
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File:Display
Use this option to run your table request immediately. Results will be shown on
your display station.
Select the File:Display option by pressing F19 from the definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 5 and press Enter or highlight Display to run your view
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request. They are initially acquired from the underlying view.

File:Display...
With this option, you can review and change the execution attributes for your table
request before running it and seeing the results on your display.
Select the File:Display... option by pressing F7 from the definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 6 and press Enter or highlight Display…
The current attributes for your tabling view (title, optimization, etc.) will be
displayed and you can change them. The prompt looks like the following example.
Type the values you want to use for the indicated attributes and press Enter to
carry out your DISPLAY request.
9/15/98 10:12:26

Display Table Results

System: ASC401

Information will be displayed at this workstation.
Number of records in sample

*ALL______

Title . . . . . . . .
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys
Join type . . . . . .
Join order . . . . . .
Ignore decimal errors

Order_values_by_customer_type_and_order_status____
*FIRSTIO
(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
*YES
(*YES, *NO)
*IFRQD
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
*NONE
(*NONE, *ALL, number)
*INNER__
(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
*ANY_
(*ANY, *FILE)
*YES
(*YES, *NO)

F12=Previous
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Use working copy of data

*YES

The values on this display will remain unchanged from your previous request.
They are initially acquired from the underlying view definition.
You can speed the development of your table definition by using a temporary copy
of the database records returned by the view. When it is run, a “working copy” of
the view’s records can be saved in a temporary file. Subsequent tabling requests
during your editing session will run faster since they do not need to perform all of
the data manipulations required by the underlying view.
Specify *YES in the entry field at the top of the display to create or use a copy of
the view data while you are editing the table definition. When you run the table,
view records will be retained so that they can be reused on subsequent requests.
Change the value to *NO to clear the temporary records and build the table directly
from the current information in the database.
You can also develop and test a table definition using a sample of the complete set
of data that the view operates on. This can save considerable time during your
editing session if the underlying view accesses a large number of records. Use the
“records in sample” entry field to indicate how many records should be processed
by the underlying view. This is the number of database records that will be
examined before any record selection or ordering is performed. Type the number
of records to process or use *ALL to include all records in the tabulated result. The
sampling value will be used whenever the underlying view is run. It is ignored if
the “working copy” value is *YES and temporary results have been saved.
The tabulation will occur and the DISPLAY command will be used to show you
the results as soon as you press Enter. When you end the data display by pressing
F3, you will return to the table definition display.
You can press F12 from the display above to return to the table definition display
without running your request.

Printing results
Like the display options, SEQUEL gives you two kinds of table printing options:
Immediate print - run the statement without any additional prompts
Prompted print - show a display that lets you enter execution parameters
and a title before running the query.
When your printout is created, it will be placed onto your standard output queue so
that it can be printed. You can view your results using the Work With Spool Files
option of the action bar’s System menu.
The table will be created using the current definition and the PRINT command will
be used to direct them to the printer. See the ‘Printing information with a view’
section in Chapter 1 of the User’s Guide for a complete discussion of the print
facility. Details of each parameter for the PRINT command are described in the
SEQUEL Programmer’s Guide.
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File:Print
Use this option to create the table and print the results immediately. The printout
will be created and placed into your output queue.
Select the File:Print option by pressing F20 from the view definition display, or by
using the following steps.
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 7 and press Enter or highlight Print to run the table and print the
results
Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request. The values are initially acquired from the underlying view.

File:Print...
With this option, you can review and change the execution attributes for your
tabling request before running it and sending the results to your printer.
Select the File:Print... option by pressing F8 from the view definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 8 and press Enter or highlight Print…
The current attributes for your table definition (title, optimization, etc.) will be
displayed and you can change them. The prompt looks like the one below. Type
the values you want to use and press Enter to carry out your PRINT request.
9/23/98 14:05:38

Print SQL View Data

Print SQL summary page . . . *YES
Output queue . . . . . . . . QPRINT____
QGPL______
Number of records in sample *ALL______

Form length
_66
Overflow line _60
Copies 001 Hold N

System: ASC403
Width . . 132
LPI 6
CPI 10
Save N

Use working copy of data

*YES

E-mail message (F4) . . . . ___________________________________________________
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) .___________________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . . Order_value_by_customer_type_and_order_status______
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys
Join type . . . . . .
Join order . . . . . .
Ignore decimal errors

F12=Previous
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*TOTAL__
*YES
*YES__
*NONE
*INNER__
*ANY_
*YES

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)
(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)
(*YES, *NO)

F14=Submit->JobD QGPL______ / QBATCH____

The prompt allows you to set form size attributes and query execution parameters
for the underlying view.
The values on this display will remain unchanged from your previous request.
They are initially acquired from the underlying view definition.
You can speed the development of your table definition by using a temporary copy
of the database records returned by the view. When it is run, a “working copy” of
the view’s records can be saved in a temporary file. Subsequent tabling requests
during your editing session will run faster since they do not need to perform all of
the data manipulations required by the underlying view.
Specify *YES in the entry field at the top of the display to create or use a copy of
the view data while you are editing the table definition. When you run the table,
view records will be retained so that they can be reused on subsequent requests.
Change the value to *NO to clear the temporary records and build the table directly
from the current information in the database.
You can also develop and test a table definition using a sample of the complete set
of data that the view operates on. This can save considerable time during your
editing session if the underlying view accesses a large number of records. Use the
“records in sample” entry field to indicate how many records should be processed
by the underlying view. This is the number of database records that will be
examined before any record selection or ordering is performed. Type the number
of records to process or use *ALL to include all records in the tabulated result. The
sampling value will be used whenever the underlying view is run. It is ignored if
the “working copy” value is *YES and temporary results have been saved.
Output from a table can be directed to an output queue or it can be sent to an EMail or FTP recipient. For specific information about E-mail and FTP refer to the
ASC/Esend Manual.
The output queue at the top of the display identifies where the results will be sent.
In most cases, you will not need to change the setting that appears on your display.
If you want to re-route your printout, specify the library name of the output queue,
followed by its name. You can use the special value *JOB as an output queue
name (as shown above) to indicate that your usual output queue should be used.
The tabulation will occur and the PRINT command can be run interactively or
submitted to batch. It will run interactively when you press the Enter key, and
your workstation will be occupied during the time that it takes to acquire the view
data and print the result. When the printout has been created (not necessarily
printed) the table definition display will return. The print request will be
submitted to batch when you press F14.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the table definition display without
running your request.
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File:Outfile...
The File:Outfile... option lets you run the tabling view and place the results into a
database file, a shared folder document, stream file, and FTP or e-mail the results.
If the file or document does not already exist, SEQUEL will automatically create it
for you.
Select the File:Outfile... option by pressing F9 from the table definition display, or
by following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 9 and press Enter or highlight Outfile
The EXECUTE command will process your request, create your tabulated results
and send the results to the file or document you name or can send the results to an
e-mail or FTP recipient. Refer to the description in the User’s Guide Chapter 1 for
a complete discussion about ‘Routing information to a file’. For more information
about e-mailing results and FTP, refer to the E-Mail Support Manual. Details of
each parameter for the EXECUTE command are described in the SEQUEL
Programmer’s Guide.
When you select the option (or press F9) a prompt display like the one below will
appear. There are three version of this screen that can be scrolled through using
page up or page down. The bottom half of the screen remains the same for all
three versions
The first screen allows you to name the file or FTP Recipient to receive the results.
It also lets you change the view execution parameters.
4/12/98 21:29:51

Execute to an output file

System: ASC400

File name . . . . . . . . . _______
Library . . . . . . . . .
QTEMP
Member . . . . . . . . . . . *FIRST
Number of records in sample *ALL_______
Number of records to process *ALL

Use working copy of data *YES
Replace or Add records *REPLACE

Commitment Control . . . . . *NO_
(*NO, *YES, *CHG, *CS, *ALL)
FTP Recipients only (F4) . . ___________________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . .
___________________________________
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

Execution attributes (title, optimization, etc.) will remain unchanged from your
previous request for the table and are the same on all three versions of the screen.
The values on the display are initially acquired from the table (if you are editing an
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existing one) or the parameter values used on the DSNTABLE command. If
*SAME values were supplied on the command, the user default (SETDFT) values
will be used.
Type the values you want to use for the indicated attributes and press Enter to
carry out your request.
The values on this display will remain unchanged from your previous request.
They are initially acquired from the underlying view definition.
You can speed the development of your table definition by using a temporary copy
of the database records returned by the view. When it is run, a “working copy” of
the view’s records can be saved in a temporary file. Subsequent tabling requests
during your editing session will run faster since they do not need to perform all of
the data manipulations required by the underlying view.
Specify *YES in the entry field at the top of the display to create or use a copy of
the view data while you are editing the table definition. When you run the table,
view records will be retained so that they can be reused on subsequent requests.
Change the value to *NO to clear the temporary records and build the table directly
from the current information in the database.
You can also develop and test a table definition using a sample of the complete set
of data that the view operates on. This can save considerable time during your
editing session if the underlying view accesses a large number of records. Use the
“records in sample” entry field to indicate how many records should be processed
by the underlying view. This is the number of database records that will be
examined before any record selection or ordering is performed. Type the number
of records to process or use *ALL to include all records in the tabulated result. The
sampling value will be used whenever the underlying view is run. It is ignored if
the “working copy” value is *YES and temporary results have been saved.
If you are sending the results to a database file, indicate the file, library, and
member to receive the view output. The display may prohibit you from changing
the library for the output file if your SEQUEL authority does not give you that
right. Refer to the section ‘Interface defaults’ section in the User’s Guide Chapter
1 for additional information about the SETDFT command.
You can also specify whether records should be added at the end, or replace any
existing data in the output file. If the file (or member) does not exist when you run
the request, SEQUEL will create it for you.
The FTP Recipient parameter may be used to extract data from AS/400 database
files and send the output file to any computer with an active Internet Protocol (IP)
address and a working FTP server. A number of different file formats are
supported, making it possible to send AS/400 file data directly files on another
AS/400 or as converted ASCII data to a non-AS/400 system.
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The second screen can be viewed by using page down. It is useful if you want to
place the results in a shared folder document or e-mail the results. The screen is
below.
1/07/00 15:26:58

Execute to an output file

System: ASC406

PC Format . . . . . . . . . *SDF______
(*SDF,*DBASE,*MERGE,*WKS,*XLS,...)
Document . . . . . . . . . . __________
Folder . . . . . . . . . . ________________________________________________
Number of records in sample *ALL______
Number of records to process *ALL______

Use working copy of data *YES
Replace PC file . . . *YES______

E-mail message (F4) . . . . *NONE_____________________________________________
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) . __________________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . . __________________________________________________
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

If you want to place the results into a shared folder document, specify the
document name and folder. You can choose among nine different output formats
for the data to be placed into the document.
The third screen can be viewed by using page down. It is useful if you want to
place the results in a stream file document, e-mail or FTP the results. The screen is
below.
1/07/00 15:26:58
PC Format

Execute to an output file

. . . . . . . . . *SDF______

System: ASC406

(*SDF,*DBASE,*MERGE,*WKS,*XLS,...)

Stream File (F4) . . . . . . __________________________________________________
Number of records in sample *ALL______
Number of records to process *ALL______

Use working copy of data *YES
Replace PC file . . . . *YES

E-mail message (F4) . . . . *NONE_____________________________________________
E-mail/FTP Recipients (F4) . __________________________________________________
Title . . . . . . . . . . . __________________________________________________
Optimization criteria
Status messages . . .
Allow temporary result
Number of unique keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*TOTAL
*YES
*YES
*NONE

(*FIRSTIO, *TOTAL, *MINWAIT, *FINISH)
(*YES, *NO)
(*YES, *NO, *IFRQD)
(*NONE, *ALL, number)

Join type . . . . . . . . . *INNER
Join order . . . . . . . . . *ANY

(*INNER, *PARTOUT, *ONLYDFT)
(*ANY, *FILE)

Ignore decimal errors

(*YES, *NO)

. . . *NO

Allow null fields in file
PgUp/PgDn=File Scroll

. *NO

F12=Previous

(*YES, *NO)
F14=Submit using QGPL

/ QBATCH

If you want to place the results into a stream file document, specify the path and
the name of the PC stream file to receive the records. Path names are entered leftto-right, beginning with the highest level directory and ending with the name of the
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object to be created. The name of each component in the path is separated by a
slash (/) or back slash (\); for example:
'Dir1/Dir2/Name.ext' or 'Dir1\Dir2\Name.ext'
A valid PC path and file name may contain up to 2000 characters. If the path and
file name is not valid, an error message is issued, and the command does not
complete successfully.
A '/' or '\' at the beginning of a path name means that the path begins at the topmost
directory, the "root" (/) directory. For example, "/Dir1/Dir2/Name.ext" where /Dir1
is a subdirectory of the "root".
If the path name does not begin with '/' or '\', the path is assumed to begin at the
current directory of the user entering the command. For example, 'Dir1/Name.ext'
where Dir1 is a subdirectory of the users current directory.
If the path begins with a '~' followed by '/' or '\', the path is assumed to begin at the
home directory of the user entering the command. For example, '~/Dir1/Name.ext'
where Dir1 is a subdirectory of the users home directory.
If the path begins with a '~' followed by a user name and then followed by '/' or '\',
the path is assumed to begin at the home directory of the user identified by the user
name. For example, '~UserName/Dir1/Name.ext', where Dir1 is a subdirectory of
the home directory for UserName.
Directories in a path MUST exist prior to running the command. The current
directory is changeable by command. The home directory is defined in the user
profile.
The RECIPIENT parameter allows entry of lists of SMTP mail addresses, as well
as reference to a source member containing a list of addresses to facilitate routing
the result of a file to e-mail addresses on the Internet or your office LAN.
Recipients may be designated to appear as “to:”, or “cc:” or as blind copy “bcc:”
recipients.
Whether you create a file on the AS/400, shared folder document, stream file
document or e-mail or FTP the results, the EXECUTE command will begin
running immediately if you press the Enter key. It will run interactively, and your
workstation will be occupied during the time that it takes to acquire the view data
and store the result in the file. When the document has been created you will
return to the view definition display.
Submit the EXECUTE request to a batch subsystem by pressing F14. Your default
job description will be used to route the job for execution. The batch job will be
submitted so that its library list matches your current interactive library list. Use
the Default menu from the action bar (F10) to view and change the name of your
default job description. Refer to page 5-40 for additional information about your
default values.
If you choose to submit your request, the system will store the results of your view
in the output file independent of your activity at the workstation. The view
Using the action bar
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definition display will return as soon as your request is submitted. A message will
arrive at your workstation when it completes.
The TABLE command will begin running immediately when you press the Enter
key. It will run interactively, and your workstation will be occupied during the
time that it takes to acquire the view data and tabulate the result. When the output
file (or document) has been created table definition display will reappear.
You can press F12 from the display to return to the table definition display without
running your request.
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File:Link...
The File:Link... option lets you determine which view your table will use to
acquire database records. The current view name appears at the upper right corner
of the table definition display. You can change it by using the File:Link... option
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 10 and press Enter
When you select the option, the view selection window will appear so that you can
find and choose the view you want to use. See page 5-23 for a description of the
library and view selection windows and how to use them.
You should use caution when changing the view that is referenced by a table you
have built. If the view doesn’t contain all of the fields referenced by the table’s
dimension, column, and category specifications, errors will occur when the table is
run.

Exiting the table editor
File:Exit...
Use the File:Exit... option when you want to exit the table editor. The exit display
will appear so that you can save your view and later run or change it.
Select the File:Exit... option by pressing F3 from the table definition display, or by
following these steps:
press F10 to activate the action bar
press Enter to pull down the File menu
type 90 and press Enter
When you select the option (or press F3) a prompt display like the one below will
appear. It shows the name and attributes of the tabling view you have been editing.
If your view has never been saved before, its name will be blank and its library
value will be the current default view creation library (see page 5-40).
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9/23/98 14:12:28

Table Definition Exit Display

System: ASC403

Table name . . . . . . . . . ORDERVAL02
View name . . . . . . : ORDERVALUE
Library . . . . . . . . .
TABLEDEMO_
Library . . . . . . :
TABLEDEMO
Authority

. . . . . . . . . *SAME_____

Fields in access path

Title

. . . *ALL

(*USE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE,
*LIBCRTAUT, *SAME)
(*ALL, *NONE, number)

. . . . . . . . . . . Order_value_by_customer_type_and_order_status_____

ENTER=Save

F3=Exit

F12=Previous

Type the name and library of the object you want to create and press Enter to
save it. When the save is completed you will return to the menu, command entry
line, or display that you used to start the table editor. A confirmation message will
be sent indicating that the view was saved.
You can use any view name except QTEMP/SQLEXEC for your table definition.
You must have *CHANGE authority (*OBJOPR and *ADD rights) to the library
you want to place the view in. The display may prohibit you from changing the
library that the view will be placed in if your SEQUEL authority does not give you
that right. Refer to the section on ‘Interface defaults’ in the User’s Guide Chapter
6 for additional information about the SETDFT command.
You can press F12 from the prompt to return to the table definition display without
saving your view definition.
If you press F3 from this display, your table definition will be discarded and
no view will be created or changed.
You can specify the number of dimension fields that will be used in creating an
access path when the TABLE command is used to create a database file. The
default value, *ALL, indicates that all dimension fields should be used to create
the access path. This is usually the best choice. If you want to limit the number of
fields to a smaller number, indicate your choice on the display above. Use *NONE
to prevent any access path from being created when the database file is built.
If you change the view’s name and there is already a view, report, or script with the
same name, a precaution message will appear. It tells you that you are about to
overwrite an existing object. You must press ERROR RESET then F11 to replace
it. You must have existence (*OBJEXIST) rights to an existing object in order to
replace it with another.
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Authority considerations
Authority for SEQUEL views is controlled in the same manner as for other system
objects. The rights to use and change a view can be granted or restricted to
individuals, groups of users, or all users.
The authority setting on the exit display controls the public authority for the view.
Public authority is the level of authority that is granted to everyone that has not
been granted a specific authority for the view. Use one of the following settings:
*ALL

Users can use, change, move, copy, and delete

*USE

Users can only use the view

*EXCLUDE

Users cannot access the view for any purpose

*LIBCRTAUT

The AUT specification for the library to contain
the view will be used The result will be *ALL,
*USE, or *EXCLUDE

When overwriting an existing view, all explicit (private) authorities present in the
overlaid view will be preserved. Public authority will be set using the value
specified by the Authority entry on the display above. If *SAME is specified, the
public authority present in the overlaid view will also be preserved. If *SAME is
used when a new view is created, the public authority will be set as if
*LIBCRTAUT were specified.

Report Editor
If the SEQUEL report writer is installed, you can press function key F14 to save
the tabling view and start the report editor. The view will be created (you may
need to press F11 to overwrite it) and the report design tool will be started.
If *CREATE is specified at the lower right of the display, a new report will be
designed using this view. If a specific report name is indicated, the view you
created will be used with it.
After your view is created, the table editor will end, and the report design tool will
begin working with your view (and report). Refer to Part 3 for a complete
description of the report design process.
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Defaults menu
The Defaults menu lets you see (and possibly change) values the table editor uses
when presenting prompts to you. The Defaults menu shows these settings:
Default view creation library
Default output file library
Output queue for created printouts
Access the Defaults menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Defaults selection
press Enter to pull down the Defaults menu
When you access the menu, it will look like the one below.
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
:
: Default view creation library QTEMP_____
:
: Default outfile library . . . QTEMP_____
: Column__
Column__
: Output queue . . . . . . . . *JOB______
: DIFF______ __ UNWGT_____
:
Library . . . . . . . . . .
__________ :
:.............................................:
Dimension
__ CUSTYPE_____________ If ctype="DS" or ctype="CS" Then CUSTYPE="Retail", If
__ _CTYPE______________ CTYPE=ctype
__ __OSTAT_____________ OSTAT=ostat
__ ____________________
+
Choose item type, press Enter.
C=Category D=Dimension F=Column field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

+
F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The menu shows three field values. You can change the output queue to suit your
needs. You may or may not be able to change the library names, depending on how
your administrator has configured SEQUEL for you.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The definition display will return and you can continue editing your
table. If you want to close the Default menu and return to the action bar, press
F12.

View creation library
This value will appear as the view’s library on the save and exit prompts when you
save a new view. The value in this field must name a specific library. The
availability of this field is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed
with the Set Default (SETDFT) command.
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Outfile library
This value names the library that will appear as the output file library on the outfile
(F9) prompt. The value in this field must name a specific library. The availability
of this field is controlled through the user defaults that can be accessed with the
Set Default (SETDFT) command.

Output queue
These values will be used whenever a print request is made. The output queue
name must reference a specific queue and its library, or specify *JOB. If you
specify *JOB, the current output queue for your job will be used. You must have
*USE authority to the output queue shown in the window.
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System menu
The System menu gives you access to functions that help you learn about the status
of queries you have run, reports you have created, and requests you have submitted
for batch execution.
The functions these options run are described very well in the AS/400 New User’s
Guide, an IBM publication (SC41-8211) that provides essential information about
using the AS/400.
Access the System menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the System selection
press Enter to pull down the System menu
The menu looks like the one below.
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
:
: 1 1. Toggle query diagnostics on :
Colu :
2. Work with job
: lumn__
Column__
__ CNT_ :
3. Display job log
: FF______ __ UNWGT_____
:
4. Display messages
:
:
5. Work with spool files
:
Dimension
:
6. Command line
:
__ CUSTYPE_______ :
7. Edit library list
: CUSTYPE="Retail", If
__ _CTYPE________ :
8. Work with submitted jobs
:
__ __OSTAT_______ :....................................:
__ ____________________
+
Choose item type, press Enter.
C=Category D=Dimension F=Column field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

+
F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The menu has several options. When you choose one of them, the indicated action
will be carried out immediately. Many of the options invoke OS/400 system
commands. You can prompt the command prior to running it by selecting the
option number and pressing F4 instead of Enter.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The view definition display will return and you can continue editing
your query. If you want to close the System menu and return to the action bar,
press F12.
To choose another option on the action bar, position the cursor to an entry on the
action bar and press the Enter key. The System window will close and the menu
you selected will be pulled down from the action bar.
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Toggle query diagnostics on (or off)
The AS/400 can supply detailed information about the processes that take place
when you run a tabling request. You determine whether or not this information
will be recorded.
Use this option to switch the setting for the diagnostic activity. Its description in
the menu indicates whether the option will turn recording on or off. If messages
are not being recorded, choose this option to switch the diagnostic messages on. If
already on, the option will turn the diagnostic messages off.
While diagnostic messages are being recorded, they will be placed in your job log
each time you run a request interactively. If you run a request after turning
diagnostic recording on, you will be able to see the messages by selecting the
Display Job Log option.

Work with job
Provides access to several displays that describe your working environment and the
activities you have completed during your session. If you are not authorized to the
Work With Job (WRKJOB) command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command.

Display job log
Displays a history of your workstation session (including any diagnostic messages
from your query requests).

Display messages
Shows any messages waiting for you. Each time one of your submitted requests
completes, it sends you a message indicating that it is finished. This option allows
you to view your messages and then remove them when you are done. Return to
the definition display by pressing F12.

Work with spooled files
Shows the status of the printouts you have created. Using the display presented by
the Work With Spooled Files (WRKSPLF) command, you can view your printouts,
route them to a printer, and remove them from the system. If you are not
authorized to the WRKSPLF command, SEQUEL will present a similar display
using the Display Job (DSPJOB) command. Return to the table definition display
by pressing F12.
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Command line
Opens a command line window. It allows you to enter any AS/400 system
commands that you are properly authorized to run.* You can close the command
line window and resume work on your table definition by pressing F12. The
availability of this option is controlled through the user defaults. They can be
accessed with the Set Default (SETDFT) command.

Edit library list
Allows you to see and change your current library list. Return to the table
definition display by pressing F12. Users with restricted command line access or
limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES) specified for their user profile) will not
have access to this command.

Work with submitted jobs
Displays the status of any requests you have submitted. SEQUEL runs the Work
With Submitted Jobs (WRKSBMJOB) command so you can review your jobs’
progress and output. Return to the table definition display by pressing F12. Users
with restricted command line access or limited user capabilities (LMTCPB(*YES)
specified for their user profile) will not have access to this command.

*Users with restricted command line use have authority to run only the Display Job (DSPJOB), Send Message (SNDMSG), Display Message
(DSPMSG), Display Job Log (DSPJOBLOG), Start PC Organizer (STRPCO), and Sign Off (SIGNOFF) commands from the command line.
Restricted command line use is assigned through the LMTCPB(*YES) parameter value of their user profile.
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Help menu
The Help option of the action bar allows you to access the help facility. It is
described in the Introduction section, and also in the AS/400 New User’s Guide,
IBM publication (SC41-8211).
Access the Help menu by following these steps:
press F10 to bring the action bar to the top of the display
move the cursor to the Help selection
press Enter to pull down the Help menu
The menu looks like this:
File
Defaults
System
Help
..............................................................................
:
:
: 1 1. Help for help... :
Column
:
2. Extended help... : Column
Column
__ CNT_______ __ :
3. Keys help...
: DIFF______ __ UNWGT_____
:
4. Help index...
:
:
5. About...
:
Dimension
:........................:
__ CUSTYPE_____________ If ctype="DS" or ctype="CS" Then CUSTYPE="Retail", If
__ _CTYPE______________ CTYPE=ctype
__ __OSTAT_____________ OSTAT=ostat
__ ____________________
+
Choose item type, press Enter.
C=Category D=Dimension F=Column field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F2=New F3=Exit

F7/F19=Display

F8/F20=Print F9=Outfile

+
F16=Edit SQL

F24=Keys

The menu has five options. When you choose one of them, another display will
appear. It will provide access to the type of help you have requested.
Press F10 to remove the menu and action bar from the display without choosing
any options. The definition display will return and you can continue working with
your table. If you want to close the Help menu and return to the action bar, press
F12.
To choose another action bar option, position the cursor to an entry on the action
bar and press the Enter key. The Help window will close and the menu you
selected will be pulled down from the action bar.

Help for Help
When you choose the first option, the AS/400 user support display will appear so
that you can learn about the help facility, index search capabilities, etc.
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Extended help
Option 2 of the Help menu will access the extended help for the definition display.
Selecting the option is equivalent to moving the cursor to the top line of the display
and pressing the help key.

Keys help
Access help text describing the function keys by selecting option 3 of the Help
menu. You can also acquire help text about the function keys by positioning the
cursor to the last line on the display and pressing the Help key.

Index search
If you select this option, you will be able to find topics associated with keywords
that you specify. The index search facility is described in the “Help for help”
menu of option 1, in the Introduction section of this user’s guide, and in the IBM
AS/400 New User’s Guide.

About...
Help option 5 will present an informational display that tells about the version of
SEQUEL you are using.
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Defining table dimensions
Use this prompt to create or change the definition for a dimension. You can create
and change all aspects of the dimension definition. They are:
Comparison/Assignment statements
Field length & precision
Column heading
Edit code/edit word
Break value
Subtotal conditioning
Access the display by typing 2=Edit next to a dimension on the primary display, or
by typing a new dimension into a blank dimension entry field. The prompt will
look like the one below. It shows the definition for the leftmost dimension column
of Table 6 on page 5-8.
11/10/98 11:14:48

System: ASC401
Column heading
Length 9
Retail
Edit code _ _ Edit word ________________________________ or
Break . . . Y Break value "All types"
Wholesale
Define each
_ Compare
_
Assign
_ Compare
_
Assign
_ Compare
_
Assign

Define dimension CUSTYPE

comparison and assignment for this dimension:
ctype="DS" or ctype="CS"
"Retail"
ctype<>"DS" and ctype<>"DS"
"Wholesale"
__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ +

Select dimension to change definition. Select field to add new assignment.
D=Dimension F=Field
Field
Attribute Description
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
Customer number
_ CNAME
Char 25
Customer name
_ CTYPE
Char 2
Customer type
_ OSTAT
Char 1
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
Order number
F3=Exit

+

F12=Previous

The name of the dimension that you are editing appears in the heading of the
prompt. Other values at the top of the prompt show its attributes. The current
comparison and assignment statements appear in the middle of the display. You
can use the roll keys to scroll through the list if there are multiple pages.
The bottom part of the display lists the fields returned by the view. These fields
can appear in the comparison and assignment statements that you create. Scroll this
list by positioning the cursor within it and using the roll keys.
Update the display by typing the new values that you want to use. Refer to the
sections below for details about each entry field.
You can quickly copy the length, column heading, and editing attributes from a
view field to the top of the display. Place a ‘D’ next to the field at the bottom of
the display and press Enter. If there is no assignment statement, an assignment that
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specifies only the field name will be created. When the table is run, each value for
the field will create a separate row in the table.
You can add a new assignment at the end of the current list by typing a F next to a
view field and pressing Enter. The assignment will specify only the field name;
each unique value for the field will create a separate row in the table.

Length
Specify the length and precision of the dimension column by typing a value into
the ‘Length:’ entry field. The length must conform to these rules:
Character fields must have a length between 1 and 120
Numeric fields must have a length (1-31) followed by a comma and the
number of decimal places.
Numeric values can be represented in floating point (scientific) notation by
indicating SINGLE or DOUBLE for their length.

Editing
If the column is numeric, you may type an edit code or edit word to control the
editing of its values. Both system defined (1-4, A-D, J-Q, W, X, Y, and Z) and user
defined (5-9) edit codes can be used to edit numeric fields. Refer to the
description of EDTCDE and EDTWRD keywords in the User’s Guide Chapter 6
for more information on the function of the various edit codes.
An optional edit extender can be placed to the right of the edit code. The extender
can be used to create a floating currency symbol or to provide leading asterisks.
Placing a currency symbol in the extender field will cause it to appear immediately
left of the first significant digit in the field. Place an asterisk (*) in the extender
field to replace leading zeros with asterisks.
An edit word can be specified if you choose not to use an edit code. Refer to the
Control Language Programmer’s Guide for instructions on creating edit words and
the special characters they can contain. If you use an edit word, it must be
enclosed in either single or double quotation marks.

Column heading
Up to three column headings can be entered. Supply the values you want on the
three lines of the prompt. You can choose to place a heading on any one, two, or
all three lines. Do not surround the column headings with quotation marks.
Use the special value *BLANK if you want a column heading line specifically left
blank.
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Break
Indicate whether you want subtotals generated for this dimension. Set the entry
field to Y or N. If you choose a Y value, a subtotal row will be created for each
value in the dimension. This selection is ignored if the current dimension is the
rightmost dimension in the table — each row is already a subtotal row for that
dimension. Table 6 on page 5-8 demonstrates subtotalling for the outermost
dimension (Retail/Wholesale).

Break value
Type the value that should appear in this column when a subtotal row or the grand
total row is generated. If the dimension is a character column, the value must be
enclosed in quotes. If it is numeric, it must be a valid numeric value. If the entry
field is left blank, this column’s value for total rows will be set to blanks or zeros,
depending on its field type.

Compare/Assign
The compare/assign rules decide which database rows (if any) will be grouped
together and how they will be labeled as table rows. During tabulation, each
comparison statement is evaluated against every record returned by the view. If the
comparison result is “true”, the record will be placed into the table row created by
the corresponding assignment statement. A single record can participate in several
table rows if it causes several “true” results among the dimension’s compare:assign
statements.
Enter or change expressions on the display by typing directly onto the entry lines.
If your expression is longer than the entry line, or you need additional assistance in
creating the statement, you can access an extended entry display by placing a 1
next to it and pressing Enter. The extended comparison entry looks like the one on
page 5-63. The extended assignment entry looks like the one on page 5-66.
Specify a valid comparison by entering an expression on the ‘Compare’ line. You
can create comparisons between database fields, numeric or character values, or
expressions that combine fields and values. All SEQUEL comparison operators
except LIKE can be used in the comparison. Enter calculations and comparisons
following the standard SEQUEL rules. Refer to the section beginning on page 5-55
for a description of the valid calculation functions and operators.
*NONE comparison
Leave the comparison field blank or use the special value *NONE to indicate that no
comparison is to take place. If you do, the assignment statement will be applied to
all records returned by the view.
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*OTHER comparison
The special value *OTHER can be used as a comparison expression to create an
‘Else’ condition. A *OTHER comparison will return “true” if none of the preceding
comparisons has generated a “true” result. If the comparison list includes a
previous *OTHER test, only the set of comparisons since the previous *OTHER will
be checked.
Assignment entry
Use the ‘Assign’ entry field to create values that will appear in the table rows for
this dimension column. The assignment entry must conform to the standard rules
for SEQUEL expressions. In addition, it must create a result that is compatible
with the character or numeric nature of the dimension column as shown at the top
of the display. The section beginning on page 5-55 describes the valid calculation
functions and operators. Refer to the ‘Calculations and Expressions’ section in the
User’s Guide Chapter 6 for additional details about creating calculated results with
SEQUEL.
The assignment statement is often simply a field name. This causes the field’s
value in each database record to be copied directly into a table row. There will be a
separate table row for each unique field value retrieved from the view. Records
with identical field values will be grouped together into one table row. Simple field
assignment creates the “non-total” rows containing customer type (CTYPE) values
in Table 1 and Table 3 and the region (REGON) values in Table 2 on page 5-3.
If the assignment statement is a literal value then all records that test “true” in the
comparison will be placed into a single row in the result. The assignments shown
on page 5-47 will place all records that satisfy the comparison tests into one of two
rows – “Retail” or “Wholesale”.
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Defining table columns
Use this prompt to create and change the columns that are created for a table
without category definitions. If the table includes category definitions you will use
the category definition prompt (p. 5-58) to work with its columns. Each column
definition has these attributes:
Calculation statement
Column name
Field length and precision
Column heading
Edit code/edit word
Access the display by typing 2=Edit next to a column on the primary display, or by
typing a new column name into a blank entry field. The prompt will look like the
one below.
11/10/98 11:19:38

Define Columns

System: ASC401

Sel Exp Column
Length Assignment
Column heading
_
_ ACTUAL
9,2
SUM(ACTUAL)
____________________
_
_ LIST
9,2
SUM(LIST)
____________________
_
_ UNWGT
7,3
SUM(UNWGT)
Total
_
_ CNT
3,0
COUNT(*)
Ord
_
_ DIFF
7,2
actual-list
Net
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ _________________ +
Select and sequence columns that will be grouped into this category.
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
10 CNT
Y N N D
15 ACTUAL
Y N N D
20 LIST
Y N N +
Select field to add new
F=Column Field
Field
Attribute
_ CUSNO
Pkd 6,0
_ CNAME
Char 25
_ CTYPE
Char 2
_ OSTAT
Char 1
_ ORDNO
Pkd 6,0
F3=Exit

F12=Previous

column.
Description
Customer number
Customer name
Customer type
Order status (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Order number

F14/F15=Category/column list

+
F22=Resequence

Current calculation definitions are shown at the top of the display in a scrollable
list. You can expand the list to see the field’s complete 3–line column heading and
editing definition by pressing F4.
The table’s current column list is shown in the middle of the display. You can
scroll the list by positioning the cursor within it and using the roll keys. Each
column is preceded by a sequence number that shows its relative position in the
table. To the right of each column name are some additional function indicators.
The bottom part of the display shows the list of the fields returned by the view.
These fields can appear in the calculation statements that you create. Scroll this list
by positioning the cursor within it and using the roll keys.
You can quickly create a column definition for a view field by placing a F adjacent
to the field name at the bottom of the display and pressing Enter. The new
definition will use the name, attributes, and column heading of the view field. If
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the field is numeric, the assignment calculation will automatically SUM the field.
The column will be added to the end of the current column list. It will be
automatically totalled if the field is numeric.
Update the display by typing directly into the entry fields. Refer to the sections
below for details about each entry field.

Calculation definitions
Specify the name, length, assignment statement, editing, and column heading for
the calculations required by your table. Work with current calculations by making
a selection in the ‘Sel’ column and pressing Enter. The following selections apply:
1=Select

Add the column to the end of the current list. Automatic
totalling will be provided if the new column is numeric.

3=Copy

Create a new calculation by copying the selected one.
The new column name will be suffixed with a sequence
number to ensure uniqueness.

4=Delete

Delete the calculation definition from the list. This option
is only available if the calculation is not included in the
current list of table columns.

Type a 1 into the ‘Exp’ entry field to access the expression editor with this
specification. See page 5-66. If F12=Previous is used to exit the editor, the first
32 characters of the expression will be placed into the calculation field for this
item. You can create and change calculations longer than 32 characters only by
using the expression editor.

Column
Name the calculation result so that it can be referenced in a column definition at
the middle of the display. Each calculation must have a unique name. If you
change the name of an existing calculation you must also ensure that any columns
that reference it are updated as well.

Length
Specify the length and precision of the column by typing a value into the ‘Length:’
entry field. The length must conform to these rules:
Character fields must have a length between 1 and 120.
Numeric fields must have a length (1-31) followed by a comma and the
number of decimal places.
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Numeric values can be represented in floating point (scientific) notation by
indicating SINGLE or DOUBLE for their length.

Editing
If the column is numeric, you may type an edit code or edit word to control the
editing of its values. Press F4 to access the full definition so that you can define
editing characteristics. Both system defined (1-4, A-D, J-Q, W, X, Y, and Z) and
user defined (5-9) edit codes can be used to edit numeric fields. Refer to the
description of EDTCDE and EDTWRD keywords in the User’s Guide Chapter 6
for more information on the function of the various edit codes.
An optional edit extender can be placed to the right of the edit code. The extender
can be used to create a floating currency symbol or to provide field protection.
Placing a currency symbol in the extender field will cause it to appear immediately
left of the first significant digit in the field. Place an asterisk (*) in the extender
field to replace leading zeros with asterisks.
An edit word can be specified if you choose not to use an edit code. Refer to the
Control Language Programmer’s Guide for instructions on creating edit words and
the special characters they can contain. If you use an edit word, it must be
enclosed in either single or double quotation marks.

Column heading
Up to three column headings can be entered. Supply the values you want on the
three lines of the prompt. You can choose to place a heading on any one, two, or
all three lines. Do not surround the column headings with quotation marks.
Use the special value *BLANK if you want a column heading line specifically left
blank.

Assignment
The assignment expression determines the operation that take place each time a
record is retrieved by the view. Enter or change expressions on the display by
typing directly onto the entry lines. If your expression is longer than the entry line,
or you need additional assistance in creating the statement, you can access the
expression editor display (p. 5-66) by placing a 1 in the ‘Exp’ field and pressing
Enter.
The assignment statement must conform to the standard rules for SEQUEL
expressions. In addition, it must create a result that is compatible with the character
or numeric nature of the column as shown by its length. Refer to the section
beginning on ‘Calculations and Expression’ in the User’s Guide Chapter 6
page6-12 for details about creating calculated results with SEQUEL.
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Calculation statements can include references to view fields, literals, and other
calculated column names. If a calculated result has the same name as a view field,
future references will cause the column’s value to be used, not the view field.
Refer to the section beginning on page 5-55 for a description of the valid
calculation functions and operators.
“Record level” calculations
If the expression references only view fields and literals, and does not reference
another calculated column, the calculation will be repeated for each record
retrieved from the view. If the calculation includes a subtotaling function (i.e.
SUM, AVG, COUNT) the result will be derived from all records included in the
table row. If the expression does not include a subtotaling function, the result from
each succeeding record qualifying for the table row will overlay the result of the
previous record. The last database record placed into the row will determine the
result. That is, a simple field and literal calculation will create a result based
entirely on values in the last record qualifying for the table row.
“Total time” calculations
Evaluation of expressions that reference a calculated column name will be deferred
until the table row is complete. These “total time” operations will be completed
after all records have been read from the view. Any references to database fields in
these calculations will use values from the final record returned by the view.

Column List
The current column list is shown in the middle of the display. Each column is
preceded by a sequence number that shows its relative position in the table. You
can adjust a column’s position in the list by changing its sequence number and
pressing Enter. To the right of the column name are indications of additional
functions to occur. The indicators can be set to Y or N. The special functions that
they define are:
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Total

Creates a grand total value that accumulates the
calculation result for all the rows in the table. The grand
total row will be placed at the end of the table. If one or
more ‘Break’ dimensions are defined, subtotal values
will also be created.

Percent

An additional column showing the calculation result as a
percent of total will be created. Percent of total will be
returned with two digits of precision and appropriate
column heading and editing. The percent of total column
will have the same name as the calculated column with a
leading ‘$$’. If one or more ‘Break’ dimensions are
defined, a percent of subtotal column will also be
created. It will have the same name as the calculated
column with a leading ‘$’.
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Ranking

An additional column showing the calculation result’s
rank relative to other table rows will be created. The
ascending or descending order of the ranking is
conditioned by the rightmost indicator below the “Rank”
heading. Use a ‘D’ to rank the list in descending order so
that the highest value receives a ranking value of 1. Use
an ‘A’ to rank the list in ascending order so that the
lowest value receives a ranking value of 1. The ranking
column will have the same name as the calculated
column with a leading ‘##’. If one or more ‘Break’
dimensions are defined, a rank relative to subtotal will
also be created. It will have the same name as the
calculated column with a leading ‘#’.

Operators and functions
SEQUEL: tables can involve expressions using numeric, alphabetic and date
operators. The tables below show the operators and functions you can use in table
calculations. Several functions allowed in standard SEQUEL statements are not
supported by the tabulator. The table below shows all functions allowed. The
syntax and usage rules are consistent with their SEQUEL statement counterparts.
Refer to the explanation and examples in the ‘Calculations and Expressions’
section of the User’s Guide Chapter 6 for more details.
Numeric Operators
+
Addition
—
Subtraction
*
Multiplication
/
Division
MOD Remainder

Character Operator
CAT
Concatenation (also ||)

Numeric Functions
ABS
Absolute value
LEAST
Lowest list value
GREATEST
Highest list value
DIGITS
Convert to char.

Character Functions
SUBSTR
Substring (also SST)
LEAST
Lowest list value
GREATEST
Highest list value
UPPER
Convert to upper case
LAND
Bitwise AND
LOR
Bitwise OR
LNOT
Bitwise NOT
LXOR
Bitwise exclusive OR

Date
Functions
DAYS
YEAR
MONTH
DAY

Converts a date type expression to a number that represents the
number of days from the beginning of the system calendar.
Returns the year(4,0) part of a date
Returns the month (2,0) part of a date
Returns the day (2,0) part of a date
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DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP
CHAR

Converts expression to date data type
Converts expression to time data type
Converts expression to timestamp data type
Converts a date field to a character value

Subtotaling functions
Column calculations can also reference the subtotalling functions: SUM, AVG,
MIN, MAX, and COUNT. The table below describes the aggregate functions
available:
Aggregate Numeric Functions
SUM
Accumulated value each row
AVG
Average value each row
COUNT
Number of view records in each row
MIN
Lowest record value in row
MAX
Highest record value in row

These create results for each row in the table by including values from each
database record that belongs to the row. For instance, a calculation that uses the
SUM function will accumulate the indicated field for each record that qualifies for
a given table row.
Aggregate functions can be used in expressions with constants, field names, and
other aggregate functions.

SUM function
The SUM function computes a total. It operates on an expression of view fields
and/or literal values. The simplest expression is just a field name (e.g.
SUM(AMTDU)). The expression is calculated for each record retrieved from the
view and added to the previous result for the table row(s) that the record belongs
to. The result is the accumulated value of the expression for all the records in the
row.

AVG function
The AVG function returns the average of all the values included a table row. It
operates on an expression of view fields and/or literal values. The expression is
calculated for each record retrieved from the view and averaged into the proper
table row(s). The result is the average value of the expression for all the records in
the row.
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COUNT function
The count function (COUNT(*)) works like its counterpart in the SEQUEL
SELECT clause. It returns the number of records that are included in each table
row. Each time a record is retrieved from the view and incorporated into the table
row, the count column is incremented by 1. The result is the total number of
records that comprise each row of the table.

MIN/MAX functions
The MIN and MAX functions also work like their SELECT counterparts. The
expression result is calculated for each record retrieved from the view. The
smallest (MIN) or largest (MAX) value for all records included in a table row will
be stored in the table.

Rules of evaluation
Character assignment always affects the entire field – a shorter field or constant
will be extended on the right with enough blanks to fill the result field completely.
When numeric calculations are involved, rounded operations are performed using
temporary results of (31,9) precision before placing the final result (again rounded)
into the field you name. Any overflow (result too large) or underflow (result too
insignificant) errors will proceed by truncating the result. Division by zero results
in a zero result. Messages will be sent to the job log to indicate which (if any) of
these problems occur during execution.
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Defining table categories
Use this prompt to create and change a category definition and to revise the list of
columns it includes. Category definitions provide a way to group records across
the table in much the same way that dimension definitions provide a way to group
records down the table. Refer to the section beginning on page 5-9 for a complete
overview of table categories.
Access the display by using option 2=Edit next to a category on the primary
display, by typing a new category name into a blank entry field, or by selecting a
view field as a category reference (‘C’) without also choosing any field references.
If the primary display does not include any category definitions, you can switch the
display to “category” mode by pressing F6.
The category definition prompt looks like the one below. It shows the definition
that creates the five region columns of Table 4 on page 5-4.
11/10/98 11:29:18

Define Category REGION

System: ASC401

Sel Exp Column
Length Assignment
Column heading
_
_ REGTOT
9,2
SUM(AMTDU)
Total
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ _________________ +
Select and sequence columns that will be grouped into this category.
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
10 REGTOT
N N N D
__ __________ _ _ _ _
__ __________ _ _ _ +
Define category comparison. Create column groupings with prefix/suffix.
Modify column headings with description.
Exp
_ Comparison ______________________________________________________________
_ Prefix . . ______________________________________________________________
_ Suffix . . DIGITS(REGON)
_ Description "Region "cat digits(REGON)
Maximum number of column groups . . .
F3=Exit

F12=Previous

20

F14/F15=Category/column list

F22=Resequence

The upper part of the display lets you define column calculations, and select the
columns that will be included in the category. It is described beginning on page
5-51.
The bottom part of the display lets you create the category definition. It determines
which records from the view will be included in the group and how the group’s
columns will be named. The entry fields for the category definition are described
below.

Comparison
The comparison expression determines which database records (if any) qualify for
the category. It will be evaluated as each record is returned by the view. If the
result is “true”, the category’s prefix and/or suffix expression is evaluated so that
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the record can be assigned to the proper group of columns. These columns’
calculations are performed using values from the record.
The “East” and “West” categories in Table 4 on page 5-4 use a comparison
expression to select records according to each category. For instance, a comparison
of REGON BETWEEN 10 AND 30 generated the “East” category. Neither definition
includes a prefix or suffix expression so all selected records are included in one
column for each category.
Enter or change the comparison expression by typing directly onto the entry line.
Your comparison can reference database fields, numeric or character values, or
expressions that combine fields and values. All SEQUEL comparison operators
except LIKE can be used in the comparison. Enter calculations and comparisons
following the rules discussed in ‘Calculations and Expressions’ in the User’s
Guide Chapter 6.
If your expression is longer than the entry line, or you need additional assistance in
creating the comparison statement, you can access the extended selection prompt
by placing a 1 in the ‘Sel’ column next to it and pressing Enter. The extended
comparison entry looks like the one on page 5-63.
Leave the comparison field blank or use the special value *NONE to indicate that
no comparison is to take place. If you do, all records returned by the view will be
included in the category.

Prefix/Suffix
These expressions create a series of characters that are placed at the beginning
(prefix) or end (suffix) of this category’s column names. They are useful in two
important ways:
Prefix/suffix expressions let you create unique column names for each
category definition. Use them to create meaningful column names if
several categories refer to the same calculation. For example, if a
calculation named TOTAL is referenced by several categories, each
category should supply its own prefix or suffix definition. That way the
“finished” column names can be traced back to their respective categories.
Prefix/suffix expressions let you create column groups with values
returned by the view. Using these expressions, you can create several
column groups with a single category definition. The display pictured
above uses the expression DIGITS(REGON) to append a suffix to the
REGTOT column. This creates a different column for each REGON value
returned by the view. Table 6 on page 5-8 shows the result of this
definition. Table 6 could be created with separate category definitions for
each REGON column, but this would require a separate comparison
statement for each one. In addition, any records returned by the view that
were not included in these comparisons would not be included in the
results. Prefix/suffix expressions let you avoid creating lots of category
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comparison expressions, and don’t force you to know all the category
values prior to creating a table.
Prefix/suffix expressions must create a character result. The DIGITS,
SUBSTRING, and concatenation functions can be especially valuable in extracting
and converting database values to meaningful names.
When the expressions are evaluated, the prefix, column name, and suffix are
concatenated to create a “finished” column name for the category. Some additional
adjustments may be required.
Blanks within a column name are replaced by underscore ( _ ) characters.
If the column name is longer than 10 characters, only the leftmost 10
characters will be used to determine its name. The first 30 characters will
determine the field’s alias name and will be used in determining unique
columns in the table.
If the column name is identical to another one in the table, it is changed to
RENAMEDxxx. (xxx begins at 001 and is incremented each time).

When a new category is created, the prefix expression value will be empty. If the
category name is the same as a view field name, the suffix expression will return
the field value in character form. This will automatically create separate column
groups for each field value returned by the view.
Horizontal totals, percents, and ranking
If the category uses prefix/suffix expressions to create groups of columns, you can
create totals, ranks, and percent of total values across the columns within the
group. Table 3 on page 5-4 shows horizontal totalling for the five region columns.
To specify horizontal functions, type an H in the ‘Total’, ‘%’, and/or ‘Rank’ field
for the desired column(s). If you want both horizontal and vertical functions, type a
B.
Special rules for “total time” columns
A category column can use a calculation that references another column in the
table rather than just view fields and literals. These calculations will be computed
when all records have been read and the “dependent” columns have been
determined. These “total time” calculations perform operations on other columns
in the table, instead of simply working on the data from the view.
If the category includes a prefix/suffix expression, it will be appended to each
“non–view” field in the total time calculations to determine the table columns
being referenced. Consider the following example:
Category

Column

Calculation

MONTHLY
PRICE
COST
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Suffix
DIGITS(month)

SUM(qty*price)
SUM(qty*cost)

RATIO

COST/PRICE*100

The MONTHLY category contains three columns, PRICE, COST, and RATIO.
The RATIO column is created by a “total time” calculation that determines cost as
a percentage of price. The records’ MONTH field will be used to distribute data
across the table so that a separate group of three columns is created for each
month. Since the DIGITS(month) suffix expression creates values 01, 02, 03, ... 12,
the fields in the result table file will be named PRICE01, COST01, RATIO01,
PRICE02, COST02, RATIO02, etc.
The category’s suffix expression (DIGITS(month)) will be used when creating the
RATIO columns because the RATIO calculation references other columns in the
table (COST and PRICE). Each time the calculation is evaluated, the suffix
expression is applied to each table column name listed in the calculation. Thus, the
RATIO01 column will be created from the calculation COST01/PRICE01*100.

Description
This expression creates a character value that is appended to column headings
within the category. It lets you add descriptive text to further characterize a
category’s columns.
The expression is evaluated using values from the first record that qualifies for the
column. The result will become the last line of the column heading. If the column
already has three heading lines, this value will be appended to the last line.

Maximum number of column groups
If the category includes a prefix and/or suffix expression, it can create several
groups of columns, depending on the expression results. Use the value in this field
to limit the number of column groups that can be created for the category. Column
groups are created as records are processed from the view. The order of the records
in the view will determine which columns are created. Once the maximum number
of groups has been created, other groups that would be created by the category’s
prefix/suffix expressions will be ignored.

Step category definitions
Step categories are useful when data should be arranged into columns based on
specific range values of a field. A starting value must be defined as well as the
interval or how many in each range. A step category could be used to create output
based on quarters where the amounts for months 1 to 3, 4 to 6, 7 to 9, and 10 to 12
should be summarized into separate columns.
From the Define Category screen, press F13=step to change to a step definition.
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11/10/98 11:29:18

Define Category QTR

System: ASC401

Sel Exp Column
Length Assignment
Column heading
_
_ REGTOT
9,2
SUM(AMTDU)
Total
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ ____________________
_
_ __________ ______ ________________________________ _________________ +
Select and sequence columns that will be grouped into this category.
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
Seq Column Total % Rank
10 REGTOT
N N N D
__ __________ _ _ _ _
__ __________ _ _ _ +
Define step category
Generate names outside of range . . . . N
_
_

Interval size . . . . . . . . .________3_
Interval base .
_______1

_

Assignment

DIGITS(month)

Generated number of intervals . . . .___4
F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14/F15=Category/column list

F22=Resequence

Generate names outside of range
This value determines whether there should be a column for any value of the
assignment field less than the interval base and a column for values more than the
highest interval.
Interval size
Internal size determines the number of consecutive values that should be included.
Interval base
This value controls the starting point for the first range.
Assignment
The assignment defines the numeric field to be evaluated to create ranges.
Generated number of intervals
This value specifies the maximum number of columns based on the interval size.
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Record selection prompt
The record selection prompt can help you create the comparison tests that are used
in the table’s dimension and category definitions. Use the selection prompt when
you are uncertain how to format a comparison test, or when you have an especially
complicated test that you want to construct.
Access the record selection prompt by typing a 1 next to a comparison field on the
dimension definition display (p. 5-47) or by selecting the comparison statement on
the category definition prompt.
The example below shows a sample of the display.
9/23/98 14:29:22
1=Select
Field
Test
AND _____________ ___________
_ CNAME
__ =
_ CSTTE
__ <>
_ CTYPE
__ <=
_ REGON
__ >=
_ AMTDU
__ <
__ >
__ BETWEEN
__ IN
__ CONTAINS

Select Records

System: ASC403

Value
__________________________________________________
__ CNAME
Char 25
__ CSTTE
Char 2
__ CTYPE
Char 2
__ REGON
Pkd 3,0
__ AMTDU
Pkd 11,2

Select or type a field, test and value to create a comparison.
ctype IN("CS","DS")
________________________________________________

F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14=Files

F22=Edit

F24=Keys

The prompt is divided into three sections.
The lower part of the display is a continuous entry field that shows the developing
comparison statement. The expression can be up to 128 characters long. You can
type, insert and delete characters from it using standard keyboard features. Refer
to the following sections for details and examples of the advanced editing
capabilities such as cut and paste.
Your tests can include comparisons between database fields, numeric or character
values, or expressions that combine fields and values. Calculations and
comparisons can be entered in a free format style following the rules discussed in
the ‘Calculations and Expressions’ section of the User’s Guide Chapter 6.
The top part of the display has entry fields for a field name, comparison operator,
and an expression. You can type directly into these fields or fill them by making
selections from the field/operator section below. The expression editor (accessed
using F22) can be used to build a calculation that is placed into the Value field.
Each time all three fields are filled or F12=Previous is pressed, these will be
moved into the field at the bottom of the display. The new comparison will be
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placed at the insertion point (defined by F16=Mark) or at the end of the clause if
no insertion point has been marked.
The middle section is divided into three columns. The left and right columns list
the fields in the view. The center column lists the comparative operators that you
can use in the test. You can scroll the field list by positioning the cursor in the
middle of the display and pressing the roll keys.
The selection fields to the left of the list elements let you choose database fields
and comparison operations. Place a 1 next to the element(s) you want to select.
The selection field of the test column lets you make other entries in addition to a
simple 1 selection. You can type one of the relational operators ( =, <>, etc. ) or
the first two characters of the test you want to use (BEtween, COntains) into any
selection field in the center column. To negate the test for Between, Contains, In,
or Null, place a logical “not” symbol (¬, often a “shifted 6”) into the field
preceding the operator.
Press Enter to move your selection(s) from the center portion of the display to the
entry fields at the top. When all three items have been filled, the test will be added
to the bottom of the display.
Each time you press the Enter key, the selection specifications will be processed
and checked for correct syntax. Any problems will be reported on the error line at
the bottom of the display. A bright ‘+’ indicates that more than one error is present
and you should place the cursor on the error line and press the roll up key to
review the remaining messages. You can view second level message text by
positioning the cursor on the message and pressing the Help key.

Function Keys
Press F12 or F3 to return to the earlier prompt. If errors remain in the selection
tests, message(s) will appear at the bottom of the display. You may choose to
disregard them by pressing F12 again to return to the view definition display.
Several other function keys are available. The list below describes the effect of
each function key. The advanced text editing features are described beginning on
page 5-69.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F3=Exit

Return to the previous definition display without changing the current comparison. Any changes
that you have made to the field at the bottom of the display will be lost.

F6=Paste

Insert the text in the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 5-71.

F11=Copy

If a block of text is marked (via F16), this key copies the marked text to the scrap buffer. If the
cursor is not positioned at either end of the block of marked text, the marked text is inserted at
the current cursor location.
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If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied to the scrap
buffer, then duplicated to the display. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 5-71.
F12=Previous

The test shown at the bottom of the display will be returned to the previous prompt display. If
no statement is shown, the current test, if it exists, will be erased. If errors are reported at the
bottom of the display you can bypass them by pressing F12 twice.

F15=Split/Join

If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor, the current line is split at the cursor location.
All text beginning with the cursor location is moved to a new line.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor, the next line is joined to the current line by
moving it up to the current cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved. See
page 5-71.

F16=Mark

Marks and highlights text prior to a cut, copy or move operation. When F16 is pressed, a text
marker is placed at the cursor location. Text between two markers is highlighted on the display.
This block of text can be cut from the statement, or copied or moved to another location. See
page 5-70.

F17=Move

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key cuts the marked text to the scrap buffer
and then pastes it at the current cursor location. If the cursor has not been moved since the block
was marked, the text is not cut from the statement and no move operation takes place.

F18=Cut

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key removes the marked text from the
statement and places it into the scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted to the scrap
buffer. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 5-70.

F22=Edit

Access the expression editor. The current value in the “Value” entry field will be passed to the
expression editor. If you exit the expression editor with F12=Accept, the calculation you created
will be returned to the “Value” entry. If the expression exceeds the length of the “Value” field,
the calculation will be protected from changes until moved down to the expression line. See
page 5-66 for more information about the expression editor.

F24=More keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.
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Expression editor
The table editor’s expression editor helps you create and change the calculations in
your table definition. You can use it to get assistance in creating any valid tabling
calculation.
The expression editor can be accessed by typing a 1 into the ‘Exp’ column on the
category or column definition display, by selecting an assignment statement on the
dimension definition display, or by pressing F22 from the comparison entry
prompt.
When you end the expression editor, the calculation you have created will be
returned to the entry field adjacent to your selection choice, or to the cursor
location on the comparison entry prompt where the expression editor was
requested.
The example below shows the expression editing display.
9/15/98 14:29:22
Sel Function
_ AVG()
_ CAT(,)
_ DIGITS()
_ GREATEST(,)
_ LAND(,)
_ LEAST(,)
_ LNOT(,)
_ LOR(,)
_ LXOR(,)
_ MAX()
_ MIN()

Seq
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦

Expression Editor
Field
Attribute
CNAME
Char 25
CSTTE
Char 2
CTYPE
Char 2
REGON
Pkd 3,0
AMTDU
Pkd 11,2

System: ASC401
Text

+

Select a function and matching field(s) that will be copied into the expression.
Or, you can enter the expression directly by typing below.
Press F4 to specify column headings and an edit code/word.
Expression
Position to function _____________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________
F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14/F15=Category/column list F22=Resequence

The top portion of the display is divided into two parts: SEQUEL functions and
operations appear at the left-hand side of the display; view field definitions appear
at the right. The two columns are independently scrollable. Position the cursor on
one side or the other and use the roll keys to scroll the function list or the field list.
As one side scrolls, the other will retain its current position.
The bottom part of the display shows the current expression.
You can position to a function in the list by using the Position to field at the
lower right. Type the leading characters of the function you want to position to
and press Enter. The function column will be redisplayed beginning with the
characters you typed.
Each time you press Enter, your expression will be checked for correctness. If it
violates standard SEQUEL syntax an error message will be shown at the bottom of
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your display. Refer to the ‘Calculation and Expressions’ section in Chapter 6 of
the User’s Guide for complete information about the structure of SEQUEL
calculations and the functions that are available to you.
Several function keys are available while using the expression editor. The list
below describes the effect of each function key.
Function Key

Description

F1=Help

Shows additional information about the display. The Help key is available on all displays, yet is
usually not shown.

F3=Exit

End the expression editor and return to the previous display. Any changes you have made to the
expression will be lost.

F4=Prompt

If you have accessed the expression editor from the ‘Exp’ entry adjacent to a calculation
definition, F4=Prompt can be used to extend the bottom part of the display to show the column
heading, editing, and default value for the field.

F5=Refresh

Restores the contents of display by removing any changes since your last Enter or function key
press.

F6=Paste

Insert the text in the scrap buffer at the current cursor location. See page 5-71

F11=Copy

If a block of text is marked (via F16), this key copies the marked text to the scrap buffer. If the
cursor is not positioned at either end of the block of marked text, the marked text is also inserted
at the current cursor location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied to the scrap
buffer, then duplicated to the display. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 5-71.

F12=Previous

Return the current expression to the prompt that started the expression editor and show the
previous display.

F15=Split/Join

If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor, the current line is split at the cursor location.
All text beginning with the cursor location is moved to a new line.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor, the next line is joined to the current line by
moving it up to the current cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved. See
page 5-71.

F16=Mark

Marks and highlights text prior to a cut, copy or move operation. When F16 is pressed, a text
marker is placed at the cursor location. Text between two markers is highlighted on the display.
This block of text can be cut from the statement, or copied or moved to another location. See
page 5-70.

F17=Move

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key cuts the marked text to the scrap buffer
and then pastes it at the current cursor location. If the cursor has not been moved since the block
was marked, the text is not cut from the statement and no move operation takes place.

F18=Cut

Once a block of text has been marked (via F16), this key removes the marked text from the
statement and places it into the scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted to the scrap
buffer. The cursor remains at its current position. See page 5-70.

F24=More keys

Cycles through the list of available function keys.
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Expression attributes
If you have accessed the expression editor from the ‘Exp’ field adjacent to a
calculation definition, you can specify the attributes (name, length, etc.) for the
expression. The expression editing display will have entry fields for the name and
length of the expression result. You should enter values into both fields.
You can also specify column heading and editing information for the field as well.
Press F4 to see the complete display and enter all attributes for the calculation. The
prompt will look similar to the one below.
9/15/98 14:31:52
Sel Function
_ AVG()
_ CAT(,)
_ DIGITS()
_ GREATEST(,)
_ LAND(,)
_ LEAST(,)
_ LNOT(,)
_ LOR(,)
_ LXOR(,)
_ MAX()
_ MIN()

Seq
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦ __
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦

Expression Editor
Field
Attribute
CNAME
Char 25
CSTTE
Char 2
CTYPE
Char 2
REGON
Pkd 3,0
AMTDU
Pkd 11,2

Edit Edit word
2 _ ________________________________

System: ASC401
Text

+
Column heading
Total
____________________
____________________
Position to function _____________

Expression Name AMTDU
Length 9,2
SUM(AMTDU)
________________________________________________
F3=Exit

F12=Previous

F14/F15=Category/column list F22=Resequence

You can enter and change the values shown on the display by typing into the entry
fields. Refer to page 5-48 for the allowable values and rules for constructing
proper length, column heading, and edit specifications.

Using the expression editor
The expression editor is a very flexible tool. You can use virtually any
combination of typed characters, selected functions, and selected database fields
that you wish while creating your expressions.
The entry field at the bottom of the display that holds your expression is a
continuous field. The expression can be up to 240 characters long. You can type,
insert and delete characters from it using standard keyboard features. Refer to the
following sections for details and examples of the advanced editing capabilities
such as cut and paste.
You can make several “staged” selections at one time. Each time you press
Enter, a selection will be brought down to the expression according to the rules
below. If you have made several selections they will be brought to the expression
one at a time in ascending order using your selection values. Each time a selection
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occurs, the cursor will be positioned after the insertion so that you can type
additional text before pressing Enter again and receiving the next selection.
If you select a function and/or database field, your choice(s) will be placed into
your expression according to the following rules:
All additions will be placed at the end of your current expression, unless
an insertion point has been created using F16=Mark. If F16=Mark was
used to create an insertion point, the addition will occur at the marker.
If you select an operator ( +, -, *, etc.) it will be added to the expression. If
you select a database field at the same time with the same selection value,
the field name will be placed after the operator.
If you select a function that accepts one operand (AVG, SUM, DIGITS,
etc.) it will be added to the expression. If you select a database field at the
same time with the same selection value, the field name will be placed
inside the function definition’s parentheses.
If you select a function that accepts several operands (CAT, GREATEST,
etc.) it will be added to the expression. If you select database fields at the
same time, the field name(s) will be placed inside the function definition’s
parentheses and separated by commas. All selected fields will be placed
(in sequential order) inside the parentheses.

Text editing features
The expression editor supports advanced text editing capabilities. Using function
keys listed above, you can:
Mark a portion of the expression
Cut the marked portion of the expression to scrap
Paste the contents of the scrap buffer into the expression
Copy the marked portion of the expression
Move the marked portion of the expression
Split the expression at the cursor
Join the current line with the next line
Editing functions apply to the location of the cursor when the function key was
pressed. For example, if the Paste function is selected, the contents of the scrap
buffer will be inserted into the calculation at the cursor’s location.
The following sections describe all of the editing functions and show how they
affect the calculation.

Expression editor
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Mark
Usually, you will mark a segment of the expression that you want to work with
before you cut, copy, or move it. As you mark it, the text will be highlighted on
your display so that you can clearly see which text will be affected by your next
editing operation.
When you press F16, a text marker is placed at the cursor’s location. Text at the
cursor is included in the marked text.
If no markers are present on the display when the F16 request occurs, all the text
following the cursor will be highlighted. This indicates that the remainder of the
expression has been “marked”. A cut, copy, or move request will apply to all the
characters in the expression from the cursor’s location to the end.
If another marker is added to the display by using F16 again, the text between the
two markers will be highlighted on the display. Either end of the block of text can
be marked first. The highlighted block will include the characters at the cursor
location when the text was marked.
If two text markers are already present on the display, another mark operation will
remove the current text markers. If the cursor is not moved from its initial location
following a mark request, another mark request will “unmark” the currently
marked text.
Once text has been highlighted, it can be cut from the expression, copied to the
scrap buffer, or copied (F11) or moved (F17) to another location.

Cut
Text can be removed from the calculation by using F18. Either the current line, or
a marked block of the text will be removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If a block of text has been marked before the cut is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is removed from the expression and placed into the
scrap buffer.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is deleted
to the scrap buffer. The cursor will remain at its current position. Subsequent text
will be shifted up on the display.
Following the Cut operation, the text in the scrap buffer can be inserted into the
calculation by using the Paste (F6) function.
If you accidentally cut a section of the text or an entire line from the clause, you
can immediately paste it back in place by using F6=Paste.
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Paste
Text in the scrap buffer can be inserted at any point in the calculation by using F6.
The text will be inserted at the cursor location. The scrap buffer is not cleared by
the operation. Each time you press F6, the scrap text will be placed into the
expression.

Copy
Characters in the expression can be copied by using F11. Either the current line,
or a marked block of the text can be copied into the scrap buffer and optionally
inserted to a new location in the expression.
If a block of text has been marked before the copy is performed, the marked text
(highlighted on the display) is placed into the scrap buffer. If the cursor is outside
of the highlighted text block when the copy operation is performed, the text will
also be inserted at the cursor’s location.
If no text has been marked, the current line (where the cursor is located) is copied
to the scrap buffer and duplicated. The cursor will remain at its current position.
Following the Copy operation, the text in the scrap buffer is available for further
insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.

Move
Expression text can be moved from its current location to a new one in a single
step by using F17.
Before it can be moved, a block of text must be marked (highlighted on the
display) with the F16 key.
Once the text is marked, move the cursor to the insertion point and use F17. The
marked text will be cut from its current location, placed into the scrap buffer, then
pasted at the cursor location.
After the text has been inserted, it remains in the scrap buffer and is available for
further insertion by using the Paste (F6) function.

Split/Join
You may occasionally want to split a line on the expression display into two lines,
or join two lines back together. You can use F15 to do this.
If there is non-blank text to the right of the cursor when F15 is pressed, the current
line is split at the cursor location. All text (starting with the cursor location) is
moved to the beginning of the next line. If the split request is made while the
Expression editor
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cursor is in the first position of a line, the entire line is moved down to the next
line of the display.
If the current line is blank to the right of the cursor when the option (function key)
is selected, the next line is joined to the current line by moving it up to the current
cursor location. Leading spaces on the next line are preserved.
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Part 6. Understanding SQL
The key to getting the most out of SEQUEL lies in your ability to understand and
use Structured Query Language (SQL). Although you can create and run many
queries using SEQUEL’s prompting capabilities, you can only scratch the surface
of SEQUEL’s potential without a thorough knowledge of SQL.
SQL is both powerful and simple. With it you can express your ideas quickly and
easily. SQL eliminates the need for you to create a computer program that specifies
exactly which information to retrieve, where to find it, and how to present it. Since
you are less involved in telling the computer how to do something, you can spend
more time telling it what you want done.
This section will teach you about the SQL query statement and how you can use it
to retrieve information from your database. It will teach you about the structure of
the statement and show examples that demonstrate how you can create your own
SEQUEL requests.
Each of the queries in this section can be performed using the files and views in
the SEQUELEX library. You can run the examples from the user interface or by
using the DISPLAY command directly from command entry. As you do, you will
begin to understand SQL and how it works. Soon, you’ll be able to create your
own SQL statements that return the information you need from your database.

Part 6. Understanding SQL
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SQL Query Statement
Nearly every SEQUEL activity involves an SQL query statement. The query
statement gets information from the database and delivers it to you for display,
printing, reporting, or downloading to another file.
You specify:
what information you want to see,
where the system will find it, and
how you want it presented (display, printout, etc.)
The query statement allows you to create different views of your data. What you
see depends on your needs. It gives you capabilities for:
calculating
ordering
summarizing
selecting and omitting records
The SQL query statement is also called the SELECT statement because it begins
with the word “SELECT”.
The complete query statement has a general form like this:
SELECT [DISTINCT] item-list
FROM file-list
JOIN [join-specifications]
WHERE search-conditions
GROUP BY field-list
HAVING search-conditions
[UNION [ALL] subselect ...]
ORDER BY field-list
Although it may look a little intimidating at first, you’ll soon see just how easy it is
to understand and use. In practically no time at all, you’ll be using only the parts of
the statement that you need to accomplish your requests!

Appearance is up to you
Capitalization and spacing in the statement are entirely up to you. SEQUEL is not
case dependent. Upper and lower case letters make no difference in how the
statement is interpreted. Using upper and lower case letters can be an effective
way to make an SQL statement more clear to someone who tries to read it. Except
for the display presented by the Change View (CHGVIEW) command, SEQUEL
will automatically format the SQL statement when displaying it to you. To
increase its readability, SQL keywords will be presented in upper case; field and
file names will be shown in lower case letters.
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Capitalization does make a difference when fields are compared to character
values. The case (upper or lower) of the fields used in a character comparison
must match character for character. You need to remember that the character value
JOHNSON does not match the character value Johnson because they do not have
the same exact character (including case) in every position.

SEQUEL Clauses
The query statement has several parts, known as clauses. Although there are eight
of them, most are optional. The first two − SELECT and FROM are required.
Others may be required, depending on the circumstances and the context of the
query. The clauses must appear in a specific order or an error will occur. Clauses
that are not needed are simply omitted from the SQL statement.
Each query requires at least one subselect. The subselect tells the ‘what and where’
of the query. In essence, it defines a set of rows and columns to be returned. A
complete query can involve up to 32 subselects. Each one can have up to six
clauses, but only the SELECT and FROM clauses are ever required. Clauses
within a subselect must appear in this order:
SELECT
FROM
JOIN
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING

what fields and calculations you want
where in the database to find them
what fields link the files together
what conditions must be met by the records
how records should be bundled together
what conditions must be met by grouped records

If the query includes more than one subselect, each of them must be separated by a
UNION clause.
If you want the records returned to you in a particular sequence, you can use an
ORDER BY clause at the very end of the statement. It defines how the records
should be ordered.
The eight clauses of the SQL query provide outstanding function for working with
the information in your database. If you are not already familiar with SQL, you
will be amazed at what can be accomplished with a few simple directives!
Each of SEQUEL’s clauses are summarized below. In-depth descriptions, detailing
all of the functions of each of them, begin on page 6-46.

SELECT
The SELECT clause indicates what information you want to see. Following the
word SELECT is an item-list that indicates the fields, calculations, and/or literal
values that will be included in your view of the data.

SQL Query Statement
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If the word DISTINCT follows the SELECT keyword, only unique rows will be
returned by the view. Duplicate rows will be suppressed.

FROM, JOIN
The FROM and JOIN clauses are used to tell the system where the data should
come from and how the system should acquire it. The file-list specified in the
FROM clause can contain up to 32 file names.
If there is more than one file listed in the FROM clause, the join-specifications in
the JOIN clause can indicate how the files should be linked together. The JOIN
clause isn’t required. The joining specifications can be included in the WHERE
clause instead of the JOIN clause if you want.
SELECT and FROM clauses are required on every SQL statement.

WHERE
The WHERE clause allows you to specify which records should be included in the
view. You indicate a series of search-conditions. If all of them are satisfied, a
record qualifies for the view. If a record fails one of your tests, it is omitted from
the view.
If no WHERE clause is specified, all records from the file(s) specified in the
FROM clause will be included.
The WHERE clause can provide an alternative method for specifying joining
criteria, although most people find that placing the linking specifications in the
JOIN clause and the selection specifications in the WHERE clause makes the
statement more readable.

GROUP BY, HAVING
The GROUP BY and HAVING clauses work together. The GROUP BY phrase
causes records to be arranged into groups that have the same values for the fieldlist named in the clause. HAVING can then be used to choose which groups are
included in the view.
Grouping records into sets can be very useful when you want to create “summary
only” queries. In a grouped query you can count records, calculate totals or
averages, or find the highest or lowest values within each record set. As a rule,
when you create a grouping query your SELECT clause will include:
the fields in the GROUP BY field-list, and
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one or more summary functions that count, total, etc. the records within
each set
The HAVING clause applies one or more search-conditions to the summarized
result of the grouping. As with the WHERE clause, if no HAVING conditions are
specified all the groups will be selected.
The HAVING clause cannot be used unless the GROUP BY phrase is also
specified, but a grouping query need not include a HAVING clause.

UNION and UNION ALL
UNION is used to merge the sets of records created by two subselects. A subselect
(SELECT, FROM, JOIN, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING) statement appears on
each side of the UNION or UNION ALL phrase. When the view is run, rows will
be acquired from each subselect and merged together. Duplicates will be
eliminated (UNION), or passed through to you in the final result (UNION ALL).

ORDER BY
ORDER BY is used to sort the records. The clause specifies a field-list that
indicates which fields in the view should be used for ordering. It also tells whether
columns should be placed in ascending or descending order and whether numeric
values are to be placed in signed or absolute order.

SQL Query Statement
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Field Qualification
Database field references in the various SQL clauses can include or omit a file
qualifier. Field qualification establishes which file should be used for the source
of a particular field. Notice in the following example that the PRDNO field is
qualified in the SELECT and JOIN clauses.
SELECT prdno.1,descp,quano,actsp,quano*actsp NAME(amount)
FROM ordline, partmast
JOIN prdno.1=prdno.2
ORDER BY prdno

The JOIN clause uses the product number from the first file (ORDLINE) to access
records with matching part numbers in the second file (PARTMAST).
If you don’t qualify a field, SEQUEL searches for it by looking in your SELECT
clause and then in each file of your FROM clause until it is found. Though rarely
required, field qualification can help make your statement more understandable.
By qualifying a field name with its file name (or number) you make it easy for
someone else to “read” your query.
You should qualify any reference to a field that can be found in more than one of
the files in your FROM clause.
You qualify a field by following its name with a period (.) and the file or
correlation name of one of the files specified in the FROM clause.
SEQUEL allows both field.file qualification and file.field qualification. SEQUEL
validates your field specification by first attempting to use the second part as a file
qualifier. If unsuccessful, it tries again, this time using the first part as a file
qualifier. If unsuccessful in both cases, SEQUEL will issue an error message.
You can also qualify a field using its file number. Use this method of qualification
by following the field name with a period and the index of the file (1,2,3,etc.) in
the FROM clause. Using file number qualification requires less typing and often
makes SQL statements more readable.
Examples:
CUSNO.CUSTMAST
CUST.CUSNO
ORDHEAD.ORDNO
ORDNO.H
CUSNO.1
PRDNO.3

If you are creating a joining query and a file is used more than once in the FROM
clause, you cannot use file name qualification. Using the file name won’t indicate
which instance of the file you mean. You must use file number or correlation name
qualification. The explanation of the FROM and JOIN clauses in the following
sections will provide more information on joining files together.
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External values
Several “special” fields can be used in your query to acquire information about the
current operating environment.

CURRENT DATE
CURRENT TIME
CURRENT TIMESTAMP
CURRENT TIMEZONE
These fields return the current AS/400 system values for date, time, and time zone.
The data type and length of the returned values match the data type implied by the
name; date, time, or time stamp. CURRENT TIMEZONE is returned as a time
duration a packed decimal (6,0) value indicating the difference in hours, minutes,
and seconds between the computer’s local time and Universal Time Coordinated
(UTC). This value is the same as the system value QUTCOFFSET.
When the query is run, the appropriate value is retrieved from the current machine
information. The value is accessed only one time and will not change as the query
progresses. Each row retrieved by the query will have the same value for the
indicated field.

USER
The name of the user profile executing the query is returned as a varying length
string up to eighteen characters long. The value is the same for each row retrieved
by the query.
The external user profile name will be referenced instead of any database field
named USER unless the database field specification includes qualification with a
file or correlation name. Thus, SELECT user, dbfile.user FROM dbfile
will select both the user profile and the database field.

CURRENT SERVER
The name of the DRDA (Distributed Relational Database Architecture) node that
is processing the SEQUEL requests is returned as a varying length string up to
eighteen characters long. The value is the same for each row retrieved by the
query. The CURRENT SERVER name must have been previously defined for the
system using the Work With Relational Database Directory Entries
(WRKRDBDIRE) command. Refer to the IBM Distributed Relational Database
Guide for more information about DRDA.

External values
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ROWID
ROWNUMBER
This field returns the record number of the physical record being accessed. The
ROWID/ROWNUMBER field may include a file qualifier. (see p. 6-6) It can be
used in any clause of the query statement, including the WHERE and JOIN
clauses.
File qualifiers for ROWID/ROWNUMBER are not allowed in the JOIN clause. If
you want to refer to a ROWID value from a specific file, you must qualify the
ROWID field in the SELECT clause, give it a different name, and then reference
the correctly named field in the JOIN clause. See example 2 below.
A database field of the same name will be preferentially accessed instead of the
row number value. Unlike the USER example above, field qualification cannot be
used to differentiate between the external and database value. The record number
of a file containing a ROWID field can only be accessed by specifying
ROWNUMBER. The record number of a file containing a ROWNUMBER field
can only be accessed by specifying ROWID.
The ROWID value is especially useful when using direct files. These files
reference a row of a related file by record number, rather than value. Direct files
can be joined together by referencing a database field containing a record number
as the “from–field” and the ROWID of the target file as the “to–field” in a join
clause.
ROWID can also be used to select specific records from a file. The following
example selects every tenth record in the CUSTMAST file.
SELECT rowid,*.1 FROM custmast
WHERE rowid MOD 10 = 0

Example
The example below references all of the special external values and returns them
along with the rows from the CUSTMAST file. The second example joins two files
by record number, rather than field value.
SELECT ROWID, USER, CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME,
CURRENT TIMESTAMP, CURRENT TIMEZONE,
CURRENT SERVER,*.1
FROM custmast
SELECT ROWID.1 NAME(row1), cusno.1, cname.1,
ordno, cusno.2 NAME(cus2), ROWID.2 NAME(row2)
FROM custmast, ordhead
JOIN row1=row2
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Null values
In some cases, a field value is not known or is unavailable (or simply doesn’t make
sense) for a given record. Placing a value (like blank or zero) into these fields is
misleading and can sometimes be quite troublesome. The AS/400 system allows a
special “place holder” to be set into a field when its value is unknown, unavailable,
or inappropriate. This is called the null value and may be used to indicate just
such a circumstance.
For instance, consider an employee file containing one record for each employee of
the organization. The MGRNO field is supposed to indicate an employee’s manager by
indicating the manager’s employee ID. This works well in every case except the
CEO or Chairman. Since they have no superior, the null value is a perfect choice
for the manager field as it clearly indicates that a specific value is unavailable or
inappropriate.
Likewise, the salary field for a new employee might be undetermined when their
record is entered into the database. A specific number will be known (and entered)
sometime in the future. A value of zero would be as inappropriate as any other
specific value because the employee is surely not working for free! The null value
is precisely what is needed to indicate that the value is still unknown.
SEQUEL’s output commands will show a special value to indicate that a field
contains the null value. DISPLAY, PRINT, and REPORT output will show “n/a”
(“¬” for fields less than 3 characters) for fields that are null.
Not all fields allow null values to be present. In order to accept a null value, the
file must have been created after Version 2 Release 1.1 of the operating system
was installed and the DDS keyword necessary to allow nulls (ALWNULL) must
have been specified for each null capable field.
When EXECUTE is used to create an output file or OPNSQLF creates an open
data path, the allow null (ALWNULL) attribute of each selected field is preserved
in the created format. An expression involving one or more fields with an
ALWNULL attribute creates a field with the ALWNULL attribute. That is,
expressions involving fields that allow null values will produce fields that also
allow null values. In addition, several functions (i.e. SUM, AVG) create columns
that have the ALWNULL attribute. The ALWNULL attribute can be set explicitly
by coding DFT(NULL) for a column within the SELECT clause. See page 6-51
for details.
An ALWNULL(*NO) parameter value specified on the EXECUTE and OPNSQLF
commands will override the ALWNULL attribute for fields in the created record
format. If ALWNULL(*NO) is specified on an EXECUTE or OPNSQLF request,
none of the fields in the format will have null capability, even though the view
would normally create null capable fields.

Null values
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If null values appear in fields that are used for ordering, records containing null
values will be at the end of an ascending list. That is, the null value has the highest
value in the collating sequence; higher than the letter “Z” and the number “9”.

Null values in record selection tests
The presence of null values complicates record selection by introducing the
possibility of an “unknown” result in comparison tests. Without null values, each
test in the WHERE or HAVING clause of the query will return either a true or
false result. Since a null value implies a degree of uncertainty, a third type of
result, called unknown, occurs when null values are considered. If either (or both)
of the comparison operands has a null value, the test will return unknown instead
of true or false.
The complete WHERE or HAVING clause must still evaluate “true” before a
given record can be selected by the query.
For instance, records with a null salary value will not be chosen by either of the
following selection tests:
WHERE salary>50000
WHERE NOT salary>50000

The result of the “greater than 50,000” test is unknown for each null salary value.
In the first case, records with null salary values are not selected because the
comparison is not yield a true result. Records with a null salary value are not
chosen in the second case because the comparison would have to yield false in
order for the NOT operator to create a true result.
Testing a field or expression for the null value can be accomplished using the IS
NULL or IS NOT NULL comparison. Refer to the description of the WHERE
clause beginning on page 6-60 for more information and examples.
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Calculations and Expressions
SEQUEL allows you to create calculated results in your views and to use
expressions in selecting records from the database. Calculations can be used in
specifying both the data to be returned (SELECT clause), and in choosing which
records will be included (WHERE and HAVING) as well.
SEQUEL calculations (expressions) are formulated using mathematical notation
and allow a wide range of operators and functions. A calculation can be as simple
as a single numeric or character constant. They can also become quite complex;
involving many operands, operators, and functions.
This section of the manual will describe each of the operators and SEQUEL
functions available to you. It will show examples of SQL statements that use the
functions so you can see how they look. If you are not already familiar with the
basic structure of a SEQUEL statement, you may want to skip ahead to the sections
beginning on page 6-46 that describe each clause in detail.

Derived Fields
Using a math or function operator within the SELECT clause creates a derived
field within the view. This field will have attributes (data type and length) that
depend upon the nature of the operations involved.
The query processor automatically creates fields so that they are large enough to
hold the result of the expression. You can override the total length, or the number
of decimal places (if the result is numeric). SEQUEL will truncate character
results and drop insignificant decimal digits (to the right of the decimal point) if
the field is too small to hold the result. Data mapping errors will occur if a
numeric result has too few places to the left of the decimal point and significant
digits are lost.
The derived field is assigned a default name of “DERIVED_xx” by SEQUEL. The
xx is a sequential number that begins at 01 for the first field and is incremented for
each calculated field in the view. This field name can be referenced in another
portion of the SELECT or in the WHERE clause. You will usually want to rename
the field using the NAME attribute, and to specify length or editing attributes
discussed later in this section.

Constants
Constants, sometimes called literals, can be placed in expressions as long as they
conform to traditional format. Strings must be surrounded by quotation marks
(single or double) and embedded quotation marks of the same type as the enclosing
marks must be doubled. For example, “Bob's Diner” and 'Bob''s Diner'
are equivalent representations of: Bob’s Diner.

Calculations and Expressions
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Numeric constants are represented in conventional decimal or floating point
notation, with the exception that fractional numbers must be preceded by a leading
zero (ex: .5 is not valid, but 0.5 is).
Date, time, and timestamp constants must be enclosed in quotation marks and must
appear in either a valid SAA format or in the preferred format of the query. See the
section beginning on page 6-83 for more about the various date formats.
Constants need not be included in expressions in order to appear in the view.
Simply placing the constant within the field list will cause it to be presented when
the view is run. For example,
SELECT “Name:” colhdg(“ “),cname,”State:” colhdg(“ “),cstte
FROM custmast

will create a view with showing “Name:” to the left of each customer and “State:”
to the left of each state field.

Operators and Functions
SEQUEL allows you to use several numeric and character operators in
constructing a wide variety of expressions. Within an expression, all fields and
constants must have the same data type (character or numeric) and their data type
must be consistent with the operators being used.
An expression is processed in left to right order subject to the rules of precedence.
Within an expression, calculations inside parentheses are evaluated first,
exponentiation is done next, then multiplication, division and remainder, and
finally addition and subtraction.
Refer to the tables below for a list of the allowed operators and their meaning.
Numeric Operators
+
Addition
−
Subtraction
*
Multiplication
/
Division
**
Exponentiation
MOD Remainder
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Character Operators
CAT
Concatenation
||
Concatenation

Exponents
The exponential operator (**) raises a number to a power. A floating point
number will result from the operation. The LEN attribute can be used to force the
result into standard decimal notation.
Some examples:
10**3 = 1000
10**2 = 100
10**1 = 10
10**0 = 1
10**(-1) = 0.1
10**(-2) = 0.01

(10 * 10 * 10)
(10 * 10)

5**3 = 125
4**2 = 16
0**3 = 0
0**0 = 1

MOD - Remainder
This operator returns the remainder of a division of the first operand by the second.
It is especially useful when you are trying to extract part of a numeric field. When
used in conjunction with subtraction and division, the MOD operator can be used
to create the numeric equivalent of the substring (SUBSTR) function.
You may find that using the DIGITS function in conjunction with the SUBSTR
function is easier than using the MOD operator for numeric extractions. The
difference between them is that the MOD expression returns a numeric result,
while the SUBSTR result is always character. (SUBSTR results can be “re-cast” as
numeric with the ZONED function)
The examples below show the use of MOD to extract parts of a MMDDYY date.
122589 MOD 100 = 89
122589 MOD 10000 = 2589
122589-(122589 MOD 10000)=120000
122589 MOD 10000 - 122589 MOD 100=2500

The first example extracts the last two digits - the remainder that results when the
date is divided by 100. This yields the year portion of the date.
The second sample returns the last four digits of a number. In this case, the day
and year part of the date. This is the remainder when the date is divided by ten
thousand.
The third example uses subtraction to remove the DDYY part from the date field,
leaving MM0000. This value can be divided by ten thousand in order to acquire
just the month value.
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The final example shows how to extract just the day part of a date. Notice that the
central two digits are retrieved by subtracting the year part (date MOD 100) from
the DDYY part (example 2). The result can be divided by 100 to yield the day
value.
Tip: Use the Convert Date (CVTDATE) function to create a “date” data type field
from a numeric field. Use date operations and functions on the result to get the
final results that you need. See the section beginning on page 6-96 for more
information.

Arithmetic operators
One particularly useful and interesting applications for the numeric operators
involves combining separate numeric fields containing date information into a
single value. Numeric fields can be “concatenated” into a numeric result by using
multiplication and addition operators.
The order date is stored in the order header (ORDHEAD) file as three separate
fields. We wish to bring them together again and display the date in yy/mm/dd
format (with editing) and present records in descending year/month/day order so
that newest transactions are listed first. The query below will accomplish both of
these tasks.
SELECT cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody EDTCDE(Y) LEN(6,0)
NAME(date),cusno,cname,cuspo,shipv,trmds,orval
FROM ordhead,custmast JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
ORDER BY date DESC

Dates can be rearranged from one format to another by using the CVTDATE
function to convert the numeric fields to a date data type field and then using the
CHAR function, or by combining arithmetic operators with the MODulus operator.
A well known “programming trick” that involves multiplication by the value
10000.01 does not work with SEQUEL, because a numeric overflow error, induced
by the calculation, causes records to be skipped.
Some examples of date conversion appear below. The LEN attribute is required
because each computation creates a result with digits to the right of the decimal
point. The second example in each set creates a correct integer result.
Convert MMDDYY into YYMMDD:
(Date MOD 100)*10000+Date/100 LEN(6,0)
(Date MOD 100)*10000+(Date-Date mod 100)/100

Convert YYMMDD into MMDDYY:
Date MOD 10000*100+Date/10000 LEN(6,0)
Date MOD 10000*100+(Date-Date MOD 10000)/10000
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Concatenation Operator
The CAT operator (also specified as ||) is the only character based operator
available with SEQUEL. It is used to concatenate (bring together) two or more
character fields into a single field. The length of the result field is the sum of the
lengths of the individual fields. Blanks at the end of one field are not suppressed
prior to concatenation. The CAT operator is equivalent to the CAT function. (see
p. 6-20)
Examples:
“John “ CAT “Smith”

= “John Smith”

firstnm || lastnm

= “Cheryl

Close

state || “ “ CAT zip

= “IL 60173”

hour || “:” || minute || “:” || second

“

= “12:37:42”

SUBSTR(date,1,2) CAT “/” CAT SUBSTR(date,3,2)
CAT “/” CAT SUBSTR(date,5,2)
= “10/04/89”

SEQUEL Functions
There are several built-in functions that you can use in creating your SEQUEL
expressions. Appendix A at the back of this User’s Guide gives a complete
reference list of the functions available and a description of their purpose.
SEQUEL functions can be classified as either grouping or non-grouping functions.
Grouping functions, also called column functions, return a value by working on a
set of records. Non-grouping functions operate on fields within a record in order
to return a value.
Functions require either a single operand (e.g. ABS, SQRT, ATANH) or a comma
separated list of several operands (e.g. SUBSTR). Function operands can be either
field names, constants, or mathematical expressions. Expressions can mix
functions with other functions, literals (numbers or alphabetic strings), and fields.
A few examples showing a variety of SEQUEL expressions are included below.

Character Functions
SEQUEL provides several types of non-grouping functions that can be used with
character fields.
Substring
Uppercase conversion

(SUBSTR, SST)
(UPPER)
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Lowercase conversion1
Proper case conversion
Center conversion
Trim
Concatenation
String location2
String verification
Length
Varying length
Translation
Conversion3
Hexadecimal conversion
Logical (bitwise) manipulation
Phonetic functions4
Split character value
Unedit

(LOWER)
(PROPER)
(CENTER)
(LTRIM, RTRIM, TRIM, STRIP,
STRIPX)
(CAT, BCAT, TCAT)
(POSSTR)
(VERIFY, INDEX)
(LENGTH)
(VARCHAR)
(TRANSLATE, XLATE)
(ZONED, DECIMAL, INTEGER,
FLOAT, CHAR2NUM)
(HEX)
(LAND,LOR,LXOR,LNOT)
(SOUNDEX, DIFFERENCE)
(SPLIT)
(UNEDIT)

Substring function
The SUBSTR (or SST) function allows you to break a character field (or the result
of a character expression) into smaller pieces. The function requires three
parameters that must be separated by commas. The parameters indicate the field,
starting position, and length, respectively. Each parameter is allowed to be an
expression that creates the appropriate type (character, numeric) of result.
SUBSTR(ADDRESS,15,8) will extract eight characters from the ADDRESS field

beginning with the fifteenth character.
The substring function can be combined with the concatenation function to “edit” a
character date field.
SELECT CAT(SUBSTR(odcdat,1,2), “/”, SUBSTR(odcdat,3,2),
“/”, SUBSTR(odcdat,5,2)) Colhdg(“Crt” “Date”),
odobnm,odobtp,odobsz len(7,0),odobtx
FROM sequelex/dspobjd
WHERE SUBSTR(odcdat,5,2)=“98”

This query shows records in an outfile created by the display object description
(DSPOBJD) command. The creation date field (character) is broken apart using
substring, and reassembled using concatenation with “/” marks in order to make it

1 LOWER function is available under OS/400 V4R4 and following.
2 POSSTR function is available under OS/400 V4R2 and following.
3 DECIMAL, INTEGER and FLOAT functions are available under OS/400 V4R2 and following.
4 SOUNDEX and DIFFERENCE functions are available under OS/400 V4R5 and following.
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more readable. The WHERE clause uses the substring function to select only
records with a creation date of 1998.
The substring function is especially powerful when combined with other functions.
For instance, separating the first word of a company name field can be done like
this:
SELECT SUBSTR(cname,1,POSSTR(cname,” “))
FROM sequelex/custmast

In this example, the POSSTR function returns the location of the first blank, and
this result is used to determine the length of the substring.

Uppercase conversion
Character comparisons are frequently difficult because you may not be sure of the
lower and upper case mix within a field. Is the first letter capitalized, or are all
letters? Some? None? Often, you may not know.
One solution to this problem is to convert the field to all upper case prior to the
comparison. If the comparison field is specified in upper case, the problem
disappears!
The query below uses the UPPER function in the WHERE clause to convert the
field CNAME to upper case prior to comparing it:
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE UPPER(cname) CONTAINS “KMART”

The UPPER function, performs a case conversion from lower case letters (a-z) to
upper case (A-Z). It works by performing the bitwise OR operation between the
specified field and a string of blanks. It can be used in the SELECT, WHERE or
HAVING clauses.
The UPPER function accepts a single field name that must be placed in
parentheses following the function. It is perhaps most useful in the WHERE
clause where it can be used to convert fields for comparisons, although it can be
placed into the SELECT clause as well. For instance:
SELECT UPPER(cname) Name(upcase) FROM custmast
ORDER BY upcase

presents the customer list in order according to their upper case sorting order.

Lowercase conversion
In some applications, character data may be stored in all uppercase. In some
instances, you may prefer all or part of the field to be presented in lowercase.
Especially in the case of proper names, you may prefer to see the data in mixed
case with the first letter capitalized followed by lowercase letters.
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The LOWER functions accepts a single field name that must be placed in
parentheses following the function. The LOWER function, performs a case
conversion from upper case letters (A-Z) to lower case (a-z). It works by
performing the bitwise OR operation between the specified field and a string of
blanks. It can be used in the SELECT, WHERE or HAVING clauses.
The query below will convert a two-digit state abbreviation to lower case:
SELECT LOWER(cstte) name(low)
FROM sequelex/custmast

In cases where only part of the field should be converted to lower case, LOWER
can be used in conjunction with the substring and concatenation functions. If
proper names are stored in all uppercase and JANE should be Jane, the following
expression could be used:
CAT(SST(fname,1,1),LOWER(SST(fname,2,9)))

PROPER function
In some applications, character data may be stored in all uppercase. In some
instances, you may prefer the field to be presented in proper case where the first
letter is capitalized followed by lowercase letters.
PROPER(expression)

The PROPER function accepts a single field name that must be placed in
parentheses following the function. The PROPER function performs a case
conversion on the first letter of each word to upper case letters (A-Z). It can be
used in the SELECT, WHERE or HAVING clauses.
PROPER(“MARY JONES”) = Mary Jones

CENTER function
In most applications, character data is left justified. In some instances, you may
prefer the data to be centered based on the length of the field.
CENTER(charexp, len)

The CENTER function accepts a field name and the length of the resulting field.
Leading blanks will be added to force the value to be centered. It can be used in
the SELECT, WHERE or HAVING clauses.
CENTER(“PCE Corp.”,25) = ‘
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PCE Corp.

‘

Trim functions
SEQUEL provides a capability to remove repetitive occurrences of a given
character from the leading, trailing, both ends, or from the middle of an
alphanumeric column. The functions, known collectively as the trim functions,
operate on either fixed or varying length string columns and return a varying length
string.
The syntax for three of the trim functions is the same:
LTRIM(expression,character)
RTRIM(expression,character)
TRIM(expression,character)

Each of the functions removes the specified character from the column created by
expression, working from the left, right, and both ends of the string respectively. If
a character is not supplied, a blank is assumed and the leading and/or trailing
blanks will be removed from the expression.
Alternatively, you may choose to specify the STRIP function. It offers the same
function as the trim functions, but with an alternative syntax. It is included for
compatibility with SQL/400 syntax.
STRIP(expression,type,character)

The type is optional but must be specified if a character is supplied. If specified,
the type value indicates the method of character removal and must specify L,
LEADING, T, TRAILING, B, or BOTH. As with the trim functions, if the final
operand (the trim character) is omitted, a blank is assumed and the leading and/or
trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.
The STRIPX function provides the capability to remove repetitive occurrences of a
given character from anywhere in the field.
STRIPX(expression, character)

Both arguments of the expression are required. The expression is the character
field or string and the character indicates character to be omitted.
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Examples:
Effectively removes
RTRIM(“1000”,”0”) = “1”
trailing zeros
RTRIM(“10010”,”0”) = “1001”
trailing zeros
LTRIM(“.......Test
“,”.”) = “Test
“
leading dots
RTRIM(LTRIM(“.......Test
“,”.”)) = “Test”
leading dots then
trailing blanks
TRIM(“
John Doe
“) = “John Doe”
leading and trailing blanks
STRIP(“0001234500”,B,”0”) = “12345”
leading and trailing zeros
STRIP(“
John Doe
“) = “John Doe”
leading and trailing blanks
STRIPX(“John Doe”,” “) = “JohnDoe”
all blanks in the string
Function reference and result

Concatenation functions
SEQUEL concatenation functions simplify the process of combining the results of
character expressions, especially those containing fixed length fields with trailing
blanks. Three functions are provided:
CAT(expression,expression,...)
TCAT(expression,expression,...)
BCAT(expression,expression,...)

These functions do not provide any extra capability, but they greatly simplify the
SQL statement by allowing you to eliminate the trim and blank concatenation steps
that would otherwise be required.
The CAT function is equivalent to the concatenation operator (CAT or ||) and
combines the results of the alphanumeric expressions without removing leading or
trailing blanks. The result of the function is a fixed length field with a length equal
to the sum of the lengths of the expressions involved.
The TCAT and BCAT functions trim the trailing blanks from the first expression,
leading blanks from the last expression, and both leading and trailing blanks from
all intervening expressions prior to concatenating them. If BCAT is specified, a
single blank is inserted between all expressions prior to concatenation. The result
of the function is a varying length field with a maximum length equal to the sum of
the lengths of the expressions involved.
The following examples assume these field values: (b represents a blank)
FNAME
LNAME
MINIT

bbJanebb
bbDoebb
bbS.bb

CAT(FNAME,LNAME)
TCAT(FNAME,LNAME)
BCAT(FNAME,LNAME)
CAT(FNAME,MINIT,LNAME)
TCAT(FNAME,MINIT,LNAME)
BCAT(FNAME,MINIT,LNAME)
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“bbJanebbbbDoebb”
“bbJaneDoebb”
“bbJanebDoebb”
“bbJanebbbbS.bbbbDoebb”
“bbJaneS.Doebb”
“bbJanebS.bDoebb”

String location
SEQUEL gives you a way to find the position of a character sequence within a
string. The POSSTR* (position of string) function returns the location of the first
character of a search string within a source expression. If the search string cannot
be found, the function result is zero. The syntax of POSSTR is:
POSSTR(search-expression, find-expression)

The POSSTR functions has two arguments. The first one is the expression to be
searched, the second is the find expression. Either argument can be a literal string,
a field reference, or an expression derived from combinations of fields and literals.
POSSTR(“Little red wagon”,”red”) = 8
POSSTR(address,state)
returns the location of the state
POSSTR(UPPER(cname)),”LTD”)

field within the address field
returns the location of the
characters LTD within the
name field, regardless of their
case (upper/lower) in the field

String verification
The INDEX and VERIFY functions are similar to the POSSTR function in that
they search a string. They are different in that they return results based on whether
the string contains any of a class of characters provided by the search string.
INDEX finds the location of the first character that is in the class string. VERIFY
returns the location of the first character that is not in the class string. If no
characters in the search string satisfy the criteria, the result is the length of the
string plus one.
INDEX(search-expression, class-string)
VERIFY(search-expression, class-string)

Like POSSTR, both functions have two arguments. The first one is the expression
to be searched, the second is the class string. The first argument can be a literal
string, a field reference, or an expression derived from combinations of fields and
literals. The second must be a string literal; field references and expressions are
not allowed.
VERIFY(“6452ABC,”0123456789.”) = 5
Finds the first character not in the class (not a numeric digit).
INDEX(RTRIM(address),” ,.”)
Returns the location of the first blank, comma, or period

within the address field. If no blank, comma, or period can be found, the
result is the length of the address string.

* POSSTR is available under OS/400 V4R2 and following.
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Varying length string
The VARCHAR function creates a varying length field and allows you to specify
its maximum and allocated length. Because the output from the DISPLAY,
PRINT, and REPORT shows all varying length results as fixed length columns
with the maximum defined length, the usefulness of this function is limited to
EXECUTE and OPNSQLF commands that require varying length results. Syntax
for the function is:
VARCHAR(expression,max,alloc)

The expression must yield an alphanumeric result. The function will return a
column with a maximum length matching the specified maximum. If an allocated
length is specified, it will also be used in the column definition.
Examples:
VARCHAR(cname,25,10)
VARCHAR(“Sample Result”, 20)

Length function
The LENGTH function returns the length of a character expression. The result of
the function is a 4 byte binary value. If the expression creates a fixed length field,
the function result will be constant for each retrieved row. If the expression
creates a varying length field, the result of the LENGTH function will reflect the
actual size of the expression result.
Examples:
Function and result
LENGTH(DIGITS(DECIMAL(123,5,0)))=5

Explanation
Literal value 123 is converted
to packed decimal (5,0) then
to character string of length 5

LENGTH(LTRIM(DIGITS(DECIMAL(123,5,0),”0”))=3

5 character (above)
has leading zeros removed
leaving string of length 3

String translation
Two translation functions are available that allow you to translate characters
within a string expression. The XLATE function lets you reference an AS/400
translation table. The TRANSLATE function lets you specify the characters to
search for and the characters you want them translated to.
TRANSLATE(expression, [to-string, [from-string, [padcharacter]]])
XLATE(expression, translate-table)
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Using TRANSLATE, characters in the expression are translated one at a time by
searching the from-string. If the character is found, the corresponding character in
the to-string is substituted. If the to-string is shorter than the from-string and a
corresponding character does not exist, the pad-character is used as a replacement
character. The result is a character string of the same length as the initial string.
TRANSLATE(“ 123 45 6”, “0”, “ ” , “ ”) = “012304506”

changes blanks “inside” a numeric
field to zeros
The XLATE function translates characters in a source expression, using a
translation table. Specify the expression and the translation table name as function
arguments. The table can be fully qualified with a library name or *LIBL, or left
unqualified. The translation table is located when the view is created and compiled
into the view. It is not referenced at run-time.
XLATE(charfld, QSYS/QASCII)

translates characters in the charfld
field to ASCII using the
system translation table.

Hexadecimal conversion
Occasionally it is important to be able to determine the bit pattern value of a field
or character expression. The SEQUEL HEX function converts a alphanumeric
value to a hexadecimal (base 16) string. The result is a string that is twice as long
as the character expression. The string is not prefaced with an ‘X’ to denote its
nature as a hexadecimal string.
Examples:
HEX(“ABCDEFG”) = “C1C2C3C4C5C6”
HEX(“123”)=“F1F2F3”

Logical (bitwise) functions: LAND, LNOT, LOR, LXOR
Four bit manipulation functions are also available for character operations. While
not generally useful, they can be applied in specific cases where needed. As
implied above, the UPPER function is simply a special case of the OR function.
The LAND, LOR, LNOT, and LXOR functions accept character operands and
perform the bitwise AND, NOT, OR and exclusive or (XOR) on them.
Up to 98 operands can be processed in a single function request. At least two are
required. Separate the operands with a comma. If the operands are not all the
same length, the shorter ones are padded on the right with enough blanks to make
them the length of the longest operand prior to performing the operation. The
result of the function is a character field with a length equal to the length of the
longest operand specified in the function.
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Examples:
LOR(cname,” “) = uppercase cname value
LOR(“ 12”,”0000”) = “0012”
LAND(“12345”,x”FFFFF0FFFF”) = “12045”
HEX(LNOT(x”01234567890ABCDEF”)) = “FEDCBA9876543210”

Phonetic Functions
The SOUNDEX and DIFFERENCE* functions return values based on the
phonetic sound of a character value. They can be used on the SELECT, WHERE
or HAVING clauses.
SOUNDEX returns a 4 character value representing the English “sound” of the
expression. Similar sounding expressions will have similar values. SOUNDEX
can be used on the WHERE to select records with similar sound or the result of the
SOUNDEX function can be used on the ORDER BY clause to sort records based
on their sound.
The return value begins with the character of the expression, and has a 3-digit
value representing the sound of the remaining characters. Variations on the
spelling of “Smith” all return the same value:
SOUNDEX(“Smith”)=”S530”
SOUNDEX(“Smithe”)=”S530”
SOUNDEX(“Smyth”)=”S530”
SOUNDEX(“Smythe”)=”S530”

To select only the records that sound like “Smith”, SOUNDEX can be used in the
WHERE clause:
WHERE SOUNDEX(field)=”S530”

Example:
To return only the Kmart customers that include Kmart Eastern Region, Kmart
Western Region and Kmart Midwest:
SELECT cname
FROM
sequelex/custmast
WHERE SOUNDEX(cname)=”K563”

DIFFERENCE returns an integer, 0 through 4, which represents the relative
phonetic difference between two character expressions. The more alike the two
expressions are spelled, the higher the number DIFFERENCE returns. If the
character expression are spelled very similarly, DIFFERENCE returns a 4. For
two character expressions with little in common phonetically, DIFFERENCE
returns 0.

* SOUNDEX and DIFFERENCE are available under OS/400 V4R5 and following.
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Example:
DIFFERENCE is useful for searching a file when the exact spelling of an entry is
not known. To find the customer from the SEQUELEX/CUSTMAST file whose
name sounds like “Detzen”:
SELECT cname
FROM
sequelex/custmast
WHERE DIFFERENCE(cname,"detzen")=4

The record for Dietzgen Donuts, Inc. will be returned.

SPLIT Function
The SPLIT function separates a character value based on the location of the first
position of a string. If no part of the character string can be found, the original
character value is returned.
SPLIT(search-expression, find expression, int)

The SPLIT function has three arguments. The first one is the expression to be
searched, the second is the find expression, and the third is optional to denote
which occurrence of the find expression the separation should begin. The first two
arguments can be a literal string, a field reference, or an expression derived from a
combination of fields. The third argument should be a number.
SPLIT("Little red wagon"," ") = “Little”
SPLIT("Little red wagon"," ",2) = “red”
SPLIT("Little red wagon"," ",3) = “wagon”

A length (LEN) should be assigned to each derived field created with the SPLIT
function. Otherwise the result field will be very long.

CHAR2NUM Function
The CHAR2NUM function will right adjust a left justified string by adding the
appropriate number of leading zeros. This function is useful when numeric values
are stored in a character field and the data has leading and/or trailing blanks. It is
generally inside of the DECIMAL function.
CHAR2NUM(expression, length)

The CHAR2NUM function has two required arguments. The expression indicates
the character field or string to be converted. The length represents the character
length of the result field.
CHAR2NUM(" 12

",5) = “00012”
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UNEDIT Function
The UNEDIT function receives a varying length character string and removes the
non-numeric characters from it. The result is a varying length string up to 33
characters long containing only a leading minus sign(if the input had a
leading/trailing '-' or a trailing CR) and the numeric characters found in the input
and a decimal separator if the original string contained one.
UNEDIT(character-expression [, decimal-separator])

The first argument is a character string up to 100 positions long. The second
optional argument can be specified to control the decimal separator character. If
not supplied, the current job's decimal separator will be used.
UNEDIT(“123AB456CD78EF”) = “12345678”
UNEDIT(“-123AB456.78CD”,”.”) = “-123456.78”

Numeric Functions
SEQUEL provides a wide variety of non-grouping functions that work with
numeric fields, literals and expressions. Most are beyond the scope of normal
business calculations and will be used only in highly specialized applications.
Rounding
Absolute Value
Conversion to character
Conversion to numeric
Exponent/Logarithm
Trigonometric

Intra-record total/average
Random
Sign
User defined

(ROUND, FLOOR, CEIL)
(ABS)
(CHAR, DIGITS)
(ZONED, DECIMAL, INTEGER,
FLOAT, SMALLINT, BIGINT)
(EXP, EXP10, LOG, LN, SQRT)
(ACOS, ASIN, ATAN, ATAN2, ATANH,
COS, COSH, COT, SIN, SINH, TAN,
TANH)
(SUM, AVG)
(RAND)
(SIGN)
(ACCUM, EDIT, PCTCHG, SIGN,
UNPACK)

Rounding
Unlike the report writer, calculations performed by a SEQUEL view are not
automatically rounded into the result. SEQUEL has a several rounding functions
that make it easy to round calculation results.
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ROUND(expression, decimal-digits)
FLOOR(expression, decimal-digits)
CEIL(expression, decimal-digits)

The ROUND function rounds an expression result to the number of places that you
specify. You can round to the right of the decimal point by using a positive number
of digits from 1 to 8. Round to the left of the decimal point by using a negative
number. If you don’t specify the number of decimal places, a zero will be assumed
and an integer result will be returned. For instance,
ROUND(12.499,1) = 12.5
ROUND(12.499) = 12
ROUND(12.499,-1) = 10

CEIL and FLOOR functions round up or down to the number of places that you
specify. Unlike ROUND which uses a “halfway point” of 5, these functions work
on any non-zero value below the indicated precision. CEIL rounds away from zero,
and FLOOR rounds towards zero. For instance,
CEIL(12.0001) = 13
CEIL(12.0001,1) = 12.1
CEIL(-12.0001) = -13
CEIL(342.99,-1) = 350

FLOOR(12.9999) = 12
FLOOR(12.9999,1) = 12.9
FLOOR(-12.9999) = -12
FLOOR(342.99,-1) = 340

CEIL, FLOOR, and ROUND work by using binary integers. Therefore the length
of the result value is limited to nine total positions.

Absolute Value
The absolute value function (ABS) accepts a single numeric field, constant, or
expression and returns its unsigned value. The data type and length of the result
matches that of the argument. Refer to the following examples:
ABS(1000) = 1000
ABS(-500) = 500
ABS(0)
= 0

Conversion to character
There are two ways to convert a numeric expression to a character result. The
CHAR function* should be used when you want a left justified result with leading
zeros removed and a decimal point inserted when needed. Use the DIGITS
function when you want a fixed length result with leading zeros and no decimal
editing.
CHAR(expression)
DIGITS(expression)

* CHAR and character to numeric mapping functions (DECIMAL, INTEGER, FLOAT) are available under OS/400 V4R2 and following.
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The CHAR function (also used to convert date, time, and timestamp values to
character) accepts two arguments: the numeric expression, and an optional decimal
point character. If a decimal point is not specified the job’s default decimal point
will be used. The length of the result string is the total length of the numeric field,
plus one for the sign, and one more for the decimal point (if the field is not an
integer).
Examples:
CHAR(1234.56) = “1234.56”
CHAR(-12345) = “-12345”
CHAR(987.654,”?”) = “987?654”

The DIGITS function accepts a single numeric field (binary, packed, or zoned) and
returns a character string representing its unsigned value. No sign or decimal point
is included in the result. The length of the result string is the total length of the
numeric field if the field is packed or zoned. If the numeric field is a 2 byte binary
field (or a integer literal less than 10000), the result is 5 characters long. If the
numeric field is a 4 byte binary field (or a integer literal greater than 9999), the
result is 10 characters long. Zeros fill the leading positions of the result as
necessary.
Examples:
DIGITS(1234) = “01234”
DIGITS(12345) = “0000012345”
DIGITS(DECIMAL(12345,5,0)) = “12345”
DIGITS(-500) = '500'
DIGITS(3.14) = “314”

Conversion to other numeric forms
Both character and numeric expression results can be “cast” into a specific type of
representation with any of several SEQUEL functions. This can be especially
valuable when fields created by the EXECUTE command must have a specific data
type or internal coding.
DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]])
ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]])
INTEGER(expr[,len])
FLOAT(expr[,len])
SMALLINT(expr)
BIGINT(expr)

1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len
1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len
len = 2 or 4
len = SINGLE or DOUBLE
len = 8
len = 18

default 15,0
default 15,0
default 4 bytes
default DOUBLE
default 8 bytes
default 18 bytes

Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the
specified length (and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the
expression truncates (does not round) the non-integer portion of the value. The
difference between DECIMAL and ZONED format lies in their internal coding; no
external difference is apparent to the user.
SMALLINT, INTEGER, and BIGINT support 8 byte binary values including
translating the 8 byte binary values to a PC formatted result.
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The expression specified as the first operand of the function must create a valid
numeric value.*
The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above
will be used if specific values are not provided. Refer to the following examples.
Function reference and result
ZONED(SUBSTR(charfld,1,5),5,3)

Effect
First 5 characters of charfld are
converted to zoned (5,3) value
(“12345ABCD” becomes 12.345)

ZONED(DIGITS(123456),10,6) = 0.123456

DIGITS converts literal
integer 123456 to a 10 place character
before ZONED function casts it
as a (10,6) numeric

DECIMAL(mtdsls/totsls,7,4)
INTEGER(mtdsls/totsls)
FLOAT(numfld,SINGLE)

Result is truncated to packed (7,4) value
Result is truncated to an integer
Numfld is converted to single
precision floating point
(1000 becomes 1.0000000E+003)

The LEN attribute (p. 6-49) should not be specified in addition to the casting
function, as it will cause a final transformation of the result to packed decimal
format. For instance,
SELECT ZONED(amtdu/crlim,10,5) NAME(pct) LEN(10,5)

will force the result into packed decimal form rather than the zoned decimal form
requested by the ZONED function.

Exponent and Logarithm functions
These functions require one numeric argument. The result is always a floating
point number, but it can be converted to fixed decimal notation using the LEN
attribute.
The exponential operator (**) can be used to raise a number by a factor. Two
special functions offer an easy way to let you raise 10 and the irrational value e
(2.71828..) exponentially.
EXP10(3) = 10**3 = 1000
EXP(3)
= 20.085537...

* Under OS/400 releases prior to V4R2, an additional restriction forced the expression argument to create a numeric type result. The ZONED
function allowed a character string, provided the length of the string was equal to the length specified by the function. Beginning with V4R2, the
conversion functions allowed character arguments. You will not be able to use character expressions as arguments for the DECIMAL, INTEGER, or
FLOAT functions prior to V4R2.
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The logarithm function “reverses” exponentiation, and returns the root of a
number. SEQUEL provides base 10 and base e logarithm functions.
LOG(1000)
= 3
LN(20.085537) = 3

The square root function (SQRT) returns the number which must be multiplied by
itself to result in the argument value.
SQRT(16) = 4
SQRT(100) = 10

Trigonometric functions
Twelve trigonometric (sometimes called circular) functions are available. Each
requires a single numeric argument. The result is always a floating point number,
but it can be converted to fixed decimal notation using the LEN attribute.
Example:
SELECT leg1,leg2,
SQRT(leg1**2+leg2**2) NAME(hypotenuse)
COLHDG(“Hypotenuse”) LEN(3,0),
ASIN(leg1/hypotenuse) NAME(angle1)
COLHDG(“Angle 1” “Radians”)
ASIN(leg2/hypotenuse) NAME(angle2)
COLHDG(“Angle 2” “Radians”)
ACOS(-1)/2-angle1-angle2 NAME(deviation)
FROM triangles

The query above examines records in the file called TRIANGLES and computes
the hypotenuse (c2=a2+b2) and the two interior angles for the right triangles given
the two leg lengths.
The length of the hypotenuse is defined to be three digits long with zero decimal
places. The angles are returned in radians (double precision) by the ASIN function
and the view then determines how accurate the angles are based upon the fact that
the two interior angles in a right triangle must add up to 90 degrees (pi/2 radians).
The value for pi (3.1415...) is acquired by using ACOS(-1).

Intra-Record SUM and AVG Functions
For convenience, SEQUEL includes two functions that allow you to total and
average fields within a record. They are equivalent to arithmetic operations that
you could use to accomplish the same purpose.
Do not confuse these functions with the grouping functions. Although they have
the same name, they work in an entirely different manner.
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The intra-record sum and average functions allow you to specify a list of numeric
fields (or expressions) which should be totalled, or averaged. SEQUEL translates
the function request into a series of arithmetic operations.
In the two sets of examples below, the first example shows how to use the intra
record function, SUM in the first set, AVG in the second. The second example
shows the equivalent (and probably preferred) method which can be accomplished
using standard arithmetic operators.
SUM(jan,feb,mar,apr,may,jun,jul,aug,sept,oct,nov,dec)
jan+feb+mar+apr+may+jun+jul+aug+sept+oct+nov+dec
AVG(jan,feb,mar,apr,may,jun,jul,aug,sept,oct,nov,dec)
(jan+feb+mar+apr+may+jun+jul+aug+sept+oct+nov+dec)/12

RAND Function
The RAND* function returns a random number between 0 and 1. RAND returns
the same sequence of random number for a given seed value each time it is run. It
can be used on the SELECT, WHERE or HAVING clauses.
To achieve the most random sequence of numbers, issue:
RAND(MICROSECOND(CURRENT TIMESTAMP))

SIGN Function
The SIGN function returns the sign of the numeric expression. A 1,0 packed
decimal field will be returned with the value of -1 if the expression is negative, 0 if
is zero and +1 if is positive. The result is null if the expression evaluates to null.
To achieve the most random sequence of numbers, issue:
SIGN(expression)

Example:
SIGN(-500) = -1
SIGN(500) = 1
SIGN(0) = 0

* RAND is available is available under OS/400 version V4R5 and following.
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ACCUM Function
The ACCUM function accumulates values across retrieved rows. It is especially
useful to create a running total or count within record groupings.
ACCUM(expression[,charexp])

ACCUM has one required argument and one optional argument. The first one is
the numeric expression to be accumulated. The second denotes the character field
to be used for the field grouping.
ACCUM can be used to create a running total of the amount due (AMTDU) by
state, customer type, and grand total. By default, ACCUM returns a floating point
number. The DECIMAL function can be used to display a more meaningful
number.
SELECT ctype, cstte, cname, amtdu,
DECIMAL(ACCUM(amtdu,cstte),11,2) NAME(statetot),
DECIMAL(ACCUM(amtdu,ctype),11,2) NAME(typetot),
DECIMAL(ACCUM((amtdu),11,2) LEN(11,2) NAME(total)
FROM sequelex/custmast
ORDER BY ctype, cstte

STATETOT results in a running or accumulative total for each state. TYPETOT
creates an accumulative total for each customer type and TOTAL is a running total
of all records.

EDIT Function
EDIT creates a character result while maintaining the specified edit code or edit
word.
EDIT(dec,len,int,charexp)

The EDIT function accepts a single numeric field, length and decimal position of
the numeric field, and the desired editing specified with an edit code or edit word
and returns a character result.
EDIT(1234567,9,2,"J$") = $1,234,567.00
EDIT(1112223333,10,0,"
") = 111-222-3333

PCTCHG Function
PCTCHG computes the percentage of change between two numbers.
PCTCHG(exp,exp)

The PCTCHG has two arguments. Each must be a numeric expression. The first
argument is the denominator value. This function streamlines calculating percent
of change and is the equivalent of (X-Y)/Y*100.
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PCTCHG(200,100) = 50PCTCHG(100,200) = 100

UNPACK Function
The UNPACK function converts a packed or binary value inside a string to a
numeric value. This function is especially useful when data is stored in a program
described file and the numeric data is stored in a character field in packed decimal
format or in binary integer form. The UNPACK function makes it possible to
extract the numeric values from their stored form.
The UNPACK function as two forms. Pass three arguments (character data,
length, decimal) to indicate that a packed decimal value needs to be extracted.
Pass one argument (character data) to indicate that binary integer data needs to be
extracted. UNPACK will extract either a two byte or four byte value, depending
on the length of the argument.
UNPACK(charexp[, len[, dec]])

Example:
CFLD is a 9 position character field with the following value:
12 34 5F 98 7F 07 5B CD 15
UNPACK(SST(cfld,1,3),5,2) = 123.45
UNPACK(SST(cfld,4,2),3,0) = 987
UNPACK(SST(cfld,6,4))
= 123456789

The first two examples identify the substring of the character field and the
attributes of the decimal value that will be extracted. The last example specifies
only a substring which identifies the first argument as binary integer.

Alphanumeric Functions
Whereas other SEQUEL functions operate only on character or numeric values, the
GREATEST and LEAST functions allow either character or numeric arguments.
GREATEST and LEAST select the highest (or lowest) values from within a list of
fields, constants, or expressions. Elements within the list must have the same data
type - character and numeric types cannot be mixed.
GREATEST and LEAST are especially useful in avoiding certain kinds of errors,
called data mapping errors, that result from a division by zero, or an overflow
condition.
The mathematical result of division with a zero divisor is undefined. If your
retrieval causes a division by zero, a data mapping error occurs, and the result field
will have an undefined value.
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Data mapping errors also occur when a field, constant, or calculation result is too
large to fit in the column you defined in the view. This can happen quite easily if
you specify a result field length that is too small.
Both of these problems can be circumvented by using GREATEST and/or LEAST
functions.
Suppose for example, we want to compare each customer’s monthly sales amount
against their annual sales. We wish to see month to date sales expressed as a
percentage of the year to date total. The example below does this:
SELECT cusno,cname,mtd$c,ytd$c,
100 * (mtd$c/ytd$c) Len(3,2) Name(Percent)
FROM sequelex/custmast

If you run the query above, you may notice two different kinds of data mapping
errors, each of which are identified by the reason code given on the error message.
You can obtain a list of the reason codes and their meanings by positioning your
cursor on a mapping error message and pressing the Help key.
One percentage value was omitted because its year to date sales field (YTD$C) has
a zero value. The result of the division is mathematically undefined, so the
percentage value is unknown. Other values are omitted because the resulting
percentage could not fit into a (3,2) field which has a maximum value of 9.99.
The following reformulation solves the problem of dividing by zero.
SELECT cusno,cname,mtd$c,ytd$c,
LEAST(999.99,100*
mtd$c/GREATEST(ytd$c,1)*ytd$c/GREATEST(ytd$c,1))
Len(5,2) Name(Percent)
FROM sequelex/custmast

We avoid the overflow problem by increasing the size of the result field to (5,2)
and using the LEAST function to return the smaller of the expression result or the
largest value that can fit in the field. The LEAST function thus limits the value
which will appear in the view.
We can circumvent a division by zero by instead dividing by the expression
GREATEST(ytd$c,1). This forces a division by one when the year to date value
equals zero. This presents its own problems because the result (MTD$C/1) now
equals the month to date sales in those cases where the year to date sales are zero.
To return zero when the year to date sales is value is zero and the correct
percentage otherwise, we can make a slight modification. We must add another
expression to multiply this result by the result of another division. The second
division yields a value of one (YTD$C/YTD$C) when year to date sales are nonzero, and zero (YTD$C/1) when the year to date sales are zero. The complete
expression is as follows:
SELECT (mtd$c/GREATEST(ytd$c,0.01))*
(ytd$c/GREATEST(ytd$c,0.01)) NAME(percent) LEN(5,2)
FROM sequelex/custmast
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The query above caused division by zero to return a zero result. We can just as
easily force a very high result by using a query like the one below instead.
SELECT cusno,cname,mtd$c,ytd$c,
LEAST(999.99,100*(mtd$c/GREATEST(ytd$c,0.1)))
Len(5,2) Name(Percent)
FROM sequelex/custmast

Notice that the second division (that turned the result into zero) has been
eliminated and the argument in the GREATEST function has been reduced to onetenth. Dividing the month to date value by this very small value will cause a very
large result. Even if the month to date value is as small as 1, the result will be 10.
When we multiply this value by 100 to create the percentage, we will create a
number larger than the field can hold. Now the LEAST function will limit the
result to a value of 999.99!

Translating NULL values
Sometimes, it is more useful to translate null values to specific results that are not
null than to receive a null result from the query. The VALUE function accepts a
list of expressions and returns the first non-null result within the list.
VALUE(expr,expr,expr,...)

Each expression within the list must return a consistent data type (i.e. all numeric,
all character, all date, etc.).
Examples:
VALUE(credit, debit, 0)
VALUE(dbdata, “Data Missing”)

Date and Time Functions
SEQUEL provides several functions that create and manipulate fields that have the
date/time/timestamp data type. A comprehensive description of the date and time
capabilities of SEQUEL, begins on page 6-81.

Creating date/time/timestamp fields
Fields with date, time, and timestamp data types can be created by using the
DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP functions. You can also use the CVTDATE
function to convert numeric or character fields that contain date values to a date
field.
DATE(expr)
TIME(expr)
TIMESTAMP(expr[,expr])
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Expression results must be in a recognizable format with an appropriate separator.
That is, they must conform to either SAA, USA, ISO, JIS, or EUR form, or must
have the preferred date/time format and separator indicated in the DTSTYLE
parameter.
The second operand of the TIMESTAMP function specifies the time value to be
placed in the resulting timestamp. If the second operand is not specified, the first
operand must specify the entire timestamp.
Examples:
DATE(“10/30/1997”)
USA form
DATE(“97-12-25”)
(DTSTYLE(*YMD '-') specified)
DATE(“11/30/97”)
(DTSTYLE(*MDY '/') specified)
ISO form
TIME(“13.52.23”)
TIME(“05:00 PM”)
USA form
TIMESTAMP(“1997-1-31”,”12:33 AM”)
TIMESTAMP(“1997-04-30-17.01.10.999999”)
TIMESTAMP(“19970430170110”)

Creating a valid date expression from fields containing numeric or character values
can be quite tedious. The Convert Date (CVTDATE) function automatically
creates a date expression from numeric or character fields. The DATE function is
automatically applied to the expression result in order to create a field with a date
data type.
CVTDATE(expression,type)

The expression must contain a valid date in either numeric or character form. The
length and format of the expression is given by the type operand. It must be one of
the values in the following table.
Type
MDY
MDY1
DMY
DMY1
YMD
YMD1
CYMD
JUL
JUL1
CJUL

Date Form
mmddyy
mmddyyyy
ddmmyy
ddmmyyyy
yymmdd
yyyymmdd
cyymmdd
yyddd
yyyyddd
cyyddd

Example
123198
12311998
311298
12311998
981231
19981231
0981231
98365
1998365
098365

Date types CYMD and CJUL require a century digit preceding the year value. The
century digit must have a zero value for years between 1900 and 1999. It must
have a one value for years between 2000 and 2999.
Date types without a century representation (MDY, DMY, YMD, JUL) are converted in
such a way that year values between 40 and 99 will fall between 1940 and 1999,
and year values between 00 and 39 will be converted to years 2000 to 2039.
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If the expression supplied to the function contains an invalid date value, a mapping
error will result.
The CVTDATE function can also be used to convert date values that are
represented as separate fields.
CVTDATE(yy,mm,dd)
CVTDATE(yyyy,mm,dd)
CVTDATE(cc,yy,mm,dd)

Converts three or four fields or expression containing year, month, and day values
to a value with a date data type. The expressions must be specified in the order
shown above. A century value (18, 19, 20, etc.) may optionally precede the year
specification. Values may be supplied in either numeric or character form with the
exception that 2 digit year fields can only be numeric when a century field is not
supplied. To work around this restriction, simply cast the field as a number:
CVTDATE(ZONED(yy,2,0),mm,dd)

The combination of values must specify a valid date or a mapping error will result.
Examples:
CVTDATE(odcdat,MDY)
CVTDATE(cooyr,coomn,coody)

Creating a valid time expression from fields containing numeric or character values
can likewise be simplified by using the Convert Time (CVTTIME) function. It
automatically creates a date expression from numeric or character fields. The
TIME function is automatically applied to the expression result in order to create a
field with a time data type.
CVTTIME(hh,mm,ss)
CVTTIME(hhmmss)

CVTTIME has two formats. The first form accepts 3 character or numeric values.
Each must be a valid two digit number representing the hour, minute, and second
of the time value to be created. The alternate form is a 6-digit form (character or
numeric) containing a time value in hhmmss format.

Retrieving date/time/timestamp data
Date, time, and timestamp data will be returned in the form indicated by the
DTSTYLE parameter. You can use the CHAR function to convert it to a fixed
length character string having a specific format.
CHAR(expr[,type])

The type must be one of the recognized date/time types. If it is not specified, JOB
is assumed. If the expression returns a date, the type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS,
SAA, MDY, YMD, DMY, JUL, JL1, or JOB. If the expression returns a time, the
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type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS, or HMS. If the expression returns a timestamp,
the type must be SAA or TS1.
CHAR(CURRENT DATE,USA)
CHAR(CURRENT DATE+1 DAY,ISO)
CHAR(timefld,EUR)
CHAR(CURRENT TIME,USA)
CHAR(tstmp,SAA)

Portions of a date, time, or timestamp duration or value can be extracted too. The
functions below extract the indicated part of the expression and return it as a
numeric integer. The expression must have the data type indicated by function
(Date, Time, or Timestamp).
YEAR(expression)
MONTH(expression)
DAY(expression)
HOUR(expression)
MINUTE(expression)
SECOND(expression)
MICROSECOND(expression)

Each function returns the identified portion of the value or duration created by the
expression. The result is always an integer.
A date expression can be converted into an integer that represents its offset from
the beginning of the system calendar, or the first day of the year. There are several
of these types of functions:
DAYS(expression)
DAYOFWEEK(expression)
DAYOFYEAR(expression)
QUARTER(expression)
WEEK(expression)

The DAYS function can be especially useful for returning the number of days
between two dates or timestamp values.
The expression must be a date or timestamp value, or a string representation of a
date. The result is the number of days since January 1, 0001.
The example below finds the number of days between the current date, and the
date value contained in the ODCDAT field, which is converted from its MDY
format)
DAYS(CURRENT DATE)-DAYS(CVTDATE(ODCDAT,MDY))

A date expression can be converted into numeric value. There are several of these
types of functions: .
When the date expression equals December 31, 2004, the following will be
returned:
CYYDDD(expression)
CYYMMDD(expression)
DDMMYY(expression)
DDMMYYYY(expression)
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=
=
=
=

104366
1041231
123104
12312004

MMDDYY(expression)
MMDDYYYY(expression)
YYMMDD(expression)
YYYYDDD(expression)
YYYYMMDD(expression)

=
=
=
=
=

123104
12312004
041231
2004366
200041231

Grouping Functions
Grouping functions process a single column from a series of records in order to
create a result. Seven functions are available: SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, SDEV,
VAR, and COUNT.
The COUNT(*) function requires no arguments and returns the number of records
included in the group.
The other grouping functions require one argument. The MIN and MAX functions
accept either a character or numeric argument, but all other functions require
numeric information. The argument can be a field, constant, or expression.
Grouping functions can operate on either all the values in the rows included by the
query, or only the distinct values returned by the query. For instance, these two
function references should return different results:
SELECT COUNT(*),COUNT(DISTINCT cstte) FROM custmast

The first column will return the number of rows selected by the query. The second
column will indicate only the number of distinct state values in the selected rows.
Refer to the section beginning on page 6-72 for a more complete explanation and
several examples of SQL grouping.
Examples:
SELECT SUM(amtdu) FROM custmast
SELECT cstte,COUNT(*) FROM custmast GROUP BY cstte
SELECT class,COUNT(*),SUM(csord),
MIN(csord),MAX(csord),
SDEV(csord),VAR(csord)
FROM partmast GROUP BY class

The first example produces a single row which contains the total amount due in the
customer master file.
The second query creates a group for each state, and reports the state and the
number of customers in it.
The third example creates a group for each class of products in the product master
and reports customer order (CSORD) activity for the class as a whole. The class,
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number of products in the class, total order volume, smallest and largest order
amount, and the standard deviation and variance among the group are reported for
each class in the product master.

Conditional results – CASE expressions
Starting with version V4R2 of the AS/400 operating system, SEQUEL includes a
powerful ability to create conditional expressions. With it, you can test the values
of database fields or expressions you create and return character or numeric results
of your choosing.
Conditional results are created with a CASE expression. A CASE expression can
occur anywhere that another expression can be used — in the SELECT, WHERE,
or HAVING clauses. A CASE expression can be used to define a new column, to
perform a test against another expression result, or even to be used as a further
component of another expression.
The CASE expression has two forms. The first, simpler form, lists an expression to
be evaulated, then one or more WHEN-THEN clauses, and an optional ELSE
clause. It looks like this:
… CASE expression
WHEN expression THEN expression
WHEN expression THEN expression
.
.
ELSE expression
END…

The complete expression is bounded by the words CASE and END. The expression
at the top is evaluated and compared against the WHEN expression in each
subsequent clause. If they are equal, the corresponding THEN expression is
evaluated and returned as the result of the CASE. If no equal WHEN expression is
found, the expression defined by the ELSE clause is evaluated and returned. If no
ELSE clause has been included in the CASE expression, the result is the null
value.
Consider the example below:
SELECT prdno, descp, CASE ittyp WHEN “M” THEN “Make”
WHEN “B” THEN “Buy” ELSE “Type ”|| ittyp END
FROM partmast

This simple example shows the product number, description and type from the part
master file. The item type field is a coded value. The CASE expression translates
an “M” value to a result of “Make”, and a “B” value to a result of “Buy”. If the
item type is neither “M” or “B”, the case expression creates a result that
concatenates the word “Type” with the item type value. The results could look like
this:
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Product
Number
BMXCARTON
BMX100
102
103
FLAG
104

Product
Description
BMX Carton
BMX Formula 3 Power Cycle
BMX 3 Rear Wheel (Std.)
BMX 3 Seat Back
Flag Features
BMX 3 Handle Bar

Type
Buy
Type F
Make
Make
Type F
Make

The more complex form of the CASE expression lets you specify separate
conditional expressions and non-equal tests in each WHEN clause. This form is
similar to the earlier form and looks like this:
CASE
WHEN search-condition THEN expression
WHEN search-condition THEN expression
.
.
ELSE expression
END…

The entire search condition follows each WHEN. You can see that the format
above is just a simplification of this one. Our earlier example could be rephrased in
this format and would still give the same results. The complex expression would
look like this:
SELECT prdno, descp, CASE WHEN ittyp=“M” THEN “Make”
WHEN ittyp=“B” THEN “Buy” ELSE “Type ”|| ittyp END
FROM partmast

The more complex form of the CASE expression brings a tremendous level of
flexibility to the SQL statement. You have complete freedom over the search
conditions, and can use any of the simple tests (no subqueries allowed) that can be
used in the WHERE clause (see p. 6-60).
The CASE expression can be used not only to transform “coded” columns into
more understandable ones, as we did above, but also to return results of completely
different expressions, based on the results of test. The only restriction is that each
THEN clause must return the same type of data — either character or numeric.
CASE can also be used to prevent divide by zero and overflow (higher value than
fits into the result) errors. For instance, we might want to calculate the percent of
credit used by our customers. We know that some customers have a zero credit
limit (which would cause a divide by zero error), and others currently owe more
than their credit limit, and would create a “percent used” value over 100%. Using
CASE, we might do this:
SELECT cname, amtdu, crlim,
CASE WHEN crlim=0 THEN 0
WHEN amtdu>crlim THEN 0.9999
ELSE amtdu/crlim
END*100 NAME(pctused) LEN(4,2) EDTWRD(“0 .
FROM custmast
ORDER BY pctused DESC

%“)

The request returns the customer name, current amount due, and allowed credit
limit. It then calculates the “used up” part of the credit and ensures that neither a
divide by zero or an overflow will occur. The first WHEN clause tests the credit
limit. If it is zero, the CASE result will be zero. The next test determines whether
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the amount due is greater than the allowed credit. If so, it returns a result slightly
less than 1, as an indicator of an overflow condition. Otherwise, the percentage is
calculated by division in the ELSE clause.
The case expression thus returns zero, 0.9999, or the correct percentage value. The
result is multiplied by 100 and edited with a percentage edit word for easy
readability. Finally, rows are ordered in descending order by percent of credit used
so that customers above their credit limit appear first on the display or report.
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HTML Functions
SEQUEL provides a couple of functions to facilitate the development of views
intended for use with the SEQUEL Web Interface product. The HREF function
builds an HTML HREF tag. The IMG function builds an HTML IMG SRC tag.
These functions simplify the process of building drill down views and views that
display pictures through the SEQUEL Web Interface product.

HREF function
This function will build the HREF tag needed to create a link to another view,
report, script, or query object. Each operand can be a field name, a literal, or an
expression. The first two operands are required. The first one is the item to appear
on the page as an underlined "linkable" item. The second operand names the object
to be run. If supplied, the third operand names the library for the object.
Subsequent operands are pairs of expressions. The first item in the pair names a
variable used by the view, script, or report. The second item specifies its value.
HREF(item,object[,library[,variable1,value1[,variable2,value2
,...]]])
Item is an expression (numeric or character) that will appear as the
underlined link.
Object is a character expression result to appear in the OBJ= parameter.
Library is an optional character expression result to appear in the LIB=

parameter.
Variable1, value1 define the variable name and value for each

variable to appear. Numeric values are automatically converted to
character.
The following example causes the value (1129.67) to appear underlined on the
HTML page and the query string to reference object ARQRY.
HREF(amtdu,"ARQRY")

A HTML tag like <a href="SEQUEL?obj=ARQRY">1129.67</a> will be
generated.
This example causes the customer number to appear as the link, and the
corresponding cname value to be passed in the query string to the NAME variable
on the SEQUELEX/CUSTLIST object.
HREF(cusno,"custlist","SEQUELEX","name",cname)

A tag like the following will be generated:
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<a href="SEQUEL?obj=custlist&lib=SEQUELEX&%26name=NBCO+Corporation+Inc.">100200</a>

IMG Function
This function will build the IMG tag needed to reference an image file through the
SEQUEL Web Interface product. The first must be a varying length character
expression, a literal, or a field name that specifies the location of the image file. This
value will be appended to the current URL and processed by the HTTP configuration file
to locate the image. The second operand specifies an integer which is the pixel height of
the image on the page.
IMG(source[,height])
Source is a character expression result that will be appended to <img

src="SEQUEL/ to form the path to the image object.
Height is an optional numeric expression result that will appear in the height

definition of the image.
To use a jpg image of your logo:
IMG("logo.jpg",40)

A tag like <img src="SEQUEL/logo.jpg" height="40"> will be generated.

To concatenate the customer number into the image file:
IMG(cat("images/C",trim(char(cusno)),".jpg"),100)

A tag like <img src="SEQUEL/images/C100200.jpg" height="100"> will be generated
causing the customer number to be converted to character, trimmed, and concatenated
into the name of the image file.

URLSTRING Function
This function will build the HREF tag needed to create a link to another view, report,
script, or query object. URL format doesn't allow most "special" characters. That means
that often, a HREF function in a SEQUEL statement might create results that can't
actually be used. The URLSTRING function can be used to translate a character string
that may contain "special" characters into an acceptable URL form.
URLSTRING(charexp)

Most likely, the URLSTRING function will be used within the HREF function.
href("linkname","objectname","libraryname",
"varname",URLSTRING(charcolumn))
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If a charcolumn value of “a@b#c$d%e&” is supplied, SEQUEL will create a
resulting value of:
<a href="SEQUEL?obj=objectname&lib=libraryname&%26varname=
a%40b%23c%24d%25e%26">linkname</a>
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SELECT Clause
This clause indicates what columns you want to see. You use this portion of the
SQL statement to supply a list of fields, expressions, and literals which should
appear in the final view of the data. Each field referenced in this statement must
be located in or derived from one or more of the files listed in the FROM clause.
In addition to indicating the information to be included in the view, the SELECT
clause also specifies the attributes of the fields. Editing information, length and
column heading can be specified. If attribute information is not included for a
particular field (column) in the view, SEQUEL will make an appropriate choice
based on its source definition or the type of calculation involved.

DISTINCT phrase
The word DISTINCT can be placed immediately following the word SELECT.
This forces the SQL processor to eliminate duplicate rows from the result. It is
similar to the UNIQUEKEY parameter but uses the entire row as the criteria for
uniqueness rather than some fraction of the ordering list. DISTINCT cannot be
used in conjunction with the UNIQUEKEY parameter, nor can DISTINCT be used
in a subselect that includes a DISTINCT view logical file in the FROM clause.
SELECT DISTINCT cstte FROM custmast

will return the list of states represented by customers in the customer master file.
Each state will be listed only once.

Select all fields
There are two ways of specifying the SELECT clause. The first involves simply
placing an asterisk after the SELECT keyword. This is a shorthand notation that
causes all the fields in each file indicated by the FROM clause to be placed into the
view. No calculations will be performed and the field attributes of the columns in
the view will be the same as those in the underlying files. For instance:
SELECT * FROM custmast ORDER BY cusno

will choose all the fields and all the records from the file named CUSTMAST and
present the information in order by customer number. The ORDER BY clause is
optional.
Fields from the file will be placed in the view along with their current attributes −
each will have the same definition as it currently has in the file.
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Each field in the view must have a unique name. This can be accomplished by
choosing not to select more than one field with a given name, or by renaming
duplicate fields with the NAME attribute.
This rule can cause problems when using the “SELECT *” form of the select
clause if a given field name is located in more than one file in the FROM list. The
“SELECT *” form of the SELECT clause cannot be used in this case and each
field must be listed separately.
Field naming conflicts can be resolved simply by renaming one or both fields.
Fields can be renamed using the NAME attribute discussed later.
When the SQL statement references more than one file, you can indicate that all
fields from a specific file should be included in the view by qualifying an asterisk
with the correct table identifier (e.g. *.1, *.cust)

Select individual fields
If you want to see only some of the fields from the files you have chosen, or if
calculations or literals are required in the view, then each column must be
specified explicitly. The “SELECT *” form is not allowed unless the qualified
form of the all-fields operator (i.e. *.file or file.*) is used. If more than one
column is needed in the view, fields and expressions must be separated with
commas. Spaces between items in the list are not required.
For example, we can choose the name and address information for customers in the
master file by specifying:
SELECT cusno,cname,cadd1,cadd2,cadd3,cstte FROM custmast

Obviously, this simple statement will show six columns of information for every
record in the file.
SELECT prdno.1,descp,quano,actsp,quano*actsp NAME(amount)
FROM ordline, partmast JOIN prdno.1=prdno.2
ORDER BY prdno

This SQL statement will retrieve information for each order line in the order file
(ORDLINE) and calculate an extended amount by multiplying the quantity ordered
field (QUANO) by the price (ACTSP). The information will be retrieved in
product number order.
SELECT CURRENT DATE,*.1 FROM custmast

This example returns each row in the customer file. The current date will appear
as the first column of the result, customer fields follow it.
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Creating reusable “hidden” results
The Work Data (WDATA) function allows you to create a “hidden” result that will
not appear in the query output, but can be referenced by subsequent expressions
within the query. Both the NAME() and LEN() attribute can be applied to the
result. In order to create a non-output field, the WDATA function must be the
outermost function in the expression.
The WDATA function is especially valuable if you need to repeat a calculation
several times within a query, as it allows you to specify the calculation only once
and thereafter simply refer to the named result of the WDATA function. It cannot
be used to order the data in a sequence that does not otherwise appear on the
display.
SELECT WDATA(cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody) NAME(coymd)
LEN(6,0),
coomn*10000+coody*100*cooyr NAME(comdy) LEN(6,0)
EDTCDE(Y),
cusno,cuspo,ordno,ostat
FROM sequelex/ordhead
WHERE coymd>970101 OR coymd BETWEEN 960101 and 960630
AND coymd<>960401

Field Attributes
Field attributes can be used in the SELECT clause to specify formatting
information about the data when it is presented to the user. The attribute list
follows the field name or expression definition. Five keywords (NAME, LEN,
EDTCDE, EDTWRD, and COLHDG) can be used. If not otherwise modified,
SEQUEL uses the existing field definition for simple fields, and creates its own
default definitions for derived fields. Keywords in the list are separated with one
or more blanks. The order of the keywords is unimportant.
Separate each field specification in the SELECT item-list with a comma, but use
one or more blanks to separate field names (or expressions) from their
corresponding attributes.

Field Naming - NAME Attribute
The name of the field within the view can be changed using the NAME attribute.
The name keyword can be specified for any or all fields in the view. Simply type
the NAME keyword and enclose the new name for the field in parentheses.
Follow standard naming rules to supply a new name (up to 10 characters) which
should be used to reference the field within the view. Once a name has been
specified, it can be used elsewhere in the statement. If no column heading has
been supplied with the field definition, the field name will be shown on the
displayed and printed output.
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Field Length - LEN Attribute
The LEN attribute allows you to change the length of a field. The default length is
defined in the underlying file, or is calculated by the query processor in order to
ensure that significant digits are not lost. Often this length is too long and can be
shortened without consequence.
Specify the total length of the field in parentheses following the LEN keyword.
Character fields can be up to 32767 characters long.
If the field is numeric, indicate the total length (up to 31 digits), a comma, and the
number of decimal positions. The number of decimal positions must be less than
or equal to the total length of the field. If you want a number to appear in floating
point notation, use the special words SINGLE or DOUBLE to indicate the desired
precision.
Specifying a length that is too short causes data mapping errors. When using
DISPLAY, PRINT, and REPORT functions, the result field will have an undefined
value. Other functions such as EXECUTE and insert will cause the record
containing the data mapping error to be skipped. If this happens, SEQUEL will
send you a message telling you about it. You can then revise your view to make
the field length longer.

Column Heading - COLHDG Attribute
The COLHDG attribute allows you to specify one, two or three column headings
which will appear when the view is run. The strings may be up to 20 characters
long. They will be displayed and printed on output of the view. SEQUEL prints
up to three lines of headings by filling lines from the bottom up.
A blank column heading can be created by specifying a blank enclosed in
quotation marks.
If no COLHDG is specified, the DDS specified column heading for the field will
be used. If none exists, the field name will be used instead.
Examples:
COLHDG(“Heading 1” “Heading 2” “Heading 3”)
COLHDG(“ “)
COLHDG(“ZIP” “Code”)

Field Editing - EDTCDE and EDTWRD Keywords
Field editing can be specified only for fixed length (not floating point) numeric
fields. Unless you specify otherwise, fields will be edited using their DDS
specified edit code or word. Fields without edit codes will be edited with the
system defined “J” edit code.
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Edit codes can be specified using the EDTCDE keyword. Type the character that
identifies the edit code or edit description that you want used to edit the values in
this field. You can specify any one of the following numbers or letters for edit
codes: 1 through 4, A through D, J through Q, and X, Y, or Z. If edit descriptions
have been created on your system, you can use numbers 5 through 9 as well.
The various edit codes are used to cause zero suppression and to specify formatting
of the trailing negative sign, whether commas appear in the result, and whether
zero values print or appear as blanks. Refer to the following charts.

Edit codes and their meaning
Edit
Code
1
2
3
4
A
B
C
D
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

Edit
Code
W
X
Y
Z

Print
Commas
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Zero or
Blanks
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank
Zero
Blank

Negative
Symbol
None
None
None
None
CR
CR
CR
CR
Trailing Trailing Trailing Trailing Leading Leading Leading Leading -

Description
Year prefixed date edit. Field (5 to 8 digits)
separated by “/”
Unedited. Leading zeros not suppressed
Date edit. Field (6 to 7 digits) separated by “/”
Leading zeros are suppressed. No sign shown

A floating currency symbol can be requested by placing the system defined
currency symbol (QCURSYM) after the edit code. Specifying EDTCDE(A$) after
a numeric field will cause a comma separated value to appear with a leading
currency symbol and a trailing “CR” if the value is negative.
Edit words can be specified by enclosing the editing string within quotation marks
following the EDTWRD keyword. There must be exactly one blank in the edit
word string for each numeric position in the field.
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The Data Description Specifications manual has a complete description of the
format, construction, and use of edit codes and edit words. Refer to it for further
reference.

Default value − DFT Attribute
The DFT attribute allows you to control the default value that will appear in the
field whenever it is unspecified on an INSERT or a write operation for the file, or
when default values are supplied due to a partial outer join. (see p. 6-56) It is
only applied when an output file is created via the EXECUTE command.
Specifying the DFT attribute within a query does not change the default values
supplied by the database when that query is run. The default values that will be
supplied by the database during the query cannot be overridden by a DFT value.
The default value must appear in parentheses following the DFT keyword.
Character default values must appear in quotation marks (single or double).
Numeric values must not be quoted. Date/Time values must be specified in the
preferred format of the field. (i.e. default for a *ISO field must appear in
“yyyy-mm-dd” format)
The usual default value for null capable fields can be changed by indicating a
specific value for the DFT attribute. DFT(NULL) specifies that the null value
should be supplied instead of a specific value and forces the field to allow null
values. If ALWNULL(*NO) is specified on an EXECUTE or OPNSQLF
command, none of the fields within the record format will be null capable,
regardless of their DFT attribute value.

Coded Character Set ID − CCSID Attribute
The CCSID attribute allows you to control the coded character set ID for character
fields. If a CCSID value is not specified, the CCSID for the field will match the
CCSID of the underlying field (if this is an expression result), or will be the
executing job’s CCSID. Refer to IBM’s National Language Support manual
(SC41-5101) for more information about CCSIDs.
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FROM Clause
The FROM clause indicates the location of the data to be retrieved. At least one
file must be specified in the FROM clause. The clause can include file, library,
member and format names. Only the file name is required.
Specify the file name first (optionally qualified by the library), then the member
name and then the format name. A correlation name can follow each file
specification in order to rename the file and provide more understandable field
qualification.
Both AS/400 and System/38 file qualification methods are allowed: file.library and
library/file name. The member and format names are optional, but the member
name must be specified if the format name is given. Separate multiple file
specifications in the from-list with commas, and place member and format names
in parentheses after the file name.
Examples:
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

custmast
custmast.SEQUELEX
sequelex/custmast
custmast(cmp1) cust
custmast,ordhead.*libl h,*libl/ordline(*first viewfmt) l

The first example above will reference the first member of the file CUSTMAST
which will be found on the job’s library list. Examples two and three will
specifically reference the CUSTMAST file in the SEQUELEX library. The fourth
specification references the CMP1 member of the CUSTMAST on the job’s library
list, and allows the file to be qualified within the query with the correlation name
CUST. The final example joins three files, using the library list to locate
CUSTMAST, ORDHEAD, and ORDLINE. The VIEWFMT record format in the ORDLINE
file will be used. Correlation names (H,L) are specified for both ORDHEAD and
ORDLINE.
Extended file, library, and member names can be used within a SEQUEL file
specification by enclosing the name in double quotation marks. This allows you to
specify names containing special characters such as period(.) and lowercase letters.
Case (upper or lower) is important when specifying quoted names as the AS/400
will distinguish between “CUST.DTA” and “cust.dta”. For example,
FROM datalib/”ORD.HDR” hdr
FROM “data.1:3”/”set_a” dseta
FROM “CUST.MAST”(cmp1) cust

A correlation name must be specified each time an extended file name is used.
You cannot use an extended file name for field qualification. Instead, you must
qualify the field by using either the correlation name or file number of the
associated file.
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Files specified in the FROM clause must be database files. Physical, logical
(including join) and distributed data management (DDM) files may be specified.
SQL/400 tables, views, and indexes can be used. IDDU defined files may also be
referenced. SEQUEL will access the IDDU data dictionary for the file, record and
field definitions of file that are program described and linked to a data dictionary.
Although only one file name is required, the FROM clause can include up to 32
different files to be used in the query.
Special values (*LIBL, *FIRST, *LAST and *ONLY) can be used in place of
specific library, member, and format names. *LIBL indicates the library list,
*FIRST and *LAST indicate the first (and last) member in the file, *ONLY
chooses the only format in the file. The special values will be resolved during each
execution. Changes made to the file’s location, member list, or format name will
not necessarily stop the query from working.
For instance, if *LIBL is specified (or assumed) for the library name, your library
list will be searched when the view is run in order to determine which file should
be used for the data.
Defaults are taken for elements omitted from the file specification as follows:
*LIBL is chosen for library name,
*FIRST is chosen for the member name, and
*ONLY is chosen for the format name

Logical files
Specifying a file in the FROM clause means that all the fields and records in that
file can be used in the other clauses of the SQL statement. If a logical file is used,
perhaps only a subset of the entire physical format will be available, or fields may
be mapped to other definitions. All derived fields created in logical formats, such
as concatenated, renamed, or translated fields are also available to the query.
In the same way, any select/omit criteria applied to the logical file will also apply
to the SEQUEL view. As with all files, records retrieved through a logical file are
not necessarily ordered according to the key path of the file. The sequence can be
explicitly specified using the ORDER BY clause.
Each file specification in the FROM clause can indicate only one format. If a
multi-format logical file is used, you must indicate which format SEQUEL is to
access. The special format name value *ONLY does not apply and cannot be used
with multi-format logical files.
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Database Overrides
If database file overrides are present when the view is defined or when it is run,
they will affect the files and/or members which are used in the retrieval. Be aware
that unusual results can occur if a view is created when an override exists, and later
run without the override.
The query processor is not capable of accepting the MBR(*ALL) parameter on the
override command. If you wish to execute a retrieval using all data members in a
physical file, create a logical file over it and allow the logical file member to be
built over all the data members in the physical. Use this logical file in your FROM
clause.
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JOIN Clause
If more than one file is specified in the FROM clause, the JOIN clause can also be
specified. It tells the query facility how to link the files specified in the FROM
clause. The JOIN clause provides the same information that is supplied by the
JFLD keyword used when creating join logical files with DDS, or when
performing a join with the Open Query File (OPNQRYF) command.
SEQUEL does not require the JOIN clause. Linkages between files used in the
query can be specified either in the JOIN clause or the WHERE clause. There are
some advantages to using the WHERE clause for the join specifications.
Specifically, the WHERE clause allows you to:
join files based on expression results for either (or both) parts of the join
specification.
omit join specifications to create a Cartesian product
If no joining specification is included for a given file, a full Cartesian product will
be created; each record in the primary will be joined to each record in the
secondary. If each file has only 1000 records each, a two file Cartesian product
will result in 1000*1000 (1,000,000) rows!
The reserved word JOIN may optionally be followed by WITH or BY. Using the
WITH or BY preposition is not required, but may enhance the readability of the
query. The following three examples are equivalent:
SELECT cname,ordno,orval FROM custmast,ordhead
JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
SELECT cname,ordno,orval FROM custmast,ordhead
JOIN WITH cusno.1=cusno.2
SELECT cname,ordno,orval FROM custmast,ordhead
JOIN BY cusno.1=cusno.2

Up to 120 join specifications may be provided in the JOIN clause. Each join
specification is of the form: from-field join-op to-field. The join operator can be
any relational (<,>,=,<=,>=,<>) operator. Multiple join specifications are
separated with the keyword AND. No commas should be placed in the join
specification list.
The from-field and to-field may be database fields (optionally qualified) or
expression results (named in the SELECT clause) that are made from a
combination of database fields and constants.
The attributes (data type, and length) of the two fields in a join relationship need
not be identical, but they must have a compatible type. A character field cannot be
joined to a numeric field, for instance. You can circumvent this restriction by
creating a logical file over either file to convert the character field to zoned
decimal, or to convert the numeric field to character. This logical file can be used
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in place of the physical file in the FROM clause, and the translated field can be
used in the join clause.
Several examples of joining have already been given. Here are some more:
SELECT cname,ordno,orval FROM custmast,ordhead
JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
SELECT prdno.1,descp,SUM(quano) LEN(7,0) COLHDG(“Tot” “Qty”)
FROM partmast,ordline
JOIN prdno.partmast=prdno.ordline
GROUP BY prdno.1,descp
SELECT cname,ordno.3,line#,descp,quano,actsp,quano*actsp
NAME(lineamt) COLHDG(“Line Total”) LEN(7,2) EDTCDE(J$)
FROM custmast,ordhead,ordline,partmast
JOIN cusno.custmast=cusno.ordhead
AND
ordno.ordhead=ordno.ordline
AND
prdno.ordline=prdno.partmast
ORDER BY cname,ordno,line#

The last query is an elaboration of an earlier version and joins four files together.
The resulting “order inquiry” view combines order information, information from
the customer file, and product information.
The join specifications clearly link all four files together, progressing from file to
file until all have been linked. The join specification begins by linking the first file
(CUSTMAST) to the second (ORDHEAD). Then the order line file is accessed by
equating the order number in the order header file with the order number in the
order line item file. Finally, the part master is accessed using the product number
from the line item file.
The query above can also be expressed as shown below. The results are the same.
SELECT cname,ordno.3,line#,descp,quano,actsp,quano*actsp
NAME(lineamt) COLHDG(“Line Total”) LEN(7,2) EDTCDE(J$)
FROM custmast,ordhead,ordline,partmast
WHERE cusno.custmast=cusno.ordhead
AND
ordno.ordhead=ordno.ordline
AND
prdno.ordline=prdno.partmast
ORDER BY cname,ordno,line#

Types of joining
Three types of joining can be specified with SEQUEL requests. The type of
joining can be specified prior to the word JOIN within the SEQUEL statement
using the reserved words INNER, PARTIAL OUTER, or ONLY DEFAULT. If
the join type is absent, INNER is assumed.
The join type can also be specified with the JTYPE parameter of the SEQUEL
command. When the view is created, all implicitly specified joins will have the
type defined by the JTYPE value. During execution, the join type of the first
(outermost) subselect can be changed by specifying a new JTYPE value.
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The JTYPE keyword must be specified as *INNER if the JOIN clause is not
specified. You cannot acquire either partial outer or only-default join results if the
joining specification is placed in the WHERE clause.
Each JOIN clause within your query can specify a different join type, but only one
value is allowed as a JTYPE value for the entire view. The type of joining that
occurs within a subquery is not restricted to the join type of the outer query. Each
subquery may specify a different type of joining request. All join clauses that are
not specifically typed will receive the JTYPE value when the view is created.

Inner join
The most common type of record linking is established by using the inner join.
Only records that can be completely linked using the join specifications will be
retrieved. If in the query above for instance, there were no orders for a particular
customer, or there were no line item records for a given order, or if no product
record matched the PRDNO field in the line item file the join would be
unsuccessful and the record would be skipped. An inner join returns only records
that match all the joined files.
Specify an inner JOIN using INNER JOIN prior to the join criteria, or by using the
JTYPE(*INNER) value when the view is created or run.

Partial outer join
A partial outer join request causes the query to return all records in the primary file
- even if there are no secondary records matching the joining criteria. This means
that if a match is unsuccessful, the query should return a record anyway substituting default values (usually blanks for alphabetic fields and zeros for
numeric) for fields that cannot be found. A partial outer join will return each
primary record at least once. If secondary records can be found that match the
joining criteria they will be included, otherwise, default values are returned for the
secondary fields.
A partial outer join can be requested by specifying PARTIAL OUTER JOIN prior
to the join specifications, or by using the JTYPE(*PARTOUT) value when the
view is created or run.

Exception join
The third type of join - known as the exception join can be useful in spotting errors
and inconsistencies in the database. Whereas the inner join returns only records
that satisfy the linking criteria and the outer join returns all records (substituting
default values), the exception join returns only the records that do not match the
join specifications. For this reason, the exception join is sometimes called an only-
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default join. Only records from the primary file which do not have a matching
secondary record will be returned by the exception join.
As with the outer join, fields that cannot be linked are returned with default values
(usually blanks or zeros) in them.
Indicate that you want the query to perform an exception JOIN using the phrase
ONLY DEFAULT JOIN prior to listing the join specifications. Alternatively you
can specify JTYPE(*ONLYDFT) when the view is created or run.
For more information on the three different types of joining available, refer to the
Control Language Programmer’s Guide, and the Data Description Specifications
manual.

Example
The two tables below can be used to illustrate the difference between inner, partial
outer, and exception joining. In each of the examples that follow, the two tables are
joined by customer number using a statement like this:
Customer file
Cust
Number
100112
100200
100300
100800
101200
101616
102000
102100
102311
102900

Order file

Name
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation
Obell Group
State Corp.
Maple Leaf
Sports Shop
Optimum Corp
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
Taehnrich Corp

Phone
312/640-1258
312/457-1822
315/472-6442
815/514-6252
312/248-0050
312/442-5200
312/525-9660
513/299-2960
312/654-3221
312/366-3231

Customer
Number
100112
100112
100112
100112
100150
100200
100200
100200
100200
100300
102100
102150
102311

Order
Number
110010
110017
110018
110019
110020
110022
110024
110025
165022
165030
110021
110028
110023

Customer
P.O. nbr
S-T5-506
S-T5-507
S-T5-308
S-T5-409
XDF60-A1
T6-60-21
T6-60-23
T6-60-24
T6-60-24A
V33UT631
4-V01-20
verbal
W9V5-522A

Retail
Value
16807.97
1911.98
201.00
301.50
1613.20
37500.00
12613.20
14918.69
1951.98
100.50
275.95
1689.20
6930.40

SELECT cusno,cname,cphon,ordno,cuspo,orval
FROM custmast,ordhead JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2

Inner joining links the tables and selects only the rows that completely meet the
joining criteria.
Customer
Number
100112
100112
100112
100112
100200
100200
100200
100200
100300
102100
102311
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Name
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
Obell Group
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
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Telephone
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
315/472-6442
513/299-2960
312/654-3221

Order
Number
110010
110017
110018
110019
110022
110024
110025
165022
165030
110021
110023

Customer
P.O. nbr
S-T5-506
S-T5-507
S-T5-308
S-T5-409
T6-60-21
T6-60-23
T6-60-24
T6-60-24A
V33UT631
4-V01-20
W9V5-522A

Retail
Value
16807.97
1911.98
201.00
301.50
37500.00
12613.20
14918.69
1951.98
100.50
275.95
6930.40

The results of an inner join do not depend on the order of the files. Each row in the
result has matching records from each file in the FROM clause. Notice that several
customers and order number 110028 are missing because there are no records with
a matching customer number in the other file.
Partial outer joining creates at least one result row for each row selected from the
primary file in the FROM clause. The table below includes all the rows from the
inner join (above) plus a row for each customer not included in the inner join
(those without an order). Default values are supplied for the order fields that
cannot be found through joining.
Cust
Number
100112
100112
100112
100112
100200
100200
100200
100200
100300
100800
101200
101616
102000
102100
102311
102900

Name
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
NBCO Corporation
Obell Group
State Corp.
Maple Leaf
Sports Shop
Optimum Corp
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
Taehnrich Corp

Telephone
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/640-1258
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
312/457-1822
315/472-6442
815/514-6252
312/248-0050
312/442-5200
312/525-9660
513/299-2960
312/654-3221
312/366-3231

Order
Number
110010
110017
110018
110019
110024
110025
110022
165022
165030

Customer
PO nbr
S-T5-506
S-T5-507
S-T5-308
S-T5-409
T6-60-23
T6-60-24
T6-60-21
T6-60-24A
V33UT631

110021
110023

4-V01-20
W9V5-522A

Retail
Value
16807.97
1911.98
201.00
301.50
12613.20
14918.69
37500.00
1951.98
100.50
.00
.00
.00
.00
275.95
6930.40
.00

Only default joining returns the rows that cannot be completely matched through
the joining criteria. Customers not present in the inner join will be listed in the
only default join.
Cust
Number
100800
101200
101616
102000
102900

Name
State Corp.
Maple Leaf
Sports Shop
Optimum Corp
Taehnrich Corp

Telephone
815/514-6252
312/248-0050
312/442-5200
312/525-9660
312/366-3231

Order
Number

Customer
PO nbr

Retail
Value
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

Unlike inner join, partial outer and only default join results depend on the order of
the files in the FROM clause. The table above shows the results from the join
when the customer file is listed first. The table below shows the result when the
order file is listed first.
Cust
Number
100150
102150

Name

Telephone

Order
Number
110020
110028

Customer
PO nbr
XDF60-A1
verbal

Retail
Value
1613.20
1689.20

Each row in the order table that doesn’t have a matching record in the customer
file will be listed. Columns in the customer records now supply default values
(zeros and blanks) for the result.
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WHERE Clause
The WHERE clause indicates which records from the underlying files are to be
chosen during query execution. In essence, it provides an expression which can be
evaluated either true, false, or unknown for each record retrieved by the data
manager. If it evaluates to a true condition, the record is accepted and presented to
the user. Otherwise, the record is rejected and another is retrieved from the
database.
Fields, expressions and constants can be used within the WHERE clause. A
derived field, created in the SELECT clause and given a name with the NAME
attribute, can be used in a WHERE comparison by using its assigned name.
Expressions (calculations) are created in the same manner as with the SELECT
clause and can be used at any point in the comparison. Refer to the calculation
section of the SELECT clause described above for more information on
constructing expressions. All non-grouping functions are valid in the WHERE
clause. Grouping functions are not valid.
The WHERE clause is composed of one or more comparison tests, also called
search conditions. Each search condition involves testing fields or expressions
against other fields or expressions using SEQUEL’s comparison operators. As
mentioned above, the result of each test is either true, false, or unknown. The
results are processed by any boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) in the
clause in order to determine whether the complete condition is true for the record.

Complex Conditions − AND, OR, NOT, XOR
Expressions and conditions within the WHERE clause can grow to become quite
complex. Several comparisons can be made within a single statement by using
AND, OR, NOT, and XOR (exclusive or - either one or the other but not both)
between comparisons. Boolean precedence tests any NOT conditions first, then
the AND conditions and finally the OR and XOR. Parentheses can be used to alter
the normal evaluation method or to clarify your clause.
The result of an AND condition is true if both comparisons are also true.
The result of an OR condition is true if either one of the comparisons are true.
The result of an XOR condition is true if exactly one of the comparisons are true.
The result of a NOT condition is true if the comparison is false.
Here is an example of an SQL statement that does several tests:
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SELECT cname,cphon EDTWRD(“
/
“),amtdu,crlim
FROM custmast
WHERE amtdu > crlim
OR amtdu > 20000 AND payyr<89 AND paymn<12

This query shows customers that have an accounts receivable balance greater than
their credit limit, or both a current balance greater than $20,000 and a previous
payment prior to December of 1989. Note that the boolean order of operations
causes the AND condition to be evaluated before the OR, as if the second and third
and fourth comparisons were enclosed in a set of parentheses, like this:
SELECT cname,cphon EDTWRD(“
/
“),amtdu,crlim
FROM custmast
WHERE amtdu > crlim
OR (amtdu > 20000 AND payyr<89 AND paymn<12)

A negative search condition can be specified by using the NOT operator before
defining the condition. For instance, all customers except those in Illinois,
Minnesota, or Missouri can be selected by using NOT:
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE NOT cstte IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”)

Notice that the NOT operator precedes the entire comparison, not simply the
comparison operator. An entire set of comparisons can be negated by enclosing
them in parentheses and preceding the parenthesized group with a NOT. Creative
use of the four boolean operators (AND, OR, XOR, NOT) and appropriate use of
parentheses will allow any selection or omission criteria to be specified, no matter
how complex.

SEQUEL Search Conditions
Each search condition within the WHERE clause has the following elements:
a field, expression, or constant to be compared,
a test (comparison operator),
value(s) to compare the field, expression, or constant against
Any field from any file used in the FROM clause can be tested, along with the
result of any expression in the SELECT clause. Field qualification may be
necessary in order to uniquely identify the field(s) to be tested.
The elements involved in a search condition must have the same
(character/numeric/date) data type. You cannot mix numeric and character items
within a comparison test. Though they must have the same data type, items in the
comparison do not need to be the same length, or have the same number of decimal
places if they are numeric.
Numeric tests are performed according to the signed value of the expressions
involved. Character tests between fields with unequal lengths are performed so
that the smaller field is extended on the right with blanks. Tests involving date,
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time, and timestamp values are performed chronologically so that later values are
evaluated as “higher” than earlier ones.
Character comparisons are case sensitive. Upper and lower case letters do make a
difference. Character tests are performed according to the alphabetic collating
sequence. This sequence counts all lower case letters less than upper case, and the
letter A less than the letter Z. Numbers are highest in the sequence with 9 counted
greater than 0.
SEQUEL allows you to use several kinds of comparison tests. They are detailed in
the following sections.

Comparison Operators
=
<
<=
>
>=
<>

Equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Not equal to

Use these operators to test one field, expression, or literal against another. You
can use them to perform character or numeric tests, but remember not to mix
character and numeric elements within a comparison.
The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if one (or both) of the
operands has the null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.
Some examples follow.
NAME >= “G”

Selects records with a NAME value after “G” in the collating sequence. This
includes: Greg, Mike, and Suzette, but would not include: Donna, or Floyd.
QUANO*ACTSP=500

Only records where the quantity ordered times the actual selling price equals
$500.00 are retrieved.
OPBAL-ISSUE+RECPT<ORDPT

Select records only if the opening balance less issued amount plus received amount
is less than the minimum required (order point).
COMPAN=“ABC Brick”

Select all records matching this criteria. Note that a record with a value “ABC
Brick Co.” would be omitted as would “ABC brick”.
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Range checking - BETWEEN, NOT BETWEEN
Numeric and character based range checking is easier with the
..BETWEEN..AND.. construct. This test will evaluate to true only if the first
expression is equal or greater than the second and equal or less than the third. The
two statements below are equivalent.
AMTDU BETWEEN 1000 AND 5000
AMTDU>=1000 AND AMTDU<=5000

Either numeric or character comparisons are allowed as long as all three operands
are of the same type. The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only
if the operand has the null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.
The following queries choose all customers with a first letter “M”.
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cname>=“M” and cname<=“N”
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cname BETWEEN “M” and “N”

Specifying the same value for the beginning and ending criteria in a BETWEEN
test is equivalent to simply specifying an equals relationship.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE cname BETWEEN “Sports Shop” AND “Sports Shop”

The statement above is awkward and is more properly phrased as shown below, but
returns the same result.
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cname=“Sports Shop”

Date comparison
BETWEEN is also useful when choosing a set of transactions within a specific
date range. The ODCDAT field in the display object description outfile is a
character field in MM/DD/YY format. We can choose records from August 1
through August 31, 1989 with:
SELECT * FROM dspobjd
WHERE SUBSTR(odcdat,5,2) = “89”
AND odcdat BETWEEN “080100” and “083199”

The (SUBSTR(odcdat,5,2) = “89”) comparison must be present or all records
between August 1 and August 31 will be selected regardless of the year. (What
would happen if the WHERE clause only specified “BETWEEN 080189 AND
083189”?)
If the date were in YY/MM/DD format, we could simply specify:
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SELECT * FROM dspobjd WHERE odcdat BETWEEN 890801 and 890831

Character Search - CONTAINS
This search operator is useful for searching character fields (and expressions) to
determine if they include a specific sequence of characters. You cannot use the
CONTAINS operator with numeric fields or expressions.
While either a character field or an expression can be used on the left side of the
CONTAINS operator, only a character constant, enclosed in quotation marks, can
be specified on the right side.
CONTAINS searches the first expression for an occurrence of the second. For
instance, the contents of a name field may be searched to determine if it contains
“SMITH”. As with all character comparisons, upper and lower case letters are
treated as different values.
The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if the expression
operand has the null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.
Examples:
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cname CONTAINS “Sport”
SELECT * FROM partmast WHERE descp CONTAINS “Nut”

Pattern Search - LIKE, NOT LIKE
The LIKE operator is similar to CONTAINS, but more powerful. It too is a
character operator and allows only a character field or expression on the left and a
quoted string on the right.
Unlike CONTAINS, the right side of a LIKE predicate specifies a pattern string
which is used to determine a match with the left hand side. Generic and wild card
characters can be used in creating the pattern. An asterisk (*) indicates that any
number of characters (zero or more) can appear in the searched string; a question
mark (?) allows any single character to appear.
For instance, the mask *Anders?n* will locate strings containing Anderson or
Andersen. The first asterisk allows any number of characters to precede the “A”.
Likewise, the trailing asterisk is necessary since without it the mask would demand
that the desired string be right justified within the field.
The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if the expression
operand has the null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.
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Notice that CONTAINS is a subset of the LIKE comparison. Any test made with
CONTAINS can be translated into a LIKE comparison, but the reverse is not true.
For instance:
SELECT * FROM partmast WHERE descp LIKE “*Nut*”

is equivalent to the last example in the section above.
LIKE can be used to create comparisons that cannot be done any other way. For
example:
WHERE lstnam LIKE “*Jo*ns?n*”

will find any record with a last name value of Johnson, Johnsen, Johansen, Jonson,
etc.
The LIKE operator can be prefaced with the word NOT in order to return only the
records with a false result of the LIKE test. For example,
WHERE lstnam NOT LIKE “*Jo*ns?n*”
WHERE NOT lstnam LIKE “*Jo*ns?n*”

are equivalent and will both return records where the lstnam field is not like the
pattern mask. Since the NOT operator will only return rows that have a false
result, rows with a null value for the LSTNAM field will not be returned.

Set comparisons - IN, NOT IN
The IN operator allows you to find out if a field matches one of a list of values.
The first expression is checked against a list of values (up to 50) supplied in
parentheses. If a match is found, the predicate value is true, and the record is
selected. Otherwise the record is rejected. The result of the comparison will
evaluate to unknown only if the expression operand has the null value.
The IN comparison is similar to the VALUES concept in DDS, and is equivalent to
expressing a series of tests separated by OR.
The following SQL statements select only customers in Illinois, Minnesota, or
Missouri and presents them in state and zip code order.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE cstte=“IL” OR cstte=“MN” OR cstte=“MO”
ORDER BY cstte,czipc
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE cstte IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”)
ORDER BY cstte,czipc

Either character or numeric comparisons can be performed with the IN operation.
Naturally, all items within the list must have the same data type and it must match
the data type of the expression to the left of the IN operator.
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SELECT * FROM ordhead
WHERE coody IN (6,7,8)

This statement will select records from the order header file in which the order day
falls on the 6th, 7th, or 8th of the month. As you gain experience with SQL you
will learn that there is usually more than one way to phrase a query. Some are
simpler and easier to understand than others.
For instance, assume that a date field (6,0) is stored in MMDDYY format.
Selecting records that have a month value of June, July, or August can be done in
either of two ways. Obviously the second method is more easily understood than
the first.
WHERE (date-date MOD 10000)/10000 in (6,7,8)
WHERE date BETWEEN 060100 and 083100

The IN operator can be prefaced with the word NOT in order to return only the
records with a false result of the test. For example,
WHERE cstte NOT IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”)
WHERE NOT cstte IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”)

are equivalent and will return only those records with a false result of the test.
Because a null value in the cstte field causes an unknown (neither true nor false)
result, rows with null cstte values are rejected.

Null comparisons - IS NULL, IS NOT NULL
The NULL operator allows you to find out if a field or expression contains the null
value. The operand can be any data type. The result of the comparison is either
true or false. The statement
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cstte IS NULL

will retrieve only the rows in which the cstte field has a null value.
IS NOT NULL can be used to test whether a field or expression is not null.
WHERE cstte IS NOT NULL
WHERE NOT cstte IS NULL
are equivalent and return only the rows where the cstte field does not have the null
value.
If your database contains null values, IS NULL and IS NOT NULL comparisons
should be used in all of your queries. Handling the null values explicitly will
clarify the intent of your query and decrease the possibility of unexpected results.
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Subquery comparisons - Basic comparison
A select statement can be included in a comparison within the WHERE or
HAVING clause of another select statement. This second or inner statement is
known as a subquery. Using subqueries is an effective way to compare values
within one file against values of another.
In most cases, subquery statements can be avoided by expressing the query as a
join or by using multiple steps that involve the creation of intermediate results.
Occasionally however, you may find that the power provided by the subquery
operators is exactly what is needed to solve a query problem.
SEQUEL can perform several different types of subqueries. The simplest form
involves comparing a field or expression result to the result of a select statement.
For instance,
SELECT * FROM custmast c
WHERE oropn <>
(SELECT SUM(orval) FROM ordhead o
WHERE c.cusno=o.cusno)

The not equal operator (<>) is used to compare the OROPN field (amount on
order) in each customer record to the result of the subquery. The subquery is a
grouping query that totals the order value for all of the customer’s orders. Notice
that the query above uses correlation names to qualify the CUSNO field within the
subquery so that only orders for the “outer” customer are included in the total.
Basic subqueries are constructed simply. A field or expression in the where clause
is compared by means of a comparison operator (=,<,>,etc.) to the result of a select
statement which must be surrounded by parentheses.
Subqueries involving a basic comparison must satisfy two rules:
the subquery SELECT clause must specify exactly one field, and
the subquery must return only one record (or none)
If either of these rules is violated, the query will end with an error. If the subquery
returns no records, the null value is returned and the result of the comparison is
unknown (neither true nor false).

Subquery comparisons - Quantified comparison
A simple variation of the basic subquery comparison allows several records to be
included by the subquery. By using the reserved word SOME, ANY, or ALL prior
to the subquery, a set of values can be compared against a field or expression
result, much like the IN test described on page 6-65. For instance,
SELECT * FROM ordline
WHERE prdno = ANY (SELECT prdno FROM partmast
WHERE ittyp=“B”)
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Conceptually, the subquery creates an intermediate result listing part numbers in
the part master that have a “B” item type value. Rows from the order line file are
selected if the product number given in the order matches any item in the list.
Subqueries involving a quantified comparison must, like their basic comparison
counterparts, identify only a single column in the SELECT clause. As indicated
above however, the subquery is not constrained to returning only one row.
When SOME or ANY is specified (they are equivalent) the comparison will be
true if the subquery returns at least one values that yields a true result for the test.
The result is false if the comparison returns a false result for every row in the
subquery or if no rows are returned at all. Otherwise, the result is unknown.
When ALL is specified the comparison will be true if every row returned by the
subquery yields a true result for the test or if no rows are returned at all. The result
is false if it is false for any row returned by the subquery. Otherwise, the result is
unknown.
Using these rules, it is easy to see that the following query will return part records
only if the list price for the part is greater than the price paid on any open order for
it or if the part is not found in the order file.
SELECT * FROM partmast p
WHERE lstpc > ALL (SELECT actsp FROM ordline o
WHERE p.prdno=o.prdno)

The example above illustrates the potential confusion between the English
meaning of the word “any” and the SQL logic of ANY and ALL. In general, you
should try to avoid formulating queries that use SOME, ANY, or ALL by creating
subqueries that use IN or EXISTS comparisons instead.

Subquery comparisons - IN comparison
The subquery IN comparison provides a simple and familiar way of testing a field
or expression result against a list of values. Like the basic and quantified
subqueries already described, the IN subquery must identify only a single column
in the SELECT clause. This column value from every row chosen by the subquery
is compared for an equal match with the field or expression preceding the IN
operator. For instance,
SELECT cusno,cname FROM custmast
WHERE cusno IN (SELECT cusno FROM ordhead)

The subquery returns a list of customer numbers in the order file. The “outer”
query chooses only the customer rows with a customer number in the list.
Customers without a record in the order file will not be returned by the query.
The IN subquery must return only one column. Any number of rows can be
selected. Like the IN comparison described on page 6-65, the data type (numeric,
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character, date) of the subquery column must be compatible with the field or
expression used in the comparison.
The IN (subquery) test is equivalent to an = ANY (subquery) comparison.
Most people also find it easier to understand.
The result of the IN test will be true if there is at least one row in the subquery
with a value matching the field or expression given in the comparison. The result
is false if the comparison is false for every row returned by the subquery, or if the
subquery returns no rows at all. Otherwise the result is unknown.

Subquery comparisons - EXISTS test
The EXISTS test is the most powerful subquery operator. Unfortunately, it can
also lead to the most complicated query statements. It is used simply to determine
if the subquery that follows it returns any rows at all. The specific values returned
by the subquery are inconsequential. They are never used in the query.
The result of the test is true if one or more rows is returned by the subquery. If the
subquery returns no rows, the result is false. The result of the EXISTS test can
never be unknown.
The example below uses an EXISTS test to return only the customers that have one
or more records in the order file. It is equivalent to the example of the IN subquery
shown in the previous section.
SELECT cusno,cname FROM custmast cust
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT * FROM ordhead ord
WHERE cust.cusno=ord.cusno)

The value of subqueries
As you have already learned, there are often several ways to phrase a particular
query request. In some cases, a subquery will be the most natural form, in others it
will not. Most subqueries can be rephrased into simpler queries that involve
joining. The result is usually easier to understand than the original subquery form.
Sometimes, use of a subquery can provide results that would be more difficult (or
even impossible) to achieve with a single level request. Some of these are listed
below so that you can gain additional experience and insight into the use of
subquery expressions.
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Comparison against a single grouped value
A subquery can be used to return a single grouped result that can be compared
against data values in a primary record. For instance, finding the customers with
an amount due (AMTDU) above the average for the entire customer file is as easy
as:
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE amtdu > (SELECT AVG(amtdu) FROM custmast)

The subquery creates a grouped result using the AVG function. It can be compared
to each record in the customer file. Other grouping functions (MIN, MAX, SUM)
can be used for similar purposes.

Comparison against smallest, largest within a group
If you want to access the information in a row having the smallest or largest field
value within a group of records, there is probably no better way than using a
subquery. Assume for the moment that we want to retrieve order information for
the largest order placed by each of our customers. The query can be phrased like
this:
SELECT * FROM ordhead head1
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM ordhead head2
WHERE head1.cusno=head2.cusno
HAVING head1.orval=MAX(head2.orval))
ORDER BY ordno

Though it appears intimidating at first, the query is not difficult to understand.
Read it as follows:
Select a record from the order header file if, by examining the order file
and choosing only orders for this customer, the value for the order we have
selected matches the largest order value in the group of this customer’s
orders. Show the results in order by our order number.

Finding occurrences of a set of records within a file
With a complex subquery involving two levels of nesting, you can find out if one
file has every record within a set of records in another file. For instance, suppose
you wanted to know all the customers (if any) with all of our finished goods on
order. A query like the one below will provide the answer:
SELECT * FROM custmast c1 WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT * FROM partmast p1
WHERE ittyp=“F” AND NOT EXISTS
(SELECT line# FROM ordline l1,ordhead h1,
partmast p2,custmast c2
WHERE c1.cusno=c2.cusno AND p1.prdno=p2.prdno
AND l1.ordno=h1.ordno AND l1.prdno=p2.prdno
AND h1.cusno=c2.cusno))
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The query works by finding all customers (outer query) for which we can find no
finished good part (second query) that is not on order (innermost query) for the
customer. Using rules of logic (double negative creates a positive), only customers
having all finished goods parts on order will be selected.

Mixed join types
Using SEQUEL subqueries, you can create a query that involves an outermost join
that is different from a second (or third) join type. These queries can probably be
rephrased as single level queries involving a single join type (but they might not be
as easily understood).
SELECT cusno,cname,ordno FROM custmast,ordhead
INNER JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
WHERE ordno IN (SELECT ordno FROM ordline,partmast
ONLY DEFAULT JOIN prdno.1=prdno.2)

The query above lists customers (and their orders) if any line of the order cannot
be matched against an existing part in the part master file.
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GROUP BY Clause
One of the most powerful features of SQL is its ability to group records together.
A grouping query assembles records into one or more groups, processes each
group as a whole, and presents one result record per group to the user. It is a very
effective way to summarize the information in your database.
A grouping query is created whenever one of the seven column functions
(COUNT, AVG, SUM, MIN, MAX, SDEV, VAR) are used.
A grouping query may or may not include a GROUP BY clause. If no GROUP BY
clause is included, the entire file is treated as a single group.
Use of the GROUP BY clause causes the records in the file to be split into sets.
The clause consists of a list of comma separated field names. Within each set,
records have common values for each of the fields listed in the GROUP BY clause.
Each set of records will be reduced to a single “group” record according to the
column functions present in the SELECT clause.
After the query processor assembles the records into their respective groups,
column functions can be used to perform derivations on the whole group of
records. They can be counted. A particular field can be totaled or averaged. The
smallest or largest values for a given field can be determined. Statistical variance
or standard deviation across the group can be calculated.
In addition, you can also specify whether only distinct values within the set should
participate in the function, or whether all values in the set should be included. Thus
you can count the number of distinct entities, and compute the sum, average, or
statistical variation among the unique values in the column, instead of the entire
list of values.
The example below illustrates what happens in a grouping operation.
Ungrouped (detail) data
Customer
Number
101100
101200
101616
101616
102000
102100
102100
102311
102311
102600
102800
102800
102800
102900
102900
102900
102900
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Order
Number
110011
110012
110016
165016
110020
110021
165021
110023
371323
371326
165028
247528
371286
371290
371292
371299
556929
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Customer
PO nbr
V-T35810
73V29-06
69T35-05
69T35-06
TZ432-06
4-V01-20
4-V01-23
W9V5-522A
W9V5-522B
Y-22-Y5
UV9-061
UV9-062
UV9-063
VY537-18
VY537-20
VY537-27
VY537-15

Retail
Value
16807.97
16807.97
1911.98
16807.97
100.50
275.95
16807.97
6930.40
37500.00
6930.40
301.50
16807.97
16807.97
16807.97
16807.97
1951.98
16807.97

Grouped (summary) data
Customer
Number
101100
101200
101616
102000
102100
102311
102600
102800
102900

Order
count
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
3
4

Highest
order
110011
110012
165016
110020
165021
371323
371326
371286
556929

Lowest
order
110011
110012
110016
110020
110021
110023
371326
165028
371290

Total
value
16807.97
16807.97
18719.95
100.50
17083.92
44430.40
6930.40
33917.44
52375.89

During the grouping operation, records were separated into sets by customer
number. Each set produced one grouped result row. The row provides the customer
number associated with each set of records, the number of records in the set, the
highest and lowest order number in the set, and the total value of all rows (orders)
that are included.
Grouping does not allow you to “mix” detail and summary information. Each
grouped record represents information about the entire set. There is no way to
include information from a single record within the set (such as the order number
itself) because there are many separate values for the column but room for only a
single value in the result row.
When grouping is used, each field or expression within the SELECT clause must
be:
a) named in the GROUP BY clause, or
b) an aggregate expression.
This is the most important rule about grouping queries. An aggregate expression
is created whenever a grouping function is used, or when a calculation involves
only grouping fields. An aggregate expression may involve constants or other
aggregate results. If any derived fields are created in the select clause, grouping
functions must be used to create them.
SELECT cstte,SUM(amtdu) FROM custmast GROUP BY cstte

This statement totals the amount due by state, and returns the total amount and the
state name. It would be invalid to place the field CNAME into the request since
there are many values for CNAME in each group.
If no GROUP BY clause is included in the query, the entire file is treated as a
single group. The following query tells several interesting facts about the
customer file by returning a single, grouped record:
SELECT COUNT(*) COLHDG(“Number” “of” “customers”),
SUM(amtdu) COLHDG(“Total” “due”) LEN(11,2),
MIN(amtdu) COLHDG(“Smallest” “amount”) LEN(9,2),
MAX(amtdu) COLHDG(“Largest”) LEN(9,2)
FROM custmast

Confusion can sometimes arise due to the dual nature of the AVG, SUM, MIN, and
MAX functions. If more than one operand (field) is supplied to the function, (e.g.
AVG(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI) ), then the values of the listed fields will be
averaged, totaled, etc., for each non-grouped record in the view. If only one field
is supplied (e.g. AVG(MON) ), then the function will apply as a grouping function
to a set of records and return the average, total, etc., over a field value for all the
records in the group.
SELECT class,SUM(recpt)+SUM(adjst)-SUM(issue)
NAME(flux) LEN(7,0)
FROM partmast GROUP BY class ORDER BY flux DESC
SELECT class,SUM(recpt+adjst-issue) NAME(flux) LEN(7,0)
FROM partmast GROUP BY class ORDER BY flux DESC
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SELECT class,SUM(SUM(recpt,adjst)-issue) NAME(flux) LEN(7,0)
FROM partmast GROUP BY class ORDER BY flux DESC

The three queries are equivalent. The first example totals the three columns before
combining them. The second query calculates the flux (income-outgo) for each
record in the group, then accumulates the result. The third works like the second,
but uses the intra-record to add RECPT to ADJST. The answer is the same in
each case, but the third example is more difficult to understand because it uses the
intra-record SUM function. Generally, it is best to use SUM only for grouping
operations and use the addition operator (+) for intra-record accumulation.

Grouping Performance
Though it is a powerful feature, use of the GROUP BY clause can sometimes
result in lengthy wait times and complaints of “poor performance” of the query.
This happens simply because it is necessary to access so many records prior to
showing the user their requested data. Because the display program shows 16 or
18 view records at once, it is conceivable that a grouping query may access several
thousand records from the database in the process of filling a display page. Indeed,
if the select clause includes grouping functions and no GROUP BY clause is used,
all records in the file will be read before any data is returned to you; you will
receive a single data record containing the results of the query over the entire file!
An additional consideration occurs with regard to concurrent file access during the
grouping operation. In order to ensure that grouped results are accurate, the query
processor locks the file from update operations during the processing of each
group. When the group is finished, the file is unlocked, allowing update requests
to complete normally. As a result, concurrent users that require update access to
the files referenced by the query may experience temporary performance
degradation due to locks against the file. The wait time these users experience will
increase in proportion to the number of records included in each grouped row.
This predicament can be avoided by taking either of two actions:
Schedule queries that produce a small number of groups from very large
files to be run when they are not likely to interfere with interactive users
requiring update access to the files.
Use a two step approach that uses EXECUTE (F9=Outfile) to create a
temporary file containing the records you want to summarize. You should
include a WHERE clause so that the temporary result has only the records
you want grouped. Perform the grouping query on the copy, rather than the
data which is in use.
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HAVING Clause
Once the files have been partitioned into groups, a boolean condition can be
applied to them in order to further filter your view. This is accomplished through
the use of the HAVING clause. The HAVING clause is similar to the WHERE
clause, but it applies to the grouped record rather than the underlying “un-grouped”
records.
A HAVING clause is never required, but it cannot appear unless the view requests
grouping by specifying a GROUP BY clause.
The tests allowed in the HAVING clause are the same as those allowed in the
WHERE clause. Unlike the WHERE clause however, the HAVING clause can
include aggregate field references and aggregate expressions. These items can be
compared with each other or with constants using the standard comparative
functions and operators.
While the HAVING clause could conceivably be as complex as a WHERE
specification, some simple HAVING examples produce powerful queries:
SELECT ordno,SUM(quano*actsp) NAME(ordval) LEN(7,2)
FROM ordline
GROUP BY ordno
HAVING ordval > 10000
ORDER BY ordval DESC

The example above calculates the order value by gathering together all lines for
each order, multiplying the quantity ordered on each line by the selling price, and
totaling the result. Only orders exceeding $10,000 will be included in the view.
SELECT salno,avg(amtdu) len(7,2),count(*) name(nbr)
FROM custmast GROUP BY salno
HAVING nbr > 5 AND avg(amtdu) > 5000

This example accumulates the customer amount due by salesman, and shows the
salesmen with more than five customers and an average amount due more than
$5,000 for those customers.

Grouping performance
Query performance can be improved by using the WHERE clause to filter out
records which will not appear in the final view rather than forcing the HAVING
clause to do it. Using the HAVING clause to perform checks that could be done
with the WHERE clause causes the computer to do extra work - first grouping a
series of records together, performing some calculations and then discarding the
result.
The HAVING clause should only include tests on aggregate expressions. Do not
use it when the comparison can be performed by the WHERE clause.

HAVING Clause
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The following SQL statements both return the exact same result, but the second
will be faster since the grouping function will not be performed for all the states,
only for the three selected.
SELECT cstte,COUNT(*) FROM custmast
GROUP BY cstte HAVING cstte IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”)
SELECT cstte,COUNT(*) FROM custmast
WHERE cstte IN (“IL”,”MN”,”MO”) GROUP BY cstte
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UNION and UNION ALL Clauses
UNION and UNION ALL create a result by combining rows that are defined by
SELECT statements on each side of the UNION or UNION ALL phrase. If
UNION is specified without the ALL keyword, the result has all duplicate rows
eliminated.
The effect produced by the UNION phrase is similar to the result of a logical file
specifying more than one member in the DTAMBRS keyword of the Create
Logical File (CRTLF) command. Records from the underlying query results are
merged into a single result view.
The select statements on either side of the UNION specification must be unioncompatible. That is, corresponding columns from each subselect must have
corresponding character or numeric type. Length and attributes of the columns
need not match exactly. Thus, a Packed(9,2) column is union-compatible with a
Binary(4) column (since they are both numeric values) but not with a
Character(15) column.
Attributes of the result columns conform to the largest attribute definitions from
the corresponding columns supplied by the query definition. The SEQUEL
column names, headings, and edit codes are acquired from definitions placed on
the first SELECT clause in the query statement. The query:
SELECT cusno,cname,cstte FROM custmast
UNION ALL
SELECT vendno,vname,vstte FROM vendmast
ORDER BY vstte

will create a list of all customers and vendors and place them in state order.
Duplicates are not removed.
The ORDER BY clause requires the field names from the last SELECT clause.
The view above is sorted by VSTTE. When creating a physical file from a UNION
view and fields are specified on the ORDER BY clause, a different requirement
exists. Fields used on the ORDER BY clause must have the same names on all
SELECT clauses of the UNION view. Simply assign an alias name to the fields to
be used on the ORDER BY. The view above would have to be changed:
SELECT cusno,cname,cstte name(state) FROM custmast
UNION ALL
SELECT vendno,vname,vstte name(state) FROM vendmast
ORDER BY state

The query below will produce a result showing all customers from three members
of the customer master, along with a literal identifying their source member.
Customers will appear in customer number order.

UNION and UNION ALL Clauses
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SELECT cusno,cname,amtdu,”Chicago”
FROM custmast(chicago)
UNION ALL
SELECT cusno,cname,amtdu,”New York”
FROM custmast(newyork)
UNION ALL
SELECT cusno,cname,amtdu,”Los Angeles”
FROM custmast(losang)
ORDER BY cusno
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ORDER BY Clause
The final clause in the query allows you to specify the order of the records when
they are presented.
Unless an ORDER BY clause is used by the query, records in the view will be
returned in system defined sequence - an order chosen by the system which yields
maximum performance for the query. System defined order may change from one
execution of the query to the next.
Several fields can be supplied on the ORDER BY clause, as long as the total length
represented by the fields does not exceed 256 positions (bytes). The specification
for each field can indicate whether it is to be sequenced in ascending (ASC) or
descending (DESC) order. If the ordering is not specified, ascending order is
assumed. Numeric values can be treated as unsigned numbers by using the ABS
ordering keyword after the field name. Multiple ordering specifications must be
separated with a comma. Each field in the ordering specification must be
identified by its name or its index in the SELECT clause.
Examples:
ORDER
ORDER
ORDER
ORDER
ORDER

BY
BY
BY
BY
BY

cname
amtdu DESC
cusno,ordno,line#
flux ABS DESC,descp
5 DESC ABS,descp

The query can be ordered according to field and/or expression values, but only
field specifications may appear in the ordering clause. If the query statement
includes UNION phrases, the ORDER BY must identify field names found in the
last SELECT clause.
This means that if an ordering based upon an expression is desired, the expression
must be defined in the SELECT clause and given a name using the NAME
attribute. The derived field can then be used for ordering by indicating its name in
the ORDER BY clause.
SELECT cname,cphon,cstte,amtdu
FROM custmast
WHERE amtdu > crlim
ORDER BY cstte,amtdu DESC

The query shows customers over their credit limit in state order with customers
having the largest balances first. The states will be listed in ascending alphabetic
order, the customers within each state will be listed in descending order according
to amount due.

ORDER BY Clause
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Unique Key
The ORDER BY clause can work in conjunction with the UNIQUEKEY parameter
on SEQUEL commands. The UNIQUEKEY parameter tells the query processor to
return only the first record in the series if more than one record has the same
ordering criteria. Either some or all of the fields specified in the ORDER BY
clause can be used to establish the comparison criteria. For instance,
SELECT * FROM custmast ORDER BY cstte,czipc

will normally choose all records in the customer master and return them
alphabetically by state, and in increasing zip code order.
However if UNIQUEKEY(1) is used when the view is created or executed, only
one record for each state present will be returned. That record will be the one with
the lowest zip code since the ORDER BY places the records in that order.
If, on the other hand, UNIQUEKEY(*ALL) or UNIQUEKEY(2) is specified (they
are equivalent in this case) when the query is created or executed, both fields in the
ORDER BY will be used to determine uniqueness. The result is that one record
will be retrieved for each state-zip code combination.
UNIQUEKEY is useful when you want to choose the first or last record in a series.
The order file may have several orders for a given customer, but suppose we are
interested in finding only the most recent one? By typing the command:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT cusno,cname,ordno,
coocc*1000000+cooyr*10000+coomn*100+coody
Len(8,0) Name(date)
FROM custmast,ordhead JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
ORDER BY cusno,date desc') UNIQUEKEY(1)

we place the records in descending date order and pick only the first one (the most
recent) for each customer. You can access the oldest order for each customer
simply by placing the records in ascending date order, removing DESC from the
end of the ORDER BY clause.
The UNIQUEKEY parameter value, like several other command parameters can be
specified in the Design View (DSNVIEW) interface through the File:Display…,
File:Print…, and File:Outfile… displays. Refer to Chapter 2 for details about view
definition functions.

Ordering Performance
Use of the ORDER BY clause will cause the query processor to use an access path
to present the data to the user. If an existing access path can be used, the query
processor will make use of it. Otherwise, a new one must be created. If a
calculated field is used in the ordering, it may be necessary to create a temporary
result first, then create the access path over it. Sometimes, the benefit achieved by
ordering the data is outweighed by the time it takes to create an access path. In
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these cases it may make sense to dispense with the ORDER BY clause entirely,
accepting whatever order the system chooses to present the data instead.

Working With Date and Time Values
One of the most useful aspects of Structured Query Language (SQL) is its ability
to work with date and time information. SEQUEL incorporates all the standard
SQL date and time capabilities. As a result, it is easy for you to create SEQUEL
requests that:
compare date values within your database without regard to their format
(MDY, YMD, etc.) or structure (number and type of fields)
use addition or subtraction to change a date by some number of days,
months, and/or years - automatically adjusting for end of month and year
find the difference between two date values
order database records according to a date value without regard to its
format (MDY, YMD, etc.) or structure (number and type of fields)
present date and time values in a format that matches your personal or
cultural preference. (i.e. YMD, MDY, etc.)
Using these capabilities requires that you understand a few principles of date and
time information and how SEQUEL works with it. This section should provide
you with all the information you need to get the most out of the date/time values in
your database.

Understanding data types
Date and time values are “special” kinds of information. Although we frequently
refer to them in numeric form (09/18/1959 or 12:00) they obey special rules that do
not constrain “true” numbers. For instance, date values must obey rules like:
Month values must be integers between one and twelve
Day values must be integers greater than zero and less than 28, 30, or 31
(depending on the month value)
February 29 is sometimes (but not usually) allowed
Whenever addition or subtraction involving a day (or month) value results
in a “carry” operation, the month (or year) value is adjusted up or down
accordingly

Working With Date and Time Values
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Time values must obey special rules like:
Minute and second values must be integers ranging from 0 to 59
Hour values can range from 0 to 24
Times between midnight and noon have an AM designation, those after
noon and before midnight receive PM designation
The instant known as midnight can be expressed as either 00:00 AM
(00:00:00) or 12:00 AM (24:00:00)
Whenever addition or subtraction involving a second (or minute) value
results in a “carry” operation, the minute (or hour) value is adjusted up or
down accordingly
In order for the computer to enforce these rules, it must “know” which fields
represent dates, which fields represent times, and which fields contain other types
of information. The nature of the information stored into a field is referred to as
the data type of the field. The AS/400 computer supports only five different data
types, each with its own rules:
Character string (or alphanumeric) fields can contain any values that
can be entered into the computer. String information can be combined
(concatenated) or separated (substring) to form new alphanumeric fields.
Numeric fields can only contain numbers. Several classes (or sub-types)
of numeric values are supported by the AS/400. They are:
Packed and Zoned decimal
Binary integer (small and large)
Floating point (single and double precision)
These forms differ mainly in the range of values they can represent. Small
binary integers for instance can only hold integer values between -32768
and 32767. Packed and zoned decimal values can be up to 31 digits in
length. Floating point fields can represent very large and very small
numbers through the use of mantissa and exponent (n.nnnE+mmm)
notation.
Numeric values can be combined with other numeric values (even though
they may have different forms) into expressions that involve mathematical
operators and functions.
Date fields can only contain valid date values. They must be values
between January 1, 0001 and December 31, 9999
Time fields can only contain valid time values. They must be values
between 00:00:00 and 24:00:00
Timestamp fields contain both a date and time component in addition to a
microsecond (0.000001 second) portion.
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In order to use SEQUEL successfully it is important to realize two facts about your
database. First, that each field has a specific data type that determines rules that
will be enforced and values it can hold. Second, that the type of data implies
which operations are (and are not) allowed for the field.
Generally speaking, data values of different types cannot be combined in an
expression unless they are first converted to the same data type.
For instance, a string value such as “AS/” cannot be combined with the number
400 unless the number is first converted into a string through the use of the
DIGITS function. Thus,
“AS/” CAT 400
“AS/” CAT DIGITS(400)

is wrong, but
is allowed

because the DIGITS function creates a string result from a numeric expression.

Date, time, and timestamp formats
SEQUEL lets you access date and time values in a variety of different formats.
The format can be chosen by each SEQUEL user for each request, although most
users will usually prefer the same form for all requests. Eight different date
formats are available. Each is known by its identifying type, shown below:
Type
*MDY
*YMD
*DMY
*JUL
*USA
*EUR
*ISO,*JIS
*JL1

Form
mm/dd/yy
yy/mm/dd
dd/mm/yy
yy/ddd
mm/dd/yyyy
dd.mm.yyyy
yyyy-mm-dd
yyyyddd

Example
12/31/97
97/12/31
31/12/97
97/366
12/31/1997
31.12.1997
1997-12-31
1997366

Likewise, three different time formats can be used. They are:
Type
*USA
*HMS,*JIS
*ISO,*EUR

Form
hh:mm xx (xx is AM/PM)
hh:mm:ss
hh.mm.ss

Example
02:15 PM
14:15:27
14.15.27

All timestamp information is presented in a single 26 character format like
yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.dddddd (ex. 1997-12-31-14.15.27.345302)
The format that SEQUEL will use when interpreting date and time literals (in the
SELECT, WHERE, and HAVING clauses) and when date and time values are
presented (through the DISPLAY, PRINT, and REPORT commands) depends on
the “preferred” date/time style that is used when your request is run. The preferred
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style that you want to use is specified with the DTSTYLE keyword of the various
commands. It allows you to specify four separate elements that control formatting.
All four elements must always be specified. They occur in this order:
the date format that will be used when interpreting date literals and
presenting date values. It must be one of the values listed above.
the date separator character, such as a slash (/), dash (-), or period (.), that
should appear between elements of the date field. (Valid only if date
format is *MDY, *YMD, *DMY, or *JUL)
the time format that will be used when interpreting time literals and
presenting time values.
the time separator character (such as colon (:), or period (.) ) that should
appear between elements of the time field. (Valid only if time format is
*HMS)
Date and time formats are independent. You can, for instance, choose to have
dates represented in *USA form and time values represented in *EUR form by
coding the parameter as DTSTYLE(*USA *N *EUR *N). (*N is an OS/400
command notation causing the default value of a parameter to be used). Likewise,
acquiring dates in yy-mm-dd format and time values as hh.mm.ss can be
accomplished by using DTSTYLE(*YMD '-' *HMS '.').
When a SEQUEL view is created, the four DTSTYLE elements (date
format/separator, time format/separator) used on the Create View (CRTVIEW)
command are stored in the view so that they may be used when the view is run. If
the view was created through the User Friendly Interface using the Design View
(DSNVIEW) command, the values for DTSTYLE will be retrieved from the user’s
defaults.
When the view is run, these values can be used or different values can be supplied,
depending on your preference. If the view is run from inside DSNVIEW, the
DTSTYLE saved with the view will be used. If the view is run from outside
DSNVIEW, the command running the request will control the four date style
elements from the DTSTYLE parameter. The PRINT, BCHPRINT, DISPLAY,
REPORT, BCHREPORT, RUNSCRIPT and BCHSCRIPT default to *JOB so
dates will be presented in the same format as your job date.
In addition to the reserved values mentioned above, several special values are
allowed in the DTSTYLE parameter. Specifically,
*JOB can be specified for the format and/or separator values. This causes
the preferred format for your job to be used when interpreting literals and
presenting data from the record. Each time you sign on to the AS/400, the
system values QDATFMT, QDATSEP, and QTIMSEP are used to
establish the initial settings for your job. Once established, they can be
changed by specifying new values on the DATFMT, DATSEP, and
TIMSEP parameters of the Change Job (CHGJOB) command. If *JOB is
specified for any of the DTSTYLE elements on a SEQUEL request, your
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current job’s values will be used for the corresponding element (date
format/separator, time format/separator).
*FIELD can be specified for the format and/or separator values. This

causes the preferred format of each field’s definition to be used when
presenting data from the record. The values specified on the DDS
keywords DATFMT and DATSEP determine each field’s preferred
format. If DTSTYLE(*FIELD) is specified, character strings used in
date/time expressions must conform to one of the international formats
(*USA, *ISO, *EUR, *JIS, *JL1) or to the default format for your job.
*NONE can be specified for the separator values if the date or time format
is *MDY, *YMD, *DMY, *JUL, or *HMS. Date and/or time literals used
within the query must not have any separators. Data values are presented
without any separators.

The default or “preferred” format of a field is specified when it is created. Sample
DDS that creates a file with every possible date and time format is shown below.
5738PW1 V2R1M1 920327
09/16/97 16:11:15
SOURCE FILE . . . . . . .
MEMBER . . . . . . . . .

SEU SOURCE LISTING
TEST/QDDSSRC
DATEFMTS

SEQNBR*...+... 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6
...+... 7 ...+..
100
R DATEFMTS
101
CHAR
10
200
DUSA
L
DATFMT(*USA)
300
DISO
L
DATFMT(*ISO)
400
DEUR
L
DATFMT(*EUR)
500
DJIS
L
DATFMT(*JIS)
600
DMDY
L
DATFMT(*MDY)
601
DDMY
L
DATFMT(*DMY)
700
DYMD
L
DATFMT(*YMD)
800
DJUL
L
DATFMT(*JUL)
900
DDFT
L
1000
TUSA
T
TIMFMT(*USA)
1100
TISO
T
TIMFMT(*ISO)
1200
TEUR
T
TIMFMT(*EUR)
1300
TJIS
T
TIMFMT(*JIS)
1400
THMS
T
TIMFMT(*HMS)
1800
TDFT
T
* * * * E N D O F S O U R C E * * * *

The source pictured above can be compiled into a file and records inserted into it.
The following SEQUEL command requests all columns and rows from the file,
with both date and time values presented in the preferred format defined in the
database.
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT * FROM datefmts')
DTSTYLE(*FIELD *N *FIELD *N)

The data could look like this:
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CHAR
Today
New year
Christmas
April Fool
Leap day

TUSA
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

DUSA
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

DISO
1997-01-21
0001-01-01
1997-12-25
1998-04-01
1997-02-29

TISO
15.01.12
00.00.00
16.19.39
16.20.14
16.20.39

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

TEUR
15.01.12
00.00.00
16.19.39
16.20.14
16.20.39

DEUR
21.01.1997
01.01.0001
25.12.1997
01.04.1998
29.02.1997

TJIS
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DJIS
1997-01-21
0001-01-01
1997-12-25
1998-04-01
1997-02-29

THMS
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DMDY
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

DDMY
21/01/97
01/01/01
25/12/97
01/04/98
29/02/97

DYMD
97/01/21
01/01/01
97/12/25
98/04/01
97/02/29

DJUL
97/021
01/001
97/360
98/091
97/060

DDFT
1997-01-21
0001-01-01
1997-12-25
1998-04-01
1997-02-29

TDFT
15.01.12
00.00.00
16.19.39
16.20.14
16.20.39

Each format is different because columns are shown in the format identified as the
field’s preferred form. Date/time columns without a specific format (DDFT,
TDFT) receive *ISO formatting. If the same request is run with DTSTYLE(*USA
*N *USA *N), each field will be shown in USA format like this:
CHAR
Today
New year
Christmas
April Fool
Leap day

DUSA
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

DDFT
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

TUSA
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

DISO
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

TISO
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

DEUR
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

TEUR
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

DJIS
01/21/1997
01/01/0001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

TJIS
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

DMDY
01/21/1997
01/01/2001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

THMS
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

TDFT
03:01
00:00
04:19
04:20
04:20

DDMY
01/21/1997
01/01/2001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

DYMD
01/21/1997
01/01/2001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

DJUL
01/21/1997
01/01/2001
12/25/1997
04/01/1998
02/29/1997

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM

Now, each field has the same format. Presenting the same request with
DTSTYLE(*JOB *JOB *JOB *JOB), each field will be shown using the running
job’s format. If the job’s date format is MDY, the output will like this:
CHAR
Today
New year
Christmas
April Fool
Leap day

TUSA
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DUSA
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

TISO
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DISO
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

TEUR
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DEUR
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

TJIS
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DJIS
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

THMS
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

DMDY
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

DDMY
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

DYMD
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

DJUL
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

DDFT
01/21/97
01/01/01
12/25/97
04/01/98
02/29/97

TDFT
15:01:12
00:00:00
16:19:39
16:20:14
16:20:39

Notice that values for the “New year” record are missing in the DUSA, DISO,
DEUR, DJIS and DDFT columns. The date values in the record reflect January 1,
0001 (see earlier examples). Date values having a year prior to 1940 or after 2039
cannot be represented in MDY, DMY, YMD, or JUL format and so they are
dropped from the display or report. Although they can hold any valid date value,
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columns with a preferred style of MDY, DMY, YMD, or JUL will not be able to
present dates outside this range unless the format is changed to one showing the
full four digit year value.
It is important to note that all valid dates can be stored in all date fields, regardless
of their preferred format. Furthermore, comparisons and expressions involving
date/time values are completely independent of the preferred form of the column.

Automatic conversion of character strings
Your SEQUEL requests will often need to include specific dates, times, or
timestamps in comparison or calculation expressions. If these values are entered
as character strings they will be automatically converted to the appropriate data
type needed for the expression.
Since date and time values can be shown in many different formats, it makes sense
that they can be entered into SEQUEL statements in many forms as well.
SEQUEL will automatically convert strings entered in a proper format into values
that have a date, time or timestamp data type. Date and time values used within a
SEQUEL request must appear as strings (surrounded by quotation marks) in either:
the “preferred” form (format and separator) specified on the DTSTYLE
keyword of the Create View (CRTVIEW) command, or
*USA, *ISO, *EUR, *JIS, or *JL1 form
Timestamp values must have with their full 26 character format. Styles may be
mixed within a SEQUEL request, as long as the above rule is not violated.
Consider this query request:
DISPLAY ('SELECT * FROM filename WHERE
datecol BETWEEN “12.01.1997” AND “12.31.97” OR
datecol=“04.01.1998”')
DTSTYLE(*MDY '.' *HMS *NONE)

Though it is an extreme example, the query will work correctly. If datecol is a
column with a date (or timestamp) data type, the query selects only records having
a datecol value in December 1997 or equal to April 1, 1998. Notice that each of
the date literals used in the query conform to one of the “international” standards
(*USA, *ISO, *EUR, *JIS or *JL1) or to the format specified by the DTSTYLE
elements. The first literal is presented in the *USA format, the second appears in
*MDY form with period separators, and the last literal is in the *EUR format.
As already discussed, the DTSTYLE elements control the output formatting for
date and time values as well. When the query above is run, date values will be
presented in month, day, year format separated by periods. December 1, 1998 will
appear as 12.01.98 for example. Time values will appear without any separators.
Six o’clock in the evening will appear as 180000.
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Duration
Working successfully with date/time data types involves an understanding of
another concept known as the duration. A duration is simply a number
representing an interval of time. It is important to understand that a duration
represents an interval of time, whereas an expression having a date/time/timestamp
data type represents an instant of time.
There are three types of durations. All are expressed with a numeric data type.
Any numeric value having the correct length and attributes can serve as a duration.
Date durations are packed numeric (8,0) values that represent a number of
years, months and days. They have a yyyymmdd form.
Time durations are (6,0) numeric values that reflect a number of hours,
minutes, and seconds using hhmmss form.
Timestamp durations use a (20,6) numeric value to represent a complete
interval to microsecond precision. The complete form is
yyyymmddhhmmss.mmmmmm.
Durations are useful in date/time arithmetic for incrementing and decrementing
date/time values by an interval. They are “created” in two ways.
A duration always results whenever two columns of like data type are subtracted.
For instance, the expressions
datecol1 - datecol2
CURRENT DATE - “11/30/1996”

both produce date durations. The resulting values are numeric integers with 8
digits that reflect the number of years, months, and days between the date values
indicated. If the CURRENT DATE value is May 1, 1998 the result of the second
expression would be the number 20,501 - 2 years, 5 months and 1 day.
Durations can also be specified by following a numeric value or expression with
one of the following duration suffix words:
YEARS/YEAR
MONTHS/MONTH
DAYS/DAY
HOURS/HOUR
MINUTES/MINUTE
SECONDS/SECOND
MICROSECONDS/MICROSECOND
This latter form is known as a labeled duration The following examples create
labeled durations that can be used in arithmetic expressions with date, time, or
timestamp values.
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3 MONTHS
(end-start) HOURS
daycnt DAYS
The first example creates a date duration of 3 months. It has a numeric value of
300 (leading zeros omitted) since both the year and day portion of the duration is
zero. Because it is a date duration, it can be added to (or subtracted from) a date or
timestamp value.
The second example subtracts two numbers and creates a time duration. This (6,0)
number can be combined in an expression with time or timestamp values in the
same way that date durations can work with date values.
The final example suffixes a numeric column (daycnt) with the reserved word
DAYS to create a date duration.

External date, time, and timestamp values
Several reserved fields can be accessed within your SEQUEL statement to acquire
information about the current operating environment. The external values can be
used in any part of a SEQUEL statement that date/time/timestamp column values
or literals can appear.

CURRENT DATE
CURRENT TIME
CURRENT TIMESTAMP
CURRENT TIMEZONE
These fields return the current AS/400 system values for date, time, and timezone.
The data type and length of the returned values match the data type implied by the
name; date, time, or timestamp. CURRENT TIMEZONE is returned as a packed
decimal (3,0) value.
When the query is run, the appropriate value is accessed from the current machine
information. The value is accessed only one time and will not change as the query
progresses. Each row retrieved by the query will have the same value for the
indicated field.

Date, time, and timestamp expressions
There are essentially three types of operations that can be performed with
date/time values: comparison, arithmetic, and special functions.
Comparisons are allowed between columns and/or conforming literals having a
common data type. All comparison operators that are valid for numeric data types
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are also valid for date data types: =, <, >, <>, <=, >=, BETWEEN, IN. Date/time
values cannot be used in a LIKE or CONTAINS predicate.
Creating a query that involves date, time or timestamp comparisons is very easy.
Fields can be compared just as any other database field (or expression) would be.
Correct results are returned without any extra work involved in rearranging the
date format, or compensating for end of month or end of year values. For instance,
SELECT cusno,cname,paydate,orderdate,ordno,orval
FROM custmast,ordhead JOIN cusno.1=cusno.2
WHERE orderdate>paydate

will show customer order information for all orders that have arrived since the
customer’s last payment.
The query below uses a labeled duration to select records from the customer
master file with a last payment date (PAYDATE) more than 3 months prior to
today’s date.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE paydate+3 MONTHS < CURRENT DATE

Remember that comparisons can only be made between compatible data types.
The first comparison below is allowed; it compares the order date against an
acceptable character date form.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE paydate < “1997-11-01”

The next example creates an error because numeric values are not compatible with
date, time, or timestamp data types.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE paydate < 19971101

Before the numeric value can be compared with a date value it must be converted
to a string having one of the acceptable forms, or to a value with a date data type.
This can be accomplished using the SEQUEL functions that are described
beginning on page 6-95.

Arithmetic operations
There are three arithmetic operations allowed when using date/time values:
subtraction, increment, and decrement.
Subtraction
Date - Date = Date duration
Time - Time = Time duration
Timestamp - Timestamp = Timestamp duration
Increment (allows either operand first)
Date + Date duration = Date
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Time + Time duration = Time
Timestamp + any duration = Timestamp
Decrement
Date - Date duration = Date
Time - Time duration = Time
Timestamp - any duration = Timestamp

Subtraction
Date/time subtraction is the simplest date operation, resulting in the duration (the
number of years, months and days) between to two operands. Subtracting an
earlier date from a later one always yields a positive duration; subtracting a later
date from an earlier one always yields a negative duration.
Sometimes, the result of a date subtraction can be confusing. The reason is that the
resulting duration looks like any other (8,0) decimal value, but it has a “special”
meaning because it represents elapsed time. The query and output below shows
the elapsed duration between the current system date and the invoice date stored in
a data table.
SELECT cname,paydate,CURRENT DATE,CURRENT DATE-paydate
FROM custmast

Name
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
Obell Group Sales
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
Reay Corp
Rider Corp.
Taehnrich Corp

PAYDATE
11/04/97
11/12/97
12/09/97
12/03/97
11/26/97
10/23/97
12/29/97
10/11/97

Current
Date
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98

Elapsed
Interval
408
400
303
309
316
420
214
501

The fourth column in the result expresses the number of years, months, and days
between the PAYDATE column and the CURRENT DATE value (March 12, 1998) in
yyyymmdd form. Thus, there are 4 months, 8 days between the first pair of dates
and 5 months and 1 day between the last. It should be obvious that, unless the
special meaning of the duration column is known, its content can be quite
mysterious!
You can go a long way towards eliminating this confusion through the use of a
user defined edit code. User defined edit codes can be especially useful for editing
special kinds of numeric information such as telephone numbers, social security
numbers, etc. If one has not already been created, you should create a permanent
edit code for durations using a command similar to this:
CRTEDTD EDTD(5) INTMASK('
NEGSTS('-')

&years&

&months&

&days')

+

(Place 4 blanks prior to the first ampersand, and two blanks between each
succeeding pair of ampersands)
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Depending on your system, edit code 5 may already be in use. Choose an unused
number between 5 and 9 for the duration code. Refer to the CL Programmer’s
Guide and Control Language Reference manuals for additional information about
user defined edit codes.
Once the edit code has been created, it can be used to edit the result of a date
subtraction and provide nicely formatted output. Compare the result of the
example above with the following statement and example results.
SELECT cname,paydate,CURRENT DATE,
CURRENT DATE-paydate EDTCDE(5)
FROM custmast

Name
Interval
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
Obell Group Sales
Lim-Equipment Co.
Lawrence Design
Reay Corp
Rider Corp.
Taehnrich Corp

PAYDATE

Current
Date

11/04/97
11/12/97
12/09/97
12/03/97
11/26/97
10/23/97
12/29/97
10/11/97

03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98
03/12/98

Elapsed
4
4
3
3
3
4
2
5

months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months

08
00
03
09
16
20
14
01

days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days

There is one other important caveat about the use of durations. Even though they
have a numeric data type, they must never be treated as “regular” numeric data.
Consider the implications of the following query:
SELECT cstte, SUM(CURRENT DATE-paydate), SUM(payam)
FROM custmast GROUP BY cstte

The SEQUEL user intends to accumulate the total payment amount and the total
last payment age for customers in each state. Although the request will return a
result (with no errors) the result will be wrong! The reason is that the
accumulation of durations (yyyymmdd) happens according to the rules of
arithmetic - not the rules of the calendar. Notice what can happen when duration
values are added together.
1 year, 1 month, 99 days
plus one more day
equals 1 year, 2 months and 0 days!

00010199
+ 00000001
00010200

Subtraction using DAYS function
The DAYS function helps you determine the number of days between two dates.
Instead of producing a duration (years, months, and days) like simple subtraction,
it gives you an easy way to find a more usable difference between two dates.
SELECT cusno,cname,DAYS(CURRENT DATE)-DAYS(
FROM custmast

paydate)

The example above finds the number of days since the last payment made by each
customer. The one below, converts a numeric date value in MDY format (the field
does not have a date data type) to a date field and subtracts it from the current date
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to find the difference. The result will contain only rows with an ODCDAT value
greater than 45 days old.
SELECT * FROM dspobjd
WHERE DAYS(CURRENT DATE)-DAYS(CVTDATE(odcdat,mdy))>45

Accumulating a total difference in dates can be done correctly using the DAYS
function. The next example uses the DAYS function to determine the number of
days between the current system date and the payment date. These values are
subtracted to determine the number of days between them.
SELECT cstte, SUM(DAYS(CURRENT DATE)-DAYS(paydate)),
SUM(payam)
FROM custmast GROUP BY cstte

Because the SUM function is accumulating only the total number of days between
the dates, the query will return the correct results.

Increment/Decrement
Date/time arithmetic also allows a date/time/timestamp value to be incremented or
decremented by a duration. The result is a value of the same data type that has
been changed by some interval. Adding or subtracting a number of months and a
date has the same effect as turning pages on a calendar. The day portion of the
result is unchanged unless doing so would cause an invalid date (such as
September 31) in which case it is adjusted to reflect the end of the month.
Each of the examples below uses a duration to increment or decrement a date
value. The resulting date value can be presented to the user or used in a
comparison with another date.
SELECT * FROM custmast
WHERE CURRENT DATE-30 days>paydate
SELECT * FROM ordhead
WHERE CVTDATE(cooyr,coomn,coody)+1 month<CURRENT DATE
SELECT *.1,oidate+30 years COLHDG(“Maturity” “date”)
FROM security

Increment or decrement expressions requiring complex durations with a number of
years, months and days can also be created. The next example demonstrates both
an increment and decrement in the same statement. The increment uses a complex
labeled duration of 2 months and 27 days. The decrement uses a calculated
duration obtained by subtracting two dates.
SELECT cname, paydate,
paydate + 2 MONTHS + 27 DAYS, COLHDG(“Forward”)
paydate - (CURRENT DATE-paydate), COLHDG(“Backward”)
FROM custmast
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Name
MNB Corp.
NBCO Corporation Inc.
Obell Group Sales
Que Company Inc.
Maple Leaf Cemetery
Sports Shop
Taehnrich Corp

PAYDATE
11/04/97
11/12/97
12/09/97
11/20/97
12/09/97
12/31/97
10/11/97

Forward
01/31/98
02/08/98
03/08/98
02/16/98
03/08/98
03/27/98
01/07/98

Backward
06/27/97
07/12/97
09/06/97
07/29/97
09/06/97
10/19/97
05/10/97

The “Forward” column shows the result of incrementing the payment date by 2
months and 27 days. The month part of the date is incremented first and the result
is then incremented by 27 days. Notice that the results might have been different if
the payment date had been incremented by 27 days + 2 months (which would have
returned 02/01/98 for the first record).
The “Backward” column shows the result of decrementing the payment date by the
duration between the system date (March 12, 1998) and the payment date. The
subtraction creates a decimal (8,0) value reflecting the number of years, months
and days between the payment date and the current date. This duration is then
subtracted from the payment date to create a date value prior to it.

Date, time, and timestamp functions
Several SEQUEL functions are provided to assist with conversion, extraction, and
presentation of date, time, and timestamp values.

Extract functions
Eleven functions are provided to recover just a portion of a date, time, or
timestamp expression. Input to the function can be a column name, a literal value,
or an expression. It must have a date, time, or timestamp data type, or it must be
an appropriate duration. An integer representing the requested portion of the value
is returned.
Date/Timestamp/Duration
YEAR(expression)
MONTH(expression)
DAY(expression)
DAYOFWEEK(expression)
DAYOFYEAR(expression)
QUARTER(expression)
WEEK(expression)

returns the year (4,0) part
returns the month (2,0) part
returns the day (2,0) part
returns numeric 1-7 with Sunday as 1
returns value 1-366 depending on date
returns value 1-4
returns value 1-53

Time/Timestamp/Duration
HOUR(expression)
MINUTE(expression)
SECOND(expression)

returns the hour (2,0) part
returns the minute (2,0) part
returns the second (2,0) part

Timestamp/Duration
MICROSECOND(expression)
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returns the microsecond (6,0) part

The query below extracts the month part of the last payment date and uses it in a
grouping request. All customer records having a last payment date in a given
month will be grouped together. The total payment amount for each group will be
returned by the query.
SELECT MONTH(paydate) NAME(paymonth),SUM(payam)
FROM custmast
GROUP BY paymonth

A similar query can be used to show a historical payment trend by grouping
records according to the number of months since their last payment date:
SELECT MONTH(CURRENT DATE-paydate) NAME(paymonth),SUM(payam)
FROM custmast
WHERE YEAR(CURRENT DATE-paydate)=0
GROUP BY paymonth

The (CURRENT DATE-paydate) expression creates a duration reflecting the
number of years, months and days between the system date and the last payment
date in the customer record. The query selects only records that reflect a payment
within the last year, then groups the records according to the number of months
since the last payment date. Output might look like this:
Payment
Age
(months)
0
1
2
3

Value
of payments
38,504.67
367,915.25
152,096.16
129,218.86

Creating and representing date/time/timestamp
Other functions can be used to create date, time, and timestamp columns, control
their representation, and to determine the number of days since the beginning of
the calendar.
DATE(expression)

returns a date value from string, numeric value or timestamp.
TIME(expression)

returns a time value from a string or timestamp expression
TIMESTAMP(expression,expression)

returns a timestamp given a timestamp string, or a date and time string.
The second operand of the TIMESTAMP function specifies the time value
to be placed in the resulting timestamp. If the second operand is not
specified, the first operand must be a 26 position character string that
specifies the entire timestamp.
Expression results can be character strings as long as they are in a recognizable
format with an appropriate separator. That is, they must conform to either USA,
ISO, JIS, EUR or JL1 form, or have the preferred date/time format and separator
indicated by the DTSTYLE parameter on the request.
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You can use the CHAR function to convert date, time and timestamp values to a
fixed length character string having a specific format. This function effectively
overrides the format specified on the DTSTYLE keyword.
CHAR(expr[,type])

The type must be one of the recognized date/time types. If it is not specified, JOB
is assumed. If the expression returns a date, the type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS,
MDY, YMD, DMY, JUL, JL1, or JOB. If the expression returns a time, the type
must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS, HMS, or JOB. If the expression returns a
timestamp, the type must be SAA, TS1, or JOB.
We can get the exact output shown on page 6-86 that was created by supplying
*FIELD for the DTSTYLE elements, by specifying various formats in the CHAR
function.
SELECT CHAR(dusa,USA), CHAR(diso,ISO), CHAR(deur,EUR),
CHAR(djis,JIS), CHAR(dmdy,MDY), CHAR(ddmy,DMY),
CHAR(djul,JUL), CHAR(tusa,USA), CHAR(tiso,ISO),
CHAR(teur,EUR), CHAR(tjis,JIS), CHAR(thms,HMS),
CHAR(tdft,ISO)
FROM datefmts

Regardless of the DTSTYLE elements supplied with the SEQUEL request, the
output from the query statement above will appear as shown in the first example on
page 6-86.
A date expression can be converted into an integer that represents its offset from
the beginning of the system calendar. The DAYS function can be especially useful
for returning the number of days between two dates or timestamp values.
DAYS(expression)

The expression must be a date or timestamp value, or a string representation of a
date. The result is the number of days since January 1, 0001. The SEQUEL
request below returns the number of days between the current date and the last
payment date in the customer record.
SELECT cusno,cname,paydate,DAYS(CURRENT DATE)-DAYS(paydate)
FROM custmast

The expression cannot be phrased as DAYS(CURRENT DATE-paydate) because
the DAYS function does not accept a duration as an argument.

Converting non-Date representations
Until recently, the AS/400 computer did not support date, time, or timestamp data
types. As a result, date and time values within your database are probably stored in
some alternative form - having either a character string or numeric data type and a
month, day, year or a year, month, day representation.
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If you know how dates are stored within your database files, you can convert them
into date type data within your view. Once you do, you can gain the advantages of
date data types, performing comparisons and date arithmetic on them.
SEQUEL includes a date conversion function that makes it easy to convert the
dates in your database into AS/400 date type values. The CVTDATE function will
convert any of 10 different types of date formats into a date data type value. The
table below lists the date formats that can be converted using the CVTDATE
function.
Type
MDY
MDY1
DMY
DMY1
YMD
YMD1
CYMD
JUL
JUL1
CJUL
separate fields

Date Form
mmddyy
mmddyyyy
ddmmyy
ddmmyyyy
yymmdd
yyyymmdd
cyymmdd
yyddd
yyyydddd
cyyddd
yy,mm,dd (numeric only)
cc,yy,mm,dd
yyyy,mm,dd

Example
123198
12311998
311298
31121998
981231
19981231
0981231
98365
1998365
098365
98,12,31
19,98,12,31
1998,12,31

The CVTDATE function will accept almost any valid numeric or character date
provided that its length and format matches the one of the types shown above.
Like other SEQUEL functions, CVTDATE can be specified in the SELECT,
WHERE, or HAVING clause. You indicate the field (or expression) containing
the date value and one of the types listed above, and SEQUEL will convert it to an
AS/400 date value. For instance,
CVTDATE(orddate,MDY)

will convert the field ORDDATE (order date) from its current month, day, year
form to an AS/400 date value. Any AS/400 date operation or function will work
successfully on the converted value.
Date types CYMD and CJUL use a century digit preceding the year value. The
century digit must have a zero value for years between 1900 and 1999. It must
have a one value for years between 2000 and 2999.
Date types without a century representation (MDY, DMY, YMD, JUL) are
converted in such a way that year values between 40 and 99 will fall between 1940
and 1999, and year values between 00 and 39 will be converted to years 2000 to
2039.
If your dates are stored in separate fields, you can still use CVTDATE to convert
them. CVTDATE can convert dates stored as three or four fields to a value with a
date data type. You supply the field names containing the year, month, and day
values and CVTDATE will create the date value from them. The expressions must
be specified in year, month, and day order. A century value (18, 19, 20, etc.) may
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optionally precede the year specification. An example of this type of conversion
may look like this:
CVTDATE(payyr,paymn,paydy)

When the year field is a two digit field, CVDATE will only accept a numeric field
for the year. To work around this restriction, simply cast the field as a number:
CVTDATE(ZONED(yy,2,0),mm,dd)

Examples
The output file from the Display Object Description (DSPOBJD) command
includes a “last used” field that records the date that an object was last accessed.
The field is a 6 position character value in mmddyy form. Suppose that we want to
find all objects in the QGPL library that have not been used in the last 2 months.
CVTDATE makes it easy.
Begin by creating an output file to contain the QGPL information. Use the
command:
DSPOBJD OBJ(QGPL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) +
DETAIL(*SERVICE) OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) OUTFILE(QTEMP/OBJD)

Now you can use SEQUEL to show objects that haven’t been used for two months
(or any other length of time for that matter). Request the results at your display by
using the following DISPLAY command:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT * FROM qtemp/objd
WHERE CVTDATE(odudat,MDY) <
CURRENT DATE - 2 MONTHS')

You probably received several CPD4019 messages at the bottom of your display
indicating that records were omitted because they didn’t have valid dates in them.
If you do a simple view of the records, you will find that the usage date field is
sometimes blank (or even zero!) Because SEQUEL is expression oriented, it is
easy to change the statement above to transform invalid date values into valid ones.
The GREATEST function can be used to replace the blank (or zero) values with a
valid date value. Try this:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT * FROM qtemp/objd
WHERE CVTDATE(GREATEST(“010140”,odudat),MDY) <
CURRENT DATE - 2 MONTHS')

By adding the expression GREATEST(“010140”,udate) to the statement, we
replace blank values (or zeros) with the lowest mmddyy date that can be
represented, namely 01/01/1940. Any records with a blank or zero UDATE value
will be shown on your display since the invalid date is first translated to
01/01/1940 before being compared with the cutoff date 2 months ago.
Now order the list of objects in the OBJD file in creation date order. If you choose
descending date order, the most recently created objects will be listed first.
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Normally this would be a difficult task since the creation date field (ODCDAT) is
in mmddyy form. Ordering by ODCDAT will essentially disregard the year since
the month part of the date is at the left. Objects created in December will be listed
before those created in November regardless of the year they were created.
If the date is converted to an AS/400 date value, ordering can take place properly.
Try the following statement:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT CVTDATE(odcdat,mdy) name(CRTDATE),*.1
FROM qtemp/objd
ORDER BY crtdate DESC

Other useful queries can be created from the object description data that you have
created. Try the ones listed below and invent your own to become more familiar
with SEQUEL’s date capabilities.
List the objects with differing source and object creation dates:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT odsrcd,odcdat,odobnm,odobtp,odobat
FROM qtemp/objd
WHERE odsrcd>“ “ AND
CVTDATE(odcdat,mdy) <> CVTDATE(odsrcd,ymd)

List the objects that weren’t included in the last save:
DISPLAY SQL('SELECT odsdat,odscmd,odobnm,odobtp,odobat
FROM qtemp/objd
WHERE CVTDATE(odsdat,mdy) <
(SELECT MAX(CVTDATE(odsdat,mdy))
FROM qtemp/objd)

To calculate the number of days between today’s date and the invoice date:
DISPLAY SQL(‘SELECT DAYS(CURRENT DATE)DAYS(CVTDATE(invdte,ymd1) NAME(AGE) LEN(5,0)
FROM sequelex/invmast’)

Converting non-Time representations
SEQUEL includes a time conversion function that makes it easy to convert the
times in your database into AS/400 time values. The CVTTIME function converts
a single 6-digit or three 2-digit values into a time. Values may be supplied in
either numeric or character form.
CVTTIME(hh,mm,ss)
CVTTIME(hhmmss)

Like other SEQUEL functions, CVTTIME can be specified in the SELECT,
WHERE, or HAVING clauses.
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Appendix A — SEQUEL Functions
This appendix describes the functions that you can use in your SEQUEL
statements. Some functions are further described, along with examples, in part 6
of the SEQUEL User's Guide. Refer to the index for specific references for each
function.

Non-Grouping Functions
Non-grouping functions can be used wherever expressions are allowed within the
SEQUEL statement. They can operate on field and literal (constant) values, as
well as expression results, within a result row.
Generally speaking, each function allows one or more fields, literals, and
expressions as input. The result is a single value that will appear in the result table
produced by the query statement.

Alphanumeric Functions
Most SEQUEL functions are specific to numeric or character or date/time
arguments, but CASE, GREATEST, LEAST, LENGTH, VALUE and WDATA
will work for either type. Data types cannot be mixed within a single function
reference however.

CASE
WHEN search-condition THEN expression
WHEN search-condition THEN expression
.
.
ELSE expression
END…

Conditional results are created with a CASE expression. A CASE expression can
occur anywhere that another expression can be used — in the SELECT, WHERE,
or HAVING clauses. A CASE expression can be used to define a new column, to
perform a test against another expression result, or even to be used as a further
component of another expression.

GREATEST(expression,expression,expression)

Finds the greatest value within the list. All arguments must have the same data
type: character, numeric, date, time, or timestamp. The result is null if any of the
list values are null.
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LEAST(expression,expression,expression...)

Finds the lowest value within the list. All arguments must have the same data
type: character, numeric, date, time, or timestamp. The result is null if any of the
list values are null.

LENGTH(expression)

Obtain the length of the expression provided as an argument. The result is a large
(4 byte) integer. The result is null only if the argument is null. The value of the
result depends on the data type of the expression. Fixed length strings return the
length of the string (including length). Varying length strings return the actual
length of the string, not the maximum length. Other data types return results as
follows:
Data type
LENGTH result
Small Integer 2
Large Integer 2
Single precision floating point 4
Double precision floating point 8
Zoned decimal numbers (n,m) n
Packed decimal numbers (n,m) INT(n+1)/2
Date 4
Time 3
Timestamp
10

VALUE(expression,expression,expression...)

Returns the first (leftmost) non-null value within the list. All arguments must have
the same data type: character, numeric, date, time, or timestamp. If all list
elements are null, the null value is returned.

WDATA(expression)

The Work Data (WDATA) function allows you to create a “hidden” result that will
not appear in the query output, but can be referenced by subsequent expressions or
clauses within the query. Both the NAME() and LEN() attribute can be applied to
the result. In order to create a non-output field, the WDATA function must be the
outermost function in the expression.
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Numeric Functions
Numeric functions will work on any numeric value. Packed and zoned decimal,
binary integers, and floating point values are allowed as arguments to each numeric
function. The result is a number with the format indicated by the description
below. The result is null capable only if any of the argument expressions are null
capable.

ABS(expression)

Absolute value. Extracts the magnitude of the field. Returns the amount in the
field expressed as a positive number. The returned value has the same format and
length as the input argument, except that a large integer (4 bytes) is returned when
the argument is a small integer (2 bytes). The result can be null only if the
argument is null.

ACCUM(expression[,charexp])
The ACCUM function accumulates values across retrieved rows. It is especially
useful to create a running total or count within record groupings. ACCUM has one
required argument and one optional argument. The first one is the numeric
expression to be accumulated. The second denotes the character field to be used
for the field grouping.

AVG(expression,expression,expression...)

Average. Averages two or more numeric expressions and returns the result. This
function is equivalent to adding the expressions together and dividing by the
number of expressions. The result is null if any of the arguments are null.

CEIL(expression [,digits])

Rounds the expression result upwards (away from zero) to the number of decimal
digits specified. Values above zero in the place below the indicated precision are
rounded up (e.g. CEIL(1.09) = 2). Zero digits (an integer result) are assumed if
a second operand is not provided. A negative value for the digits operand causes
rounding to occur to the left of the decimal point.

CHAR(expression [,decimal-character])
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Returns a character representation of the numeric expression value. If the value
includes decimal digits, the indicated decimal point character will appear in the
result. If a decimal point character is not provided, the decimal point character for
the job creating the view will be used. The result is left aligned and zero
suppressed.
The CHAR function can also be used to convert a date, time, or timestamp
expression to a character string. (see page A-15)

DIGITS(expression)

Convert numeric to character. Accepts a binary, decimal, or zoned number and
returns all digits in the number as a character string. The length of the result string
equals the maximum number of digits in the numeric field. The result is null only
if the argument is null.

DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len
default 15,0
ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len
default 15,0
INTEGER(expr[,len])
len = 2 or 4
default 4 bytes
FLOAT(expr[,len])
len = SINGLE or DOUBLE
default DOUBLE
SMALLINT(expr)
len = 8
default 8 bytes
BIGINT(expr)
len = 18
default 18 bytes

Numeric results can be "cast" into a specific type of representation with these
SEQUEL functions. This can be especially valuable when fields created by the
EXECUTE command must have a specific data type or internal coding.
Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the
specified length (and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the
expression truncates (does not round) the non-integer portion of the value. The
difference between DECIMAL and ZONED format lies in their internal coding; no
external difference is apparent to the user.
The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above
will be used if specific values are not provided. The result is null only if the
expression has the null value.

EDIT(dec,len,int,charexp)
EDIT creates a character result while maintaining the specified edit code or edit
word. The EDIT function accepts a single numeric field, length and decimal
position of the numeric field, and the desired editing specified with an edit code or
edit word and returns a character result.
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EXP(expression)

Exponentiation. The irrational value e (2.71828..) raised to the power indicated by
the expression value. The result is a double precision floating point value. The
null value is returned only if the argument is null.

EXP10(expression)

Base 10 exponentiation. 10 raised to the power indicated by the expression. The
result is a double precision floating point value. The null value is returned only if
the argument is null.

FLOOR(expression [,digits])

Rounds the expression result downwards (towards zero) to the number of decimal
digits specified. Non-zero values in the place below the indicated precision are
rounded down (e.g. FLOOR(1.99) = 1). Zero digits (an integer result) are
assumed if a second operand is not provided. A negative value for the digits
operand causes rounding to occur to the left of the decimal point.

LN(expression)

Natural logarithm of the expression value. The result is a double precision floating
point value. The null value is returned only if the argument is null.

LOG(expression)

Base 10 logarithm of the expression value. The result is a double precision
floating point value. The null value is returned only if the argument is null.

PCTCHG(exp,exp)
PCTCHG computes the percentage of change between two numbers. The
PCTCHG has two arguments. Each must be a numeric expression. The first
argument is the denominator value. This function streamlines calculating percent
of change and is the equivalent of (X-Y)/Y*100.

RAND(seed-value)
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Returns a random number between 0 and 1. The same sequence of random
numbers for a given seed value is returned each time RAND() is used. To achieve
the most random sequence of numbers, issue:
RAND(microsecond(current Timestamp))

RAND requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

ROUND(expression [,digits])

Rounds the expression result to the number of decimal digits specified. Values less
than 5 in the place below the indicated precision are rounded down, values 5 and
above are rounded up. Zero digits (an integer result) are assumed if a second
operand is not provided. A negative value for the digits operand causes rounding to
occur to the left of the decimal point.

SIGN(expression)

Sign of the numeric expression. Returns a 1,0 packed decimal field with a value of
–1 if the expression result is negative, 0 if it is zero, and +1 if it is positive. The
result is null if the expression evaluates to null.

SQRT(expression)

Square root. Returns the square root of the expression as a double precision,
floating point value. The null value is returned only if the argument is null.

SUM(expression,expression,expression...)

Summation. Accumulates two or more numeric expressions supplied as
parameters and returns the result. The equivalent of using the addition operator (+)
between all of the expressions. The result is null if any of the arguments are null.

UNPACK(charexp[, len[, dec]])
The UNPACK function converts a packed or binary value inside a string to a
numeric value. This function is especially useful when data is stored in a program
described file and the numeric data is stored in a character field in packed decimal
format or in binary integer form. The UNPACK function makes it possible to
extract the numeric values from their stored form.
The UNPACK function as two forms. Pass three arguments (character data,
length, decimal) to indicate that a packed decimal value needs to be extracted.
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Pass one argument (character data) to indicate that binary integer data needs to be
extracted. UNPACK will extract either a two byte or four byte value, depending
on the length of the argument.

Character Functions
Character functions will work on both fixed length and varying length character
values. The result is null capable only if any of the argument expressions are null
capable.

CAT(expression,expression,expression...)
BCAT(expression,expression,expression...)
TCAT(expression,expression,expression...)

Concatenate the values of the expressions supplied as arguments. The CCSID of
the result is based on the CCSID values of the argument expressions. The result is
null only if the argument is null.
The CAT function is equivalent to the concatenation operator (CAT or ||) and
combines the results of the alphanumeric expressions without removing leading or
trailing blanks. The result of the function is a fixed length field with a length equal
to the sum of the lengths of the expressions involved.
The TCAT and BCAT functions trim the trailing blanks from the first expression,
leading blanks from the last expression, and both leading and trailing blanks from
all intervening expressions prior to concatenating them. If BCAT is specified, a
single blank is inserted between all expressions prior to concatenation. The result
of the function is a varying length field with a maximum length equal to the sum of
the lengths of the expressions involved.

CENTER(charexp, len)
In most applications, character data is left justified. In some instances, you may
prefer the data to be centered based on the length of the field. The CENTER
function accepts a field name and the length of the resulting field. Leading blanks
will be added to force the value to be centered.

CHAR2NUM(expression, length)

The CHAR2NUM function will right adjust a left justified string by adding the
appropriate number of leading zeros. This function is useful when numeric values
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are stored in a character field and the data has leading and/or trailing blanks. It is
generally inside of the DECIMAL function.
The CHAR2NUM function has two required arguments. The expression indicates
the character field or string to be converted. The length represents the character
length of the result field.

INDEX(expression, search-string)

Characters in the expression are checked against the literal value specified as a
search string. The result is the position of the leftmost character in the expression
that can be found in the search string.

HEX(expression)

Obtain the hexidecimal representation of a string value. The result is a fixed
length string if the argument is fixed length. Otherwise the result is a varying
length string. The CCSID of the result is the default CCSID for the job. The result
is null only if the argument is null.

LTRIM(expression[,character])
RTRIM(expression[,character])
TRIM(expression[,character])

Each of the functions removes the specified character from the column created by
expression, working from the left, right, and both ends of the string respectively. If
a character is not supplied, a blank is assumed and the leading and/or trailing
blanks will be removed from the expression.
The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length
as the length of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as
the CCSID for the expression argument. The result is null only if the expression
argument is null.

PROPER(expression)
In some applications, character data may be stored in all uppercase. In some
instances, you may prefer the field to be presented in proper case where the first
letter is capitalized followed by lowercase letters.
The PROPER function accepts a single field name that must be placed in
parentheses following the function. The PROPER function performs a case
conversion on the first letter of each word to upper case letters (A-Z).
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SPLIT(search-expression, find expression, int)

The SPLIT function separates a character value based on the location of the first
position of a string. If no part of the character string can be found, the original
character value is returned.
The SPLIT function has three arguments. The first one is the expression to be
searched, the second is the find expression, and the third is optional to denote
which occurrence of the find expression the separation should begin.

STRIP(expression[,type[,character]])

Performs the same operation as LTRIM, RTRIM, and TRIM.
The type is optional but must be specified if a character is supplied. If specified,
the type value indicates the method of character removal and must specify L,
LEADING, T, TRAILING, B, or BOTH. As with the trim functions, if the final
operand (the trim character) is omitted, a blank is assumed and the leading and/or
trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.
The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length
as the length of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as
the CCSID for the expression argument. The result is null only if the expression
argument is null.

STRIPX(expression, character)

The STRIPX function provides the capability to remove repetitive occurrences of a
given character from anywhere in the field.
Both arguments of the expression are required. The expression is the character
field or string and the character indicates character to be omitted.

LAND(expression,expression,expression...)

Perform a bitwise `AND' operation upon two or more character strings. Each bit in
the result will be "on" if all of the corresponding bits in each of the operand
expressions is also "on". If not the same length, the shorter expressions are padded
with blanks on the right until they match the length of the longest expression. The
result will be the length of the longest expression.
The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the
result is a varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is
null only if the argument is null.
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LNOT(expression,expression,expression...)

Perform a bitwise `NOT' operation upon two or more character strings. If not the
same length, the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they
match the length of the longest expression. The result is the length of the longest
expression.
The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the
result is a varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is
null only if the argument is null.

LOR(expression,expression,expression...)

Perform a bitwise `OR' operation upon two or more character strings. Each bit in
the result will be "on" if any of the corresponding bits in each of the operand
expressions is "on". If not the same length, the shorter expressions are padded
with blanks on the right until they match the length of the longest expression. The
result is the length of the longest expression.
The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the
result is a varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is
null only if the argument is null.

LXOR(expression,expression,expression...)

Perform a bitwise `XOR' operation upon two or more character strings. If not the
same length, the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they
match the length of the longest expression. The result is the length of the longest
expression.
The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the
result is a varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is
null only if the argument is null.

POSSTR(source-expression, search-expression)

Search the source expressions and return the starting position of the leftmost
character of the search expression if it can be found. If it cannot be found, return
zero. The result is an integer. The result will be null if either expression is null.

SOUNDEX(char-expression)
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Returns a 4 character value representing the English “sound” of the expression.
The idea is that you can sort or compare the SOUNDEX result and similar
sounding expressions will have similar values
(“Smith”,”Smithe”,”Smyth”,”Smythe” all evaluate to the same value). The return
value begins with the character of the expression, and has a 3 digit value
representing the sound of the remaining characters. (e.g. Smith=S530)
Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

DIFFERENCE(char-expression, char-expression)

Returns an integer, 0 through 4, which represents the relative phonetic difference
between two character expressions. The interpretation of DIFFERENCE may be
counterintuitive. The more alike the two expressions are spelled, the higher the
number DIFFERENCE( ) returns. If the character expressions spelled very
similarly, DIFFERENCE( ) returns 4. For two character expressions with little in
common phonetically, DIFFERENCE( ) returns 0. DIFFERENCE( ) is useful for
searching tables when the exact spelling of an entry is not known.
Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

SUBSTR(expression,expression,expression)
SST(expression,expression,expression)

Return a substring of the character expression. Specify three arguments: a
character expression, a numeric expression indicating the substring starting
position, and a numeric expression indicating the substring length. Separate the
arguments with commas.
The result is a fixed length string if the initial expression is a fixed length string
and the length value is an integer constant. Otherwise the result is a varying length
string with a maximum length equal to the maximum length of the initial string
expression. The CCSID of the result is the same as that of the initial string
expression. The result is null only if one of the arguments is null.

TRANSLATE(expression, [to-string, [from-string, [padcharacter] ] ] )

Characters in the expression are translated one at a time by searching the
from-string. If the character is found, the corresponding character in the to-string is
substituted. If the to-string is shorter than the from-string and a corresponding
character does not exist, the pad-character is used as a replacement character. The
result is a character string of the same length as the initial string.
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UPPER(expression)

Translate lower case letters in the argument to upper case. The result is a character
string of the same length, with lower case letters (a-z) converted to upper case (AZ).

LOWER(expression)

Translates upper case letters in the argument to lower case. The result is a
character string of the same length, with upper case letters (A-Z) converted to
lower case (a-z).
Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

UNEDIT(character expression [, decimal separator])

The UNEDIT function receives a varying length character string and removes the
non-numeric characters from it. The result is a varying length string up to 33
characters long containing only a leading minus sign(if the input had a
leading/trailing '-' or a trailing CR) and the numeric characters found in the input
and a decimal separator if the original string contained one.
The first argument is a character string up to 100 positions long. The second
optional argument can be specified to control the decimal separator character. If
not supplied, the current job's decimal separator will be used.

VARCHAR(expression,max[,alloc])

The VARCHAR function creates a varying length field and allows you to specify
its maximum and allocated length. Because the output from the DISPLAY,
PRINT, and REPORT shows all varying length results as fixed length columns
with the maximum defined length, the usefulness of this function is limited to
EXECUTE and OPNSQLF commands that require varying length results.
The expression must yield an alphanumeric result. The function will return a
column with a maximum length matching the specified maximum. If an allocated
length is specified, it will also be used in the column definition. If no allocated
length is provided, an allocated length of zero will be assumed.

VERIFY(expression, search-string)

Characters in the expression are checked against the literal value specified as a
search string. The result is the position of the leftmost character in the expression
that cannot be found in the search string.
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XLATE(expression, translation-table)

Characters in the expression are translated one at a time using the translation table
specified by the second argument. The translation table may be qualified or
unqualified. If qualified, it must have the form “library/table”. The special value
*LIBL is allowed as a library name, and is assumed if a library name is not
specified.

Circular or Trigonometric Functions
These functions are useful primarily for engineering applications. They return
double precision floating point results. The argument values and results are always
in radians. Each function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a
field value, literal (constant), or an expression.
The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is
null only if the argument is null.

SIN(expression)

Sine of radian argument. The SIN and ASIN functions are inverse operations. The
result is in the range of -1 to 1.

COS(expression)

Cosine of radian argument. The COS and ACOS functions are inverse operations.
The result is in the range of -1 to 1.

TAN(expression)

Tangent of radian argument. The TAN and ATAN functions are inverse
operations.

COT(expression)

Cotangent of radian argument.
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ASIN(expression)

Arc sine of the argument returned in radians. The ASIN and SIN functions are
inverse operations. The value of the expression must be in the range of -1 to 1.
The result is in the range of -p/2 to p/2.

ACOS(expression)

Arc cosine of the argument returned in radians. The ACOS and COS functions are
inverse operations. The value of the expression must be in the range of -1 to 1.
The result is in the range of 0 to p.

ATAN(expression)

Arc tangent of the argument returned in radians. The ATAN and TAN functions
are inverse operations. The result is in the range of -p/2 to p/2.

ATAN2(y,x)

Calculates the arc tangent of y/x. If both parameters of ATAN2 are 0, the
functions retuns 0. ATAN2 returns a value in the range-p to p radians, using the
signs of both parameters to determine the quadrant of the return value.
Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

SINH(expression)

Hyperbolic sine of radian argument.

COSH(expression)

Hyperbolic cosine of radian argument.

TANH(expression)

Hyperbolic tangent of radian argument. The TANH and ATANH functions are
inverse operations.
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ATANH(expression)

Hyperbolic arc tangent of the argument returned in radians. The TANH and
ATANH functions are inverse operations. The value of the expression must be in
the range of -1 to 1.

Date, Time, and Timestamp Functions
These functions work with date, time, and timestamp expressions.

CHAR(expression[,type])

Returns a character string result from a date, time, or timestamp expression. The
CHAR function can also be used to convert a numeric expression (see page A-3)
The type (if supplied) must be one of the recognized date/time types. If it is not
specified, JOB is assumed. If the expression returns a date, the type must be USA,
ISO, EUR, JIS, SAA, MDY, YMD, DMY, JUL, JL1, or JOB. If the expression
returns a time, the type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS, or HMS. If the expression
returns a timestamp, the type must be SAA or TS1.
CVTDATE(expression,type)

Converts a field or expression containing a date value to a value with a date data
type. The expression must contain a valid date in either numeric or character form.
The length and format of the expression is given by the type operand. It must be
one of the values in the following table.
Type Date Form
Example
MDY mmddyy
123198
MDY1 mmddyyyy
12311998
DMY ddmmyy
311298
DMY1 ddmmyyyy
31121998
YMD yymmdd
981231
YMD1 yyyymmdd
19981231
CYMD cyymmdd
0981231
JUL
yyddd 98365
JUL1 yyyyddd
1998365
CJUL cyyddd 098365
Date types CYMD and CJUL require a century digit preceding the year value. The
century digit must have a zero value for years between 1900 and 1999. It must
have a one value for years between 2000 and 2999.
Date types without a century representation (MDY, DMY, YMD, JUL) are
converted in such a way that year values between 40 and 99 will fall between 1940
and 1999, and year values between 00 and 39 will be converted to years 2000 to
2039.
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If the expression supplied to the function contains an invalid date value, a mapping
error will result.

CVTDATE(yy,mm,dd) or CVTDATE(yyyy,mm,dd)
CVTDATE(cc,yy,mm,dd)

Converts three or four fields or expression containing year, month, and day values
to a value with a date data type. The expressions must be specified in the order
shown above. A century value (18, 19, 20, etc.) may optionally precede the year
specification. Values may be supplied in either numeric or character form. The
combination of values must specify a valid date or a mapping error will result.
If a four digit year is provided in the “three field” form of the function, year values
from 0000-0099 are mapped as if a two digit year had been provided. That is,
values from 0040-0099 are mapped into the range 1940-1999 and 0000-0039 are
mapped into the range 2000-2039.

CVTTIME(hh,mm,ss) or CVTTIME(hhmmss)

Creates a time value from either a single 6-digit value or from three 2-digit values.
Values may be supplied in either numeric or character form. The combination of
values must specify a valid time or a mapping error will result.

CYYDDD(expression)
Creates a numeric 6,0 value in CYYDDD format from a date data type.

CYYMMDD(expression)
Creates a numeric 7,0 value in CYYMMDD format from a data data type.

DATE(expression)

Creates a date value from the expression argument. The result is null if the
expression value is null.
If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the date part of the timestamp.
If the argument is a date, the result is the date value.
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If the argument is a number, it must be a positive number less than 3652060. The
result is the date that is n-1 days after January 1, 0001 where n is the integral part
of the expression value.
If the argument is a string, it must be in a recognizable date format with an
appropriate separator. That is, it must conform to either USA, ISO, JIS, EUR or
JL1 form, or must have the preferred date format and separator indicated in the
DTSTYLE parameter.

DAY(expression)

Returns the day portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp duration.
The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or timestamp
value, the result will be in the range of 1 to 31. If the expression is a date duration
or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -99 to 99. The result will
be null only if the expression is null.

DAYOFWEEK(expression)

Returns values from 1 to 7 depending on the day of the week for the given date
expression. Sunday corresponds to a value of 1.

DAYOFYEAR(expression)

Returns values from 1 to 366 depending on the day of the year for the given date
expression. January 1st corresponds to a value of 1.

DAYS(expression)

Returns an integer representation of a date. The result is a large integer (4 bytes)
which has a value of 1 more than the number of days from January 1, 0001 to the
date indicated. The expression must create a date, timestamp, or a valid string
representation of a date.
If the argument is a string, it must be in a recognizable format with an appropriate
separator. That is, it must conform to either USA, ISO, JIS, EUR or JL1 form, or
must have the preferred date/time format and separator indicated in the DTSTYLE
parameter.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

DDMMYY(expression)
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Creates a 6,0 numeric value in DDMMYY format from a date data type.

DDMMYYYY(expression)

Creates an 8,0 numeric value in DDMMYYYY format from a date data type.

HOUR(expression)

Returns the hour portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp
duration. The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or
timestamp value, the result will be in the range of 0 to 24. If the expression is a
time duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -99 to 99.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

MICROSECOND(expression)

Returns the microsecond portion of a timestamp or timestamp duration. The result
is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or timestamp value, the
result will be in the range of 0 to 999,999. If the expression is a time duration or
timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -999,999 to 999,999. The
result will be null only if the expression is null.

MINUTE(expression)

Returns the minute portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp
duration. The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or
timestamp value, the result will be in the range of 0 to 59. If the expression is a
time duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -99 to 99.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

MMDDYY(expression)

Creates a 6,0 numeric value in MMDDYY format from a date data type.

MMDDYYYY(expression)

Creates an 8,0 numeric value in MMDDYYYY format from a date data type.
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MONTH(expression)

Returns the month portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp
duration. The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or
timestamp value, the result will be in the range of 1 to 12. If the expression is a
date duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -99 to 99.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

QUARTER(expression)

Returns values from 1 to 4 depending on the month for the given date expression.
Months 1–3 return quarter value 1, 4–6 return quarter value 2, 7–9 return quarter
value 3, and 10–12 return quarter value 4.

SECOND(expression)

Returns the second portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp
duration. The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or
timestamp value, the result will be in the range of 0 to 59. If the expression is a
time duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -99 to 99.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

TIME(expression)

Creates a time value from the expression argument. The result is null only if the
expression value is null.
If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the time part of the timestamp.
If the argument is a time, the result is the time value.
If the argument is a string, it must be in a recognizable time format with an
appropriate separator. That is, it must conform to either USA, ISO, JIS, EUR, or
HMS form, or must have the preferred time format and separator indicated in the
DTSTYLE parameter.

TIMESTAMP(expression[,expression])

Creates a timestamp value from either one or two values passed as arguments. The
result is null if any of the argument values are null.
If only one argument is specified, it must be a timestamp, or a character string in
one of these forms:
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yyyy-dd-mm-hh.mm.ss.mmmm
yyyyddmmhhmmss
If both arguments are supplied, the first argument must be a date or a valid string
representation of a date; the second argument must be a time or a valid string
representation of a time.

WEEK(expression)

Returns values from 1 to 54 depending on the week number containing the given
date expression. Weeks begin on Sunday and are numbered so that January 1 falls
in the first week.

YEAR(expression)

Returns the year portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp duration.
The result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or timestamp
value, the result will be in the range of 1 to 9999. If the expression is a date
duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the range of -9999 to 9999.
The result will be null only if the expression is null.

YYMMDD(expression)

Creates a 6,0 numeric value in YYMMDD format from a date data type.

YYYYDDD(expression)

Creates a 7,0 numeric value in YYYYDDD format from a date data type.

YYYYMMDD(expression)

Creates an 8,0 numeric value in YYYYMMDD format from a date data type.

DB2 Multisystem Functions
These functions are useful primarily in applications of the DB2 Multisystem
feature. They return information about how the database has been distributed
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among more than one AS/400 locations. See the DB2 Multisystem For AS/400
guide (SC41-5705) for more information.

HASH(expression,expression,expression...)

The HASH function returns the partition number associated with one or more
values. The result is an integer with a value between 0 and 1023. If any of the
arguments are null, the result is zero. The result cannot be null.

NODENAME(expression)

The NODENAME function returns the relational database name of where a row is
located. The argument is an integer that corresponds to a file number in the
request. If the argument identifies a non-distributed table, the value of the
CURRENT SERVER special register is returned. The result is a variable length
character string. The result cannot be null.

NODENUMBER(expression)

The NODENUMBER function returns the node associated with a returned row.
The argument is an integer that corresponds to a file number in the request. If the
argument identifies a non-distributed table, the value 0 is returned. The result is an
integer and cannot be null.

PARTITION(expression)

The PARTITION function returns the partition number of a row obtained by
applying the hashing function on the partitioning key value of the row. The
argument is an integer that corresponds to a file number in the request. If the
argument identifies a non-distributed table, the value 0 is returned.

Grouping Functions
These functions are valid in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. They work on a single expression across the entire set of records within
the group. Unlike their non-grouping counterparts, constants are not allowed as
function arguments. All functions except COUNT require a single argument.
COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX accept only numeric
expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.
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Each function can be qualified by the reserved word DISTINCT or ALL. If no
qualifier is specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate
values in the selected record set to be discarded prior to performing the function.
Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts only the number of distinct state values
in the record set.

AVG([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Average. Computes the averages for the specified expression across all records in
the group. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

COUNT(*)or COUNT([DISTINCT | ALL ] expr)

Count. Return the number of records within the group.

MAX([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Maximum. Determines the largest value for the specified expression (numeric or
alphanumeric) within the records in the group. The result is null only if all values
in the group are null.

MIN([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Minimum. Determines the smallest value for the specified expression (numeric or
alphanumeric) within the records in the group. The result is null only if all values
in the group are null.

SDEV([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Statistical standard deviation (n-weighting) for the values of the expression within
the group of records. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

SUM([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Summation. Accumulates all the values for the expression across all records in the
group. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.
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VAR([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

Statistical variance (n-weighting) for the expression values within the group of
records. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

HTML Functions
SEQUEL provides a couple of functions to facilitate the development of views
intended for use with the SEQUEL Web Interface product. The HREF function
builds an HTML HREF tag. The IMG function builds an HTML IMG SRC tag.
The URLSTRING function can be used to translate a character string that may
contain "special" characters into an acceptable URL form. These functions
simplify the process of building drill down views and views that display pictures
for SEQUEL Web Interface.

HREF(item,object[,library[,variable1,value1[,variable2,value2
,...]]])
Item is an expression (numeric or character) that will appear as the underlined

link.
Object is a character expression result to appear in the OBJ= parameter.
Library is an optional character expression result to appear in the LIB=

parameter.
Variable1, value1 define the variable name and value for each variable to

appear. Numeric values are automatically converted to character.
IMG(source[,height])
Source is a character expression result that will be appended to <img

src="SEQUEL/ to form the path to the image object.
Height is an optional numeric expression result that will appear in the height
definition of the image.

URLSTRING(charexp)
Charexp is a character expression that may have contain “special” characters like
“a@b#c$d%e&”.
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Appendix B - Frequently Asked Questions
This appendix discusses some of the frequently asked questions. It is broken into
three sections: general questions, errors and “how to”.

General Questions
1. How can I determine what version of SEQUEL is being used?
Use the SQVER command: SQVER <enter> or from either DSNVIEW or
WRKSEQUEL use F10=Actions, Help, About.
2. How can the company name that appears on reports be changed?
The company name is stored in the first 60 positions of the ASC#SQ data area.
It can be change with the following command:
CHGDTAARA DTAARA(SEQUEL/ASC#SQ (1 60)) VALUE(‘New Company
Name’)

If the new company name is longer than the old name, the additional characters
will not be included until the report is edited using DSNREPORT. If the new
name is substantially longer, you may want to re-center the @@CMPNAM
field using the % symbol on the first position of the field in the report editor.
3. How can I change the library from the Work with SEQUEL Objects
(WRKSEQUEL) screen?
F17=Subset changes the subset. The library name is in the lower left hand
corner of the window.

4. Is there a way to limit the number of records an outfile can have?
The attributes for outfiles are copied from SQLEXEC file in SEQUEL. To
change the initial size use:
CHGPF SEQUEL/SQLEXEC SIZE(

)

This change would have to be implemented after each SEQUEL installation.
5. How can the use of the INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE commands be
restricted?
First, these commands are shipped to have ‘Allow Limited user’ *NO. So if
the user profile is defined as limited (no command line access), the user will
not be allowed to use the commands. There are no menu options that
correspond to these commands. They require a command line to be used. To
restrict users who have command line access, use OS/400 object authority:
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EDTOBJAUT SEQUEL/UPDATE *CMD

and adjust access for each command as necessary.

Errors
1. I am using UPDATE on a date data type field and am receiving a
CPF5035 ‘Data mapping error’ due to reason 17: the format of the date
in a date, time or timestamp literal is not valid.
This most often occurs when a date field is updated using the “default” date
like 0001-01-01. When using date constants before 1940 or after 2039, you
must change the DTSTYLE parameter on the UPDATE command to match the
date constant:
UPDATE SET((datefield ‘DATE(“0001-01-01”)’)) SQL(‘from
sequelex/custmast’) DTSTYLE(*ISO)

2. I am running a view/report and received a CPF5035 ‘Data mapping error’
due to reason 16: A date value is less than the minimum allowed value.
What does it mean?
Most likely you are using the CVTDATE function to convert a numeric or
character field to a date data type. The CVTDATE function can convert only
valid values to a date. Most likely there is a zero in your date field that cannot
be converted to a date data type. A valid value can be substituted for the zero
value using the GREATEST function:
CVTDATE(GREATEST(yourfield,19400101),ymd1))

3. I am running a view and received a CPF5035 ‘Data mapping error’ due to
reason 9: Division by zero. What does this mean?
Division by zero occurred on a record. Division by zero is not mathematically
allowed. Conditionally we have to work around the record(s) with zero in the
denominator field. The CASE function works well to return a zero result:
CASE WHEN denominator=0 THEN 0 ELSE numerator/denominator
END

4. I am running a view/report and received a CPF5035 ‘Data mapping error’
due to reason 2: A significant digit was truncated. What does this mean?
The result of an expression is too large for the length of the field defined.
Increase the length of the result field.
5. I have submitted a job and am receiving a CPF4103 ‘Device
*REQUESTER not found while opening file RUNDSPD in library
SEQUEL’.
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The view contains variables and the job was submitted before SEQUEL had a
chance to prompt you. Try using one of our batch commands: BCHPRINT,
BCHEXECUTE, BCHREPORT or BCHSCRIPT. Once you are prompted,
you can use F14=Submit to send the job to a job queue.
6. I am using EXECUTE to create a file and am receiving CPF4131 ‘Level
check on the outfile name’.
The outfile you specified already exists and is different than the file SEQUEL
is trying to create. Everything about the file that exists and the file we are
trying to create must match including the number of fields, field names and
field lengths. You can delete the file (DLTF) and create it from scratch, use a
different name for the outfile that does not exist or determine what is different
and change your view.
7. I am receiving a CPD4306 ‘Field x in VIEWFMT is not unique’.

The same field name is on the SELECT clause more than once. Even if the
fields are from different files, it will cause an error. If you need both fields,
assign as alias name to one of the fields:
SELECT CUSNO.01, CUSNO.02 NAME(CUSNO2)
FROM SEQULEX/CUSTMAST,SEQUELEX/ORDHEAD
JOIN CUSNO.01=CUSNO.02
8. I am generating spooled output using PRINT or REPORT and received

CPA4072 ‘Reached maximum number of spooled records’.
Use CHGPRTF SEQUEL/SQLPRT1 MAXSPL(*NOMAX). There are actually
eight printer files, SQLPRT1 through SQLPRT8.
This change would have to be implemented after each SEQUEL installation.
9. UPDATE gives CPD4305 ‘I/O attribute x’03’ field UPD001A format

VIEWFMT not valid’.
This error occurs when two or more files are referenced on the UPDATE
command. Only records from the primary file can be updated. Modify the
view or the SQL statement so that the fields being updated are from the first
file on the FROM clause.
10. What does CPI4313 ‘Join default values cannot be identified’ mean?
This is an informational message that is sent with all partial outer
(*PARTOUT) or only default (*ONLYDFT) joins. It means that a zero or
blank used for the records without a match on the secondary file will be hard to
distinguish from the actual values of zero or blank.
11.

What does QRY6031 ‘Character value 0 used in WHERE clause
should be numeric’ mean when doing something like SELECT * FROM
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SEQUELEX/CUSTMAST WHERE AMTDU>”0”?
Because AMTDU is a numeric field, any comparison should be made to a
numeric value. Therefore remove the quotes around the 0 on the WHERE
clause.
12. We have a user based license and occasionally receive a CPF9E71 ‘Grace
period expired. Requesting user not added.’ And a CPF9E19 ‘Usage limit
threshold exceeded for product SEQUEL.’ What do these messages
mean?
The CPF9E71 means that you are over your usage limit. If you have a six user
license, this message would be sent when the seventh SEQUEL job was
attempted.
The CPF9E19 indicates that you are at your threshold limit which means you
are close to running out of available user licenses.
You can check who is using SEQUEL by doing WRKLICINF, then use option
8 next to the 0ASCSEQ product. To change the threshold limit, you can use
option 2.
13. I ran a report and received a RPT7010 ‘calculation name cannot receive
summary result while processing record’. What does this mean?
The length of the calculation is not long enough to hold a subtotal or grand
total amount. Report output will be generate, but some subtotal and the grand
total values could be truncated. To fix the problem, go in the report editor,
press F9=Calculations, press F5=Field Attributes and increase the
length of the field named in the error message.
14. I am using EXECUTE to a PC document in *XLS or*WKS format and
received an MCH0601 unmonitored by QRYO07 and MCH0601 space
offset X'00FFFF0F' or teraspace offset. What does it mean?
Output is written to a user space first before writing the worksheet stream file.
This imposes a 16 meg limit on the amount of data. So reduce the number of
records or fields in your selection.

How To Questions
1. When creating a UNION view in DSNVIEW, how do I prompt the clauses
after the UNION and before the ORDER BY?
Use F14=Prompt Clause. This function key is available at Intermediate and
Advanced assistance levels.
2. When creating a UNION view, is there an easy way to isolate the sections
and run each section on its own?
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At advanced assistance level, position your cursor to left of the desired
SELECT clause and press F13. To return to the view in its entirety, use F12.
3. I am trying to pass a character value in a character CL variable to the

UPDATE command and can’t get the quotes right.
In a CL program, character values supplied to the values parameter through
CL variables must also be enclosed in double quotes. This means the double
quote marks must be inserted into the character string contained in the CL
variable. For example:
DCL
DCL
CHGVAR
UPDATE

&CTYPE *CHAR 2
&CTYPE2 *CHAR 4
&CTYPE2 VALUE(‘”’ *CAT &CTYPE *TCAT ‘”’)
SET((CTYPE &CTYPE2)) SQL(‘from
sequelex/custmast where ctype=”CS”’)

4. How can I update part of a character field? For instance, my customer

telephone field is a character 10 field and I want to change some of the
area codes.
Build the value as an expression.
UPDATE SET((CPHON ‘”773” CAT SST(CPHON,4,7)’)) SQL(‘FROM
SEQUELEX/CUSTMAST WHERE SST(CPHON,1,3)="312" AND
SST(CPHON,4,3) IN("456","457")

5. How can I combine a first name and last name field and remove the extra
spaces?
BCAT(FNAME, LNAME)
6. How can I combine the name fields, but make last name, first name?
BCAT(TCAT(LNAME,","),FNAME)

7. How can I edit a social security number field with dashes and not
suppress the leading zero?
If the field is numeric, create an edit word and increase the length of the field
to 10,0:
SELECT ssn LEN(10,0) EDTWRD("0

-

-

")

If the field is character, use the substring and concatenation functions:
SELECT CAT(SST(ssn,1,3),"-",SST(ssn,4,2),"-",SST(ssn,6,4))
8. Is there an easy way to select all the fields in a file and build an expression

or two?
Yes, use SELECT * but qualify the asterisk with a file qualifier and continue
the SELECT clause with an expression:
SELECT *.1, CRLIM-AMTDU NAME(CRBAL) LEN(9,2)
FROM
SEQUELEX/CUSTMAST
Appendix B - Frequently Asked Questions
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9. How can I place a variable in the title of a report?

Simply place the variable (i.e. &date) in the title. If you are designing the
report for the first time, you can place the variable on the Title line on the
Level Break selection screen. Or if the report has already been created, go the
to exit screen of the report and change the title to include the variable. To
ensure that the variable does truncate, enclose the title in single quotes and use
two ampersands for the variable name (i.e. ‘Customer Report for &&date’).
10.How can I add a page break to an existing report.

A page break is equivalent to a Skip After 1 line control. Use the line skeleton
on the format that you would like the page break. If you would like a page
break for each customer, use F15=Select Format and select the customer
format, place an S on the underscore mark next to the line number and press
enter. On the last line of the screen, set the Skip After to 1.
11.How can detail be suppressed in a report?

Go to the field attributes for the field by placing an asterisk on the first
position of the field and change ‘Print on overflow’ to Y and ‘Break>=’ to the
appropriate break level.
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-**FIRST, 6-55
*LAST, 6-55
*LIBL, 6-55
*OMIT, 1-100
*ONLY, 6-55

-?????? errors, 1-68

-1132 column mode, 1-37

-AAbsolute value function, 6-28
Absolute value ordering, 6-81
Access path, 6-82
Accessing the user interface, 1-102
ACCUM Function, 6-33
Accumulative Total, 6-33
ACOS function, 6-31
Action bar, 1-30, 1-64, 2-12, 5-17
Edit menu, 2-35
File menu, 2-14, 5-19
Help menu, 2-49, 5-47
System menu, 2-46, 5-44
View menu, 2-42
Administrative functions, 1-110
Aggregate expression, 3-35, 6-75
Aging function (DAYS), 6-40, 6-98
Alias, 2-76
ALWNULL attribute, 6-10
AND operator (boolean), 6-62
Ascending order, 6-81
ASCII format, 1-75
ASIN function, 6-31
Assignment
Column definition, 5-55
Dimension definition, 5-7, 5-52
Assistance level, 2-4
Authority considerations, 4-20, 4-25, 5-28, 5-41
Authority Considerations, 2-22, 2-33
Authority control
user interface, 1-114
Average (AVG) function
grouping, 6-41
intra-record, 6-32
AVG function
tabling, 5-58

-BBCAT function, 6-21
BETWEEN..AND.. comparisons, 6-65

Binary data, 6-34
BLDOPTF Command, 1-38
Block copy report editor, 3-21
Block move report editor, 3-21
Boolean precedence, 6-62
Break dimension, 5-7, 5-51
Break value, 5-7

-CCalculation definition, 5-54
Calculation prompt
report editor, 3-31
user interface, 2-77
Calculations, 5-8
Calculations and Expressions, 2-77, 2-83, 2-94, 3-35,
5-56, 6-12
Capitalization, 6-2, 6-18
CASE expressions, 6-42
CAT function, 6-21
CAT operator, 6-16
Category definition, 5-9, 5-14, 5-60
Categorydefinition, 5-4, 5-6
CCSID attribute, 6-53
CEIL function, 6-28
CENTER function, 6-19
Change report description (CHGRPTD), 3-6, 3-46
Changing defaults
authority, 1-114
Changing options, 1-46
Changing report/view links, 3-6, 3-46
Changing your environment, 1-109
CHAR function, 6-29, 6-39
CHAR2NUM Function, 6-27
Character functions, 6-16
Character search, 6-66
Character to numeric conversion, 6-27
Characters per inch, 1-70
Circular functions, 6-31
Clearing the display, 2-16, 4-14, 5-21
COLHDG attribute, 6-51
Collating sequence, 6-64
Column definition, 5-8, 5-14, 5-53
Column functions, 2-80, 6-41, 6-74
Column heading, 2-76, 5-50, 5-55
Columndefinition, 5-4, 5-6
Columngrouping, 5-4
Comma separated format, 1-75
Command key summary, 1-27
Command key summary from define view, 2-9
Command line, 2-48, 4-31, 5-46
authority, 1-114
Command prompting, 1-42, 1-46
Command separator, 1-39
Comparison
Category definition, 5-9, 5-61
Dimension definition, 5-7, 5-51
Concatenation, 6-16, 6-21
Conditional calculations, 3-39
Conditional logic in view, 6-42
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Conditional results, 6-42
Constants, 6-12
CONTAINS operator, 6-66
Converting dates, 6-39, 6-99
Converting times, 6-102
Copy statement text, 2-37
Copy/move calculations, 3-38
Copying items
report editor, 3-20
Copying options, 1-47
Correlation name, 6-6, 6-54
COUNT function, 6-41, 6-77
tabling, 5-59
Creating options, 1-43
Currency symbol, 6-53
CURRENT DATE, 6-7, 6-91
CURRENT SERVER, 6-7
CURRENT TIME, 6-7, 6-91
CURRENT TIMESTAMP, 6-7, 6-91
CURRENT TIMEZONE, 6-7, 6-91
Current USER, 6-7
Cut statement text, 2-37
CVTDATE function, 6-99
CVTTIME function, 6-102
CYYDDD function, 6-40
CYYMMDD function, 6-40

-DData display options, 1-44
Data mapping errors, 1-68, 6-12, 6-35, 6-51
Database file
creating, 2-27, 5-33
Database file override, 6-56
Date, 6-7, 6-91
Date arithmetic, 6-92
Date comparison, 6-65, 6-68
Date conversion, 6-99
Date duration, 6-90
Date functions, 6-37, 6-96
Date manipulation
concatenation, 6-15
MOD operator, 6-14
reformatting, 6-15
substring function, 6-17
Date style, 1-113, 6-85
Date to numeric functions, 6-40
DAY function, 6-40, 6-96
DAYS function, 6-40, 6-94, 6-98
dBase format, 1-75
DDMMYY function, 6-40
DDMMYYYY function, 6-40
DECIMAL function, 6-30
Decrement (date), 6-92
Default, 1-37, 1-109
assistance level, 2-45
From-File library, 2-44
job description, 2-45
output file library, 2-45, 5-43
output queue, 5-43
view creation library, 2-44, 5-43
Default layout
report writer, 3-12
Defaults
user, 1-110
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Defaults menu, 2-43, 5-42
Define table expression editor function keys, 5-69
Define table screen function keys, 5-16
Deleting items report editor, 3-20
Deleting options, 1-49
Deleting statement text, 2-37
Delimited format, 1-75
Derived field, 6-12
Derived field prompt, 2-77
Descending order, 6-81
DFT attribute, 2-85, 6-53
Diagnostic messages, 2-47, 5-45
DIFFERENCE, 6-25
DIGITS function, 6-29
Dimension definition, 5-6, 5-14, 5-49
Dimensiondefinition, 5-4, 5-6
Direct files, 6-8
Directing output, 1-72, 1-87, 2-26, 3-47, 5-33
Display errors, 1-68
Display job log, 2-47, 4-31, 5-45
Display messages, 2-47, 4-31, 5-45
Display positioning
key value, 1-61
record number, 1-60
DISPLAY screen function keys, 1-57
Displaying a report description, 1-89
Displaying a view description, 1-82
Displaying information with a view, 1-56
Displaying results, 5-28
DISTINCT, 6-74
DISTINCT phrase, 6-48
Division by zero, 6-35
Document output, 1-74, 2-27
DOUBLE precision, 6-51
Drill Down, 1-38, 1-44, 1-54
DTSTYLE keyword, 1-113, 6-85
Durations, 6-90
Dynamic category definition, 5-10
Dynamic column definition, 5-61

-EEdit, 4-14
Edit a view, 2-16, 5-21
Edit code, 6-52
Edit Function, 6-34
Edit library list, 2-48, 4-32, 5-46
Edit menu, 2-35
Copy, 2-37
Cut, 2-37
Display buffer, 2-39
Find/change, 2-39
Mark, 2-36
Move, 2-38
Paste, 2-37
Split/Join, 2-38
Undo, 2-41
Edit word, 6-52
Editing, 2-76
Editing date durations, 6-92
Editing report editor, 3-29
EDTCDE keyword, 6-52
EDTWRD keyword, 6-53
E-mail
Sending information, 1-78

E-Mail Distribution, 1-116
E-mail report as text, 1-80
E-mail view as PC document, 1-79
E-mail view results as text, 1-78
Error handling, 1-39
Excel format, 1-75
Exception join, 6-59
EXECUTE command, 1-74, 2-27
Execution time prompt, 1-98
Exit display, 5-39
report editor, 3-46
user interface, 2-32
Exponent functions, 6-31
Exponents, 6-14
Expression attributes, 5-70
Expression editor, 5-68
Expression editor function keys, 2-83
Expressions, 2-77, 2-83, 2-94, 3-35, 5-56, 6-12
Extended data display, 1-63
Extended help, 1-34, 2-50, 4-34, 5-48
Extended names, 2-52, 6-54
External values, 6-7, 6-91
Extract date functions, 6-40
Extracting date fields, 6-14

FTP
sending information, 1-81
Full screen mode, 1-37
Function key options, 1-40
Function key summary, 1-27
Function Keys
Define table expression editor, 5-69
Define table screen, 5-16
Define view screen, 2-9
Display of view, 1-57
Expression editor, 2-83
Join Field Selection screen, 2-66
Main menu, 1-9
Report editor screen, 3-15
Script editor, 4-9
Select prompt screen, 2-72
Select records prompt, 2-96
WHERE/HAVING clauses, 2-96
Work with reports, 1-16
Work with scripts, 1-20
Work with SEQUEL Objects, 1-26
Work with views menu, 1-12
Functions, 2-91, 6-13, 6-16

-G-FField attributes, 6-50
Field control report editor, 3-18
Field definition report editor, 3-19
Field display
report editor, 3-27
Field editing, 6-52
Field initialization, 3-41
Field length, 6-51
Field list, 2-56, 2-58
Field name, 2-76, 6-50
Field Qualification, 6-6
Field selection
user interface, 2-70
File menu, 2-14, 5-19
Display, 2-23, 5-29
Exit, 2-32, 5-39
Import, 4-14
Link, 5-39
New, 2-16, 4-14, 5-21
Open, 2-16, 4-14, 5-21
Outfile, 2-27, 5-33
Print, 2-25, 4-23, 5-31
Run script, 4-21
Save, 2-20, 4-19, 5-26
Save As, 2-20, 4-19, 5-26
File menu of DSNSCRIPT, 4-12
File name, 2-55, 6-54
File specifications, 6-54
Find string, 2-39
FLOAT function, 6-30
Floating currency symbol, 6-53
Floating point precision, 6-51
FLOOR function, 6-28
Format control report editor, 3-17
Format name, 6-54
Format selection
user interface, 2-58
FROM Clause, 2-51, 6-4, 6-54

Generic name, 1-35
Generic search, 6-66
Global defaults, 1-116
GREATEST function, 6-35
GROUP BY Clause, 2-80, 2-103, 2-104, 6-4, 6-74
Grouping, 2-80, 2-104, 6-74
Grouping functions, 2-80, 6-41
Grouping Performance, 6-76

-HHAVING Clause, 2-94, 6-4, 6-77
Help menu, 2-49, 5-47
Hexadecimal conversion, 6-24
Hidden field WDATA, 6-50
HOUR function, 6-40
How to get help, 1-2
HREF function, 6-45
HTML functions, 6-45
Hypertext format, 1-75
Hypertext help, 1-3

-IIF...ELSE... conditions, 3-39
IMG function, 6-46
IN operator, 6-67
Increment (date), 6-92
INDEX function, 6-22
Index search, 1-5, 1-34, 2-50, 4-34, 5-48
Inner join, 6-59
Insert a new line, 2-38
Inserting statement text, 2-37
INTEGER function, 6-30
Interface defaults, 1-110
Interval base, 5-63
Interval size, 5-63
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-JJob description, 1-37
Job information, 2-47, 4-31, 5-45
Job log, 2-47, 4-31, 5-45
JOIN Clause, 2-59, 6-4, 6-57
Join field screen function keys, 2-66
Join types, 6-58
JTYPE parameter, 6-58

-N-

-LLabeled duration, 6-90
LAND function (character), 6-25
LEAST function, 6-35
LEN attribute, 6-51
LENGTH function, 6-23
Level breaks, 3-2
Library list, 6-55
Library name, 2-53, 6-55
special values, 1-35
Library selection, 2-51
LIKE operator, 6-66
Limits within SEQUEL, 1-118
Line control
report editor, 3-11, 3-23, 3-25
Line skeleton
report editor, 3-25
Lines per inch, 1-70
Literals, 6-12
LN function, 6-31
LNOT function (character), 6-25
LOG function, 6-31
Logarithm functions, 6-31
Logical (bitwise) functions, 6-25
LOR function (character), 6-25
Lotus format, 1-75
Lower case, 6-19
LTRIM function, 6-20
LXOR function (character), 6-25

-MMain menu function keys, 1-9
Marking statement text, 2-36
MAX function
grouping, 6-41
intra-record, 6-35
report editor, 3-37
tabling, 5-59
Maximum groups, 5-63
Member name, 6-54
Member selection, 2-57
Menu, 1-8
Merge format, 1-75
MICROSECOND function, 6-40
MIN function
grouping, 6-41
intra-record, 6-35
report editor, 3-37
tabling, 5-59
MINUTE function, 6-40
MMDDYY function, 6-40
MMDDYYYY function, 6-40
Modulus, 6-14
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MONMSG instruction, 1-39
MONTH function, 6-40, 6-96
Move statement text, 2-38
Moving items
report editor, 3-20
Multi-category tables, 5-10
Multi-format logical file, 6-55
Multiple commands, 1-39
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NAME attribute, 6-50
NBRRCDS, 1-77
New page/line
level break selection, 3-13
report editor, 3-11, 3-23, 3-25
NOT operator (boolean), 6-62
Null capable fields, 6-10
Null comparisons, 6-68
Null values, 6-37
Nullvalues, 6-10
Number of column groups, 5-63
Number of records, 1-77
Numeric Functions, 6-27

-OObject list subset, 1-35
Object type
option definition, 1-39, 1-44
Omitting a variable, 1-100
Omitting records, 2-94, 6-63
Only-default join, 6-60
Open a script, 4-14
Open a view, 2-16, 5-21
Operators, 6-13
Operators and functions, 5-57
OPTFILE, 1-38, 1-54
Option codes
*SQLDSP options, 1-44
Option Codes, 1-38
Option definition
changing, 1-46
copying, 1-47
creating, 1-43
deleting, 1-49
object type, 1-39, 1-44
renaming, 1-49
Option repeat, 1-28
Option summary, 1-26
OR operator (boolean), 6-62
ORDER BY Clause, 2-106, 2-107, 6-5, 6-81
Order of operations, 6-13, 6-63
Outfile library
authority, 1-114
Output file, 1-74, 2-27
Output queue, 1-72, 1-87, 2-26, 3-47, 5-33, 5-42
Overflow condition, 6-35
Overflow line, 1-70
Override, 6-56

-PPacked data, 6-34
Page control

report editor, 3-11, 3-23, 3-25
Page size, 1-70
Partial outer join, 6-59
Paste statement text, 2-37
Pattern search, 6-66
PC document, 2-27, 5-33
PC document output, 1-74, 2-27
PC format, 1-75
PCTCHG Function, 6-34
Percent of Change Function, 6-34
Percent of total, 5-5, 5-9, 5-56, 5-62
Performance, 6-76, 6-77, 6-82
Phonetic Functions, 6-25
Positioning the data display, 1-58
POSSTR function, 6-22
Precedence, 6-13, 6-63
Prefix expression, 5-10, 5-61
PRINT command, 1-70
Print density, 1-70
Printing a report definition, 1-91
Printing a script definition, 1-95
Printing information with a view, 1-70
Printing results, 2-24, 5-31
Printout characteristics, 1-70
Product Defaults, 1-116
Prompt display, 1-99
Prompted view, 1-84
Prompting
GROUP BY clause, 2-103
JOIN clause, 2-59
ORDER BY clause, 2-106
Run-time field definitions, 2-108
SELECT clause, 2-70
UNION clause, 2-105
WHERE and HAVING clause, 2-94
Prompting the FROM Clause, 2-51
Proper case conversion, 6-19
Pull-down menu, 1-30, 1-64, 2-12, 5-17
Edit, 2-35
File, 2-14, 5-19
Help, 2-49, 5-47
System, 2-46, 5-44
View, 2-42

-QQAUOOPT option file, 1-38
Qualification, 6-6
Query diagnostics, 2-47, 5-45
Query Options Template, 1-116
Query statement, 6-2

-RRAND Function, 6-33
Range checking, 6-65
Ranking, 5-9, 5-57, 5-62
Record format definition, 2-56, 2-58
Record number, 6-8
Record positioning, 1-59
Record sampling, 1-77
Record selection, 2-94
Record selection prompt, 5-65
Recover a lost design session, 3-6
Relative record number, 6-8

Remainder, 6-14
Renaming fields, 2-76, 6-50
Renaming options, 1-49
Replace, 2-39
Report breaks, 3-2
Report command, 1-86
Report documentation, 1-91
Report Editing
Defining Calculations, 3-31
Edit Display, 3-14
Exit display, 3-46
Extended Field Definition, 3-27
Level Break Selection, 3-11
Line Skeleton, 3-25
SQL Display, 3-45
Starting the Editor, 3-8
Total Selection, 3-9
Report editor
aggregate functions, 3-35
conditional print, 3-29
copying items, 3-20
deleting items, 3-20
edit display
field functions, 3-18
format functions, 3-17
field definition, 3-19
field editing, 3-29
MIN/MAX functions, 3-37
moving items, 3-20
page/line control, 3-11, 3-23, 3-25
subtotaling, 3-35
SUM function, 3-36
Report editor function keys, 3-15
Report writer
introduction, 3-1
subtotals, 3-2
totals, 3-2
Report Writing Concepts, 3-2
Reserved options, 1-26
Retrieve report SQL (RTVRPTSQL), 3-6
Reusable results, 6-50
Rounding, 6-28
Routing information to a file, 1-74, 2-27
Rowgrouping, 5-4, 5-6
ROWID, 6-8
ROWNUMBER, 6-8
RTRIM function, 6-20
Rules of evaluation, 5-59
Running a script, 1-94, 4-21
Running a SEQUEL Report, 1-86
Running a SEQUEL view, 1-56, 1-70, 1-74, 2-27
Running Total, 6-33
Run-time prompt, 1-98
Run-time variables, 2-108
Run-time view, 1-84

-SSAMPLE parameter, 1-77
Saving a script, 4-19
Saving a view, 2-20, 5-26
Scrap buffer display, 2-39
Script
action bar, 4-10
concepts, 4-3
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running, 1-94
Script definition, 1-95
Script Definition, 4-7
Script Editor, 4-6
Script editor function keys, 4-9
Scripting, 0-1
Search SQL statement, 2-39
SECOND function, 6-40
Select all, 2-71, 2-72, 2-75, 6-48
SELECT Clause, 2-70, 6-4, 6-48
Select prompt screen function keys, 2-72
Select records prompt, 5-65
Selecting records, 2-94
Selective prompting, 1-44
Sending information via E-mail, 1-78
Sending information via FTP, 1-81
SEQUEL clauses, 6-3
SEQUEL command, 1-8
SEQUEL functions, 2-91, 6-16
SEQUEL menu, 1-8
Server, 6-7
Set comparisons, 6-67
SETDFT command, 1-109
Shared folder documents, 2-27, 5-33
SIGN Function, 6-33
SINGLE precision, 6-51
Skipping/spacing control
report editor, 3-11, 3-23, 3-25
SOUNDEX, 6-25
Special Keywords of Design Script, 4-38
SPLIT Function, 6-26
Spooled files, 2-47, 4-31, 5-45
Spreadsheet format, 1-75
SQ#DFT data area, 1-110
SQL Query Statement, 6-2
SQLVIEWP view, 1-84, 1-98
Square root (SQRT) function, 6-31
SST function, 6-17
Standard deviation (SDEV) function, 6-41
Standard options, 1-26
Start a new query, 2-16, 5-21
Start a new script, 4-14
Starting Design View, 2-2
Statistical column functions, 6-41
Step category definition, 5-63
Storing a view, 2-20, 5-26
String location function, 6-22
String search, 2-39
String translation functions, 6-24
String verification functions, 6-22
STRIP function, 6-20
STRIPX function, 6-20
Submitted jobs, 2-48, 4-32, 5-46
Submitting to batch, 1-26, 1-37, 1-102, 2-26, 2-30, 347, 5-38
Subquery, 2-101, 6-69
EXISTS, 6-71
IN, 6-70
quantified, 6-70
usefulness, 6-72
Subselect, 2-114
Subset object list, 1-35
Subset window, 1-35
Substring function, 6-17
Subtotal, 5-4, 5-51, 5-56
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Subtotaling, 3-2
Subtotaling functions, 5-58
Subtotals, 5-7
Subtract (date), 6-92
Suffix expression, 5-10, 5-61
SUM function
grouping, 6-41
intra-record, 6-32, 6-76
tabling, 5-58
SUM function report editor, 3-36
Summary page, 1-72
System date/time, 6-7, 6-91
System menu, 2-46, 5-44

-TTable columns, 5-8
Table commands, 5-12
Table definition display, 5-14
Table editor, 5-13
Tabling
AVG function, 5-58
COUNT function, 5-59
MIN/MAX functions, 5-59
SUM function, 5-58
TCAT function, 6-21
Temporary result, 6-82
Time, 6-7, 6-91
Time conversions, 6-102
Time duration, 6-90
Time functions, 6-37
Timestamp, 6-7, 6-91
Timestamp duration, 6-90
Timestamp functions, 6-37
Timezone, 6-7, 6-91
Total, 5-56, 5-62
Total time calculations, 5-9, 5-56, 5-62
Totaling, 3-2
TRANSLATE function, 6-24
Trigonometric functions, 6-31
Trim functions, 6-20
Types of joining, 6-58

-UUndo, 2-41
UNEDIT Function, 6-27
UNION Clause, 2-105, 6-5, 6-79
Unique name, 6-49
UNIQUEKEY parameter, 6-82
UNPACK Function, 6-34
Unsigned ordering, 6-81
Upper case, 6-18
URLSTRING function, 6-46
USER, 6-7
User defaults, 1-110
User defined function key, 1-40
User interface
calculation prompt, 2-77
FROM prompt, 2-51
GROUP BY prompt, 2-103
JOIN prompt, 2-59
ORDER BY prompt, 2-106
Run time variables, 2-108
SELECT prompt, 2-70

starting, 1-102
UNION prompt, 2-105
WHERE/HAVING prompt, 2-94
User profile, 2-4, 6-7
User support, 1-34, 2-50, 4-33, 5-48
Using the action bar, 2-12, 5-17
Using the Run-Time Prompter, 1-98

XOR operator (boolean), 6-62

-YYEAR function, 6-40, 6-96
YYMMDD function, 6-40
YYYYDDD function, 6-40
YYYYMMDD function, 6-40

-VVALUE function, 6-37
Values comparisons, 6-67
VARCHAR function, 6-23
Variable specifications, 2-110
Variable Specifications of Script, 4-35
Variable view, 1-84
Variables
in Command Parameters, 4-47
Variance (VAR) function, 6-41
VARSPECS of DSNSCRIPT, 4-35
Varying length string, 6-23
Vector assignment, 3-35
Vector results, 3-41
VERIFY function, 6-22
View creation library
authority, 1-114
View definition
advanced assistance, 2-7
basic assistance, 2-5
intermediate assistance, 2-7
subselect, 2-114
variable specs, 2-110
View Definition, 2-1
View definition display, 2-3
View menu, 2-42

-ZZONED function, 6-30

-WWDATA function, 6-50
Web format, 1-75
WHERE Clause, 2-94, 3-39, 6-4, 6-62
Where prompt function keys, 2-96
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